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SENATE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR 

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION Nos. 39, 68 and 
~EMBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 30 (ACS) 

STATE OF NEW jER5EY 

ADOPTED MARCH 11, 1993 

Sponsored by Senators DORSEY, EWING, P ALAIA, 
Assemblymen KAMIN and GARRETT 

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION applying to the Congress of the 
2 United States for the calling of a convention for the purpose of 
3 proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United 
4 States. 
5 

6. WHEREAS, The federal budget has not been balanced in 21 

7 consecutive years and has been balanced just once in the past 
8 30 years; and 
9 WHEREAS, The Congress of the United States has repeatedly 

10 repealed statutory requirements that mandate a balanced 
11 federal budget; and 
12 WHEREAS, The failure of the federal budget process has 
13 produced a large and permanent federal budget deficit and 
14 growing national debt; and 
15 WHEREAS, Such large deficits and debt endanger the jobs. 
16 incomes and retirement security of the American people; and 
17 WHEREAS, Such deficits and debt also divert scarce public 
18 resources from crucial programs to pay interest on the national 
19 debt; and 
20 WHEREAS, Such deficits and debt also constrict the federal 
21 government's ability. to address national problems and respond 
22 to new needs; and 
23 WHEREAS. Such deficits and debt also increase pressures to raise 
24 taxes on the American people: now, therefore, 
25 
26 BE lT RESOLVED by che Senate of the State of New Jersey 

27 (the General Assembly concurring): 
28 1. The Legislature of the State of New Jersey makes 
29 application to the Congress of the United States for a convention 
30 to be called under Article V of the Constitution of the United 
31 States for the sole, specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an 
32 amendment to the Constitution of the United States to require a 
33 balanced federal budget. 
34 2. An amendment to the Constitution of the United States to 
35 be proposed by a convention for submission to the states for 
36 ratification shall require that, with certain exceptions, each 
37 fiscal year the President of the United States shall submit and 
38 the Congress of the United States shall adopt a balanced federal 
39 budget. 
40 3. If Congress adopts. before 90 days after the legislatures of 
41 two-thirds of the states have made application for a convention 
42 as described in section 1 of this resolution, an amendment to the 



SCS for SCR39 
2 

, Constitution of the United States containing provisions similar in 
2 subject matter to that contained in section 2 of this resolution, 
3 the!1 this applic~:tion for a convention shall :10 longer he of any · 

.t force or effect. 
5 4. With the exception noted in section 3,. the application 
6 contained in section 1 constitutes a continuing application in 
7 accordance with Artide V of the Constitution of the United 
8 States until at least two-thirds of the legislatures of the several 
9 states have made application for a convention to propose an 

10 amendment similar in subject matter to that contained in section 
L 1 2 of this resolution. 
12 5. This. application for a limited constitutional convention shall 
13 be automatically rescinded if the Supreme Court of the United 
14 States holds that the Congress of the United States cannot call a 
15 constitutional convention limited solely and exclusively to the 
16 subject requested by two-thirds of the Several -,·:ttes. 
17 6. This application shall be deemed null ;\ void, rescinded, 
18 and of no effect in the event that a conventioi: called pursuant to 
19 this resolution is not limited to the specific and exclusive purpose 
:.!0 set forth in.section 1 of this resolution. 
:.! 1 7. Duly authenticated copies of this resolution, signed by tht: 
·>·> President of the Senate and the Speaker of the General Assembly 
23 and attested by the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the 
:2~ General Assembly, shall be transmit ted to the President of the 
25 United States Senate, the Speaker of the United States House of 
26 Representatives, each member of Congress elected thereto from 
27 New Jersey and the presiding officer of each house of each state 
28 legislature in the United States. 
29 

JO 
31 

32 
33 
~4 Applies to Congress for constitutional convention for proposing 
35 amendment to balance federal budget. 



SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

STATEMENT TO 

SENATE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR 

Sfu'IATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION Nos. 39, 68 and 
~EMBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 30 (ACS) 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

DATED: MARCH 11, 1993 

The Senate State Government Committee reports without 
recommendation a Senate Committee Substitute for Senate 
Concurrent Resolution No. 39, Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 
68,.and Assembly Concurrent Resolution, No. 30 (ACS). 

The purpose of this concurrent resolution is to serve as an 
application. to the United States Congress for the purpose of calling 
a convention, pursuant to Article V of the United. States 
Constitution. for the sole, specific and exclusive purpose of 
proposing an amendment to the United States Constitution to 
require a balanced federal budget. 

An amendment to the ConstitUtion of the United States to be 
proposed by a convention for submission to the states for 
ratification shall require that, with certain exceptions, the 
President of the United States shall submit and the Congress of the 
United States shall adopt a balanced federal budget each fiscal year. 
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SENATOR PETER IHVERSO (Vice-Chairman): May I have 

your attention, please? Good morning. Just so we all know why 

we're here, we are all here to hear testimony on Certificates 

of Need; right? No, no, no; no. Okay, all right. That wasn't 

very funny, was it? 

L ;ATant to do this. I. certainly Nant to say that ~ve 

are sorry about the size of the meeting room. This is the 

largest room we could get. We did not anticipate this overflow. 

crowd. There is amplification outside the room in the area 

right near the room here. We will see if we can get some 

chairs out there to provide some seating. I hope staff will 

take care of that. We cannot move to a larger room. So, we 

are doing everything we can to accommodate the situation. You 

will have to bear with us. 

I would like to start off by reading into the record~ 

the following. As the sign indicates but maybe you can't 

see it -- I am Senator Peter Inverse.· I am the Vic~--Chair of 

the Senate State Government Committee. This public hearing is 

convened pursuant to Senate Rule No. 8 to take testimony on the 

Senate Committee Substitute for SCR..;,.39, SCR-68, and ACR-30 ACS. 

On March 11, 1993, the State Government Comrni ttee -~ 

the Senate State Government Comrni ttee joined these three 

concurrent resolutions and reported them as a Senate Committee 

Substitute. As reported by the Committee, these resolutions 

applied to the Congress the- United· States for 

constitutional convention for the sol~ and exclusive purpose of 

proposing a balanced budget amendment to the u.s. Constitution. 

The Senate Committee Substitute sets forth the 

following provisions to be included in such a Federal 

constitutional amendment: A requirement that, with certain 

exceptions, each fiscal year the President must submit and the 

Congress must adopt a balanced budget; a restriction on debt, 

tax increases, and the growth of total Federal government 

revenue and spending; and a prohibition against the Federal 

l 



government taking any action that would h~ve the effect of 

requiring any state or local government to incur any net cost 

increase, unless the Federal government pays for the entire net 

cost increase. 

This resolution constitutes a continuing application 

unt.i 1 at least two-thirds of the states have applied for a 

convention to propose a balanced budget amendment, except that 

this application is to be automatically rescinded or rendered 

void, if Congress adopts before 90 days -- after two-thirds of 

the states· have applied for a limited convention as described 

above a constitutional amendment containing provisions 

similar to that described in this resolution. If the u.s. 
Supreme Court holds that Congress cannot call a constitutional 

convention limited solely and exclusively to the subject 

requested by two-thirds of the states, or if the convention for 

any other reason is not limited to the sp~cific and exclusive 

purpose of drafting a balanced budget amendment,. any minute 

drafted by such a convention would still require ratification 

by 38 states. 

The Senate Committee Substitute was reported from the 

Senate State Government Committee on March 11, 1993. It was 

placed on the desks of the Senate on that date, and placed on 

the desks of the General Assembly on March 22, 1993. Since it 

was reported as· a Committee Substitute, it will require a 

formal. public hearing prior to being. voted on by the Senate. 

After the Senate votes on the resolution it must then be _sent 

to the Assembly for a vote. 

Now, we have many witnesses here who wish to testify 

in a limited amount of time and, unfortunately, a limited 

amount of space, it seems. Therefore, 

each witness limit their testimony to 

minutes. Now, I am going to ask this: 

I am requesting that 

about three to four 

Since this is being 

recorded and transcribed, if you have written comments, if you 

'--lOUla just hand the comments in, ·we will see ·that those 

2 



comments verbatim get into the transcript. You will then have 

about three minutes or so to provide amplification on any 

comments you wish to make in addition to your written 

testimony; or, if you wish to summarize your testimony in that 

three- or four-minute period, please do so. 

We would ask, for the record, th~t you identify 

yourself by name very clearly, so that the names can be 

transcribed appropriately and properly in the record .. 

I am going to ask Jack Callahan, our Legislative Aide 

here to my left, to advise you by sign perhaps by the. 

raising of his hand -- to let you know that there are about 30 

minutes left before your time is up -- 30 seconds (laughter) 

I'm sorry -- 30 seconds left. Times that by 10, and we might 

come up with a larger number. 

I understand that Assemblyman ·Kamin is here. 

Assemblyman Kamin, do you wish to make a comment prior to us 

going to the witnesses who are here? (no response) 

Again, ladies and gentlemen, we apologize for the size 

of the room. It was not done with any intent, I assure you of 

that. The overflow crowd is just remarkable, and we will try 

to accommodate those in the outer area as best we can. I hope 

that staff is looking to providing some seating out there for 

them, please. 

Assemblyman Kamin? 

A S. S E M B I. Y M A N C •. R I C H A R D 

Senator Inverse, good morning . Thank you once again for this 

. Committee providing the opportunity for this very 

issue to have a hearing before, hopefully, going 

floor vote in the Senate in the early part of June. 

important 

to have a 

The demand for a balanced budget in this country has 

not changed; in fact, I believe it grows each and every day. 

As we speak, in Congress today they are unfolding and are going 

to be debating the new budget. The cry from the country is, 

"Cut spending first··." The historical track record of Congress 

3 



is, in f ~ct, to have spending increase at a far greater rate 

than rev .1ues; consequently, the growing deficit. That is why 

there is an urgency to this, and that is why I appreciate the 

opportunity for you to hear comments from the public. This is 

the appropriate way that we should hear them. I hope the 

comments today are something· new. This is not a. new issue for 

this country, or certainly for the State of New Jersey. We 

have debated this balanced budget amendment for five years. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity. So 

that we have a chance to hear from the public~ that will 

conclude my remarks. Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. We also have with us 

former Senator Wesley Lance. Senator Lance, would you care to 

make any comment? (no response) Is he here? I thought he was 

here. Maybe he is in the outer area. 

Okay, we will start with the first witness, Cheryl 

Lemons, who is opposed to the resolution. Is Ms. Lemons here? 

(no response) No, okay. Do we have Mr. Peter Boyce? 

(affirmative response from audience) Yes, Mr. Boyce? 

P E T E R F. B 0 Y C E: Hello. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Would you identify yourself, please, 

for the record? 

MR. BOYCE: My name is Peter Boyce. 

the focus of which is a radio talk show, 

Chairman of TRIM Tax Reform Immediately. 

esteemed Committee as one myself to this 

I am the host of 

taxes. I am the 

This is_ to qualify 

who is regularly 

involved in the debate about taxes. 

myself to this esteemed. Committee 

I wish to further qualify 

as being somewhat of an 

expert regarding the preparation of documents requiring a use 

of language which· is unambiguous and not easily misconstrued. 

Evidence of .my qualifications in the preparation of such 

documents are these patents for an ocean wave energy converting 

electric, self-generating, self-charging ship, and an ocean 
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wave energy extracting erosion reversal electric power 

generation system, the applications for which I drafted myself. 

There is perhaps no more exacting body than the U.S. 

Patent Off ice when it comes 

which is exclusive, sole, 

to requiring language and format 

and specific in its meaning. 

Certainly an application to amend. the document ','17hich secures 

freedom for 250 million of our fellow Americans requires the 

use of our English language which is equally exclusive in its 

singular meaning. It is most assuredly incumbent upon this 

esteemed Committee to require this bill to embody language 

which is not ambiguous or self-contradicting. This incumbent 

duty is inherent in the convening of this esteemed Committee so 

as to not waste the valuable time of th~ entire Senate, 

embroiling it in debate over· language which is ambiguous and 

paradoxical. 

It is further incumbent upon this esteemed Committee 

to require a precise use of language so as not to invite 

litigation which can, at this opportunity, be easily averted. 

Just as the time of our New Je~s~y S~nators is 

valuable, so is that of our own U.S. Supreme Court, which most 

assuredly wi 11 be burdened by this matter as a result of the 

ambiguous and, on occasion, even contradictory use of language 

in these bills as presently drafted. 

While. awaiting my turn to testify, I could not help 

but hear, on severaL occasions, the loyalty of t.he esteemed 

legislators who are the sponsors of these bills being called 

into question. Without dwelling on this, I would like to say 

that the legislators sponsoring these bills did not lose their 

constitutional right to a presumption of innocence at the time 

that they became legislators. Such talk of treason and 

impeachment impugns ·the integrity of our entire State 

Legislature, and is as yet premature. 

I will, therefore, in an effort to ameliorate the 

damage being done to the esteem of our State Legislature, give 



the sponsors of these bills the bene~it of ~he doubt, presuming 

their innocence, attributing. the ambiguous and contradictory 

portions of these bills to hasty preparation. 

you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: You have 30 seconds, Mr. Boyce. 

MR. BOYCE: Excuse me? 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thirty seconds. I am just reminding 

MR. BOYCE: Then I better get right to it. 

I call your attention to line 17, page 1, the last two 

words in that line, "scarce public," and the next word, 

"resources," on line 18. I submit that these words be stricken 

and the word "taxes" be place? there instead of "scarce public 

resources," making clear that t:c4e issue is taxes. 

I furth~r call your ~ttention to line 24, the last two 

words, "now,. therefore." I would strike those words, and I 

would add two more whereases. The first whereas: "Whereas, 

taxes are the direct function of government spending," · and I 

would also add another whereas, "Whereas it is the intent of 

the State Legislature in the State of New Jersey to reduce 

taxes." This point was not made clear. 

Further, in item 2, I would state, on line 36-- I 

would strike the words "with certain," and I would replace them 

with the word "without," so that the line would read: "An 

amendment to the Jnstitution of the United States to be 
proposed by a convention for submission to the states for 

ratification shall require that, without exceptions" -- in$tead 

of "-.-iith certain exceptions" -- ··each fiscal year t:he President 

of the United Stat~s shall submit and the Congress of the 

United States shall adopt a balanced Federal budget." 

In item 1, the wording is, "sole, specific and 

exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment," but then in item 

2, those very words are negated by the phrase, "with certain 

exceptions.~ Then, to aggravate this ambiguity, those 

exceptions are nowhere listed in these bills. 
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In an effort to save time, and trying to stay within 

my 30 seconds, I submit that as a result of pressure from such 

groups as TRIM and Hands Across New Jersey, our State 

legislators have embarked on this noble goal of balancing the 

Federal budget, but due to the pressure it has been done. in 

haste. This document has been. prepared in haste, although with 

noble intent, and needs to be rewritten to eliminate its 

ambiguities and contradictions. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, Mr. Boyce. 

Senator Lance has arrived, and he has a statement to 

make. Senator Lance? 

W E S L E Y L. L A N C E, ESQ •. : Mr. Chairman, I have a 

prepared statement. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Fine. The ground rules are, if you 

have a prepared statement, that will get into the record. If 

you wish to amplify the statement, you may. But in either 

event, you have approximately three to four minutes. We are 

trying to keep it within the three-and-a-half-minute time 

frame. Why don't we just say three-and-a-half minutes, and see 

how it goes? 

MR. LANCE: My name is Wesley L. Lance. I am an 

attorney at law with offices in Clinton, New Jersey. I served 

a total of 14 years in the New Jersey State Legislature four 

years in the Assembly and 10 years in the State Senat~. I also 

served as Judge of the Hunterdon County Court for five years. 

I am the only living person who has served as a 

delegate to two New Jersey constitutional conventions. I was a 

delegate to the 1947 New Jersey constitutional convention some 

45 years ago. This convention was authorized to draft an 

entirely new Constitution, but with a limitation. The 

convention could not change the method of representation in the 

New Jersey Senate or the New Jersey House of Assembly. That 
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was in the days when each county had one Senator~ regardl~ss of 

its population. 

I was also a delegate to the New Jersey 1966 

constitutional convention. This convention was directed to 

draft constitutional clauses which would. reapportion the New 

Jersey State Senate and the New Jersey House of Assembly so as 

to conform with the United States Supreme Court decisions 

guaranteeing one person/one vote, or one man/one vote. The 

1966 constitutional convention was precluded from doing 

anything except reapportioning the State Legislature. 

Irt other words, the 1947 convention was precluded from 

doing that which constituted the sole jurisdiction of the 1966 

convention. Or, to put it in still another way, the 1947 

convention was an "everything but" convention, while the 1966 

convention was an "only this" convention. In· case you are 

already confused, what I am trying to say is, both of our past 

two conventions had limitations on them. 

What has been my experience as to the effectiveness of 

the limitations placed upon the powers of the 1947 and the 1966 

New Jersey constitutional conventions? My answer is that the 

delegates to both conventions observed these limitations and 

restrictions with exactness. 

I believe the del~gates to the proposed Federal 

constitutional convention for a balanced budget would feel 

bound by their oath of: of.fice to limit· the convention to the 

subject matter of a balanced budget, just as the delegates to 

the New Jersey two recent constitutional conventions felt bound 

to their assigned subject matter. 

Now to get to my point: I believe that a nationwide 

opinion poll wo_uld show that the American people overwhelmingly 

support the concept of a mandated Federal balanced budget. If 

all they had to do would be to push a "Yes" button in a 

nationwide referendum, they would do so, in my opinion. 
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However, the real opposition to ACR-30 and related 

proposals, as I see it, comes from groups which fear a runaway 

Federal constitutional convention -- a convention which would 

exceed its limited powers. I have no such fears that there 

would be a runaway convention. However, I realize certain 

groups have honest fear~ of a Federal constitutional 

convention. Thus, I bear no hostility to those groups which 

honestly feel that a national constitutional convention may 

exceed its appointed bounds. Rather, I extend an invitation to 

these groups to try to get nationwide support from their 

constituencies in the 50 American states to vote for candidates 

for delegates to the national convention who will scrupulously 

pledge to stick to the subject of a balanced budget. 

Governor Alfred E. Driscoll exercised his influence in 

1947 to remind the New Jersey constitutional convention that it 

was a body with 1 imi ted powers and it- should observe them. 

Along these lines, I would respectfully recommend that the 

Republican State Committee and the Democratic State Committee 

take positions in any elections for candidates for delegate to 

the Federal. convention, and that these delegates pledge they 

will vigorously oppose any action going beyond the subject 

matter of a balanced budget. This would be beneficial 

bipartisan action involving policy. It would not require a 

bipartisan slate of delegates. 

SENATOR INVERSO: You have 30 seconds, Senator; JO 

seconds to conclude. 

MR. LANCE: In conclusion: 

1) We need a Federal balanced budget amendment. 

2) I believe the probability of a runaway Federal 

constitutional convention is minuscule. Minuscule may be 

spelled wrong: this statement was written in a hurty. Even so, 

the courts would have the po~er to enjoin. 

3) However, certain constituencies have an honest 

fear of such a possibility -- a runaway convention. 
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4) Those of us who favor a Federal convention for the 

sole purpose of creating a balanced budget amendment should 

pledge our efforts toward the election of delegates who will 

recognize- the bounds placed upon the convention's powers. 

An opportunity exists to correct one of democracy's 

greatest flaws. We should not let it slip by. Thank you very. 

much. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, Senator. 

The next speaker will be Mr. Greg Kaye. Mr. Kaye is 

opposed to the resoluti~n. Mr. Kaye? 

So that you can prepare yourselves, the next speaker I 

have listed is ~r. George Detweiler. When Mr. Kaye is about to 

wrap up, if yc l would 3tart proceeding to the microphone, that 

would help things. 

G R E G KAYE: Good morning, Senator. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Good·morning. 

MR. KAYE: Again, I address this Committee on behalf 

of the New Jersey Conservative PAC, which I Chair, which now 

numbers 15,000 voter households in the State of . New Jersey. 

For the written record, I have submitted position papers from 

our organitation, plus the letter yo~ received last week from 

our good friend, Representative Reese Hunter, who wrote the 

withdrawal bill in Utah, which was cosponsored by 55 of their 

70 Assemblymen. They realize their mistake in Utah. I have 

also submitted position papers by Mt. George Detweiler, ·who 

accompanies me, a constitutional specialist from Idaho, who is 

here testifying under our auspices. 

Senators, as I said in the past, at issue here is not 

a balanced budget, but a constitutional convention. Our 

organization does favor a balanced budget. I have seen only 

two in my entire lifetime. We did back, and we do favor, 

SCR~52, the traditional method of passing a constitutional 

amendment, which has happened 27 times in our country's 
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history, but not once since 1789 have we had a constitutional 

convention. 

We see the problem, the $4.5 trillion debt we have 

today, and the estimated $6 trillion debt that we will see on 

inauguration 

Canst i tution .. 

day of 1997, . not as a defect of our present 

1983, . we were 

The problem is the profligacy of Congress. 

given a T.E.F.R.A. tax act, the largest 

In 

tax 

increase in history, and told we would.have $2 in tax cuts for 

every $1 in tax revenue. That was followed by the '86 

T.E.F.R.A., the new largest tax increase in history; followed 

by the 1990 budget deal, the new largest tax increase in 

history, and the budget cuts never carne; the spending cuts 

never carne. 

In previous hearings I put into the record the 

Financial Integrity Act prepared by our own G.A.O in 1989, 

confirming the Grace Cornrnissioni its documentation of $210 

billion of waste, fraud, and inefficiency at the Federal 

level. On January 8, 1993, Edward A. Bowsher, the Chair of the 

G.A.O., confirmed that not one aspect of his previous report of 

1989 has been addressed. That waste still exists. This is not 

a problem or a defect in our Constitution, nor will a balanced 

budget amendment and constitutional convention address this 

issue. 

I have listened to all the proponents of the 

convention at these hearings. I find their arguments specious 

and invidious. We have he~rd crystal ball political science 

and w1shful thinking about safeguards. These do not exist. As 

I have said in previous hearings, we only have one historical 

legal fact we can look at, and that is the first constitutional 

convention 1787 to 1789. 

MR. CALLAHAN ·(Senate Majority Staff): You have 30 

seconds. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I'm Sorry, that is the sign. 

I'1R. KAYE·: I '~ill i: ry to speak quic~-tly. 
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That is the only historical precedent we had. What we 

saw was that that convention was called simply to review the 

Articles of Confederation. Instead, they usurped the power to 

write an entire Constitution. 

We have been told about null and void clauses. In 

effect, they are null and void. Once a convention is called, 

they have complete sovereignty. They can set up their own 

procedure for ratification. Article v, itself, states -- and 

our Founding Fathers were big on original intent -- that they 

shall call a convention for the purpose of proposing amendments 

-- plural. The word is, "amendments," not "amendment." The 

convention has sovereignty. I disagree with Senator Lance. 

The Supreme Court, and no one else, can hold them to a single 

issue. If you read the "Federalist Papers," read Madison, this 

process was set up for the citizenry to bypass unresponsive 

governmental agencies and systems;·· to bypass Congress; to 

bypass ·the Supreme Court. The only power our Legislature has, 

is simply to call the convention. Once called, they have 

complete sovereignty. 

As far as a ratification procedure, it does not have 

to come back to this Legislature~ as stated by proponents. If 

you recall, the 21st Amendment never came back to the New 

Jersey Legislature. There was a ratifying convention. But 

this ~onvention will have the power--

SENATOR INVERSO: He says it's time. We've got to get 

a broader pencil up here. 

MR. KAYE: If· I may, in one sentence, sununarize? 

SENATOR INVERSO: 

important issue. 

Yes, go right ahead. It is an 

MR. KAYE: The rest is in our position papers, and we 

submitted them previously. 

May I just state this: The average life span of the 

nation's stake in today's world is 40 years. We exist today -

the American constitutional republic as-- the longest·, 
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continual governmental entity on earth. The thread that has 

held our fabric together is the Constitution of the United 

States. As the saying goes: "If it ain't broke, don't fix 

it." We don't need a convention call to solve this problem. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: The speaker after Mr. Det~vei ler wi 11 

be Mr. Wayne Dibofsky. 

Would you please identify yourself, Mr. Detweiler? 

G E 0 R G E C. D E T W E I L E R, ESQ.: My name is 

George Detweiler~ I come from the State of Idaho at the 

invitation of the~-

SENATOR INVERSO: Well, welcome to New Jersey, sir. 

MR. DETWEILER: --New Jersey Conservative Political 

Action Committee. Thank you. I have· traveled a long way, and 

I will try to stay within your time limits. 

SENATOR INVERSO: We may give you a few extra seconds 

since you have come all that way. 

MR. DETWEILER: I thank you, .Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR INVERSO: We are pleased to have you. Thank 

you for coming. 

MR. DETWEILER: I come here having read your 

a p p 1 i cat ion for a cons t it u t ion a 1 convention , and I have seen 

all of the protections and the restrictions and the sundown 

clauses and· everything which you have put into them. I must 

come to you saying that the foremost legal scholars in the 

United States, retired Supreme Court Judges, and one sitting 

United States District Court Judge say they are totally 

meaningless. What they say, in effect, is: You have an 

application, and you have a number of restrictions and 

qualifications, and this is all that stays. All of the 

qualifications, all of the restrictions, all of the 

nullification, if something other than a balanced budget is 

considered, are meaningless. 
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I will not go through a list quoting all of the 

individuals, hut t .eir ranks include: Fot~ .. ~r Chief Justice of 

the United States of America, Arthur Goldberg; former Associate 

Ju~tice I mean, Chief Justice, Warren Burger; former 

Associate Justice Arthur Goldberg; and a large number of 

professors of law: Neil Cogan, Southern Methodist University; 

Professor C. ChriStopher Brown, University of Maryland; 

Professor Forrest McDonald, constitutional scholar, National 

Endowment for the Humanities and. author of sever-al books. 

I am mentioning these names for a purpose. Proponents 

of this measure have often said that there are well-meaning, 

but uninformed people who are worried about a runaway 

convention. Well may I say that Arthur Go dberg uses the word 

"runaway" in his "Abhorrence of Holding a . Convention," and he 

is not alone. Professor Gerald Gunther, of the Stanford 

University Law School, says the same thing. Not only that, 

Professor Gunther says that the majority of American law school 

academia who have expressed an opinion on the point say that 

state legislatures have absolutely no authority whatsoever to 

limit a convention to one subject, or several 

neither does the Congress have that authority. 

most widely proclaimed point by academia. 

subjects, 

This is 

and 

the 

I am going to read just a little bit from Judge Eruce 

van Sickle, United States D.istrict Judge for the District of 

North· Dakota. He has written a 110-page Law Review article 

carefully going through Article V and its operation. He says: 

"The states have no authority to place such unconstitutional 

demand in the applications. When a state applies under Article 

v for the calling of a convention for proposing amendments, it 

knows from the language of Article V that it cannot inhibit the 

scope of the convention." He assumes that this body knows you 

can't restrict it. I don't know. We'll see if his professed 

knowledge is correct or not .. 
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"It is a convention for proposing amendments" 

plura 1. "The clear language of Article V, combined with the 

historic fact that the selection of the plural form of the word 

'amendments' was a deliberate act, leads steadfastly to the 

inescapable conclusion that a state cannot limit the convention 

or its application to one topic." 

The next issue that I think has to be addressed is 

that of the supposed safety net of the ratification process. 

As we look at history we will find that. it is a safety net full 

more of holes than it is of netting. Previous reference was 

made to the ratification of the 21st Amendment, which repealed 

Prohibition. The Utah State Legislature was adamantly opposed 

to repealing Prohibition due to the political demographics of 

that state, yet Utah was the last state necessary to ratify the 

21st Amendment because of the convention process. 

The importance for all of you sitting here today is 

this: Proponents of this measure have often said, "Well, now 

you -- you, the -members of the Legislature of New Jersey -

would never ratify a bad amendment in case one slipped out of a 

convention, now, .would you?" Probably not; t•m sure you 

wouldn't. But what if you never get a chance to see it. Utah 

never got a chance to see the-- The Utah Legislature never got 

a chance to see the 21st Amendment. Not only that, but the 

same argument could have been made to this very to the 

Legislature of this very State in l7ff7, when our present 

Constitution was written. If we were sitting here then, in 

those days, and someone said, "Will the New Jersey Legislature 

ratify the new Constitution, or won't it?" Remember now, we 

were still working under the Articles of Confederation at that 

point in time. I believe many members of this Legislature then 

would have said, "Well, I don't know, but we will certainly 

have an opportunity to look at it," because Article XIII of the 

Articles of Confederation requires that any changes in these 
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articles be submitted, first to Congress, and th~n to the 

legislature of every state. 

Well, what happened? A new ratification article was 

written into our Constitution -- Article VII. The ratification 

was by states. 'The state legislatures never saw it, and it was 

nine states rather than unanimity which were allowed to ratify 

that new thing. I'm saying, anything that could have been done 

then under a more restrictive language of the Articles or 

Confederation, can happen now under the- more literal language 

of Article V of this Constitution. Don't say that you are 

going to or, don't have the assurance that you are going to 

see the amendments that come out of the convention, or that 

even the process set forth in Article V now, is the one which 

will be used. It was supposed to be that-- The present 

Constitution was supposed to be ratified under the procedures 

set forth in the Articles of Confederation. It wasn't. Yes, 

that convention was a runaway because they -didn't obey the law 

of the land -- the Articles of Confederation. 

Today, the same threat is there. Let's not try to 

drive the nail of balancing the budget with ·the pile driver of 

a constitutional convention. Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. At the risk of being a 

spoilsport, we are just taking.more time with the applause. If 

you are going to applaud, limit it very, very quickly to one 

clap or two, because it really takes our time, in fairness to 

the speakers who are very late on the list for speaking. 

So you know, I intend to take about a 

maybe a 20-minute to a half-hour break at noon. 

staff · if they can remove these two appendages 

hal£ an hour, 

I have asked 

here to the 

table. We are going to put some seating· in here so you can 

have some seats. We are trying to do our best to accommodate 

you. 

Mr. Wayne Dibofsky. 
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w A Y N E D I B 0 F S K Y: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name 

is Wayne Dibofsky, Associate Director of Government Relations 

for the New Jersey Education Association. 

before you. 
You have testimony 

The New Jersey Education Association remains 
unalte!'ably opposed to the three resolutions you have before 

you. Let me give you a quick, salient oveview of some of our 

concerns: 

The United States Constitution,. we believe, is not a 

place to establish economic theory. The Constitution is set in 

principles mainly having to do with individual liberties and 

property matters. Because we cannot predict the future 

economic trends of this nation, the theories or the realities 

that go behind them, we should never tie the hands of our 

future Federal government. 

We have a history of showing that we cannot also 

mandate at the Federal level morality, leadership, or political 

courage. Through legislative or constitutional amendments, 

these are the characteristics that will be needed to balance 

the budget. Simply adding more language to the Constitution, 

or calling a constitutional convention and putting it on 

printed pape~, will not resolve the problem. 

Let us ·make the assumption that we did balance the 

budget. What kind of an impact would that have on the nation 

as a whole? A balanced budget amendment could result in 

draconian cuts. Today, there is a bill before Congress to do 

such. Part of the concern that is before Congress today is the 

issue of entitlements, which are very near and dear to the 

hearts of citizens in New Jersey. Part of the entitlement cuts 

will be in Medicaid and Medicare, $56 billion, to be exact. 

No entitlements would be 

amendment calling for a balanced 

governments would suffer greatly, 

safe under a constitutional 

budget. States and local 

and New Jersey would suffer 

greater than most. The primary goals 3re a physical reality of 
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Federal government. They sh··:uld be to provide a heal thy 

economy and to establish ser ices for its citizenry. This 

balanced budget amendment could very well impact· the. overall 

growth of the economies of this nation. 

In 1991, in the fiscal year, the Federal budget and 

the Census Bureau showed that grants to states and local 

governments, Mr. Chairman, accounted for over 40 percent of all 

Federal funds distributed. Assuming that we had a balanced 

budget then, and impacted it on the realities of today, New 

Jersey a lone would lose an addi tiona 1 $32 mi 11 ion in Feder a 1 

aid and entitlements and flow-through grants. While no part of 

the country would .be s·pared, the Northeast suffers from a 

disproportionate dependency on Federal grartts, impact aid, and 

flow-through grants. 

While as individual citizens we may ·all agree to 

disagree on the merits of any particular issues that we may 

propose as amendments to our national Constitut.ion, it is our 

belief that no single issue or combination of issues, Mr. 

Chairman, is so important to warrant jeopardizing an entire 

constitutional system and the governance of our nation. We 

would ask you respectfully to consider that when you vote on 

the Senate floor in the month of June. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Now, now, now, you're not listening. 

I'm sorry. I didn't announce that Mr. Stephen Bauer 

would be our next speaker, and after Mr. Bauer we will have Mr. 

Sal Risalvato. I'm sorry if I mispronounced that. As an 

Italian, I should be able to pronounce that name, I suppose. 

Mr. Bauer? Is Mr. Bauer here? (no response) Okay. Mr. 

Risalvato? 

S A L R I S A L v A T 0: Thank you very much for moving me 

up. I do have some time limitations. I don't think everybody 

here is going to like to hear what I've got to say. Some of my 

friends w:ll probably be very surprised to see me in the same 



room disagreeing with so many conservatives 1 as I do take the 

conservative position. 

Since my statement is going to be put into the record 

and we do have some time constraints I I would just like to 

quickly remark that I am representing the National Federation 

of Independent Business. We have 10,000 members in the State 

of New Jersey. Most of those members employ· fewer than 10 

people. It has been the view of our membership that the fiscal 

inability to manage that has been shown to us by the United 

States government requires something. forceful. It requires a 

gun to be put to their heads. Politics being what it is, the 

Congress of the United States is not capable of telling the 

truth about the budget~ They are not capable of balancing that 

budget. Even today, there is a fiasco that is going on down 

there. They talk about the budget deficit reduction tax 

increase. They are mixing words. They are trying to snow the 

American public, and they are trying to make it seem as if they 

are doing it in the name of deficit reduction. They are not. 

What they are doing is, they are limiting the amount 

that they are going to increase the deficit. They are limiting 

the amount that they propose to increase spending. That is all 

t.hat they are doing. They are not going to do anything to 

balance that budget. The only thing that will make them 

balance that budget is an amendment that tells them that .they 

must. This proposal that we have here before us today puts the 

bullet in the gun that is pointed at the head of the Congress, 

and that is what will make them balance the budget. If they 

don't balance the budget, the deficit problems that we are 

experiencing now are only to grow worse, and we are only going 

to have further problems with the business community later on. 

We cannot manage our government the way we are doing 

it now. There is nobody here who operates their household that 

way. There is no businessman that I represent that operates 
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his business that way. We must force the government. into 

operating their house in a proper fashion. 

I think that at this time a balanced budget amendment 

is the only thing that is going to do that. That is why we 

support a balanced budget -- a constitutional convention, in 

order to do so. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. 

The next speaker will be Mr. William Hen.ry Harris. 

Excus~ me, Mr. John Kucek. 

J 0 H N K U C E K: Am I next? 

SENATOR INVERSO: Mr. Kucek? 

MR. KUCEK: Yes. 

SENATOR INVERSO: ~s, you're next. I sorry. Yes. 

Mr. Harris, you will be next after Mr. Kucek. 

W I L L I AM HENRY H A R R I S: May I sit here? I'm 

not allowed to sit here? 

SENATOR INVERSO: If you would sit where you were 

sitting, .I would appreciate it. Yes, I'm sorry. I jumped over 

a line here on the witness list. It's early in the day, too. 

MR. KUCEK: The Assembly Committee, to speed it up, 

had the two come up. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Oh, okay. That is a good 

suggestion; I will follow that. 

MR. HARRIS: I don't want to sit on the left, so-

( laughter) 

SENATOR INVERSO: In that case, let's remove the other 

chair, so we will only have one. No, that's all right. Mr. 

Kucek, please. 

Party. 

Jersey. 

MR. KUCEK: I am John Kucek. I am with the Populist 

I am also an independent candidate for Governor of New 

I spoke with Senator Schluter at some public forum. I 

pointed out io him the dangers of a constitutional convention. 

He said, "Well, the dangers of the massive budget deficit are 
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very serious, but it is a risk worth taking. Now, I would like 

to point out that there is another risk that may be taken. I 

notified each and every member of this Committee· that the 

so-called "balanced budget amendment" is a smoke screen for a 

con con; that the balanced budget amendment is a fake, a phony, 

and a fraud. I also notified them, by certified mail, of this 

fact. I have the return receipts right here. I suggested that 

they refer this to the Attorney General for investigation. 

What is involved here is fraud, conspiracy, and sedition, and 

it is a nationwide conspiracy. 

Now, here is the risk. The risk is, if we do get a 

con con and it does turn out to be what I have been understood 

to believe, the New States of America Constitution slipped in, 

and the experience in the State of Nevada where it was declared 

a fraud, an identical amendment -~ or proposal that we have 

today-- Oh, here it is. I'm sure you gentlemen are familiar 

with this flier that was sent around. It points out the fraud 

of the balanced budget amendment. 

Now, here is the risk. The risk is that the people in 

New Jersey who were instrumental in promoting the balanced 

budget amendment will face trial for conspiracy, fraud, and 

sedition. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. 

The next speaker. will be Mr. WLlliam Henry Harris. 

After Mr. Harris will be Steven Marshall. Mr. Harris, will you 

repeat your name, please, before you begin your comments·? 

MR. HARRIS: My name is William Henry Harris. I am 

from Riverton, New Jersey. I am appearing on my own behalf as 

a citizen of the State of New Jersey, a once sovereign State. 

First off; I must draw the attention of this Committee 

of the Senate, and all members of the Senate, to the fact that 

three states have rescinded their resolutions for a con con 

call, those being Florida, Alabama, and Louisiana. In 
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addition, Nevada 

mentioned-- They 

3S expunged, as, the previous , speaker 

;unged :heir call on June 24, 1989 in the 

Nevada State AssemL,f, designated as AR-20, by unanimous vote. 

The original con , con call was passed in 1979, and it had the 

"balanced budget amendment" tied to that legislation also. 

The significance here is that the 1979 resolution was 

expunged for fraud because it was represented that the con, con 

could be limited to a single issue. or subject, the balanced 

budget amendment. It should also be noted that all the Nevada 

Assemblymen who were serving in the Assembly in 1979, when the 

resolution calling for the con con was passed, supported that 

expungment move. Expungment differs from rescission, in that 

the legislative body says: "We did something that we no longer 

agree with. We changed our minds." 

With expungment, the legislative body is saying: "We 

were defrauded by false representations"' into putting something 

into our journal that never should have been there but for 

false 'representations." Expungment is not only a more emphatic 

form of disapproval ,than recision; it shows that there never 

was a valid assent by Nevada for the calling of the con con. 

It should be noted also that after 14 years, there is no longer 

a "consensus" to call a con con for a balanced budget, or· any 

other issue to "con" the American people into allowing a con 

con. 

The Found g Fathers designated Article V of the 

Constitution to prc·;··ide a means of action for the people when 

there was a ''consensus .. of two-thirds of the states desiring 

some action. Congress refused to respond to the people. With 

the communication system of today, do we really have a 

"consensus" from the people to be considering this today? I 

think not. Therefore, I say that Senate Committee Substitute 

No. 30 (sic), which was passed in the Assembly a short time 

ago, is a fraud, on its face, because it called for a con con, 

"for the sole, specific, and exclusive purpose of proposing an 
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amendment to the Constitution of the U.S. to require a balanced 

budget," as. outlined in paragraph 1 under the then Assembly 

bill by_ Kamin, Garrett, and Solomon. 

Further, a new Constitution entitled, "Constitution 

for the New States of America," was financed by the Rockefeller 

coundation. It \.~as published in 1974. Nelson Roc~-{efelle~ w·as 

at that time President of the Senate of the United States, and 

he engineered the introduction of HCR-28, calling for an 

unlimited convention in 1976. Public opposition defeated this 

effort and the convention backers returned home to the states, 

promising a limited convention, which we are now discussing 

today. 

The New. States Constitution is an outright assault on 

the Bill of Rights, i.e., guns, Article I, section b. Section 

8 states: "The bearing of arms shall be confined to the 

police, members of the armed forces, and those licensed under 

law." Religion: Article I-a, section 8, states: "The 

practice of religion shall be privileged." Religious freedom 

would no longer be a right. Trial by jury: Article VIII 

states that the judge decides if there is to be a jury. 

Speech: Article I-a, section 1 states: "Freedom of expression 

shall not be abridged, except in a declared emergency." And on 

and on it goes. 

MR. CALLAHAN: Thirty seconds. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I know that lS unsettling to have 

someone interrupt you. We apologize, but we have to move the 

hearing along. 
MR. HARRIS: Yes, I understand that, but this is a 

public hearing and there should not be professional witnesses 

here, former Senators and so forth. We are dealing with our 

Constitution today; sir~ 

SENATOR INVERSO: You are using up your own time. If 

you wish to debate the proceedings--
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MR. HARRIS: No, I am not debating that, and I, .am 

going to close, but I wanted to make those remarks. 

SENATOR INVERSO: --we can do that. It is an open 

proceeding. Everyone--

MR. HARRIS: This is my turn. This is my four minutes. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I'll hold your time. I Nant. to 

assure you, sir, that your comments are unfounded. Everyone 

has an opportunity to speak at a public hearing, whether they 

are former Senators, whether they are former factory workers, 

whether they are current-- Everyone has an opportunity here. 

There is no exclusionary tactics being employed here, nor 

inclusionary tactics. It is open to all. 

MR. HARRIS: I want to make one comment. I heard what 

you. said and I appreciate it, and I concur with it. But in the 

last Senate hearing, in the other building, you wanted a 

representative of the people and referred to the people who did 

testify as "street people." I resent.that. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I would, too, if I were you. I 

would agree with you, sir. But we are trying to do things 

completely, objectively, and aboveboard. 

MR. HARRIS: I' 11 close by saying--

SENATOR INVERSO: We'll give you 30 seconds. 

MR. HARRIS: Right. If Congress needs funds to me_et 

any emergency, it can borrow money on the credit of the United 

States. .~r~icle I, section 8, clause 2: The Founding Fathers 

intended that the budget of the United States be balanced and 

the deficit be paid off quickly and in an orderly fashion. 

Through a direct tax, the bill is given to the states of the 

Union. The bill is "apportioned" by the members or the 

number of representatives of each state in Congress. 

Therefore, each state is billed .its apportioned share of the 

direct tax equal to the numb~r of votes represented -- employed 

to pass the tax. How the states raise the money to pay the 

bill is not a Federal concern-- Article I, section 2, clause 3. 
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Our problem here today is a lack of knowledge of the 

Constitution. It reflects on the legislatures of the 

respective states in the Union. I am not impugning anyone 

here. It is just that we have degenerated into a situation 

where we have a border on mobocracy from a once republican form 

of government where we had representation and the few were 

protected from the many, and vice versa. We no longer have 

that. We have what I believe is a revolution coming, and I 

don't think we want that. We don • t like guns. "The pen is 

mightier than the sword." I think the representatives here 

should listen to every bit of this testimony. 

There was something else. The Chairman of the 

Committee was not even aware of the bill that he was discussing 

as Chairman of the Committee, which came· out of the Senate of 

the State of New Jersey. I think that is abominable. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: As I announced, Steven Marshall is 

next. After Mr. Marshall, Mr. Gardiner Rogers. Is Mr. 

Marshall here? (affirmative response from audience) Yes, 

okay. It will be Mr. Rogers after Mr. Ma~shall. 

S T E V E N M A R S H A L L: I am Steven Marshall. I am 

publisher of a newsletter on history and education. 

Before one can discuss a government's balanced budget, 

it is important to understand the history of the budgetary 

process. Nowadays the issue of a government's budget carries 

about it the aura or sanctity that at other times ·might be 

associated with religious rituals. 
It is important to begin by defining a budget. 

Webster's First Edition of his Dictionary in 1828 defines it 

simply: "The papers respecting the finances of the British 

nation." Historical!~ and economically, government budget 

making and deficit financing.have gone hand in hand. In fact, 

the budgetary process was created in Great Britain in order to 



justify a national debt as a necessity. The process began in 

1780 with the parliamentary commission justifying such a step 

in the name of efficiency and rationality. Each agency of 

state was to submit its needs for the year ahead in order to 

enable Parliament to tax and appropriate intelligently. Then 

these budgetary estimates would be submitted to the treasury, 

which in turn submitted to Parliament the "necessary" costs for 

the next year. A debate on the floor ensued, followed by the 

taxes. When the taxes were being collected, or in anticipation 

thereof, the state borrowed in order to make agency functions 

possible. Where there was a difference between income and 

expenditures, a debt was incurred, and ser~icing the debt 

became a part of the continuing budgetary procF.· 3. National 

debts were born with budgets. 

Before long, off-budget spending for spacial purposes 

was added to this process. This was an evasion of normal 

budgetary constraints. In time, off-budget debts began to 

surpass the regular indebtedness. 

National debts were born out of the budgetary 

process. Up until then, nations that were spending more than 

their revenue knew they were wrong. The budget gave a 

respectable name to debts. Budgets tend to be governed by 

"needs" rather than income, and the definition of "needs" is 

constantly expanded by bureaucrats and legislative bodies. 

Carolyn Webb~r and Professor Wildavsky in "The History 

of Taxation and Expenditure in the Western Worldi' observed: 

"To make their petitions impregnable, departments sought 

funding through the panoply of modern devices -- entitlements, 

loans, and guarantees, and off-budget corporations." The 

budgetary process is unsound because it justifiea spending 

money against revenue that may never come. You can be "half 

right" if you spend what you plan, even when there is no 

revenue. 
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The budgetary process gives priorities to "needs" over 

frugal allocation of the always finite real income. The 

alternative is to spend only the inco~e one has in hand. 

It took only about three months for the first Congress 

to propose what are now the first 10 amendments, or the Bill of 

Rights. Why don't the. proponents of a so-called »balanced 

budget" amendment reveal some drafts that can withstand public 

scrutiny? We don't need a formal convention for private 

citizens to assemble and write proposals. It is a freedom 

listed in the Constitution. 

Now, I am going to weigh historical opinion as to what 

is going on with Al Smith. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I was going to ask you~ are you the 

individual who sent the Al Smith speech? 

MR. MARSHALL: Yes. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I read that over t.he weekend -- this 

past weekend. I enjoyed it. I appreciate your sending it to 

us. 

MR. MARSHALL: Okay. Governor Al Smith was a pioneer 

and signer of progressive social legislation. He · warned 

decades ago, though, of the dangerous connection amongst 

chronic, unbalanced Federal budgets, perp~tual failure of 

Federal level social legislation, and an attack on the U.S. 

Constitution. He broadcast this warning in 1936: "Stop 

attempting to alter the form and structure of our government 

without recourse to the people themselves. I suggest that they 

read their oath of office to support the Constitution of the 

United States. The Constitution can't lose. The fact is, it 

has already won, but the news has not reached certain ears." 

(applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. . Mr. Marsha 11, the 

reason-- We have been inundated -- the entire Legislature 

with information on this issue. The reason I read this one 

I read others; but this one in particular -- is. when I was in 
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college I did a case history -- a term paper on Al Smith, "The 

Happy Warrior.". I did a lot on the 1928 convention and what 

have you, and I found it most interesting and informative. You 

could take his words in today's context of time and they would 

apply. So I could·appreciate that. I enjoyed it. Thank you. 

MR. ~.ARSHALL: I 'm glad you enjoyed it. You could 

probably tell me more-about Al Smith than I know. 

SENATOR INVERSO: . Probably; yes, probably·. You know, 

he~ was a little too left for me, but he is quite a character in 

history, and I mean that in the truest sense of the word -- the 

nicest sense of the word. 

We will now have Mr. Rogers, and then after Mr. 

Rogers, .. we will·. have Donald Smith. Again, will you identify 

yourself, please, for the transcript? 

G A R D I R E R R 0 G E R S: My name is Gardiner Rogers. 

Some people call me "Buck.~ That started way back in 1944 when 

one of my instructors said, "You must be able to fly a rocket 

ship better than you can an airplane." So, here I am. 

Mr. Chairmanj Senators of the New Jersey Legislature, 

thank you for allowing me the opportunity to add"ress you in 

defense of the Constitution which Almighty God gave to us 

through His agents, the Founding Fathers of our beloved country. 

Hbw can we know that God gave us our Constitution? By 

the fact that the majority of the Founding Fathers believed in 

the Father of us all and in His Son, Jesus Christ. 

Even as far back as 1492, Christopher Columbus, whose 

christian name means ~the light of Christ," wrote that he 

believed he was commissioned to bring the light of Christ to 

the New World. 

Thus, the spiritual roots 

history. According to the authors 

Glory," for some years before 

Independence, -as well as during that 
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churches throughout the land were aflame with the passion for 

religious and political liberty. 

As you know, the 1787 constitutional convention was 

attended by delegates dedicated to the erection of a government 

limited in power to protect the people from marauders, both 

foreign and domestic, while leaving them free to make the 

necessary decisions to run their daily lives. 

The Founders recognized that government could grow to 

be a danger to the liberties of the people. They also feared 

large standing armies, both because they consume large amounts 

of taxes and because they hold power that can be misused. Our 

Constitution was skillfully designed to achieve a proper 

balance between individual liberty and limited government. 

This dedication to establish a benevolent government, rather 

than political power for a self-appointed elite, could come 

only from men who had a strong sense of justice, from men who 

had spiritual depth, from men of honor. 

Our country became the envy of the world as a number 

of countries have copied parts of our Constitution, while 

immigrants have flocked to our land to start. a new life. What 

a compliment to America! 

You have head a lot of technical details h_ere which 

are very important, and I am not going to repeat them. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. 

MR. ROGERS: I will spare you that. I realize that 

you are limited, but 30 seconds? Lord, I have two hours yet to 

go. (laughter) 

SENATOR I NVERSO : If you can borrow someone else's 

time, we would be glad to have you come back. 

MR. ROGERS: 

to make, a dreadful 

wreck havoc on our 

American people have 

You have before you a momentous decision 

responsibility which, if misjudged, could 

citizens for generations to come. The 

besought you to make the responsible 

decision. Do not let them down. 
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We have no Roger Shermans, no James Madisons, Thomas 

Jeffersons, or George Washingtons in positions of influence. A 

constitutional convention would not be limited, and a new order 

would not be limited. The knock on the door at midnight creeps 

ever closer as we slide further toward the hell of a New World 

Order, which, if not defeated, will not be an order of freedom, 

but of tyranny. We must, as a nation, confel:)s our wrongs. 

Then perhaps God, in His mercy, will turn this about. 

I beseech you to act as His agents, as did our 

Founding Fathers, and say, "No," to a constitutional 

convention. Please vote, "No," on your Senate Committee 

Substitute for SCR-39, SCR-88, and ACR-3, and save our 

Constitution and its blessings for our 

grandchildren, for our posterity. . (applause) 

children and 

You have already seen somebody hold up the New States 

Consti t1.1tion. Here is another one that is being proposed. It 

is Orwellian. Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. 

Mr. Donald Smith, and after Mr. Smith, Mr. John 

Tomicki. Is Mr. Smith here? (affirmative response from 

audience) 

UN!OENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: Mr. Chairman? 

SENATOR INVERSO: Yes, Sir? 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: Mr. Tomicki is· at 

another committee meeting giving testimony. 

SENATOR INVERSO: We can hold him over until later. 

After M~. Smith, we will have Ms. Phyllis Schlafly. Mr. Smith? 

D 0 R A L D L. S M I T H: My name is Don Smith. I am a 

citizen of New Jersey. I would like to speak on the sections 

in this bill. 

First of all, . section 1 calls for a limited 

convention, but it doesn't specifically say that. That would 

be a tip-off ·to the fraud of the bi 11, because there are no 
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provisions for limited conventions in the Constitution, Article 

v. Second, in the second section it is proposing a 

loophole-ridden balanced budget amendment. The loophole comes 

with the certain exceptions. There are certain exceptions that 

are off-budget items. Off-budget items contribute tremendously 

to the national debt. They are all listed in this testimony: 

direct loans, loan guarantees, Federal insurance, 

government-sponsored enterprise zones, and so forth. 

Perhaps the Committee and the authors of the bill 

believe that they are not certain exceptions, and perhaps the 

certain exceptions are during times of national emergency. 

Well, according to Senate Report No. 93-549, the people of the 

United States have lived under emergency rule for the ~ast 90 

years. So if that is the certain exceptions, I am not sure 

they would not apply at all times, just as they are applying 

now. 

The next thing I would like to address in section 3 is 

the rescission. The bill sort of implies and, in some places, 

says, "If you don't like what is happening, we can just 

rescind," but no rescission is permitted. New Jersey tried to 

rescind its ratification of the 14th Amendment, but that was 

denied and New Jetsey was counted as ratifying the 14th 

Amendment. 

Attached to my testimony is a copy of the New Jersey 

session of 1868, page 1225, which actually shows the bill where 

New Jersey attempted to rescind its ratification of that 14th 

Amendment, and did expose the gilding of the language in order 

to try to sway people to adopt it. 

More recently, the ERA-- There was an attempt to 

permit states that had ratified the ERA to rescind. Various 

bills were submitted and big discussions were undertaken, but 

that was denied. During the 15th Amendment and the 19th 

Amendment there were at~empts to rescind. Also denied. In 

1921 and 1924, bills were defeated. We must remember, Congress 
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is capable of anything. For example, Ohio beci..< ... e a state in 

1953. That was adopted by the Congress of the United States 

in 1953. 

Rescission is a political question. The bill refers 

to the Supreme Court as a deciding factor in whether or rtot we 

have a runaway convention and whether . New Jersey can rescind. 

The Supreme Court has already ruledi in Coleman v. Miller, that 

rescission is a political question, and they do not rule on 

politic~! questions. 

Section 6 deals with the possibilities· of a runaway 

convention. They actually admit that it is there, and try to 

sway the people with the rescission concept t if it runs. 

away, we can still rescind. Again, a fraud. 

The public debt is not resolved. The very purpose of 

this whole bill is the public debt, and yet the resolving 

portion of this bill does not address the public debt, only the 

whereases, which leads people to believe that something· is 

going to be accomplished by a balanced budget relative to the 

debt -- the pub~ic debt. 

So, the safeguards in this bill are nothing more than 

illusions. They are put there. There is no rescission. There 

is a totally loophole-ridden balanced budget provision. By the 

way, the bill says that they require a bill with certairt 

exceptions. 

I have alsc included a paper on the secret science. 

The last page is the most important because it shows how the 

interest on the national debt is being generated on air. 

Nothing was loaned, and we are paying interest on the debt, 

which was a concern of the whereas clauses. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. Ms. Schlafly? 

(applause) After Ms. Schlafly we will have Fred Noye, of the 

American Legislativ~ Exchange Council. You are the only 

speaker. to get applause before the comments, so I can imagine 

y-;hat ~<1ill happen ~fter the comments. 
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P H Y L L I 5 5 C H LA F L Y: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My 

name is Phyllis Schlafly. On behalf of the 3000 members of New 

Jersey Eagle Forum, I urge you to reject all proposals calling 

for a new constitutional convention. 

my entire testimony in the record. 

I thank you for putting 

In the late 1970s, a resolution to call for a con con 

for a balanced budget amendment was passed by a number of state 

legislatures, and it sounded to some people· like a constructive 

way to address. the problem of Federal deficits. At that time, 

Federal deficits were relatively small. Most of the. states 

that passed these resolutions did so during the years of the 

Jimmy Carter administration. But we live in a different world 

now, with the current Federal deficit running at about $350 

billion. It is not believable that. the curt"ent Congress would 

cut out $350 billion in Federal spending a year. The current 

Congress is talking about spending more, not less. 

Now, a previous speaker· was worried about spending 

cuts if we have a balanced budget amendment, but the joker in 

this whole argument is that t.here is nothing in the balanced 

budget amendment that requires Congress to cut spending. I 

believe they would meet the balanced budget requirement by 

raising taxes, and balancing the Federal budget today would 

mean raising taxes an awesome 30 percent or more. It would be 

the excuse that the big-spending Congressmen have been waiting 

for. 

Other state legislators across 

realized how circumstances have changed. 

legislature since 1983 has passed one 

the country have 

Not a single state 

of these con con 

resolutions. They brought up votes in many states, but they 

have. all rejected them. Meanwhile, in the last 10 years, three 

states have rescinded their earlier con con resolutions, 

realizing that circumstances had changed. There has to be 

something mighty wrong with an amendment that cannot pass a 
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single state legislature in 10 years, even though it has been 

voted on again and again. 

The second reason why we are against the con con is 

that it would open up our great Constitution to be manipulated 

by the media. It would be like having a Republican and a 

Democratic national convention in the same hall at the same 

time, and the most influential players would be big media. We 

know how they like to run things. 

No one can assure us what the rules or the agenda of a 

convention would be. Now, the other side produces some lawyers 

to say that it would be limited, but they have no lawyer as 

prestigious as former Chief Justice Warren Burger, who said 

there is no effective wa}' to limit or muzzle the actions of a 

constitutional convention. The politic~! reasons are even more 

important, because everybody supporting this con con resolution 

is also for some other constitutional amendment, and it is not 

believable that they would pass up this great opportunity to 

get their other amendments. 

So, we are proud to stand with the American Legion and 

the Veterans of Foreign Wars who are opposed to a · 

constitutional convention for any reason. We urge you to vote, 

"No," and save us from having to spend energies fighting this 

terrible idea. Let's join together and get Congress to cut 

spending, which is what we really want to do. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Since you did such a marvelous job 

cf summarizing, I let the applause go on for your allotted 

time. (laughter) 

We will now have Mr. Fred Noye, and after Mr. Noye we 

will have Al Cors, Jr. Mr. Noye? 

F R E D R 0 Y E: Thank you, ·Senator, ·and distinguished 

Senators on the Committee. I am Fred Noye, from New 

Bloomfield, Pennsylvania, a former member of the Pennsylvania 

House of Representatives, having retired there last November-
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after 20 years of service, 14 of those years as a member of the 

House leadership. During my last year in office I served as 

the National Chairman of the American Legislative Exchange 

Council, which is a national organization of state legislators 

comprising about 2500 who are interested in the Jeffersonian 

principles of democracy and of limited government and taxation, 

with an abiding faith in the free enterprise· system. 

I come here today really to tell you, as I told your 

Speaker in pro tern last year during my visit to New Jersey, 

that the eyes of the nation are on New Jersey. I think you 

framed the question well in you.r resolution in the third 

whereas, where it states that the failure of the Federal budget 

process has produced a large and permanent Federal budget 

deficit and growing national debt. 

In the 1980s, we saw four tax increases passed by the 

Congress· of the United States with a quid pro quo agreement 

with the Chief Executive that would lead to a deficit 

reduction. It did not occur in any of those four instances. 

We are asking the Congress to do what 49 ~tates already do, and 

that is to balance their budget. 

During my travels as the National Chairman of ALEC, I 

visited over 40 states last year and found total frustration 

and desperation among your fellow colleagues in other state 

legislatures. This frustration with the Congress is not a 

partisan one; it is a bipartisan one. In my own State of 

Pennsylvania, we passed the convention call in the early 

1980s. Pennsylvania is not exactly a bastion of conservative 

thought, but we, since that time, have had no serious efforts. 

Even though political power has shifted in Pennsylvania on 

several occasions, we have had no serious attempt to· roll back 

that convention call. 

With what 

discussion of the 

is going on 

budget and 

in Washington today, 

the Federal deficit 

with the 

reduction 

proposals, while talk of more and more spending, there has 
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never been~ chance-to send a more. clear signal by those of you 

in the New Jersey Legislature to Washington. This is not going 

to be the 33rd State to make the call. This would raise the. 

number from 29 to 30. I think, at this point in time, it would 

send a clear signal to those Congressmen that their time is 

running out on this question. 

Thank you ve.ry much. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Mr. Cors from the National Taxpayers 

Un·ion, and after Mr. Cars, Mr. David Halbrook, American 

Security Council. 

A L C 0 R S, JR.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate 

the opportunity to appear before you and this Committee. 

Again, my name is Al Cors, Jr. I am Director of Government 

Relations for the National Taxpayers Union. We are America's 

oldest and largest grass-roots taxpayer organization. We are 

pleased to have worked over the years with the United Taxpay~rs 

of New Jersey, very closely with Sam Perelli, and we are 

pleased at that affiliation. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Sam who? 

MR. CORS: Sam Perelli. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I just wanted to let Sam know that 

we know he is here. 

MR. CORS: First of all, I am here in support of 

. Senate Committee Substitute for SCR-39,. SCR-68, and ACR-30. I 

want to conunend the sponsors Assemblyman Kamin, Senator 

Dorsey, Senator Ewing, Senator Palaia, Assemblyman Garrett. It 

is a well written· piece of legislation. We certainly commend 

them for their effort. We are in full support, as are our 

ta~payers in New Jersey -- our 9000 members here -- and across 

the nation. 

I want to cornmend you, Mr. Chairman, and the members 

of this Committee., for your patience and your diligence in 

considering all the testimony from numerous hearings. I think 

you deserve t0 be commended for that. 
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I want to start off very quickly and just talk about 

some of the points that have been made. I want to make the 

point very clear that the whole argument of the runaway 

convention was started back in the late '70s, when many, many 

states were passing these resolutions. It was started and 

funded by the AFL-CIO, which formed a committee to protect the 

Constitution. It has been picked up by other groups, some of 

which see a conspiracy behind every tree. It is unfortunate. 

Many well-meaning people have concerns, and we certainly· 

appreciate that. But we believe that those concerns are 

totally unfounded. 

Let me point out, very quickly, three reasons: First, 

Congress wi 11 act.,..... Before any convention can be convened, 

they will act, if they are forced by state petitions. The last 

thing that the Congress of the United States wants to happen 

wants to have happen -- is for a convention of citizens to 

write a balanced budget amendment that they would have to live 

under. So that is your first safeguard. 

Your second safeguard: If there is a convention, 

Congress wi 11 set the procedures. They have that duty under 

Article V. Okay? Any convention that would be held, would be 

held under procedures set by Congress. 

Third, any amendment that is proposed, by Congress or 

a convention, must be ratified by 38 states be.fore it can 

become a part of the Constitution. 

Now, you have heard testimony that told you, okay, 

they will change the method of ratification. If a convention 

proposes to change the method of ratification, then that, too, 

would have to be ratified by 38 states. 
You have heard testimony that, well, okay, the state 

legislatures would not have an opportunity, as in 1933, the 

only time state ratifying conventions were held; that those 

conventions would, in fact, ratify. Well, that's true. They 

were held in 1933. They were held because the legislatures 
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didn't· want to deal with the issue· of· repealing prohibition. 

That is the reason the conventions were set up. They were set 

up under the restrictions of the legislators in the respective 

states. In Arizona, it was, in fact, a misdemeanor to vote in 

opposition to the position that one had ran on. That is how 

tightly it was restricted. 

I see my t.ime is running out, so I wi 11 be very 

brief. I have provided some materials which show-- A 

gentleman talked about interests on air. Well, ladies and 

gentlemen, we have a $4.2 tri Ilion national debt. Under t.he 

best scenario of President Clinton's plan, it could very well 

be $5 .. 5 trillion to $6 trillion in five year· We are now 

consuming 71 percent of private savings fundi~.g the Feder a 1 

debt. That is the money you and I save in American financial 

institutions; that buys the government debt. So that is what 

is going on, and that is what we are threatened with. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I urge you to 

urge your colleagues to support this measure and stand up for 

the taxpayers of America. Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, sir. 

Next we will have Mr. Halbrook. After Mr. Halbrook, 

we will have Mr. Daniel Kalinger, American Security Council. 

D A V I D H A L B R 0 0 K: Thank you, sir. I am a long way 

from home, too. I am from Mississippi. On that theory and the 

fact that I usually talk. pretty slow, ! might ask to get my 

time extended. 

SENATOR INVERSO: 

excuse mine. How's that? 

I'll excuse your accent if you will 

MR. HALBROOK: I am very pleased to be here. I wi 11 

try to talk fast. There are a number of points that I would 

like to cover. 

First of all, it doesn't make any difference what the 

occasion is, there are always three things people want to 

know. They w.ant to know who you are, where you are from, and 
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what you do. Well, I am David Halbrook. Where am I from? 
am from the heart of the Yazoo Mississippi Delta, 

metropolis of Mississippi, the garden spot of the South, 

pride of the nation, and the culture center of the world; 

I 

the 

the 

the 

shining light of the universe and the golden buckle on the 

cotton belt. I am from just north of midnight and just east of 

daybreak, and I can prove all of that by the map~ 

Now, what do I do? I am a farmer. I raise cotton, 

soybeans, rice, and catfish. I am also in the real estate 

business. I do strip shopping center development, freestanding 

stores, that sort of thing. I just incidentally and I do 

mean just incidentally -- serve in the Le9islature. I am not a 

professional legislator. The people have been very kind to me, 

and I am deeply appreciative. I have been elected eight 

times. I am currently in my 26th year. One thing I .find is, 

people are pretty well alike no matter where you travel. 

Coming in on the airplane yesterday, a fellow in the 

airplane in the seat next to me asked me where I was going and 

what I was going to do. I told him. This is the man in the 

street talking now, and. I want you, as legislators, to listen 

to the man in the street. He said, "The budget needs to be 

balanced." He 

balance it of 

is necessary." 

went further and 

its own volition. 

said, "Congress w{ll never 

The constitutional amendment 

We went· ahead and had a 1 itt le further conversation. 

I am real glad to see these young folks here today. It does me 
a great deal of good, because it is their future we are talking 

about. It is not my future; it is not the future of the 

majority of the people in here. It is the future of these 

young people who are right here -- right here behind me now. I 

am glad to see them here. 

The man went on and talked about his daughter a little 

bit. · He said, "I have a daughter. We were talking politics 
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the other day, and she said, 'Daddy, I think politics and the. 

government programs should be run just like school.'" He said, 

"Well, how's that?" She said, "In school if I study and do my 

homework I make "A's". If I don't study and if I don't do my 

homework then I fail." This was from a 16-year-old. I've got 

to agree with her totally. We would be a lot better off if we 

would do that. 

Now, I have talked about a lot of things here. Let me 

get into some more or less prepared remarks. You know, the 

Chinese have an old--

SENATOR INVERSO: The demographics took a minute. 

MR . HALBROOK: Yes. Let me ask you two or three 

questions here, and then give you some answers. First of all, 

can a constitutional convention amend the Constitution? No. 

Give the lady an "A." It cannot. Who can amend the 

Constitution? The only people who can amend it are the 

legislatures or conventions within the states·. The convention, 

itself, cannot. 

We had a real compliment paid to us in Mississippi not 

too long ago by a member of the press. · Now, l don't know how 

the Legislature in New Jersey gets along with the press, but I 

was pleased at this. They said, "If the Legislature is given 

the full and true facts, they will usually reach the right 

decision." I want to ask you to reach this decision on full 

and true fact~. If you are giveri the full and true facts, you 

will reach the right decision. 

Now, on the questidn of a limited constitutional 

convention: Can it be limited? Of course it can. All of your 

recognized authorities, including Sam Ervin, Griffin Bell, the 

American Bar Association, the United States Department of 

Justice, and even Phyllis Schlafly say that it can be limited. 

Now, I will give Ms. Schlafly this point. She said, "It can be 

limited, ·but the question is, will it?" To me, the question of 

whether or not it will be limited is a completely and totally 
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irrelevant and rhetorical question, because with the attention 

that has been put on this, there is no question that it will be 

limited. 

In no state where public hearings. have been held has 

the call for the convention been rescinded. It has not been 

rescinded in any state. Ip the State of Louisiana-- As a for 

instance, I called over there they are next door and 

asked them why they did it. Everybody I called said, "We 

didn't do it. We didn't do it." If ever there was a con job 

put on, it was put on in the rescission in Louisiana, because 

nobody there knew what they did. I ask you to vote on the 

facts. 

Thank you very much. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, Mr. Halbrook. 

for coming. 
Thank you 

We will now have Mr. Kalinger, and after Mr. Kalinger, 

we will have Mary Boston Ms. Boston. Mr. Kalinger? 

D A N I E L J. K A L I N G E R: Mr. Chairman, good 

morning. Thanks for t_he opportunity to testify. ·My name is 

Daniel J. Kalinger. I am Executive Vice President of the 

American Security Council, which is a nationwide grass-roots 

organization. We number about 100,000 supporters and members, 

including more than 6000 here in New Jersey. 

I would also like to note, in my limited three 

minutes, that even though I am from Washington, I was happy to 

leave because I lived in New Jersey for many years; lived up in 

Teaneck; and helped as Marge Roukema's Deputy Campaign Manager 

when she first won in 1980. I am happy to be back. 

Mr. Chairman, the members of the American Security 

Council stand strongly in support of a balanced budget 

constitutional amendment. You might ask why an organization 

such as ours, with a reputation of dealing with defense and 

foreign policy issues, would particularly care about the 

balanced budget issue. The reason for us is that American 
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needs economic secu· 

we can. t balance o~ 

yin order to have.national security. If 

Judget and reduce the deficit, we believe 

our nation's secur1 Aill ultimately suffer~ 

We have heard some of the numbers this morning. The 

reason for the drastic action that is requited, in our view, is 

the state of crisis that besets our fiscal policy: a national 

debt over $4 trillion; interest payments of $210 billion a 

year, taking up more than our education, environment, 

tiansportation, law enforcement) space, science, and drug 

budgets combined. So we believe that a balanced budget 

constitutional amendment is necessary for one simple reason. 

We think that Congress has shown a structural inability to 

reform itself. Four times in the last 15 years, Congress 

passed a law requiring a balanced budget, only to ignore it. 

So we believe we need the force of the Constitution· to serve 

our people where the Congress has failed. 

We have lobbied Congress to adopt a ba 1 anced budget 

amendment. Last year, the Congress came within nine votes. 

But, right now, the prognosis is ·very uncertain. There is 

support even amonq the New Jersey Congressional Delegation for 

a balanced budget amendment, but if that fails, as it has for 

so many years, then we have to consider the other available 

step, which is the call for a constitutional convention. The 

det3te is over means. There are many groups here that do not 

agr,?e '~ith the means. We believe that if there ever was a 

constitutional crisis, a grave crisis threatening this country, 

a debt of more than $4 trillion constitutes such a crisis. And 

there have been many times when the American people have risen 

up through their representatives and demanded fundamental 

reform. 

We think that this is one of those times. The 

American Security Council is organizing to help launch a 

nationwide campaign. We are here in New Jersey this morning 

because we think there is a real opportunity for this State to 
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show leadership in putting the call for a constitutional 

convention over the top. We think that is an important step to 

take. 

So, Mr. Chairman, we urge your prompt action in 

calling for a constitutional convention. We know that the 

people, through their representatives at such a convention, 

will speak loudly and directly for the amendment to balance the 

budget. History is full of examples where the American people 

have spoken up loudly. So we urge your final favorable action 

on this amendment. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. 

Next will be Ms. Mary Boston. After Ms. Boston, we 

will have Mr. Greg Finnegan. Ms. Boston? (no response) Not 

here. Okay. Mr. Finnegan? Is he here? (affirmative response 

from audience) Okay. After Mr. Finnegan, we will have Mr. 

Oakes Lane. I think it's Mr. 

G R E G 0 R Y T. F I N N E G AN: Mr. Chairman, I have ll 

copies of my written testimony for the Committee. I would like 

to take the time to highlight some of those remarks. 

My name is Greg Finnegan. Eight weeks ago, I attended 

a banquet of 125 parents who are very involved in the education 

of their children and are trying to positively impact the 

public schools their children attend. The featured speaker was 

very late in a~riving, and I was asked to say a few ~ords. 

I asked three questions: 

1) How many of you know that drafts of a new 

Constitution exist? 
2) How many of you know that the U.S. is a couple of 

states short of having a convention? 

3) How many of you know that New Jersey has an 

upcoming Senate hearing and vote? 

Out of the 125 present, only two knew what I was 

talking about. 
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On May 15, seven weeks later, I addressed 900 parents, 

also very involved in the education of their children, and I 

asked the same three questions. More than 50 percent of those 

present knew what I was talking about. Clearly we are getting 

up to speed. 

I did a radio interview a month ago where I asked the 

listene-rs to think of the special. interest group they disliked 

the most. Everyone-here can do the same. Then I say, "Imagine 

them at .a convention tampering with the Bill of Rights and 

playing to the media." W~en the radio program was completed, 

the very hip-looking sound engineer said that he thought of the 

NRA. He said that he. ·iidn' t want- a convention for fear the NRA 

would get more expans. ·e rights to bear ar~s. I, on the other 

hand, would fear that the right to bear arms would be terribly 

diminished by a convention. We disagreed on the 2nd Amendm~nt;. 

we agreed on the integrity of the United States Constitution. 

Neither of us want the Constitution tampered with by today • s 

special interest groups. 

In the last six months, there has been extraordinary 

activity in the states to get this convention gol.ng. I would 

like to give you an update on what I have learned: 

In Michigan: The con con should have been an easy win 

there. Nineteen of the 38 members of the Senate were sponsors 

to SJR-28. But, between the time of a public hearing, like 

this one where the Sergeant~at-Arms was called twice to 

restore order at the time of the expected vote, thousands of 

calls went in to the Senate. And that is according to Senator 

Donella, the chief sponsor. 

An aide to Michigan State Senator Dick Allen, who gave 

testimony at the New Jersey Assembly con con hearing last 

September, said: "Senators don't want to touch it with a 

10-foot pole." Now, the Michigan Senate is rewriting the bill 

dropping the call for a convention and calling instead for 

Congress to balance the budget. 
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In Illinois: On Friday, April 30, a hearing for 

SJR-28 was announced for the following Monday morning at 

11:00. On Monday, by 11:00 a.m., the chief sponsor, Senator 

McCracken, had received 500 calls against the con con bill. At 

the same time, he received the kind of information shared -with 

you today. He went to the hearing and said, "I will not Call 

SJR-28. I am so sorry. This is the worst mistake I have ever 

made in my life." Later, Senator McCracken said he felt used. 

Feeling used was the same expression used by a sponsor of the 

con con bill in Connecticut. 

In Ohio: The legislative session ended in December 

with no action taken. Their con con bill has not been 

reintroduced. 

In Hawaii: An initial vote in the morning to approve 

the con con call was followed by a lunchtime discussion of the 

dangers to the U.S. Constitution. A re-vote was called in the 

afternoon, and the bill was defeated. 

In Montana: The first vote in their House after a 

public hearing defeated their joint reso~ution 15 to 1. 

In Connecticut: There has been no action taken since 

the bill's sponsor withdrew his support. 

TWo states that rescinded earlier "Yes"· votes had 

bills introduced, despite what Mr. Halbrook said Florida and 

Louisiana. On Monday of this ~eek, I spoke with Shawn O'Brien, 

secretary to the commi-ttee ~a~here that bill sits. She said that 

when th~ bill was put on the docket to be disc~ssed, there were 
so many calls that went in that the bill's sponsor pulled it. 

Everything I have talked about has happened in the 

last six months. There was also an attempt to find a sponsor 

in Alabama to rescind their earlier rescinded vote, but no 

sponsor was found. 
In conclusion, at the close of the only other 

constitutional convention in 1787, Benjamin Franklin was asked, 

"What kind of government did you give us?" He answered, "A 
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republic -- if you can keep it." And the question today is, 

can we keep it? 

Discernment is in order. A balanced budget amendment 

can be passed by Congress and ratified by the states if a 

balanced budget is what this is really all about. Tell 

Congress to create a ba 1 anced budget amendment and you wi 11 

ratify it if it is in the best interest of the Ame.rican people. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: We wi 11 now· have Mr. Lane. Mr. 

Oakes Lane? I hope we have it correctly. (no response) No, 

okay. Mr. Damon Keeley. Mr. Keeley? (no response) Okay. 

Mr. Joseph Plonski, Polish Legion of American Veterans? 

(affirmative response from audience) After Mr. Plonski -- we 

are getting close to noon -- we will have Mr. Steven Molnar. 

Then I believe we will break. Before we break I will discuss 

with you the arrangements we are going to make in the room 

here. There have been some modifications to it that I had 

wanted to occur. You know, the best laid plans sometimes go 

awry. I will discuss that .with you lat~r. Mr. Plonski? 

J 0 S E P H A. P L 0 N S K I: Good morning. My name is 

Joseph A. Plonski. I am the State First Vice Cornmande·r of the 

Polish Legion of American Veterans. There is always a bit of 

misconception of what kind of vete~ans we are. We are American 

veterans. 

We join with the VFW -- the Veterans of Foreign Wars, 

of which ~ am a member -- we join with the American Legion 

of which I am a member -- in asking you to drop you.r attempt to 

change our Constitution. (applause) 

~isking a constitutional conventibn to obtain a 

balanced budget amendment is too high a price to pay for 

financial integrity, even if such a balanced budget amendment 

could be adopted. Even with a constitutional convention there 

is no certainty that a balanced budget amendment will be 
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adopted. This fact comes from an expert, a fellow by the name 

of Warren Burger, who used to be the Chief on the Supreme Court. 

Let us say that a limited constitutional convention 

can be convened. Who will create its rules? Who will create 

its agenda? 

Professor Tribe of Harvard Law School sees a primary 

threat imposed by an Article v convention as a confrontation 

between Congre~s and such a constitutional convention. This 

dispute would inevitably draw into confrontation the Supreme 

Court itself. Mr. Tribe differs with James 

National Taxpayers Union is one of the prime 

Davidson, whose 

movers in this 

current move for a balanced budget amendment. Mr. Davidson 

would justify such an unorthodox attempt to secure a balanced 

budget amendment as a national civics lesson if such a 

convention cannot be limited. Can you imagine that? That is 

what he would say. "Well, so what. You can't live with it? 

So what." Considering the fact that we are confronted with a 

1993 budget deficit of $400 billion and a national debt of $4 

trillion, now is not the time to organize a national civics 

lesson. 

I heard one of the speakers on behalf of the Taxpayers 

Union making mention of the fact that the people who are 

speaking here are not that well acquainted with the issues. 

Well, r differ with him. If he is here yet, I will debate it 

at any time with him. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: At any location? 

MR. PLONSKI: At any location. Thank you very much. 

The holding of such a convention at this time would 

serve a warning to other countries that a constitutional 

convention call just before a national election could be 

interpreted· as an attempt to cover up the disintegration; to 

paper over our failing American institutions. 

There have been three states that have withdrawn their 

approval of a constitutional convention. They are: Florida, 
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Alabama, and Louis ana. Florida is a state with· the largest 

annual gain in population. What are you going to do about· 

these three states, ignore them? This leaves you with only 29 

states that have requested a constitutional convention, if 

their withdrawals are allowed to stand. This makes for a total 

of five states that either have reconsidered their origtnal 

resolution calling for a. constitutional convention, or states 

having never adopted a resolution at all calling for a 

constitutional convention. 

How about those states that have called for a 

constitutional convention with no reservations? Are we going 

to be embroi~-~ in a long legal fight over who did what? What 

do you think :h an imbroglio is going to do to our currency? 

I could go on-"-!' 

SENATOR INVERSO: For 30 seconds, unfo·rtunately, Mr. 

Plonski. I don't know if you saw the card. I don't mean to be 

faceti6us, but you have 30 seconds left. 

MR. PLONSKI: All right. I was just looking for a 

part here. {meaning in his written testimony) 

Now, you have said that the United States Constitution 

is no good because it must be balanced-- A balanced budget 

must be incorporated into it. Well, all of these efforts are a 

waste of your time and the public • s time, so we want you to 

call off the whole package and go home. Now, really, can we? 

You have been elected, with others, to uphold the United Stat~s 

Constitution. You, too, all of you, swore that you would 

support the Constitution as it was, and is, and the President 

of the United States. I took the sa~e oath when I was in the 

service. I didn't say, "Hey, wait awhile. I don't like the 

F~deral Reserve bill," or, "I don't like the income tax. What 

are you going to do about it?" 

There is just one important point I want to make. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Sure. Go ahead. 
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MR. PLONSKI: We, the supporters of the current 

Constitution, have placed our 1 i ves on the firing line during 

wartime, ·and have helped this nation to be the strongest 

militarily and the most sound financially, and, with some 

exceptions, the most reverent nation in the world. We do not 

take the position of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a 

tooth. Look at what President Clinton wants to do. He wants 

to give approximately $4 bi !lion to our former arch enemy to 

pull them out of the mire they have gotten themselves into with 

these five-year plans. Every time they had a five-year plan 

they went in deeper and deeper. They have shot our civilian 

planes down with a death toll in the hundr:eds, and have lied 

about it. They shot down a few military planes, but the 

government doesn't care about military men. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Are you about ready to wrap up, Mr. 

Plonski? I don't mean to be abrupt, but we are trying to keep 

within a tight schedule. 

MR. PLONSKI: All right, this is the last paragraph. 

Thomas Jefferson stated back 200 years ago, "With the change of 

circumstances, institutions must advance to keep pace with the 

times." He was correct. This is why the current Constitution 

can be amended to keep pace with the times. 

I want to thank you, gentlemen and ladies, for 

listening to our appeal. I would like to leave this boo·k. It 

is a book that is published by the Veterans Committee on the 

Constitution. It has all of the reasons why you should not 

adopt a resolution. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. Mr. Molnar Steve 

Molnar? Is he here? (affirmative response from audience) Oh, 

hi, Steve. 

will 

Okay? 

As I said, we will break after Mr. Molnar. Then we 

resume, and the first speaker will be Jeanne Allison. 

We will reconvene at 12:30. I think that should be 
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sufficient time for everyone to get a quick bite, freshen.up, 

or make some arrangements. 

Sorry to hold you up, Steve. Go ahead. Steve, speak 

into the microphone, if you would. 

s T E v E R M o L R A R: Ladies and gentlemen: Thank you 

for the opportunity to speak to you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Take your · time, Steve. We are not 

timing you. We are pleased to see you . 

. MR. MOLNAR: Ladies and gentlemen: 

giving me the opportunity to speak today. 

Thank you for 

My name is Steven Molnar. I am 12 years old. I would 

,ike to tell you what is in my heart. I first became aware of 

~is resolution when I ·started studying the United States 

Constitution, and I have been tracking it since the New Jersey 

Assembly voted on ACR-30, back in November. 

My concern is with the future of my country. At the 

last Senate hearing, Chairman Bubba addressed the fact that 

young people like myself and those present in the audience 

would bear the burden of the decisions made by the Senate. I 

am here to give my. opinion on how your decisions may affect me 

when r- am an adult. There is a lot more at stake here than 

balancing our Federal budget. There have been several efforts 

made by the Congress to balance the budget, but they have 

failed because not enough of the Representatives w.ant to get 

the job done. The Gr -~m-Rudman Act is still a usable solution 

to the problem, only if the politicians will compromise. 

My feaJ:s about my future have . to do with the other 

decisions the Congress might m~ke while a convention is in 

session. Som~ examples are~ losing the right for me to 

worship in the faith of my choice; the right to bear arms; the 

right to many other freedoms which I now Bnjoy. 

I know that the resolution ·says the New Jersey State 

Leg.islature will take back their vote if anything else is 

proposed at the convention. 1 have read the sect ion of our 



Constitution that explains the "calling of a constitutional 

convention." There is no rule that gives a state permission to 

take back their vote. To me, this means my future is left to 

the decisions of people who I cannot trust because of their 

past and present failures. 

Thank you. ( app 1 a use) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, Steve. 

Ladies and gentlemen, and young boys and 1 adies, we 

are going to break now. Unfortunately, I am told that because 

of the wiring network and connections under these tables, we 

cannot move these tables. But what we are going to do is, we 

are going to move the speaker's table virtually in front of me 

and put chairs along the sides. We will try to accommodate you 

as best we can. Okay? 

Secondly, I want to compliment and commend the 

children who are here today. I think it is wonderful to see 

you out here. I hope you are up to snuff with your studies and 

your grades in school. I know all of you are, or you wouldn't 

be here. It is really good. You have been well-behaved under 

difficult conditions, so I want to compliment you. 

We did find an American flag lapel pin that someone 

dropped back in this area here. I don't know who it belongs 

to. I'll leave it up here. The owner can claim it here. If 

not, I will be proud to wear it. 

Thank you. We will reconvene at 12:30 -- 12:40. We 

need another 10 minutes, so until 12:40. 

(RECESS) 

AFTER RECESS : 

order, 

being 

SENATOR INVERSO: I would like to call the hearing to 

please. May I have your attention? My apologies for 

a few minutes late. You can't walk through the halls 
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here- wi thol.lt being· collared. 

the lobby. 

The lobbyists actually lobby in 

Ms. Schlafly had asked me as a point of personal 

privilege if . she could respond to a comment that was made 

earlier. I indicated to her that I was hesitant to do so 

because that opens the door, but there is an understanding that 

we have reached. I would ask Ms. Schlafly if she would 

indicate what that understanding is. 

MS. SCHLAFLY: Well, I would like to thank the 

Chairman for allowing me, on a point of personal privilege, to 

refute a personal reference made to me by a previous speaker. 

I think the Chairman ha~: done a great job of keeping this 

hearing on time and allowi~g everybody to speak. I would like 

to say that I understand that this exception is not to open up 

everythin~ for refutation. I hope that those here will respect 

that. tt is just because a personal reference was made to me, 

and t do appreciate it, Mr. Chairman. 

David Halbrook lined me up with a list of those who 

say that a constitutional convention could be would be 

limited. That is a· false characterization of my views. He 

took a line out of context in which I admitted that I can • t 

predict the future. I do not have a crystal ball. I do 

believe that a consti tuti( 31 convention would open up immense 

litigation on all the poin~ of controversy raised here. 

My position is that our Constitution should not be 

sub j ec ted to the risk of a runaway convention . That r i s k i s 

made clear, first because the best legal authorities ~ay it 

cannot be limited, such as former Chief Justice Burger; second, 

because everybody supporting a constitutional convention is, in 

addition, supporting some. other amendment to the Constit~tion; 

and third, because I· believe the media would dominate it anyway. 

I think that Mr. Halbrook was confused about my 

statement just as he was confused when he denied that there are 

any rescissions. In fact, there are three rescissions of con 
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con: Alabama, Florida, and Louisiana. When he said he called 

over there to check, I think he got confused with another 

resolution that was proposed this year to readopt con con, 

which, indeed, died in committee. 

So I appreciate, Mr. Chairm~n, your allowing me to 

make this statement. I would ask everybody not to try to open 

everything up for refutation, because that would go on all week. 

Thank you~ Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. 

Okay, the first speaker will be Jeanne Allison. Ms. 

Allison? The next speaker will be Ms. Beth Ann Peradotti. I 

hope I pronounced that properly. 

Before you begin, Ms. Allison, Mr. Boselhager, you 

will have an opportunity. Thank you. Okay? Great. Ms. 

Allison. 

J E A N N ~- A L L I S 0 N: Thank you. Senator, my name is 

Jeanne Allison. ! have come before you today to express my 

concerns and my views on this issue of a constitutional 

convention. I am a private citizen of the State of New Jersey, 

and I pledge my allegiance to my homeland and to its supreme 

law the Constitution. 

In the many pages of documentation which I have read 

and the hours of testimonies I . have heard, there has been no 

guarantee of the final outcome of a constitutional convention~ 

Therefor-e, "·we the people" ask you, "our Senators," to block 

every possible change to the Constitution. We do not want the 

slightest chance taken which could lead to change in our 

Constitution in any way, shape, or form. 
We do not want to give authorization to any person, or 

any group of people, or any delegates to change even one word 

of this successful document which has secured our freedoms for 

over 200. years. 
I beseech you, t.herefo re, Senators, as our lawmakers, 

to spend your time, energy, and efforts devising creative and 
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courageous plans to recL~ce spending in our governr 1t. As a 

responsible citizen and to· run my household, I d: 10t spend 

more than my husband earns. My government shoulc not spend 

more than its income either. Indeed, the provision for 

limiting spending and ·balancing _the budget is already in our 

Constitution, in Article I, section 2, clause 3. This law 

should be obeyed and oaths taken should be upheld. 

You, Senators, are at the helm of our ship as our 

elected public servants. You are responsible for propelling 

our ship at this critical juncture of a constitutional 

convention call in New Jersey today. Please do not plunge us 

into endangered waters where there is possibility of 

destruction. 

Even the Titanic w s believed to be unsinkable and the 

safest vessel afloat. Such was not the truth after it sank in 

two-and-a-half hours with a loss of over 70 percent. 

We plead with you, Senators, to . keep us on the right 

waterway. Through the impenetrable night and after daylight 

breaks, our freedoms will be the same as your freedoms. So I 

urge you to vote against any call for a convention, and 

continue to safeguard our important and vital freedomi. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. The next speaker will be 

Beth Ann Peradotti. Af~er Beth Ann will be Senator Jc ·n Scott. 

B E T H A N R P E R A D 0 T T I: Thank you. I a::-: Seth Ann 

Peradotti. I will summarize my statement here. I do have 

quite a bit of information, and I would like to leave copies, 

if I could. 

SENATOR INV'ERSO: Absolutely. Please do. 

MS. PERADOTTI: I am speaking to you today as a 

concerned citizen from Illinois because the implications of 

SCR-39 reach beyond the State of New Jersey and affect all 

Americans. 
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I am one of many citizens and parents who are becoming 

increasingly alarmed at the callous attitudes of our government 

leaders, legislators, the media, and others who increasingly 

disregard the importance of our Constitution and the public's 

right to know the truth. I am a National Co-Director for the 

Council on Domestic Relations, a newer reform group which has 

been instrumental in stopping some of the con cons -- Hawaii~ 

Louisiana, and Illinois just within the last couple of 

weeks. I am also a District Coordinator for United We Stand 

America -- the Ross Per.ot group. These are only two of tnany 

reform groups having members who think much as I do on the 

importance of values as set forth by our forefathers, our 

Founding Fathers, and other intelligent and honest patriots 

with intent to preserve our God-given rights and freedoms. 

The elimination of the middle class is an obvious move 

toward a two-class system involving socialistic programs. 

" Se 11 in g out , to foreign interests " has produced our 

deter io rating economy with loss of jobs, increased ta~ation, a 

lower tax base, a higher crime rate, increased government 

acquisition of property, and militia control. And our changing 

educational system has contributed to our country's problems by 

producing uncaring and poorly educated leaders who are unable 

to see the results of their self-serving actions and government 

dictates. 

times. 

Similar resolutions as SCR-39 have been tabled ·many 

Why bring it up again? Many citizens working for 

reform also question Ross Perot and his involvement as National 

Director of UWSA -- United We Stand America. Is he really 

working for the people, as many of us want to believe? Many 

think not. 
The key to understanding Ross Perot's agenda is his 

adviser, Lloyd Cutler, Jimmy Carter's White House Counsel and 

Cochairman of the Committee on the Constitutional System CCS 
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-- which is made up of well-known W2~hingto~ figures, inc)uding 

Nancy Kassebaum, Nicholas Brady, William Fullbright, and dozens 

of others. 

Mr. Perot has talked about the British Parliamentary 

system, which brings us to-- There is much reference to this 

"Reforming American Government" in my papers, the bicentennial 

papers of the committee · on the constitutional system which 

involves people in government. 

The· first page of Chapter 24, entitled "An American 

Parliament," is where they advocate scrapping our 

constitutional republic for the parliamentary system that our 

Founding Fathers fought a war to free us from. Thus, we see 

that Ross Perot may not be an independent outsider, but may be 

attempting to implement the agenda of the very insiders who 

created the problems; problems such as the Federal deficit, 

some of which went into the government contracts that bui 1 t 

Ross Perot's fortune. You don't h~ve to be an economic genius 

to accept government contracts, but you do have to support 

their agenda if you want to keep them. 

In this book it states, on page 29, that they plan a 

significant shift in our Constitution that would require "a 

crisis that would be very grave indeed," such as a depression. 

The only way the CCS can get its package of amenc·-~nts into the 

Constitution is if the state legislatures can bE- 3nicked into 

calling for a U.S. constitutional convention,~; .~h Alexander 

Hamilton warned us against in "Federalist Paper No. 85," as it 

puts our government at risk of overthrow,, and was only intended 

to be us~d to avoid armed revolution. 

I have documentation on the constitutional changes 

that SCR~39, the balanced budget amendment, is planned to bring 

about. In order to explain the danger, I ask you to look back 

briefly. On October 21, 1986, Richard L. Thornburgh, then 

Governor of Pennsylvania, gave the following testimony· to the 

New Jersey Assembly State Government Committee on AC~-54 

·r-~··:· :,.: .. ~ ·.· ',. 
,_ ~- .. J 'i<·,~t: .. :' 1 ... :kit~ 
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also a balanced budget amendment. He testified, on page 15, 

"The executive and legislative branches at the Federal level 

are in truth caught up in a system badly in need of structural 

adjustment. The balanced budget amendment is the key element 

in such an adjustment." 

If there is any doubt in your mirid about what Richard 

Thornburgh meant by structural adjustment at the Federal level, 

it is clarified on the bottom of page 14: "It is 

constitutional, not legislative change that is needed." 

Now you see that constitutional change is a hidden 

agenda~ The words "structural change" and "structural 

adjustment" are buzzwords for at least one group which is 

working for radical change in the U.S. Constitution, far apart 

from budget considerations. 

The CCS is commonly referred to in the political 

community as the "pa-rliamentary government group." 

On pag~ 27, Dillon offers a 1930's type depression, or 

a 1920's type German hyper-inflation--

SENATOR INVERSO: Excuse me, Ms. Peradotti. You have 

30 seconds remaining. 

MS . PERADOTT I : --as possible crises that would bring 

about circumstances which would result in the drastic. changes 

that he calls for. 
SCR-39 is the key to the constitutional convention. 

The ccs can exert terrific pressure in the selection of the 

delegates and has the power to pressure them once the 

convention is "empowered." The constitutional convention would 

destroy our country, much sooner than the awesome budget 

problems. 
A constitutional amendment to require full Federal 

funding of all Federal mandates handed down to the states is 

the new issue being used this year by the American Legislative 

Exchange Council -- ALEC -- and the National Taxpayers Union, 
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which appears to promote a consti tuti( ll convention on any 

pretext that will catch on. 

I had a few more statements, but I will close. The 

Grace Commission Report identified enough government waste t·o 

more than eliminate the Federal deficit. We don't .hear enough 

about that. 

We do have nec~ssary safeguards where we could go 

ahead and balance the budget, as people have mentioned. 

I ask that you reconsider your priori ties. Withdraw 

SCR-39 and call many others, asking them to do whatever is 

necessary to help us to derail the destruction of our country. 

Thank you. ( app l · ·1se) 

SENATOR INVERSO: The next speaker will be Senator 

John Scott. Then after Senator Scott will be Ovie Lattimore. 

Yes, ma'am? Excuse me, Senator. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: We can't hear 

back here. Can the P.A. syst~m be turned up, please? 

SENATOR INVERSO: Oh, we're sorry. 

S E N A T 0 R J 0 H N P. S C 0 T T: I think we h~ve to 

speak into the microphone a little closer. Can you hear this? 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: Yes. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I don't think it was on. 

SENATOR SCOTT: It was on, but I think she was too far 

away, and.her voice didn't carry. 

Thank you very much, Senator Inver so. I am not going 

to go into a lot of statistics. In addition to being a State 

Senator, I am also the State Chairman of the Conserva.tive 

Caucus of. New Jersey, representing many thousand families in 

New Jersey. 

I think it was .about seven years ago when we were down 

here in Trenton testifying against the same piece of 

legislation. At that point, it died; we had hoped that it had 

died permanently. I am concerned that it has been brought up 

again and, of course, typically it is brought up as a balanced 
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budget amendment. It is not a balanced budget am~ndment; it is 

a constitutional convention. The reason you get support at all 

is because of the balanced budget amendment tag. So if we can 

knock that away-- We are endangering the very Constitution of 

this United States with this legislation. 

You have heard, and no doubt you will hear in the next 

number of hours that you are receiving this testimony, of a 11 

the experts pro and con on this particular issue. I would ask 

that we consider one basic problem with it. The very fact that 

there is divisiveness on t~is ability to have a limited 

Constitution tells me that we had best tred very carefully. If 

there is any possibility -- any possibility whatsoever -- that 

the Constitution of the United States will be radically 

changed, as pred~cted by some, though some say it cannot be, we 

cannot afford to take that gamble. 

If we do nothing, the worst that is going to happen is 

that we will have a Congress that refuses to balance a budget. 

However, if we have this constitutional convention and we find 

out that we were right, that you cannot limit it to the one 

issue, what will we have when it is over? We don't know. The 

last constitutional convention we had an awful lot of brilliant 

people. I think they. were sent here by the good Lord to 

protect this country and start us off on the right foot. I 

don't see those people today in the United States. I don't 

trust the Constitution to the people who will be over it, 

wherever it is held to make the changes. 

I would ask that we not honor this resolution; that we 

do n~t vote on this particular legislation; that we go back and 

leave the Constitution. Then require our Congressmen --- hold 

their· feet to the fire. Until we are prepared to do that, I 

think the country is safeguarded with our Constitution. 

Thank you very much for your time. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, Senator. Mr. Lattimore? 
J 

After Mr. Lattimore, we will have Rae and Carolee Adams. Mr. 



0 V I E. L A T T: I M o R E: ~Good afternoon. My n-ame· is- Ovie-

Lattimore, and I represent the· American Civil Liberties Union 

of New Jersey. I would like to speak .briefly in opposition to 

this legislation. 

First, I would like to say that I had an opportunity 

to sit through some of the hearings -- prior hearings -- on 

this legislation. I have also1 read through the transcript of 

the testimony from the September hearing. One thing is 

abundantly clear after going through all that information, and 

that is that there is no con:sensus among the constitutional 

scholars as to whether or not ~his convention could be limited 

to one particular issue. In fact, even those who have spoken 

in favor of this particular legislation have not been able to 

say with absolute certainty that a convention could be limited 

to one particular issue. 

In addition to those two facts, also, the overwhelming 

majority of individuals an~/or organizations that have 

addressed this issue and have spent a· great deal of time and 

energy researching this issue · -- and they also cross a broad 

political spectrum from left to. right anq everywhere in 

between-- They are ·of the opinion that this convention could 

not be limited to one particular issue also. 

We also have over 200 year.s of history wherein this 

particular method of amending the Constitution has not been 

employed, probably for the very · reason that you are seeing, 

this widespread opposition -- :widespread and vocal opposition 

to this particular legislation, and that 

procedure in question is both vague-- It 

safeguards and guidelines. Thus, unless our 
I 

in New Jersey have some in~ormation that we do 

that they h~ve not shared with us, it 

is because the 

lacks adequate 

legislators here 

not, information 

would be both 

irresponsible and reckless for them to vote in favor of this 

particular legislation under the circumstances and with the 

available information. 

Thank YOU. 
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SENATOR INVERSO: I took someone out of sequence, and 

I apologize for that. May I hold Rae and Carolee Adams for a 

second? I have a speaker before you. 

to do this. We will now have Mr. 

I am very sorry to have 

Harry Boselhager. I'm 

sorry. Help me with your name. 

H A R R y B 0 s E L H A G E R: Boselhager. (correcting 

pronunciation) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Bos€lhager. I'm sorry, Harry. 

MR. BOSELHAGER: Good afternoon. My name is Harry 

Boselhager. I am with Hands Across New Jersey. Hands Across 

New Jersey does not want a constitutional convention. We do 

not want a threat to our form of government, the U.S. 

Constitution, or the Bill of Rights. We do not want a 

parliamentary government or a new world order. We want checks 

and balances; three branches of government; a republic for 

which it stands; and our national sovereignty. 

SCR-39 calls for a constitutional convention to the 

U.S. Constitution disguised as a bill to balance the budget. 

we have only had one constitutional convention, apd that was in 

1787, when our Founding 

Confederation and wrote 

Yathers scrapped the Articles of 

our wonderful U.S. Constitution. 

Americans fought a war against a parliamentary government 

because of overtaxation and overregulation. Thomas Paine's 

writings, called "Common Sense," clearly spelled this out. 

Opening a door to tyranny by a government taking 80 percent of 

our income or enslaving the people by economic bondage can only 

lead to another Arner ican Revolution. Killing SCR-39 before 

this kills Americans' freedoms, liberties, prosperi ties, and 

justices, will save our country. 

George Washington said during the American Revolution, 

"I am resolved to take Trenton." Trenton was the turning point 

in the fight for independence. Today I ask you, make Trenton 

the turning point against SCR-39. Show the nation that you 

have the courage to stop the enemy now, before it is too late. 
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Thomas Jefferson ·said, "The people are the only safe 

depositories." This is why we are here today. 

Thank you, and God bless America! (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. After the Adamses, we 

will have Damon Timoldi. You are Rae, or Carolee? 

RAE C A R 0 L I N E 

SENATOR INVERSO: 

MS. R. ADAMS: 

A D A 14 S: Rae. 

Rae, okay. 

Members of the Senate State Government 

Committee, thank you for allowing me to testify. My name is 

Rae Adams. I am 10 years old. I have lived in Montvale, New 

Jersey all my life. 

I am a 9 a ins t calling for a cons t it uti on a 1 con vent ion 

and all resolutions that support it. Our Constitution has held 

our country together for over 200 years. Many people wish to 

immigrate to the United States· of America realizing that we 

have a beautiful system of government. I know of none who 

leave voluntarily. 

This spring I attended a Model Congress course at 

Montclair State College in conjunction with the Academic 

Foundations Program for Gifted Youth. One of my assignments 

was to write a bill that would prevent a Waco incident from 

recurring. I decided to write a bill entitled, ~The Law 

Enforcement Act of 1993." Among others, I interviewed a former 

criminal court judge, a· gun store owner, my grandfather, who 

recently retired as a New Jersey police captain of 35 years 

experience, the office of my State Senator( the esteemed 

Senator Gerald Cardinale, and I obtained information either 

from or about the Brady bill, the National Rifle Association, 

and lots of material in my public 1 ibrary. I also consul ted 

our Constitution. I devoted many hours of research to this 

assignment and my bill had seven sections and 596 words. !n 

~11 honesty, I wrote a terrific bill. 

With my two cosponsors, we fought for the bill 

admirably. However, despite advice from my morn and dad and the 
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retired judge who had suggested that I carefully rethink one of 

my sections. because· it conflicted somewhat with an amendment of 

the Constitution, and because it might also draw too much 

at tent ion away from other sections of; my bi 11 that were quite 

excellent, I decided to include it nevertheless. Indeed, that 

is what happened. My fellow students concentrated on that part 

of the bill so much that they did not concentrate on the rest. 

Although I did not lose the debate, I learned the importance of 

good advice. I also developed an even greater admiration for 

the Constitution. And, I learned how much debate can go on 

about one idea versus many other ideas. 

To make this point again, a month ago I attended a 

Mini-Model Congress at the Labor Center at Rutgers University 

as a spectator. There was one bill· that had very good meaning 

and form, but the debate over one word in the bill put it 

down. Therefore, I suggest that, from my experience, it would 

be impossible for us to call a constitutional convention today 

without arguing about words and ideas until the delegates have 

wasted all the breath that's in them. 

Why was the Constitution written? Because the 

Articles of Confederation were not working. Our Constitution 

.is working fine, as it was 20 years ago, as .it was in the 

1800s, as it was the day it was approved. During the 

convention then, there was arguing both ways, particularly 

about how each state would be represented in the new 

government. The dispute caused a lot of anger, pitting the 

larger states against the smaller ones. On June 28, 1787, 

81-year-old Benjamin Franklin made a speech about their lack of 

progress since they continually expressed different ideas on 

almost every question and they had re~iewed all kinds of 

ancient history about models of government that no longer 

existed. So, Mr. Franklin called for daily prayer to make 

progress. Thereafter, our Constitution was written. Is there 

anyone who will call for daily prayer today? 
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I went around to my friends one day and asked them if 

they are in agreement with me in opposing a constitutional 

convention. Over 70 signed my petition, and even some of their 

parents, and I am sure I can get lots more .. I also gave copies 

to the desk, or somethin~, and they will pass it out later. 

I urge you, Senators, to vote against a constitutional 

convention. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Rae; two things: One, I hope there 

is some 10-year-old in my district who will refer to me as ~the 

esteemed Senator; and two, 

use a legislative aide. 

Very good! (applause) 

Yes? 

if you were in my district, I could 

I think you did an excellent job. 

C A R 0 L E E A D A M s:· Members, I am Carolee, and I am 

more commonly known as "Rae's mom." 

Members of the Senate State Government Committee, 

thank you for allowing me to testify. My name is Carolee 

Adams. I have lived all my life in New Jersey, albeit four 

decades longer than Rae. I am here to support every word that 

my beloved daughter expressed. Rae is the reason why I am 

here;. not only to. fulfill her express desire to testify, but 

because I believe that a constitutional convention would be a · 

terrible threat to her future and to that of all of our 

nation'~ children. I speak in the unshakeable recognition that 

a constitutional convention will provoke debate far· beyond a 

balanced budget amendment. 

My husband, Ray, and I have been married for 25 

years. That is a curiosity today, as 50 percent of all 

marriages end in divorce, as reported in the Apri 1 1993 issue 

of "The Atlantic Monthly." I do not draw your attention to 

t-his fact for silvery self-satisfaction. It is used as a means 

to provoke you to consider how impossible it seemingly is for a 

huge segment of our society to resolve debate in a mere 

two-person relationship where love once reigned. How could we 
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expect to resolve debate in a gathering of distant and 

disparate delegates in days of distemper, when political 

honeymoons no longer endure even the infamous 100 days? 

It is my belief that if a constitutional convention 

were convened, it would not only come to naught, it would 

undermine our Union. Above the eagle, the great seal of our 

country reads, "E Pluribus Unum," one people. out of many. In 

sharp contrast, recruiters on the main walk through the campus 

of UCLA solicit students for campus clubs according to skin 

color and national origin. A constitutional convention would 

be an invitation to a segregated states of America, for these 

are the hawks of war, not doves of peace. 

And, to argue the issue of a balanced budget, I speak 

not only from my current experiences as wife, mother, and 

active citizen, but also from a prior 15-year professional 

banking career where billion-dollar budgets, revenues, and 

expenses had to be met or else. Likewise, with far fewer 

zeroes to worry about these days, our family continues to spend 

less each year as we seek creative ways to become more 

productive. Are we such cowards to do otherwise? Are we so 

foolish to think ~e cannot? Our children need role models who 

show responsible and respectful behavior, rather than offer 

smoke and mirrors that obscure the real problems. Some 

presidential candidates may be able to afford to wait for the 

supposed results of a balanced budget amendment 6btained via a 

constitutional convention. Personally, ! cannot; my daughter 
cannot; and my grandchildren cannot. Our middle class will 

disappear in the meantime. 
Senators, within the last 18 months I enjoyed coffee, 

calories, and conversation with one of our New Jersey State 

Assembly leaders. Astoundingly, I learned of some 10,000 bills 

pending in the Assembly. I am in complete sympathy with the 

dilemma that you must face in deciphering, prioritizing, 

amending, and voting upon these bills on a daily basis. 
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Subsequently, news 

the Assembly to 

reports were published concerning a goal in 

reduce the number .through a myriad of 

controls. I do not know of the results of that very sensible 

endeavor, nor hOw many bills are pending in the Senate or the 

Assembly today. However, I must believe that a constitutional 

convention, with its ensuing chaos and pandemonium, would 

eventually quadruple the pending bills at minimum, and the 

insanity of gridlock would prevail forever both nationally and 

statewide. Indeed, a constitutional convention would become an 

occupational hazard as legislators incessantly babel to 

themselves, with no one having time left to understand or 

listen. 

Please join with my daughter, Rae, my husband, Ray, 

who happens to be working today to pay our taxes, to be further 

exacerbated by a BTU tax affecting the middle class ~- which a 

former presidential campaign candidate had campaigned against 

---my son, Charles, and the rest of our family in opposing a 

constitutional convention,· and please share our sincere 

concerns with your colleagues well in advance of their vote. 

Thank you very ~uch. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. After Mr. Timoldi, we 

will have Mr. Armor, from the American Legislative Exchange 

Council. Mr. Timoldi? 

D AM 0 R T I M 0 L D I: Mr. Chairman, members, I thank you 

for the opportunity to be here to speak, and I thank God that I 

1 i ve in a country where I can petition my leaders. I am a 

United States· c.i tizen. My name is Damon Timoldi. 

citizen of New Jersey. 

I am also a 

I know it gets tedious after awhile to hear the same 

things over and over, whether the argument is for or against. 

Usually the ·facts become the same. I do appreciate your 

attentiveness. I have been watching you through all the 

speakers. You have been attentive, and I do appreciate that. 
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Alexander Hamilton once said that facts are stubborn 

things, and facts do not change. So let me just be brief and 

just reiterate some of the things we heard today and some of 

the things that I feel are important. 

On the first page of the Senate Committee Substitute, 

it says that we have had a nonba1anced Federal budget for 21 

straight years. We balanced it once in 30 years. We are 

probably $4 trillion fn debt -- more than that. I looked it 

up, according to the Department of Taxes and all that, and our 

annual Federal budget pays about-- Fourteen percent of the 

annual budget is made up in paying the net interest on debt, 

and we have an annual budget deficit of over $300 billion. 

I don't believe there is anyone in this room who 

disagrees with those facts, and that it is an abuse, what the 

United States Congress has done. We are all in agreement with 

that whether we are for or against this Senate Committee 

Substitute. However, the proposed balanced budget amendment-~ 

Whether I am for it or against it I will not state, but I will 

say this one thing. There are three things with the balanced 

budget amendment: Number one, it treats the symptoms and not 

the causes; number two, it does have consequences; and number 

three, it is not foolproof 

There are many · people who are proponents of the 

balanced budget amendment, almost like it is the be all and end 

all to all our problems with the national debt and budget 

deficits. However, it treats the symptom and not the cause, 

and the cause is spending excess spending. If we are taking 

in this much per year and we are spending this much and we have 

a balanced budget amendment, we either cut our spending or we 

increase taxes. I believe that the United States Congress 

would increase the taxes and not reduce the spending. A 

balanced budget amendment does not cap spending. It just 

causes us to balance the budget. 
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Number two, it does have consequences, which is what I 

j us t sa i d . I be 1 i eve i t w i 11 raise t· axes ; i t does not cap 

spending. 

Number three, it is not foolproof. People say it is a 

consti tutiona 1 amendment; it is foe lproof. It is part of the 

Constitution. I don't believe that. Constitutional amendments 

are challenging the Supreme Court. The First Amendment is one 

great example. w{th the freedom of speech and the fre~dom of 

religion, it is constantly challenged. When you have- a 

balanced budget amendment, you are making a direct attack 

against Congress' livelihood, and that is to spend over what 

they spend. So I believe they would attack back by dragging 

this out into the judicial branch. So, it is not foolproof 

either. But we know that. We can all agree on that; we can 

all agree on a balanced budget amendment. Whether we are for 

it or against it, we can agree that the Congress has to stop 

and do something. 

But I think the key is -- and please do not lose focus 

on this -- the avenue which we ought to take to stop the United 

States Congress from spending or for a balanced budget 

amendment. That is the reason why we are here. Nobody is 

disagreeing that something has to be done. But it is the 

specific avenue we must take. 

In section 1, line 28; on page 1 of this Committee 

Substitute, it says,.· "The Legislature of the State of New 

Jersey makes application to the Congress of the United States 

for a convention," and on line 31 it says, "for the sole, 

specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment to the 

Constitution of the United States to require a balanced federal 

budget.'' 

In section 5, on page 2, line 12, it says, "This 

application for a limited constitutional convention--" 

Gentlemen, I know you have heard from the other people. I do 

not believe you can have a limited constitutional convention. 
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I t i s not on 1 y my opinion ; i t i s the opinion of rna n y 1 ega 1 

experts. We talked about Chief Justice Warren Burger. Let me 

give you his exact quote, which was not mentioned. during this 

heating. He said, "The convention could make its own rules ·and 

set its own agenda. After a convention is convened it will be 

too late to stop the convention if we do not like its agenda." 

We have not only th~ courts, but we have historical precedent, 

which is the 1787 constitutional convention, which you all know 

about. 

Gentlemen, my point is this: We talk about a balanced 

budget amendment. Many people want it. But the second part of 

that survey should always be, "Do you want a balanced budget 

amendment through a constitutional 

· way we have had · our last 26 

convention or through the 

amendments added to the 

Constitution, without any threat?" Nobody is given the second 

half of the amendment. So I just ask you to be sober. I 

appeal to you with reason and common sense, not only on your 

vote, but that you influence your colleagues to not propose a 

constitutional convention for the sake of a balanced budget 

amendment. It is dangerous. There has never been a problem in 

the United States of America that has been too big for the 

United States Constitution ~o handle. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. After Mr .. Armor we will 

have Mr. Joe Ponczek and Mr. Scott Derby. 

J 0 H N A R M 0 R, ESQ.: Senator Inver so, members of the 
Committee, ladies and gentlemen, all of whom care passionately 

about the Constitution: I am John Armor. I am Adjunct Scholar 

for Consti tutiona 1 Studies for the American Legislative 

Exchange Council. I have also practiced in the Supreme Court 

13 cases. Most recently, I testified before the Senate 

Subcommittee on the Judiciary of the U.S. Senate on the subject 

of the balanced budget amendment. I am a detai 1 freak. I 

clearly admit that. 
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~at I left at the desk there is the index of original 

document 'i'hey are all identical, though some of them say 

Trenton j some of them say Baton Rouge because I had prepared 

a news __ for a hearing that was canceled on less than 24 hours 

notice. But the guts of it are exactly the same. 

The main argument against this doesn't have to do with 

the merits of the balanced budget amendment. Everybody in the 

room concedes it is desirable that Congress be under the same 

discipline that every state is, but Vermont. Set that aside. 

The argument that there will be a runaway conv~ntion has three 

parts: One, the first convention was a runaway; two, we have 

no other exper~~nces to guide us; three, conclu:: ·n, a .~w 

convention wou be a runaway. The conclusion fa bee e 

both premises a,.· false. 

What you ·have in this package of original documents 

are every word, not excerpts yanked out of context -- every 

word of all the documents which brought about the convention in 

Philadelphia. ln there are the instructions that every state 

legislature gave to its delegates who went to Philadelphia. 

When you read those instructions you .will. find that all but 

three of the delegates in Philadelphia obeyed exactly the 

instructions they were given by their states. Those 

instructions were to conduct a general convention. 

Massachusetts and New York are the only states that re~tricted 

their delegates .. Two out of three of the New York delegation 

abandoned the convention, so Alexander Hamilton could no longer 

vote as a state. two men -- Nathaniel Gorham and Rufus King of 

Massachusetts jumped the fence and voted contrary to the 

instructions they received from their state. 

Ladies and gentlemen, that is the truth. That is the 

fact about the convention of 1787. Anyone who says otherwise, 

that it is a runawayt has one of two problems: They are 

re.lying on the truth of something someone else has told them, 

which I think applies to most people who ·~ill testify today, or 
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they have not, in the words of several speakers about -·- these 

very able students-- I salute you, by the way, Rae. You're a 

crackerjack. They didn't do their homework. These are the 

documents. You don't have to trust my . judgment as an expert. 
You don't have to allow me to drag you in absentia or some 
other expert 

quote, and say, 

believe." No. 

not a runaway. 

by the literary ears and give you a small 

"This person says, and therefore you must 

Right here you have it. That convention was 

It did what it was supposed to do. 

Second question: Do we have any other experience to 

rely upon? I was very glad -- and this is the second time he 

has testified -- that former Senator Lance came and spoke to 

you. The truth of the matter is, every state, except Hawaii, 

has had a limited constitutional convention. Hawaii has not. 

They had one. It was a general convention, and they have never 

gone back and revisited it. But every other state, including 

New Jersey, as you know from his experience, has had limited 

constitutional conventions. There have been 250 state 

constitutional conventions in the years since Philadelphia, and 

especially in the 20th century, the preferred route that the 

sta~es have chosen is limited conventions; limited by either of 

the two methods that former Senator Lance referred to. Either 

"everything but," or "only this." He stated it exactly right, 

and there are court decisions upholding exactly those sorts of 

limitations. 

So, anybody who tells you that there is no other 

expe.rience to rely on, again, is either trusting 'rlhat someone 

else has said, or they haven't done their homework, because it 

is there. And you had a live witness from your own State to 

tell you that it is there. So·, the two premises about the 

runaway convention are false. Therefore, the conclusion that 

this would be a runaway is false. 

The secondary issue they suggest is, t'Oh, we could 

have a convention and 'Ne could rewrite the amendment 
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ratification provisions. Again, they haven't. done their 

homework. What happened in 1787, '88, and '89? The states of 

the Articles of Confederation walked out, turned out the 

lights, and closed the door. They abandoned the Articles of 

Confederation. That much is established by these documents, 

because the framers believed a state could leave as freely as 

it came in. That was true until the end of the Civil War .. The 

Confederacy what my grandmother called "the late 

unpleasantries" in the South was soundly, theoretically 

based, but wh~n the guns fell silent at Appomattox, that was a 

dead issue. States can no longer walk away from the 

Constitution. They must act within it. We did not have a 

Supreme Court then; we do now. We had not had a Civil War 

then; we have now. That second argument, again, fails ·because 

they haven't done their homework. 

So I urge you, very much, use the safety valve in the 

Constitution. That is what this is. If Congress won't act, 

you can, and I sincerely hope that you will. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Oh, you listened to my caution about 

the applause. That's very good. 

Mr. Ponczek? 

MR. ARMOR: (speaking from audience) Joe Ponczek and 

Scott Derby are both close friends of mine. They have not 

arrived yet, but I am sure they will be here shortly. They arc 

coming a very long distance; they're coming from South Jersey. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Okay. If we are here when they 

arrive, they can speak. 

Mr. Kiernan Frank Kiernan? After Mr. Kiernan will 

be Mr. Kevin Ha 11. Mr. Kiernan? (indiscernible comment from 

an unidentified speaker from audience) 

SENATOR INVERSO: He is not here? Okay. Mr. Kevin 

Hall. 
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K E V I N HALL: Hello. My name is Kevin Hall. I came in 

from Boston. I am from the group "We the People." 

Regarding the last testimony that you just heard, 

there is missing information there. As you see, what you have 

in front of you, Senator, covers it. First of all, Mr. Armor 

did not mention that the reason we originally had a convention 

was over one issue. That issue was commerce and trade.. The 

States of Virginia and Maryland were fighting over the use of 

the Potomac River. Because of that, this one issue went to 

Congress, such as this call for one issue, a balanced budget 

amendment, would go to Congress to determine the rules of the 

convention. So that is what it was called for, one issue, 

commerce and trade. It went to Congress, as this would. When 

it went to Congress, Congress decided to set up the rules of 

the convention. In that what they said wa·s that it was to 

revise, not totally get rid of, but to revise the Articles of 

Confederation. Once the revision happened, the revision would 

go to Congress for approval, and then would have to get 

approved by 100 percent of the state legislatures. That is 

what Congress set up. That is not what happened. Once it went 

to the convention~ they rewrote the Constitution. It was 

totally rewritten. That w~s outside the bounds of revision of 

the Articles of Confederation. 

Now the safeguard regarding the ratification process: 

The safeguard was supposed to be 100 percent ·::f the 

legislatures after Congress. It did go through Congress, but 

then it went-

of the states 

It was set up as co~ventions of three~quarters 

to ratify it, elected delegates in these 

conventions instead, so it bypassed the legislatures. Where 

was this rule for ratification made? The rule was made right 

in the convention. It wasn't in the Articles of Confederation, 

so the law would totally change-- It was totally changed right 

within that convention, and that is our precedent. 

only precedent. 
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So what would happen here is, we have our one issue. 

It could go to Congress. Congress could decide ·what they 

wanted to bring up and set up the parameters. They may not 

like a balanced budget amendment at all. What you have, 

interestingly enough, is that people who are pushing this-- It 

seems to be coming from the Republican Party, but who is 

running Congress? Who is gOing to make the rules? It is going 

to be the Democrats. You are going to have George Mitchell 

doing it. You are going to have those platforms. · It is kind 

of ironic that it is being pushed by the Republican Party. 

Anyway, it can get changed, so they can bring up 

anything. As far as the ratification process goes, we don't 

know what could happen, because the precedent is that it was 

changed right in the convention. So they could just bypass it, 

have a general election, or what have you. That is a precedent. 

As far as the information regarding state conventions, 

they have nothing to do with this. A state convention is not a 

precedent to the Federal Constitution. 

Now, what is very important is that this bill should 

have been dead and gone over in the Assembly, if the 

Assemblymen were not heavily pressured right on the floor. My 

group, and some other groups, did a lot of heavy polling of the 

Assembly members on, I believe it was ACR~30. It was 40 to 20 

in our favor to get rid of this. But·, what happened? Two 

people came to the floor. We didn't have any word from our 

side, but two people came to the floor. One was Rich Bond, the 

former Chairman of the National Republican Committee. He was 

right on the floor during .the vote. He said, "The President 

wants this." Also there was Bob Grady, the Ex~cutive Director 

of the Management and Budget Office. So basically you have up 

there-- They are not coming out and saying, "We will shoot you 

if you don't do this," but you have the person, Rich Bond, in 

charge of moving ahead any Republican, and you have the person 
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who signs the checks for the states, including the State of New 

Jersey, right there. 

Now, that is pressure and it so much and it is 120 

votes. This should have been dead. 

Do I have 30 seconds? 

SENATOR INVERSO: I think you have. 

MR. CALLAHAN: Yes, 30 seconds. 

MR. HALL: Yes, he just gave me the time limit there. 

That is the precedent. That is the pressure. The 

information on here (referring to written testimony) gives the 

history of how, since 1974 on, how there was a lot of push to 

put in a full constitutional convention, unlimited. In 1976, 

it got defeated. It was based on the 1974 Constitution of the 

New States of America. It is very destructive. 

Basically, what I would like to ask in my last 10 

seconds here is for you, Senator Inverse-- I am very pleased 

that you dropped your cosponsorship after reviewing it. I hope 

that you will step forward, like Senator Scott, and actually 

fight this thing, because that is what it will take. We can 

see that the general rank and file here is against this. There 

are only a few for it, but they have their lobbyists there, and 

that is how they pushed this through. 

There are alternatives. One 

outside of the Gramm--Rudman amendment, 

something there . but was bypassed, 

Commission Report, which was published 

thing, for example, 

which could have done 

is-- Per the Grace 

in "U.S. Policy and 

Reviewa last year, the income tax and corporate tax system 

costs us $600 billion per year to comply to, with individuals, 

businesses, tax shelters, etc., etc. That would increase the 

spending. 

There are other a 1 tern at i v e s basic a 11 y to this , but 

thank you very much. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, Mr. Hall. 
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. I would. like to call Ray Zawacki, from the American 

Legion. Mr. Zawacki? (no response) Okay. June Morreale, 

United We Stand. After Ms. Morreale will be Mr. Drew Foster. 

J U .N E l4 0 R R E A L E: I would 1 ike to wait. I need 

copies made. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Okay, fine. Mr. Foster? After Mr. 

Foster, we will have Mr. Spencer Layman. 

J. D. R E W F 0 S T E R: Good afternoon . I am Drew· 

Foster. I am from Ringoes, New Jersey. I am here today 

r.epresenting my five-year-old daughter, Jennifer Foster, with 

the hope that I can help ensure the free America for her that 

her ancestors built and maintained since 1635. 

I am opposed to the so--called ba 1 anced budget 

amendment because it is a fraud. This amendment proposes a 

balanced· annual 

trillion debt, 

about $16,000. 

budget, but it cannot reduce Congress' $4 

of which each American is held responsible for 

Herein lies the fraud. It is mathematically 

impossible to reduce the $4 ·trillion debt, because all that 

which we call money in America today is based on debt, not on 

substance. We would have to incur an additional $4 trillion 

debt in order to pay off our creditors. 

In 1933, Congressman Louis McFadden, Chairman of the 

House Banking Corrunittee, stated, "The United States is 

bankrupt. It has been bankrupted by the corrupt and dishonest 

Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks. It has 

repudiated its debt to its own people." 

The corporate United States is still bankrupt. The 

Fed owns our money. Therefore, the Fed owns the United 

States. The Fed is a privately. ·owned corporation. The 

majority ownership of the Fed belongs to foreign families. 

Therefore, it is frighteningly clear that foreign interests own 

the United States. 
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Ladies and gentlemen, now that you know these facts, a 

vote cast in favor of this amendment and constitutional 

convention would be a vote to support foreign interests to the 

detriment of the American people, and it would be a vote in 

clear violation of your sworn oath to uphold the Constitution 

of the United States. Among other things, you would be voting 

to continue the violation pf Article·!, section 10, clause 1 of 

the Constitution, which states: "No state -shall make anything 

but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts." As the 

Constitution is a contract between the United States and each 

of the several states, it is your responsibility to us, to 

uphold that contract for our protection. 

For more information, if you doubt any of these words, 

I sincerely invite you to contact me. I have researched this 

for the last several months, and I have just come up with very 

discouraging information. Please, for the future of my 

daughter, and all our children, vote, "No." 

So ends my prepared statement. I would like to add a 

. couple of other points, if I may. 

It is clear to me that the ultimate issue in dealing 

with any aspect of the economy in this country, at any level, 

that we are enslaved by a corrupt and unconstitutional money 

system. Until that is corrected, it is futile to even discuss 

balanced budget amendments and getting rid of the debt, because 

the debt is just perpetuated by this money system. 

Now if I may, I take exception to one statement that 

John Armor made. Maybe he knows more about it than I do, but 

he said that the Articles of Confederation were thrown out. I 

have searched and searched, and I can't find when, how, or 

wh~re the Articles were thrown out. In fact, I find listed in 

the introductory books to the United States Code that the 

Articles of Confederation are listed as among the organic laws 

of .. this country, along with the Declaration of Independence, 
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the Ordinance of the Northwest Territories, a1 

States Constitution. 

the United 

Now, as long as we understand that foreign . interests 

are controlling this country, would we want to open up a 

constitutional convention and risk losing all of these great 

documents? I think not. 

Finally, I have ·held both appointed and elected 

positions in local government. I am very sympathetic to your 

having to sit up here listening to all this commentary. I have 

come into meetings with facts and decisions in mind, but when I 

listened to overwhelming testimony in opposition to my original 

point of view, I had t.o listen to the people I was 

representing. It seems clear today what ·the majority of t_he 

people desire. 

Thank you very much for your time. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. Mr. Spencer Layman. 

After Mr. Layman will be Ms. Loretta Darling. 

S P E N C E R L A Y M A H: Thank you for the opportunity to 

address _your Comrnittee. My name is Spencer Layman, from 

Matawan. I am the New Jersey. Libertarian Party Chair. I am 

here to testify against the proposal to call for a 

constitutional 

amendment. 

convention to achieve 

Our Constitution works fine. 

allowed -- and helped -- our political 

to occur. A constitution's purpose is 

a balanced budget 

· It is we who have 

and budgetary problems 

to define the basic 

relationships among levels of government, and the relationship 

between government and citizens. It is not meant to be used to 

enact political agendas. When it has been so used the 

original slavery language, prohibition -- it has failed; even 

presidential term limits backfired on its proponents. 

I address the balanced budget proposal, conceding for 

the moment that a directive to a convention could be worded to 

preclude consideration of any other business. Most states 
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require balanced budgets. Now, there are two ways to balance a 

budget: control spending, or increase revenues -- taxes. Have 
most states controlled spending? Nd. Have most states 

increased taxes and fees, resorted to budgetary chicanery, 

etc.? Yes. Is there any reason at all to believe that the 

Federal government would do otherwise? No. 

This is a political problem, not a constitutional 

problem. For decades, we have looked to government, rather 

than to ourselves, to solve virtually every problem, rea 1 or 

imagined. This is what has led to exponential government 

growth. This is what has led to exponential increases in the 

budget and the national debt. Unti 1 we change this, we can 

only expect still larger budgets, balanced or not, accompanied 

by higher taxes, and more government intrusion in our personal 

and economic lives. We will have still fewer choices in our 

lives, with fewer resources to exercise them. 

No, a ba 1 anced budget amendment wi 11 not work. It 

cannot solve the real problems that led to its consideration, 

·because it does not address them. Worse, however, is that if 

enacted, we will think it has solved these problems. In 

essence, this is but another example of relying on a government 

cure-all, rather than our own initiative, personal and 

political, to control our government and our lives, and that is 

what got us all here in the fitst place. 

Let me return for just a moment to the misguided and 

dangerous idea of. using the Constitution to solve passing 
political issues. There is no guarantee of what a convention 
would do, regardless of the wording of its mandate. Our 

history is replete with attempts to change the meaning of the 

Constitution by all branches of government. I . see no reason 

that this· would be dif'ferent. 

This proposed convention, or a future one, would ·be 

nothing but an attempt by every group imaginable to impose 

their political and moral beliefs on all of us. We cannot take 
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that· risk.- Political issues -- those- that do not- relate~ to the 

basic structure and powers of government and the rights of its 

citizens -- belong in the political arena. A balanced budget 

is a political issue. 

So, if you will, both practical and constitutional 

considerations call for your Committee and the Legislature to 

reject this proposal. Hysteria and narrow political agendas as 

a basis for constitutional enshrinement have failed in the 

past. They will do likewise today, and in the future. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear. 

SENATOR INVERSO: We wi 11 have Ms. Darling next, and 

after Ms. Darling-- Is John Tomicki here? (no response) No? 

We will then go to Zena Mitchell. She will be next. 

L 0 R E T T A D A R L I R G! Senator Inverse, you are the 

only one here I recognize. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Is that r~ght? You didn't send me 

this rose, did you? 

MS. DARLING: No, I didn't. I just wanted to get one 

thing clear. I understand we are having a public hearing today 

for something that was voted on a month ago. Am I clear on 

that? 

SENATOR INVERSO: In Committee,· yes; not by the full 

Senate. 

MS. DARLING: So, in other words, this public hearing 

is to acquire testimony for perhaps--

SENATOR INVERSO: Right. 

MS. DARLING: Is that ethical, though, to have . a 

public hearing after you already voted on something? 

SENATOR INVERSO: It· was voted out of Committee. The 

process requires then a public hearing. At that point, the 

information from the public hearing will be made available to 

the Senators, and there will be a floor vote. 

MS. DARLING: Right. What I understood was, ACR-30, 

SCR-39, and SCR-68 were moved to be combined into one bill --
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SCR-39 -- which you,. voted on a month ago .. and are now having the 

public hearing for? 

SENATOR INVERSO :. Voted on a month ago out of 

Committee. 

MS. DARLING: Why does that sound less than ethical to 

me? 

SENATOR INVERSO: Well, I think-- Early. on, if you 

were here this morning, I went through a little dialogue 

explaining why we were here and so on. I mean, if you care to 

get into . your testimony, we can discuss it later, if you want 

to talk to a Committee Aide about the process. 

MS. DARLING: I obviously missed it. I just wondered, 

is that the kind--

SENATOR INVERSO: That is a reasonable question, but I 

think you are taking up your time on a question of process and 

procedure--

MS. DARLING: Well, I just wondered. See, that little 

loophole is exactly the kind of loophole that I think would 

prevent any control or limitation in a constitutional 

convention. Would this be the kind of guarantee that we would 

be offered? 

SENATOR INVERSO: 

saying about guarantees. 

I don't understand what you are 

This is the process as duly 

P.rescribed. We are going through what is required of us, and 

we are trying to do it as you know, as openly as ~ossible. 
MS. DARLING: I think the 12-year-o lds probably 

understood what I said. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Well--

MS. DARLING: The other thing I wanted to talk about 

was something that Mr. Foster touched upon. He talked about 

balancing the budget and the Federal Reserve notes. He was 

saying that we spend too many of these these so-called 

dollars. (witness displays dollar bills) Well, it says on it, 

~~ederal Reserve Note." What note means is debt. So, when we 
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owe a debt on this to the Federal ReServe~ bank~ what do we have 

to pay it with, more of these? We have twice the debt. I 

think that is what he is trying to say .. 

The only way we can pay a bill owed to this, is with 

some other form of money, or coins. Coins are minted by 

Congress. He mentioned that Congress- had the right only within 

the Constitutibn to produce gold and silver coins. Well, that 

already exists. We do not need a constitutional convention to 

balance the budget. We do not really need. a. balanced budget 

amendment. We need to face the truth. 

I hope that each of the State Senators -- I guess I am 

saying this for their benefit -- can just feel that gut thing 

that is wrong about this, remain harder than woodpecker lips in 

facing each of the sponsors, and just have the courage to say, 

"Quite frankly, when it comes to balancing the budget, SCR-39 

just does not fit the bill." I hope that each of the State 

Senators will just feel it in their hearts to vote, "No," on 

this very, very, very important issue. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, Ms. Darling. Ms. 

Mitchell, and after Ms. Mitchell we will have Mr. Lee LeClaire. 

Z E N A M I T C H E L L: Good afternoon. I am Zena Mitchell 

from Somerset, New Jersey. I come before you, ladies and 

gentlemen of the New Jersey State Senate, to appeal to the 

divine spark within each· and every one of you, however small it 

may be, to let ·your conscience and righteousness be your 

guide. Let not you be the enemies of freedom from within this 

nation, masters of deceit, and powermongers who divide, assist, 

and orchestrate the treasonous overthrow and cessation of this 

Republic. 

Since the formatfon of. the secret society known as 

"The Order," or "Skull and Bones," at Yale University in 1833, 

there have been power elitists plotting and scheming to 
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infiltrate every segment of American society to destroy this 

nation and b~ing forth a one-world government. 

Glasnost, perestroika, and globalism are but jargon 

used as a Trojan horse of deception to bring about that end. I 

emphatically and fervently urge you to vote, "No," on SCR-39, 

for after the BCCI affair, the postal scandal, the plot to make 

the District of Columbia the 51st state, the New States 

Constitution, regionalism~ the sex scandals of Senator Bob 

Packwood, Congressman Gerry Studds, Congressman Barney Frank, 

Congressman Donald Lukens, and others, how can we, the people, 

or those elected to represent us, trust the U.S. Congress and 

Senate with the entire Constitution? 

The c a 11 f o r a cons t i t uti on a 1 convention i s 

horse of deception on a destructive path of freedom, 

totalitarian government at its helm. Do what is right. 

watching you, through me and from a distance. 

Thank you. (applause) 

a Trojan 

with a 

God is 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. After Mr. LeClaire will 

be Sam Perelli, United Taxpayers. (disturbance in audience) 

Please, please. I have been very, very tolerant. I think, you 

know-- Please, let's continue with the hearing. Thank you. 

Mr. LeClaire. 

L E E L e C L A I R E: My name is Lee LeClaire. I live in 

in this Hackettstown, New Jersey. What got me involved 

particular issue was a letter that Dick Kamin sent to Lou 

Uhler, who happens to be head of the National Tax Limitation 

Committee. In that letter he wanted Lou to send out to his 

strong supporters, some of the better supporters of the Tax 

Limitation Committee, the information for us to write to 

Senator DiFrancesco and inform him of our backing for a 

constitutional convention. 

The only thing 

Lou Uhler, he never 

convent ion'' at a 11 . I f 

is, in Dick's letter that he wrote to 

mentioned the words "constitutional 

I am one of the prime movers of the 
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Nationa 1" rax Limitation Corruni ttee I I don. t know how I got 

there, because I have never paid them a nickel in dues in my 

life, and most of the mail I throw in the wastebasket. I 

accidentally opened this one, and don't ask me why. But when 

you hear these people say, "I am from the National Tax 

Limitation Committee, and I represent 10,000 or 20,000 or 

10n,ooo people," I must be one that they represent. But 

believe' me, I do not agree with anything they say. 

Nowhere in this particular letter that Dick Kamin 

wrote is there anything about a constitutional convention. The 

last time we had a constitutional convention, to my knowledge, 

was on September 17, 1787, at which time the en~- re original 

A.rticles of Confederation were abolished and :r present 

Constitution adopted. On December 15, 1791, our,Bill of Rights 

became effective. We have added several amendments to our 

Constitution since 1791. However, we have never had a 

constitutional convention to adopt a single one of them. 

At the present time, we are the only free nation in 

the world, and I do know that the Council on Foreign Relations, 

whose goal is one-world order, and the Trilateralists, whose 

goal is to control the world's money, are, in turn, directed by 

the (indiscernible), the supreme powers, the power-hungry men, 

the Rochschilds, the Rockefellers, etc., whose main goal is to 

control the world. As long as our Constitution _. in place, 

their goals will not be met. I pray that our Con .. ~itution is 

not abolished, so that our children, our grandchildren, etc. 

will enjoy life as free men, the same as our forefathers and 

the many generations after them. 

At the present time, we have added several amendments 

to our Constitution, and never had a constitutional 

convention. I see no need of one now. 

There have been several attempts in recent years to 

abolish our Constitution. These people are public officials 

who, when taking office, can put their hand on the Bible and 
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swear, i'I will uphold the, Constitution of the United States." 

And what do they do then? They get on a committee and fight 

like hell to abolish it. I think this has got to end. 

One of those examples is the New States Constitution 

of America. What does this do? It divides the country into 10 

regions. We are going to be in Region II -- New York, Puerto 

Rico, and New Jersey. That is how they put us together. Now, 

what about your birth certificate? You c::an' t be born in New 

Jersey anymore. You are going to be born in Region II or 

Region VI or Region VII, whatever the case may be. And to help 

you get away from the idea that you were born in New Jersey, if 

you look at all of your states, there are two letters for the 

address. MD now means Maryland. We used to write Maryland. I 

guess they can't spell it anymore. They make us put two 

letters. 

The reason for that is, in these regions, they want to 

get away from the states. Now, what have our states done? All 

but 19 of our states have abolished the meets and bounds -- the 

legal description of the state territory. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: That is correct. 

MR. LeCLAIRE: New Jersey does not have the meets and 

bounds description in its Constitution anymore. When they took 

it out, I don't know. But, what other- country did the same 

thing? The USSR. Russia did exactly the same thing. 

Now, in ·this New States Constitution, of course, the 

balanced budget amendment is completely gone. I mean, the 2nd 

Amendment of the Bi 11 of Rights is gone. That Bi 11 of Rights 

gave us the right to keep and bear arms. Now, I have listened 

to Assemblymen and Senators who pride themselves on the fact 

that we cannot have an automatic weapon anymore. But let me 

read to you what was sEated in 1787. We've got to go back to 

1787 to really know what happened. 

James Madison said, "Americans have the right and 

advantage of being armed, unlike the citizens of other 
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count.ries, whose governme.r:ts are afraid· to . trust their people 

with arms." If citizens ever dared give up that which they 

have no right to surrender, God will surely allow us to be 

punished for our wicked actions. Just as we have no right to 

sell ours~lves into bondage, we have no similar rights to 

surrender what has been held as a means to defend our families 

and the last line of defense in the event of emergency. 

The resolve of our forefathers was that our people 

would always be art armed force against power-hungry tyrants, 

who would inevitably arise, as evidenced by Jefferson's 

statement: "The strongest reason for people to retain the 

right to ke· p and · bear arms is as a last resort to protect 

themselves against tyranny in government." 

Now, George Mason, one of the people back in 1787-- I 

quote what he said: "I asked her, what is a militia? It is a 

hope people accept for a few public officials. We are the 

militia. Are they not ourselves? Is it feared that we shall 

turn our arms each man against his own bosom?" 

Congress has no power to disarm the militia. Their 

swords and every other terrible implement of the soldier are 

the birthright of America. They have limited power. The sword 

is not in the hands of either the Federal or the .state 

governments, but where I trust in God it will ever r:·:-nain, in 

the hands of the people. I think we have to consider t 3t. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Mr~ LeClaire, you have about 20 

seconds now. We couldn't get your attention earlier. 

MR. LeCLAI:RE: We also have, in addition to this New 

States Constitution--- You have heard about the other 

constitution we have, the CCS constitution. And of. course, 

once we have a constitutional convention, it is going to be 

open to every Tom, Dick, Harry, and Jane. You know that as 

well as I do. If you think these people are not going to get 

in there and fight, you're 

Nations Constitution, and 

crazy. We 

who ·wrote 
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Consti tut>ion? The" United Nations Constitution was written by 

the under-secretaries of the Secretary of the United Nations. 

There were nine Russians and one Yugoslavian. How does the 

Russian Constitution differ from the U.N. Constitution? It 

doesn't. Our Senate, by a voice vote, adopted the U.N. 

Constitution the United Nations Constitution. They were 

just ready to slide it into place, and that takes away your 

Bill of Rights. You have the right -- the freedom of religion, 

if the law allows. You have· the freedom of the press, if the 

law allows. So, which way are we going? If you want to take 

and balance their budget, let's go to the Federal Reserve. 

Who is the Federal Reserve? You have heard about your 

pri yate bankers, and whatnot. I' 11 tell you who the Feder a 1 

Reserve is, so you will know. Number one is the Rothschild 

Bank of London, in England. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Mr. LeClaire, I hate to interrupt, 

but your time is up, sir. I will give you a couple of minutes 

to summarize a couple of seconds. (indiscernible comments 

from audience at ~his point) 

Wait, hold on a second, please. I think I have 

conducted this hearing in a very fair open process. 

(applause) No, I am not looking for applause. All I'm saying 

is, dort't make me feel as though I am not giving someone a fair 

opportunity. We have been pretty consistent with all of the 

speakers. I cannot allow him to go on at length. Please 

summarize. 

MR. LeCLAIRE: May I just finish who they are? 

SENATOR INVERSO: Yes, but summarize in a few seconds, 

please. 

MR. LeCLAIRE: I mean, if you go down the street and 

you .stop and ask, "Who owns the Federal Reserve?" they say, 

~The Federal government." This is what we teach in school. I 

think it is time that someplace in the public record we find 

out who owns it. 
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The- number one- owner -- Rothschild Bank of London and. 

Berlin; number two, Lazard Brothers Banks of Paris; number 

three, Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy; number four, Warburg 

Bank of Hamburg and Amsterdam; number five, Lehman Brothers 

Bank of New York; number six, Kuhn, Loeb Bank of New York; 

number seven, Chase Manhattan Bank of New York; and number 

eight, Goldman, Sacks Bank of _New- Y<;>rk, and they have 300 

private stockholders whose- names shall never be revealed. We 

are paying this bunch $400 billion in interest, money we print 

in our Federal government, we give to the Federal Reserve 

franchise. They turn around and lend it back to us at 

ir --_~rest, and we wonder why we are in debt. There is no wonder 

why we are in debt. This is where we can get our money, and we 

don't need a balanced budget amendment. 

I thank you; but I am sorry you cut me off. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: All right. Please, can we have 

order? I said to Rae Adams earlier that I was sorry she wasn't 

in my district. I.'m glad you're not in my district. You would 

be an opponept. 

MR. LeCLAIRE: The last time I had to come was in 

1984~ I spent 10 years fighting for a bill in the Assembly and 

Senate down here. I was the Secretary/Treasurer of the New 

Jersey Veterans Caucus, and we finally got it so the veterans 

could retire at age 60. It took me 10 years to get it through. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Well, let me say this: There is no 

battle that you won't win, I'm sure, with your persisteQce. 

MR. LeCLAIRE: I hope it won't take 10 years for you 

guys to vote, "No. " 
SENATOR INVERSO: Mr. Perelli? After Mr. Perelli, 

we'll have David Coggins. Thank you . 

. SA M U E L P E R E L L I: Start the clock. 

Mr. Senator, we know this is just a pro forma 

hearing. We know this is just to get information on the 

record. My name is Sam Perelli. I am the State Chairman of 
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the United Taxpayers of New Jersey, one of the oldest taxpayer 

organizations in the State. There are people from other 

organizations here that I recognize, and my remarks will be 

directed at a dichotomy that I hear in this room that has to be 

challenged. 

I am not a lobbyist. I am not paid. I, too, took off 

a day from my livelihood to come down here, and not testify 

because no one swore me in, and there's no Bible here -- but to 

offer the comments that our organization feels have to be made 

on the record. 

How exciting it is to see Rae, and to hear her get up 

here and talk about the Constitution of the United States -- to 

talk about any constitution. How exciting it is to hear this 

group of people applaud. Applause is gre~t. 

But how many people in this room have ever offered 

comments when a teachers' union was involved? You applauded 

the teachers' union because they agreed with you. But go into 

one of these negotiation situations where the teachers' union 

will run over you like they are a reaper in a wheat field, and 

you'll find out what raw power is. 

What are we afraid of here today? What are we afraid 

of here? Are we afraid that we can't intelligently d~scuss the 

Constitution of this beautiful country? I challenge the people 

in this room who believe in initiative and referendum, who have 

come before State government committees for the last 25 or 30 

years saying, "We want the right to petition." -- that word was 

used here by two or three of the 

and listen to the arguments 

opening our Constitution up. 

speakers, 

against 

petition, petition 

the discussion of 

Even Senator Scott offered an amendment on the 

initiative process in this State that said, "We trust you, but 

don't you dare, people of New Jersey, touch the Constitution of 

the State of New Jersey." 
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And t~3t mentality carries through on the F~deral 

level. "Don't you dare even think about the discussion. Let's 

limit the discussion. Don't go near our Constitution." 

It is 1993, ladies and gentlemen. It's 1993; this is 

an age of media. This is an age of information. We're not 

still riding the horse and buggy to get information from 

WaShington. In 28 seconds I can get 500 words faxed to any 

place in this world. It's 1993. 

I am not an expert~ like most people in this room. I 

am not an expert on the Constitution of this great country, or 

the Constitution of this great State this nearly great 

State. But I'd venture to say that most people in this room 

can't even tell you what their local charter is all about; what 

their local· government is all about.. And would they go before 

their local governments with the same veracity,· with the same 

fervor and dare challenge that school board to stop giving 

these 8 percent and 10 percent pay raises; to stop the public 

employees from telling you how we should run this State? I 

wonder how many people have the nerve to do that? I know of 

the people in this room who nave done it, and I know they·are 

on the record. I know who they are. 

I ask you -- I ask you-- I've been involved most of 

my adult life in activism; not paid, just because I want New 

Jersey to be a better place for my children and their 

grandchildren. And I want to be able to see that we have an 

effect on what our life is all about. And if it means looking 

into our Constitution, if it means bringing it up to 1993 

standards, what in the name of God are we afraid of? Are we 

afraid of the collective wisdom of the people of this country, 

the collective wisdom of the people of New Jersey? 

Are we afraid? That's all I ask you: Are we afraid? 

Pass this thing pass this thing. Pass it. Pass it. 

Thank you for your time. 
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SENATOR INVERSO: After Mr·. Coggi.ns will be· Ms. Dottie 

Dunfee. 

D A V I D C 0 G G I N S: I'm David Coggins of Haddonfield. 

My status is citizen, a resident, taxpayer, veteran, family 

man, and fiscal conservative. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Excuse me, please. Can we keep the 

conversations toned down, please? Thank you. (addressing 

audience) 

MR. COGGINS: Incidentally, I'm a rose gardener. That 

was from my garden. (referring to rose on Committee table) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Oh, I appreciate that. You know, I 

was thinking, I was going to make a comment about the rose. 

It's a shame this wasn't held yesterday. It was my wife's 

birthday, and I had to buy 12 of these. If I had known--

MR. COGGINS: Take that home to her and make it a 

bake·r' s dozen. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you. 

MR. COGGINS: Most importantly, I think, I am a 

grandfather. It is ess~ntial, not merely a proper courtesy, 

for this Committee to listen carefully to all arguments and 

points of view on this, the most important issue ever before 

this body, even to the arguments that are hostile to the 

integrity of the Constitution, and to our future. 

It is equally essential, Senator, that every 

legislator pray earnestly and work diligently in the quest for 

wisdom and discernment, and for the courage to rise above party 

lines and, thus, to do the right thing; preserve our 

Constitution from chaotic dismemberment. 

At our last Committee hearing, I heard legislators 

acknowledge that there are no valid and persuasive assurances 

against a wide open or runaway convention. That recognition 

was a major step in the right direction. It was an implicit 

rejection of the many bland assurances so glibly issued by the 

National Taxpayers Union and other con con advocates. 
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You have also· he.ard. testimony .. rationa<lly identifying 

the fallacies of the so-called safety net of ratification. For 

some months, Senator, I was, although appalled by the criminal 

profligacy of our generally venal Congress, somewhat lukewarm 

about a balanced budget amendment. But on further reflecti6n I 

have come to oppose it, as well as a con con. 

The reason, Senator, is that such an amendment is a 

snare and a delusion. It would most subtly sedute the 

citizen.ry of the nation to relax further their vigilance in 

tracking the votes of their congressmen. They would rely 

instead on a balanced budget amendment to force fiscal 

restraint. That reliance would be ill placed. There is no 

substitute for citizen vigilance. 

Senator, I would ask you to convey to the absent 

Committee members, and to your fellow Senators on the floor, 

·the overwhelming sentiments and the thoughts -- not only the 

emotions that are reflected here, because this is the most 

profound issue that we can possibly face but also the 

intellectual product_of the people who have testified here. 

I'd just like to read you a very, very brief quote 

about government: "Government is not reason. It is not 

eloquence. It is a force. Like fire, it is a dangerous 

servant and a fearful master," George Washington. 

The protection from further bloating, ruinous 

taxation, and. oppressive powers by a central government can 

come only by forcing each and every congressman -- or at least 

a majority -- to so conduct his or her voting as to reduce 

Federal government back to the parameters set out in the 

Constitution, with due regard to amendments IX and X. And I do 

urge every Senator, not only on this Commi tte·e but in the 

entire New Jersey Senate, to refresh their recollection of the 

Constitution by reading again Articles IX and X -- excuse me, 

the amendments. 
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We Republicans tend to point fingers at the=Democrats 

as big spenders. But, Senator, the very best of our New J~rsey 

delegation to Washington rates only 50 percent on the fiscal 

restraint scoreboard. 

I call on both major parties, Senator, to put before 

the voters a better, more principled and responsible slate of 

1 e g is 1 at i v e candid ate s for the voters of thi s State to send to 

Washington. 

As for the youth present here today, many of whom have 

had to be taken home because of the hour, the Committee's guest 

from Mississippi cleverly sought to claim them to his own 

cause. I would suggest, Senator, that not a single parent of 

the children here, and not a single child here, can validly be 

recruited by the gentleman from Mississippi, courtly and 

c h a rm in g as he i s , to his cause . Instead , these chi 1 d re n are 

here to represent the overwhelming need for us to preserve the 

Constitution. 

Tomorrow morning I've been invited to take my grand 

daughter, Natalie, to breakfast. This will be the first time 

I've seen her in a long, long time. She will be, tomorrow, 

four~years-old. I believe that one of the most important gifts 

I can give to Natalie -- there will be some others -- will be 

my effort to persuade this Committee to reject the resolution 

calling for a constitutional convention. 

I ask you, Senator, please, to convey to all of your 

colleagues in the Senate the remarks that are faithful to that 

commitment to our Constitution. I thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Dottie Dunfee, to be followed by 

Cheryl Lemons? Is Ms. Dunfee here? Dottie Dunfee? (no 

response) 
Well, Ms. Lemons, you're next. And after Ms. Lemons, 

we'll have Tom Fuscaldo. 

C H E R Y L D U N C A N L E .M 0 N S: Hi. I'm Cheryl 

Lemons, and I'm a Ne~ Jersey resident. I have written 
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t·e-stimony. which I wili. tand in. I'm .going to go over some, of 

it, though, at this time. 

SENATOR INVERSO: By the way, if you don't have 

prepared testimony with you today, and you wish to submit it, I 

think there is a period of time in which you can, if you get it 

in within the next day or two. I don't know what the 

official-- Is theze a window? 

HEARING REPORTER: It's at your discretion, Mr. 

Cha-irman. 

SENATOR INVERSO: My discretion. If anyone would care 

to submit written testimony after the hearing today, we can 

leave the transcript period open for about ! don't know 

what's a te6sonable period? -- five days, we'll say. 

MS. LEMONS: Okay, great. We've already pretty much 

gone over the issue that a constitutional convention would not 

be limited, so I'm not going to go into that at all. 

There is also the issue of how a constitutional 

convention would be executed. The Constitution is quite vague 

on this point; so vague that Senator Orrin Hatch proposed 

S-214, entitled Constitutional Convention Implementation Act of 

1991. This measure died in committee on December 1, 1992. If 

a convention had the very safeguards that youlve been promised 

by proponents, why 'auld Senator Hatch have had to write a bill 

to specify how one ·u1d be implemented? As S-214 died, we can 

be assured that the~~ can be no safeguards ~s to how one would 

be implemented. 

Congress can pass an amendment itself. I.t came very 

close last year. And the way to go on this is to really push 

them to, you know, push up the votes needed. Our budget 

certainly does need to be balanced, but we do not need to have 

a convention and open a whole can of worms to get that result. 

Now, what I think is very important are the people and 

what they want. First of all, I'd like to acknowledge the 

peop; 2 who are gathered here today, and who were here and had 
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to leave;· who· are corning back time and time again to fight for. 

this, for what they believe is right; who are writing their 

legislators; who are calling their legislators, etc. I think 

that this group of people present should be acknowledged with a 

round of applause. If, for some reason that's not, you know-

At least by smiles--

! say this because this turnout in these spaces should 

say something. This turnout, and that of earlier hearings, 

should send a message, and that message is; that the people of 

the State of New Jersey do not want a constitutional convention. 

And I ask myself, if the people do not want a 

convention, why then is a convention being pushed so hard in 

this State? Many other states have killed calls for 

constitutional conventions in recent months, but Ne~ Jersey 

continues. But there is an issue of partisan politics and its 

pressure. 

Last year, Rich Bond, then the head of the Republican 

Committee, and Bob Grady, the Executive Director of the Office 

of Management and Budget felt that this issue was so important 

that they flew in to rally Republican forces on the Assembly 

floor, turning the vote to their side. Had these special 

interests not come, this issue would have been dead, and you 

would have been discus.sing other, maybe more pleasant matters 

at this time. 

Any pressures that you are receiving to vote in a 

certain way are merely a hint of the pressures that would be on 

delegates to any convention. In fact, Dick Allen, a legislator 

from Michigan, testified in the Assembly that lawmakers in his 

state received death threats on this issue. 

In this political climate with so many vested 

inter~sts, delegates to·a convention would be gettirtg even more 

pressure than you are today about SCR-39 and the other 

constitutional measures. Why put yourself through this? Why 
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put a.r:yone. etlse through this in a convention? This legislat:ion; 

needs to die. 

You are the Senators that are most informed on the 

issue, and today, not only do I ask you to vote no, I'm asking 

you to speak out against this legislation. I'm asking you to 

get your fellow Senators to vote no on this legislation by 

p~rsonally lobbying the sponsors to withdraw. 

It is very simple why: The people of the State of New 

Jersey do not want this legislation. 

that would jeopardize their rights. 

They do not want anything 

They, the people sitting 

in this room today, who you represent, say, "No." 

Now it is time for you to listen. Now it is time for 

you to act. Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: After Mr. Fuscaldo, we'll have Lee 

Pacifico. 

T H 0 l4 A S F U S C A L D 0: By way of introduction, my name 

is Tom Fuscaldo. I '.m an independent candidate for Governor, 

and if you can't remember the name, the lever says, "Zero Sales 

Tax." 

I came to this country in 1928, and couldn't talk 

English. But then again, 

could talk English either. 

no one else in the maternity ward 

(laughter) I soon learned that my 

ancestors left me with.the best Constitution in the world. 

I think this Senate should have dismissed, out of 

hand, any proposal from these radicals that say we need one 

little amendment to our Constitution, so throw the whole thing 

out. 

When I leave this country, I want the. new arrivals 

here to still get the same best Constitution in the whole world. 

We're circling around the basic problem, and it's 

beyond the scope of the State to approach this problem; it's a 

Federal problem. We have a law that has set up a Federal 

Reserve Bank company. We should make the United States 

Treasury follow the Constitution, and we should get rid of the 
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Federal Res~rve Bank company. So many people think1 the 

government has something to do with that banking, and we don't, 
! 

and that's the cause of our troubles. ! 

So, in conclusion, Tom Fuscaldo, zero sales tax. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Ms. Pacifico? 

LEE PAC I F I C 0: Yes. 
I 

SENATOR INVERSO: And after her, we'll have~- Is Joe 
I 

Pbnczek here? (no response) Scott Derby? (no response) 

Well, they're out. John Tomicki? (no response) 

June Morreale will be the last speaker. If I missed anyone, 

please let an aide know. We don't want to miss anyone. 

Did I miss you, sir? 

J·o S E PH L 0 N G: (speaking from audience) I had my; name 
I 

on the list. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I'm sorry. 

MR. LONG: Joe Long. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Long? 

MR. LONG: L-0-N-G, yes. 

SENATOR INVERSO: We'll hear you. 

MS. PACIFICO: He's President of the Federation of New 

Jersey Taxpayers. 

SENATOR INVERSO: We'll hear 

problem. I don't have you on the list. 

you, sir. There's no 

I didn't overlook it 

or anything. 

here. 

MR. LONG: I signed up, and I came all the way; down 

SENATOR INVERSO: We'll hear you. No problem. 

I 
I 

S T E P H E N A. B A U E R: (speaking from audience) I 

had my name on the list, too. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: You weren't here 

when you were called. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Your name, sir? 

MR. BAUER: Stephen Bauer. 
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SENATOR. INVERSO: Oh, Mr. Bauer. I called you 

earlier. You weren't here. 

MR. BAUER: I resubmitted my name. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Fine, okay. You'll 

opportunity to speak~ and that will be it then. 

Yes, go ahead. 

have -an 

MS. PACIFICO: Senator Inve~so, and ladies and 

gentlemen~ thank you for the pleasure of speaking before your 

group today. I am so happy to hear the many wonderful speakers 

today defending our Constitution. It shows that we are alive 

and well here in New Jersey, and it's wonderful. 

I never thought, though, that I would see the day that 

~ongress would dare to tamper with our great Constitution. It 

shows how arrogant they, the Council on Foreign Relations, and 

the Trilateralists who call for a one-world government, have 

become. A call for a Federal constitutional convention, 

popularly called con con, SCR-39, means playing Russian 

roulette with our Constitution. 

To quote the opinion of former Chief Justice Warren 

Burger~~ And this is a new quote. I know others have quoted 

him before. "There is no effective way to limit or muzzle the 

actions of a constitutional convention. A constitutional 

convention today would be a free-for-all for special issue 

groups, television coverage, and press speculation. Whatever 

gain might be hoped for from a new constitutional convention 

cannot be worth the risks involved. A new convention could 

plunge the nation. into constitutional confusion and 

confrontation at every turn, with no assurance that focus would 

be on the subjects needing attention. I have discouraged the 

idea of a constitutional convention. We should be celebrating 

its long life, not challenging its very existence," -- which 

we're doing today. "Whatever may need repair in our 

Constitution can be dealt with by specific amendments." End of 

quote. 
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But I'm repeating, "specific amendments," for 

. f b 1 d b d b 11' f h . I f 1nstance, or a a ance . u get, y ca 1ng or t e cutt1ng o 

spending by Congress. i 

The Bill of Rights and subsequent amendments have: made 
I 

our Constitution a beacon to the rest of the world, espec~ally 

evident at this time in Eastern Europe, by providing a fllOdel 

for a political system that effectively guarantees the r:ights 

of the individual. We do not want our present day politi~ians 

monkeying. around with the U.S. Constitution. A convehtion 

would be a means of allowing powerful forces such as the 

Council on Foreign Relations and Trilateralists to control our 

country, change our governmental institutions, and t.ake away 

many of our great freedoms: the freedom of religion, sp 1eech, 

assembly, and others. 

We cannot let this happen. Let's stand up and defend 

the rights our great Constitution has given us. God bless our 
I 

Constitution and country, and please, please, vote no on SCR-39. 

I thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: June Morreale, followed by Mr. Long. 

MS. MORREALE: Hi. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Hi. June, I don't know if you're 

familiar with the time frame. We're allowing three-and-a-half, 

minutes, roughly. We'll let you know when there are 30 seconds 

left, okay? 

MS. MORREALE: Well, I don't know if I' 11 be able to 

do that. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Well, June--

MS. MORREALE: I do want to give you copies. 

SENATOR INVERSO: June, if I could just interrupt 

you. You're very close to the last speaker. Every speak~r has 

done a rna rve lous job· complying with it. And we haven't cut a 

person off in the middle of a syllable. We' 11 allow ybu to 

finish a thought or to make a point, so don't fret about that. 
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MS~. MORREALE.: We-11., ! 'm going to have · to show some 

things that I will explain, some factual documents, that we 

see. And I want you to have a copy. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Those documents will be made part of 

the record. 

MS. MORREALE: Pardon me. 

SENATOR INVERSO; Those documents will become part of 

the record, so if you give them to our staff people, we can-

We'll put this in the transcript. 

MS. MORREALE: I also wanted to ask Senator Kamin a 

question. I wonder if he would come forward? 

SENATOR INVERso·: No. Th s is not a question and 

answer opportunity. 

MS. MORREALE: Well--

SENATOR INVERSO: This is an opportunity for comment 

and input. We're not getting into a dialogue. 

MS. MORREALE: Well, I • m disappointed that the 

Chairman is not here -- Senator Bubba. I just want to thank 

you for allowing me'to testify on this resolution. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I take no offense at the fact that 

I'm here and he's not, and you're sad that he's not. 

MS. MORREALE: Pardon me? 

SENATOR INVERSO: I said, I take no offense at the 

fact that you're sad that he's not here, and I'm here. 

MS. MORREALE: No. I'm disappointed that the entire 

Committee is not here to hear the testimony. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I know, I know. 

MS. MORREALE: And I think it's appalling. What kind 

of a message is that. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I know. I'll give you more time. 

Your three-and-a-half minutes begins now. 

MS. MORREALE: Okay. And the sponsors of the bi 11, 

and just one sponsor of the bill is here. 
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Well, why would you bring· a helicopter from· Canada to 
I 

save a baby from drowning in the Delaware River? Wouldn'~ you 

take a boat out to rescue the child, instead of waiting for the 

helicopter, and lose the baby? I 

ln the same token, I ask why you would apply fior a 

constitutional convention to balance the budget, to rewritJ the 

Constitution through this amendment, and risk opening it u~ and 
I 

losing our Constitution. 
I 

This resolution calls for two separate things: 
I 

balanced budget amendment and a constitutional convention, 

having nothing to do with the other. Yet, by wrapping 
I 

threads around both, it creates a well-fitting noose. 

First, the Constitution a1ready provides for 
I 

a 

one 

the 

a 
balanced budget on constitutional spending in Article I 

don't have the Article, but you have a copy of this -- sections 

VIII and IX. And if you would please turn, I would like you to 

look at that. It's the Constitution. It's the last pages:, and 

it's sections VIII and IX. And I'd like Dick Kamin to look at 

this, too, because it's ve~y important that he sees this since 

he sponsored--

SENATOR INVERSO: June, address the Chair, please.: 

MS. MORREALE: Okay. 

SENATOR INVERSO: This has been a very orderly, 

smoothly operating--

MS. MORREALE: But I thought I was going to be atile to 

talk to the sponsors. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Well, June, you can speak to him at 

any other time. This 

the appropriate time. 

is not the opportune time for that, or 
I 

It's not the purpose of this hearin~. 

MS. MORREALE: Okay. 

There is a list of what our 

could -- the Congress could spend. 

engagements entered into before 

lOl 

I 

I 

forefathers said th~t you 

"All. debts contract~d and 

the adoption of 
1 

this 



Constitution shal =. .Je valid. against the: United s·tates under the; 

Constitution, as L jer the confederation." 

Then I will go over to sections 8 and 9: "The 

Congress shall have the power to lay and collect taxes, duties, 

imposts and excises to pay the debts and to provide for the 

common defense and general welfare of the United States; but 

all duties, ·imposts and excises shall be uniform throughout the 

United States; to borrow money on the credit of the United 

States; to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among 

the several states, and with the Indian tribes; to establish a 

uniform rule of naturalization, and uniform rules on the 

subject of bankruptcies throughout the United States; to coin 

money; regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and to 

fix the standard of weights and measures; to provide for the 

punishment of counterfeiting the securities and current coin of 

the United States; to establish post offices and post roads; to 

promote the progress of science and useful arts by securin~ for 

a limited time to authors and inventors the exclusive right to 

their respective writings and discoveries; to constitute 

tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court ... " 

Well, I could go on, but I'm not going to take the 

time. I want you to look at this when you go over . the 

testimony. Nowhere, in there, does it say to balance an 

unconstitutional- -- an unconstitutional amendment. It does not 

say to balance an unconstitutional budget, which includes 

spending overseas, having armies overseas over a two-year 

period, which was set in the Constitution. I did not read that 

part, but I hope you will look at that later. 

First, the Constitution -- let's see-- However, the 

Congress is not obeying the law by unconstitutional· spending of 

American money for world police in Bosnia and Somalia, building 

housing fbr Soviet soldiers, and ~eeding the world. This 

spending is illegal and unlawful. Who is to make Congress obey 
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the law. becaus.e they add some, language .. to an ame.ndment, when 

they aren't .obeying the 1 aw now? 

I want to point out to you the loopholes. You , know, 
I 

when you were a kid, and you used to try to figure OU
1t how 

Santa Claus could fit through the chimney, and look at the 
I 

fireplace? Well, let me tell you about this loophole in the HJ 

Resolution No. 321, Proposed Amendments to the Constitution to 

Provide for a Balanced Budget Amendment for the U.S~ Government. 

SENATOR INVERSO: June, June, just let me interrupt 

you for a second. I apologize, but--

MS. MORREALE: I have to finish this. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Your time is up. 

MS. MORREALE: This is too important. 

SENATOR INVERSO: You can finish that one thought, so 

long as it doesn't go three· minutes, be~ause we'vei held 

everyone--

MS. MORREALE: Well, I went through a lot to ptepare 

this. 

have 

SENATOR I NVERSO : June , everyone 

come from out-of-state. They've come 

else did. People 

from all over the 

State. 

MS. MORREALE: I've heard some people here longer than 

three minutes, so I was here when I listened. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I've allowed them to go a reasonable 
I 

period of time to summarize a thought·. But you're-

MS. MORREALE: I have to show you some facts. 

SENATOR INVERSO: June, you're becoming adversprial, 

and I don't want that, please. 

MS. MORREALE: I'm becoming what? 

SENATOR !NVERSO: Adversarial. You're bepoming 
I 

adversarial. 

MS. MORREALE: Well, I am adversarial this 

resolution. 
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SENATOR INVERSO: T understand that., but· dOn't be

adversarial with me. We've known each other too long. That's 

why, audience, I call her June. 

MS. MORREALE: I'm not going to be with you. I know 

that, but this is very important. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I will allow you to finish the 

thought, ~o long as it doesn't go three minutes. 

MS. MORREALE: Well, I want to pinpoint the loophole. 

This· is in the proposed amendment to the Constitution to 

provide for a balanced budget for the u.s. government, and for 

greater accountability in the enactment of tax legislation. 

You have a copy attached to this testimony, so please turn to 

page 3 of the resolution. Would you please do that? 

SENATOR INVERSO: I certainly will. 

MS. MORREALE: I want you all to see-

·sENATOR INVERSO: I wouldn't do otherwise. 

MS. MORREALE: ~-these are all of the 257 congressmen 

who have signed onto this resolution. This is the balanced 

budget amendment that I thought I was in favor of, until I saw 

it last night. I believe United We Stand people were in favor 

of a balanced budget amendment, but no one has been aware of 

this amendment. 

June. 

Now, I want you to turn to page 3, and I will show you 

SENATOR INVERSO: This is the last reference, please, 

MS . MORREALE: Okay. This is Santa Claus. This is 

the loophole where a truck was so big that 500 of the 

congressmen could fit through this loophole, and 257 signed ort. 

Now this is what they put-- This amendment can be 

voted on with a 50 two-thirds majority, and it wi 11 be 

passed. But they put in this loophole: "Total outlays for 

that year shall not exceed the level of estimated receipts set 

forth in such joint resolution, unless three-fifths of the· 

total membership of each House of Congress shall provide, by a 
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roll call vote, for a specific excess of outlays over estima.ted 

receipts." 

So here they put that in so they can go on spending 

and spending. And in order for this amendment to be amended to 

the Constitution, the Constitution has to be rewritten, because 

our Constitution speaks to a balanced budget for constitutional 

spending, and no where does it say for what I mentioned- before, 

which is unconstitutional. The forefathers never dreame.d of 

this. 

SENATOR INVERSO: June, please. 

MS. MORREALE: I'm almost finished. 

SENATOR INVERSO: No, June. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM 

interesting. 

Please, June. 

AUDIENCE: This 

MS. MORREALE: The people want to hear this. 

is :very 

SENATOR INVERSO: Hold on a minute. It may be very 

interesting, but June--

MS. MORREALE: But I'm getting to your--

SENATOR INVERSO: --has unilaterally decided-- June, 

you're finished. You have unilaterally decided not to comply 

with the bylaws here. Everyone else -- we've had about 40 

speakers. Everyone else has been marvelous and gracious in 

complying. You're choosing to make this your show. 

MS. MORREALE: Because this needs to be said. 

SENATOR INVERSO: It's been said. June, you ar~ not 

the first one to have said this, in all due respect. We have 

your testimony. 

MS. MORREALE: I just haven't gotten to your 

resolution, and. the people need to know, and you need to • know 

about this. 

SENATOR INVERSO: If Mr. Long will concede his time of 

three minutes, I'll give you two minutes. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: (indiscernibl$) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Okay. June, you're finished. 
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MS . MORREALE·: I 'm the . end. I'm the end. It's. not 

like there is a lot of people. 

Long. 

I would have gone after Mr. 

SENATOR INVERSO: June, we've been here since 10:00. 

MS. MORREALE: I understand that. 

SENATOR INVERSO: It's not only that it's the end, I 

think we've been very patient. June you are starting to make 

this your event. I'm not going to allow it to happen. 

MS. MORREALE: I'm sorry; I'm not doing that. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Well, I'm not going to allow it to 

happen now. 

MS. MORREALE: I worked very hard on this. 

SENATOR INVERSO: I know you have, and I've labored 

long and hard on this issue, too. We all have. Everyone here 

has. 

a 

MS. MORREALE: This is why I'm here. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: 

point of information. All of us were 

Mr. Chairman, as 

reminded at the 

beginning of the testimony today that whatever is submitted in 

writing would be part of the record, to be distributed to every 

member of the Assembly and the Senate. 

MS. MORREALE: Okay. I just wanted to--

SENATOR INVERSO: Please, June, please. I'll give you 

about 20 seconds to summarize, June, please. Okay? I want to 

be tolerant. 

MS. MORREALE: Okay. Getting to your resolution. 

It's a fantasy voyage. You put in language to protect us, but 

according to your SCR-39, "Substitute resolution for an 

application for a constitutional convention for the sole, 

specific, and exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment to 

the Constitution to require a balanced Federal budget, called 

under Article V of the Constitution," is an erroneous request 

to begin with. 
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And if you look in Article. V of the Const.itution -- I 

supplied this here for you -- you will see that. 

point to it, and--

The arrows 

SENATOR INVERSO: 

your time is up. 

June, your time is up. I'm sorry, 

MS. MORREALE: But there is no 

"amendments," a constitutional convention 

"amendments," not "an amendment." 

way-- It 

will convene 

says, 

with 

SENATOR INVERSO: Yes, June, ·that's been reiterated-

I understand what you're saying. 

MS. MORREALE: Pardon me? 

SENATOR INVERSO: You're saying it for the first 

time. It's been reiterated often during today's hearing. It 

says amendments, it doesn't say amendment. 

MS. MORREALE: Oh, good. That's good, I'm glad to 

hear that. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Thank you, June. June, we can chat 

afterward. Thank you. 

MS. MORREALE: Well-- (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Mr. Long? 

MR. LONG: Thank you, ladies and gentlemen and the 

Committee -- Senator. My name is Joe Long. I'm President of 

the Federation of New Jersey Taxpayers. We cover all of New 

Jersey, from Port Jervis down to Cape May. I'd just like to 

bring up a few things. I know you would like to get this 

meeting over. 

SENATOR INVERSO: No, that's quite all right. You 

have your allotted time frame, sir. 

MR. LONG: The Federation believes that we will not 

have a limited constitutional convention. Also, it's a~ready 

in the Constitution that there is an article there for a 

balanced budget that the congressmen can initiate themselves. 

Today, it's not like when our country started. We 

didn't have the specia 1 interests that we have today. That's 
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another reason- why we shouldn't have a constitutional 

convention. 

I've always iterated, since 1969 when our organization 

started, that we have to cut spending. Government doesn't want 

to cut spending. I noticed this way back when Senator 

Wallwork, with the Byrne administration, proposed 79 points 

where they could cut spending, and nobody listened. The 

Gramm-Rudman, it hasn't worked. The Grace Commission, they 

haven't done anything on it. They could have saved billions of 

dollars through the Grace Commission, and they didn't do it. 

All they talk about is raising taxes, taxes, but they 

don't talk about cutting spending, and that's the name of the 

game here. 

The New York City budget, recently, under David 

Dinkins-- They all talk about, they're going to raise 

they're going to raise that, but they never talked 

this, 

about 

cutting 

ACR-39. 

record? 

spending, and this 

So I just want 

(sic) Thank you. 

SENATOR INVERSO: 

Would you just 

MR. BAUER: Sure. 

is what we have to do. 

to say this: Please vote against 

(applause) 

Mr. Bauer is the next speaker. 

introduce yourself, again, for the 

My name is Stephen Bauer. I'm the 

Americans 

brief. 

United for Effective Government. I' rn 

President 

going to 

of 

be 

minutes. 

SENATOR INVERSO: You have your three-and-a-half 

MR. BAUER: I'm anxious to get out of here myself. 

SENATOR INVERSO: Don't worry about that. 

MR. BAUER: From every book, report, news letter and 

such that I've read, some of particular interest--

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Excuse me. 
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SENATOR INVERSO: Yes, we can'bheat you. 

MR. BAUER: Some of the statements of ALEC, irt an 

issue of "Analysis" of November 1991, on the first page it 

says, "On the application of two-thirds of the states, Con~ress 

shall call a convention to propose an amendment." While the 

Constitution holds that, "On the application of the legislators 

of two-thirds of the several states shall call a convention 

proposing amendments." 

Well, ALEC is paraphrasing the Constitution. To 
paraphrase, one needs to get the content of the original quote 

correct for the paraphrase to be considered to have the same 

meaning. It troubles me to say so, but knowing the integrity 

and influence ALEC has among our nation's legislators, I can 

only come to the conclusion that this misquote of content is an 

intentional deception in order to get the state legislators to 

vote for a constitutional convention. I've heard of no 

retraction of this misquote. of content from ALEC, unless the 

good gentleman from ALEC wishes to do so. 

The aforementioned state factor is identical in topic 

discussion to volume 13, No. 1, of April of 1987, so this 

deception has continued at least since then, and even· reissued, 

as submitted in public hearing minutes of the Assembly 

Committee of September 21 of last year. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, Senators, 

a 11: Let us reason together. Once we get through a 11 the 

opinions from the constitutional scholars to the patriotic 
immigrant, the one thing left for us to determine, whether a 

convention can be limited, is the Constitution itself. If the 

Founding Fathers truly intended for a convention to be limited 

to one issue, one would think that they would have specifically 

and clearly made this known in Article v, which would instead 

read: On the application of two-thirds of the several states, 

Congress shall call a convention to propose an amendment or 

amendments. 
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Furthermore, proving the true intent of. the· Found].ng 

Fathers in proposing amendments in the plural, they knew all 

too well that the convention rule and its potential for 

revolutionary change, while they found just cause for putting 

into the convention both methods of amending it, they felt for 

the convention route to be taken seriously enough by succeeding 

generations, it was required by them to insist that the 

application of the legislators of two-thirds of the several 

stat€s shall call a convention for proposing amendments. 

The Founding Fathers knew that they were setting 

precedent when many of them, at first, only intended to update· 

or modify the Articles of Confederation, instead, left its 

obvious unresolvable defects behind to give us what we have 

today. 

Not only were the Founding F~thers fearful of an 

oppressive Federal government, but from the time the Bill of 

Rights, our first 10 amendments which were accepted through the 

congressional rather than convention route, until now, 206 

years later, the states have expressed fear, to the point of 

Congress appointing delegates to a convention, as it states in 

the American Bar Association Report on page 76, which states: 

"The states declined to submit applications. 

Generally, did not reject the application procedure based on 

the substantive merits of the problem, rather, the states 

expressed fear of the power of a constitutional convention and 

its potential for revolutionary change." 

Gentlemen, with all the collective wisdom of our 

legislators, from the time of our original Constitution until 

now, I submit to you that we unanimously decline to vote in a 

positive voice for this bill. 

I thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR INVERSO: Okay. Have we covered the entire 

list then? Everyone has been heard? (no response) 

Well, I want to thank you all. I know how deep seated 

an issue this is with each and every one of you. I think, as I 
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said earlier several times., I think. you did a marvelous job. i.n 

adhering to the time constraints and of the procedure of the 

hearing today. You are to be commended for that. 

The transcript period will be open for five days. So 

if anyone wishes to supply addi tiona! written commentary or 

support, feel free to do so. We'll close it as of Friday. 

Five working days would be next Friday. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION applying to the Congress of the 
United States for the calling of a convention for the purpose of 
proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. 

WHEREAS, The federal budget has not been balanced in 21 
consecutive years and has been balanced just once in the past 
30 years; and 

WHEREAS, The Congress of the United States has repeatedly 
repealed statutory requirements that mandate a balanced 
federal budget; and 

WHEREAS, The failure of the federal budget process has 
produced a large and permanent federal budget deficit and 
growing national debt; and 

WHEREAS, Such large deficits and debt endanger the jobs. 
incomes and retirement security of the American people; and 

WHEREAS, Such deficits and debt also divert scarce public 
resources from crucial programs to pay interest on the national 
debt; and 

WHEREAS, Such deficits and debt also constrict the federal 
government's ability to address national problems and respond 
to new needs; and 

WHEREAS, Such deficits and debt also increase pressures to raise 
taxes on the American people; now, therefore, 

BE lT RESOLVED by the Senate of the State of New Jersey 
(the General Assembly concurring): 

1. The Legislature of the State of New Jersey makes 
application to the Congress of the United States for a convention 
to be called Wlder Article V of the Constitution of the United 
States for the sole, specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an 
amendment to the Constitulion of the United States to require a 
balanced federal budget. , 

2. An amendment to the Constitution of the United States to P 
be proposed by a convention for submission to the states for J<. · 4-- ccr~r". 
ratification shall require that, with certain exceptions, each .+c ~ e. 'l '~Nte+ 

~ 1-~e_.?tt(,~.·v, riscal year the President of the United States shall submit and ~ ~ ; 
t-+P• ,.,c..~:A 

the Congress of the United States shall adopt a balanced federal .r ' . 

bu~:e:r Congress adopts, before 90 days after the le~slatures of dl;;:"',~Ji} \::~'~ 
"' ,- ... ' • . ~r'll"'r 

two-thi~ of the states have made application for a convention ~~~C"""''- . \.\- LJ~ 

as described in section l.of this resolution, an a,xpendment to the ~-,.:"";:\~~ ~~-.~·>\ 
,\..J' dJ \v.~;v4-"'w; ~~VI~ 

~,kd1;1~ \~z.. ~ (,!XA~,, V. r I (1 _( · \ \'. ~_2: ~ .... r~\ \- ' 
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Constitution of the United States containing provisions similar in .1. ~.t.. ~~~~: 
subject matter to that contained in section 2 of this resolution. ·.~t +k <:,;JI· ~ () 

SCS for SCR39 
2. 

then this application for a convention shall no longer be of any - ~ ''AeCI 
force or effect. ~ Wlt\:IA. ' 

4. With the exception noted in section 3, the application ~~~r .~ V 
contained in section 1 constitutes a continuing application in ':f:,"t;.t':~tj.k.. 
accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the United S#(...e. 
States until at least two-thirds of the legislatures of the several ~:c:u44~, 
states have made application for a convention to propose an . k -~ .f :~ I 
amendment similar in subject matter to that contained in section - ~e+•nt!·(.i)~ '""~!J~ 

)1.,111_) 

2 of this resolution. . ~~M 
5. This application for a limited constitutional convention shall . ~; ~"'"~ 

be automatically rescinded if the Supreme Court of the United I'~<~ ~:~e\ ~ 
States holds that the Congress of the United States cannot call a .~~\~ ~r 
constitutional convention limited solely and exclusive~ i~~·- rb-\'-"':~'v"-
subject requested by two-thirds of the several states.- ~' ~~ "'~~ 0.~ 

6. This application shall be deemed null and void, rescinded, o 
and of no effect in the event that a convention called pursuant to 
this resolution is not limited to the specific and exclusive purpose 
set forth in section 1 of this resolution. /\ 

7. Duly authenticated copies of this resolution. signed by tht! 
President of the Senate and the Speaker of the General Assembly 
and attested by the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the 
General Assembly. shall be transmitted to the President of the 
United States Senate, the Speaker of the United States House of 
Representatives, each member of Congress elected thereto from 
New I ersey and the presiding officer of each house of each state 
legislature in the United States. 

34 Applies to Congress for constj.tutional convention for proposing 
35 amendment to balance federal budget. 



Statement by 
Former State Sentator Wesley L. Lance 

in support of 
Passage of ACR-30 (Federal Balanced Budg~t) 

and related proposals 

May 27, 1993 

My name is Wesley L. Lance. I am an attorney at law 

with offices at Clinton, New Jersey. I served a·total of 14 

years in the New Jersey State Legislature - 4 years in the 

Assembly and 10 years in the State Senate. I also served as 

Judge of the Hunterdon County Court for 5 years. 

I am the only living person who has served as a 

delegate to two New Jersey Constitutional Conventions. 

I was a delega~e to the 1947 New Jersey Constitutional 

Convention some 45 years ago. This Convention was authorized to 

draft an entirely new Constitution but with a limitation - the 

Convention could not change the method of representation in the 

New Jersey Senate or·the·New Jersey House of Assembly. 

I was also a delegate to the New Jersey 1966 Consti-

tiona!. Convention. This Convention was directed to draft 

constitutional cl~uses which would reapportion the New Jersey 

State Senate and the New Jersey House of Assembly so as to 

conform with the United States Supreme Court decisions 

guaranteeing one person, one vote. The 1966 Constitutional 

Convention was precluded from doing anything except re-
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apportioning the State Legislature. 

In other words, the 1947 Convention was precluded from 

doing that which constituted the sole jurisdiction of the 1966 

Convention. 

Or to put it in still another way, the 1947 Convention 

was an "everything but" convention while the 1966 Convention was 

an "only this" convention. 

What has been my experience as to the effectiveness of 

the limitations placed upon the powers of the 1947 and the 1966 

New Jersey Constitutional Conventions? 

My answer is that the delegates to both conventions 
+~~s~ 

observed t-AJ:e.e limitations and restrictions with exactness. 

I believe the delegates to the proposed federal 

constitutional convention for a balanced budget would feel bound 

by their oath of office to limit the Convention to the subject 

matter of a balanced budget, just as the delegates to the New 

Jersey two recent constitutional conventions felt bound to their 

assigned subject matter. 

I believe that a nation-wide opinion poll would show 

the American people overwhelmingly support the concept of a 

mandated federal balanced budget. If all they had to do·would be 

to push a "yes" button in a nation-wide referendum, they would so 

vote. 
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However, the .real opposition to ACR-30 and related 

proposals comes from groups which fear a runaway federal 

constitutional convention - a convention which would exceed its 

limited powers. 

I have no such fears that there would be a runaway 

convention. 

However, I realize certain groups have honest fears of 

a federal constitutional convention. 

Thus, I bear no hostility to those groups which 

honestly feel a national constitutional convention may exceed its 

appointed bounds. 

Rather, I extend an invitation to these groups to try 

to get nationwide support from their constituencies in the 50 

American states·to vote for candidates for delegates to the 

nation~l convention who will scrupulously pledge to stick to the 

subject of balanced budget. 

Governor Alfred E. Driscoll exercised his influence in 

1947 to remind the New Jersey Constitutional Convention that it 

was a body with limited powers and it should observe them. 

Along these lines, I would respectfully recommend that 

the Republican State Committee and the Democrat State Conunit.tee 

take positions in any elections for candida~es for_ delegate to 

the federal convention, that these delegates pledge they will 

vigorously oppose any action going beyo~d the subject matter of a 

balanced budget. 
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This would be beneficial bi-partisan action involving 

policy. It would not require a bi-partisan slate of delegates. 

I believe that democracy is the best form of government 

yet devised. However, democracy has a fundamental weakness. 

That is, there is little incentive to the e<lected state or 

fede~al legislator to take a long term view. This is not a 

criticism of legislators because they are merely reflecting the 

views of their constituencies wh .. 1 often refuse to take a long 

term view. Congress needs a fede~al balanced budget amendment to. 

~ompel it to take a long term view on finances. 

In conclusion: 

1. We need a federal balanced budget amendment; 

2. I believe the probability of a of a runaway federal 

constitutional convention is minuscule. Even so, the courts 

would have the power to enjoin. 

3. However, certain constituencies have an honest fear 

of such a possibility; 

4. Those of us who favor a federal convention for the 

sole purpose of creating a balanced budget amendment _should 

pledge our efforts toward the election·of delegates who will 

recognize the bounds placed upon ·the convention's powers. 

An opportunity exists to correct one of democracy's 

greatest flaws, we should not let it slip by. 

Respectfully submitted, 

w""ESLEY L • LAL~CE 

36 Center Street 
?.0. Box 5240 
Clinton, NJ 08809 
(908) 735-5144 
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May 19, 1993 

To Senators - N.J. State Government Committee: 

We write to you again, on behalf of.our statewide network, 
regarding SCR-39, the Federal Constitutional Convention call. 
Again, we repeat our unequivocal opposition. 

On 3/11/93, Senator Bubba's State Government Committee voted 
the bill out of committee without recommendation. In 
deference to the unprecedented opposition, the chairman 
scheduled a public hearing to be held on 5/27, prior to a 
floor vote. 

Since the two previous hearings were in committee, and no 
transcript is available to you, we take this opportunity to 
present you with a review of the highlights of our testimony 
and reasons for opposition. We enclose with our comments a 
position paper prepared by our associate George c. Detweiler, 
J.D., Constitutional specialist, who will testify in 
opposition on 5/27, under the auspices of N.J.CON.P.A.C. 

In addition, we 'call your attention · to the letter you 
received last week from our friend, Rep. J. Reese Hunter, 
member of the Utah State House of Representatives. On 2/11, 
Mr. Hunter's withdrawal resolution (with 50 co-sponsors in a 
75 member house) passed his committee by a 10 to one margin! 

Ira Marlowe 
Advisor on 2nd Amendment Mr. Hunter took the liberty of writing you because your 
Issues action on SCR-39 will have national implications affecting 

every American who cherishes and defends the Constitution. 
Utah will soon rectify its 1979 "error" of a convention call. They were 
conned by Con-Con proponents. Please do not allow that to happen in New 
Jersey, nor should you underestimate the passion of its opponents bere in 
our state. 

Reasons for Opposition to SCR-39 

1) The issue is not ~ balanced budget, but rather, a convention call. 

Any rational ta¥payer, devoid.o£ vested interest, favors a balanced budget. 
In fact, we favor SCR-52, which you've passed, since it requests a 
Constitutional amendment via the traditional Congressional amendment process 
underArticle V, which has been successfully employed twenty-seven times 
since our. !lation' s. inception. The safeguard is that in this process, the 
amendment must be remanded back to the states_, where the will of the people 
will be served. 

But, once passed, even tbis amendment could be bastardized by the flagrant 
Congressional spenders who would use such an amendment as a mandate for 
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increased taxation to support pork budgets, rather than implement the just 
and necessary spending cuts. 

2) No defect in the Constitution is to blame for our budg~t deficits. Few 
legislators seem to realize that in fact the deficits have accrued out of 
disregard for Constitutional restraints in the first place. A half-century 
of shameful violations of the Constitution have resulted in a $4 trillion 
debt. No amendment could possibly be written that will correct the problem 
of a profligate Congress, invidious, outrageous pork barrel, public 
ignorance and apathy, and the ever-increasing trend toward feeding at the 
public trough. 

For example, years after the Grace Commission, our own G.A.O. published in 
November 1989 its "Financial Integrity Act" subtitled "Inadequate Controls 
Result in Ineffective Federal Programs and Billions in Losses." This report 
documented over $200 billion in waste. On 1/8/93, the A.P. headline read, 
"Federal programs plagued by waste, fraud." In that report, Comptroller 
General Edward A. Bowsher stated that little had changed since its 1989 
report, although fc ~ years had passed and the country was $1 trillion 
deeper in debt. 

SCR-39 will not addr~ ; this problem or its underlying cause - a profligate, 
arrogant, aristocratic Congress. Throughout my lifetime, I can recall only 
one or two balanced budgets. We don't need an amendment, we already have a 
Constitutional means. Simply, if 51% of the House of Representatives would 
demonstrate fortitude and character, they could cut spending and adopt a 
balanced budget. Our problem is Congress, not the Constitut~on! 

3) Having attended and testified at the first two hearings, I've had the 
opportunity to analyze the· arguments of Con-Con proponents. No facts based 
on historical precedent were presented. Instead, I listened to an endless 
diatribe of: specious arguments, wishful thinking, and crystal-ball political 
science. 

After researching the Con-Con proponents' arguments in other states, I've 
come to realize that the answers are stock and casuistic. Many legislators 
around the·country have come to the conclusion that they've been given 
erroneous and fallacious information. The drive for a convention call is 
being spearheaded by the radical "Committee on the Constitutional System" 
(CCS). This fringe group, chaired by Lloyd Cutler, c. Douglas Dillon, and 
Senator Nancy Kassebaum, is dedicated to rewriting our entire Federal 
charter. They believe that the present Constitutional Republic, Federalism, 
and Separation of Powers have outlived their usefulness in today's global, 
complicated world. These "enlightened elitists" wish to create a 
streamlined, activist government, devoid of checks and balances, formulated 
by their own warped design. 

Please note that in N.J., the opposition to a Con-Con crosscuts party lines 
·and left-right ideology. In fact, we commend Sen. Bernard Kerry for his 
inspired remarks in opposition on 3/11/93. 

4) Proponents argue that there were ad~quate safeguards built into the 
amendment process that would not permit a co~vention to radically alter the 
original document. History and the Constitution prove them wrong! 

.In 1787, the sovereign states called a convention simply to revi~w th 
Articles of Confederation. They were not assigned the task of writing a ne-..: 
Supreme Law of the Land. Once convened, they simply overrode that 
intention, since there were no checks on their actions. Now, under our 
present Constitution, neither the Supreme Court nor the states can restrict 
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the delegates' actions (Hamilton, Federalist Paper #85, pp. 520-~27). 

Article V leaves to the states-one power, and only onepower- to call the 
convention, nothing· morel Once assembled, the convention is sovereign. 
They have the authority to rewrite our entire national charte~. The only 
historical precedent available to proponents or opponents is 1787~1789. The 
first convention proved our point. There are no safeguards! ' 

5) Proponents argue that the convention can be limited to a single issue 
a balanced budget amendment. Again, the history of the first convention and 
Article V itself proves them wrong~ 

Article V specifically ·states, " .•. on the application of the legislatures of 
two-thirds of the several states, shall call a convention for proposing 
amendments ... " Please recall original intent. ou~ Founders clearly used 
the plural term amendments, yet proponents presume some non-existent power 
to confine a convention to a single amendment. 

Since 1789 approximately 400 applications for a Constitutional convention 
have been received by Congress. None have ever been held. In the last ten 
years, not one State has passed a-convention call. As the N.J. Senate moves 
us toward the first Article V convention in u.s. history, you lead us into 
dangerous, unexplored areas, beyond your control, devoid of any safeguards. 

6) Proponents argue that the "null and void" clause in the resolution is 
the ultimate safeguard, because New Jersey will officially withdraw its call 
if the convention is not restricted to the stated single issue. Again, this 
safeguard does not exist! 

We repeat, Article V gives you only one power - to call the convention. No 
additional language in your resolution has any meaning because once the 
convention convenes, the delegates make their own rules and set their own 
agenda - they are sovereign. Your "null. and void" clause, in reality, is 
totally null and void. 

This point was borne out when, on 3/11, Senator Cardinale struck much of the 
phraseology of ACR-30 and SCR-68, and presented us with a pared-down SCR-39. 

Please note that in 1989, the Assembly of Nevada expunged its convention 
call, concluding that it was induced by fraud. The basis of the fraud was 
the assurance in 1979 that the convention could be limited to a single 
subject - a balanced budget amendment. 

In 1988, the legislatures of Alabama and Florida voted 
convention call. In 1990, they were joined by LouisiC)lna. 
astute enough to realize that potential disaster loomed. 
underway in 29 other states to reverse their call. 

to reverse their 
These states were 
Movements are now 

With the trend away from a convention, will New Jersey naively vote in the 
wrong direction? 

·7) Proponents tell us that our legislature will have the final say on the 
outcome of the eonvention, because it will_ have to be remanded back to the 
states for approval. Again this is fallacious, and the ~afeguard is 
non-existent. 

The proponents are purposely confusing the two methods of amendment. 
Twenty-seven times in our history the amendment process has been used by 
congress, requiring ratification by three-:fourths o£ the states. · Twenty-six 
times state legislators ratified, and once (21st amendment) it was 
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accomplished through special state ratifying conventions. 

But the convention·· is. sovereign. It can·· bypass,. you. They can rewrite. 
Article V in any manner they desire. They . have·· the· power to set . up their 
own ratifying process, .as did the first Constitutional Convention. 

They could choose to submit our amended national charter to the 
legislatures, state ratifying conventions, the governors, to Congress, to 
state "politically correct" councils they may form, put it up for state or 
national popular referendum, or devise any ratifying procedure they desire -
since at that point they are sovereign! · 

Our Founding Fathers.were 
The amendment process by 
citizenry recourse against 
intent, it is designed to 
Court. 

meticulous with phraseology and original intent. 
·convention call was formulated to give the 
unresponsive government. By its very nature and 
bypass the Legislature, Congress, and Supreme 

Considering that 19% of electorate voted for Ross Perot, 50% of the adult 
American putlic has never read a l::ook from cover to cover, 52% of adult.::. 
cannot identify the location of the United States on a blank map of th~ 
world, and 55% of adults think the words, " •.. from each according to his 
ability, to each according to his needs .•. " are found in the Constitution, 
do we really wish to put a new national charter up for popular referendum? 

In Conclusion 

Please heed the advice of James Madison, penned in 1788, "Having witnessed 
the difficulties and dangers experienced by the first convention which 
assembled under every propitious circumstance, I should tremble at the 
thought of a second." 

In today's world, the 
Our Republic serves as 
1'he thread that has 
Constitution in its 
broke, don't fix it." 

average lifespan of a nation-state is forty years. 
the oldest continual governmental entity on earth. 
held the fabric together is the United States 

present form. As the sage aptly put it, "If it ain't 

A.gain, ·· in defense of the Constitution, and on behalf of our statewide 
organization, I urge you i:O vote no on SCR-39. 

Sincerely, 



®eorqe qL.i)etb:reiler,jfzg 
Specialist, 

The United Sto.tcs Constitution 
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THE UNCONTROLLABLE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 

REMARKS BY GEORGE C~ DETWEILER BEFORE THE STATE 
GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE OF THE NEW JERSEY SENATE, MAY 27, 1993 

The pivotal issue behi~d every application for a 
supposedly limited constitutional convention (con/con) is 
the lack of any authority in ·state legislatures to impose 
any limits or restrictions ripon the kinds of ~m~ndments 
which a con/con has authority to propose. Once this issue 
is understood, the impossibility of holding a con/con for 
a single issue. purpose._ becomes clear. The net effect is 
that· the me as u r e which this 1 egis 1 at u r e i s asked· to ado p t , 
applying for a con/con· for a balanced budget amendment to 
the U. · S. Constitution, has absolutely NOTHING to do with 
balancing the federal b~dget: · · ' 

A r it c 1 e · : V - of. · the · · U ~; · ·· S • · Cons tit uti on provides · -·· two -
dist1nc't ·methods· to amend that docum·e·n. t·:- Firs·t ~ ·. amendments 
may be proposed by C~ngress and sent to the states· for 
ratification. The ratification· process take·s place either 
in the legislatures of the· states or in special ratifying 
conventions held in each state. The choice of method for 
ratification rests exclusively with ·Congress. This is the 

. only method. of· amendment which this country has ever used--26 
times. The :secortd method--the con/con. m~thod-~has never 
been used--has never been before the courts for 
interpretation or definition--and is shrouded in uncertainty. 
Yet it is chis second method which the New Jersay legislature 
and others are asked to use to apply for an amendment to 
balance the federal ·budget.. · 

State legislatures must decide either to apply for 
a con/con or not to apply at all. There are no other 
choices; they cannot. tell the con/con which amendments it 
may propose. This is true because the . authority of· the -. 
con/con comes from the U. S. Constitution and not from the 
state legislatures. This is clearly established by the 
language of Aricle V and from constitutional scholars around
the nation. Some states have held conventions to amend 
their own state constitutions without encountering the 

·problems inherent in a federal con/cort. But no assurance 
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can be drawn from these experiences because each state 
operates under its own laws when amending its own ·state 
constitution--all of which differ from the federal 
constitution. Similarly, the roles of the legislatures 
are greater in the case of a convention to amend state 
constitutions than they are in a federal con/con. 

ARTICLE V DOES NOT PERMIT A LIMITED CONVENTION 

The operative parts of Article V relating to a con/con 
provide: 

"The CONGRESS, whenever two-tl'i'irds of both 
houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose 
amendments to this Constitution, or, on the AP
PLICATION of the LEGISLATURES of TWO-THIRDS of 
the several STATES, SHALL CALL A CONVENTION FOR 
PROPOSING AMENDMENTS, which, in eith~r case, 
s ha 11 be v a 1 i d ~ •• when ratified . : by . . the 1 egis
latures of three-fourths of~the several states,--
OR BY CONV:ENTIO_NS..: IN.~ _'!]IRE~-: FOURTHS .-THEREOF, .. as 
the~ on~ or.-~~he-~ther .MODE OF·· RATIFICATION may 
be PROPOSED BY THE CONGRESS; ••• " 

~h~,o~~~~~iv~--~~wers and sequence of events in a con/con 
are, by the ·very language of Articl~ V, as follows: 

1. Two-thirds of the the states, acting through their 
legislaiures,- send applications to C~ngress to call a 
convention. In making these applications, the state 
legislatures are exerc~s~ng extraordinary powers and those 
powers are strictly limite~ by the language of the article. 
Since the legislatures are "playing on federal turf" and 
not exercising their ordinary powers which they have within 
the limits· of their· respective states, they have no implied 
or plenary power wh~n acting in this capacity. Specifically~ 
they have no power to attach conditions or limitations to 
their applications. Any conditions or· limitations which 
might be attached are null and void. 

2. Upon receipt ·of a sufficient number of applications 
(34) ·Congress MUST call a convention; there is no choice
-n_o discretion. Like the state legi sla tur es, Congress also 
lacks any authority to attach conditions or limitations 
to its convention c a 11. Similar 1 y ,_ any con d it i o.n s or 
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limitations which Congress attaches to the call are null 
and void. 

3. The call, in ·the words of Article V; is for "a 
convention for proposing amendments." Very clearly, Article 
V gives the power to propose amendments exclusively to the 
convention itself. This power is best illustrated by 
example. If all 50 s-tate legislatures apply to Congress 
for a- con/con for the sole and exclusive· purpose of proposing 
a balanced budget amendment, and provide in their 
applicat~ons that if any other amendments are proposed, 
the applications are of no effect, the con/con machine 
begins to run. Congress must call the convention, and the 
limitations to a balanced budget amendment are of no more 
effect than if they had never been writte~ into the 
applications. _J~t once __ the con/con convenes," it has the 
power ·-to propose any amendments it chooses, including 
wholesale changes to the structure of American government 
and the Bill of Rights. The con/con could also ignore 
totally_ the issue of a ba~anced budget amendment. 

-· 
A PREPONDERANCE oF.- AMERICA's --tEGAL ·scHOLARS:·- · 

AND JUDGES BELIEVE THAT A CON/CON .-SETS- ITS OWN AGENDA . ·.•. :. . 

This· view is shared by· an overwhelming-. majority of 
America's jurists and legal scholars. Former Chief Justice 
of the United States, Warren Burger stated in a private 
letter in 1988: 

.· 

"I have also repeatedly given my opinion·' that. 
there is no effective way to limit or muzzl~· 
the actions of a constitutional convention. 
The convention could make its own rules and 
set its own agenda. Congress ~ight try to 
l~mit the convention to one amendmerii or to 
one issue, but there is no way to assure that 
the convention w~uld obey. After a eonvention 
is convened , it· wi 11 be too 1 ate to stop the 
convention if we don't like its agenda. The 
meeting-in 1787 ignored the limit plac~d=by 
the confederation congress· 'for the sole and 
express purpose.'" 

He continues: 
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"Whatever gain might be hoped for from a new 
constitutional convention could not be worth 

. the risk involved. A new convention could 
plunge our nation into constitutional confus
ion and confrontation at every turn, with no 
assurance that focus would be on the subject 
needing attention. I have discouraged the 
idea of a constitutional convention and I am 
glad to see states rescinding their previous 
resolutions requesting a convention. In these 
bicentennial years we should be celebrating 
its .long life, not challenging its very ex
istence." 

Chief Justice Burger is joined in these thoughts by 
his former colleague, A~~Qciat~.J~$tice of the Supreme Court, 
Arthur Goldberg, writing in the Miami Heara~d, answering 
the question, "Why not another constitutional convention?" 
He says: 

"One of·· the . most serious ~problems :_ Article V __ : .. ~: 
presents .:~~ _a ,_r_u?l~¥_ay ... con.v.~_n_tion •. :. There. is , .. no_~------·- -.· 
e'n."fo.rcemen t mechanism to prevent. a convention ·· · 
from repor.1;~-~g ·. o11t: . wholesale ·cha.nges;. to ·our 
constitution and bill of · right·s. - Moreover, 
the abs~nce .of ariy mechanism to ensure rep
resentative selection of delegates could put 
a runaway convention in the hands of single
issue groups whose self-interest _may be con
trary to_: our national ··well being.~· 

Professor Christopher Brown, University of Maryland 
Law School, in describing the specific movement for a con/con 
for a balanced budget amend~ent, says: 

\ 

"'ole· are on the brink of encoun teri.ng the risk 
of radical surgery at a time when the patient 
is showing no signs of difficulty. *** In my 
view the pluraliti of 'amendments' [in Article 
V] opens ·the door to constitutional change far 
beyond merely req~iring a balanced federal bud
get." 

Professor Neil Cogan, 
School of law, writes: 
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"My understanding of the federal convention is 
that it is a general conv~ntion; that neither 
the congresL nor the states may limit the amend
ments to be consider~d and proposed by the con
vention; .•. My understand~ng is further that the 
States and the congress may suggest a~endments 
and the people give instructions, but that such 
amendments and suggestions are not binding." 

Professor Jefferson Fordham, University of Utah School 
of Law writes: 

"A convention might propose a single amendment 
but it would clearl;· have a wider range." 

Professor G~~~ld Gunther of Stanford University Law 
School writes: 

"The fear that a constitutional convention could 
. become a ~runaway' convention and propose whole

. sale changes .,_in:-- our_· Consti tut:ion . is by no means 
. unfounded. ·--.. -Rather.;~:.:.this broad ~view<of a. conven
- ti.on ···r-eflects;_ the . consensus of most consti tu
tionai scholars ·who: have commented· on the ·issue." 

Similar views are:. ·expressed by· Professor Rex Lee, 
President of. Brigham Young University; Professor Forrest 
McDonald; Professor Charles Rice, Notre Dame Law School; 
Professor Lawrence Tribe, Harvard Law School; Professor 
Charles- L. Black, Yale. Law· School;.: Professor Charles· Allen· 
Wright, University of Texas School o~ Law and others. 

A sitting United States District judge, Bruce van Sickle 
of North Dakota, has written a most copious treatise on 
the subject. -The-. articlf!., ._.over 100 pages in length, appears 
in 14 Hamline L. Rev. 1· (1990). He, too,··finds no ability 
in either the states or congress to control a con/con's 
agenda. 

THE RATIFICATION PROCESS PROVIDES 
NO SAFETY NET AGAINST BAD AMENDMENTS 

4. Once the 
are sent to the 

11 h · I c a_ s t .~ e . co rr con 

con/con has 
states for 
it decides 
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be ratified by state legislatures or in special ratifying 
conventions. Thus a state legislature may apply for a 
con/con and yet never have a chance to ·vote on the amendments 
the convention proposes. 

This happened in. the ratification of the 21st Amendment, 
one proposed by Congress to repeal prohibition (imposed 
by the 18th Amendment). The final State-necessary to ratify 
the 21st Amendment was Utah. Ironically the Utah legislature 
was the least likely of any state's to ratify such an 
amendment, given the heavy opposition to alcoholic beverages 
among its members. Knowing the legislative opposition to 
ratif~cation of its amendlllent, Congress provided that 
ratif~cation 6f the 21st Amendment would be by ratifying 
conventions held i.n eac.h state. The clear lesson here is 
that the ratification process is no safety ·net against bad 
amendments. Once any state legislature applies for a 
con/con, it has lost all control of the amending process. 

Another- hole appears in the supposed·. saf~ty net· of 
the ratification process as a protection against .. _bad_.,_,_ 
amendments_·. _coming .. __ from~-· a ___ cpn/ con.-·· ·.--The--.. c.on.ven tion. _co.uld ____ _ 
amend -Article ·v ;itself~ and substitute· a· new· m~thod of 
ratificatio~ for a~en4~ents; ~t ~~uld even dispense entirel~ 
with·t·· __ :::rat~fi;~ation-;·_:_·.,~"'-·Befor.~ .. ·. ~abeling·· t~is .. as · impos.sible, 
remember·· what .. happened· whe·n ·our ·Constitution was proposed. 
by the Philadelphia convention of 1787. As that convention 
began its· ·deliberations, the nation operated under the 
Articles of . Confederation. Article 13 of that docciment 
required- ariy ·amendments- (calle4 · ·?-lteratiO]lS. ~n :·th~: language 
or Articie 13). to -~-e _approved · by Congress and ratified by 
the legislatures of every State. 

Delegates to the Philadelphia convention knew the 
political realities of . their day and knew that they would 
never be able to gain ratification of the new Constitution 
using the process they we.re obliged to use under the Articles 
of Confederation. So they merely re--wrote the ratification 
procedure~ inserting Article VII which allowed 9 states 
to ratify by con~vention. Thus in the stroke of a pen, they 
eliminated the need fcir Corigress to approve the new 
Constitution, eliminated the state legislaiu~es from the 
ratification process by substituting a convention process 
of ratification in each state, and made 9 states rather 
than 13 safficient to ratify and give us a new Constitution~ 
Fortunately the document which they wro~e is superb .. However~ 
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the. Philadelphia .convention set a precedent: A new 
convention could change or eliminate the ratification process 
for any amendments or any new constitution which it produced. 

THE IMPOSSIBLE "LIMITED" CON/CON IS 
A CREATURE OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

Historically, state~ understood their constitutional 
role; they applied only for a general convention. But in 
1916 the first "limited" applications were submitted to 
Congress for the direct electins of U. S. Senators. Since 
that time · a few "limited" applications were submitted. 
Then in 1975 the push for a "limited" con/con for a bal '.ced 

··bridget amendment began. After obtaini~g 32 .uch 
applications, academic attention began t~ focus upon the 
issue of limiting a con/con.-· As a result, state legislatures 
began to realize the impossibility of a limited con/con 
and stopped applying. Since that time, three states have 
withdrawn. their:. applications. 

• • • • • • ... J • • • • ~. • • - -.. 
. . • .. ~ . .:. -.. 
-·. 

CON/CON PROPONENTS LACK -cREDIBLE= ADVOCATEs·· 

·:. ".'Pr-op:o·I1:~-nt·~:<:~o£ . _j·a·-~--:·~~n/~~n ·_ ·.' hav_e_.:_:_· __ ~,u~gg~~t~d that some 
protection··.:-·ca·n ·come_.·.from ·a ·_proposed act. of Congress, :s. 
204. · It is a U. S. · Senate bill first introduced in 1989 
to control the ·scope of amendments which a con/con could 
propose and to do other things. As members of the New Jersey 
legislaturei you ·are surely able to. see. quickly that a 
proposed ,_ bili which has· not e·ven ··passed·~ th·e- ·sen~ te, let 
alone made it to the House, provides no protection against 
anything. Even if it were enacted into law, the fact treated 
earlier in my presentation remains; neither Congress nor 
the state legislature have any power whatsoever to tell 
a con/ con what. amendments it can or cannot propose. One 
of the technicians involved in drafting S. 204 was Steven 
J. Markham, a former aide to Sen. Orrin Hatch. After the 
bill was written, Markham moved to the Justice Department 
and wrote a glowing critique·· of ·his own work, proclaiming 
its constitutionality. Althqugh that critique appears on 
a Justice Department letterhead, it is· not an official 
opinion of the department, according to former Attorney 
General Edwin Meese. 

A co mm i t t e e o f the American Bar As soc i a t ion ( ABA ) has 
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taken the impossible position that a limited con/con is 
possible IF Congress has first established those limits 
by legislation before the states ~pply for the con/~on. 
The position, the product of committee action by the ABA, 
is ludicruous since it flies in the face of Article V of 
the Constitution. A~ticle V establishes the method of 
amendment by convention; and Congress has no authority to 
do an.ything regarding a con/con until_ it has first received 
a sufficient number of applications to put the process in 
motion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

During World. War II, Winston Churchill described the 
Soviets as "a. mystery , wrapped in a rid d 1 e , inside an 
enigma." The same is true of the Article V constitutional -
convention. We have never had one. No court has interpreted 
the convention clause of Art~cle V. The nation's leading 
jurists and legal scholars warn· of massive changes to our 
constitutional- system of .. gover_nment , ... which could resul.t from 
a conv..ention .... called _ fo·r --~th·e·· ... mo.~~ ... ~.P..o.Ql~.: .. o.f. :.causes·; ·Now is 
not ... the tim·e. in: our- nations's •life .to-~:-rattie.···th·e····touiidatfor1 
of our ·entire system of ·government.".·· ·----· -<.·.: 

- . . ' . .. --· ... ·.-.. · ... ·-·- .· . 
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®eorqe QC.Jlethleilet~1E · 
Specialist, · 

Tl- -~ Unit~d Sf:J.tcs Constitution 
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Geor_ge C. Detweiler received his Juris Doc tor degree 
from Georgetown University Law Cen~er in 1968. 

He has served as Assistant Attorney General for the 
State of Idaho handling civil and criminal appeals before 
the Idaho .Supreme Court as well as _trial court cases. 

In private practice, .. he handles cases primarily 
involving free speech a~d the free exerci~e of re~1g1on 
under the First Amendment of the United States Constitution. 

His article on the impact of a constitutional convention 
upon rights guaranteed by the Second Amendment appeared 
in the Decemb.er, 1991 issue of "Guns & Ammo" magazine • 

. He has just completed a law review article about Article 
V of the Co-nstitution and the inability of states to control 

. the amendments ·which a :conv-ention ·can ~propose •. _· . ·_ 
. . . . . . . .. . . ..,_ - '"; .·· .. ··· . . :·· ... · . 

_ .· _ .. -He ... has. _been __ on.· the. lecture. circ_uit _r~g~_r_d;~_g .... A_r_ticle 
· V "and·.~- the -pr_oce·ss: ·of -~_ame_nd~ng_· th~---~c~nst~ t_u ti·on by ·convention~-· -

. . 

--~--He:··:-~:l'f'~--~~-~~·.=.~-memb~~':;:6·£::: th~ ·. Df~-t·r;i.'ct of. :·Columbia 
(ina~tiv-e) ·a-nd.th.e Idaho Bar • 

Bar 
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~=:r.::: <ec-:::: c£ t&t !Ir.J.:~ ~t::!:s . . ' -

'JOAMI(JIS 0' 

C:HICF' JVS~&C! 9URGtR 
•trt•co 

Dear Phyllis: 

Jiu~...:::.. ~. (.';. :!!l~;t~ 

June 22, l9SS 

I an qlad to :-espond to your inqui:y about a proposed 
Ar-:ic::le V Constitutional Convention. I have been asked questicr.s 
about t."lis topic ~any ti:les dt!.=inq my neW's con!erencas and at 
college meetinqs since I beca:te C!lai=::1an of the Co:.:::ission on t.":.e 
Bicente~~ial of t~e U.S. Cons-:itution, a~d I have repeatedly 
replied. that sucb. a convention vould be a g::.-ar..d waste of t.i:e. 

I have also =epeateely given my oei~ion t!lat t~e::-e is no 
et=ec-:ive way ~o li:i~ or ~~z:le ~e act~on~ o! a Ccns~i~~~!cnal 
convention. The Convention could :make i~s own r..!les and set i-ts 
own· agenda. Conqress miqh~ t~J to limit ~~e Conve~tion to one 
a~endment or to cne issue, but ~~ere is no way to assure ~~at ~~e 
convention would.obey •.. A:!te:: a Convention is convened,- it will 
be teo late to s-top the Convention if we don'~ like its agenda. 
'!he meetinq in l7 s 7 iqnored ·the lim.i t placed by t.~e 
confederation ·_Conqress "for. the sole and express PU=Pose." 

. . ~_.~---_-:·. ~. -·-~- ·--·· .. -· .· ~: ·:.:;~;·~----. : __ . ... ~ ~~-·=r ... :-. ·::~ . ~- _. . . . . 
-- .: -: ~-= . . .._. -. .. . ..... -' ·" . ·~ .. ~-_;; : ~ .• ""'\, •':. . ' .. --"c.·· -. • .. .. • - . 

.. Wi t.2l . Georg-e ~.washi~cr;_en~ ·~s_'·c.i.ur.:nan,·· they were able to 
deliberate·· :in: total· _- s ee~~cy 1:-; with .. no . press coverac;e and no leaks • 
A constitutional· conv·ention · t#.~~Y ·.vould be a · f!-ee-for-allO:!or · 
·special·: interest groups;. television coverage, and p:-ess 
speculation. 

ou: 1787 constitution was ·refe:red to by several of its 
authors as a 11mi:ac:le." Whatever qain might be hoped for f:o::. a. 
new const.i tutional Convention could not be wor--h t.~e risks 
L.,volved.- A- new Convention could -plu:·1_qe our Nation into · · 
c~ns'-:itu-:ional· contusion anC:. con!ronta~icn at- eve::y ~~~, .... it.."l no 
asst!=ance that ~ocus would be en t...":.e subj ec~s neeC.ing a t.ter.ticn. 
I have C.iscou=aged t!le idea ot a. Cons"ti t--=.t.io~al Con~.tentio!'l, a~c I 
a:1 glad to see sta-:es rescinding- t.i.ei: p=evious resolutions 
rec;:uestinq a_Convention. --In t~esa Bicentennial yea=s, \/e sr.oc.le 

lie·cele!)::atinq· its lonq life, net challenginq i-:s ve:y exis-:.ence. 
w~a t.ever t:ay need repair on cu= Ccnsti t::-ticn ca."'l be C.eal ~ vi t..."l by 
specific aJ:lend:len-:s. 

M=s. Phyllis Schl~!ly 
68 Fai:-::.ount 
Alton, IL 62002 
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Statement of Professor Neil H. Cooan-

I agree almost entirely with the focegoing memorandum. 

My understanding of the Federal Convention is that it is a 
general convention; that neithe7 the .Congress nor the States may 
limit the amendments to be consldered and proposed by the Conven
tion; that the Convention may be controlled in subject matter· 
only by itself and. by the peo2le, the latter through-the ratifi
cation process~ My ~nderstanding is further.tha~ the States_and 
Congress may .s_~gges~ am~?d~~n~_s _a_n~_ ~!le .. :Pe()pl_~. give instructions, 
but :that .such .. ~~sugg~st~o~s_, ~_and ·i~~tructions ,~r~_-_.r,tot b_inding ~-·->- __ . . 
Th.us, I believe·!th~ t :sho_uld .. the 9ong,;ess ,_r-eceive thir·t~,-...:four ~~- · ·: 
applications. ~hat ~clearly. and :conv in_singly are ·.I ead-~"as .:-appli.:.. .. · .. ..,:.. ___ .. ;.. 
cati~ns fot:~.a· .ge_n~_r-~1-,c~nvent~o.s: -. (wp_et_?er .or not :accompanied· by·· · 
suggested _,am_~!l-~.ri!~nts) ~ ~ ~th~n.: C~ngres~~-~:m':ls.t.-,call._a: F~-deral ~ .. ~:·· ... · ·. · 
Conventio~-~-"~~--~~~5_~:;·,:,·~·:2~:: ~~7~V',- <:f.-.;: ·;; ~ .... :·_;·~--~. r ~-. :: ,~ •• - ~~ :"_:-~.~---:~:;~-.---:·· 

While :-it. is ·pl~-inly appr.opc.Late to. ex~ine t-h~ ~tradition-al 
historical sources -- text, debates, papers and pamphlets, cor
respondence and dia,r ies -- it is plain too_ ~hat these ~ou~ces _. 
must be. examined, ~and other ·sources ·.ch~sen, within- the context of 
our evolving -t:heory ~of : __ ·govern-ment;. .-·:..As I -under'stand ·that- theoc-y, 
the Federal Convention is the people by. dele<;'ates assembl-ed, -
convened to consider and possibly ~repose changes in our funda
mental structures and relationships -- indeed, in our theory of 
government- itse.lf --, and controlled only by the people and 
c~rtainly not by.~ther bqdies ~he ta~k~.and views of_w~ich may 
disqualify them from fundamental change and which themselves may 
be the subjects and objects of fundamental change. 

SC~COL OF !_.!.W 

SOUTHERN METHODIST Ul"ilVF.RSITY I DAl.l.,\S. TEX.~S 75275 

~~~1.: 
·~.:. 



Iff 
LNfvffiSITY 
CFUTAH 

Nove:1ber 29, 1983 

I here offer brief ccmments of my O'w'n. The 
proponents are trying to bler1d the t;iO methods of 
constitutional change made available by Article Five. 
They are sayinq that t.'ley do not trust a convention, so 
they propose to resort to sue.~ a body. That is incon-

. __ sruous __ • -~hey may nC?~- _?av_e __ i~ ~th ways. 
- . .. -

·- It is· t·o be. noted that ·in the American t:adition a 
constitutional convention is not a·constituent assembly 

· -- ·~ a---bcidy!~:ccmi)etent·~-~both to ·--draft····and to· adopt a 
. coristituticin~;:~~):n·ri·ucn·:~:a;n·Passemcly ·:;·is-~·reposed_;;_-:-sover-·:_ 
eignty·:~: <Tfie.~tat·e ?antecedents~ of· the· ·Federal·:constitu- -· 

····-tion· -o-f-<1787 :;_all··-~coritemplat.ed ;v.oter:- ratification;;··-::.:In.
this. "conte~1tr::1t:·~'1s :.-:not;•:\inreasonable'. to: conclude ·,_-t.~at". 

_.,the .mem.be*~-~~~£---~tlie~;l787_~~~~fede£a.i·.~·convention.-~;:_Pe·re:-eived 
suCh :--a:· .-·convention '"'to be. c:c:mpetent ::to. have. the widest~: 
range of action _in. proposinq amendments. Of course the 

. very .text confirms·_ this by use ·of the plural "amend-
·ments. •: ·A ·convention might propose a single amendment 
_but _i~ would clearly have a. wider range. 

If what proponents desire is· a particular· change, 
the state legislative initiation method is adapted to 
the pu=pose. If more general review and possible --
changes are contemplated . the convention me~~cd is 
plainly_ indicated •. 

Jeffe=son B. Fordham 

' '::~ ,...,~· J 
'.~:- .. !-



STAJ.'IFORD LAW SCdOOL 

January 16, 1992 

Repre.sencative lteese Hunter 
House of &ep:aseneaeives, Stata of Utah 

l'.U! SOl/S3S ·1908. 

De. a.: Rep r e: s e r, :a: i v e H c.n t a: : 

! ~ sc-:-:y ~.a.t you: F'A.Y.. ot Ja.nua::y 13 art"'!..vec he~e ~hile ! w-as a,-r,:ay on 
a br~af oue-of·to~ t=~?· ! have j~st rec~=ne~, and! aa glac to giv~ you ~y 
cocmants on Ser~~or Ha:ch's col~. 

'rne fear that: a. consti"tl.::ior~l cot!vention ~o~C. become a. "runatra.y" 
·-eonv~n~ion and propose vholesale ~~anges in ou: Constitu:1on is by no ~eans 
unfou.~dad. ia~~e~, this b~oad viaw of ~he autho~ity of a eonven:1on :efled~ 
~he eonsensus of most constitutional scholars ~ho have commanted on tha issua. 
Senator HAtch, · in a.sse:-:ing ··that the ~~ost: skittish eons1:1tution.al scholars · 
ag:ae t:hat A:~iele V :_p~a~e~t:~-~-~ny.~~~~a o£ a_ runaway::c:-ises,.~;is=--Si=?ly- -~. 
'Wrong: ·· · Volle·-·a::i A.!A CoD'.mi 'tte.:- SOUle yea.rs ago did endot"s·a ehe view ~at a 
limited eonveneion. is possible. the ~aigh't ·of the scholarsnip is e.learly r..~e 
othar way .. A convention, once eallad, ~o~ld_ ba in ~e sace posi~ion as the 
only other eonven~ion of -ehis. kind th.t.t \le hava had in our hiseory-·the 1787 
Co~~ei:ueional Convention that proposed the Constitution that ~e live unde~ 
today arid whose !icantanni.al Ye ee.lebra.:ed. so rece.n"t;ly. The Philalal~hia. 
Convention, r:oo, wa.s i:t e~feet: _a runaway conv~ntion •. 

I have de. val opec ·le::ge..~y c.:-guments, legal and p-:aet:ical, that suppor"C 
tha case that the:re i.s no e:ffec':ive t•ay ~o litti: the agenea of a eor..ve.nt:icn, 
-as have many other schola~s. My o~~ arcicle appeA~s t~ 14 Georgi~ 14~ Reviev 
1 (l9i9). Fo-: ar.c~!\t:- elabo:.-at! a:-g'.:.."='en~ t~ -che sa.t1e e:fec:t sae. ?::oiesso= 
W'alte: Dellinger's article in 88 Yale I...:.•o11 _Journal 1623 (1979). !o:.'h Professo:
Dellinger a.nd ! , a.s we.ll as a. nu."'!lbe-:: of other cons-ci-;u~ional scho~ars, have 
~est.ified in state and. congressional hea.ri-ags to t.he .SA.Cle efiec.:.. I u 
:here.! ore sor:-y to ·.see. chat. s~na~o-r Haec h. contin\.!es to ins is~. as -:he 
aC.voca:.es.of.a balanced bucgee a:lend..::c.n: have so long insisted, thLt._the 
cons~nsus a::;ong eons~i~u~ion.a.l scholars is the othe.r Yay. T"ne fae:.s are 
o:her..tise. 

Vith high ~=ga~ct 

ala G:mthcr, . 
1li~m }Vciscm CrClrr::.L:~n Proj~::sJr ~( L~w 

wr. Q!t~!d rmtg lt 
f • • J -. l·~· • 

\ 
\ 



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

STATE OF UTAH 

REP. J. REESE Ht.·:'li'TER 

4Qn.l OISTRICT 
fSAU' UK_E COUN'T"Yl 

4Sn W&:LUN(;TON STREET 

SAU' UI(E CITY. UTAH 84117 

Ra:s. 27&oteoo' aus. 278·2111 

Senator Bradford S. Smith 
Prof. Plaza, Suite 202 
700 Rt. 130, 
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077 

Dear Senator Smith: 

May 7, 1993 

:OMMITTEIIS: BUSINESS, UBOR ANO ICONOMIC 

OII_VItLOPMIIN"r, HltA&3H ANO INVIRONMENT, CHAIR; 

COMMUNITY ANO IIC:ONOMIC: OIIVItLOPMIINT 

APPROPRIATIONS SUBC:OMMITTIE 

Ordinarily I would not write to members of another state legislature regarding 
legislation up for consideration in that state. However, I am going to disregard my usual 
policy because of the unusual natiop· wide (and even world· wide) implications of a 
particular piece of legislation you will be considering shortly, which I unde.rstand has 
already passed one House of the New Jersey Legislature. I am referring to the state's call 
for a Constitutional Convention for a Balanced Budget Amendment (SCR 39). Obviously, this 
resolution has far· reaching implications for all states of the Union. 

Please clearly understand that there are two issues involved here as follows: 

1. A Balanced Budget Amendment 

2. A Constitutional Convention 

The seriousness of going to a Convention in order to amend the Constitution requires 
us to ask one singular question: "Can either the State Legislatures or the U.S. Congress 
limit a Constitutional Convention to a single issue?" Or, put another way, "Can either the 
State Legislatures or the U ;S. Congress set the agenda of a Constitutional. Convention?" 
The answer to this is not found in Article V of the constitution but is fraught with such 
grave consequences that it deserves our thoughtful and studied consideration. 

I, and others, have asked the above question of noted Constitutional authorities such 
as Judge Robert Bork, Professor Gerald Gunther of Stanford University Law School, Rex Lee, 
President of Brigham Young University and former Solicitor General of the United States, 
and other renowned legal constitutional scholars across the country. The consensus of 
these authorities is that, "No, a Constitutional Convention cannot be limited by State or 
Congressional action." When the gavel comes down to open the Convention meeting the 
Convention is sovereign, being not controlled by any outside influence. 

Indeed, Robert Bork has written, ". · .. it is my view t~at a federal constitutional 
convention c~lled under Article V could not be compelled to confine itself to the subject 
matter for which it had been called." 
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Going even further, Professor John J. Flyrtii, Hugh .B. Brown Professor: of Law at the 
University of Utah Law School tells us that a Convention might not even consider the .stated 
purpose for its convening when he wrote, "Indeed, a Convention would be free to not only 
reject the proposal that the state wished to see them adopt but it would also be free to 
propose any number of other changes in the Constitution that the proponents of a Convention 
might not like to see adopted." (Letter to author dated 1/19/90). 

Professor Gerald Gunther wrote, "The fear that a constitutional convention could 
become a 'runaway' convention and propose wholesale changes in our Constitution is by :no 
means unfounded. Rather, this broad view of the authority. of a convention reflects the 
consensus of most constitutional scholars who have commented on the issue. A convention, 
once called, would be in the same position as the only other convention of this kind that 
we have had in our history -- the 1787 Constitutional Convention that proposed the 
Constitution that we live under today and whose Bicentennial we celebrated so recently. 
The Philadelphia Convention, too, was in effect a runaway convention." (Letter to author 
dated 1/16/92). 

Some have used tbe argument that any action by a Constitutional 'convention would have 
to be ratified by 3/4 of the state legislatures. However, a careful reading of Article V 
reveals that two methods of ratification are prescribed: (1) by 3/4 of the state 
legislatures or, (2) by 3/4 of state conventions convened for that single specific purpose. 
It was the latter method by which the 21st Amendment (Prohibition Repeal) was ratified 
because the Congress did not think the state legislatures would do so. 

However, consider this, if it is true that the Convention, once called, would be in 
the "same position. as the only other convention we have had in our history" as Professor 
Gunther said above, could it be possible for even the number of ratifying states to be 
lowered to, say, 60%, 51%, or even possibly just a majority vote of all the people. If 
their action were ratified by the lesser number, who is to say that this is illegal. If 
you remember, it took 100% of the states to ratify under the Articles of Confederation so 
the Founders reduced the number since they knew they could not get the new Constitution 
ratified with 100%. 

A myriad of unanswered questions present themselves when one considers this issue. 
Some of them, but not all, are: 

How would the Convention be apportioned? 
How would the delegates be selected? 
What rules would the Convention operate under? 
Would amendments need to be proposed by a majority or a super- majority? 
Could the agenda be limited or wide open to any proposal? 
Would the Supreme Court undertake to resolve controversies or· would it refuse to 

hear them by labeling them "political questions." · 
What de-stabilizing effect would this confusion and "Constitutional Chaos" 

have upon other nations of the world and upon their and our economies? 
Without a map or guideline, where would we be headed? 
Would the ·convention meet behind closed doors for deliberation? Hardly! Rather 

it would more likely be like a political convention with demonstrations, media 
hype, floor interviews, etc. 



LEGAL SCHOLARS WHO SAY A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION CANNOT BE LIMITED 

T. ALEXANDER ALEINKOFF, University of Michigan Law School 

FLORIAN ·BARTOSIC, University of California at Davis, School of Law 

CHARLES L. BLACK, Sterling Professor, Yale Law School 

ROBERT H. BORK (Mentioned above), John M. Olin Scholar in Legal Studies at the 
American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C. 

C. CHRISTOPHER BROWN, University of Maryland, School of Law 

WARREN BURGER,. Former U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice 

NEIL COGAN, Southern Methodist University, School of Law 

WALTER E. DELLINGER, Duke University School of Law 

THOMAS I. EMERSON, Yale Law School 

EDWIN B. FIRMAGE, University of Utah, College of Law 

JOHN J. FLYNN, University of Utah, College of Law 

JEFFERSON B. FORDHAM, University of Utah, College of Law 

ARTHUR J. GOLDBERG (Dec.), Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice 

GERALD GUNTHER (Mentioned above), William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Law, 
Stanford Law School 

REX E. LEE, President of Brigham Young University, formerly 
Solicitor General of the United States 

BETSY LEVIN, Dean, University of Colorado, School of Law 

FORREST McDONALD, Constitutional Scholar, National Endowment 
For the Humanities · 

ARVAL A. MORRIS, University of Washington, School of Law 

\VlLLARD OVERGAARD, Professor of Public Law, Boise State University 

CHARLES E. RICE, Notre Dame Law School 

TERRANCE SANDALOW, Dean, University of Michigan Law School 

ROBERT L. SCHWARTZ, University of New Mexico, Schoo.l of Law 

LAWRENCE H. TRIBE, Tyler Professor of Constitutional Law,. 
Harvard University Law School 

CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT, Texas University Law Sc.hool 
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Finally, the American Bar Association has noted that a Constitutional Convention 
Implementation Bill has never passed -Congress even though one has been languishing in 
Congress since the 1960's. The ABA wrote, "If we fail to deal now with the uncertainties 
of the convention method, we could be courting a constitutional crisis of grave 
proportions. We would be running the enormous risk that procedures for a national 
constitutional convention would have to be forged in time of divisive controversy and 
confusion when there would be a. high premium on obstructive and result-oriented tactics." 

Mr. Robert D. Evans of the ABA further noted: "I would point out that Congress has 
not enacted any legislation establishing procedures for a national constitutional · 
convention. I would note further that the Association (American Bar Association) has been 
unable to support the legislative proposals introduced in recent Congresses to establish 
such procedures because the proposals have not conformed to the 'one person, one vote' 
principle in their provisions relating to delegate selection and have lacked adequate 
provisions for judicial review." (1/31/90 letter to State Legislators) 

We have a Constitution that has stood the test of time. It is not the Constitution 
that is at fault concerning our problems of the day. Rather, we need to change the mak~-up 
of the Congress and get people elected who are determined to support and abide by the 
Constitution. To paraphrase a famous individual, "Even the government of heaven, if it· 
would governed by wicked men, would be one of the most wicked governments on earth." 
We have a good basic government -- we need not change it but change those in Congress who 
will not abide by it. Therein lies our best hope for better times. 

I encourage you to protect our time-proven Constitution by rejecting the effort to get 
us back to a Constitutional Convention where wholesale changes are possible. You can do 
this by voting NO on SCR 39. Thank you for your consideration. 

J. Reese Hunter 
State Representative 





New Jersey Education Alloctatlon 180 w. State Street P.O. Box 1211 Trenton. N.J 08607~1211 (609) 599-456~ FAX: (60Q) 392-6321 

PUBLIC TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY WAYNE DIBOFSKY, ASSOCIATE 
DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT RELATIONS FOR THE NEW JERSEY EDUCATION . 
ASSOCIAT!ON, BEFORE THE SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COM,MJ.:TTEE ON 
MAY 27, 1993. 

The.New Jersey Education Association stands unalterably opposed 
to the purposes of any resolution which would call for a 
constitutional amendment to balance the federal budget. 

In our opposition to a balanced budget amendment, we join with 
many other distinguished Americans who say •No• to altering:the 
constitution for economic purposes. 

Since the Constitutional Convention of 1787, no subject has. 
been deemed so grave a threat as to warrant a convention call. 
Our founding fathers had the wisdom to establish a system of 
government flexible enough to survive 200 plus years of ' 
enormous commercial, technological, and cultural change. All 
previous constitutional amendments, with the exception of tne 
disastrous but instructive prohibition amendment, have been' 
enacted to achieve goals which have not been accomplished bY 
statute. 

NJEAbelieves that the present call for a constitutional 
convention -- driven by the effort to pass an amendment 
requiring a balanced federal budget -- does not fit within the 
scheme of a constitution. As Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
stated, •A constitution is not intended to embody a particular 
theory. • 

A constitutional convention would be nothing less than a fourth 
branch of government. 

How then can we best cut the annual budget deficit and start 
cutting the national debt down to size? There is no simple 
answer. Reducing the deficit will take a willingness to make 
some hard choices about·our national priorities, but there are 
salient points that must be remembered: 

* The federal budget can be balanced any time the President 
and Congress choose to do so, and an amendment to the 
Untied States Constitution is not_necessary. 

* A balanced budget amendment would result in draconian 
cuts, more than $500 billion. Domestic programs, 
including education and other social programs, would be 
cut more than 25%. 

(over) · 
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* No entitlement programs would be safe. Federal grants to 
states would decrease for lack of.· resources, and. state· and
local gov~rnmf?·,~ttS would be hard put to ·make up for those 
lost funds. 

* A balanced budget amendment would place the ultimate 
budgetary power in the hands of unelected federal judges, 
rather than the elected members of Congress, who are 
already mandated by the Constitution to determine the 
budget. 

* There is no guarantee that if a balanced budget amendment 
were enacted~ balance would be achieved by "proportionate 
suffering." There is no guarantee that one-half would 
come from spending cuts and one-half from increased taxes, 
or that all programs would be cut proportionately. 

* The United States Constitution is· not a place to establish 
economic theory, it is a set of principles mainly having 
to do with individual liberty and property matters. 
Because we cannot predict future economic theories or 
realities, we should rtot tie the hands of future 
Congresses. 

* The "States balance their budgets," doesn't hold. Most 
states with balanced budget amendments do not include the 
cost of capitol improvements in their budgets. If they 
did, they, too, would show large deficits. 

* Finally, a balanced budget amendment would remove the 
federal government's necessary flexibility in setting 
economic policy. 

The United States government must be able to spend in ways to 
stimulate the economy, making up for decreased private sector 
spending associated with our current recession. Forcing 
revenue inc.reases and outlay decreases simply to be able to 
record a balanced budget could exacerbate an already declining 
national economy. 

(Recently a study by the Council of Economic Advisors indicated 
that if the federal budget had been balanced during the 1974-75 
recession, the real GNP in 1975 would have decreased by 12%, 
rather than 2.5%, and unemployment would have gone up 12%, 
rather than 8.5%.) 

In 1787, New Jersey was the third state to ratify the present 
United States Constitution. Thi~ is a source of great pride 
for the citizens of our state. In 1993, let us preserve that 
tradition and abandon the propositions of SCR-39, SCR-68, and 
ACR-30. 

5/27/93 

DTC :WD: lp 



NFIB 

STATEMENT OF SAL RISALVATO 

BEFORE THE NEW JERSEY STATE GOVERNM~~T COMMITTEE 

MAY 27, 1993 

My name is Sal Risalvato. I am owner of Riverdale Texaco in Morris 
. . I • I • County and employ 11 people. I also have the pr~v~lege of serv~ng 

as the Chairman of the NFIB/NJ Guardian Advisory Council. 

On behalf of the 10,000 New Jersey members of the National 
Federation of Independent Business, I would like to thank the 
Chairman and members of the Senate State Government Committee for 
taking the time to examine Committee Substitute for SCR-68 and 

· ACR-30, calling for a limited constitutional convention to consider 
a balanced budget amendment to the US Constitution. We are here 
today to express our support for this resolution. 

NFIB represents urban, suburban and rural small business owners; 
our average member employs fewer than ten people. We draw members 
from all corners of the state and all business classificati6ns. 
Because NFIB represents a cross section of small business, we 
believe NFIB speaks for the state's entrepreneurs. And a concern 
which continues to dominate business owners 1 thoughts is the 
federal budget deficit, and what can be done to prod Congress to 
action. 

It is no secret that the last decade has witnessed huge increases 
in the size of the annual budget deficit. 

Many people believe that the federal budget process lacks fiscal 
discipline. Without a line item veto, the President cannot have 
much effect. Obviously, Congress has not been able to eliminate 
the deficit. Despite repeated polls showing that a large majority 
of the public favors a balanced budget, spending keeps rising and 
deficits continue to grow. 

While the specific effects of large deficits cannot be measured 
exactly, the broad effect is glaring: excessive government demand 
for credit creates an artificial strain on private credit mark~ts. 

156 West State Street · Trenton. :\('w Jisev ~8 · 609-989-Hi'77' . Fa."< 609-393-0781 

The Guardian of Sm"it~rsiness for Fifty Years 



The budget deficitcauses.the federal government to borrow more.in 
the .. private credit ma.rket. Tight credit markets harm the. small 
business community in an obvious way. It cuts into their 
prosperityand places obstacles in the path of economic growth. 

But, perhaps the most harm inflicted by the deficit is one rarely 
noted by economists and politicians: It is the erosion of public 
confidence in the ability of government to conduct one of its basic 
functions, 'that of raising and expending money in a coherent manner. 
and in the public interest. It is no small matter that the great 
mass of Americans are cynical about the ability of Congress to 
tackle the deficit. !t makes the task much harder, and it 
encourages individual members to pay lip service to the problem 
while taking no substantial, decisive action. 

Obviously, as a small business owner, if I ran my finances like the 
federal government, in the very short term, my banks would call in 
my credit. 

You as state policymakers cannot run state government like the 
federal government. The NJ State Constitution requires you to pa~s 
balanced budgets. 

Under both of these situations, there are fiscal restraints. 

our members believe this restraint as proposed in SCR 68 and ACR 30 
may be one of the.only ways the federal government will be able to 
get its ~iscal house in order. 

AS Congress continues to ignore the will of the American people, it 
is important that the states press for a limited constitutional 
convention. A constitutional amendment imposing fiscal discipline 
is the.only alternative available to the American public. 
State Resolutions such as this one will pressure Congress to do 
what it has refused to do - eliminate the federal deficit. 

By restraining spending and cutting deficits, such an a:mendment 
would have a major ·effect in strengthening the economy and would 
give the individual citizens greater say in how their money is 
spent. 

We believe without this outside pressure, Congress will not act and 
itself pass a balanced budget amendment. 

Some opponents of a call for a convention express fear that a 
limited convention might exceed its authority. This is simply 
unfounded. A convention is unlikely to be held. Further, any 
topic addressed at the convention other than a balanced budget 
amendment would be immediately struck down because Congress would 
not send it to the states for ratification. And most importantly, 
even if a convention is donvened, any amendment proposed by the 
convention would have to be approved by three-quarters of the 
states to be adopted no easy hurdle for irr~sponsible 
amendments. · 

JJJ( 



If we are to dispel the present cynicism of the American people, 
fiscal discipline at the federal level is essential. We urge you 
to support the committee substitute for SCR-68 and ACR-30. 

Thank you for this opportunity to present the views of New Jersey's 
small business owners on this important issue. 





The Budgetary Process 

Before one can discuss a government's balanced 
hudgt't. it i~ important to under~tand the history of 
the ~udgetary process. Nowadays, the issue of a 
go\'ernmenrs budget carries about it the aura or 
sanctity that in other times might be associated with 
religious rituals. 

It is important to begin by defining a budget. 
Webster's First Edition of his Dictionary ( 1828) 
defines is simply thus: "The papers respecting the 
finances of the British nation," The Second 
International JVebster's Dictionary has, as its two 
basic definitions, the following: 

Bu dgrt: a fi na ncia I statement of the 
e~timated revenues and expenditures of a 
country (orig. of Great Britain) for a 
definite period of time. 

Loosely, the cost of operation, living, 
etc. as determined by income, essential 
needs, or the like; as a minimum weekly 
budget for a family of five. 

Many people have the second and minor meaning in 
mind. It applies especially where a family has a fixed, 
regular income, and plans to allocate to meet the 
minimum needs. 

Historically and economically, budget-making and 
deficit financing have gone hand in hand. In fact, the 
bud&etarv orocess was created in Great Britain in order 
to justify a· national debt as a necessity. The process 
began in 1780 with a parliamentary commission 
justifying such a step in the name of efficiency and 
rationality. Each agency of state was to submit its 
needs for the year ahead in order· to enable Parliament 
to tax and appropriate inte11igently. Then these 
budgetary estimates would be submitted to the treasury, 
which in turn submitted to Parliament the "necessary" 
costs for the next year. A debate on the floor ensued, 
followed by tax measures. When the taxes were being 
collected, or in anticipation thereof, the state 
borrowed in order to make agency functions. possible. 
Where there was. a difference between income and 
expenditures, a debt was incurred, and servicing the 
deht became a part of the continuing budgetary process. 
National dehts were born· with budgets. 

Before 1ong, off-budget spending for special 
purposes was added to this process; this was an evasion 
of normal budgetary constraints. In time, off-budget 
debts began to surpass the regular indebtedness. 

National debts were born out of the budgetary 
process. Up to then, nations that were spending more 
than their revenue knew that was wrong. The budget gave 
a respectable name to debts. Budgets tend to be 
governed by "needs" rather than income, and the 
definition of "needs" is constantly expanded by 
bure3ucra£s and ·legislative bodies. 

Carolyn Webber, a specialist in this area, and . 

Professor Aaron Wildavsky, in A History of Taxation and 
Expenditure in the We.ftem World (19M), oh~erved: 

"Afraid that their funds would be taken away, 
departments kept up legislative pre55t.ire all year 
long, instead of just at the beginning ..... Not 
only were there more claimants for government 
funds, they made claims m.ore often and with 
greater tenacity than before.· With no distinction 
between the 'ofr and 'on' budget season, the 
central budget unit led a chaotic existence .... 
To make their petitions impregnable, departmentc; 
sought funding through the panoply of modern 
devices -- entitlements, loans and guarantee!;, 
and off budget corporations." (p. 492) 

One individual working. on an . India~ reservation 
saw an honest government employee rebuked by local, 
regional, and national officials for operating 
economically, doing more work than planned, and lea,;ing 
a surplus of funds. When he persisted in thi5, he wa~ 
demoted, and, finally, had to leave the Indian 
Service. 

The budgetary process is unsound because it 
justifies spending money against revenue that may never 
come. You can be "half right" if you spend what you 
plan, even when there is no revenue! The budgetary 
process gives priorities to "needs" pver frugal 
allocation of the always finite real i~come. The 
alternative is to spend only the income one has in 
hand. 

A "balanced:-budget" amendment that: works might 
prove to be as difficult to find as a silent 
thunderstorm. Budgets, historically, are the origin of 
government deficits as a regular part of civil 
government. 

That the Constitution already has sound money 
provisions which are ignored is an issue that others 
may discuss. 

Why sh9uld we risk losing the entire 
Constitution? If someone wants to propose a specific 
amendment, it should be considered on its : merits as aU 
prior amendments. But let us not risk losing the 
Constitution in the chaos of a convention. • 

lt took only about three months for the firc;t 
Congress t.o propose what are now the firc;t ten 
amendments or Bill of Rights. Why don't the proponcntc; 
of a so-called "balanced budget" amendment reveal some 
drafts that can withstand public scrutiny? We don't 
need a formal convention for private citizens to 
assemble and write proposals. It's a freedom listed in 
the Constitution. R 

Printed by Learn America, P.O. Box 181, Bound Brook, 
NJ 08805. Tel. (908) 2St-9858. 
Copy and distribute this. Capies availabie at above 
address. 
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THE SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 
of 

THE LEGISLATURE 
of 

NEW JERSEY· 

Testimony of Gardiner Rogers 

Asking the New Jersey Legislature 
to oppose calling for a Constitutional Convention 

by voting NO on the Senate Committee Substitute 
for 

SCR-39, SCR-88, and ACR-30 ACS 

27 May 1993 

Mr. Chairman, Senators of the New Jersey Legislature, thank you for allowing me the 
opportunity to address you in defense of the Constitution which Almighty God gave to us through His 
agents, the Founding Fathers of our beloved country. 

How can we know that God gave us our Constitution? By the fact that the majority of the 
Founding Fathers believed in the Father of us all and in His Son, Jesus Christ. 

Even as far back as 1492, Christopher Columbus, whose Christian name means "The Light of 
Christ", wrote that he believed he was commissioned to bring the Light of Christ to the New World. 

Thus the spiritual roots of America run deep in history. According to the authors of ''The Light 
and the Glory", for some years before the American War for Independence, as well as during that war, 
the sermons. in the churches throughout the land were aflame with the passion· for religious and political 
liberty. 

As. you know, the 1787 constitutional convention was attended by delegates dedicated to the 
erection of a government limited in power to protect the people from marauders, both foreign and 
domestic, while leaving them free to make the necessary decisions to run their daily lives. · 

The Founders ·recognized that government could grow to be a danger to the liberties of the 
people. They also feared large standing armies, both because they consume large amounts of taxes and 
because they hold power that can be misused. Our Constitution was skillfully designed to achieve a proper 
balance between individual liberty. and 1imited government. This dedication to establish a benevolent 
government, rather than political power for a self-appointed elite, could come only from men who had a 
strong sense of justice, from men who had spiritual ~epth, from men of honor. 

Our country became the envy of the world as a number of countries have copied parts of our 
Constitution, while immigrants have flocked to our land to stan a new life. What a compliment to 
America! 

You have heard false testimony that a constitutional convention (Con-Con for short) can be 
limited to one amendment, when, in fact, according to the American Bar Association: "neither the language 
nor the history of Article V reveals an intention to prohibit another general convention." Additionally, Sen. 
Orrin Hatch told Congress that a convention limited to one amendment would be a farce. 
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You have even been told the-ridiculous lie.that you.can withdraw your petition fora Con-Con 
after the convention comes to order if the convention passes more than a balanced budget amendment. 
What an absurdity! 

You have been warned by citizens loyal to our Constitution about the danger of losing our 
Constitution, even our Bill of Rights, at a constitutional convention 

Your have been warned, again by loyal citizens, of the sponsorship of several new constitutions, 
by some well-known, tax-exempt foundations and wealthy internationalists. Two examples are the 
"Newstates Constitution" and the "21st Century Constitution". These constitutions would establish powerful 
centralized government to replace the limited government of our Constitutional Republic. You can be 
sure that the powerful financial interests behind these sponsorships would hand-pick authoritarian men to 
be placed on the ballots. 

You have heard from people in various walks of life testify in defense of the Constitution. You 
have heard technical reasons who you should vote NO on the resolution. . Most importantly,· you have 
heard their passion for liberty. You have heard from many military veterans, many of whom have directly 
risked their lives in defense of our Constitution. 

Now you have before you a momentous decision to make, a dreadful responsibility, which, if 
misjudged, could wreak havoc on our citizens for generations to come. The American people have 
besought you to make the responsible decision. DO NOT LET THEM DOWN ! 

We have heard the call for a New World Order, for a world government. Patrick Hefiry 
warned: "A consolidated Federal Government will operate like an ambuscade; Destroy the State 
Governments and Swallow the liberties of the People." How much more of an ambuscade a world 
government would be! 

We have no Roger Shermans, no James Madisons, no Thomas Jeffersons, and ·no George 
Washingtons in positions of-influence today. In other words, we do not have in positions of influence men 
who believe in limited government .. Contrarily, the halls of government abound with socialists. Beguilingly 
calling themselves "liberals", these socialists think of more ways to squander the earnings of the people as 
they pass legislation, often in violation of the-Constitution, that makes government intrude more and more 
into our personal lives. The "knock on the door at midnight" creeps ever closer as we slide funher toward 
the hell of a New World Order, which, if not defeated, will not be an order of freedom but of tyranny. 
We must, as a nation, confess our wrongs. Then perhaps God, in His mercy, will turn this ~bout .. 

I beseech you to act as His agents, as did our forefathers, and say NO to a constitutional 
convention. Please vote NO on your Senate Committee Substitute for SCR-39, SCR-88, and ACR-3 ACS 
and save our Constitution and its -blessings for our children and grand-children, for our posterity. 
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435 NORTH LEE STREET • 
TI!LGPUONt! (703J ta~-4tt t 
FAX (703) 683-4501 

1986 NATIONAL CONVENTION 

AlexANOAIA, VA 22314 

SAN DIEGO; CALIFORNIA --- 30 JULY.-3 AUGUST 1986 

RESOLUTION NO. 6 

WliEREAS th ... Constitution of the United States of An1erica bas served us well 
for two hundred years, has been amended through the process provided therein as 
needed and has been fully interpreted by the Courts through two hundred years of 
jurisprudence; and 

WHEREAS various State legislatures have called for a Constitutional Convention 
to rewrite this basic guarantee of our freedom: and 

WHEREAS there is substantial inherent danger to the well established and well 
defined freedom we enjoy in the process of rewriting the entire Constitution and 
any such revision would bring about great confusion, aross insecurity and many long 
years of bitter litigation to. re-interpret the full meaning of the new document' 

BElT THEREFORE HEREBY RESOLVED that we. the membership of the Military Order 
of the World Wars, in national convention assembled, do oppose a Constitutional 
Convention and do call upon those persona· who wish to change the Constitution to· 
offer amend1Dents as may be·needed instead of seeking to make changes by rewriting 
the entire document. 

BE lT FURTHER P~SOLVED that ve do continue to honor our sworn oath to "uphold 
at)d defend the Constitution of the United Stat.es against. all enemies, foreign or 
domestic," and ~e call upon all others who have sworn such an oath, particularly 
those persons elected to represent the people, to reflect upon their sworn duty 
and to protect the Constitution as it bas so well protected our God-given rights 
for two centuries. 



69th· ANNuAL NATIONAL CONVENTION 
OF THE AMERICAN LEGION 

RESOLUTION NO. 

SUBJECT: 

COMMITTEE: 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

AUGUST 25, 26, 27, ·1987 

63 

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION 

AMERICANISM 

~ltereas, The American Legion is dedicated to the defense of the Constitution, and this 
defense must be conducted by any and all legal means against all enemies, whatever may be 
their nature; and 

~qereus, There are intensive attacks on the Constitution by persons challenging the con
tinued validity of the Constitution, which has adequate provision for orderly amendment, stating 
that is does not meet the requirements of modern society and that the original precepts .of· the 
founders were. flawed; and 

~~ereas, Efforts are underway to convene a Constitutional Convention ostensibly for 
the purpose of effecting a balanced budget amendment, yet this could result in radical change 
or destruction of our current form of government by extending consideration to the Constitu
tion's entire structure; and 

~ltereas,Special interests have already made proposals for a substitute Constitution, therefore 
it is apparent that a dire threat exists to that Constitution The American Legion is bound to: sup-
port; now, therefore, be it~ . 

1Q . 
~csuhteo, By The American Legion in National Convention·assembled in San Antonio, 

Texas: August 25, 26, 27, 1987, That it states its opposition to efforts to convene a Constitu
tional Convention for any purpose and specifically opposes the rewriting of the United States 
Constitution. 



THE NAnONAL RIFLE ASSOCIADON OF AMERICA 
ANNUAL MEMBERS MEniNG- • APRIL 25111, 1.992-

SALT lAKE CITY, UTAH 

WHEREAS, the Second Amendment which-guarantees our God given, inalienable, 
right to keep and bear arms Is of vftaf importance towards the defen~e of our liberty 
and our nation; and 

WHEREAS, the other nine amendments in our •am of Rights• alio protect our right to 
keep and bear anns; and 

WHEREAS, the "Bill of Rights" are the first ten amendments to, and part of, our United 
States Constitution; and 

WHEREAS, the National Rifle Association of America was organized to defend our 
constitutional right to keep and bear arms: and 

WHEREAS, attempts to call for a Constitutional Convention which can lead to a "run-a
way• convention would put our Constitution Including our •em of Rights" at risk; and 

WHEREAS, several of the most prominent members of the Committee on the Constltu .. 
tlonal System, which seeks to substitute a n.tnY constitution over the one written by our 
founding fathers, favor gun control and disarmament; and 

WHEREAS, the American Legion, the Vetarins of Foreign Wars and other patriotic 
organizations whose members risked their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honer 
to defend· our country and our ConstHution -have passed. resolutiGns ooDOsjng a Consti
tutional Qonventioo because It could radically alter the Constitution written by out great 
founding fathers; now. therefore, be It 

RESOLVED, by the eligible voting mambera at the 1992 Annual Meeting of the Na
tional Rifle Association of America held at Salt Lake City on the 25th of Aprtlt 1992 that 
we oppose any attempt to call for a Constitutional Convention for any purpose whatso .. 
ever because it cannot be limited to a single issue and that our right to keep and bear 
arms can be seriously eroded. 



Resolution No. 449 

CHANGINC: THE CONSTITUTION 

WHEREAS, every serviceman takes an oath to "FIGHT FOR, UPHOLD 
AND DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AGAINST ALL ENEMIES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC": and 

WHEREAS, we, of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United 
States, need to keep faith with those who fought and died 
to preserve our ft"eedoms guaranteed by our United States 
Constitution; and 

WHEREAS, attempts are being made to change the Constitution 
by covert political factions which are not working in our 
best interests as ·A Nation; now, therefore 

sE· IT RESOLVED, by the 85th National Convention of the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States, that we oppose 
any attempt to a call for a Constitutional Convention as this 
would give our enemies from within and without the opportunity 
to destroy our Nation. ~ · 

Adopted by the 85th National Convention of the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars of the Un1ted States held in Chicago, Illinois, 
August 17-24, 1984. 

Resolution No. 449 

t,fJ)( .. ''''"''········''''''' .. 



The APPLICATION to CONGRESS to CALL a CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 
for Proposing a 

E. Donald.· L. Smith BALANCED FEDERAL BUDGET AMENDMENT 

RE: N.J. SCS SCR 39/68/ACR 30 (last page) 

· The authors ~nd/or sponsors would have you believe the Legislature of 
New Jersey can make a conditional Application to Congress for a 
limited Constitutional Convention (Con Con) for proposing a 
conditional Balanced Budget Amendment to the Constitution. (Art. V.) 

DECEPTION BY GILDING 

To accomplish this scheme the authors have liberally sprinkled the 
Application with colorable words and concepts; the art of concealing 
by gilding. For example; 

Section 1. - sole, specificJ exclusive; 
Section 2. - shall require, certain exceptions, shall submit, shall 

adopt, balanced federal budget; 
Section 3. - similar in subject matter, force or effect; 
Section 4. - similar in subject matter; 
Section 5. - limited, automatically rescinded if; 
Section 6. - null, void, rescinded, no effect, specific, exclusive. 

RESCIND YOUR VOTE FOR AN ELECTED POLITICIAN 

Such language in the the Application will have as much force or weight 
as telling a politician that your vote for him is conditional on his 
doing a certain thing once elected, and if he does not do it, you want 
to rescind your vote for him. The politician might agree to go along 
with the proposition. What you will not be told, is that your 
RESCISSION does not have any force or effect and is irregular, 
invalid. and ineffectual. 

FIRST SECTION - FIRST FRAUD 

SECTION 1. - The restriction this section alludes to is well known by 
experts and students on Con Con. It is universally known as a 
""limited" convention". Even the authors were aware of and used this 
description in Sections 5 and 6. "Limited Convention" is conspicuous 
by its omission in Section 1. Had the authors preceded the word 
convention with "limited" instead of the later used conditions, the 
first fraud of the bill would have been immediately apparent and the 
naive supporters would have been alerted to the ongoing fraud. There 
is no provision for such Con Con restrictions in Article V of the 
Constitution or elsewhere. In fact, the plural "amendments" is the 
word used in Article V. 

LOOPHOLE RIDDLED BALANCED BUDGET REQUIRED 

SECTION 2. - Shall require, WITH CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS, a balanced 
feder-al budget. The good ole loophole boys are at it again. 
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OFF BUDGET. EXPENDITURES. LOOPHOLE "EXCEPTIONS" 

What are these "CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS"? From time to time "CERTAIN 
EXCEPTIONS" or "OFF-BUDGET" items included; U.S. Postal Service and 
the Gulf War. DIRECT LOANS: by Small Business Administration .(SBA), 
Export-Import Bank and others. LOAN GUARANTEES: such as Student 
Loans, Federal Housing Admin. {FHA), Veterans Admin. (VA), Rural 
Electrification Admin. (REA) and Small Business Disaster Loans. The 
present student loan default alone is about 13.5 billion dollars. 
FEDEEAL INSURANCE: for costs over 50G billion dollars such as Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC) and Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC) (S&L 
Bail Out). GOYERNMENT-SPONSORED ENTERPRISE LOANS: such as Federal 
Home Loan Mortgage Corp. (Fredie Mac), Federal National Mortgage 
Association (Fannie Mae), Student Loan Mortgage Association (Sallie 
Mae), Federal Agriculture Mortgage Corp. (Farmer Mac) with all 
defaults charged to the gover.nment. Pension Benefit Guarantee Corp. 
(PBGC) an insurance to guarantee the payment of private company 
pension benefits if the company is unable to do so. Other budget 
related chicanery such as moving government pay days and projecting 
high estimates of revenue with low estimates of_expenses also expose 
the fraud of "balanced budget" amendment. (BANKRUPTCY 1995, Figgie, 
1992' p. 52) .. 

The Monetary Control Act of 1980, 94 Stat. 132, 140 (P. L. 26-221. Sec. 
105 (b) (2) , 3-31-1980) ( 12 USC 355) , permits the private Federal 
Reserve Corp. to create money to pay the bad debts of foreign nations 
that were owed to the International Bankers and to charge the American 
citizens for that debt payment. (Ron Paul, 18333 Egret Bay, No. 265, 
Houston, Texas 77058, 1-800-766-7285). Will these debt payment 
expenditures be part of the "balanced budget" or will they be part of 
"cert·ain exceptions"? 

Social Security taxes, which are listed as unearmarked revenue to the 
treasury and are considered as expenses vhen paid out of the treasury, 
(Helvering y Dayis, 301 U.S. 619, 634 - 636) are not supposed to be 
in the current budget. Congress treats other income sources such as 
military, postal workers, railroad, and civil service retirement 
funds, Medicare surpluses, highway and airport funds in the same 
manner. They simply account for their use of these funds with IOU 
bonds. Nothing more than a giant Ponzi scheme. Where the funds will 
come from to redeem the bonds when payments are due .. is someone elses 
balanced budget problem in.the future. 

Each titne the Congress cancels a debt owed to the United States by a 
foreign country, does the lender, from whom the United States first 
borrowed the money in order to have it to loan to the foreign nation, 
cancel the principal and the interest? Or does the United Stat~s 
still owe the principal and the never ending interest to the lender? 
Does this transaction show up on the "Balanced Budget"? 

Who is going to determine what expenditures are the exceptions? The 
Applications from most states recognize the above loopholes and 
restrict the "certain exceptions·· to a National Emergency only.' Is it 
the INTENT of the New Jersey Senate State Government Committee and New 
Jersey Legislature that "CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS" ~eans that any or all of 
the above current off-budget expenditures are EXCLUDED from the 
"balanced budget"? 
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NATIONAL, EMERGENCY, L:~:-~PHOLE "EXCEPT !ONS" 

Or does "CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS" mear: :hat all of the above are to be 
included in the ''balanced budget ~nd that there are times (CERTAIN 
EXCEPTIONS) when the budget does not have to be balanced? Such as 
during National Emergencies? For th~ last 90 years (1993) the people 
of the United States have lived under Emergency Rule (EMERGENCY POWERS 
STATUTES, Senate Report No. 93-549, 93rd Congress, 1973) (Cong 
Record, Senate, 11-19-1973, p. 37619, 37620-17623). 

Some even believe that "EMERGENCY RULE'' or "EMERGENCY POWER" goes back 
to the Civil War of the 1860s, with full Martial Law and the 
subsequent and ongoing partial Martial Law known as Martial Law Rule. 
They refer to the 13th, 14th, and 15th "War Amendments'' which were 
adopted while the nation. was under Martial Law and numerous states 
occupied by the military. Each of those Constitutional Amendments 
(and more recent ones) contain the Congressional "POWER CLAUSE" to 
"enforce". The "POWER CLAUSE" resulted in the suspensic-. of 
Constitutional ·Article III courts: "Any exercise of leg:: ~ative powe1· 
within its limits (POWER CLAUSE) involves a legislative. ~nd not a 
judicial question'' (U S y Rhodes, 27 Fed. Cas. 785 (Case No. 16151 
p.793)). 

Also noted is the fact that the GOLDEN YELLOW FRINGED flag of the 
Commander~in-Chief of the Armed Forces (a military capacity) is 
displayed in the courts, houses of legislation, executive offices, and 
other Federal and State Agencies (schools, etc.) throughout the land. 
Army regulations require the the presence of the GOLDEN YELLOW FRINGE 
on the National Flag; authorize and require its display in each 
military courtroom; permit its display at recognized United States 
Army division associations; and prohibit its display outside of 
military jurisdiction. CARMY REGULATION, AR 840-10, 2-3b & c, 1-6e, 1 
October 1979). The Flag of the United States when representing the 
national jurisdiction has NO GOLDEN YELLOW FRINGE (61 Stat. 642. July 
30, 1947, ch 389, 4 U.S.C.A.Sec. 1. ), but when MARTIAL LAW 
jurisdiction is in power the GOLDEN YELLOW FRINGE is added to the 
national flag~ ~(1925) 34 Opinion of Attorney General p.483, 485.) 
(MARTIAL LAW RULE, Robert Wangrud, Fourth Judicial District, 522 
Hartke Loop, Oregon City, Oregon) 

In addition, it is noted that under forms of Martial Law; state, 
county, city, and other boundaries are disregarded, and instead, 
districts and/or regions are established, ie. Regional Government. 
States were combined to form Military Districts under Martial Law 
during Reconstruction. (See: 14 Statutes, 39th Cong. Sess. II, Ch. 
153, 1867) Various agencies are established and the citizens are 
ruled and/or controlled by them. Each time a governor declares an 
"emergency" and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is sent 
into a State(s), that region ~ithin the state(s) is under direct 
Federal Martial Law Rule. 

Congress. ~nder Martial Law Rule, can make the laws that the 
Com~ander-in-Chief (President) and the tribunals (not the Article III 
judicial courts but Article I Legislative/Statutory administrative 
tribunal/courts, wherein the Constitution is suspended) are to follow. 
(The Cqnstituti on of. the United State§ Analysis and Inte_rpre.tation, 
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92d Congress, 2d Session, Senate Document No. 92-82 p.334, The War 
Power). (Also see Cochran y St Paul & Tacoma Lurpber Co., 73 F. Supp. 
288.) 

Others believe the National Emergency became official in 1938 when the 
Supreme Court ruled that the National Common Law (State Common Law) 
under the National Constitution (Constitutional Republic known as the 
United States) (was replaced by the Federal Common Law (Public Policy) 
under the Federal Constitution (Legislative Democracy known as the 
United States or the Corporate United States). (Erie Railroad Co y 
Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 817, 82 L.Ed. 1188,· 1938). Known as 
the·Erie Doctrine. This decision seems to have been based on the fact 
that the United States was bankrupt. This will be amplified under: 
THE PROBLEM OF THE DEBT IS NOT "RESOLVED", below. 

The questions are: What is the intent of "certain exceptions" in 
Section 2.? How does the foregoing apply to Section 2.? Do you 
really believe that Section 2. will restrain the sleight-of-hand 
artists who control the Congress? 

CONGRESS CANNOT "ADOPT" AN AMENDMENT 

SECTION 3. ~ It appears that Section 3. would have you believe New 
Jersey could rescind its application for a Con Con "after" the 
required number of states (two-thirds) had made application for a 
"balanced budget" (Section 1. ). Providing that Congress "ADOPTS an 
amendment" to the Constitution within 89 days after reaching the 
two-thirds require~ent, and that amendment contains provisions 
"similar in subject matter" to the New Jersey loophole-riddled 
"certain exceptions" Balanced Budget provision. 

NO RESCISSION PERMITTED 

RESCIND, specific in Sections 5 and 6, but inferred in Section 3., 
will first be addressed here. Of all the corrupt activities 
undertaken by the Congress, none have done more to destroy the 
Republic and the fundamental law of the Constitution than those 
activities associated with the Fourteenth Amendment and with the 
detestable treatment of New Jersey. 

In December 1865, there were 36 States in the Union (11 were formerly 
Conf~derate States) arid thus there were 72 Senate seats. There were 
240 House seats. To PROPOSE an Amendm•nt, Congress needs two-thirds 
of both houses. (Art. V.) The bill was Joint Resolution No. 48, 
proposing the Fourteenth Amendment. The majority voted to deny:seats 
to 22 Senators from the 11 former Confederate states, contrary to 
State·s rights in the Senate (Art. V). This left 50 "seated" Senators 
from the remaining 25 states. Two-thirds of 50 would require 34 votes 
to PROPOSE. A cou-nt showed that only 33 were favorable. If the 
number of seated Senators could be reduced to 49, and since two~thirds 
of 49 is 33, there would be enough favorable votes to PROPOSE. 

Senator John P. Stockton of New Jersey was outspoken in his opposition 
to the 14th Amendment. Although having been seated earlier, John P. 
Stockton was later denied a seat. The motion "not to seat" him after 
he had been seated failed (22 to 21) but after some overnight arm 
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twisting the motion passed (22 to 21). This was contrary to the lawful 
tw~-thi~ds r~quirement to unseat (Art; I, Sec 5, Cl. 2) and New · 
J.ersey·s right to equal Sutfrage in the~ Senat (Art. ·). The· reason 
used · fc··· removal was; that he had been electec by a. J:,_ ~·ality· :.:nd n.·.:~t ·a 
majori: · of the New :ersey legi~ lature. It \.0-:5 the .. -~ in N~w Jersey 
and other states tha~ a plurality vote was suificien: for election~ 
Prior to the 17th Amendment, the independent states ~ere represented 
in the Senate by Senators elected by the State legislatures. The bill 
for the 14th Amendm•nt was declared passed by two-thirds (33) of 49 
"seated" Senators. 

Of the 240 House seats, 58 Representatives from the 11 former 
Confederate states were denied seats, leaving 182 (240-58) "seated". 
Two~thirds of 182 would require 12Z votes to PROPOSE. The House vote 
was 120 in favor, 32 opposed and 30 abstentions. The bill was 
declared passed by two-thirds of those voting "yea" or "nay". Those 
seated but "abstaining" were not counted as part of the two-thirds 
requirement. The fallacious calculation is: 120 in favor, plus 32 
opposed, equals 152 voting; two-thirds of 152 ec·.~ls 102; thus. 120 is 
greater than the two-thirds requirement to PROP' The propc~~d 
Fourteenth Amendment bill was not submitted to ~ President (~rt. I. 
Sec. 7, Cl. 2.). (The pr;:)posal bill for the· Thi.:.·:.eenth Amendment was 
submitted to the President.) 

It should be remembered that·by June 30. 1865, the former Confederate 
states were all restored by presidential proclamation to their proper 
positions as states in an indissoluble Union. Seven of the states 
which were denied seats, had ratified and were counted in the 
ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment, between February 17. 1865 
and Dec~mber 6. 1865 when ratification was completed. 

A more elaborate stratagem by the Congress was necessary to obtain 
ratification of the PROPOSED Fourteenth Amendment by the required 
three-fourths, or 28 of the 37 states. Ten states could defeat it. 
The proposed Fourteenth Amendment was submitted to the states on June 
16, 1866. By February 1, 1867, 17 stat~s had ratified it (i~·luding 
New Jersey and Ohio) and 10 had rejected it. The proposed ar: .:d.ment 
was thus defeated. The Philadelphia Enqui~er, on Saturday F~ :~ary 9, 
1867, forecasted the upcoming events. The Reconstructiort Ac- full 
Martial Law) was introduced on February 5, 1867 and was pass~~ over a 
Pre$idential veto on March 2, 1867 as was the supplemental 
Reconstruction Act on July 19, 1867. The count on July 19, 1867, 
showed 22 state ratifications (including one former Confederate State) 
and 13 state rejections (including 10 former Confederate States). 

The Army was then sent into only the 10 former Confederate States that 
had rejected the proposed Amendment, despite the fact that the former 
Confederate states had been functioning peacefully for almost two 
years. All 10 State Legislatures and Governments were ousted by 
military force and most Citizens were disfranchised. While under the 
duress of full Martial Law, new State constitutions were adopted and 
new legislatures were conv~ned. The states were informed that Martial 
Law would continue until the proposed Amendment was ratified. 

SADDER BUT WISER, NEW JERSEY ATTEMPTS TO RESCIND 

Upon. observing the rampage of the Congress~ as it took the 
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Constitution into its own hands and was proceeding in willful 
disregard of the Constitution, some States passed legislation in an 
attempt to RESCIND their prior ratification; Ohio on January 15, 
1868, and then NEW JERSEY by Joint Resolution No 1 on March 24, 1868. 
(Laws of N J 1-868, $t IV, page 1225). (copy attached). The resolution 
enumerates the various abuses by the Federal Government. By July 13. 
1868, 6 of the occupied Southern States had changed their positl.on and 
ratified the proposed amendment. · 

On July 20, 1868, the Secretary of State published an equivocal 
proclamation. ( 1~ Stat at Large, 706 ( 1868) No. 11) 

1. "It appears from official documents on file" that 23 States 
have ratified the 14th amendment (Ohio and New Jersey included). 

2. "It appears from documents on file" that 6 States, (while 
under duress, occupation, Martial Law, and Citizens disfranchised) 
with "newly constituted and newly established bodies avowing 
themselves to be and acting as the legislatures, respectively, of the 
States'·' have ratified the 14th amendment. (Note they are not 
described as "official" documents as above and below.) 

3. "It appears from official documents on file" ... "that Ohio 
and New Jersey (both counted above), have since p~ssed resolutions 
respectively withdrawing from the consent of each said State to the 
aforesaid amendment; and whereas it is deemed a matter of doubt and 
uncertainty whether such resolutions are not irregular, invalid, and 
therefore ineffectu~l for withdrawing the consent of the said two 
States, or either of them, to the afor.esaid amendment. " 

4.. "Whereas the 23 States named above, whose legislatures have 
ratified the proposed amendment, and the 6 States above named. as 
having ratified the said proposed amendment by newly constituted 
legislative bodies constitute three-fourths" or 29 of the 37 States. 
(28 were required). 

AGAIN, NO RESCISSION PERMITTED 

On July 21. 1868, the following day, in an attempt to eliminate· doubt. 
the House and the Senate proceeded to pass ''by majority voice vote" 
separate .resolutions. They simply listed 29 States (Ohio and New 
Jersey included) as having ratified the 14th Amendment. On July 28, 
1868, The Secretary of State cited the House and Senate resolut.ions, 
listed the various s·tate "s ratification, rejection, and withdrawal 
records, and proclaimed the 14th Amendment ADOPTED by the States. (15_ 
Stat at Large, 708 (1868) No. 13). 1 

The July 21, 1868 resolution documents from both houses of the 
Congress, clearly indicate, without equivocation, that RESCISSION was 
not permitted. 

GILDING: NEW JERSEY RXPOSES THE FRAUD 

New Jersey Resolution No 1, March 24, 1868 (above, Laws of N J 18£8, 
#IV, page 1225, 1227, (copy attached)), states in part: "To conceal 
frdm the people the immense alteration of the fundamental law they 
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intended to accomplish by the said amendment, they gilded the same 
with propositions of· justice ... " Nothing new is under the sun, it 
only comes in different packages. This Con Con application bill i~ 
packaged to conceal the enormity of the alteration whi~h would ensue~ 
all gilded with well sounding propositions. 

SUPREME COURT DOES NOT RULE ON POLITICAL QUESTIONS 

In 1867, Mississippi and Georgia challenged the constitutionally of 
the Reconstruction Acts in the Supreme Court. The complaints were 
dismissed for alle_ged lack of jurisdiction on the ground that only a 
political question was presented. 

CONGRESS NULLIFIES-SUPREME COURT PROTECTION 

A case that should have been the means for obtaining from the Supreme 
Court a ruling on the constitutionality of the Reconstruction Acts was 
blocked by Congress as follows. In November 1867, William McCardle, a 
newspaper editor in Mississippi, was arrested by the occupying 
military authorities for publishing an editorial regarding the 
validity of the Reconstruction Acts. He applied to the United States 
Circuit Court for a writ of habeas corpus on the ground that the 
Reconstruction Acts were unconstitutional and void and that the 
military commission was without legal authority to try him. The 
Circuit court issued the writ, heard his argument, and on November 
25,1867, remanded him back to the military authorities (Martial Law) 
for trial, but released him on bail while he appealed to the United 
States Supreme Court. 

In December 1867, the Supreme Court decided it had jurisdiction to 
hear the case and denied the government~s motion to dismiss the 
appeal, basing the dec is io.n on the Judiciary Act of 1789 and the Act 
of February 5, 1867, (14 Stat 385(1867)), which gave the Supreme 
Court appellate jurisdiction relative to habeas corpus appeals from 
district courts. (Ex Parte McCardle, 6 Wall. 318(1868) (73 US 318). 
Word was passed to Congress that the Supreme Court would be forced to 
declare the Reconstruction Acts to be unconstitutional. Such a 
decision would have undone all the above related congressional 
chicanery. It would have been a disaster to the forces behind the 
proposed but yet unratified 14th Amendment because ratification by the 
military oecupied states was necessary for complete ratification of 
the Amendment. 

A bill was presented to the Congress calling for the repeal of the 
provision that the Supreme Court had jurisdiction in appeals from 
Circuit Courts that were relative to habeas corpus cases. Congress 
quickly passed the bill on March 27, 1868, overriding a presidential 
veto. (15 Stat. 44, (1868)) (40th Cong. Sess. II, Ch. 34, par. 2). In 
December 1868, when the McCardle case was adjudged, the Supreme Court 
said that Congress could tell them what to do, (Constitution, A~t. 
III, Sec 2, Cl. 2) and since Congress had repealed their jurisdiction, 
they "Dismissed for want of Jurisdiction". (Ex Parte McCardl~, 7 
Wall. 506(1869) (74 US 506). 

Fourte·enth Amendment references: 13 Statutes at Large, 760-772 
( 1865); 14 _Statutes at Large, 358-359,428-430 ( 1867); . 15 Statute-= at 
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Large, 14-16, 72-74, 706-712, (1867); The 14th Amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States.And the Threat That it Poses to Our 
Democratic Government, Pinckney G .. McElwee, S.C. Law Quarte.rly, Vol. 
1i, No.4, 484 (1959); Dyett v Turner, Supreme Court of Utah. 20 Utah 
2d 403, 439 Pac. Rep. 2d 266, March 22 .. ( 1968); The. 
Unconstitutionality of the 14th Amendment, Judge L.H.Perez, Charles A. 
Weisman, Weisman Publications, 11751 W. Riverhills Dr. #107D, : 
Burnsvillei Minn. 55337; Behold, Fourth Judicial District, 522: Hartke 
Loop, Oregon City, Oregon; The Constitution of the United-States of 
America, House Document No. 93-215, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C .. 

AGAIN, NO RESCISSION PERMITTED 

In more recent times, RESCISSION was an issue relative to the proposed 
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) .. It seems that the 7 year time limit set 
for ratification was March 22, 1979 and time was running out. The 
three-fourths requirement was 38 States and by November 1977 only 35 
States had ratified. However, 3 of the 35 States had attempted to 
RESCIND their previous ratification. The proponents wanted to extend 
the final date by an additional 3 years .I 3 months I and 8 days to June 
30, 1982. . (H J Res 638) The opponents of extension sought to permit 
a State to RESCIND the State"s ratification if such rescission was 
made before the three-fourths requirement was met. (Sen Amend .3675 
and H B 98.12). Both Houses of Congress refused to include provisions 
for RESCISSION in the ERA Extension Bill (92 Stat 3779 (1978). 

For an extensive discussion on RESCISSION see the ERA rescission 
debates at: Congressional Record, October 4, 1978, pages 33336-33355; 
October 6, 1978, pages 34279-80, .34282, 34285, 34288-34290; November 
8, 1977, pages 37510-37511, November 11, 1977, pages 37538-37539. 

AGAIN, NO RESCISSION PERMITTED 

RESCISSION was not permitted during ratification of the 15th and 19th 
Amendments. In 1921 and 1924, the Wadsworth-Garrett Proposed 
Amendment Bill was introduced in Congress to permit States to RESCIND., 
but it was never acted upon. Neither RESCISSION nor Reservation was 
permitted in the Ratification of the Constitution and it is not 
permitted in the ratification of Amendments. The Supreme Court, in 
Coleman y Miller, (307 U.S. 433, 450 ( 1938)), stated that the 
question of rescission or withdrawal, in accordance with historic 
precedent, "should be regarded as a political question pertaining to 
the ·political departments, with the ultimate authority in the Congress 
in the exercise of its control over th~ promulgation of the adoption 
of the amendment." In more than 200 years no State RESCISSION has 
been valid. 

The authors of this Con Con bill would have you believe that effective 
RESCISSION and even Reservation is permissible when making application 
for a Constitutional Convention. The concept is either a delusion or 
a hoax unless they mean that New Jersey can RESCIND at any time e·ven 
though such an act has no force or effect on New Jersey·s prior 
application commitment. 

What does "similar in subject matter" mean when compared to the. · 
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"ADOPTED amendment" as required in Section 3 or to Applications by 
L.egis latures of other· states a·s ,req~ired in Section 4? Does the,, New, 
Jersey Legislature· insist that the "off budget" "certain exceptions", 
as provided in this bill remain intact? Specifically, who determines 
the similarities when counting the Applications to meet the two-thirds 
requir~ment? What are the rules, procedures, and guidelines for 
making this determination? Does the U.S. Constitution give the New 
Jersey Legislature the right to restrict its Application to "similar 
in subject matter"? If so. Where? 

CONGRESS CANNOT ADOPT AN AMENDMENT 

In-Section 3, the authors would have Congress "ADOPT" an Amendment as 
a condition for nullifying this New Jersey Con Con application. 
Perhaps the authors at"e following the constitution that many believe 
is waiting in the wings to be introduced once a Con Con is convened? 
There is no provision in the current Constitution for Congress to 
"ADOPT" an Amendment. 

CONGRESS· CAPABLE OF ANYTHING: OHIO BECOMES A STATE IN 1953 

One should not forget that the Congress is capable of anything. As 
recently as August 7.1953, the members passed H.J.Res 121, which 
became Public Law 204, 67 Stat. 407(1953), Titled: For Admitting~ 
State of OHIO into the Union, wherein it is stated in Section 2., 
"This joint resolution shall take effect as of March 1. 1803 Approved 
August 7. 1953 " (Emphasis mine). If ·~OHIO was not a lawful· state of 
the Union, were the U.S. Laws passed by members in Congress from OHIO 
and the Presidents from OHIO, lawful? What about Amendments ratified 
by the alleged State of Ohio? 

Section 3 was obviously designed to fail. 

SECTION 4 - This Sectic, is the purpose of the bill. It is simply a 
"continuing application for a Constitutional Convention. 

Two distinct and indepe_ ~ent proceedings result from this Section. The 
first, occurs when a sufficient number of Appl~cations for a Con Con. 
with the subject being a proposal of a Balanced Federal Budget 
Amendment. are received. (two-thirds of the States). This sets in 
motion the calling of a Convention by the Congress (Art. V.), which 
might include the setting of the time(s) and place(s) of the Con Con 
as well as the selection of the delegates to the Convention. The 
second, is the Convention itself; convening, creating and adopting 
rules and procedures, proposing·amendments or even adopting a New 
World Order Constitution. There is no limit as to what can occur 
during this second phase. Even the authors of this Con Con 
Application bill are aware of this concern; They have attempted to 
reassure the alarmed with the gilding in Section 6. The use of 
RESCISSION to g :d over the concerns emanating from this Con Con 
Application .is :mewhat tarnished. 

RESCISSION and ~imilar in subject matter" are discussed above in 
Section 3. 
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NO SUPREME COURT PROTECTION ON POLITICAL QUESTIONS 

SECTION 5. - The authors want "automatic" RESCISSION only .IE. the 
Supreme Court holds against the·calling of a "limited" Constitutional 
Convention. Does .Section 5 only apply .I.E. the Supreme Court "holds" 
that Congress cannot call for a ''limited" Con Con? What happens IF 
the Supreme Court decides that it is a "political question" as it has 
done in the past. and does not "hold" at all? See: Coleman y Miller, 
307 U.S. 433, 450(1938). Section 5. seems to suggest that events, 
relative to Supreme Court action, will take place in the following 

· order. First, the two-thirds threshold is reached. Second, Congress 
calls for a Con Con. If Congress does not call for a "limited" Con 
Con, is this the point the authors would have the Supreme· Court. 
"hold"? IF the Supreme Court "holds" that Congress c.a.n_(not shall) 
call for a "limited" Con Con, but Congress does not, is the 
"automatic" RESCISSION activated? What laws would the Supreme Court 
rule upon which would require the Congress to call for a "limited" Con 
Con? Will the Supreme Court be bridled by Congress as it was during 
challenges to the 1867 Reconstruction Acts? 

When and who will decide at what point the "automatic" RESCISSION is 
activated? What will be the effect of activating the "automatic" 
RESCISSION and what do the authors expect will transpire? What is 
your intent to have Section 5 of this legislation accomplish? 

Once again the authors have used RESCISSION to gild over the 
inadequacies of the bill. RESCISSION is discussed in Section 3. 

POSSIBILITY OF RUNAWAY CONVENTION ADMITTED 

SECTION 6. This section relates to the possibility of a runaway 
Constitutional Convention where anything goes. The authors are well 
aware·of that possibility. So once again, they bring out the tried 
and true placebo "RESCISSION" in an attempt to soothe the concerned. 
It probably can. be agreed on (like the politician mentioned on page l) 
that New Jersey's Application (this bill) can be "deemed null and 
void. rescinded, and of no effect''. But what will that accomplish? 
Will it cause the Con Con to be disbanded? Disrupted? Adjourned? 
Will New Jersey be informed that it can not make the rules for the Con 
Con? 

The authors ·are correct in one sense, ie. The Application will be of 
"no effect" should a "runaway". Convention take place. i 

I 

NO CONVENTION RULES 

If a Constitutional Convention were called, what are the rules and 
procedures for governing the Convention? Have you been led to believe 
they exist? Do you believe that SCS SCR 39/68/ACR 30 can restrict the 
Convention to one subject? Ask the proponents of a Constitutional 
Convention to make available the rules and procedures for such a 
Convention before you go on the record favoring a Convention. There 
are currently; NONE. Do you remember the plural "Amendments" in 
Article IV? 
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Congress does not want the·Convention to be "bound by the chains" of 
Rules and Procedures. They pr~fer to have rules made "on the wing" a.s 
the Convention progres.ses. · A nu_mber of bills have· been introduced in 
Congress which would provide rules and procedures for a Constitutiona:. 
Convention. None of them were adopted. Congress is not ready for a 
Convention governed by rules of procedure. Perhaps they lust for the 
same unbridled freedom exercised during the 14th Amendment tragedy? On 
July 16. 1992, an incumbent Congressman from New Jersey personally 
testified in favor of ACR 30 (about the same as SCS SCR 39/68/ACR 30), 
before the Assembly State Government Committee. A former state 
legislator and now an incumbent congressman was an actual sponsor of 
Con Con legislation. Seems they just can not wait to get started. 
Currently the rules and procedures can only be considered as 
mysterious and secret~ Why would anyone ask you to support this open 
ended Application without telling you the rules and procedures? 

Many believe that a "new" Constitution is waiting in the wings, just 
waiting to be adopted by the Convention. See: Propo~-:.d New 
Constitution ~or THE NEWSTATES OF AMERICA, by Rexford Tugwell, 
available from Liberty Library, 300 Independence Ave. . E. , Wash. , 
D.C. 20003, 1-202-544-1794). Some want a Parliamentary Government to 
replace the present Constitutional government. On October 22, 1986, 
Richard Thornburg, President Bush"s future Attorney General, testified 
to the New Jersey Assembly State Government Committee in support of a 
Balanced Budget Con Con as follows; "The Executive and Legislative 
branches at the federal level are, in truth, caught up in a system 
badly in need of structural adjustment. The balanced budget amendment 
is the key element in such an adjustment." Can SCS SCR 39/68/ACR 30 
prevent this from occurring? What rules prevent it from occurring? 

How will Convention delegates be selected and who will they be? What 
are the rules? Once the Convention proposes a change in the 
government, how will the change be ratified? Who will be selected to 
participate in the ratification? Will it be ratified by State 
Legislatures or by State Conventions? How will the delegates for the 
Ratifying Conventions be selected? 

CONGRESS DOES NOT WANT CONVENTION RULES 

The Constitutional Convention Implementation Act, or similar versions 
of the bill, have been repeatedly introduced in the U.S. Senate. They 
were referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. Some are as follows; 
S-1710 (1979) 96th Congress; S-600, S-817, (1981) 97th Congress; 
S-119, (1983) 98th Congress; S-40, (1985) 99th Congress; s~589 (1987) 
lOOth Congress; S-204, (Jan. 25, 1989) lOlst Congress; and S-214 
(Jan~ 15, 1991) 102nd Congress. None for the 103rd Cbngress as of 
3-11-93. 

These bills provide the procedures for calling Constitutional 
Conventions for proposing Amendments to the Constitution. The bills 
also have procedures for Applicat:)ns (including RESCISSION), Calling 
6£ a Con Con, Delegates~ Convening. Convention Procedures, Proposal of 
Amendments, Ratification of Propos~d Amendments, RESCISSION of 
Ratification, Proclamation of Amendments, Judicial Review, Effective 
Date of Amendments. See 99th Congress Senate Report 99-135, 1985. 
None of thes~ bills have been passed by the Senate, let alone the 
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House. What rules of procedure do the authors want to follow? 

RESC!SSION is discussed in Section_3. 

SECTION 7. - If you are determined to make Application for a Balanced 
Budget Amendment Constitutional Convention, do it right. Do not send 
this intermixture of conditions and equivocations to Washington. 

END STATEMENT - This is probably the least fraudulent portion of the 
bill, although "certain exceptions" is missing. Once again, "Limited" 
convention is missing_ However, the gilded verbal clutter has been 
eliminated, leaving the Fraud of a "limited" convention and a loophole 
riddled Balanced Budget, with exceptions, intact. If Congress decided 
to adhere to the intent of a "Balanced Budget Amendment" they simply 
could continue thei~ unconscionable spendirig and just raise taxes to 
"Balance" the budge~. 

THE PROBLEM OF THE DEBT IS NOT "RESOLVED" 

The authors and proponents of this bill would have one believe that 
the problem of the Federal debt and the resultant never ending 
interest payments on that debt, can in some way, be solved by this 
Application for a Con Con· for a Balanced Budget Amendment. Although 
the WHEREAS clauses~ the reasoning for this Application, emphasize 
"debt" six times in this bill, the subject of "debt" has evaporated 
when it is time for the legislature to resolve a solution: "BE IT 
RESOLVED by the Senate of the State of New Jersey (the Gene~al 
Assembly concurring): Sections 1. thru 7. do not mention "debt". 

In 1933 the lawful money (gold, not paper with numbers on it) was 
removed from circulation and used as collateral for the borrowed "Bank 
Credit'' because the government was bankrupt to the Internationar 
Banking Houses through their private corporation, the cential bank 
known as Federal Reserve. (Lewis v U S , 680 F2d 1238, 1241 (1982) 
p.2, para 14). The Federal Reserve loaned with interest, "Bank 
Credit", which has no substance and is created out of thin air, (Money 
Facts, House Banking and Currency Committee,. 1964 p. 9) and is not 
"gold or silver coin". In 1921, Congress had abolished the U.S. 
Treasury (the "Department'' remained) by removing the money and bullion 
from the U.S. Treasury and depositing it in the private Federal 
Reserve Corporation banks. (U.S Statutes at Large, 1920, Chapter 214, 
page 655). When on~ central bank controls all the credit which :it 
loans with interest, then another loan is necessary just to pay :back 
the interest, and the borrower goes deeper into debt. 

! 

The private Federal Reserve issues Commercial Paper as eviden~e jof the 
loans, some of which are known as Federal Reserve Notes (some c~ll it 
"Paper Money", "Dollar Bills", or "Military Script") of various ' 
denominations. During Civil War Martial Law, the pieces of paper 
issued by the U.S. Government, with numbers on them, were ruled :to be 
"Legal Tender" and were forced upon the public on an equal exchange 
for gold and silver coin. The citizens then hoarded the coins and 
used postage stamps as money, causing the Martial Law government to 
issue about 369 million dollars worth of fractional paper currency in 
denominations of 3, 5, 10, 15, 25, and 50 Cents. The private Federal 



Reserve System was created by congress on December 22, 1913. See: (T.he.. 
Secrets of the Federal Beserye, Eustace Mullins, Bankers Rec::~arch 
Institute, P.O. Box 1105~ Staunton, Va. 24401), (C,Qng_,.~9Ssic 3.l Becord.h 
Ap:r:il 29, 1?10, p. H 3690 - H 3696), (The: Bankers_- CQ sp-irr-·,'·~ rial 
Origins pf~the- Federal Re~erye, Gary Allen, American Opinic· Magazine, 
Marc~ i970~, (Dollats of WHAT?, Bruce McCarthy, HC-62, Box 375, 
Smithville, Okla. 74957), ("MONEY" THE GREATEST HOAX ON E-ARTH, Merrill 
M.E. Jenkins s~., Monetary Realist, 11591 Joslyn Ct., St. Louis, Mo. 
63138), (Standard Catalog of United States Paper Money, Krause & 
Lemke, Krause Publications, 700 E. State St., Iola, Wisconsin, 54990). 

Th~ validity of th& public debt of the (Federal) United States 
shall not be questioned. (14th Amendment)(War Amendment under Martial 
Law containing the Power Clause). 

Whenever government makes transactions in commercial paper (see 
Uniform Commercial.Code CUCC) 1 (28) and ~Article 3) it becomes a
different entity. "Governments descend to the level of a mere private 
corporation and takes on the character of a mere private citizen 
[where private corporate commercial paper (securities) are concerned]" 
. . . ''For purposes of suit, such corporations and individuals are 
regarded as an entity separate from government. ·· (Bank of US y 
Planters Bank, 9 Wheaton (22 US) 904, 6 L. Ed. 24). . "Governments are 
corporations. " (Penhallow y Doan, 3 Dall 55; (Clearfield Trust Co 
y US , 318 US 363 (1943)). Known as the Clearfield Doctrine. (See 
WHICH ONE ABE YOU?, ~he Informer, Who are You, C/0 60-6 Roundtree 
Drive, Naugatu6k, Connecticut). 

M~ny question under what authority Congress was acting when it 
borrowed the debt known as "Bank Credit"_; The Constitutional Republic 
under Article I, Section 8, Clause 2?, The Legislative Democracy 
under Article I, Section 8, Clause 17?, and/or the Power Clauses of 
War and later Amendments. Since the Constitutional Republic was 
founded upon the Common Law and the Common Law was funded on 
substance, and the substance mentioned is gold or silver, therefore, 
Congress could only borrow gold. and/or silver (not commercial paper) 
if it was working for the Republic; but if it was working for the 
Legislative Democracy or in the Martial Law capacity, it could borrow 
anything from "bank credit·,· to Continentals and/or Confederate Notes 
and the International Banking Houses would not have a lawful claim 
against the Republic. Others believe that since "thin air" was 
borrowed, only "thin air" and "thin air interest" is due and not the 
rea.l property that the "thin air" lenders are demanding. The only 
"Thing" (See Constitution, Article I, Section 10, Clause 1) that was 
loaned were just "numbers of nothing", not any THING of substance. 
That is how trillions and trillions can be "owed" when there are not 
trillions and trillions of substance or specie money in existence. 
Some think the solution to the debt problem is to buy out the Federal 
Reserve. (see: H.R. 119, January 3, 1973, 93rd Congress, and more 
recent bi'lls. ), (Howard L. Freeman, P.O. Box 364, Lusk, Wyom. 82225) 
(BASHED by the BANKERS, Byron Dale, Mandan, N.D. 58554, 701-663-5564) 
(Dollars of WHAT?, Bruce McCarthy, HC-62, Box 375, Smith~ille, Okla. 
74957) (Tha Sec~ets of the Federal Rgserye, Eustace Mullins, Bankers 
Research Institute, P.O. Eox 1105, Staunton, Va. 24401). 

On November 8, 1991, the ··debt" owed to the 12 Federal Reserve Banks 
was 3 trillion, 736 billion, 559 million, 461 thousand, 620 dollars, 
($3,736,559,461,620.00) and growing at $8000 each second. Some states 
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have passed resolutions calling for the repeal of the Federal Reserve 
Act of December 23, 1933. See: The Most Secret Science (1984), and 
Bulletin #362 (March 1992) both from: Committee to Restore the 
Constitution, P. 0. Box 986 _, 22 i8 W. Prospect Rd. , Fort Collins, 
Colorado 80522, 1-303-484-2575. · 

The questions are: Precisely; What "debt" do the "WHEREAS" clauses 
refer to? Is the "debt" real or illusionary? · Was fraud involved? 
How was the debt incurred? Who is owed that debt? Who was Congress 
working for when the debt was incurred? and, Who is responsible for 
that debt? 

STATEMENT BY SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 3-11-93 

The committee statement perpetuates the fraud of the bill such as: 

1. New Jersey Legislators can rewrite Article V of the 
Constitution so as to provide for a "sole, specific and exclusive" 
limited subject-and-pu~pose convention and also change the plural 
"amendments" to amendment. 

2. A loophole riddled (certain undisclosed exceptions) 
"balanced budget" . 

3. The fraud of rescission and Supreme Court involvement is 
not addressed. 

THE PRESENTED SAFEGUARDS ARE ILLUSIONS 

There is no rescission proyision once the Application is made Ask 
the Legislatures in the four States that have sought to resc.ind · (one 
of the four "expunged") their Application for a Constitutional 
Convention. There are no provisions for a "limited" Constitutional 
Convention. There are no safeguards to prevent a "runaway" 
Constitutional Convention. New Jersey has the same right to rescind 
as it did on the 14th Amendment, but now as then, it will be of· "no 
effect'' just as Section 6. proclaims. New Je~sey can RESCIND but it 
will carry no weight. There are. no equivocations or mental 
reservations permitted. This Application is for keeps! It is big 
time. Proceed with knowledge, not gilded propositions. 

REJECT THIS INSIDIOUS RESOLUTION 

SCS SCR 39/68/ACR 30 is a "pig in a poke", a Trojan Horse, worded to 
convey assurances, but designed for one purpose; a call for a 
Constitutional Convention without any restrictions whatsoever. That 
is what you are voting on, nothing more, nothing less. Reject this 
repugnant Resolution now. 

SOME CONSIDERATIONS TOWARDS SOLVING THE DEBT PROBLEM: 

FIRST AND FOREMOST: NEVER REELECT ANYONE 

Neyer.Reelect Anyone. Ballot after Ballot aft$r Ballot: No elected 
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official would be permitted to remain in the same office for more than 
one term. They should also be barred from direct government 
employment as well as non-government paid positions designed to 
influence government legislation. By returning them to the private:. 
sector for their livelihood, perhaps they would consider more 
carefully the laws they enact, because they would soon be living by 
them. They would have more time to concentrate on their job, rather 
than being concerned about reelection and campaign funds from those 
who seek to influence their law making. 

REPEAL FEDERAL RESERVE ACT OF 1913 

An informative and well organized program to repeal the Federal 
Reserve Act of 1913 through State and County actions is in progress. 
See; The Most Secret Science (1984), and Bulletin #362 (March 1992) 
both from~ Committee to Restore the Constitution, P.O. Box 986, 2218 
W. Prospect Rd., Fort Collins, Colorado 80522, 1-303-484-2575. Some 
believe that the Federal Reserve Corp. should be owned by the 
government of the United States. (See H. R. 119 { 1973) , 93rd Congress 
1st Session), and later bills. 

INTEREST FREE UNITED STATES NOTES 

Others believe that since the U.S. Government pays interest (toll) on 
Federal Reserve Notes (Dollar Bills in your pocket), and since 
interest payments are the largest single item in the budget, the U.S. 
Government should issue INTEREST-FREE U.S. Notes as it did from 1862 
to 1968. (See 12 Stat 345 ( 1862) ·' 37th Congress, Sess. II, Ch .. 33, 
Sec. 1). Currently there is no gold or silver specie coin in 
circulation because the citizens have hoarded it due to the 
worthlessness of the paper money with numbers, called "Dollar bills" 
(Federal Reserve Notes). Because the clad coins and the copper plated 
zinc cents are as intrinsically worthless as the paper money, they are 
still in circulation. Thus, if Congress decides to print excessive 
amounts of INTEREST-FREEU.S. Notes, like the excessive 
INTEREST-BEARING Federal Reserve Notes and the Continental Currency of 
1775-1779, the imitation specie coins should remain in circulation. 
The U.S. Notes could be exchanged for more U.S. Notes, just like 
Federal Reserve notes are equally exchangeable, except there would be 
no interest on the U.S. Notes. 

The INTEREST-FREE U.S.· Notes could be spent into circulation for only 
U.S. Government New Construction, Capital Improvement., and Repairs. 
Some believe that the INTEREST-FREE U.S. Notes, should be used · 
similarly on the Local, County, and State level. In fact, they have 
prepared a petition·and program designed for citizens who want their 
local government to pass a Municipal Resolution to Congress requesting 
the issuance of INTEREST-FREE U.S. Notes .. (Soyereignty, 1154 W. Logan 
St, Freeport, Ill. 61032, Tel. 815-232-8737). Also see: The Most 
Secret Science (1984), page 98~ P.O. Box 986,. 2218 W. Prospect Rd., 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80522. 1-303-484-2575. 

It appears that the Treasury was removing INTEREST-FREE U.S. Note 
from circulation. On May 31, 1878, Congress forbid the retireme!'_ 
any more INTEERST ... FBEE U.S. Notes. (See 20 Stat 87(1878), 45th C_ 
Sess. II, Ch. 146). It is believed that the current amount of 
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INTEREST-FREE U.S. Notes in circulation is $346.681.016. (Paper M0 ney 
of the United States, Friedberg, The Coin and Currency Institute, 
Inc., P.O. Box 1057. Clifton. N.J. 07014). The "credit lenders" might 
even be paid off with the INTEREST-FREE U.S. Notes. although Chapter 
33 (1862) spec~fies that they can not be used to pay interest on bonds 
and notes. Also see: Lincoln ~opey Martyred, Dr. R.E. Search. (1935, 
4th printing 1977); Mopey Creators, Gerdrude M. Coogan, ( 1935, I 12th 
printing 1974), and The Legalized Crime of Banking, Silas Walter 
Adams, 3rd printing 1976, all from Omni Publications. P.O. Box 566, 
Palmdale, Calif. 93550. 

THE PUBLIC SERVANT SHOULD NOT INDEBT- THE MASTER 

If you hired someone to do a job for you and they later came back and 
told you that they had charged a lot-of things and borrowed a lot of 
money in your name, that the lenders were going to bill you and charge 
you interest, and that you should pay off the debt, what would You 
say? 

AN ACCOUNTING OF THE DEBT BEFORE CONSIDERATION OF PAYMENT 

Before anyone is required to pay on the debt, if at all, a complete 
itemized bill "laundry list" of all creditors owed more than $100,000. 
should be made publicly available and distributed widely. The list 
should indicate how and when the debt was incurred (What Law?), the 
original amount of the loan, the principal paid to date, the rate and 
total amount of interest already paid that creditor on the loan and 
what was loaned (specie. paper, credit, etc.). Congress may try to 
hide behind the 14th Amendment, Section 4. , relative to questioning 
the public debt, but if you Neyer Reelect Anyone, you will soon have 
one term officials more interested in the nation's and the citizen's 
well-being rather than their own reelection and catering to the, 
special interest groups. 

Thank you. 

Donald L. Smith 
C/0 502 Cinnaminson St. 
Riverton, N.j. 08077 
May 27, 1993 

"Wh,re does rh~ F«i~rtll Resen'e get th~ 
money wilh which to cretZt~ btznlc ~rva? 
AIZSwer: It d«Sn ·r pr money. it cttllt~ it. 
u.·~wn the Federal Raerw writa a ch«lcfor a 
go~mment bond it doa e%/lctl)' wiuzt any 
btuU does. it cnatel money . . . it crtQted 
motley punt.•• and simply by writing a check. 
Anti rh~ r«ipiftnl of the check wtznll cMh. 
thtn the FrMml Reserve can oblige him by 
prinring the ar.sn . Ftderal Rellrvt Notes · 
wnzch the· ch«ic. rertivtr s comme~iDI banlc 
ctzn hllna o1.·er ro him. Tlte F ~erai Reserve. in 
lhon. u tz roUII money·mtlicing mllchine . .. 

I 

CONGRESSMAN WRIGHT PATMAN 

. THE H,EGELIAN PRINCIPLE 
1\evoluUoaan• Ia penmeat !Lave ena&ed eooDOaic cbaoa. abo~ 

..,.. ua food ud fuel. OOilliM&tof7 ua&ioa.. a on.ta ill educaUoa. \be 
t.ta.rea& of war. ucl o&ber cltnntou 10 ouadlUoa AmenOUII for."'"Tbe New 
World Onler." 

Tile &eolua~ liM oklu pollUa twiLl\ iaUM H..,.uu prt11etple of 
wtactac about elaup ta a Ulne-IMP ,,.._ 'naalta. AAttU.•t• aad .,. ... , .. 

n. ftnt .-. (Uinta) t.l to · crMte a proble& TM eeeoacl etep 
(utlU:aeaia) ta to anera&e oppoeiUOD to 1M pablem (fear. pute.la7tnerta). 
ne UilJ'd ~ttp (.,-.dl .. t.) ia to offer u. •luUoe to \be p,_lem created lD 
8tep oae-cbup wtucb would un ll8ell wpo•tble to t.mpoee oa U~e 
people wt&hout \1M proper PQeboloct-.1 ooad!UODiDIIU.ie"ed 1A aac-• 
oae&lldtwo. 

Applyizlc Ute HepUu pri.Dctpla. uclb'Hilltlt&ble flaueta11Dfl\lftllOI. 
OODce&1eclmatto6da .. k to cli1111aatle IOifta1 ucl pioUUeal Jtrvc:NJ"n bJ 
wtatcb tree mea pena t.b•m•lvea-ueieat lud.lnarka encted at lf"&t 
ooet iA blood ud 11"8UUn. 

naetr objec'lt'le la to emueulaw eovenip ucawe. merp D&ttoa• 
aeder Yni verw&J pemmeet. ceD&raliaa ecoaomie powers. and coatrol \he 
world·• peo9le uad reiOUI"CCHH. 
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LAWS OF NEW JERSEY 

'·, 

BFBSION OF 1868. 

NUI\IIJER ~V. 

W idulra"ing the eonacn.t ottlais State to the proposed Amend
lft(•nt to the Constitution of the United Statea, entitled 
llrticlc fourteen, and rescinding tho joint reaolution, "I•· 
provtHI Septtmabcr eleventh, Rnno domini eigltteen hurulred 
ILiad aixty·ttix, whereby it wos resolved that aaid propusctl 
Arntmdrnent waa ratified by th~ Legislature of this ~t;otc. 

1225' 

~l'l1e legisll\ture of the state of New Jcraey having sea·iously rroaui•·•·· 
arulcldiltenLtdy consi•lcred the present situation of tl1e Uuitecl 
HtatcR, clo cleclare and make kuown: 'l'hat the b;asis of all 
~ovcrurncnt is tl1e corasent of the governe•l, and all constil•· 
tiunR ilre contn~cts Let ween the Jlnrties bound thereby; thnt 
unt1l an,v fli'Of)O!Jitiou to alter the furacJamentallaw, to which 
nil the Mtnte:~ IIILve coruwntccl, hn!-t been ratified by Huch num-
Lt~r of t.hc ttto.tcs llS Ly the fcdeml conRtitution makes it bincl-
iuJ~ upon all, any one th~Lt h11s aRsented is at liberty to with-
tlra w that assent, •uad it becomes itR duty to do so, when, 
upnn mnture con8ideration, Huch "'itl1draw1ll Sl'CIIlR to be 
ncca.'li,.ttry to tlec BILfcty and hiLN•inestt of nil; prudence tlic-
tatcs that a con:icnt once given should not be recalled for light 
ancl tmnaient causes ; but the rigtat is " natural right, tho 
exucise of wbicla ia accornptmied with no injustice to any of 
the panties; it luus, therefore, been universally recognized ns 
inl1cring in every party, and has ever been left unimpaired by 
a.ny positive regulation. . 

'l'he said proposed ameodment not haying yet received the 
888cmt or the tbrt~ fourths of the states, which ia necessary to 
make it valid, the natural anti constitutional right of this 
stale to •ithdraw it.a aaaent ia undeniable. 

With these ihlpresaiona, and with a solemn appeal to the 
Searcher of aiD Hearts for the rectitude of our intentions, and 
u1ulcr the conviction that tlae origin anti objects of said pro-

1226 JOJN'r RE'JOLUTIONS. 

posetl amendment were unseemly and uujust, and tl1at the 
1~eccssary result of ita atloption must be the disturbance of 
the harmony, if not the destruction, of our syst('lu of Hi'li 

government, anti that it is our duty to ourselves arul ou1· sister 
statett to CXJ)OSC the. aame, tio further dccl1are: . 

'J'IuLt it IJeing ueccssary IJy tl1e cou~titution tlta·t t~n·ry 
nm.cnclmcnt to the s1une alaouM he prupos(••l lty t\\tHhir.l:t of 
both houses t f cougrcss, the lttltlaurli uf :-;aitl prnl'usitiou, 
for the puqmse of securing the mmeut of the l't'tf111sitc rn:'
jority, tlctcnninccl to, and did, exclude from tlw saitl t"·o 
lwuscs ci,;hty rt>pr(•scntntivcs from cl(~vcn :>latc•!i uf tlw uuion, 
upuu tlw prct('UCe tlmt there were no HUcl1 HI at('li iu 1 lw l' uiun: 
but, fincling that two-thirds of tl1e rcmaiutlcr uf the :-;aitl lmnsc.; 
t~oultl not be lnought to R!J:tcllt to the ttai•l prul'usiliuu, tllf'.\' 
cldihcmtely formccl lmtl c;tnit!d out the •Jc:si~u uf lllllltl · 

the integrity of the l.inittHI ~t;att•:t HCU:llc•, atUI wit.lt ... li 
J•rcLt' .H or justific:Ltion, otl1er tluan a he pos:;ct;:-;iou uf tlat• pc"" r. 
without the right, anti in palp1Lhle viol~tiou uf tlw .:uust:lu· 
tiou, ejected a uwmher of rhcir own butly, repn·st~utitt;! llu:t 
st .,w, a ucl II IUs J)raact ic;LII y tlt~nic•l to Nt•w .J c·rst•y its e•l u:&l 
Ruffru~;c in the senate, arul tlu~rcby nominally sccun·•l the nth' 
uf l wn-thircls of the ~~'i'J laou:tc~. 

'J'Iw uhjcct of clitnncrnlJt!riug the laigltest rcprc:1elllatirc· oca
semhly in the nation oncl humili"ting a a;Lntc of tlw l-uion. 
faitlafnl nt all times to all it:t olJiiglLtions, ;uul tlu: ,,J,j,•c•t •·f 
Sltitl lllllcndment, were one: to l)lace new utul uulu~anl t•f 
JWWers in I I.e .hands of a faction, tluat it might :t IJ:..:orl• ,,, il~l'lf 
all ('X('CUli,·e. judicial ancl legislative power, iH'l'l'ss:uy tu :-t· 
rurc for itself immunity for the unconstitution:ai :u·ti it laa'.!l 
alrca•ly conuuittctl, uutt' those it has siucc iullictt••l uu :a lvo 
JULtieut people. 

1'he hubsequent usurpations of these once natiunai a~:ie~
Liiea, in passing pretended laws. for the establislunt•nt iu tfn 
states of martial law, which is nothing but tlac "ill of the Ulili· 
tary commander, and therefore incorasitttent '~itl1 tlac n·i'J· na
ture of aU latw, for tl.e 1mrpo:~c of rctluciug to sla ,·ery lllt'll of 
their_ own race in those states, or compelling them coutnu.r 10 
their own convictions, to exercise the elective fmnchittt• in obedi
ence to the dictation of a f.,ction in those asttcuaLiit·~; 'a he •&· 
tempt to commit to one man, arbitrary a1ul uncontNtlable 
power, which tbey havo found necessary to exercise lo forcoe 
tbe people of those states, into compliance lfith their •·ill; tfN 
authority given to the secretary of war to usc the name o( tM 
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tion stated a hat a convention of dele
gates should meet in Philadelphia on 
May 14, 17H7, 

-:Jor tbe sole and express pur
post: of revising tbe Articles of 
Conj"t,-v.leralion and reporting to 
Co11g1l!SS and the several legts
latrm:s such alterations and 
provisions therein as shall when 
agreed to in Congress and con
firmed Ly the states render the 
Federal Constitution adequate 
to the exigencies of government 
and the preservation of the 
Union." (emphasis added)6 

The intent of Congress in adopting 
the above aesolution was quite dear 
and unan1higuous: the authorization 
given to the Convention w.is striCtly 
.limited lO revisions in the Articles of 
Confederalion a-; needed and no more. 

Tims citizens of 18th Century Amer
ica who may have been concerned that 
the upcoming Convention in Philadel- · 
phia would become a runaway conven
tion could reassure themselves against 
such an oc<.:urrence by pointing to sev
eral specific legal protections against 
just such a11 ew:nt. First, the congres
sional resolution which authorized the 
calling of the Convention clearly. Um
ited the agenda ot that Convemion. 
Moreover, that same resolution in
structed the Convention to submit its 
"r~sions" not only to Congress but 
also directly to the state legislatures, 
thus insuring that the legislatures would 
not be bypassed by the Convention in 
the amending process. Finally, of course, 
there were the protections afforded 
by the exiscing charter of the govem
mem itsett: rhe Articles of Confedera
tion, which would prevem any amend
ment that W.tS not unanimously ac
cepted by lhe legislatures of all thirteen 
states. Article XIII of the Articles of 
Confederation ~pecifically stated, 

"And the Articles of this Con
federation shall be inviably ob-

served by every state, and the 
Union shall be perpetual; nor 
shall any alteration at any time 
hereafter be • made in any of 
them; unless sucb alteration be 
agreed io In a Congress of tbe 
United States, and beajtetwards 
con .finned by tbe ltiglslatures of 
every State." (emphasis added) 7 

Thus clearly bound by various legal 
limitations in its proper role, the Con
vention met in secret session through 
the Summer of 1787. On Monday, Sep. 
tember 17, 1787, however, when the 
Philadelphia Convention finally ad
journed, it became clear that none of 
these limitations had succeeded in bind
ing the Convention. to the ostensible 
purpose for which it had been· called. 
Congress' resolution. had clearly been 
violated. 'flle Articles of Confedera
tion had not been "revised" but had in 
bet been totally replaced by a pro
posed new Constitution which·signifi• 
candy enlarged the powers of the Fed
eral government at the expense of the 
States. Moreove~ the Convention was 
not going [o submit the new Constitu
tion for ratification to the State legisla
tures as the Congressio~ resolution 
and the Articles of Confederation re
quired. Rat!fj it.had adopted its own 
resolution · ch transOiltted the doc
ument only to congress, with the rec
ommendation that: 

" ... it should afterwards be sub
mitred to a Conventton of dele
gates, chosen in each State by 
the people thereof, under the 
recommendation. of its legisla
ture, for their assent and ratifi
cation;" (emphasis added)8 

Finally, the terms of Article XIII of 
the Articles of Confederation, which 
continued to be the legally binding 
and operarive.document of the govern
ment, had been totally ignored by the 
Conventioa1's decision to treat the new 
Constinuion as ratified when only nine 

~ 

states assented, rather than the unani
mous thineen required under exist
ing law. 

As noted above, the proceedings of 
the Convention had been conducted 
in secret. Thus, when the Constitution 
was sent to Congress on September 20 
there was sharp comment that the Con
vention had so blatantly exceeded its 
authority. Even those who had been 
strongly in f.lvor of a more effective 
national gOvernment had little reason 
to expect that such a comprehensive 
document would emerge from the 
Convention. Clearly, once convened, 
the political currents at work within 
the Convention simply became uncon
trollable. De~pite the existence of a 
series of legally binding protections 
against precisely this contingency, the 
Convention had runaway, breaking the 
bounds which sought· to restrain it;9 
Now Congress, which had specifically 
instructed the Convention not to do 
what it had sublatantly done, was awght 
in the political tides. In the f.tce of a 
clear violation of the limitations con
tained in its Resolution calling the 
Convention, Congress simply acqui
escedand tr.msmined the Comentlon's 
proposed Constitution to the States 
on September 28, 1787; 

The first state to consider the Con
stitution, Delaware, promptly adopted 
it unanimously, as did New jersey and 
Georgia, but in most other states the 
fighrs for rJtification were vigorous and 
closely won. In Massachusetts, the fi
nal vote for adoption was 187-168; in 
New Hampshire it was 57-46; in New 
York, 30-27; in Virginia, 89-79; and in 
Pennsylvania, 46-23. Within nine 
months the Constitution had beenrati
fied by all the states except Rhode 
Island and Nonh Carolina, and on Sep
tember 13, 1788, Congress; by resolu
tion, recognized it. to 

The document that emerged from 
the Philadelphia Convention h3s been 
praised by scholars and historians for 
irs capacity to provide measures of both 

stability arid tlexibility. It is beyond 
question that it has, does and, hopefully, 
will continue to serve our Nation well. 
The American Constitution is a uniquely 
successful and enduring document in 
contemporary governments since it has 
the distinction ofbelng the oldest writ
ten Constitution in continuous use as 
the governing charter ofa nation. 

CitizenS 1b Protect 7be Constitution 
believes that it is precisely because it 
has served us so well that our nation 
should seek to preserve. and protect 
the Constitution rather than place it at 
risk. ·History has established that the 
Philadelphia Convention w.as a success, 
but it cannot be denied that it broke 
ew:ry legal restraint which sought to 
limit its power and agenda. After the 
Comention, Madison himself acknowl
edged the violation of the Articles of 
Confederation by the Convention but 
attempted to justify this breach in the 
Federalist Papers: 

"It has been heretofore noted 
among the defects of the Con
federation that in many of the 
states it had received no higher 
sanction than a mere legislative 
ratification The principle of reCi
procity seems to require, that 
its obUgation on the other states 
should be reduced to the same 
standard. A compact between 
iildependent sovereigns 1bunded 
on ordinary acts of legislative 
authority can pretend to no 
higher validity than a league or 
treaty by the parties. It is an es
tabUshed doctrine on the sub
·jectof treaties that all the articles 
are mutually conditions of each 
other, that a breach of one ani: 
de is a breach of the whole treaty 
and thar a breach committed by 
either of the parties absolves the 
others and authorizes them, if 
they please, to pronounce vio~ 
latted and void. Should It unhap
pily be necessary to appeal to 9 



To: The Senate State Government Committee of the Senate of the 
New Jersey Sertate 

· Testimony of June Morreale, Chair, United We Stand State 
Issues Commitee and Coordinator, Mercer County Chapter speaking 
for self. tt:o M"'~~'<..~ ltv-<, r ~I tUj:: CJY(, Q._t"' ~d 1) ~,..-'-1" 3 e) 

Thursday, May 27, 1993 

Concerning Senate Committee Substitute for Senate Concurrent 
Resolution Nos. 39,68 and Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 30(ACS) 
30(ACS) Sponsored. by Senators Dorsey, Ewing, Palaia. 

Assemblymen Kamin and Garrett · 
I Concurrent Resolution applying to the Congress of the u.s. for 
calling a conventin" to_propose an amendment to the Constitution 

Mr. Chairman (Senator Bubba) and ladies and gentlemen of this 
committee an sponsors of SCR 39. 

I want to thank yo~ for allowing me to testify on this resolution. 

Why would you bring ahelicopter from Canada to save a baby from 
drowning in the Delaware river? Wouldn't you take a boat out to 
rescue the child instead of waiting for the helicopter and lose 
the baby? 

jY the same token I ask why you would apply fpr a CoJ:)st ~ ~ut.; anal 
Cq~vel)tion to balanc.e th.@ bltr.Jqet to save the country when Congres"s 
can balarice"the b~dget anytime th~y want wi~h a simple majo~ity: 

This resolution calls for two separate things,a balanced budget 
amendment and a eonstitutional eonvention. One having nothing to 
do with the other, yet by wrapping the threads arouddbb~thitt 
creates a well fitting noose. 

First, the Constitution already provides for a balanced budget on 
constitutional spending in Article sections 8 and 9 which is 
attached to this testimony and I will read- those s•ctions to you. 
It list what the Congress can spend revenues on. 

However,the c;:ongrees is not obeying the law by unconstitutional 
spending of America:n money for world police in Bosnia and._.s·omalia, 
building housing for Soviet solders and feeding the world. 
This spending is.illegal and unlawful. 

What's to make Congess obey the law because.they add some language 
to an amendment '-v·w.Re·n they aren't obeying the law now? 

I want to point out to you the loophole in H.J.Resolution 321 Propos~ 
an amendmet to the Constitution to provide for a balanced budget 
for the u.s. Government and for greater accountability in the enact
mentof tax legislation. You have a copy attached to this testimony 
So please turn to page 3 of the resolution. Under•Article "Section 
1. "Total outlays for that year shall not exceed the level of 
estimated receipts set forth in such joint resolution, unless three-
fifths of the total m~mbership of each House of Congress shall 
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fifths of the total membersh~p of each House of Congress shall not 
provide, by a rollca~l.vote~ for ~·specific excess over estimated 
receipts-." A--t60% vote ( 3/5) can override the budget at· any· time! 

This loophole is big •nough to drive a truck through it with all the 
Congress on it~ And 257 members of Congress already signed onto this 
resolution including Chris Smith and Jim Saxton of New Jersey. 

The amendment requires a simple majority 2/3 of both houses to pass 
it. So, why pass it when the Congress is proposing to suspend it? 
They· are. bot follo_Wi)lg a large part O· the Constittion now and they 
want an·escape ·clause to ignore it, borrow more while perceived conservat 
WE! need. a Constitutional Convention to pass this hypocrytical 
resolution?T~l~smsee~y reenforces that the problem is with individuals 
who make up our Congress and not with the structure of our government. 

Now,according to your SCR 39 ·sub~titute'resolution for an application 
for a Constitutional Convention ·for the.sote s:pecifi.c and exclusive 
purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution to require a 
balanced federal budget called ufid~r· A~ticle·V ·of the Constitution 
is an erroneous request to begin with. 

If you will ~ok at your attached copy of page 19 of the Constitution 
you will see whwere the arrows point to " The Congress, whenever two
thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose amend
ments to this Constitution, or, on the application of the legislatures 
of two-thirds of the several States, shall call a covention for 
proposing amendments, which in either case , shall be valid to all 
intents and purposes, as part of the Constitution ...... " 

by Duane P~rde of 
Also attached is an Issue Analysis that wasl'!~.itt.en l. the American 
Legislative Exchange Council in January 1992 titled ~he Limited 
Constitutional Convention shows fraudulent excerpts from· Article V 
of the Constitution.as Amendment iri.stead:of Antlndments which I 
brought ·t6. your at~ention in Article v. Attached i~ a~,cbp~·of this issue. 

You are calling'·for·· a :··convention:·that doesn • t ·exist just like the 
Easter bunny, everyone is~talking·ab6ut it but knc.~ne has seen it. 

You ·.also put protective language in you.r number·. 5 of your resolution 
stating this"application.~ .. shall be automatically rescinded if the 
Supreme Court holds thet the Congress of the Unit~d States can not 
call • e6nstitutional eonvention soley and exclusively to the subject 
requested by two-thirds of the several states~" 

In number 6 you said "This application shall be deemed null and void 
rescinded, and of no effect .......... ". 

Would people be lining up to buy tickets on an airplane that said 
11 If the plane crashes and burns the~icket is cancelled? 

Now maybe there will be no evidence that New Jersey was responsible 
for the Con Con opening up the Constitution fOr Revolutionary change. 
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And if you do·: g_et the balanced budget amendment the Cons.ti tution 
will have to be: r.evEi tten to make lawful. unconstitu.tiona1 spending. 
and then .. Congress can continue to spend, ·feeding the world and maintain
armies in foreigrt countries fo~t~6re~th~~ two years, not what our 
founding fathers intended. 

You can't balance unconstitutional spending because there is no end. 
Budgets are balanced by raising taxes, not spending less. A budget is 
just a projection. 

We are now paying 300 billion on interest· for the 1 Trillion de-ficit 
nov and if Clinton gets his package of ·: -~ 1/2T~illion our taxes 
will be rai~ed 50% more. 

Do you know who benefits rrom the deficit? The bankers who own the 
F·ederal Reserve who have a monopoly on printing money and paying the 
government 2 cents for each bill no matter what's on the face of:inf 
They loan it to tbe:for the face value and we pay the interest. 

There· i~ · : ·· propaganda saying that we have 32 states having applied 
. - . -.... ., . ~. - .. . . . ·: .. .· .... _ . - . --.- . . . ·- ·. . . - -- . -~ .. . . -

that are· valid when there· are ·only 29.' The'cari for:'11 states failed 
just this past year.and the 29 that have not been rescinded are more 
than ten years old. 
~.::. -~ -~ .. -~ ~- -::. ---~ <~ =:_ ·-:; ~-~- _!.~ ·-_ 

You .have' been ·:-warned"' .. ~y ·-those who employ you. 

Senator Dorsey, now is the time for sophisticated senators to with
draw tis legislation from the legislature. 

We ~mploy the good Senators Ewing and~Palaia .and A~s~mblymen ~amin 
and Garrett to seethe wisdom of their act. 

Let Senator Dorsey be the leader. 

: -.. : :. , P' I . , .. 

neaven4 •"'s hel~ t-c5 ~av:;· a magnifyi-ng glass and the light of heaven 
shine on the fraud of thiS document ao ~estroy and burn it. 

Then noone will be wrong. 

Addendum: Elt~er.pts of John. Armor lobbying the state legislatures. 
8 pages inclusive 
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lOOTH CONGRESS H J RES 3 21 1ST SESSJ Ol'\ . . • • •• 
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution to pro,ide for a balanced budget for 

the tTnited States Go\·emment and for greater. accountability in th! enact· 
ment of tu legislation. 

lN THE· HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Jt.'NI 17, 1987 

Mr. STJ:1tli01JI (for himaelf, Mr. Cuta, Mr. RoD!RT F. S)QTH, Mr. C.aP!lr, 
Mr. GIBJJONS, Mr. Al\~Ell&ON, Mr. ANTHO'--'}', Mr. AllCJmll, Mr. Al~lET, 
Mr. BADHA.N, Mr. BAUz, Yr. !A.LLENG!a, Mr. B..UNAJU), Mr. BABT· 

LI1'T, Mr. BAJtTON of Tesu, Mr. BATEMAN, Yr. BENt-.-zTT, Mrs. BENT· 
J:.El·, Mr. BEIEUftll, Mr. BE\11.L, Yr. BU.B2AT, lfr. BILiltAJOS, Mr. 
BI:..A.!, Mr. Btt~!'Y, Hr. BOIHLIIT, Mr. Bonz ol Tenneuee, Mr. Bosco, 
Mr. Bot.,.,TE2, Mr. BBooun&Ln, Mr. BlOWN of Colorado, Mr. BCECH~~ll, 
Mr. BU!I.~!NO, Mr. B1. .. 'TO~ or Indiana, Ur. BosTA.MA.~"TZ, Mrs. Bl"'ON, 
Mr. CAlJ.AJI.u, Yr. CAXPBELL, Mr. 0HA.KDt.E2, Mr. CH.APM.AN, Mr. 
CHAPPELL, Jdt. Cum:Y, Kr. CLAau, llr. OUNoz:a, lit. COATS, Mr. 
COlLI, Mr. COLEMAN ol lfistouri, Hr. CowszsT, Kr~ CoL'!TZlt, Mr .. 
CX~"'S, Mr. D.\1\~L, Mr. DANNZMEYEI, llr. D.u»EN, Mr. DA.t.~. Mr. 
DA\'IS o! Dlinoi1, llr. DAna ol HieJUru, llr. DE. u GAaZA, Mr. DELAY. 

Mr. D~DlCX, Hr. D&""Dll, Jh. DICXINSON, Mr. DioGuABflJ, Kr. 
Doao~ of North D&kota, Mr. DoaNAJi o! California, lit. Do"'Dl" of Miuis· 

. Iippi, Mr. Dazmx ot Calitornia .• lfr. DtntcA.N, Mr. DYsoN, Hr. Enw.uns of · 
Oklahoma, Kr~ EuxzaoN, Mr. EMOlJBB, Mr. EB»aZICH, ·Mr. EJPT, Mr. 
FA\\ezu; Mr. FIILDa, Jrlr. FLIPPO, Mr. PuNDt, Kr. GALUaLT, Kr. 
GALLO, Hr. GzXAa, Yr. GINOIICM, Mr. GOODUHG, llr. GouoN, llr. 
GBA.t<DY, Mr. GDANT, llr. Gazoo, llr. Gm.~zuoN., Mr. HALL of Teus, 
ltr. H.uaM211CHXIDT, Kr. B..uruN, llr. lluall, lfr. HA.ITZWT, Mr. 
HATCKia~ Kr~ lizFLJY, Mr. HIJm:ll, llr. Buat, Mr. Hz•oaa, Mr. 
HlLEJt, Mr. HOLL0\\"4Y, Mr. BoPXtNs, Kr. HozToH, Mr. HvaBAllD, Mr. 
Ht.TCXAI\', Mr. HuNnll, lb.- HvTTO. llr. lHHon, Mr. IIE1.AN», Mr. 
JACOBS, Mr. JENKINS, Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut, Mr. JOHKBON of 
South Dakota., Mr. JON88 or Tennessee, Mr. JONES ol North Carolina, Mr. 
KA8JCH, Mr. KOJ..JB, !rlr. XoNNYU, Mr. XYL, Mr. LAoo~ARIINO, Mr. J.u. 
CASTER, Mr. LATTA, Mr. L!A.CH ol Iowa, Mr. L!ATH of Texas, Mr. LENT, 

Mr. LEWJS or California, Mr. LE\\,8 ot Florida, Mr. LJUJITFOO'i\ l!r. U\'• 
JNGSTON, Mrs. LLO\'D, Mr. LoT'l', Mr. Lowsa1· o{ California, Mr. LUJAN, 
Mr. THOMAS A. LUKEN, Mr. DONALD E. LUKENS, Mr. LUNQ2EN, Mr~ 
liC'CANDLESS, Mr. M<~CoLLt'M. Mr. McCuRDY, Mr. McDADE, Mr. 



)JcEWEN, Mr. Mc-GRATH, )lr. :UcMn.LAN or Nonh Carolina. Mr. Mcllu •• 
UNo{ llarj•land, Mr. M.Acx, Mr. )UcXAt, Mr. MADIGAN, Mr. MAltt.ENZE. 

Mr. M.AKTJN o{ New r ork, Mrs. liAJtTlN ol Dlinois, Mrs. liETZBS or 
Kansas, Mr. MICHEL, Mr. Nn .. J..~R ol Ohio, Mr. Mu.t£1 ol \\·uhington, Ur. 
)fOUN.\11, Mr. MoNTOO~BT, llr. MooaHEAD, Mr. l!oBilSON of "·uh· 
ington, Mr. NJAl., Mr. NELION of Florida, Mr. NJCHOU, llr. Ntzt.-SON oC 
Utah, Mr. ORTIZ, l1r. OwENS or Utah, Mr. OXLEl". llr. PACJtAltJ), Yr. 
P4ltl18, Mrs. PATTiltSON, Mr. P£}\~i·, Mr. PzTJU, Mr. Ptcnz, Mr. 
PottnJt, Yr. Piucz of North Carolina, Mr. PvaaELL, Yr. Qt'ILL!li, Mr. 
lUVZNEL, Mr. BAY, Mr. RIOVLA, Mr. !ICR.ABDSON, llr. Rtr>OE, Mr. 
lliTtBJt, )lr. RoaJJ'I'S, Mr. RoaxN&ON, llr. BozxEa, Mr. BoaEBS, Jdr. 
BosE, Mr. RoTH, Mr. Ro\\~4N» of CoMecdcut, llr. Rov.'l.A"-'"» of Georgia, 
Mrs. SA.lKl, Mr. SAXTON, lir. ScHAEJPEX, Mr. SCJW'£TTE, Mr. SCHVl.IE, 

Mr. SENazt.-.aztn."'l!l, Mr. SHA"'• Mr. SJn..~'AT, llr. SHUSTz•. llr. 
SU!N, Mr. SaLTON, Kr. 8LAt10HTEB or Vlrpda, llr. SNl'fH of Ne\\' 
Jera~~·, ~· DENlla"'Y SMITH, Mr. S~rtTH of Texas, Mr. SwTH of N~· Ra:mp
lhire, Mrs. SMITH ol Nebraska, lb. SNO\\~, Mr. Sot,OKOM, Mr. SPENCE, 

Yr. ST.U.UNCS, Yr. STAJ(OJ!L.At.-zl, Mr. Sn:KP, Mr. StrNDQtnST, Mr. 
S\\6Zt.~Y, Mr. S\\'t~~~J., Mr. TAUON, Mr. TA.VD, llr. T.Al"LL1l, llr. 
TAt:ZIN, lfr. THO)U.S of California, Mr. UPTON, Mr. Y A.LB~~INE, llr. 
VAr.1)EJ JAGT, Mr. YOJ..KM!S, lin. VUCA.N0\1CH, Mr. W A.LDZ. llr. 
".ATXINS, Mr. "EBEI, l!r. ".EJ.l)ON, Mr. "'Hl1'TA.KU, Mr. Wu.soN, ).lr. 
\\·oLP, lfr. "·oJtTLE\", llr. ".\1-JE, Mr. Yot.TNG of Alaaka, and Mr. YouNG 
ot Florida) introduced the follo"inl joint resolution; ,.:hich ""as referred to 
the Committt• on tht Judiciaey 

JOINT RESOLUTION 
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution to provide for a 

balanced budget for the United· States Government and for 
greater accountability in . the enactment of tu legislation. 

1 Ruolwd .·Jrv. the S11UJ-te a.nd H oUJJe of Representatives 

2 of .the United States of America in Oongres& · cusembled 

S (two-thircls of e~n H ou.se concurring therein), That the fol-

4 lo\\ing article is proposed a.s an amendment to the Constitu· 

5 tion o! the United States, "'hich shall be valid to all intents 

6 and purposes as part oi the Constitution if ratified by the 
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-1 legislatures o{ three-lort.hs of the several States "ithin seYen 

2 years alter its submission to the States for ratification: 

8 ".AJlTICLE-

4 "SECTION 1. Prior to each fiscal year, the Conaress and 

~~ 5 the President Shall agree on an estimate ol total receipts for 

...JO ~~:~ 6 that fiscal year by enactment into la"' of a joint resolution 

'oO '1a 0~~ ~ devot.ed solely to that aubject. Total outlays for that year 

'?- (_'t-~ ~f.Jtt-t"J\ ~shall no~ exceed the level ot estim&.ted receipts set forth in 

~J'' <b~ \~V 9 auch joint resolution, unless three-fifths of the total member· 

. ~~ ~ .-'( 10 ship of each Houati · of Congress shall pro.,ide, by a rollcall 

t:r-~ ll vote, for a specific excess ol outlays over estimated receipts. 

12 ''SECTION 2. Whenever actual outlays exceed actual re-

18 ceipts for any fiscal year, the Congress shall, in. the ensuing 
. . 

14· fiscal year, provide by law for the repayment of such excess. 

15 The public· debt of the United States shall ·not be increased 

16 unleas three-fifths of the total membership of each House 

17 shall provide ·by law for such an increase by a roD call vote. 

18 "SECTION a. Prior to each fiscal year. the President 

19 shall transmit to the Congress a proposed budget for the 

20 United States Government for that fiscal year in '\\'hich total 

21 outlays do not exceed total receipts. 

· 22 .,SECTION 4. No bill to increase revenue. ahall become 

23 law unless approved by a majority of the total membership or 
24 each House by a rollcall vote. 

''. --· ... 
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1 "SECTION 5. The provisions o{ this article are waived 

. 2 for any (lScal year in which a declllJ'ation ol war is in effect. 

3 "SBCTION 6. Total receipts shall include all receipts of 

4 the United States except those derived from borrowing. Total 

5 outlays shall include all outlays o£ the United States except 

6 lor those lor repayment ol debt principal. 

7 "SECTION 7. This article shall take effect beginning 

8 with fiscal year 1991 or with the second fiscal year beginning • 

9 after its ratification, \\·hichever is later.". 

0 
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ConStitutiOfL 
of'DJC llnited States of Atncrica 

(&Is afthe Corr.stitadion "o lo•ge- m e/f~tcl 
11re prinuul in jlaJics.) 

PREAMBLE 

WE THE PlE.OJP I.E of the Uniaed States, in order to form a more 
perfect unoollll., establish justice., insure domestic tranquility, provide 
ror du: conamon defcn~. promote: ohc ge-neral welfare, and secure the 
blessings of" Iibert y to ourselves and our posaerity. do ordain and 
:stablish d•is Constitution for 1he United Sdates of America. 

AR'flCLE I 

SE.CfDON 1. All legilfativc powers herein granted .shaRD be vested 
ru a Congn:ss of ohc IUnitt"d StaGe~ .. which shaiD consist of a Senate 
nd House: of Representatives. 

SECTDON 2. The House of Representatives shaJO be composed of 
acmbns chosen every second year by nbc pcoplt of the several 

7 

ARDCLEIV 

SEC'nON 1. Full faith and credit shaD be given in each State to 
the public: acts9 records and judiciaD proceedings o! every odatlT ~late. 

N And ah~ Congv-css may by pert~lllaws ptt~ the manner in which 
rt such acts, ~cords and proceeditmgs shalll be proved, md the effect 
llt thereof. 

SECDON 2. The citizens or each State shall be entitled ao aU . 
priviJcgrs and immunities of citizcm in the several States. 

A penon charged in any State with treason, f~lony, or other 
crime, who shall. Dec from ·justice, and lx "found in anotlbcr State, 
shall, on danand of the executive authority of the State from which· 
he fled. be dtDivc:r~cl up, to be removed to the State having 
j~risdnction off the aome. 

No p~on held to service. or IIJ6irw m one St11~e. amder the la~a~~ 
tlaert!of. escopmg into Gnotlaer. sluJII. aia coruepmce ofan)P law or 
regulation tlaerein. be dis&htJirged from .AU'Ic serrlice oriiJiior. bul slaaU 
be deliunrd up on clai• of tl&e P•'Y to wlao~ mcla service or labor 
may be due. ,, 

SECI'ION ·5. New States may be admittcd.by tlltc Congrc:u into 
this Union; but no new State. shaDI be G"onnr:d or erected wit·hin tlltc 
jurisdiction or any other State. nor any State lbc formed by the 
iunction or two OJr more States, or parts elf States~ without the 

I ; consent of the legislatures of the States concerned as welD as of the 
·I Congress. 

I : The Congress shall have powrr to dispose off and make all 
: needful rules and regulations ttspecting the territory or other 
: ;>roperty beDonging to the United States; and nothing m the 

! : ~:Onsnitntion shall be so construed· as to prejudice any claims of the 
i: ~United States, or of any particular State. 

rf 
I 

I U) 

: .. SECTION 4. The United States shall guarantee to ncry State in 

I 
I 

ohis Union a republican fonn oC 8ovcmmcnt, .and shall protect each 
..-.>f them against invasion, and on .application or the Bcgislature. or 
,r the executive: (when the Dc:gislature can~o11 be: convened). against 

C'>lomcslic violence. 
m 
• 7. This cbuse was m.ade obaoleae whee .alaw.._, was ab. oliahcdl. (() . -·., 
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AR.TICLE V 

The Congress. whenever two-t._.ds of both Houses sluJI dl~cm i4 
necessary. shall propose amC1Jldmen1s to this Constitution. or. on 
the appliC-ation of abc legisDatur~s of two-thirds o4" the several 
States~ shall c:all a convcn1lion for proposing amendmmts, which • 
in cithctr case, shaD he valj.d llo aD mtents and purposes, as part of 
thiS Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths 
of the several States, or by conventions in thr~e-fourths thereof, as 
the: one or the othcJT mode olt' ratification may be proposal by the 
Congress: l•rovidcd, llaat nil tnn~rulmenl rohi&A m11y be made prior 
.to lhe ye'41' 1808 slaaU in tmy mmaner lljfect dac first Mill fowiA elau-
ses in the hint/a section of the first artiele; 11 and that no State with
out its consent. shall be dcpri-ved.of its equal suffraac in the Senate. 

·ARDeLlE VI 

All debts contracted and engagements entered into, brfore the 
adoption oC thU. Constitution, shall! be as valid aaainst 1thc Urmi&c:d 
States under the Constitution, as under the confederation. 

This Constitution, and the laws of t'-e U111itcd States which shaDll 
be made in pwsu.nce thereof; and aU treaties m•dr, 011' which shaD be: 
rnada:, under the authority of the Unital Sdates, shall be the supreme 
law of the land• and the judges in every State shall be bouDdl thereby, 
any thing in the oonstitution or laws of any State to th~ contn.ry not
withstanding. 

The Sena11:or1 and Rcpirrsennativcs · }lc.forc.,mentioned, and abc 
ancmbers ol· the several State lcgislatun:s, and aU executive and 
judnciaB officers, both of the United States and of the several 
States. shaD be bound by oach or affirmation, to · support this 
Constitution; but no religious test sh.aU cvtr !be required as a qwali
ncallion to any 9flice or public trust under the United States. 

A.RnCLE Vlll 

The ratification of the conventions of rune States. shall be suf· 
ficicnt for the establishment of this Constitution betweca the 
Staks so rasifying the same. 

18. Tbbl temporuy provillioo bccunc obsollctc ia 1808. 
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by laW apPoint a diff;~~-~--.1' - U"'I~C"IRUC'II'"•- UJUCU UhC)' sbai!Jl 
way •. 

SlECTJON 5. Eacb House sball be the judge ~r th~ dcctions. 
(') Kturns and qualifications of its own membcn, ·and a majority of 
..... each sbal ooostiaute ill quorum to do· hiiBimas; but a smaUa number 
P. may a4iourau from day llO day. and may· be authorized to compcD abc 

-t- : aUcndancc: of absent membus. · m auch tmWlRer,· ·and orader such 
penalties as each House may provide. · 

£ada House may determine the rules or its proceedings. punish its . 
JJDCmbcrs f~r disorderly behavior, and. with the c:oncunmce of 
awo-tlhlilrdls. cxpcB a mcmbd. 

Each House shalft lk«p a journal of its proctrdinp, and from time 
to time publish the same.. cxc~pting suclll Par-ts as may. in· their 

judgment, require secrecy; and the ~as and ·nays of the members of 
either House on any question; .shall, at the dr:Gir~ . of .. one-filth. of 

. those present. be cnten:d ~ the jowrnal. · 
Neither House. dluring the scasion of Consrcss, sball .. Without the 

. oonscnt or tbc·othcr. adjouna ·for more-than tmee day~. nor to any 
other place dwu tllnat in which the_ two Houses shaD be sitting. · . 

SECTION di. . The Smaton and R.cpRSCRtativcJ· shall receive ·a 
compensation for their ICJ"Yiccs_ to be: aiOC1l1lailllcd by law, and paid 
. out of the Treasury· of tbc United States. Tht·r shaD in aiJ. cases, 
ex.c~pt '"ason •. felony and breach of t~ ·peace, be privilqced. from 
arrest during their. aumdaace at the ~a~ion of their respective 
Houses, and in goins to and ~auminc .from tbe sam~• and for any 
speech or debate in eiaha Huusc, they shaiDl not be questioned in any 
othn place. · · . 

No Senator or Representative shall, during the tnme for which he 
~was dcctedl, be appointed to any civil orrace wader the authority of 
<the United States, which shall have been created!. or the cniolumcnu 
~whereof shaDI have b«n nncn:a$Cd during such time; and no penon 
..holding any office under the United States, shall be a member of 
acitha House durin& his CODtinumce iJm. office. 
.... 

SECTIION 7. AD bills for raisin1 revenues ahaAI orisinatc in . the 
(') 

m6. The: Tweotictb JUacJUIImcnt chanacd tbia to 641Md lDtaiD at IWOlll oa the dUnt 
~oljl.1lwuy ... 

U) 
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BEHJION OF 1868. 

president. to countermand the president's ordera and to certify 
military ordora to . be " bJ· the direction or the preaident, .. 
when they are notorioualy ltno1t'D &o be contrary to the pree
ideot'a direction, thoelteeping up the rorma or tho constitution 
to which tho people are accuatomed, but practically deposing 
the president from laiR office of commander~in-claicf; ancl sup
r•rcaaing OIW of the great departments of tho government, that 
of dae execuLive; tl•e attempt to withdraw from tlao supremo 
judicial tribunal of the nation, the jurisdiction to examiue f\nd 
decade upon tho conformity or their pretended laws to the 
c~natitution, which was the chief' funct.1on of that august tri
bunal, na organiv.ed J,y tho fathera of the republic; ~all, 1uo 
but &lnltlificcl tUlf'huaationa of tl10 power tlaoylaot)ed to O.C«JUiro 
bj dae ndoption of the aaid amendment. 

To concc•~l frum tho people tho im1nonao alteration& of the 
fundamental law they intendled to ~compDish by the said amend
ment, they gilded tho same with propoaitiona of justice 1lrawn 
rrom the SlalO COnstitUtions; but like all tho eii8DYB of unl~w
ful power to commend ita designs to popular favor, it ia 
marke«l by tho most absurd and incoherent provia~iona. 

It proposos to an"ko it a part of the consti.tution · of· the 
U nitcd Statc11, tlallt naturalized citizens of the U niletl States 
shall be citizens of the United States; as if that were not so 
with01at sucla abtmrcB declaration. 

It lodges with tho legislative branch of the government the 
power of pardon, which properly belongs, by our ayatcm, . to 
the executive. 

·It denounces, and infticta puniahment for past ofl'oncea, by 
constitutional provision, and thus would m"ko the whole peo
ple of this groat nat.ion, in their moat solemn and sovereign 
act, guihy of violating a cardinal principal of Americ:ln lib
trty: that no pu11ishment oa.n be inflicted for any ofl'encf, 
unl0111 it ia provided b.J law before the commission of tbe 
ofenoe. 

' It uaurpa the power of punishment, which, in any colecrent 
ayatom of govermnont. belong• to tho jucliciary, ami commits 
it to the people in their aoYereign capacity. 

h degradfs the n•tion, by proclaiming to the world that no· 
oonfidence can be placed in iu honeaty or morality. 

h appeals to a.he fearil of the pabUic oredi&on by publishing 
a Dibel on the Americaa people, aad fixing it forever in the 
aationaD con8tittdion, aa a a&igma .apon the preserd generation, 
&hat thoro must be cona,i&utional guard& against a repudiation 

1227 1228 JOINT· RF.BOLUTIONS. 

of the public debt ; •• if it were possible that a people who 
·wero 80 corrupt &8 to diaregard such an oLJigati,,n would be 
bound by any contract, conatitutional or otherwise. 

lrt impoaea new prohibition .. upon the power of the atato to 
paaa laws, and interdicls the execution of such parte of the 
common law, aa the national judiciary may edtecm inconsist
ent with tho vague provisions of the saicl llmcntlment, m"•le 
vague for the purpose of (;,cilitating cnc.-oadunents upon the 
livts, liberties and property of the peoplt:. 

It enlarges the judiCial power of the U nitccl States RO ns to 
bring every law pa88cd by the state, nncl cvc~r.v rrincir"l of the 
common law, relu.ting to life liberty, or prnpt~a·t.y witt.in the 
jurisdiction of the federal tribunals, and clmr~es those triba· 
nMIB with duties, to the due performamce ol' which, they, from 
their nature and organization, and thc!ir cliHt;uace fa·om the 
people, nre unequal. 

It makes a new apportionment of reprot;crallltion, in tlu~ na
tional councils, for no other reason tban thereby to eecua-c to 
a faction a sufficient number of the votes of a servile arul ig
norant race to outweigh the intelligent \'Hiccs of tlu.•ir own. 

It seta up a atandard of suffrage dcpcrulcnt entirely upoa 
citizenship, m11jority, inhabitancy o.nd mnnhoocl, anrl aauy in· 
tcrference whatever by the state, imposing ;uay othel' •·cason-· 
able qualifications, as time of inhabitancy, causes a rccluctioa 
of the state's representation. 

But the demand of the supporters of this nmenclment in 
this state: that congress should comp('l t !..· JH:oplc of ~cw 
Jersey to adopt what is callfd "imp:artial ~:ufl'rage,'' m:aba 
it apparent that this section waa intenclecl ''' frrmsfea· to con
gress the whole control of the rigl.t of sufl'nego in the :itate. 
and to deprive the state of a free reprcl'cntation by clC'stroy
ing the power of regulating auffrnge within its own limits, a 
power which they have never been willing to surrender to tbe 
general government, and which was reserved to the states 81 
tt.e fundamental principle on which the constitution itself Will 

constructed, the princifle of self-government.. 
'l'hia section, as wei aa all others of the amenclment, ia 

couched. in ambiguous, fague and obscure language, dae uoi
form resort of those who aeek to encr~ach upon public liberty; 
strictly coaatrued it diapeaacs entirely with a house of refre
aentativea, unleaa the atatfa shall abrogate every qualificauo., 
and eapeciaDiy that of time of inh:~bitancy, without wbicb the 
tight of auft'rage ia worthless. 

'I:·~{ 
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BFffifON Oli, 1868. 

This lcgi!tlature, feeling conscious of the support or the 
.largest llll~jorit.y of the .~eople that has ever given cxr~ression 
to tlw puttlit: will, •lc!cl~&ro that the saitl pror•osecl amencltn(!Ut 
being clc~si1~uc•l to coufcr, or to compel the states to conft·r 
the sovt·rci.~u right. of the elective franclaiae upon a mcc 
which hiLS rwvH given tlac slightcRt evitlcnce, nt nny tinw, or 
iu uuy •tn•u·tt!r uf dac Alnbc, of ita. Cll.palcity fur sclf-govc~rn
tucut, iUtct Crc•d iUI itnpraclic:al,lc Hhlllll:artl uf sun·m~C!, wJ.ida 
will rt!rHI•·r tiJC ri;.;lct vsLiuclt!~s to amy portiou of tim people•, 
WILS int<•u•ll!tl to m·crthrow tlae Hystem of sclf.~ovt:rllacnt uu•lcr 
wf1ich tilt! l"'nple c.f the Ut•itc•el Rt1•tmc hsav" fur ci~lcty yc·:ars 
euju_v,~.l d~o·ir lilu~rtic!tti lut•l itt unfit frn111 it1t ori;.;iu, iu 
ot,jct•t iU11I it::t mutwr to he incorpomtctl with the funci!Lmcmtal 
I:Lw t~f IL free pcupie ; therefore, 

1. Ill~ n lll·::·a,I,\'1-:D b,11tlw .\,·natrtlfttl G,·neral Alfl,m&l'~'l t!{ 
t/,.: ,\'l•llt· ~~r J\',:w .J,·riW!J, 'l'lmt tlw joi1et rcHolution apprc•vc.~·l 
Septmnlwr c•l,·n·nlle, :'nuo clumiui cigletccn huncirctlluul sixt.\'
six, rclatin: to 1arncn•liug the constitution of tho Unit('cl 
States, wltich iti in the following wm·tls, to wit: 

"Joint Itcsulution ratifying dtc Amcn•lmcnt of the Consti.:u
., tiou of the Hnitccl States. 

122~} 

"I. lh; IT IIE~OI.VIm ''" t/,,! S,·,at,• n11./ Gi'llt'r,il.ihsr.m/./1/11··~ .......... , 
"of tltt! ,\'fit/,· ol N,.,, .Ja~t'l/, 'l'ltat the itlll('lltluwnt to till' c!m;. :~.~~~:.~::~ .... . 
"Htitution uf t.lu· L aeitc•l H'tiLtc•:i pro1msc•clat tile! fir:;t scssi•m 
"of tfw tltirty-uiutlt c:U.Ill-(rt'l.lS, lt.Y n rc~sulutittn uf Lilt' st•uatc 
"awllwu~·· uf l"l!prt·~cut;llivc•:i uf tfw Uuitc•l Ht"te:; of Atnf'riCiL 
"in con~rC':>s asst·ml,lecl. to the :;(~,·eml st:atc lcgi.-luturrl', Ito 

"aflll tlw b<IIIIC! i.-; lwrclty ratific•l upon tlae p:nt of tltis IC'gi~-
" l"tclrcl, ltlltl lnatlc• IL pnrt of the COIIStitutiora of the enitccl 
u SLltcs .,f J\ rue rica,. Hnicl ameodm .. nt beiug iu following 
" worth;, to wit: 

"ARTICLE XIV. 

"fh:cTro;v I. A II r)ersona born or .naturaliz(!tl in tl:i• fTnih·•l •·m·~•n•••h 
· • IIIUI~II•hth'lll. u St;ltc:t, 1uacl sui~JCct to the jurisclict.iou then:of, :H .. , •• ;t.t'IIR 

" of the IJ nit eel ~t;ttes, ancl of tlae state wherein they resicle. 
"No Rtlltc: t;fmll uualu or enforce any law which shall abridge 
" the tn·ivilc;;e:-t or immunities of citizens of the United Stlltes, 
" nor shall auy stu.te deprive any person of life, liberty or 
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ICto!OOhltiOO 
r ... clndL'tl. 

1 ~:11 

c: ... ut~ 1 
,-,~: ,,,. ot. I.,, 

"···· ....... , "~. 

u propt>rty without clue process of r .. w, nor •leny to any pf'r
u aon within ita jurittdiction the ecpaal flrntc!ction of tlat' lawe. 

" St:CTION 2. Ueprcsentatives shflll l•e npportionecl among 
" the several states according to tlteir rc:.pt•ctive numLere, 
" counting the whole nunther of pers(lns in r.nd1 state, ex
" clucling lnclians not taxccl; but wbcn tlw riRIIt to ''ole at 
" :any c~lcction for the choice of clrdnnt fm· · prC'Riclt~nt ancD 
"vic(!·presifient of the Enited ~tate•:.;, rcprescntn1ives in 
"congr('SI', the executire ftrtcl judicial uflit!crs of '' sa:atc, or 
" the membcnt of tl10 lt•gislslture tl•creuf, i~ clcmic••l tu any of 
"the male inhabitants of such state', lu~iu,_; hYt!nty-uuc• years 
"of n~e ancl citiz~ll!t of th~ Hnitecl Btalt'R, nr in ;my way 
"nlni•lge•l, except for participation in rdu.dliun or other 
"crim•·, the hn~i:t of rc•prc~cntntion tlwrc~in lihall he rt•tltU!('tl 
"in tlw propnrlinn wlaida tlte taumlte•r ,,f :-;udt ltt:tlt• t iti7.c·u~ 
"Hball hrnr lo tlac whole nunaltc•· of 1u ,j,. t:iti~cm:t t\H!IIty-ouc 
" ye•mt of n~o in t~uch &tate. 
"~tWTION :l. No penon shall be n ~t·n:atm· nr rr.J•rrst·nta

" ti\'(' in t•ougu•ss, or el~ctor of prt'sicltmt or vier. p:·t·~icll•nr, 
"or hold nny office, civil or military, unclcr tiH! a· niu·rl' 
''Stale's, or uauler :my &tate, who, haviu:,: previou~ly t:al\cn an 
"o:atla ns a mcmhc>r of cnngrrf:H, or ns :ua · nllit:c•r of tlw l'uitt'd 
"Statrs, or n~ :' ltl('nthcr nf any·stntc l•·.~i-.lstlurc•, ur :es Rn 
"exc•c:uti\'C C\1' juclic:i:ll oflicer ••f smy :-otnte, to ~uppurt tht 
"cnustilution uf the Unitccl StatcM, Rlaull have I'U;!:I,!!t'cl in 
'' iul'urrc!ction or rcbt~Hion ngaiu:-~t tlw :~arne, or ~in·u ui•l or 
"cnmfnrt to the cn,•mie!l thrreof; l11at cnu;.;rc~ss may, l•y n 
" \'nit• nf two-llairtl)4 of (•:tda hcmse, rc•mu;·e· such tlisaltility. 

" l" ECTI0:'-1 ·1. 'l'he valt•lity uf the I'll Mit· tlt.·ht of till' l"uitf'cl 
"State~, authorizc•l by lnw, inclncling tlcht~ incmrf'•l fur the 
" paymentR of pr.nsinns anti bountic·~ fur :wrvicett in ~III•J'ft'l'S
" in~ insurrcctiun or rebellion, shall not be clnt'.:stinelt'cl; but 
"nrithcr the l:nited States, nor anv ~1:\t(•, !'hall a~~ume or 
"pay any debt or ubligatiCJn incurrecl in aitl of insurrection 
"or rebellion :tgainst the UnitP.d ~lates, or any daien for 
"t'he loss or emancipation of any sl:avt!; hut all Roda •lcltta. 
"obli~ations Bncl claimH aluell bo hclel illc·ri:al :ancl vuicl. 

"St-:CTION 5. '11he congress shnll htu·e puwcr to enforce, by 
"nppmpriote l"l~i3lation, the provi~ions of this article. •• 
Be and d·, .<i! is hereby rescindecl, nncl tlae const•nt oa 
behalf of lh ··L•Lc of New Jersey to rntify the propo~tccl fov
tcentb amendment to the constitution of the U nitcd Stntea, ia 
hereby: withdrawn. 

:!. .AJ1r/ f,e it rt'aolt•e,f, 'flmt co,pies of tlte foregoing J>rc:lm
blc and a·esolution, certified to by· th~ president of the senate 
an•l B(»etalcr of the general assembly, he forwarded to the 
prcsiclent of the United States, the secretary of state of tltc 
lJ nitecl St:atca, to each of our senators ancl rcprcscnltHi\'cs in 
congn•sN, suacl to the govc!rnora of the n•sr»r.ctive atlltt•s.' 

3. A u.l he it resolved, '!'lmt these resolutions shall talc 
cflt~ct immc•lintelv. 

1'a!isccl Marcia ·27, 18oR. 
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SENATE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE F'OR 

SENATE CONCURRENT RFSOLUTION N~. 39, 68 and 
AmfBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 30 (ACS) 

Sf ATE OF NEW JERSEY 

ADOPTED MARCH 11. 1993 

Sponsored by SenatorS DORSEY. EWING. PALAIA. 
Assemblymen KAMIN and GARRETT 

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION applying to the Congress of the 
United States for the calling of a convention for thP. purp«J~P. or 
propos1ng an amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. 

WHEREAS. The federal budget has _not been balanced in 21 

consecutive years and has been balanced just once in the past 
30 years; and 

WHEREAS. The Congress of the Un1ted States has repeatedly 
repealed statutory requirements that mandate a balanced 
federal budget; and 

WHEREAS. The failure of the federal budget process has 
produced a large and pennanent federal budget deficit and 
growing national debt; and. 

WHEREAS. Such large ~eficits and debt endanger the jobs. 
1ncomes and retirement security of the .. \merican people; and 

WHEREAS. Such deficits and debt also divert scarce public 
resources from crucial programs to pay interest on the national 
debt; and 

WHEREAS. Such deficits and debt also constrict the federal 
government· s ability to address national problems and respond 
to new needs; and 

WHEREAS. Such deficits and debt also increase pressures. to raise 
taxes on the American people: now. therefore. 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Senate of the Stau of New Jersey 
27 fthe General Auembly concurring}: 
28 1. The Legislature of the: State of New Jersey makes 
29 application to the Congress of the United $tates for a convention 
30 to be called under Article V of the Constitution of the United 
31 States for the sole. specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an 
32 amendment to the Constitution of the United States to reqUire a 
33 balanced federal budget. 
34 2. An amendment to the Constitution of the United States to 
35 be proposed by a convention for submission to the states for 
36 ratification shall require that, with certain exceptions. each 
37 fiscal year the President of the United States shall submit and 
38 the Congress of the United States shall adopt a balanced federal 
39 budget. 
40 3. If Congress adOpts. before 90 days after the legislatures of 
41 two-thirds of the states have made application for· a convention 
42 as described in section 1 of this resolution. an amendment to the 

WHEN DO YOU THINK THE 11 FREE" 

PRESS WILL LET YOU IN ON THIS 

BEST KEPT SECRET???!!! 
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Constitution.of the Un1ted States 'COntaming provts1ons stmdar ;rJ 

1 subject matter to that containf!d in section 2 of th1s resolut1on. 
then this application for a convention shall no lon~er be of any 
force or effect. 

5 4. With the exception noted in section 3. the application 
6 contained in section 1 constitutes a continumg applicat1on 1r1 

7 accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the Umted 
8 States W'ltil at least two-thirds of the legislatures of the several 
q states have made application· for a convent1on to propose an 

10 amendment similar in subject matter to that contained In sectlon 
11 2 of this resolution. 
12 s. Thts application for a limited constitutional conventton shall 
13 be automatically rescinded if the Supreme Court of the United 
14 States holds that the Congress of the United States cannot call a 
15 constitutional convention limited solely and exclusivF!ly to the 
16 subject requested by two-thirds of the several states. 
1 7 6. This application shall be deemed null and vo1d. rescinded. 
1 H and of no effect in the event that a convention callF!d pursuant to 

1 'l this resolution is not limited to the specific and e'c:lu~'vF! purpo..,1~ 

~~~ set forth m sect1on 1 or this resolution. 
:.; 1 7. Duly authenticated copies of this resolutiOn. s1gnrrl hy ~~~~ 

Pres1dtmt of the Senate and the Speaker of the GenP.rill Asst-:rnltl ~ 

21 and attP.sted by the Secretary of the Senate and tht! Cieri-. of tr.~ 

:.:-1 General Assembly. shall be transmitted to the President oi the 
:.;5 United States Senate. the Speaker of the United States House of 

:.;F Representatives. each member of Congress elected thereto from 
11 New Jersey and the presiding officer of each house of each starr. 
18 legislature in the United States. 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 Applies to Congress for constitutional convention for proposing 
35 amendment to balance federal budget. 

SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

STATEMENT TO 

SENATE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE F'OR 

SENATE CONCURRENT RFSOLUTION Nos. 39, 68 and 
m:MBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 30 (ACS) 

Sf ATE OF NEW JERSEY 

DATED: MARCH 11. 1993 

The Senate State Government Committee reports without 
recommendation a Senate Committee Substitute for Senate 
Concurrent Resolution No. 39. Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 
68. and Assembly Concurrent Resolution, No. 30 (ACS). 

The purpose of this concurrent resolution is to serve as an 
application to the United States Congress for the purpose of calling 
a convention, pursuant to Articie V of the United States 
Constitution. for the sole. specific and exclusive purpose of 
proposing an amendment to the Umted States Constitution tc 

reqUire a balanced federal budget. 
An amendment to the Constitution of the United States to be 

proposed by a convention for submission to the states for 
ratification shall requite that; with certain exceptions. the 
President of the United States shall s-&:&bmit and the Congress of the 

United States shall adopt a balanced federal budget each itscal year. 



· Statement to the Senate State Government Committee 
of the New Jersey State Legislature . 

Re: The Proposed Resolution Calling for a Constitutional Convention 
May 27, 1993 

lVIy name is Phyllis Schlafly. On behalf of the 3,000 members of 
New Jersey Eagle Forum, I urge you to reject all proposals calling for a 
new Constitutional Convention. 

Last Friday, Dan Rather led off the CBS-TV. Evening News by 
describing a "tax revolt" which, he said, is sweeping the country just like 
Proposition 13 did a few years ago. CBS reported that ti re is enormous 
public resistance to raising taxes for any purpose. · . ~ 

f.) ' ' (', ~ . .-,1.- \'_re-
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In the late 1970s, when"the Balanced Budget Amendment was passed 
by a number of State Legislatures, it sounded to some people like a 
constructive way to address the problem of federal deficits. At that time, 
federal deficits were relatively small. Most of the states that passed calls 
for a Constitutional Convention did so during the years of the Jimmy 
Carter Administration. 

But we live in a different world now, with the current federal deficit 
running at about $350 billion. It is not believable that the current 
Congress would cut out $350 billion in federal spending· a year. The 
current Congress is talking about spending more, not less. 

So, how would Congress balance the budget if the Constitution 
required it to do so? By raising taxes, that's how! The joker in this 
whole argument is that the Balanced Budget Amendment would not require 
Congress to cut spending! So a Balanced Budget Amendment would give 
the green light for raising taxes. Liberal big-spending Congressmen· would 
weep crocodile tears and say, "I'm sorry. I didn't want to do it, but the 
Constitution forced us to balance the budget, and the only way we could 
do it was to raise taxes." 

Balancing the federal budget today would mean raising taxes an 
awesome 30 percent or more. A Balanced Budget Amendment would give 
the big-spenders the excuse they've been waiting for. 
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Other state legislators across the country have realized how 
circumstances about the deficit have changed. Not a single State 
Legislature since 1983 has passed a resolution calling for a Constitutional 
Convention. The pro-Con Con groups have continued to force votes about 
a Constitutional Convention in state after state, but they have failed to win 
in a single state during the last ten years. Just this year, the Con Con 
advocates made major efforts to get a Con Con passed in Michigan and 
Montana, but the State legislators were too smart to go along. 

Meanwhile, over the last ten years, three other State Legislatures 
woke up to the fact that circumstances have changed and rescinded their 
previous calls for a Con Con. There has to be something mighty wrong 
with an amendment that couldn't pass a single legislature in ten years! 

To call for a Constitutional Convention today would put New Jersey 
out of step with reality and out of step with public opinion. The danger 
from raising taxes is only one of many compelling reasons why I urge 
New Jersey to reject all proposals to call for a Constitutional Convention. 

The second reason is that it would open up our great Constitution to 
being manipulated by the media in a free-for-all Convention wholly 
dominated by Big Media. 

A new Constitutional Convention would be like holding the 
Republican and Democratic National Conventions together·- at the same 
time, in the same· hall. Imagine the confrontations of partisan politicians 
and pressure groups, the clash of liberals and conservatives, the tirades of 
the activists, the bedlam and the tension that· happen when large numbers 
of people try to make group decisions in a huge auditorium. Imagine the 
gridlock as the Jesse Helms caucus tries to work out a constitutional 
change with the Jesse Jackson caucus! 

Such an event would be a self-inflicted wound that could do 
permanent damage to our nation, to our process of self-government, and 
possibly even to our liberties. 



The most influential players in a new Constitutional Convention 
would be Big Media (such as Dan Rather and Sam Donaldson) giving on
the-spot interviews and predictions of what they are trying to make 

, happen. As we saw in the 1992 presidential campaign, the media elite 
have made themselves players in the political process, not just observers, 
and a Constitutional Convention would be the biggest media event of our 
time. The original Constitutional Convention of 1787 deliberated in 
complete secrecy and there were no leaks to the press. That is -obviously 
impossible today. 

The demonstrators would hold court outside the convention hall, 

3. 

with the TV cameras giving us daily, live, on-the-spot coverage of 
pressure groups and radicals demanding constitutional changes. We would 
have round-the-clock coverage by CNN and C-Span. Demonstrations 
would be staged by the pro-abortionists and the pro-lifers, the gay activists 
and their opponents, the feminists led by Molly Yard or Eleanor Smeal, 
the environmentalists, the pro- and anti-gun control people, the animal 
rights extremists, the D.C. Statehood agitators, those who want to relax 
immigration and those who would restrict it, and the unions - all 
demanding that their perceived "rights" be recognized in the Constitution. 

The advocates of a Constitutional Convention try to make us beiieve 
that it would be a dignified gathering· where scholarly delegates would 
discuss constitutional issues and come to the constructive conclusion that 
our fiscal situation requires a Balanced Budget Amendment. They are 
dreaming. Politics is not dignified and reasonable - it is confrontational, 
divisive, and ruled by 20-second television sound-bites. 

Nobody can assure us what the rules or the agenda of a new 
Constitutional Convention would be. The advocates of a Constitutional 
Convention have presented some lawyers to try to tell us that the agenda 
would be limited to considering a single proposal, such as the Balanced 
Budget Amendment. But we ·are not assured. The most prestigious 
constitutional authorities in the country, both conservative and liberal, say 
it is impossible for Congress or anyone else to limit the agenda. The 
highest authority who has spoken out on this subject is retired Chief 

,,X 
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Justice Warren Burger, who said,· "There is no effective way to limit or 
muzzle the actions of a Constitutional Convention. . . . After a 
Convention is convened, it will be too late to stop the Convention if we 
don't like its agenda. " . 

Your New Jersey resolution contains a provision stating that it will 
be "null and void" if the Constitutional Convention is not limited to the· 
specific purpose ofa Balanced Budget Amendment. But you won't find 
out if the Convention will take up other issues until the Convention 
actually meets, at which time the delegates will make their own rules. If 
the Convention doesn't obey your resolution, your only option would be 
for your New Jersey delegates to pick up their marbles and go home. 
Meanwhile, the Constitutional Convention would roll along with its own 
unstoppable momentum. 

4 

The political reasons why a Convention could not be limited to a · 
single issue are just as compelling as the legal arguments. Nearly all those 
who are promoting a Constitutional Convention for a Balanced Budget 
Amendment are also promoting other amendments to our Constitution, and 
it is not believable that they would pass up the opportunity to get the 
Convention to take up their other proposals. 

Powerful and politically active pressure groups, from both the right 
and the left, are now working for such significant constitutional changes as 
Term Limitation, the Line-Item Veto, prayer in public schools, and 
modifying our Separation of Powers (which they call "gridlock") in order 
to move toward a parliamentary form of government. Ross Perot wants 
three amendments; Ronald Reagan and John Sununu want four 
amendments. ·.Anybody who understands politics knows that the powerful 
forces working to take away our right to own guns would never pass up 
such a golden opportunity to rescind the Second Amendment - and that's 
why every group working to protect the Second ·Amendment is opposed to 
calling a Constitutional Convention. The pro-life and the pro-abortion 
groups both have a track record of voting for candidates on their single· 
issue regardless of any other factor, and they will surely play a big role in 
any Convention. 
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A national :,:;onvention would throw confusion~ uncertainty, and court 
cases around our governmental process and make us look foolish in the 
eyes of the world. It would be a whole new industry for lawyers. A 
Constitutional Convention could not be. the formula to restore fiscal 
integrity to our government when the first thing it would do is to unsettle 
our financial markets and make the world wonder if our American system 
of government will survive. 

Regardless of what Con Con resolutions any states might pass, and 
regardless of how those resolutions might purport to limit a Con Con to 
one issue, Congress is ·still in the catbird .seat. Congress could .·ote out a 
Balanced Budget Amendment and then use it as an excuse to r: . .)e taxes. 
Or, Congress could just thumb its nose at the State Legislatures. Or, 
Congress could actually call a Constitutional· Convention in order to divert 
public attention from Congress's reckless tax-and-spend behavior. State 
Legislatures can start a constitutional conflagration, but State Legislatures 
cannot put out the fire once ignited, cannot control its spread, and cannot 
control the winds that will fan this fire in ways we cannot now foresee. 

The miracle of our great United States Constitution is that it has 
lasted for two centuries, accommodating our great geographic and 
economic expansion, while preserving individual liberties. We recently 
witnessed the inauguration of our 42rid President. No other countty~in 
history has had 42 peaceful transfers of power from one regime to the 
next. How could we possibly allow our great Constitution to be 
jeopardized by calling a national Convention at a time when so many 
special-interest groups want to rewrite it in different ways! 

We are proud to stand with the American Legion and the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars in opposing a Constitutional Convention. Those who have 
fought for America realize how precious.our Constitution is. We are not 
·willing to make our Constitution the political plaything of those who think 
they can do a better job that our Founding Fathers. I urge you to vote NO 

· and save us from having to spend precious energies fighting a terrible 
idea. Let's join together in pressuring Congress to cut spending and cut 
taxes. 

I 



Considering Some Arguments from· the Other Side 

Q. The Con Con advocates ass en that a Convention couldn't do any more mischief than our 
current mischievous Congress. 
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A. This is false because, first, Congress is bound by Article VI of our present Constitution, 
which requires every· Member to take an oath to support our present Constitution, while 
delegates to a Constitutional Convention are exempted from this requirement. Secondly, any 
constitutional change proposed by Congress must get a two-thirds majority in both the House 
and the Senate. A Constitutional Convention would not have two houses and, until the 
Convention convenes and adopts rules of procedure, no one can know whether the body 
would vote out changes by a simple majority or a super majority. 

Q. The Con Con advocates say there are "safeguards" that assure us a Constitutional 
Convention will surely be limited to just one. issue. 

A. The number-one "safeguard" they cite in ~eir literature is that the U.S. Senate Judiciary 
Committee approved Section 10 of a federal procedures act which states that no amendments 
may be considered by a Con Con except the one stated in the call for a Convention. But 
this legislation never passed! Would you have the nerve to tell your constituents that their 
rights are safe because of a section in a bill that never passed! 

Q. The Con Con· advocates cite legal authorities to say that a Constitutional Convention can 
be limited to one issue. 

A. Lawyers are advocates, you can find a lawyer to argue any position. However, they 
don't have any lawyer as important as former Chief Justice Warren Burger. Many other 
distinguished· professors of constitutional law, both conservatives and liberals, say it is 
impossible to restrict the agenda of a Constitutjonal Convention to consideration of one issue. 
These authorities include Charles Alan Wright of the University of Texas, Gerald Gun_ther of 
Stanford, Charles Black of Yale, and Walter Dellinger of Duke. They say that, even if 
Congress orders the·Constitutional·Convention to consider only a Balanced Budget 
Amendment, the Convention delegates can ignore that instruction and set their own agenda. 

Q. Bur the Con Con advocmes say that. the American Bar Association supports their view on 
a limited Constitulional Convention. 

A. I don't know why anyone would cite the American Bar Association as an authority, since 
it is a very political organization that takes left-wing positions on a long list of issues. But 
the American Bar Association report on this subject is very damaging to their cause because 
it says that the time period during which Con Con resolutions on a particular issue are valid 
should be no more than seven yea.rs. If you accept this ABA report as some kind of 
authority, then the supporters of.a Constitutional Convention for a Balanced Budget 
Amendment have no case at a11 - because IlQ state has passed a single one of these Con· Con 
resolutions within the last ten years, and three states have rescinded· their earlier resolutions! 



Q.. ec·COn ·Con advocates. say ·"don't worry - any mischief a Convention ·might> do· would.· 
have to be submitted to the State Legislatures." 

A. No, it won't .. Under Article V of the U.S. Constitution, Congress can bypass the State 
Legislatures completely and call· a convention in each state to ratify the proposed changes. 
Furthermore, we can't be sure how many states would have to ratify an amendment, 
regardless of which method is used. If a Convention can change any other section of the 
Constitution, then it can also change the ratification formula. That's exactly what the 1787 
Constitutional Convention did - it changed the number of states required for ratification 
from 100% to 75%. A new Constitutional Convention could change that percentage from 
75% to 60% or even 51%. 

Q. The Con Con advocates say that the history of the 17th Amendment shows that, if nearly 
eMugh stares pass Con Con resolutions, Congress will see the handwriting ·1 the wall and 
send a Balanced Budget Amendment out to the states for ratification. 

A. The more recent history of the proposed Dirksen Reapportionment Amenument proves 
exactly the opposite. In the 1960s, when nearly enough states passed resolutions calling for 
a Constitutional Convention to consider a Reapportionment Amendment, Congress just 
thumbed its nose at the states, and the whole proposal died. 

Q. Many states have held limited state constitutional conventions, so that means a federal 
Constirurio1UJI Convention would be limited, too. 
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A. No, it doesn't. All those state conventions were subject to the United States Constitution. 
However, the delegates to a new federal Constitutional Convention are specifically exempted 
under Article VI from having to take an oath of loyalty to the United States Constitution. 
Furthermore, the president of one of the most successful state constitutional· conventions in 
recent memory, Sam Witwer of Illinois, is fmnly opposed to calling a feder::l constitutional 
convention because he understands that it opens up an entirely different can of wonns. 

Q. The Con Con adWXIJles accuse the opponents of a Constitutional Convention of being 
against a balanced budget. 

A. That is ridiculous - and dishonest. We are for balanced budgets, but not at the price of 
calling a risky Constitutional Convention, and not at the price of J:"aising taxes. 

Phyllis Schlajly is an attorney, an author who has written widely on constitutional 
subjects, and the president of Eagle Forum (a national conservative, pro-family 
organization). She served· as a member of the Commission on the Bicentennial of the 
U.S. Constitution by appointment of President Reagan. 

68 Fairmount, Alton, Illinois 62002, (618) 462-5415. 
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CI-!AM6£~S OF" June 22, 1988 
CH IE~ ..J U Sit CE: 8U RG :::R 

Dear Phyllis: 

I an1 glad to respond to your inquirj about a proposed 
Article V Constitutional Convention. I have beenasked questions 
about thistopic many times during my news conferences and at 
college meetings since I beca:ne Chairman of the Commission on the 
Bicentennial of the u.s. Constitution, a~d I have repeatedly 
replied that such a convention would be a grand waste of time. 

! have also repeatedly given my opinion that there is_no 
effective way to limit or muzzl~ ~he action~ of a Ccnstitutional 
Convention. The convention could make its own rules and set its 
own agenda. Congress might try to li:nit the Convention to one 
amendment or to one issue, but there is no way to assure that the 
Convention would obey. After a Convention is convened, it will 
be too late to step the Convention if we don't like its agenda. 
The meeting in 1787 ignored the limit placed by the 
Confederation Congress "for the sole and express purpose.;" 

With George Was-hington as chair:nan, they were able to 
deliberate in total secrecy, with no press coverage and no leaks.· 
A Constitutional Convention today would be· a free-for-all for 
special interest groups, television coverage, and press 
speculation. 

Our 1787 Constitution was referred to by several of its 
authors as a "miracle." Whatever gain might be hoped:for from a 
new Constitutional Convention could not·be worth the risks 
involvedo A new Convention could plunge our Nation into 
constitutional confusion and confrontation at every turn, with no 
assurance that focuswould be on the subjects needing attention. 
I have discouraged the idea of a Constitutional Convention, and I 
am glad to see states rescinding their previous resolutions 
requesting a Convention. In these Bicentennial years, we should 
be celebrating its long life, not challenging its very existence. 
Whatever may need repair on our Constitution can be dealt with by 
specific amendments. 

Mrs. Phyllis Schlafly 
68 ·Fairmount 
Alton, IL 62002 



NATIONAL 'IAxPAYERS UNION 

Statement of 

David Keating 

Executive Vice President, 
National.Taxpayers Union 

Before the 

State Government Committee 
of the 

New Jersey Senate 

on 

ACR 30 and SCR 68 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, on behalf of the National 
Taxpayers Union's 200,000 members, including our 6,000 New Jersey members, thank 
you for the opportunity to present our views on ACR 30 and SCR 68, a resolution calling 
for a Convention limited to proposing a balanced fed~ral budget amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution. Few measures could be more critical to enact. 

To date, 32 states have adopted resolutions calling for an Article V convention for 
the sole. puxpose of proposing a Balanced Budget Amendment. A scare campaign 
-persuaded three States (Alab~ Florida, and Louisiana) to repeal their resolutions, but 
many citizens and Legislators are working to restore these resolutions~ Our opponents 
have trie.J. repeatedly to repeal most of the 32 State resolutions. Whenever there has been 
a full he~-ing, their efforts failed and the State Legislature maintained its Balanced 
Budget Amendment Convention resolution. 

The Framers of the U.S. Constitution assumed each generation of Americans 
would pay its own bills-and that the federal budget would, over time, remain roughly in 
balance. According to Thomas Jefferson, "we should consider ourselves unauthorized to 
saddle posterity with our debts, and morally bound to pay them ourselves." 

This assumptio~and this moral commianent-. remained in force for close to 
200 years. But today, the behavior of the Congress and the president no longer reflec-ts a 
moral commianent to balance the budget. In today' s era of mass media~ special interest 
politics, and expensive and sophisticated election campaigns, the checks and balances 
established 200 years ago are not up to the job ofcontrolling the federal deficit. 
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Recent Congresses and presidents bave proven themselves incapable of acting· in 
the ·broader national interest on fiscal matters .. Whenever Congress considers actions . 
(like spending cuts) that could help balance the budge~ the average American stands to 
gain from fiscal restraint. But the benefit most people realize from restraining any single 
budget item is relatively small. Few are aware of it. and fewer still express their views 
about it. By contras~ those who stand to lose from budget restraint-. typically the 
beneficiaries and administrators of spending programs-are well aware of what they 
stand to lose. So they mount tightly-focused lobbying campaigns, buttressed by 
campaign contributions and direct mail. Legislators have to show uncommon 
statesmanship and take big. political risks to stand up to·these pressures and vote in·the 
national interest instead. Sometimes they do, but usualiy·they do not. The ·special 
interests win, and deficits mount. · 

This is why we have not had a balanced budget in 22 straight years, and only one 
in the last 30. Deficits grow bigger and funher out of control as the years pass. A 
succession of presidents and Congresses has proven unable to stem this historic and 
highly dangerous turn of events. The feeble deficit-reduction efforts taken by the 
Congress and the president over the last four years offer yet another example of this. 
Despite wide bipartisan agreement about the danger of deficits, this fiscal year's budget 
deficit is projected to reach over $300 billion. A balanced budget is nowhere in sight. 

Before long, the very solvency of the United States of America will be a stake. 
This crisis of deficit spending has plainly reached constitutional proportions. 

Our experience of the past 30 years demonstrates that a constitutional amendment 
must be enacted if we are to guarantee the fiscal integrity of our nation for this and future 
generations. · 

DEFICIT FINANCING IS HARMFUL TO THE NATION'S FUTURE. 

Deficits rose sharply during a period of prosperity. So why the concern? If our 
economy swts booming, can't we simply grow our way out of these deficits? 

That would be nice if it were true, but it isn 'L The economy grew steadily for 
almost eight years, but the deficits contiriued. We are in the midst of what could easily be 
a decade-long string of deficits averaging $200 billion. Deficits in FY '91, '92 and '93 
could add up to a trillion dollars of new borrowing. 

As· deficits mount, so does the national debt. ·It took our nation 205 years-from 
177 6 to 1981-to reach a $1 trillion debt. It took only 8 years to reach $3 trillion. 

Each year, interest payments rise as the overall debt grows. These payments are 
one of the fastest-rising items in the federal budget-they now account for vinually the 
entire deficit. all by themselves. The gross interest costs in 1992 were the single largest 
item in the Federal budget. 

As the cost of debt service rises, the pressures on the federal budget will get worse 
and worse. In 1969, we used to spend less than 9% of government receipts on interest 
payments. Now we spend 27%. Mounting interest payments will crowd out funding for 
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essential government services, and we will not be able to ·accommodate any new 
ptioritie~unless we make massive cuts in other programs, raise taxes:drastically, or -
borrow e·1en more dangerously than we do today. 

At the same time, we are directing more of our private. savings into financing 
Federal debt. This money othervvise would go into investments that could create jobs, 
boost labor productivity, and stimulate lasting economic growth. What this will mean, 

. over time, is that we will not generate enough wealth to help us pay our debts and 
maintain our standard-of-living. So unless we change course, we '11 just dig ourselves 
into a deeper hole year after year. 

Federal budget deficits have helped spawn huge U.S. trade deficits. Both types of 
borrowing~ working in combination, are soaking up global savings at a rate unmatched in 
world history. Before 1985, the United States was a creditor nation. Now, we owe more 
to foreigners than they owe to us. 

Our prosperity is built on borrowed money. That means our economy is living on 
borrowed time. The day will come when we have to stop borrowing, and stan paying 
back our debts. We may not be the ones to make that decision. Our creditors
especially our foreign creditors--may make it for us. The longer we wait before 
balancing the budget, the greater the risk that the American people will someday suffer a 
lower-possibly a sharply lower-standard of living. It may come about suddenly, 
through a global debt crisis. Or it could set in gradually. But the long-tenn result would 
be the same either way. 

DEFICIT FINANCING IS HARMFUL-AND UNFAIR-TO FUTURE 
GENERATIONS. 

Whenever we spend public money, we commit our5elves to pay taxes to finance· 
that spending. The only question is when. We can pay now, or we can borrow and pay 
later. When we borrow, we commit American taxpayers to pay in perpetuity-unless we 
ever pay off the debt principal, which is· extremely unlikely. 

The amount taxpayers will pay hinges mainly,.on how old they are. If they are 
children or young adults-or if they have not yet been born--they will pay the most. 

Paying interest on the national debt (the accumulation of all past budget deficits) 
will cost today' s child $90,000 in extra taxes, on average, over his or her lifetime. Each 
year that we endure another $200 billion deficit will cost the average child another $7,000 
or more in extra taxes. 

Here's why this is true: Assume an interest rate of 8%. Each $200 billion of new 
debt means another $16 billion in annual interest charges, year after year. America has 
just under 110 million taxpayers-so the average taxpayer will have to pay $145 in extra 
taxes each year, in perperuity, just to pay the interest on one year's deficit. Assume a 50. 
year time span as a taxpayer, and the total cost. per person, is over $7,000. A decade
long deficit spree could ultimately cost the average child of today over $70,000. A 10% 
interest rate would increase that cost to almost $100,000. 
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How Should We Respond to Those Who S111 T1uy Want a 
BtdiUICed Budget But Wh4 Oppose a Constitutional Convention.? 

The well-organized opponents of a balanced federal budget know they can't wiD by 
arguing against a Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment. Since they can't win on the 
real issue, their only hope is to manufacture a false issue-the imaginary fears of a U.S. 
constitutional convention. 

Our opponents will try to scare you away from leadership for a balanced federal 
budget. Be skeptical of fearsome claims about a constitutional convention~ They are 
smokescreens. 

You would be suspicious of anyone who claims to suppon law enfotcement but 
wants to abolish the police. You should be equally skeptical or anyone who claims to be 
for a Balanced Budget Amendment but against a limited convention' to propose it. 

A vote against the convention call is a vote against requiring a balanced fed
eral budget. 

The attack on your Balanced Budget Amendment resolution comes from powerful 
special interests that want to continue unlimited federal spending and deb~ and from well
meaning people who have been fooled by the opponents' campaign of fear and deception. 

Some opponents are good people who are sincerely misinformed However, their 
sincerity cannot excuse the debt disaster they would innocently inflict on the American 
people. Some people are sincerely afraid to fly on airplanes, but you are too wise to drive 
an automobile on a long trip. Some people are sincerely terrified of the American citizens 
and their State Legisl.atun:s acting through an Article V convention call~ but you need not 
believe their nightmares. 

Wluzt did Senator Sam Ervin say about our 
opponents' tactics? 

The late Senator Sam Ervin ofNonh Carolina, whose reverence for our Constim
tion is legendary, spoke the plain truth: 

"I think that the fear of a runaway convention is just a 
nonexistent constitutional ghost conjured up by people 
who are. opposed to balancing the budget, because they 
want to be able to promise special groups something for 
nothing out of an empty pocket.." 
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Should We:: ear a ConstitutioiUl.l Con~enlion? 
s~.Safeguards Protect Us · 

._. Jr opponents claim a constitutional convention might repeal the Bill of Rights, 
impose a communist system., or do some other horrendous damage to our Constitution. 
Whatever you most fear, you will be told that a convention will do it. 

But wluzt are the safeguards, and can we depend 
on them? 

There are at least six safeguards on a federal constitutional convention-six solid 
reasons why a convention won't harm our Constitution. A convention is not likely to 
be he~ because Congress will want to \J/Iitc any proposed constitutional amendment. But 
if a convention is held. these six safeguards ensure we need not fear it: 

Safeguard #1: 
Thi: jJtztes Have Power to Limit a Convention 

to Only One-Subject 

The most thorough study of this question was made by the American Bar Associ
ation's Special Constitutional Convention Study Committee. This was a two-year 
study by nine respected constitutional scholars, ranging from liberal to conservative. In 
their 90-page report in 1973, they unanimously agreed that the State Legislatures can 
limit a constitutional convention to only one subject: 

'&Congress has the power to establish procedures governing 
the calling of a national constitutional convention limited to 
the subject matter on which the Legislatures of two-thirds of 
the swes request a convention ... (p. 9) 

'&Since. Article V specifically and exclusively vests the State 
Legislatures with the authority to apply for a convention, we 
can perceive no sound reason as to why they cannot invoke 
limitations in exercising that authority. (p. 16) 

"In summary, we believe that a substantively-limited Article 
V convention is consistent with the purpose of the al1Cmative 
method since the Swes and people would have a compleu: 
vehicle Other than the Congress for remedying specific 
abuses of power by the national government; consistent with 
the actual history of the amending article throughout which 
only amendments on single subjects have been proposed by 
Congress; consistent with State practice under which limited 
conventions have been held under constitutional provisions 
not expressly sanctioning a substantively-limited conven
tion; and consistent with democratic principles because 
convention delegates would be chosen by the people in an 
election in which the subject matter to be dealt with would be 
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known and the issues identified, thereby enabling the elec
tOrate. to exercise an informed judgiDJCnt in the choice of... 
delegates." (p. 17) 

W1u:zt Did tJu Founders Say About the Staus' Power to Call a Limited Conv~nti.on? 

James Madison and Alexander HamDton explained that Article V was intended 
10 allow either the Congress or the State Legislatures to originate specific amendments, one 
at a time. Their explanation supports the Stares' right to limit a convention to ptoposlng 
only one amendment. 

"That useful alterations [in the Constitution] will be 
suggested by experience, could not but be foreseen. It was 
requisite therefore that a mode for iatroducing them should 
be provided. The mode preferted by the Convention seems 
to be stamped with every mark of propriety.'' -The 
Federalist No. 43 at 204••Every amendment to the 
Constitutio~ if onceestablis~ would be a single 
proposition andmight be brought forward singly ... And 
consequently, whenever nine, or rather ten States, were 
united in thedesire of a particular amendment, that 
amendment mustinfallibly take place." Hamilto~ The 
Federalist No. 8S,at S72.(Note: When there· were only 13 
States, Article V would have required nine Stares to meet the 
rwo-thirdsrequirement for calling a convention, and ten 
States tomeet the three-fourths reqlrlrement for ratifying ·• 
anamendment.) 

But Don't Some Law Professors Claim tlu States 
Can't CQ/1 a Limited Convention? 

Of course. You can fmd law professors on all sides of any issue, including this 
one.. Their conflicting statements are unimportant in view of the strong. clear statements by 
Madison and Hamilton (above) and the unanimous repon by all nine members oftbc 
Amcrian Bar Association's Special Constitutional Convention Study Cotmnittec (above). 

HIU Congress Recognized the Stales' Power to 
Call « l.imiJ.ed Convention? 

Yes, in at least two important ways. 

rJIS~ Congress counts only resolutions· for a convention on the same subject, to 
determine whether the required two-thirds of the Swes have called fer a constimtional 
convention. 

The U.S. Deparnnent of Justice reponed in 1987 that 39 States had filed constitU
tional convention resolutions with Congress. Each resolution called for an amendment on 
one specific subject, but the various resolutions named different specific subjects. 
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Why didn't Congress call the convention? Any 34 States can call a convention 
undd'Article·V: If the States could call only a gencra19 wide-open convention~;cr iftbe· 
States· specific lin:Iits on a convention can be i~ then Con~ss .should have called the 
convention long ago in response to the 39 requests. 

But Congress and the States conectly recognized there were not yet 34 State reso
lutions requesting a convention on the same subject. Therefore, Congress could not and 
did not call a convention. Nobody has seriously suggested that Congress should call one in 
response to these 39 States' resolutions seeking different amendments. 

Since both Congress and the States clearly recognize that to call a convention there 
must be two-thirds of the States asking for a convention on the same subject, it makes no 
sense to argue that the convention would not be limited to the single subject for which it 
was called. . 

Second. Congress itself has often proposed one single amendment to the Constitu
tion. Some opponents claim that Anici: V allows only a convention to ptoposc 
"Amendments," meaning two or more amendments. But Article V applies the word 
"Amendments" equally to Congress and to a convention. Congress, by usually proposing 
only one amendment at a t:inle, has repeatedly recognized that the Article V amending 
process can be limited to only one amenci.ment-whether proposed by Congress or by a 
convention. 

Do the Sllltes' BallDICed ·Budget Amendment 
ResolutioiU Limit a Convention to Proposing Only 
this One Amendmen1? 

Yes. All32 State resolutions on this.subject request only a Balanced Budget Con
stitutional Amendment. They ask for a convention only '4for the specific and exclusive 
purpose" of proposing this one amendmen~ or very similar language. 

Safeguard 12: 
Congress Also Has Power to Limit the Convenlion 

to one Subject, and Congress Ha Str·~ng 
l~enlives to Do This 

If rwo-drirds of the States request a convention, under Article V Congress calls the 
convention. Congress must also provide for election of delegates, time and place of the 
convention9 etc. 

In the S3lDC legislation Congress can limit the convention to only one subjCCL See 
the American Bar Association study (above). Congress undoubtedly would do so. · 
Congress has no desire for an unlimited convention that might, for example, propose an 
amendment limiting Congressional tenns or pay. Congress would be under heavy public 
and political pressure to limit the convention as specified in the Stares' resolutions calling 
for the convention. 

Congress could require all convention delegates to take an oath that they will limit 
the convention~s work to the one amendmen[ specified by the States. 
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Safeguard 13: 
The People Will Elect Convention Delegates 

Pledged iO Consider Only a 
Balanced Budget Amendment 

Candidates for delegate can run on a pledge to propose only this one amendment. 
There is no public support for any drastic revision of the Constitution. so delegates who 
make this pled.ge are more likely to be elected. 

Also, since the States' resolutions limit the convention to only this one amendment, 
most delegates will accept this limit as both a moral and legal obligation. 

Safeguard #4: 
Congress Can Refuse to Send and Unauthoriz.ed 

Amendment to the States for Ratification. 

Article V provides that any amendment becomes pan of the Constiwtion only 
"when ratified by the Legislatures of three-fourths of the several States, or by Conventions 
in three-founhs thereof, as the one or other Mode of Ratification may be proposed by the 
Congress." Congress, not the convention, chooses the method ofrarification. 

To date, Congress has submitted all proposed amendments to the State Legisla
tures, except the amendment repealing prohibition. All versions ofthe Balanced Budget 
AIDendment now before Congress specify that it will be submitted to the State Legislatures 
for ratification. -. 

If a convention would propose an amendment on a different subject, it would 
exceed the· convention's limited authority. That would be good and sufficient reason for 
Congress tb refuse to send the unauthorized amendment to the S rates for ratification. 

Safeguilrd #S: 
The U.S. Supreme Court Can Strih Downi 

An1 Proposed Amendment tJuzt Goes Beyond 
tJu Convention's Limued Authority 

If a convention were to propose an amendment on any subject other than a balanced 
budget. any of the 50 States could bring suit directly in the U.S. Supreme Court to declare 
the unauthorized amendment void. Article m, Section 2 of the Constitution gives the 
Supreme Court original jurisdiction in all cases in which a Swe is a party. 

Safeguard #6: 
No Amendment Can Become Part oftM Constitution 

Until It Is Ratified by Three-Fourths of the SUites 

Ibis js the most imoortantsafeguard. A constitutional convention, like Congress, 
can only propose an amendment, which must then be ratified by 38 states before 
becoming law. 
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AsSume the worst: a wide-ope~ inespoosible convention that defies its limited · 
authority and proposes dangerous amendments; and both Congress and the Supteme Court-· 
somehow fail to use their power to stop these illegal amendments. Even· this imaginary 
situation would not endanger our Constimtion11 because of the ratification requiremenL 

Each amendment would die if only 13 States did not ratify it. Mere inaction by 13 
States would defeat any amendment. Both of the last two proposed amendments failed 
to be ratified: the Equal Rights Amendment and the District of Columbia Voting Rights 
AmcndJ:nent. This shows how hard it is to get 38 States to ratify any controversial 
amendment. 

Those wbo sow panic about the convention prOcess cannot name even one 
State, let alone 38, that would ratify repeal of the Bill of Rights11 or a communist gov
emmcn~ or any of the other horrors and hobgoblins they pretend to fear. 

Do Tluse Six Safeguards Reinforce E~Z&h Otlur? 

Y cs. Any one or these six safeguards is ample to prevent any harmful amend
ment. or any amendment on any subject other than a balanced federal· budget. The combi;.. · 
nation of all six safeguards powerfully proteCts the Constimtion and the people11 and 
destroys our opponents' wild claims. · 

Our opponents do not trust the American people or the State Legislatures. 
We concerned taxpayers believe the people and the State Legislatul'eS cherish and will 
protect our Constitution, using the safeguards that the Constitution provides. 

A Co1Utitutio7UZl Convention Cannot Clumge the 
RaJificlllion process or Impose a New Constitution 

Some of our opponents paint a nightmarish picture of a runaway convention over
ricfing theConstimtional requirement that 38 States must ratify any proposed amendment, 
and imposing a new I radical Constitution. 

But How·Could This Actuolly Happen? 

How indeed? Our opponents never e~plain how this could happen, or how the evil 
plotters would persuade the American people to elect a· majority of delegates who would 
violate the Constitution in this extreme way.. · 

Even if a convention would attempt to impose a new Constitution and bypass the 
ratification process, any State could immediately ask the U.S. Supreme Court to strike 
down this obvious violation of the Constitution. 

Article V plainly states that a convention Is authority is limited to "proposing 
Amendments" and that no amendment becomes valid until it is ratified by three-fourths of 
the States. 
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Proclaiming a new Constitution in yioJation of our present Constitution would 
amount to overthrowing our govemment.:But any such attempt by a convention woulq 
surely be the ~ost toothless, ineffective revolution in world history. 

Would the President. Congress, Supreme Court, and millions of federal 
employees, including the world's most powerful anned forces, simply bow down and 
obey an illegal decision by a roomful of unarmed delegates? The idea is silly. 

A convention has no power to levy taxes or raise armed forces to help it take over 
the nation. The Constitution gives Congress at least 20 specific powers that a convention 
lacks. Congress can raise taxes; spend money, impeach Presidents, and much more. 

If one wants to worry about far~ fetched possibilities, it is more likely that · 
Congress could usurp the Constitution than that the convention could usurp Congress. 
Congress has real powers to induce people to go along with its desires. A convention can 
only talk and propose. 

Was the 1787 Philadelphia Convention 
a Runaway Convention? 

No, not in any way. 

We need to remember that 1993 is not 1787. The situation then was totally 
different from our present powerful government and strong Constitution. The States were 
independent and there was no effective national government. The Articles of 
Confederation were d~d, the national debt was in default, and anned mobs were closing 
down courthouses. But in spite of that chaos, the 1787 convention was lawful and· orderly. 

The Continental Congress called the 1787 convention to revise the Articles of 
Confederation but added that "such alterations and provisions should render the federal 
Constitution adequate to the exigencies of Government and the preservation of the 
Union." This broad scope was vastly greater than the authority of a limited convention 
under Article V of our present Constitution. 

The Articles of Confederation contained no effective amendment process . 
. Therefore, the 1787 convention had to decide·how its proposals could be ratified.· 

In complete contrast, any future constitutional convention will be called under 
Article V and will be bound by tbe specific Article V requirement for.ratification by 
three-fourths of the States. Our present Constirution, unlike the Articles of 
Confederation, carefully restricts what a convention can do. 

Even so, the 1787 convention acted responsibly and cautiously. It proposed that 
the new Constitution could be ratified by nine ·of the 13 Stater-but it would apply only 
to those States that chose to ratify it. The convention then submitted· its proposed 
Constitution to the Continental Congress, which debated eight days before submitting the 
document to the States for ratification. 
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To call the 17P:7 convention "runaway" is an attempt to rewrite history. It could·not 
and.•cfid,.not.imposc· its .. will--even on'a small wea.k9 chaotic nation. 

We challenge our opponents to explain how the future runaway convention which 
they profess to fear could impose its will on the present United States and its powerful. 
well-armed govemmenL 

The Reol Danger: A Rui'UlWtty Congress 

An unwise amendn:lent is more likely to be proposed by Congress than by a 
convention.-

Article.V gives Congress the power to propose any constin.ttional amendment at· 
any time--including a whole new Constirution. 

Congress is a permanent, unlimited constitutional convention. 

Whenever Congress is in session, our whole Constitution is aJwav~ "ow:ned 
WI!! to unlimited change--by amendments proposed by Congress. 

Which is the greater risk: a powerful Congress with permanent authority to pro
pose any or all amendments, or a temporary constitutional convention with authority to 
propose only one amendment? 

Who would be ~ likely to propose a harmful amendment--the entrenched. 
self-interested Congress or a group of citizen delegates elected by the people to serve 
briefly in a one-time, limited convention? 

Shouldn't We Be More Con.certUd About the 
Greater Danger: Economic Colllzpse Caused by 
Runaway Federal Debt? 

The grave danger to our nation today is not a constitutional amendmen:r--whethcr 
proposed by Congress or by a convention. 1nc good judgment of the Americr.. people and 
Swe Legislatures will prevent ratification of any destructive amendment. 

The real danger is the economic collapse of our nation under a rising bUrden of 
debt, caused by the runaway spending of Congress and the Pn:sidcnr. · 

The real lesson of 17F:7 is that financial instability leads to political instability. 
Banlaupt governments don't last long. Today our govemmcn~ is not yet banbupt, but is 
courting economic disaster by reckless spending and boJTOwing. We are finandng our 
national debt by borrowing hundreds of. millions of dollars a day from abroad. Proverbs 
22:7 says~ ··the borrower is servant to the lender." Interest rates ate now influenced as 
much by actions taken in Tokyo as by decisions made in New Yorlc or Washington. We 
have become debtors and tenants in our own land, and in the process our sovereignty is 
being eroded. Soaring federal deficits and debt have given·forcign creditors the po\IJC" to 
bring this nation to its knees. 
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Can anyone name a country that became great or stayed great because of all the 
money it owed? .All theevidence·point:s the other way. Argentina, for·example, early·in 
this century was a prosperous nation, with a-standard of living similar to our own~ TOday 
Argentina still has a well-educated population and vast natural resources, but is sunk in 
poverty. How did it happen? For decades, the Argentine government paid for present 
pleasures with future earnings. The result is spiraling inflation, bankruptcy, and a 
declining standard of living-plus political chaos and serious loss of human rights. 

Thus, the real danger is even more than economic collapse. Soaring deficits 
threaten America's long-term political order and the survival of the freedoms in our 
cherished Bill of Rights. 

The danger or a runaway Congress is far greater than any other defect of our 
system of government. Presidents can be impeached. So can judges. But-if we let the 
opponents of a balanced budget make us afraid to use the States' right to propose 
constitutional reform through the convention process-there is no remedy for a 
Congress out of control. 

America desperately needs leadership by our State Legislatures to stop a runaway 
Congress from spending us into bankruptcy. · 

By adopting ACR 30 and SCR 68, the New Jersey Senate can exercise the 
leadership necessary to place a responsible restraint on the runaway Congress and 
President, and reverse our nation's downhill slide before it is too late-before America 
becomes another Argentina. 

Congress Will Propose the Balanced Budget Amendment 
Rather Than Call a Convention 

Having disposed of these false fears of a constitutional convention, we should 
remember one more point The convention won't be held. Congress will almost certainly 
write the amendment rather than letting a conventi6n do it 

When the States finally compel Congress to act Congress will vote to propose its 
own version of a Balanced Budget Amendment Letting a convention do it would surely 
result in a more strict amendment, possibly including penalties for failing to balance the 
budget. Therefore, when the number of State convention calls reaches 33 or 34, Congress 
will be forced to act. 

This is exactly what happened with the amendment At the beginning of this 
century, the U.S. Senate repeatedly refused to vote for an amendment requiring the direct 
election of Senators. It wasn't until30 States, one short of the necessary two-thirds at that 
time, approved limited convention calls that the Senate caved in and voted forthe 17th 
amendment 

There is another reason Congress will propose the amendment rather than letting a 
convention do it Incumbents would not want potential opponents to gain fame and media 
exposure at a convention. It would be an incumbent's nightmare-a possible future 
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opponent winning electioo as .a convention dele~ helping to write the Balanced Budget· 
AmendQlent that· Congress. refused ro propose. 

But if 34 Stme Legislatures Apply for a 
Constinili.o1Uil ConveJ'llion, Isn't Congress 
Required lo Cllll 0M1 

No, if Congress proposes the Balanced Budget Amendment before calling a 
convention. 

At least nine of the States' resolutions for a Balanced Budget Amendment mel 
convention call contain a self~ttuct clause. It says that if Congress proposes a Balanced 
Budget Amendment; then the State's. request for a convention "shall no longer be of any 
force or effect.'! 

Thus, even if Congress waits until 34 States have adopted convention-call n:solu
tions, Congress e2~ avoid a conve:. ion by promptly proposing the Balanced Budget 
Amendment. At that moment ther: will no longer be 34 States calling for a convention. 

Is This One More ReiiSon Wh.)' the Fears Are False? 

Yes. American history tells us we have no reason to fear an Article V constitutional 
convention, but that it almost certainly won't be held beca~se Congress--when forced to 
act-will prefer to Mire tbe amendment rather than calling a convention to write it. 

Cop elusion. 

By adopting ACR 30, the New Jersey Assembly can help our nation restore fiscal 
sanity. 

The best way to ensure the survival of our Constitution and the guarantees of basic 
liberty that we cherish is for the States to use the Constitution as the Founders 
intended-~ pass enough Article·-V resolutions to force Congress to act. 

U nlc:ss we have the courage to use the tools the Founders in their wisdom gave us, 
our nation will become a second-rate economic power and bury our children under a 
mountain of debt. 

Legislators, the debt-burdened, ovenaxed people of New Jersey and America need 
yourhelp. -

Thank you for allowing me ro speak fc~· National Taxpayers Union and our many 
New Jersey members.. I will be glad to answer any questions. 
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The recent surge in interest costs is the price we must pay 
for our widening deficits, ... 
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LEGAL EXPERTS, 
POLITICAL SCIENTISTS, 

ANDA 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 

' ' I think that the fear of a runaway 
convention is just a nonexistent constitutional 
ghost conjured up by people who are opposed to 
balancing the budget, because they want to be 
able to promise special groups something for 
nothing out of an empty pocket. ' ' 

-the late U.S. Senator Sam Ervin. 

' ' I think the convention can be limited ... 
the fact is that the majority of the scholars in 
America share my view. The view that 'you 
can't do this' among scholars is a minority 

view. '' 

-former U.S .. Attomey General 
Griffin B. Bell. 

' ' Congress has the power to establish 
procedures limiting a convention to the subject 
matter which. is stated in the applications r. 

received from the state legislatures. ' ' 

- Official position of the 
American Bar Association. 

' ' If the States apply for a convention on a 
balanced budgeT, Congress must cal/.a 
convention on a balanced budget. It cannot at 
its pleasure enlarge the topics. Nor can the 
convention go beyond what Congress has 
specified in the call. The convention's powers 
are derived from Article V and they cannot 
exceed what Article V specifies. The convention 
meets at the call of Congress on the subject 
which the States have set out and Congress has 
called the convention for. ,-, 

-Federal judge John T. Noonan, 
former professor, University of 

California Law School, Berkeley. 

' ' I have no fear that ... extreme 
proposals would come out of a constitutional 
convention ... . The founders inserted this 
alternative method of obtaining constitutional 
amendments because they knew the Congress 
would be unwilling to give attention to many 
issues the people are concerned with, 
particularly those involving restrictions on the 
federal government's own power ... .I would 
like to see that [convention] amendnzent process 
used just once ... . Using it once will exert an 
enormous influenc_e on both the Congress and 
the Supreme Court. It will establish the 
parameters of what can be done and how, and 
after that the Congress and the Court will 
behave much better. '' 

- Antonin Scalia, Associate Justice, 
U.S. Supreme Court, former 

Professor of Law, University of Chicago. 
(American Enterprise Institute Forum, 1979). 

. ' ' Amending the federal constitution by 
means of a constitutional convention would be 
one of the safest political procedures the nation 
could pursue. The political constraints insure 
that no convention can get out of control. 

'' There are at least six such constraints: 
the character of the delegates elected; the 
public campaign statements and promises of the 
delegates; the number of delegates and divisions 
within the convention itselfwh.ich would make it 
extraordinarily difficult for one faction or a 
radical position to prevail; the constant 
awareness that whatever the convention 
proposes must be presented to Congress; the 
Supreme Court which, upon appeal, might well 
declare certain actions beyond rhe 
constitutional powers of the convention: and 

continued ... 



most important of all, [ratification} by 38 states. 
One could hardly imagine more effective
constraints on a constitutional convention. '' 

-Professor Paul 1. Weber, 
Dept. of Political Science, 

University of Louisville. 

''1 agree with the substantial majority of 
persons who have reviewed this matter. The 
State-initiated mode of securing amendments is 
not in contemplation of wholesale revision; it is, 
rather, to secure State legislatures a means of 
getting a fairly efficient response, albeit under 
the auspices of a national convention, to 
grievances of a rather particularized and 
limited nature. 

''It is altogether in keeping with the 
proper use that Congress, as it convokes the 
convention, appropriately limit the convention 
to the purpose it was convoked for in the first 
instance.lnsofar as, by some untoward event, 
that convention- called for that purpose, and 
under these auspices- were to suddenly run 
away with itself . .. .It would be entirely proper 
[for Congressj to reject that [runaway] 
amendment. '' 

-William W. Van Alstyne, 
William R. Perkins, and 

Thoma~ C. Perkins, 
Professors of Law~ Duke University. 

' 'Apocalyptic visions of a runaway 
convention have nothing to do with anything 
except fear-mongering. Suppose you, or /, or 
anyone, were given the task of managing a 
convention that instead of dealing with the 
budget balancing [constitutional amendment] 
would fundamentally alter the Constitution in 
such a way that three-quarters of the states 
would approve. Immediately the immensity of 
the task and the sheer unlikelihood of its 
accomplishment wouid come crashing down on 
us. No one would bet a dollar on its behalf 
fT/zose 1,1,-'izo wish to contribute to my income 

should write proposing wagers.) The case for a 
runaway convention is patently absurd. ' ' 

- Professor Aaron Wildavsky, 
Political Science Dept., 

Graduate School of Public Policy 
University of California, Berkeley 

' 'It would seem to be consistent with, if 
fUJt compelled by, the article for Congress to 
limit the convention in accordance with the 
express desires of the applicant states. If Article 
V requires that a convention be called by 
Congress only when a consensus exists among 
tvvo-thirds of the states with regard to the extent 
and subject matter of desired constitutional 
change, then the convention should not be free 
to go beyond this consensus and address 
problems which did not prompt the state 
applications. '' 

-Note, "The Proposed Legislation on the 
Convention Method of Amending 

theUnited States Constitution," 
· 85 Harvard Law Review 1612, 1628 (1972). 

''The tvvo amendment processes, 
therefore, must be viewed as equal alternatives. 
The reports of the convention do not rebut this 
conclusion and provide no indication that the 
Framers intended for State legislatures to 
concern themselves only with total 
constitutional revision, while Congress alone 
would initiate specific amendments. '' 

-Robert M. Rhodes, "A Limited 
Constitutional Convention," 

26 U. Fla. Law Review (1973), 1, 9. 

' 'On the strict legal question, the better 
view is that there is nothing in Article V to 
prevent the Congress from limiting the 
constitutional convention to the subject that 
made the states call for it. '' 

-Professor Paul Bator, Harvard Law School, 
"A. Constitutional Convention: How Well 

Would It Work?'' 
(American Enterprise Institute Forum, 1979). 

Printed for uour informa::·t)rt blJ !\Jatioruzl Taroa11ers Union 
325 Pen~ylva~ia Ar•e, SE,"" Washington, DC, 20003 
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NATIONAL ThxPAYERS UNION 

FACTS ABOUT THE NATIONAL DEBT 

In fiscal year 1993, interest on the National Debt is expected to total $296 billion. 

This is : 

the second largest item in the budget. 
(20% of all Federal spending) 

more than the total revenues of the Federal government in 1975. 

97% of Social Security payments. 

$4,470 per family of four. 

$5,701 million per week, $812 million per day, $563,684 per minute, 
or $9,395 per second. 

26% of all Federal revenues. 

58% of all individual income tax revenues. 

The National Debt has now topped $4.2 trillion. 

The Federal government has run deficits 54 out of the last. 62 years 
and 31 out of the last 32 years. 

The national debt has increased 1418% since 1960, 714% since 1975, 
386% since 1980 and 143% since 1985. 

Dur..ng the 1960's deficits averaged $6 billion per year. 

During the 1970's deficits averaged $35 billion per year. 

During the 1980's deficits averaged $156 billion per year. 

During the 1990's deficits averaged $277 billion per year. 

It took over 200 years to accumulate our first trillion· dollars in national debt. In the period 
FY '91 - FY '94. we will accumulate well over $1 trillion in additional debt. 

(Revised Jan '93) 
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FEDERAL BlJDGET: Surpluses vs. Deficits (in biiUons by fiscal years) 
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AlYIERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL 

TESTIMONY BY DANIEL J. KALINGER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE 
AMERICAN SECu~ITY COUNCIL, BEFORE THE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE, 

.NEW JERSEY STATE SENATE 

May 27, 1993 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, for the 
opportunity to testify on one of the most critical economic issues 
facing our nation today. My name is Dan Kalinger, and I am 
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of the 
~..merican Security Council. We are a 38-year-old, nationwide, 
grassroots, advocacy organization working on behalf of our nation's 
security and economic well-being. Today I am speaking on behalf of 
ASC' s nearly 100,000 members, including over 6000 members and 
supporters in the State of New Jersey. 

I would like to note, Mr. Chairman, that I am a local boy, and that 
I jumped at the opportunity to leave the slippery streets of 
Washington, D.C. to return to this beautiful state where I spent so 
many happy years. I worked for many years in Teaneck and moved on 
to volunteer as Marge Roukema' s deputy campaign manager in her 
first successful congressional race. I still come back here often, 
and I'm glad to see some in our state are in the forefront of the 
debate about fiscal responsibility. 

Mr. Chairman, the members of the American Security Council stand 
st:::-ongly in support of a Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment. 
You might ask why an organization such as ours, with a reputation 
for working principally on military and foreign affairs issues, 
would even care about supporting a balanced budget. The reason is 
that America needs economic security in order to have national 
security .. If we can't balance our budget, reduce the deficit and 
put our fiscal house in order, our nation's security will 
ultimately suffer. 

The reason for drastic action is the drastic state of our nation's 
fiscal policy .. The 1993 budget deficit is now projected at $332 
billion, and the Congressional Budget Office estimates that it will 
rise as high as · $455. billion by the end of the decade. Our 
national debt is $3.5 trillion, and interest payments alone consume 
some 14 percent--or $210 billion--of our federal budget each year. 

i 155 t5th Street, N.W., Suite 1101 • Washington, D.C. 20005 • (202) 296-9.500 • FAX: (202) 296-9547 
Washington Communications Center • Boston, Virginia 22713 • (703) 547-1750 • FAX: (703)547-9737 



That's more· than we ·spend on .~:.ducation, the environment, 
transportat ~_on, law enforce;nent, space exploration, scientific 
research and drug treatment--combined. 

We believe in a Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment for one 
simple reason: we think that Congress has shown a structural 
inability to pass a balanced budget. Four times in the last 15 
years, Congress passed a law requiring a balanced budget. In every 
case, the deficit rose the following year because Congress could 
not resist the temptation to spend. so we need the force of the 
Constitution to serve our people where the Congress has failed. 

The American Security Council has lobbied Congress to adopt a 
Balanced B-udget Constitutional _Amendment. Unfortunately, we've 
come close--withfn 9 votes in the House of Representatives last 
year--but the prognosis in asking Congress to reform itself is 
still very uncertain. I am pleased to tell you the amendment has 
the support of an impressive array of bipartisan lawmakers in both 
houses of congress. They include Congressmen Bob Torricelli, Frank 
Pallone, Dean Gallo, Jim Saxton, Chris Smith, Bob Franks and Dick 
Zimmer from this state. 

So now, the American Security Cour.cil is here to support the 
legislative call for a constitutional convention to propose a 
balanced budget amendment. New Jersey has a real chance to show 
some leadership on this important issue. Thus far, 29 states have 
applied to Congress for a limited constitutional convention on the 
balanced budget. New Jersey is one of those swing states that 
provides a real opportunity of helping push us over the top. If we 
succeed here, we have a good chance of succeeding in other states 
that are currently considering similar legislation. So once again, 
New Jersey, I ask you to show the country the way. 

The American Security Council aims to do its part 
lead the way. We are curren:.ly or·~nizing a natic 
that will ask our members-c.and o:: :r supporters 
budget--to let their lawmakers kno'.. how they feel. 
provide the grassroots support ·and muscle to put this 
fiscal sanity "over the top" within the next year. 

helping you 
_de campaign 

a balanced 
We hope to 

movement for 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we urge your prompt 
action in adopting a call for a constitutional convention. We know 
that the people, through their representatives at such a 
convention, will speak loudly for an amendment to balance the 
budget. History is full of examples where people have spoken up 
loudly in support of fundamental reform. ·l'his is one of those 
times. The· American Security Council urges your favorable action 
now. 

Thank you. 

1LX 
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New Jersey Senate Public Hearing Testimony 
SCR-39 

Call for a Constitutional Convention 
to Develop a Balanced Budget Amendment to the 

United States Constitution 

Gregory T. Finnegan 
P.O. Box 266 

Three Bridges, New Jersey 08887 
May 27, 1993 

!vlr. Chairman and Members of the Senate, my name is Gregory 
Finnegan. I have lived in Flemington for 8 years with my wife 
l(athy and tny son Chris. 

lt is an honor to testify before you today, my first official 
venture into any legislative proceeding. I am here as John Q. 
Public. I am also a newcomer to the Con~Con scene. 
But then aren't \Ve all. 

Eight weeks ago, I attended a banquet of 125 parents who are 
very involved in the education of their children and \Vho are 
trying to positively impact the public schools their children 
attend. The featured speaker was very late in arriving, so I was 
asked if I would say a few words. 

I considered several topics to address, but when I got to the 
microphone, l asked three questions: 
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I. How many of you know that drafts of a new U.S. 
Constitution exist that include the following: 

I. "The practice of religion shall be PRIVILEGED." 
(No longer a right) 

2. "B-~aring of arms shall be confined to the police, 
n·,~mbers of the armed forces, and those licensed 
under law." 

3. The judge can decide ifthere will be trial by jury. 

2. How many of you know that the United States is just two 
states short of having the 2/3 stat"e approval needed to call 
for a Con ... Con for the purpose of creating a balanced budget 
amendn1ertt? · 

3. How tnany of you know that New· Jersey is pivotal in this 
issue and has an upcoming hearing and vote in the State 
Senate on approving or disapproving a call for a Con-Con? 
Senate bill SCRa39. 

Out of 125 people present, only 2 kn_ew what I was talking 
about. 
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On May 15th, seven weeks later, I addressed 900 parents, also 
very involved in the education of their children, and asked the 
satne three questions. More than 50% of those present knew 
\vhat I was talking about. 

Pcopie from both audiences directed anger toward me. Their 
basic response was: How can this be TRUE, and I don't know 
ANYTHING about it. I found that difficult to answer. But it is 
clear that the press has dummied up on the Con-Con battle, 

·locally and nationally. 

I an1 one who believes \vhat Constitutional scholars have said 
for years. That is: 

l. a Constitutional Convention CAN NOT BE LIMITED TO 
A SING-LE, OR SET NUMBER OF ISSUES, and 

2. once called, a convention can't be UNCALLED. 

These two simple points destroy the arguments of the Con~Con 
proponents who say that there are safeguards to a runaway 
convention, or that calling for a convention will get Congress to 
pass legislation to _balan.ce the budget and forestall an actual 
convention. 
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Everybody \Vants a balanced budget for our homes and for the 
United States. But, most people (I believe), whether liberal or 
conservative, are against any move to hold a Con-Con in this 
contentious culture. 

I did.a radio interview a month ago where I asked the listeners to 
think of the special interest group they most disliked. Then, I 
said., imagine thetn at a convention, tamper~ng with the Bill of 
l~ights, AND playing to the media. 

When the radio progratn was completed, the very hip looking 
sound engineer said that he thought of the NRA- National Rifle 
Association. He said he didn't want the Constitution changed. 
And, he didn't want a convention for .fear the NRA would get 
more expansive rights to bear arms. I, on the other hand, would 
fear that the right to bear arms would be terribly diminished by a 
convention. We dlsa2.reed on the 2nd amendment; we agreed on 
the integrity of the l ited States Constitu; .. -.1n. Neither of us 
want the Constitutio1. tampered with by tc .ty's special interest 
groups. 

The last state approval to call a Con~Con was Missouri in, I 
believe, 1984. Activity stopped then, because legislators finally 
understood and believed that the U.S. Constitution \vas 
endangered by a Con-Con. Little happened between then and 
last Fall, a passage of 8 years. 
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Now, once again we are forced to bear the Con-Con threat. We 
are forced to put up with the pressures and threats on our 
legislators to approve the call. But, this threat has not been 
lin1ited to New Jersey. 

Last Fall, only two states had proposed legislation calling for a 
Con-Con - Ohio and New Jersey. Then since last Fall, in the 
last 6 months, 9 states have introduced bills calling for a 
Con-Con. 

Since last Friday, I have spoken wth people in most of these 
states that have seen Con-Con action. Here is an update. 

In MICHIGAN: 

'l'he Con-Con should have been an easy win in the Michigan 
Senate. 19 ofthe 38 members of the Senate \vere sponsors to 
SJ 1{-28. But, between the time ofa public hearing (where the 
Sergeant-at-Arms had to be called twice to restore order) and the 
tin1e of the expected vote, thousands of calls went into the 
Senate. ·(This according to aides of the chief sponsor Senator 
Donello) Sen. Donella was also the chairman of the committee 
reviewing the bill.· '!Vi thin four days he tried to introduce it, 
pass it through committee, have a hearing and then get a vote~ 
The result it \vas referred back to committee. 
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An aide to Michigan State Senator Dick Allen, who gave 
testimony at the New· Jersey Assembly Con-Con hearing last 
September, said: "Senators. don't want to touch it with a 10 foot 
pole." No\v, the tv1ichigan Senate is rewriting the bill dropping 
the call for a Con-Con and calling instead for Congress to 
balance the budget. 

In ILLINOIS: 

On Friday April 30th, a hearing for SJR-28 was announced for 
the following Iv1onday at ll ANI. On !vlonday, by llAM the 
.chief sponsor Senator McCracken had received 500 calls against 
his Con-Con bill. At the same time, he received the kind of 
in formation shared with you today. He went to the hearing and 
said: "I \viii n-ot call SJR~28. I am so sorry. This is the worst 
tnistake I've ever made in my life." Someone from the back of 
the room asked loudly: "Is it dead?" His response: "Not only is 
it dead forever, but I vvish it had never been born." Later, Sen. 
rvtcCracken said he felt used. "Feeling used" is the same 
expression·used by a sponsor to a Con-Con bill in Connecticut 

In OHIO: 

.. The le2islative session ended in December with no action taken. 
~ . 

Their Con-Con t · ·~ l has not been re-intrc ;ced. 
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In liAWAII: 

An initial vote to approve the Con-Con call was followed by a 
· lunchtime discussion concerning the dangers to the U.S. 

Constitution. A reavote was called in the afternoon, and the bill 
\Vas defeated. 

In r\lONTANA: 

'rhc first vote in their House after a public hearing defeated their 
Joint I~esolution by a vote of 15 to 1. It took the pressure of the 
citizens making thousands of calls to Helena to make the point 

. to protect the Constitution. 

In CONNECTICUT: 

l'here has been no action taken since the bill's sponsor \vithdrew 
his support. 

Two states that rescinded earlier YES votes, had bills introduced 
to RESCIND the RESCINDE.D votes - Florida and Louisiana. 
To vote YES, again., to a Con-Con call. Both \\~'ere defeated. 
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In Florida ... the bill was defeated before the legislative 
session ended 

In Louisiana - when it was put on the schedule for a 
hearing, a high volume of complaints 
caused the sponsor to withdraw the bill. 

T'here \Vere attempts to find a sponsor in Alabama, the third state 
to rescind an earlier YES vote, but no sponsor \Vas found. 

No\v, there are Con-Con calls in Wisconsin and Rhode Island. 

rfhe pressure put on legislators to pass these Con~Con calls is 
enormous. Sen. Dick A11en of Michigan testified 1- 'fore the 
Ne\V Jersey Assembly in September that his life was threatened. 
Last October, t\vo Washington heavyweights came to Trenton 
the day before the Assembly vote and caused sufficient pressure 
to change what I'm told was a NO vote to a YES. 

Do we rightly fear behind-the-scenes strong arm tactics for you 
our Ne\v Jersey Senators the day before the Senate vote? 
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At the close of the only other Constitutional Convention in 
1787, Benjamin Franklin was asked: "What kind of government 
did you give us?" He answered: "A republic. If you can keep 
it." 

The q'uestion is: "Can we?" 

That is what concerns me and a lot of citizens of New Jersey and 
these United States. Can we keep the republic? Do some 
believe we would give up our sovereignty so easily? 

Discernment is in order. A balanced budget amendment can be 
passed by Congress and ratified by the states IF a balanced 
budget is what this is really about. Or, is this really the excuse, 
or KEY, to use the word of the Committee for a Constitutional 
System, to change our syste-m of government. 

Where will the legacy of this legislative session be? In 
education, in finance, in public works, or in upholding the U.S. 
Constitution you were sworn to protect? Can we keep the 
republic? 

Tell Congress to create a balanced budget amendment and you 
will ratify it if it is in the best interests of the American people. 
Our prayers are with you in what are truly difficult times. 
Thank you. 
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T~: S~nata Committee on State Gov~rn~ent 

R.iRkJnq n constitt~tional c;- .; sea to obtn.i.n n flnlnru.:ed Dudyet Amendment 

is too high a price to pay for financial integrity, even if such a 

Balanced Budg~Amendment could be adopted. Even with a Constitutional 

Convention there is no certainty thataBalanced Budget Amendment will be 

ad<'pted. This fact comes from an exJ>ert - Warren Durger of the Supreme 

Court. 

L e t u s sa v t h a t a n Lim i ted " Con R t i t u t i n n n l Con v ~ n t: i on c n n he con v fHU~ d • 

Who will create its rules? Its agenda? 

Professor Tribe of llarvard Law School se~s A pr.imary threat.imposed by 

an "Art1cle V Convention" as a confrontation between Congress and su~h a 

ConAtitutional Convention. 'rhis dlApute would Jn~vitably draw into 

confront~tion the S~preme Court itself. Mr. Tribe diff~rs with James 

Oftvidsan. who~e National· Taxpayers Union i~ one of the prime movers in 

this current move for a Balanced Budget Amendment. Mr. Davidson would 

justify·Ruch an unorthodox attempt to seoure n llolonced Budget Amendment 

aR a national civic lesson lf such n Convf!nt . .ion cannot be limited. 

Con s i d e r in g t h e· fa c t we a r. e c n n f r. on 1: ~ d w i t h " l 9 9 :1 h u d g (! t t1 «' f .i c i t n f 

4 0 0 b i 11 ion do 11 a r s , a n d a n a t ion a 1 d P. h t o f 4 t r i 1 1 ion <1 o 11 " r,. • nnw i. ,. 

n o t t h e t i me t o o r q n ll i 7. e a n a t: i n n n l c i v i r. .I ~ A n n n . 

UVI~R TIIRF.F.I\III.I.IUN AI\W.RI«'AN 1\ii•:N A \\'fti\WN Ut"I"UIISII 111•'\f"I'NI Sl'lt\"I•.U IN lllfo IINIIItlt SI·\I"S AIIMHti·UIU"I''\ 
,.~~ .. 
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The holding of such a convention at this time would serve a warning 

to other countries that a Constitutional Con~ention call at this 

time. just before a nationdl election could be interpreted as an attempt 

to cover up the d.isintegration. to paper over, our failing American 

institutions. 

There hava been 3 states that have withdrawn their approval of a 

Constitutional Convention. They are Florida. Alabama~d Louisan~. Florida 

is a state with the largest annual gain in population. What are you going 

to do about these 3 states - ignore them? This leaves you with only 2q 

states that have"requested a Constitutional Convent.ion. This makes for 

a total of five states that either have reconside~ed their original 

resolution calling for a Constitutibml C~nvention, or which states have 

never adopted a resohtion at all calling for a Constitutional Convention. 

How about those states who have called for a Constitutional Convention 

~ith no reservations? Are we going to be embroiled in a long. legal 

fight over who did what. when they adopted e1 Conf'titutional Convention 

Resolutibn? What do you think such an embroiglio is going to do our 

currency? Our trade with other countries? 

I could go on for 18 pages more. to discount. the New Constitution ~ritten 

by Rexford Tugwell, a socialist of the FDR F.ra. hut t won't. I will not 

even dwell on the horse-trading that will be going on between various 

factions of delegates. This would be called the sections of the New 

Constitution where "you scratch my back and I will scratch your bar.k". 

When I was called into service in 1942, I took a RolP.mn oat.h to uphold 

the President and the Constitution of the United States. t made no effort 

to weasel out of the entire constitution by saying "exc~ptq the Federal 

Income Tax or except ~the Federal ReAervP. nnnk". About 16 million nthnr 

1\ mer i can s A w o r e on th e b i b 1 e a t t h f? A n m ~ t. i. m r. n A I d i d t: n A u p p u r t Ht r. 

President and the curr~nt ConAtitut-Jon. 
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betray our sole•n oat~. 

Most of these 16 milion ex Gl's are etill standing up for the pres~nt 

Constitution. ' 
Now, you have said the United States Constitution is no good because it 

must have a Balanced Budget Amendment incorporated into it, well, all 

these efforts w~ie a waste of your time and th~ public's tiae ao we want 

to. call off the whole package and go home I Now really, can we? 

You have been elected, with others, to uphold the United States 

Constitution. You too, swore on a bible, to thiA ftfff!ct. 1\rA you now 

considering a ~ill thllt will betray whnt you have 11worn to uphold? Nhya;.:a 

you beiricj herded J. n the foots t e J,S u f As Aemb l ymnn Kami ri. Aaae•blyaan 

Garrett and Assemblyman So~omon? 

I think this is an attempt to perpetrate a fraud on me, these other 

·anti-speakers and the 16 million other ex Gis who fought and who died 

for this present Constitution. There were 300,000 ex GXs who gave their 

life for this same Constitution during ww It, you know. Thill 

Constitution has adequate safeguards i.n Jt for nmr.nclmP.ntA. '' • ... · ·~·---· 

We, the supporters of the current constitution who have placed our· 

livea on the firing ine during wartime have helped develop this 

nation into the strt res~, mil~tarily and the most sound financially, 

and with some except~ons, the most reverend nation in the world. 

We do not take the position of an eye for an eye and a t~h for a 

tooth! Look what President Clinton wants to do, he vanta to t~ give 
. , ,• . . 

•; 

approximately 4 billion dollars to our arch enemy - the Russians to 

help them out of the coaaunist 5 year plana they have baco~~ ai~ed .. in. 

Those same Russians have shot down American •ilitary planea;,with··loaaea 

of lives. They have shot down civilian passenger planes with the death 

toll in the hundreds. and have lied about it. Only we, with the strong 

constitution are strong enough t~ attempt th~s act of aercy. 

Tftomas Jeffer3~nnstates back 200 yea~s ago "With the change of 

circumstances, instit,.lt!ons must advan-ce to keep pace with the tiaes". 

He was correct! rhis is why the current constitution can be a•en4ed to 

keep pace vitht the times! 



NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE OFFICE 

Polish Legion of American Veterans, U.S.A. 
CHARTERED IY ACT OF CONGRESS 

S413-C Backliclc Rood • Springfield, VA 221.51-3960 

(703) 354-2771 (fTS) 389-3539 FAX (703) 642-,2054 

"Unity with Heritage" 

August 26, 1992 

RESOLUTION NO. 92-038 
COMMITTEE: AMERI.CANISM 

COMMITTEE ACTION: 
APPROVE: Move for approval 
DISAPPROVE: 
OTHER: 

RE: UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION 

WHEREAS: 

WHEREAS: 

WHEREAS: 

WHEREAS: 

RESOLVED: 

The Polish Legion of American Veterans, U.S.A., is 
dedicated to the defense of the Constitution, and 
this defense must be conducted by any and all legal 
means against all enemies, whatever may be their 
nature; and 

There are intensive attacks on the Constitution by 
persons challenging the continued validity of the 
of the Constitution, which has adequate provision 
for orderly amendment, stating that it does not meet 
the requirements of modern society and that the 
original precepts of the founders were flawed; and 

Efforts are underway to convene a Constitutional 
Convention ostensibly for the purpose of effecting a 
balanced budget amendment, yet this could result in 
radical change or destruction of our current form of 
government by extending consideration to the Consti
tution's entire structure; and 

Special interests have already made proposals for a 
substitute Constitution, therefore it is apparent 
that a dire threat exists to that Constitution. The 
Polish Legion of American Veterans is bound to sup
port; now, therefore be it 

The Polish Legion of American Veterans, U.S.A., 
states its opposition to efforts to convene a . 
Constitutional Convention for any purpose and speci
fically opposes the rewriting of the Constitution of 
the United States; and be it further 

OVH THIE! MILLION AMERICAN YETIIANS OP POLISH DESCENT S!lvtD IN lHI! WA. OP ntl! UNirtD STATU 

11trX 



RESOLVED: Tha;t a copy of this resolut-ion. -be. forwarded to the., 
31st National Convention of the Polish Legion of 
American Veterans, U.S.A., for adoption by the 
delegates in assembly at Independence, Ohio, August 
16th thru August 19th, 1992. 

Submitted By 
• The Veterans Affai~s Co~ittee 

August 18, 1992 

CONVENTIONACTION: unanimously approved-by the Convention 
Delegate:s, August 18, 1992 



69th ANNuAL NATIONAL CONVENTION 
OF THE AiviERICAl~ LEGION 

RESOLUTION NO. 

SUBJECT: 

COMMITTEE: 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

i\UGUST 25, 26, 27, 1987 

63 

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION 

AMERICANISM 

--~rreas, The American Leg~on is dedicated to the defense of the Constitution, and this 
defense must be conducted by any and all legal means against all enemies, whatever may be 
their nature; and 

;IJ~ereas, There are intensive attacks on the Constitution by persons challenging the con
tinued validity of the Constitution, which has adequate provision for orderly amendment, stating 
that is does not meet the requirements of modern society and that the original precepts of the 
founders were flawed; and 

J1lllqereas, Efforts_ are underway to convene a Constitutional Convention ostensibly for 
the purpose of effecting a balanced budget amendment, yet this could result in radical change 
or destruction of our current form of government by extending consideration to the Constitu
tion's entire structure; and 

JJhereus,Speciai interests have already made proposals for a substitute Constitution, therefore 
. I 

it is apparent that a dire threat exists to that Constitution The American Legion is bound to sup-
port; now, therefore, be it 

~esohteb, By The American Legion in National Convention assembled in San Antonio, 
Texas: August 25, 26, 27, 1987. That it states its opposition to efforts to convene a Constitu
tional Convention for any purpose and specifically opposes the rewriting of L'le United States 
Constitution. 

52 



THE NATIONAL VETERANS COMMITTEE 
ON THE CONSTITUTION 

1560 SHEFFIELD ROAD 

BALTIMORE. MD 21218 

A real ''smart'' A.L.E·.C. 
WHY would A.:.'iYONE believe a document whose own publisher DISCLAIMS it??? 

Page 9. voiume 13. of A.L.E.C. ·s Report srares that i( is rhe sole work of Carolynn ~'Iiller 
and .. DOES NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE VIEWS OF A.L.E.C ... 

ITS OFFICERS OR MEMBERS.'. 

THE HIDDEN AGENDA 
nzis is Ht'HY they are sa desperately scrambling ru find just the right ·'noble cause·· 

to get our Nation to go the corrl'enrion ·'ROUTE·· and using the tactic of 
smearing & name-calling on rhose a·ho are exposing them. 

NTU advisor's book 
Exposed· 

Ill "In the same way I an 
'amendment• to the 
Constitution ~:auld be 
proposed that would 
strike out everything 
after the paragraph 
'We the people ••• do 
ordain and establish 
this Constitution 1 ." 

-page 271 

CFR & CCS & NTU 
Connection Exposed 

Ref()rrl1ing_ 
-.An1ericar1 
(J()verr1n1ent 

The 
Bicentennial Papers 
of the Committee 

on the 
Constitutional 

System 

"And if the pending call 
for a constitutional 

, convention to propose a 
'balance the budgett 
amendment is joined by 
the two additional states 
needed to provade the 
triggering two-thirds -
an outcome we do not 
favor - our committee 
may be ready with some, 
better ideas • " 

-page 106 
/~,)( 

.,.~ 

CFR & NTLC 
Connection Exposed 

"The de~egates· of 1787, 
after ail, had been 
as~;gned only to propose 
amendments to the 
Articles of Confederation 
but, once they met I they 
set their own agenda." 

-page 245 



NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION 
ADVISORS BLUEPRINT TO CiET: 

NEW 
EVIDENCE 

(HlDDEN AGENDA 
FOR CON/CON) 

EXTREMELY 
URGENT <HIDDEN AGENDA 

FOR CON/CON) HENRY HAZLITT 

.. 

NTU 
Advisors 
Book 

IS AN ADVISOR TO 
JAMES DALE DAVIDSON, 
THE CHAIRMAN OF 
THE NATIONAL 
TAXPAYERS UNION 

McGraw-Hill Co.,Inc 
Arlington House 
ISBN 0-87000-277-5 

"1 confess I can see no strong objection to any proposal to revise the Constitution 
by calling a convention. 11 -page 270 

11 1 f the state legislatures could be brought to act under the present Constitution, 
they could take a great forward step immediately." -page 273 

- - - ~ - - - - - - - -·- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -

Everyone may• be for a balanced· budget, but what will we ·get if we 
continue to fo·n~w· the leaders of the National Taxpayers Union? 

"THE EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE BRANCHES AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL ARE., IN TRUTH.~ 

CAUGHT UP IN A SYSTEM BADLY IN NEED OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT. 
THE BALANCED SUD GET A!'.,ENDMENT IS THE KEY ELEMENT IN SUCH AN ADJUSTMENT l " 

- National Taxpayers Union committee co-chairman and Committee on the Constitutional 
System (CCS) director Dick Thornburgh from his testimony at Trenton, New Jersey, 
October_, 21, 1986, 2: 30 p.m. 

WHAT DOES HE MEAN BY-SUCH A STATEMENT FROM HIS TESTIMONY IN FAVOR 

OF A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION ? 

J 



This ·Chart explains WHY these organizations are so 
desperately scrambling to find just the right ''noble cause'' 
to get our Nation to go the convention ''ROUTE'' and usa 
ing the tactics of smearing & name-calling on those who 

. are exposing them. 

The·y are. a.ll interlinked TOGETHER. 

J'EFFERSON 
FOUNDATION 

I 

PROJ'ECT •s7 

1 
WE THE PEOPLE 200 

t 

COMMITTEE TO 
PROTECT THE 
CONSTITUTION 

THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 
(CFR) 

TRILATERAL 
-._.......1 COMMISSION 

( TC) 

THE COHHITTEE ON THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM 

(CCS) 

ATTORNEY 
---.i·U GENERAL 

THORNBURGH 

___,.. 

THE '-4A TI ONAL. T A.A..PAYERS lr )N 

(NTU) 
& TAXPAYERS FOUNDATION ( TF) 

I 
AMERICAN LEGISLATIVE 
EXCHANGE COUNCIL 

(ALEC) 

I 
THE NATIONAL TAX LIMITATION 
COMMITTEE 

(NTLC) 

t 
CITIZENS FOR A SOUND ECONOMY 

(CSE) 



National Taxpayers Union chairman Jim Davidson 
REVERSES POSITION on ''strictly limited convention'' 

State Legislatures in an uproar! 
- See testimony below = 

NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION (NTU) James Dale Davidson, Chairman 

At the Wisconsin hearing on 10/7/87, the following question was 

proposed to Mr. Davidson: "Is it the position of your organization that the 

convention should be limited or is it your position that it should be open 

to other matters?" 

Answer: "All right - several thoughts on that - !Ill answer it as 

briefly as I can. First of all, I don't think it makes any difference·~ 
*whether it is limited or not. I do favor a limited· convention but I don't 

think that I would be opposed to a convention even if it could be proven 

it couldn't be limited, because I know ·the Congress can't be limited and I'm 

not in favor of stopping cor::;~ from meeting~" ' ' " 

1 

-SCHEME UNCOVERED 
Florida Legislature 

RESCINDS 
"full-blown plans for 

constitutional revision." 

DEAR LEGISLATOR: 

This is what Jim Davidson <NTU) & 
Lewis Uhler <NTLC) & others did in 
other states and they will do the 
SAME THING to your constituents too. 

PLEASE BE AWARE OF THIS These groups will be sending letters <see 
insert between pages 1 and 2) to your constituents talking about the 
"limited convention" and your constituents oo_not have any knowledge 
of Davidson's speech to the Wisconsin Legislators <see above), 
Notice constituents have also no knowledge of the CCS <the group formed 
solely to bring abcut a new constitution) and that the CCS is directly 
linked to the NTU~etc. This letter was sent by angry constituents 
to warn other State Legislators about how they felt they were misled. 
They will also use radio~ TV~ newspapers adsJ etc. BE AWARE ! 

II/~ ' 



Dear Virginia NTU Member: 

---. ~ __.--

National Taxpayers Union 
325 Pennsylvania Avenue. S.E. 

Washington. D.C. 20003 
/202) 543-1300. 

December 19, 1988 

The future of the effort to add a balanced budget amendment to 
the u.s. Constitution is in your hands. 

YOur help is urgently needed immediately to prevent the big 
spender$ in the Virginia Senate from seriously damaging the natiortal 
c.ampaign for a constitutional amendment to require Congress to balance 

e federal budget and limit taxes. 

Your state, Virs ia, is among the thirty states that have called 
for a limited consti~ ional convention to draft a balanced budget 
amendment if Con9ress iils to act. To date, thi~ty of the required 
thirty-four states ha. , passed such resolutions. The closer that we 
come to thirty-four states, the more pressure is put on Congress to 
act on this constitutional amendment. Unfortunately, several state 
legislators, responding to pressure from special interest groups, have 
introduced bills to repeal Virginia's call for the balanced budget 
amendment. If it's repealed, this will be a severe setback, stalling 
the Balanced Budget Amendment for years! 

If you ~ill spend ju~t a few minutes contacting your legislators, 
you personally may make the difference between the success and failure 
of our Balanced.Budget Amendment campaign. 

Background: The Virginia Assembly voted to repeal Virginia's 
1976 balanced budget call in February 1988. HJR 28, and identical 
Senate measure SJR 22, were then sent to the Senate Rules Committee 
for study. This committee will hold a public hearing on the issue in 
mid January 1989 in Richmond and then vote· on the resolutions shortly 
thereafter. 

These measures are on a fast track. But, we have an excellent 
chance to stop them in the Senate Rules Committee, if we can have your 
help immediately. 

We need you to let members of the Senate Rules Committee know 
that a vote fo~ SJR 22 or HJR 28 is a vote against the effort to force 
the u.s. Congress to pass a balanced budget amendment. 

You've got to let your legislators know that voting to repeal 
Virginia's balanced budget resolution is the same as v<>ting AGAINST 
the balanced federal budget amendment. Without Virginia as one of the 
thirty states, Congress will NEVER act. 

What you can do: 

Immediately write to two key members of the Senate Rules 
()mmi t tee and also to one or more of the other senators on the 

over plea.se 



committee who live near you (See attached list). 

The letters you write can be very simple. The following points 
can be made: 

1. I support a balanced budget amendment to the u.s. 
Con st it u t 1on • 

2. The Virginia Legislature should keep pressure on the u .. s. 
Congress to act. 

3. Therefore, _I oppose repeal of Virginia's 1976 call for a 
balanced budget amendment. 

4. Please vote against SJR 22 and HJR 28. 

When you write, use your own words. Then encourage your spouse, 
your friends, relatives and coworkers to write as well. Remember, in 
a de·mocracy the ideas and positions of those who write letters and 
make calls are the ones that win out. To date~ the big spenders are 
making more contacts with state legisl~tors than those who care about 
fiscal responsibility. I encourage you to take action. Please write 
at least three letters to senators on the Rules Committee. If you 
don't, no one else will. 

Let your Rules Committee senators know that you want Virginia to 
remain among the thirty states that have called for a limited 
constitutional convention to draft a balanced federal budget amendment 
if Congress fails to act. Without the balanced budget convention call 
resolution, Congress will ignore the people's demand for a balanced 
federal budget amendment. It's that simple. 

Politicians and special interests who oppose a balanced federal 
budget amendment are using every possible device to get the Virginia 
Legislature to repeal its call for a balanced federal budget amendment 

• scare tactics, you name it. 

If we lose Virginia, that will take tremendo.us pressure off 
Congress on this constitutional amendment. It will also send another 
message: Congress, we don't care how much money you spend. 

I've enclosed some background information on the safety and 
necessity of ·a constitutional convention call as well as the need for 
a balanced federal budget amendment. 

~;~el, 
(.A;{~~ ~ ~n 

Cha1rm 

P.S. Please keep this mailing. The Virginia Legislature's 1989 
session begins January 11th •. You can follow up your letters by 
calling your senators betwe~n January 11th and January 13th and . 
leaving the message that you ~upport a balanced budget amendment and 
oppose SJR 22 and HJR 28. All senators can be reached ~y.callin9 
1-804-786-6530, then asking to be transferred to a spec1f1c senator's 
office. 

Attachments: 

ee7:23 

List cf Senate Rules Committee members 
Map of Virginia Senatorial districts 
Q & A1 s on the BBA 
BBA editorial, Harrisonburg Daily News Record, 11/26/88 



THE NATIONAL Vr ::RANS · COl\tlMITTEE 
ON THE C ;_ · STITUTION 

! 560 SHE;::- • =:LD ROAD 

BALTIMORE. MD 21218 

. RAY GILTON 
Chmrmtm 

Cri,ticallnformation 
To All State Legislators 

2 

Group formed solely for making 
"Major Structural Changes" to the 

U.S. Constitution discovered 
LINKED to 

The National Taxpayers Union* 

and now also to the office of the 
Attorney General of the 

United States of America 

F.ORMAL 
NOTICE: 

* "the driving force behind the Constitutional 
Convention to Balance the B-udget." 

- {rom BLOOD .IN THE STREETS 

IF YOU AS A STATE LEGISLATOR SHOULD 

P.ECEIVE DOCUMENTS FROM THE U.S. ATiORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 

REGARDING A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, PLEASE FACTOR IN 

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTATION. 

-continued on back side-
II 'I-X 
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Now, the Honorable position of U.S • Attorney General is being occupied 
by a Director--not merely a member--but a Director of the Committee on 
the Constitutional System (CCS). This same CCS Director testified in 1986 
before the New Jersey General Assembly State Government Committee in 
favor of a constitutional· convention that: 

''The executive and legislative branches at the federal level 
are, in truth, caught up in a system badly in need of structural 
adjustment. The balanced budget amendment is the key element 
in such an adjustment. n 

He also stated that he was in favor of a specific structural change--the 
line item veto. CCS Director Dick Thornburgh's fellow CCS Director 
James L. Sundquist stated in his book Constitutional Reform & Effective 
Government on page 237 that: 

"The most powerful of the proposals , in terms of potential 
subversal of the executive-legislative balance, would be the item 
veto in any form that required a two-thirds majority of both 
houses to override the president." 

Why did CCS Director Sundquist use the word "subversal?11 

This same CCS Director that testified in New Jersey was asked by James Dale 
Davidson (the driving force behind the constitutional convention and Chairman 
of the National Taxpayers Union - NTU) to serve as an NTU committee co-chairman. 
The man being described here is CCS Director/Attorney General, Dick Thornburgh. 

CCS Director Dick Thornburgh has another fellow CCS Director, James 
MacGregor Bums who stated in Reforming American Government: 

"Let us face reality •. The framers have simply been too shrewd for 
us. They have outwitted us. They designed separated institutions 
that cannot be unified by mechanical linkages, frail bridges, tinkering. 
If we are to 'turn the founders upside down'--to put together what they 
put asunder--we must directly confront the constitutional structure 
they erected. 11 

Who is "us" State Legislator? 

Since "u.s" now has a CCS Director as the Attomey General of the United States, 
is this part of what is meant by '1we must directly confront the constitutional 
structure they erected?" . 

II~ 
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NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRMAN 

AND COMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM (Ccs·) 

DIRECTOR DICK THORNBURGH TESTIFIES FOR TWO 

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS AT THE N.J. HEARING ON 

ACR 54 CALLING A CONVENTION. ON PAGE 2 HE SAYS 

THE BBA "IS THE KEY" TO MAKiNG THE STRUCTURAL 

CHANGES TO THE CONSTITUTION. 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE NEW JERSEY 

EXTREMELY 
URGENT 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

ON THE NEED FOR A BALANCED-S~~GZT 

AMENDMENT TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION 

BY GOVERNOR DICX TBORNBORGB 

OF PENNSY!.VANIA 

STATE BOOSE ANNEX 

TRENTON , NEW JERSEY 

OCTOBER 21, 1986 

2:30 P.M. 



need for ~ constitutional amendment to impose lonq-overdue 

fiscal discipline on Washinqton's •credit card" budqet process~ 

It is a constitutional, not legislative, chanqe that is 

needed. 

You can· no more .expect Conqress to balance the budqet. 

without a constitutional mandatf!!, than you could expect a· 

chocoholic to iqnore a Hershey bar, or a Mets fan to iqnore the 

World Series, or a lonq-distance swimmer to iqnore the Enqlish 

Channel. 

This is a step which must be impelled. 

'l'he time has come to provide Conqress and the President 

with the same structural tools and constraints that have proved 

invaluable to states in balancinq our hudqet. Durinq the 

1982-83 recession, for example, 43 states cut costs ana 44 

raised ·taxes to keep budqets in balance. It is doubtful that 

these actions would have occurred without constitutional 

requirements mandatinq balanced budqets, and without the . . 

executive and leqislative diseipline those provisions impose. 

At the same time, the Federa.l budget process, lac:kinq any 

such discipline, has been out of balance in twenty-five of the 

last twenty-six years and national debt has mere than doubled in 

the 1980s, alene. J The executive and leqislative branches at the 

federal level are, in truth, cauqht up in a sys:tem badly in need 

of struetural adjustment. The balanced budqet amendment is the ~ 
key element in such an adjustment. 1 

It is not without aiqnificance that the nation's qovernors 

.a:'e on record ir. favor of a balanced budqet constitutional 
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CFR MEMBERS 
FOUNDERS OF CCS 

(BOTH FORMER DIRECTORS OF THE C<DUNCIL OF 

FOREIGN RELATIONS (CFR) ( MARKED TO SHOW 

MEMBERS OF CFR ORGANIZATION OVERLAP.) 

"The Committee (CCS) owes its existence to the courageous vision a_nd 

energetic leadership of its founding co-chairs, Lloyd Cutler and 

C. Douglas -Dillon ... " 

-page :x:vi of REFORMING AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 

ll'f)( 



• <::Po-rounde1-s 

BOARD OF· DIRECTORS- D~. CCtS 

Ric~ ~d Bolling, former Congressman from Missouri 
Nic:~ i3S Brady, former Senator from New Jersey 
Janet Brown, former Senate assistant 

/97' dR. Jame~ MacGregor Bums, Co-Chairman, Project '87 
William Carey, American Association for the Advancement of Science 

(!Fil Douglass Cater, fonner Assistant to the President 
Ge!"hard Casper, Dean, University of Chicago Law School -re, / Cflt William Coleman, Jr., former Secretary of Transportation 
LeRoy Collins. former Governor of Florida 

•Te, / t:P" Lloyd Cutler, former Counsel to the President 
Lynn Cutler, Vice-Chair, Democratic National Committee 

• Cfll C. Douglas Dillon, former Secretary of the Treasury 
Ruth Frienqly, teacher, Scarsdale (N.Y.> school system 
J. William Fulbright, former Senator from Arkansas . 

CJ'It. W. Wilson Goode, Mayor, City of Philadelphia 
William Green, former Mayor, City of Philadelphia 
Charles Hardin, Prof~ssor Emeritus. University of California. ·navis 

Cl'lt Alexander Heard, Ch:.i.ncellor Emeritus. Vanderbilt University 
Elsie Hillman, Repu:: ·ican National Committee, Pennsylvania 
Matthew Holden, Jr .. Professor. University of Virginia 
Linwood Holton, former Governor of Virginia 
A. E. Dick Howard, Professor, University of Virginia 
Nancy Landon Kassebaum, Senator from Kansas 
Philip Klutznick, former Secretary of Commerce 
Hubert Locke, Dean of Public Affairs, University of Washington 
Nancy Altman Lupu, Kennedy School, Harvard University rc. I CF~ Bruce MacLaury' President, The Brookings Institution 
Robert McClory, former Congressman from Illinois 

CFit Donald McHenry,fonner Ambassador to the United Nations 
TC/ {!,F~ Robert MeN amara, former Secretary of Defense· 

cF,t Charles Mathias, former Senator from Maryland 
Cftl Martin Meyerson, President Emeritus, University of Pennsylvania 
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.. Dick Thornburgh, Governor of Pennsylvania is listed on page 334, under 

., the heading) "Board of Directors of the Corrrnittee on the Constitutional 
System". 

Henry Hazlitt•s blueprint is now being constructed by the 

Committee on the Constitutional System, by Director Dick Thornburgh 

and others. 

YOU AND YOUR FELLOW LEGISLATORS MUST ACT NOW TO 

PREVENT ITS COMPLETION. 

NONE OF THE 32 STATES EVER KNEW ABOUT A NEW CONSTITUTION NOW. ---- . 

11 The second suggestion that I wish to make with regard to a technique for converting 
American public opinion to parliamentary government is the organization of a League 
for Constitutional Reform. 11 

- Page 238 

11 A League for Constitutional Reform, as I see it, would confine itself to discussing 
the constitutional aspects of public questions. It would advocate a parliamentary 
form of government for cities, States, and for the nation. It would be organized on 
a national scale and have state and city chapters !1 

- Page 238 
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Henry Haz!itt, National Taxpayers Union advisor, 

from his book, A New Constitution Now 
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The ''plot'' of the Plot for: 
''A Constitutional Revolution of the First Magnitude'' 

Senator·· Nancy Landon Kassebaum is Co-Chaiman of the Ctmni ttee on the 
Constitutional System (CCS), perhaps the mst controversial organization 
in. America tcxlay. The group was fol:Ired in 1982 and unfortunately Sen. 
Kassebaum became Co-chai....~ in 1984. She is no.v being asked to resign. 
This is due to confl: - with her oath of office as a u.s. Senate to 
support the present U.s. .)nSti tution. 

Senator Kassebaum r s .xs has sate 40 'Wrking papers" Wich when taken 
as a whole 1 violate the principles embodied in the U.s. Constitution. 
Foreign CCS proposals alien to America include APFOINTED Congressmen and 
Senators, A9JLISHING every other election and giving the President the 
paNer to DISSLVE Congress. 

Senator Kassebaum 1 s Co-Director Janes M. Bums writes of turning the 
founders upside down while the group itself is partially funded by '!be 
Dillon·· Fund, and is believed by many to be the captive pawn of the well
heeled m:>neyman, c. DJuglas Dillon, who is Founder and Co-Ola.Uman with 
Sen. Kassebaum. The goal of eliminating the founding fathers' checks and 
balances is shared by the Fabian socialists, about whan m:>re shall be said 
later. 

'mE AIM OF 'mE CCS IS ro · CHAN:;E THE STRt..X::'IURE OF· 'mE U.S. GOVElU1ENT 
BY ELIMINATIN; THE SEPARATICN OF ~ AND REPIACING IT WI'IH A EtJR:>PFAN 
P~SYST!M. 

Sen. Kassebaum's other Co-<l1a:innan is Lloyd CUtler who as Co-Fo1.mder 
is auth::>r of sate of the "~king papers" and refers to the proposals as 
"a set of roodest changes" ; which is exposed as a masquerade· when Fabian 
socialist Harold Laski exp:runds on cabinet government in the same 
collection of 'Nerking papers. 

Just one of Mr. CUtler's "set" is referred to in this 'wrking paper" 
dealing with Congress members also being the President r s cabinet and is 
authored by Fabian Soci~ Chaimin (1946-1948) Harold J. Iaski. Mr. 
Laski Writes 1 · · 

11Fundaitentaly, this is to alter the whole balance of the 
American Constitution • • • • it is a constitutional revolution of t.""le 
first magnitude." This Fabian Society "refonn" technique is where 
"revolutionary wolves masquerade in sheep's clothing as gentle refonrers" 
revealed in The Great Deceit (1964) by Veritas Foundation staff. The 
techniques of t.,r,.e Fabian Socl.ety are expounded upon in Veri tas Foundation 
Kevnes at Harvard ( 1960) • (The Fabian Societv svmbol was chanqed fran a 
patient ·-tortoise to a wolf in sheep's ciothlng after 5uccessful 
rrasquerades as "mild reforrrers" prior to 1910.) 
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Sen.. Kassebaum's CCS published their papers as Fefonni..gg American 
Governnent including a dozen prop:>sals for arcending the u.s. constitution. 
Seven of these proposals are clones fran A NEW roNSTI'lUI'IOO N::M WRI'.l'TEN BY 
HENRY HAZLITl', advisor to (the group atte!l1pt..ing to call a constitutional 
convention) the National Taxpayers Union (N'IU). In this book, Mr. Hazlitt 
outlines a par l.ianentarj goverrinent ·..mich re p~ses for the United 
States. Founder of the mu is Oxford educated James Davidson who has 
recently successfully lobbied for the disannarrent of Arrerica in closing 
several hundred military bases. Mr. Davidson is being challenged for 
following the Fabian socialist objective of disamarrent of the united 
States nor world government. 

NTU advisor Henry Hazlitt wrote on .page 43 of A NEW CONSTI'IUl'ICN ~ 
(1942) "Englishiren whether of the Left or the Right are equa!!y critical 
of the American Systen. Harold J. Laski, a declared MaJ:xist, has in 
rep!ated volumes in the last two ·decades expressed his dislike of the 
presidential system and his decided preference for the parliamentary 0 n 

Actually for over four generations, members and friends of the Fabian 
Society have dedicated themselves to ·praroting an anglicized version of 
Marxism. Mr. Laski's Fabian Society was fotmed in 1884 and the Arrerican 
branch begun in 1888, (Joseph Fels and other Fabian members 1~ 
rrcney for his first Russian Revoluticn in 1905) , and Mr. Laski's group has 
thus had a plan in notion for several decades in Atre.rica. 

Sen. Kassebaum's CX:S met at Harvard and aroong those attending in 1986 
was Lady Eirene White who was Olail:man of the British Fabian Soci*79' 
(1958-1959) (following Harold Laski. bY ten years). LadY White 9 s FabJ.an 
Society fOunded the Lalx;ur Party. "Refoms" she aR'roved while Fabian 
Society Olail:man resulted in her being elevated to the House Of I.ords. 

Just as the noreign parent Fabian branch has grown in power with the 
"mild refomers' " techniques over the decades, so has the American branch. 
~se Martin docmnents the Society fran 1884-1966 in her book ·Fabian 
Freeway ( 1966) • Mrs. Martin writes, "Few outsiders realized this ItDVarent 
emanated always fran a single center, whose unchanging aim continues to be 
that of supplanting the constitutional American system of checks ~d 
balances with a collectivist state under Socialist International 
guidance." Mrs. Martin continues on pp. 251 " ••• '!be Fabian Society has 
not deviated in a;ey essential way fran the pattems initially devised for 
it. It remains today, as it was at its inception, a danqerously subtle 
conspiracy beneath a cloak of social reform." 

A a:NS'l'I'lUl'ICNAL RE'JOLtJl'IOO OF mE FIRST ~E is imeed what is 
planned ·by this O:S group. Sidney Webb was the founder of the Fabian 
Society AND the LondJn SC}"r:::)ol of Econanics where Harold Laski and others 
were instructors. Ano'lg the CCS Directors are two who have been educated 
at this Fabian School, they are Jarres MacGregor Burns and Sen. Daniel 
l-Dynihan. 
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The ''\t.orking paper" of a:s Director· Janes M. Burns is of particular 
. interest for he makes clear the nature of the a:s organizatiat of ~ch 
Sen. Kassebaum has identified herself as Co-aia:i.nnan. Mr. Bums writes, 
"Let · us face reality. 'll1e framers have simply been teo shrewd for· us. 
'!hey have outwitted us. '!hey designed separated institutions that cannot 
be unified by rte::hanical linkages, frail bridges, tinkering. If we are to 
'turn the founders upside dcMl' -- to put together what they plt a.surd!r 
-- we InJSt directly confront the constitutional structure they erected • • 
• • n Mr. Burns reveals that the "roost hearten:i.nq precedent for 
constitutional change" is tr£> ':"'tlStitutional ratifying co!"'··entions of 
1787-1788. He then proceeds · ~dentify a cadre for today t:::- repeat the 
precedent, "The answer .can ·~ f:: · in the civic and religious ~, in 
the local I.eagues of W:r:cn Vc ._ ~ and local bar associaticr.-5, in the 
unioos and Chamt:er of Ccmnerce, ;_~: t:.."le professional· organizations, in the 
sc;:tx:>ols and colleges and universities of .America." 

. Spokesnen for Sen. Kassebaum's CCS acknowledge that the nation is 
close to · call.in3 a oonstitutional convention and that they will have a 
package of amendments to sul:mi t as agenda. 

CCS Director Dick Thornburgh pri:wides the CRITICAL LINK as he is also 
a Co-Chairman for THE N'lU group calling the oonventwn. Since his 
test:iloony before the-NJ legislature on Oct. 21, 1986, he has been 
described as the "Judas to the U. 5. Constitution and Bill of Rights." He 
testified, "The executive and legislative branches at the federal level 
are, in truth, caught up . in a systan badly in need of structural 
adjustment. The balanced budget amendment is the key element in such an 
adjust:nent." 

·· - 1 twelve of CCS Director Thornburgh's .group's ame!X!mer:-:· 3 are 
desic j to rewrite "The executive and 1egislative branches" v:-~.iating 
ever:' .. -~ who pledges allegiance to the Pepublic. CCS Director James 
Sl.lndql..4J..st says "the mst por..verful of the prop:>sals, in tenns of potential 
subversal of the executive-legislative balance, 'WOUld be the item veto 

n 

M:)reover mu Co-Chairman -Dick Thornburgh Is CRITICAL LINK' the 
deceptive "key element" convention has as its pretention the "reform" of a 
budget question while legislators are led to believe such non4)inding 
language as "specific and exclusive" will limit his convention to the "key 
element." Hundreds of state legislators have been petitioned by their 
consti tt.l$nts to stop this plot of calling a conve."ltion for the "key 
element" to provide the occasion to attempt the ccs agenda described to 
t.l-}e p.lblic as "nodest changes. " 
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Fabian educated James "turn the founders upside down" Bums says, 
"'!his is a strategy for gradual structuralists. n '!he Fabian Society 
strategy is patie."lt gradualism tcward total goverrment. '!he Fabian 
technique of pexmeatln] established institutions and ~tratinq ~litical 
parties in· order to win cx:mnand of the machinel:y. of ~· perhaps has· no 
bet+-._sr clear example than in the·. CCS 0-lt.reach Program. 

Sen. Nan::y Kassebaun 1 s en:; boldly set forth an OUtreach P:tujxam to 
overturn tbe American Govermlent. '!be Cl:>jectives specifically state: 
". • • lay plans, enlist cooperation, prepare materials, and make neoessaey 
arrangements for ensuring a national dialogue on the Ccmni ttee • s 
proposals: and build support for the Carmi ttee' s proposals as they are 
considered by the Congress •••• " 

Sen. Kassebaum 1 s ~ CCS Co-OlaiJ:men are both foll'ner Directors of the 
CFR and are the co-founders of tbe c:cs. '!he Fabian Society American 
branch in turn. had representation ~ the founders of the CFR. '1bday 
there are over 250 CFR Inel'I'Cers in the news nedia. 'Wi1o are to participate in 
planned media blitzes to prarote the CCS OUtreac.~ Program in the same 
manner as the ·. Gorbachev Pearl Harbor of 1987. 

FoJ:mer Governor Alfred M. Landon said, "I have cooperated with the 
New Deal to the l:est of my ability," and. had even issued p.lblic praise of 
New Deal designer Rexford Guy Tugwell, devoted radical socialist and 
subsequent autror of the prop:>sed New States Constitution. 

Sen. Nan::y I.and:)n Kassebaum is now beinq petitioned to stop 
cooperating with the a:s designers of the EXJR:>PFM P~ SYSTEM 
and resign fran this crs group. Sen. Kassebaum writes in her "'workiDj 
paper" in Refo~ American Govermlent: "If qoverment becates the 
captive pawn ·of "-eii:::&ee!ea mneyman and the sharp media advisor, it 
will no lOnger be the chalrpion of the averaqe citizen. At that point, 
average citizens will have a lot. to say aro.tt this matter, and they ~' t 
require large suns of IIDleY to deliver their message." 

4 
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1989 
A SUITABLE TARGET D'ATE 

The Committee on the Constitutional System (CCS) was formed by 

members of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). 

CFR member Zbigniew Brzezinski stated in his 1970 book, 

Between Two Ages : "The approaching two-hundredth anniversary of 

the Declaration of Independence could justify the call for a national 

constitutional convention to reexamine the nation's formal institutional 

framework. Either 1976 or 1989--the two-hundredth anniversary of 

the Constitution--could serve as a suitable target date •••.• 11 

F THIS AS YOU POSSIBLy CAN AND 
MAKE AS MA~~g~~:oo PEOPLE EVERYWHERE. 

v. Bow to proceed 

*** ALERT *** 

t d Ccs plans for 1989-1990 lntercep e 

Is it necessary to proceed by statutory or constitutional 
changes, or can the desired results be achieved by changes 
in party rules, or by ~hanges in the outlook of the 
political culture? And if we decide that the Co.nstitution 
must be amended, should we use the only method used thus 
far, working first through Congress, or would it be better 
to use the other method provided by the framers: a 
constitutional convention? 

- see page 24 -
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Committee on the Constitutional System 

ANNUAL MEMBERS MEET1NGS 
AuditoritJn 

ihe Brookings Institution 
2 pm, Friday, December 16, 1988 

AGENDA 

1. Election of Directors 
2. Report on the Canadian Election 

Gary Levy, Visiting Associate 
American Society/Canadian Affairs 

3. Preparations for the Debate Book 
Oonalp Robinson 

(prospectus attached) 
4. Planning for a 1989 Symposium 

Lloyd Cutler and James Sundquist 
(prospectus attached) 

5. Outreach Activities 
6. Finances 
7. Other Business 

Suite 410, 1755 Massachusetts Ave., ~W, Washington, DC 20036 
T eiephone 202/387-8787 
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Committee on the C. ·1.stitutionalSystem 

ANNUAL· MEETING - Oecemoer 16, 1988 
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Norman Beckman 
Robert Bowie 
Henry Brandon 
Janet Brown 
Thomas Burnard 
Douglass Cater 
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L 1 oyd Cutler 
Lynn Cutler 
Douglas Dillon 
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Henry Fowler 
ENin Griswold 
Matthew Holden 
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A. E. Dick Howard 
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Nancy Altman Lupu 
Bruce MacLaury 
Mary Ann Madison 
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Nancy Neuman 
Norman Ornstein 
Thomas Payne 
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Jessie Rattley 
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Alice Rivlin 
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John Rohr 
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Franklin Salisbury 
Peter Schauff1er 
Elvin Sill 
Walter Sherwin 
A. A. Sonmer; Jr. 
Elvis Stahr 
Perry Stambaugh 
Carl Stover 
Eugene Straub 
James Sundquist 
Robert Wood 

Suite410, 1755 Massacnusetts Ave .. N\V, Washing~or., DC 2003(-, 
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NOMINATION BY UNANIMOUS CONSENT OF DIRECTORS FOR THE COMING YEAR 

Richard Bolling Hubert Locke 
Nicholas Brady Nancy Altman Lupu 
Janet Brown Bruce MacLaury 
James MacGregor Burns Charles Mathias 
William Carey Donald McHenry 
Douglass Cater Robert McNamara 
Gerhard Casper Martin Meyerson 
W1111am Coleman,Jr Daniel Patrick Moynihan 
LeRoy Collins Nancy Neu~n 
Lloyd Cutler Norman Ornstein 
Lynn Cut.ler kevin Ph111 ips 
C~· Douglas Dillon Jessie Rattley 
Ruth Friendly Hen~ Reuss 
J. W1111am Fulbright John Rhodes 
W. Wilson Goode Dorothy Ridings 
William Green Sharon Rockefeller 
Charles Hardin W. Thad Rowland,Jr 
Alexander Heard Donna Shalala 
Elsie Hillman Rocco Siciliano 
Matthew Holden, Jr Mary Louise Smith 
Ernest Hollings Elmer Staats 
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A. E. Dick Howard James SundQuist 
Nancy Kassebaum James Symington 
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Committee on the Constitu-tional System 

Financial Statement 

Jan. 1, 1988 ... Dec. 15, 1988 

Cash Balance - 1/1/88 18,839 .OS 

ReceiE!,!: 

Grants/Conr ribut ions 101,500.00 
Membenhip 1,070.00 
Royalties 2,109.20 
Interest 821 .93 
Books 20.00 
Miscellaneous 187.53 

Totel Receipts 105,708.66 

124,.547.71 

Less: Disbursements: 

Consul tents 51 ,62S .00 
Travel 4,026.96 
Meeting c::sts 2,~S.S6 
Rent 14,642.68 
Telephone 1 ,452.86 
.Administrative. 547.25 
Pti nt i ng,/Postage,/Repro 2,061 .79 
Repo~Boo~Bocklets 4,654.00. 
Miscellaneous 512 • .50 

Total Oisbunements 82,118.10 

Cash Balanc:e - 12/15/88 42,429.61 
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September, 1988 

Prospectus for a Book: 

A Goyerpment for the Third American Ceptury 

by Donald L. Robinson 

for the Committee on the Constitutional System 

PURPOSE: to provide a •debate book• which considers the need 
for fundamental reforms of the American political structure. 
Is the system ready for the challenges of the 21st century? 
After reviewing the record since mid-century, the book sets 
forth the eases for and against reform in general, then 
examines the pros and eons of various specific proposals for 
statutory and constitutional change. 

AUDIENCE: civic groups, such as the League of Women Voters; 
educational programs sponsored by trade unions, .business 
corporations, partisan committees and the like; 
undergraduate courses in political science, history and 
American studies; advanced high school programs. The book 
will be concrete, specific and vigorously engaged with the 
concerns of major segments of the population. 

BOW THIS BOOK DIFFERS FROM OTHER PUBLICATIONS: this book 
will be shorter and intellectually more accessible than 
Refgrming American Ggygrnmept (Westview) and Suttdquist's 
Cgnstitutional Refgrm and Effective Goyerpment (Brookings); 
unlike Reformj,pg Ameris;an Goyernmept, it will be presented, 
not as an edited collection, but as the work of a single 
author, a single •voice,• though it may be fortified by 
excerpts from the work of other writers; it will be more 
comprehensive, and with greater attention to the system as a 
whole, than the Jefferson Forum pamphlets. 

FEATURES: bibliography7 questions and discussion starters at 
the end of each major section: illustrations (photos, 
drawings, cartoons, graphics) 

LENGTH: under 2SS pages. 

STYLE: in paperback, as inexpensively as possible. 
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OUTLINE OF CONTENTS 

(* means that the section bas been drafted.) 

* I. Introduction. 

It is time to take a fresh look at the question of 
st~uctural ~eform. Uncontrolled and mounting deficits, the 
abuse of war powers, and serious problems with the electoral 
system raise questions that c~ to the roots of the system. 

The focus of the book is on :.ic questions of political 
structure and process, such ~ interactions between Congres 
and the presidency, procedure~ for choosing candidates, the 
control of war powers and budget making. We will not 
consider proposals for reform of the judiciary or the bill 
of rights (on grounds that these do not raise structural 
issues), nor of the federal system (the existing system 
provides ways to re-adjust federal relations), nor such 
proposals as eliminating the bicameral legislature or 
introducing a parliamentary system (too alien). 

II. Signs of Strain: the performance of the American system, 
1950-1990 

A. Choosing our Lead~rs 

According to the American tradition, governance must be 
not only effective, but accpuntabl~. Reformers have 
changed the American electoral system continuously since 
the founding, and ~specially since the late l961s, always 
with the intention of increasing democratic control. The 
results, however, have been full of ironies. The problems 
are both obvious (low turnout, high cost, interminable 
campaigns, tremendous·advantage for incumbents) and subtle 
(a government incapable of coordinating an approach to 
public problems and an electorate unable to render a 
coherent judgment on the performance of the gov~rnment). 

* B. Managing the Economy 

A complex national economy needs careful management: a 
stable currency, predictable and effective regulation. It 
also needs balanced trade in the global economy. The 
American economy has been ill-served in both respects by 
the political process. 
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~ C. Cont:olling the •war Powers• 

Two developments -- the establishment of a permanent 
standing army and the replacement of Rno entangling 
al.li..ances 11 by a global network of alliances -- hav~ 
dis~urbed the balance between pxesident and Congress in 
the conduct of war powers. A review of events since World 
Wat II reveals the continuing tension over procedures in 
this vital area. 

III. Do We Need Structural Reform? Pro and Con 

* A. •oon't Fix It•: The Case Against Structural Reform. 

The system was designed to prevent tyranny. It has done 
that, by entrenching defensive power in many places. It bas 
also proven capable of concerted action when a broad 
consensus demands it. 

B. The Case for Structural Reform. 

The party system collapsed in mid~century, leading to 
weakened control over nominees and office-holders and a 
series of divided governments. Divided government in tu~n 
contributed to a lack of budgetary discipline and an 
impaired ability to address and solve pressing problems. In 
addition, we have not found a way to adapt the framers' 
intended sharing of war powers to the modern situation. 

IV. Proposals for reform: Pros and Cons 

This section is the core of the book. It presents reforms 
-- party rules, new statutes, and constitutional amendments 
--, that· the Committee on the, Constitutional System has under 
consideration. Each proposal is considered critically, with 
an airin9 of pros ana cons. 

NB: Not all of the rgfgrms listed here will he includeg in 
the hook. Some may be grouped under a single title1 others 
may be eliminated from this volume. Still others that are 
not. here may be added to the final list. The goal will be 
to feature proposals that the Committee deems most worthy of 
serious ·consideration •. 

A. Bow we choose our leaders 

The way we choose national officials (staggered elections, 
long ballot, nomination by primaries, heavy use of 

_...., 
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television, virtually unlimited campaign financing for 
Congress) contributes to the centrifugal tendencies of our 
qovernina orocess. Modifications of the electoral law 
would doubtless have a tremendous effect on the shape and 
movement ~f the resulting government, though the 
consequences would be very difficult to pr~dict and 
contrclo 

To, produce these changes, we might 

* adjust the terms of office: four years for all 
federal elected officials (4-4-4), or four years for 
representatives ~nd president and six years for 
senators (4-6-4), or four years for president and 
representatives and eight years for senators (4-8-4), 
or a single six-year term for the president. 

* adopt a straight party ticket, optional or mandatory 

control campaign financing (contributions and 
expenditures1 presidential and congressional1 
broadcasting; by party rules, statute or constitutional 
amendment) 

repeal 22nd amendment? impose limits on the number of 
terms an MC may serve? 

abolish the electoral eollege1 substitute a straight 
national popular vote; eliminate the •faithless 
elector•; have MCs serve as electors 

reform n6minating conventions and delegate selection 
(more, or fewer, superdelegates? bicameral 
conventions?) 

hold sequential elections (as in France) 

provide for •bonus seats,• to be filled by at-large 
members of Congress drawn from party lists 

B. Bow our government works together 

The separation of powers often leads to confrontation and 
st~lemate; nor has it adapted well to the sharing of 
modern war powers. In approaching these problems, we need 
to consider, ~ot onlv the interactions of the two 
politi~al branches, Sut their internal workings and the 
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proliferation of bodies that belong to neither branch 
(regulatory commissions, independent prosecutors, 
bilateral commissions). 

To deal with ~bese problems, we consider the following 
reforms: 

amend the war powers act to require consultaticn with a 
limited number of members of Congress, or add members 
of Congress to the National Security Council. 

clarify the distinction between treaties and e~ecutive 
agreements, and change the majority needed to confirm a 
treaty (reduce two-thirds requirement? involve the 
Bouse?) 

permit members of Congress to •hold office• in the 
administration 

encourage presidential appearances before Congress 
(borrowing the •question period" from the parliamentary 
model) 

create a shadow cabinet for the legislative opposition 

~ . grant biennial budget authority, with or withoUt a 
~presidential item-veto of appropriationa bills 

~require a balanced budget 

provide a le9islative veto · 

'

develop an expedited legislative procedure for use in 
various defined emergencies. . 

institute a ceremonial chief of state; council of 
elders 

~eliminate the vice presidency 

. develop a permanent, professional White Bouse staffJ 
shorten the transitioq to a new administration 

c. What we do when government fails 

Re9ardless of whatever changes we may make in the 
electoral process or the separated powers, there may come 
a time when the government fails, whether because of a 



protracted deadlock between the elected branches, or a 
prc(ound and irremediable loss of public confidence in one 
branch or the other, or corruption in the administration 
that does not touch the president personally, or whatever. 
In this event, we may need a mechanism that goes beyond 
the impeachment power: we may ne~d 

dissolution, followed by nev federal elections 

~. · broadened impeachment power (political, rather than 
~judicial in nature) 

a binding referendum, initiative, or recall 

D. How reforms interact; possible packages 

From Woodrow Wilson, w. Y. E:liott, and Thomas Finletter to 
Charl~s Bardin, Henry Reuss, Burns, Robin~on and Sundquist, 
reformers have argued that the ills of the system require a 
combination of measures and that one reform ought not to be 
adopted without certain others. In our own group, some 
members have insisted that extending the term of office for 
House members without providing a safety-valve in the form 
of special elections would be dangerous and unacceptable. 
Others have suggested that members of Congress elected at
large might be good candidates for membership in the 

. president's cabinet. 

In this section, we will analyze and critically examine the 
contention that reforms ought not to be adopted piecemeal, 
that the whole system needs to be taken into consideration 
and adjusted, not just one of its parts. 

v. Bow to proceed 

Is it neces;J.ry to proceed by statutory or institutional 
changes, or :an the desired results be ach_ ~~ed by changes 
in party rules, or by changes in the outlook of the 
political culture? And if we decide that the Constitution 
must be amended, should we use the only method used thus 
far, working first through Congress, or would it be better 
to use the other method provided by the framer~: a 
constitutional convention? 

VI. Appendix ~ 
text of the Constitution and amendments 

text of January, 1987, CCS Report 

excerpts from -ther CCS document3? 
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Committee on the Constitutional System 

Symposium on Divided Government 

When George Bush takes the oath of office as president on January 20, 
the occasion will mark the sixth Inauguration Day among the last nine that 
a ne~1y-sworn-in Republican president has confronted a c~ngress in which 
one or both houses was controlled by the oppo$ition Democratic party. 
Dwight Eisenhower in 1957 and Richard Nixon in 1969 and 1973 faced 
Democratic majorities in both House and Senate, and Ronald Reagan in 1981 
and 1985 had to deal with a Democratic House. Like Eisenhower and Nixon, 
President Bush will have to work out a relationship, however friendly or 
hostile, with the opposition that controls both houses. 

This division of the government between opposing parties is a new 
phenomenon in American politics. During the entire seventy-two-year period 
between Grover Cleveland's first inauguration in 1885 and Eisenhower's 
secend term beginning in 1957, not once did the American voters send a 
president to the White House without sending also to Washington a Congress 
of his own party predisposed to support him and make his term successful. 
After two years, of course, the opposition party might sometimes win a 
majority in one or both legislative bodies, but even such occasions were 
rare. The fifty-eight year period from 1897 through 1954 saw only eight 
years of divided government--during the terms of President Taft, Wilson, 
Hoover and Truman--amounting to only 14 percent-of the time. But from 1955 

. through 1990, the government will have been split between the parties for 
twenty-four of the thirty•six years, or exactly two-thirds of that period. 

The United States has thus passed through a momentous transition, from 
an era in which one or the other of the two major parties was given 
res pons i bi 1 i ty ·for--and he 1 d accountab 1 e for--enacting and admi ni steri.;ng 
the program of the government, to one in which power is divided and neither 
party can govern responsibly or be held clearly accountable. And this new 
era is not likely to end soon. Barring a profound political realignment 
that is not yet visible on the horizon, the House of Representative is sure 
to be controlled by Democratic majorities well into the next century, and 
the Senate will also be Democratic most of the time. But the Republican 
advantage in presidential contests that has been so apparent during the 
last third of a century is likely to continue also. 

Unfortunately, the United States has developed no theory or doctrine 
as to how a system of divided--or coalition--government can and should 
operate. In the earlier period of party government, the doctrinewas, in 
contrast, well settled. Political theorists and practicing politicians 
alike recognized the political party as the institution that served to 
1.1nite the government, bringing the separated executive and legislative 
branches into a degree of harmony sufficient to formulate and carry out 
vigorous and consistent policies. The voters accepted the doctrine of 
party government as well, normally voting the straight ticket that brought 
into office a president and a Congress of the same party. The concept was 
a simple one: The parties would present their programs to the electorate 
1 n the campaign 7 the voters in the e T ecti on wou 1 d give the mandate· to 
whichever party they preferred, and the victorious party would enjoy the 
control of both branches that would enable it tnder the president's 
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1 eadershi p as head of his party--to carry out that mandate. If tr . .:. party 
succe~ded in its four years, it would be given another term in offic;; if 
not, it would be replaced. 

In the new era of divided government, this established and accepted 
doctrine is obso1~te. Both parties, which on many issu~s may_ represent 
sharply opposing views, are given a measure of approval. The president is 
inaugurated with great fanfare and high expectations as the nation's 
leader, but he must contend from the outset with legislative bodies 
dominated by the very men and women who sought most energetically to defeat 
him in the last election and will be dedicated to vanquishing him, or his 
party's nominee as his successor, in the next election. The healthy 
rivalry between opposing parties that is so essential in a democracy is 
thus translated into what can become debilitating conflict between the 
institutions of government themselves--the president, Senate, and House 
that, for anything constructive to happen, must somehow come together and 
reach agreement. If the government fails to achieve the necessary degree 
of unity, the parties that control the sepa.rate branches can, and do, shift 
blame to each other, and the voters in their one sovereign act of 
governance--casting their ballots--cannot render a clear verdict and set 
the nation's course. No party can be held responsible for the conduct of 
the government, for none has been in fact responsible. Thus the very 
elections that are the bedrock on which democracy rests lose their meaning 
and significance. 

The consequences of divided government are today most vividly apparent 
in the failure of the government during the eight Reagan years to come to 
grips with the problem that fs universally recognized as the overriding 
issue of the time: The budget deficit that has reached alarming 
proportions in the 1980s, doubling the total national debt in that period. 
Indeed, every one of the nine years in the postwar era in which the 
government's budget deficit exceeded three per cent of the gross nationa· 
product was a year of divided government. For ~alf a dozen years, unti1 
1987, the leaders of the executive and 1egi$lat·Je branches could note~ 
arrange to sft down together fn a "summit• meet ~g to discuss, 1n a moc:
collaboration rather than confrontation, the pr_olem that both sides 
acknowledged to be paramount. Even then, it took a half~tr1111on collapse 
in the stock market to bring about the meeting. 

Divided government has its impact on foreign affairs as well, because 
politics no longer "stops at the water's edge"--1f it ever did. During the 
Reagan years, the Con_gress and the President have separately pursued 
diametrically opposed policies in Central America, with the result that the 
country has had no effective policy at all. In earlier periods of divided 
government, the branches similarly went their separate ways on crucial 
issues of foreign and military policy, most notably in the conduct of the 
Vietnam 'liar. 

The Committee on the Constitutional System, in its seven years of 
deliberations, has concluded that div1ded government-is a fundamental 
Constitutional problem, and has sought to devise proposals that would 
reduce the likelihood of governmental division or, when ft occurs, mitigate 

· its conseauences. These proposals have been distributed widely as topics 
for discussion, but any ideas for altering the governmental system are not 
11ke1y to be considered se~iously during the first year, -t least~ of 
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President Bush's tenn--the "honeymoon" period in which the pattern of 
relationships between the. Republican presid~nt and the Democratic Congress 
will take shape. Not only the executive br•nch but the Senate also will be 
under new 1eadersh1o. and a re1at1velv fresh team will lead the House. 
Accordingly, the Committee believes that the year 1989 1s one 1n which to 
step back from a position of advocacy, in order to observe closely the 
workings of divided government in the altered circumstances and reappraise 
the T;)osit1ons that the Committee has taken based on ear1ier experience: 

We propose, therefore, to assemble a group of scholars and experienced 
governmental officials to undertake that observation and reappraisal. The 
participants will include members of the Committee as well as persons who 
have not been affiliated with the organization and are not necessarily 
sympathetic to its views. Their product will be a symposium to be written 
late in 1989 and published in 1990. It will serve as a source book and 
background document for discussions of the American constitutional system 
that the committee will be promoting among civic groups and in colleges and 
universities beginning in that year. ....,;~._.__, 

The participants in the symposium will be brought together in two 
meetings. One will be conducted at the outset of the ·project, early in 
1989, to reach agreement on the general approach and to discuss the 
coverage of the respective chapters to make sure that all significant 
aspects of the problemof divided government are covered and to minimize 
overlap. The second will be held early 1n December 1989, after each of the 
chapters has been drafted, in order that the group may critique each 
chapter and offer suggestions to the author. Final responsibility for each 
chapter will, of course, remain with the author. 

Lloyd N. Cutler, who served as counsel to President Carter, and James 
L. Sundquist, a senior fellow emeritus of the Brookings Institution, have 
agreed to serve as co-editors of the symposium. 

Following is a tentative outline of chapters, with an indication of 
the type of authors who will be sought. The names are at this stage only 
indicative: while some of the persons identified have been approached 
informally, others have not, pending the availability of funds to assure 
that the project will proceed. In view of the importance of the issues 
being dealt with, however, there will be no difficulty in enlisting the 
participation of outstanding scholars and pract1t1oners with long 
experience 1n governmental affairs. 

Part One: Introduction 

Chapter l, Overview. A definition of the problem of divided 
government with which the book will deal. A review of its origins in the 
electoral process and an account of the d1ff1cult1es, as well as the 
advantages, that flow from it. A summary of the themes that w11l be 
treated 1n the separate chapters that follow, and of the conclusions that 
individual writers have reached. Possible author: Lloyd Cutler. 

~hapter 2, D1v1ded Government 1n Historical Cont!xt. An analysis of 
the role of government 1n Twentieth Century America and a review of the 
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workings of ti1e. government, in this century, during times of division and 
times of unity. Possible author: James MacGregor Burns, Otis Graham. 

P:!rt Two: Institutional Performance in 1989 

Chapter 3, The Bush Aparoach to Divided Government. An account of how 
the Bush adm1n1stratioh han led congressional relation~ in its first year 
of divided government. Was the President's approach essentially 
confrontational, as was the case with some of his Republican predecessors, 
or conciliatory and compromising, as was the case with others? What was 
the effectiveness of the approach he chose? How did he organize the 
policymaking process within the executive branch and relate this process to 
the congressional processes, and how did he conduct day-to-day relations 
with the congressional leaders? Author: Either an academic s~~dent of the 

·presidency, such as Stephen Wayne or- :ames Pfiffner, or a forn ·r White 
House staff member, such as Douglass ~ater, James Cannon or St-art 
Eizenstat. 

Chapter 4, The House Aplroach to Divided Government. An analysis of 
the policymaking processes o~ the House of Representatives and the way in 
which the Democratic House organized itself to deal with the Republican 
president. Again, was the approach, on the basic issues, essentially 
confrontational or conciliatory and compromising? Did the majority party 
reach an understanding, however implicit, as to what the relationship 
should be, and was it cohesive, vigorous, and efficient in proceeding 
according to any such understanding. Or was the President able to 
circumvent the House Democratic organization and form shifting bipartisan 
coalitions to achieve his goals? How well did the Democratic House and 
Senate majorities collaborate to attain a unified Democratic posture vis-a
vis the President? Author: A recognized academic authority on Congress, 
such as Norman Orns.tein, Robert Peabody, Roger Davidson, or Lawrence Dodd. 

Chapter 5, The Senate Accroach to Divided Government. The same range 
of questions and the same list of potential authors. 

Chapter 6, Divided Government as Seen from Capitol Hill. An account 
of how the fact of divided government affects the conduct of an individual 
member of the Congressional majority. How does he or she respond to the 
conflicting pressures from the Democratic party leadership and from the 
executive branch, and to such constituency pressures as the President may 
be able to mobilize by going •over the heads" of the members in appeals to 
the people. Author: A member of Congress with an established reputation 
as a scholar as well as a pol1t1c1an, such as David Price (a political 
science specialist on Congress before his election) Lee Hamilton, or Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan. A second contribution might be sought from a Republican 
member, such as Senator Nancy Landon Kassebaum. 

Part Three: Case Studies of Executive Legislative Relationships in 1989 

Chapt? · 7, The Budget Deficit. A review of how the problem that is 
universali;·recognized as the central issue of 1989 was handled by divided 
government in that year. Were the difficulties of split resoonsibility 
overcome in a r~sponsible fashion, or was the year marked by deadlock and 
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fa11ure? What are the implications of the budget experience for the 
development of doctrine to govern the operation of coaiition government in 
the United States? Possible author: Bruce MacLaury, Alice Rivlin, Allen 
Schick, Herbert Jasper. 

C~apt~r 8, Domestic Policy. An appraisal of executive-legislative 
M!lationships in pol1cymaking in areas of domestic policy that received 
attention during the 1988 campaign, such as education, environmental 
protection, health care, housing, arid child care. Was the relationship 
essentially one of stalemate between the parties, or was some degree of· 
collaboration achieved? What are the lessons from the success stories, if 
any, as to the development of institutional devices that will make 

'

coalition government work? Possible author: James Sundquist. 

Chapter 9, Foreign and Military Polic?. The same range of questions, 
with special consideration of the impact o the two-thirds requirement for 
treaty ratification on arms control negotiations. Possible author: I. M. 
Oestler. 

Chapter 10, International Economic Policy. The same·range of 
questions. Possible author: C. Fred Bergsten, Pietro Nivola. 

Chapter 11, The War Power. An examination of how the Constitutional 
conflict between the branche~ over the power to engage the United States in 
hostilities played out in 1989. An appraisal of the War Powers Resolution 
of 1973 in the light of the most recent experiences of interbranch 
conflict, and of possible ways of resolving the Constitutional issues and 
arriving at a sound.and acceptable division of responsibility. Possible 
author: Donald L. Robinson, Kenneth Sharpe. 

Chapter 12, Congressional Ov~rsight of Administration. A review of 
oversight activities in 1989, and an appraisal as to how such activities 
are influenced, for better or worse, by the fact of divided government. 
Did the Democratic Congress overstep reasonable bounds in attempting not 
only ta enact policy but to administer it as well? Did party divisions 
lead to withholding information by the executive branch, as had been the 
case in earlier periods of divided government--notably in the Iran-contra 
affair? Possible author: Louis Fisher, Walter Oleszek, Joel Aberbach. 

(Note: Other case studies may be added to this part if new issues 
become the focus of attention in 1989.) 

Part Five: ·Conclusion. 

Chapter 13, A Look Into the Future. Drawing upon all of the preceding 
chapters, a general discussion of the outlook for the American fonn of 
coalition government, and an appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of 
the Constitutional system. Speculation about the direction that any 
reconsideration of that system should take, and about the possibilities of 
constructive modifications of the system. Possible author: C. Douglas 
Dillon. 
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THE HIDDEN AGENDA 

. Secretly for five days, Feb.2-6, 1987, the officers of a private 
organization held their council meeting in Moscow with Gorbachev and other 
party elders at their invitation. Those attending the Soviet Socialist Party 
government meeting included the Chairman,· Vice- Chairman, President, 
Executive Vice- Pres., Editor of "Foreign Affairs", key Board members and 
the Staff Director of the organization's "East- West Project". 

Perhaps ·most significant is that the organization's annual report for 
1987 further revealed that their membership included TWO HUNDRED AND 
SIXTY-TWO listed as being "journalists, correspondents, and communication 
executives". 

This private organization of media owners and agents was making plans 
soon to be implemented that would involve every American. 

Subsequently, Gorbaehev delivered his Moscow address on Nov.2,1987 to 
his Socialist Party members and this was published in the Winter 1987/88 
edition of "Foreign Affairs". Gorbachev said therein: "Together with our 
allies, we defeated the imperialist strategy of 'rolling back 
socia1ism' ••••• N~tural1y, there have been changes in Lenin's concept of 
peaceful coexistence .••• the reasons for this include the international
ization of world economic ties .... the essentially novel role played by the 
mass media .•. ". 

NOVEL ROLE PLA YEO BY THE MASS MEDIA 
The "novel role" was immediately seen the very next month with 

Gorbachev's triumphant visit to the White House on America's Day Of 
lnfamy-Dece~ber 7th and his claim of having "defeated the imperialist" was 
validated to his party faithful and the captive nations as the American 
President ordered the crushing, cutting~ and burning of America's defensive 
medium and shorter~range missles in Europe and an endless stream of fbreign 
agents inspecting continuously each factory that manufactured any component. 

The "novel- role" was to sell the satisfied Smile of the Soviet Party 
leader Gorbachev as one of "friendship" in a massive Moscow media-blitz. The 
task had bee~ a Moscow media masterpiece because of boldness by membe+s of 
the above private group- the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) . In fact CFR 
Director Robert F. Erburu, CFR member Norman Ornstein and others concluded 
from the computer studies that "two-thirds of the most sophisticated and 
~nfluencial Republicans and Democrats hold a favorable view of Mikhail 
::;orbachevu. 
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THE BUDGET CONVENTION ''MIGHT WANDER'' 
So reported CFR member Aaron WildavSky while other members of this 

"novel role" group have set their goal for the "party system" of government 
to replace the present constitutional system with sweeping changes. Two 
"former Directors" Lloyd Cutler and Douglas Dillon both current members of 
the CFR private group have founded a committee to prepare and advocate theii 
proposals in anticipation of "a stupendous international or foreign- policy 
crisis" providing a "detonating event" resulting in party government during 
a "revolutionary crisis". 

This Cutler-Dillon Committee on the Constitutional System (CCS) met on 
December ~6,1988 at the Brookings Institution. Discussed was the prospectus 
for their advocacy book: A Government for theThird American Century by 
their Research Director Donald L.Robinson. Targeted for 1990 are ~tudents ir 
"undergraduate courses in political science, history, and American Studies~ 
advanced high school programs" and others. 

CCS Research Director .Donald Robinson's party government proposals 
will be cleverly packaged in a debate format "specific and vigorously 
engaged with the concerns of major segments of the population". These o£ 
course are revealed in the same computer data collection of Erburu-Ornstein 
mentioned above-The People Press ~. Politics study of 1987 by the Times 
Mirror. Yes, 47% of adults c~te "deficits" as the "top problem"~ Both a 
"balanced budget" and a "constitutional convention" are among Director 
Robinson's debate topics which also include a ruling "council of elders" or 
wise men. 

In the same issue of "Foreign Affairs" with Gorbachev's speech to the 
party faithful was an article by CFR member George R. Packard entitled "The 
Coming u.s.-Japan Crisis". As a solution George Packard suggests an 
international body be permanently established as a "Wise-men's Commission" 
to exercise the powers of both Congress and the Japanese Diet with a skillec 
permanent staff. 

While almost ·a trillion dollars have been loaned to the u.s. Treasury 
by Japanese Banks to fund foreign ''aid and. trade" and foreign aid has 
reached a trillion to socialist governments, the "aid" became Taxpayer 
"debt" as it passed through the Congress. Average Americans know the method 
of destroying any government is to make them a "debtor" and THEN refuse to 
renew loans unless a revolutionary crisis convention is held. 

A Moscow style Council of Elders or Wise-men must be rejected by all 
State Legislators. A budget convention must not be triggered. 
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A ''SAFE'' CONVENTION 
Every episode in the socialist world government plot has been 

disguised by a cloak of brazen falsehoods and a blatant pretense of noble 
aims. This is the central strategic concept of socialism known as the 
Principle of Reversal (BIG LIE) • 

For example, the ~foreign aid" debt and deficit scheme was designed b: 
the "novel rolei• group member George F. Kennan while Soviet Ambasador. 
writing in "Foreign Affairs" in 1947 as "Mr.X". (His true identity was 
revealed by the editor of "Foreign Affairs" FOURTY YEARS later on pg.l9 of 
the 1986 CFR annual report.) The scheme was successful in making America a 
vulnerable .. debtor" (Constitution at risk) nation. 

In the present example, the debt and deficit "bait .. to trigger a 
constitutional convention could have followed the projection of "former" CFR 
member James 'turn the founders upside down'Burns: "Why not hold a second 
grand constitutional convention-in Philadelphia in 1987!-and draft a 

-brand-new twenty-first-century charter?" As a Director of the Cutler-Dillon 
Committee, Burns has acknowledged such basic "structural change would 
probably take a decade or two, if possible at all." 

As CFR member Aa::: ·· ~ Wildavsky pointed out, a convention interacting 
with a crisis might ~~~~nder ... Indeed the refusal to renew debt could easily 
be made to coincide with a triggered convention, producing the event desired 
by enemies of freedom since our nation was founded-that of a "revolutionary 
crisis". 

The question at all times for this group of Gorbachev's "allies" has 
been how far they dared to go in the use of their invisible power without 
stiring up opposition within our government itself which would weaken their 
influence, and without alerting the American people to increasing awareness 
of what is really happening. 

May God send us men and women who will represent our constitutional 
republic and have the courage to defend it. 
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IF YOU AS A STATE LEGISLATOR KNEW THERE 
WERE A FINANCIAL CRISIS SCHEME AND A 
DEBATE PLOT DESIGNED TO TRICK YOU INTO 
CALLING A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, 
WOULD YOU FALL FOR IT ??? 

Be Aware of the Crisis! 
WHO IS JIM DAVIDSON? CONE OF VIDAL'S LEADERS "DISGUISED AS CONSERVATIVES~" AND THE 
FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN OF· THE NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION AND THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.) 

IN HIS OWN BOOK: BLOOD IN THE STREETS~ JIM DAVIDSON DESCRIBES HIMSELF AS A CO-UIRECTOR 
WITH GILBERT DEBOTTON (FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE ROTHSCHILD BANK IN ZURICH)~ SIR WILLIAM 
REES-MOGG AND OTHERS IN THEIR MUTUAL FUND: "CROSS MARKET OPPORTUNITY FUND." .DAVIDSON 
STATES HIS FIRMI WITH BROWN-BROTHERSI HARRIMAN & COMPANYI AS THE CUSTODIANS~ INVESTS 
USlNG THE PRINCIPLE OF BLOOD IN THE STREETS <BASED UPON RAW POWER>. 

·THESE QUOTES FROM AUTHOR JIM DAVIDSON'S BOOK. MAY REVEAL INSIGHT INTO WHAT A CONSTI
TUTIONAL CONVENTION COULD DO BY A SIGNAL TO' WORLD MARKETS.IN REGARD TO THE FINANCIAL 
STABILITY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WITH ITS CONSTITUTION ON THE SURGICAL TABLE FOR 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES. WRITING ON PAGE 23 UNDER THE CAPTION~ "THE SECRETS OF MEGAPOLITICS" 
<RAW POWER>~ DAVIDSON SAYS: *WE BELIEVE THAT THE WORLDWIDE ECONOMIC COLLAPSE THAT 
BEGAN IN 1929 HAD ORIGINS. IN THE HIDDEN WORKINGS OF MEGAPOLITICSo'' <RAW POWER>. 

ON PAGE 27 DAVIDSON CONTINUES DESCRIBING SUCH A MANUFACTURED CRISIS AS THAT OF 1929 
WITH REGARD TO TODAY: 

"UNDERSTANDING POWER AND THE PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR THAT ARE INSTIGATED BY SHIFTS OF 
POWER IS THE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS." 

"THE VERY FOUNDATIONS OF POLITICAL STABILITY UPON WHICH PROSPERITY RESTS·ARE SEVERELY 
WEAKENED." 
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ON PAGE 30., HE WRITES UNDER THE CAPTION "WHY WE ARE PUBLISHING THIS ANALYSIS": 

"THE ANSWER HAS SEVERAL PARTS. ONE PART., OF COURSE., IS THAT WE WERE PAID TO WRITE 
THIS BOOK." 

AND ON PAGE 31: 

"GREAT INVESTORS HAVE MANY OF THE SAME SKILLS AS GREAT DETECTIVES. THESE ARE NOT SKILLS 
THEY ARE BORN WITH. THEY ARE NOT MAGIC. THEY ARE SKILLS THAT YOU CAN OBTAIN BY TRAINING 
YOUR MIND TO LOOK FOR THE HIDDEN CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THINGS~" 

ON PAGE 34., MR. DAVIDSON SAYS: 

"THE STORY OF THIS BOOK IS THE STORY OF RAW POWER AND THE WAYS OF POWER." 

WHILE THE ABOVE QUOTES MAY NOT SUGGEST A GROUP OF INSIDERS POISED TO DEVELOP A STOCK 
MARKET TRADING SCENARIO LIKE 1929., OTHERS INVOLVED IN THE N.T.U. HAVE PREPARED NUMEROUS 
AMENDMENTS AND PLANS FOR A NEW CONSTITUTION BASED ON SUCH A CRISIS. LET US NOW ASK: 
WHO IS HENRY HAZLITT? <ANOTHER OF VIDAL'S LEADERS., ,DISGUISED AS CONSERVATIVES.," 
ADVISOR OF THE NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION AND AUTHOR OF A NEW CONSTITUTION NOW.) 

NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION ADVISOR., HENRY HAZLITT WROTE IN HIS BOOK., A NEW CONSTITUTION 
.lliM" IN 1942., AN OUTLINE FOR A PARLIAMENTARY FORM OF GOVERNMENT FOR THE THEN WAR "CRISIS" 
AND RE-PUBLISHED HIS BOOK FOR THE 1974 "WATERGATE CRISIS." 

AS JIM DAVIDSON'S INVESTORS PREPARE FOR RAW POWER EVENTS LIKE THAT OF 1929., THE "CRISIS" 
THEME OF PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT PROPONENT HENRY HAZLITT IS LIKEWISE ECHOED IN THE 
1980'S BY NUMEROUS CO-DIRECTORS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM <C.C.S. 
DIRECTOR., DICK THORNBURGH IS ALSO A CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION). 

C.C.S. DIRECTOR JAMES SUNDQUIST AUTHORS A BOOK HIMSELF IN 1986: CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM 
.AND EFFECTivE GOVERNMENT lN WHICH HE SAYS WITH REGARD TO PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE 
CONSTITUTION ON PAGES 250-251:· 

NOTHING IS LIKELY TO HAPPEN SHORT OF CRISIS ••••• WHICH IS., OF COURSE., THE CASE WITH 
· ALL FUNDAMENTA.L CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM~ IN EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD AND THROUGHOUT 

HISTORY." "ALL OF THE SEEMINGLY INSURMOUNTABLE OBSTACLES TO CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE 
COULD BE OVERCOMEJ OF COURSEJ IF THE GOVERNMENT WERE INDEED TO FAILJ PALPABLY AND FOR 
A SUSTAINED PERIOD." 
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MR. SUNDQUIST STATES ON PAGE 223: "A MEANS OF OVERCOMING THE CHECKS AND BALANCES •..•. 
COULD BE MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. THAT IS THE DEVICE OF THE 
REFERENDUM BY WHICH THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES VOTE YES OR NO ON A ••... CONSTITUTIONAL 
PROPOSITION." 

THUS, A PACKAGE OF AMENDMENTS COULD RIDE THE HAZLITT/SUNDQUIST TYPE PROPOSED REFERENDUM 
AS IT IS RATIFIED. <SEE REFORMING AMERICAN GOVERNMENT, PAGE 258.) 

I . C.C.S. CO-FOUNDER, DOUGLAS DILLON <AUTHOR.; C.C.S. DIRECTOR WITH C.C.S. DIRECTOR DICK 
THORNBURGH, co~cHAIRMAN OF THE N.T.U.) SAYS ON PAGES 27.;28.;29 OF REFORMING AMERICAN 
GOVERNMENT: 

"TODAY ..••• THE •.... QUESTION IS WHETHER WE CAN CONTINUE TO AFFORD THE LUXURY OF 
THE SEPARATION OF POWER IN WASHINGTON BETWEEN THE EXECUTIVE AND THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCHES 
OF OUR GOVERNMENT. YOU MAY ASK 'WHAT IS THE ALTERNATIVE?' THE ANSWER COULD WELL BE 
SOME FORM OF PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY.'' "SUCH A SIGNIFICANT SHIFT IN OUR CONSTITUTION 
IS UNLIKELY TO COME ABOUT EXCEPT AS A RESULT OF A CRISIS ••.•• " •..•• "A DEPRESSION 
COMPARABLE TO THAT OF THE THIRTIES ••••• '' .•••• "ROARING INFLATION." 

C.C.S. DIRECTOR.JAMES M. BURNS CALSO ANOTHER C.C.S. CO-DIRECTOR WITH DICK THORNBURGH.; 
·co-CHAIRMAN OF THE N.T.U.) SAYS ON PAGE 162 OF REFORMING AMERICAN GOvERNMENT: 

"I DOUBT THAT AMERICANS UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS COULD AGREE ON THE PACKAGE OF RADICAL 
AND 'ALIEN' CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES THAT WOULD BE REQUIRED. THEY WOULD DO SOJ I THINK.; 
ONLY DURING AND FOLLOWING A STUPENDOUS NATIONAL CRISIS AND POLITICAL FAILURE." 

ON PAGE 160, MR. BURNS SAYS: 

"IF WE ARE TO 'TURN THE FOUNDERS UPSIDE DOWN' ..••. TO PUT TOGETHER WHAT THEY PUT 
ASUNDER - WE MUST DIRECTLY CONFRONT THE CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE THEY ERECTED." 

SOME WILL ARGUE THAT N.T.U. CHAIRMAN JIM DAVIDSON MAY KNOW NOTHING OF THE PLANS OF HIS 
ADVISOR HENRY HAZLITTJ OR OF HIS N.T.U. CO-CHAIRMAN DICK THORNBURGH'S GROUP, THE C.C.S. 
SOME WILL ARGUE THAT DAVIDSON IS WRONG WHEN HE SAYS ON PG. 23 OF HIS BOOK: BLOOD IN 
THE STREETS THAT "THE WORLDWIDE ECONOMIC COLLAPSE THAT BEGAN IN 1929 HAD ORIGINS IN 
THE HIDDEN WORKINGS OF MEGAPOLITICS" CRAW POWER). OTHERS WILL SAY HE IS WRONG WHEN 
HE SUGGESTS ON PG. 31: ..••. "TRAINING YOUR MIND TO LOOK FOR THE HIDDEN CONNECTIONS 
BETWEEN THINGS." 

- 3 -
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BUT LET US EXAMINE THE "CONFIDENTIAL• BUDGET OF JIM DAVIDSON FOR HIS N.T.U. ORGANIZATION 
IN WHICH MR. DAVIDSON BUDGETS $930,000FOR •NATIONAL REFERENDUM" AND:$350 .. 000 FOR 
•TELEVISION/RADIO CAMPAIGN FOR NATIONAL REFERENDUM.• <A NATIONAL REFERENDUM AMENDMENT 
IS AMONG THE PROPOSALS OF N.T.U. ADVISOR HAZLITT IN HIS 80-PAGE OUTLINE FOR PARLIAMENTARY 
GOVERNMENT AND ALSO AMONG THE DOZEN AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY C.C.S. DIRECTOR DICK 
THORNBURGH'S GROUP IN THEIR PAPERS PUBLISHED IN 1985 AS REFORMING AMERICAN GOVERNMENT, 
PAGES 258-259.) 

FURTHERMORE, MR. DAVIDSON BUDGETS $405 .. 000 "TO PETITION CONGRESS TO CALL FOR A 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION" o•••• BY STRATEGY TO PRESSURE STATE LEGISLATURES" 00000 

WHO IS DICK THORNBURGH? <ANOTHER OF VIDAL'S LEADERS .. "DISGUISED AS CONSERVATIVES .. " 
CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION COMMITTEE: •ciTIZENS FOR A BALANCED BUDGET 
AMENDMENT".) 

DICK THORNBURGH IS ALSO LISTED AS A DIRECTOR OF THE C.C.S. PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT 
GROUP ON PG. 334 OF HIS C.C.S. PUBLICATION: REFORMING AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND CONTRIBUTES 
TO THE PUBLISHED PAPERS. N.T.U. CO-CHAIRMAN DICK THORNBURGH EXPOSED HIS C.C.S ORGANI
ZATION'S PLANS IN HIS OCTOBER 21, 1986 TESTIMONY BEFORE THE TRENTON .. N.J. STATE 
LEGISLATURE: 

"THE EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE BRANCHES AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL ARE, IN TRUTH,· CAUGHT UP IN 
A SYSTEM BADLY IN NEED OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT. THE BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT IS THE 
KEY ELEMENT IN SUCH AN ADJUSTMENT." 

SOME WILL ARGUE THAT IT IS ONLY COINCIDENCE WHEN WE NOTE THAT N.T.U. CHAIRMAN JIM 
DAVIDSON MENTIONED TWO OF THE DOZEN STRUCTURAL CHANGES PROPOSED BY THE C.C.S. WHEN 
HE WAS INTERVIEWED BY THE L.A. TIMES, AND ON FEBRUARY 18TH., 1984, THE TIMES QUOTED 
JIM DAVIDSON: 

"A CONVENTION COULD INTRODUCE. OTHER MECHANISMS FOR BALANCING BUDGETS AND FOR EXCEPTIONS 
TO BALANCED BUDGETS." 

ACCORDING TO THE FEBRUARY 18TH, 1984 L.A. TIMES ARTICLE, "DAVIDSON SAID THESE MECHANISMS 
MIGHT INCLUDE A PROVISION FOR VETOES OF PARTS OF BILLS ···oo/ AND FOR NATIONAL REFERENDUMS 
ON WHETHER A SPECIFIC BUDGET SHOULD INCLUDE A DEFICIT." 
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YES~ THE B.B.A. IS THE "KEY" TO OBTAINING CONVENTION TO "INTRODUCE OTHER MECHANISMS" 
MENTIONED BY N.T.U. CHAIRMAN JIM DAVIDSON. TWO OF THESE SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED BY DAVIDSON 

. ARE AMONG THE DOZEN PROPOSED BY N.T.U. CO-CHAIRMAN JIM THORNBURGH'S C.C.S. GROUP~ HEADED 
BY LLOYD CUTLER AND DOUGLAS DILLON. 

SOMEONE SHOULD POINT OUT TO MR. DAVIDSON THAT THE USE OF FUNDS BY HIM IN HIS N.T.U. 
BUDGET FOR ADVOCACY OF THE NATIONAL REFERENDUM AMENDMENT IS PRECISELY WHAT HIS N.T.U. 
ADVISORJ HENRY HAZLITTJ HAS PROPOSED AS "THE INTERMEDIATE STEP" IN HIS BLUEPRINT FOR 
PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT BOOK: A NEW CONSTITUTION NOW; 

"1 HAVE RECOMMENDED THE INTERMEDIATE STEP OF AN AMENDMENT OF THE AMENDING PROCESS BEFORE 
UNDERTAKING A MORE EXTENSIVE DIRECT REVISION OF THE CONSTITUTION." <PG. 273). 

"ONCE THIS IS DONE~ WE SHALL BE IN A POSITION TO CONSIDER CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION REALIS
TICALLY~ AND WITH CLEAR MINDS." <PG. 276). 

"IF THE STATE LEGISLATURES COULD BE BROUGHT TO ACT UNDER THE PRESENT CONSTITUTION, THEY 
COULD TAKE A GREAT FORWARD STEP IMMEDIATELY. BUT THEY WOULD BE LIKELY TO ACT ONLY IF 
PUBLIC OPINION REACHED A CRITICAL STAGE ••••• " <PG. 273). 

"A MEASURE ONCE ACCEPTED BY REFERENDUM ACQUIRES SO SACROSANCT A QUALITY THAT NO LEGISLATURE 
DARES TO TOUCH IT." <PG. 158). 

THE ONLY SOUND USE FOR THE REFERENDUM IS IN THE ADOPTION OF CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS~ 
FOR NO LEGISLATURE CAN BE SAFELY DEPENDED UPON TO DECIDE THE LIMITS OF ITS OWN POWER 
AND AUTHORITY." <PG. 158). 

MR. HAZLITT PROPOSES AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE V - AMENDING THE AMENDING DEVICE. 

"IF AN AMENDMENT IS SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE QUALIFIED VOTERS OF THE STATES~ IT SHALL 
BECOME PART OF THIS CONSTITUTION IF APPROVED BY A MAJORITY OF ALL THE VOTERS OF THE 
NATION IN A MAJORITY OF THE STATES." <PG. 267). 

"IT WOULD MAKE POSSIBLE~ .•.•• THE SUBMISSION AND RATIFICATION OF AN AMENDMENT WITHIN 
A PERIOD OF A FEW MONTHS - OR EVEN WITHIN A FEW WEE~S IF CONGRESS THOUGHT AN EMERGENCY 
REQUIRED IT." CPG. 268). 

"I CONFESS I CAN SEE NO STRONG OBJECTION TO ANY PROPOSAL TO REVISE THE CONSTITUTION 
BY CALLING A CONVENTION." <PG. 270). 
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"FIRST~ IF WE MAKE THE AMENDMENT PROCESS ITSELF SIMPLE AND EXPEDITIOUS~ THEN WE CAN 
AT THE: SAME TIME PASS.~AN AMENDMENT CALLING FOR SUCH A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION." <PG.,._ 
2.71) 0 

"TO BEGIN WlTH~ IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO CALL A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION TO REVISE THE 
CONSTITUTION COMPLETELY~ RATHER THAN MERELY TO 'AMEND' IT." <PG. 271). 

"IN THE SAME rlAY~ AN /AMENDMENT' TO THE CONSTITUTION COULD BE PROPOSED THA.T WOULD STRIKE 
OUT EVERYTHING AFTER THE PARAGRAPH 'WE THE PEOPLE ••••• DO ORDAIN AND ESTABLISH THIS 

-CONSTITUTION' THIS AMENDMENT COULD BE IN ITSELF~ AN ENTIRELY NEW CONSTITUTION~ AND IF 
IT WERE RATIFIED BY POPULAR REFERENDUM~ 'WE THE PEOPLE' WOULD INDEED BE ORDAINING AND 
ESTABLISHING A CONSTITUTION IN A FAR MORE LITERAL SENSE THAN DID 'THE PEOPLE' OF 1789." 
<PG. 271). 

SOME PEOPLE MAY BELIEVE THAT JIM DAVIDSON HAS READ THESE BOOKS. LEGISLATORS SHOULD 
DO SO. OUR NATION~ BE IN PERIL IF WE DO NOT BECOME AWARE OF THESE "LEADERS". 

u;>ILL. 
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THE CRISIS 

These are quotes f~m: 

OONSTITITfiOOAL REroRN AND 

EFFECITVE GOVERNrv1ENT 

by James L. Sundquist; 
CCS Director 

ISBN a·- 8157-8227-6 

''Nothing is likely to happen short of crisis--which is, of course, the 
case with all ftmdamental constitutional refonn, in every cotmtry of the 
world and throughout history.'' - page 251 

Page : Forward 

''The author wishes to thank Paul E. Peterson, director of the Brookings 
Governmental Studies program, James W. Fesler, Peter P. Schauffler, Nathan 
Tarcov, Aaron B. Wildavsky, and an anonyroous. reader for their careful 
reviews of the entire rnal'Ulscript and their -penetrating criticisms and 
suggestions . '' 

'1be Brookings Institution deeply appreciates financial assistance for 
t.h.is study from the American Express Foundation, the Dillon Fol.D'ldation, 
the Ford Fotmdation, the William and Flora Hellflett Fotmdation, and the 
Rockefeller Fa.mdation." 

Bruce K. r-.·tacLaury, President 

Note : Bruce K. HacLaury is a Director of The Comni ttee on the 
Constitutional System (CCS) and a member of the Cotmcil 
on Foreign Relations (CFR) and Trilateral Commission (TC) 
in addition to being President of the Brookings Institution, 
a CFR dominated think tank, whose Olainnan of the Board is -
Robert V. Roosa also CFP, TC, a Rhodes Scholar and Roosa is 
also a uartner in Brawn Brothers Harriman ~ Co • , of -which 
company. nine of 26 partners in the 1970's were also Yale 
members of a secret society called The Order of the Skull a 
Bones. It is commonly just called The Order. 
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Professor Antony C. Sutton in his book, 
America's Secret Establishment--An 
IntiOdUC~lOn to the order of SkUtt 
&' Baries · · · 

Liberty Halse Pres.s ISBN 0-937765-02-3 

States: 

'Members of the CFR, when acOJ.Sed of 
being involved in a conspiracy, have 
prot:ested to the contrary. And by and 
large they ate right. Most CFR members i 
are not involved in a conspiracy and ) 
have no knowledge of any conspiracy. 1 
And sane personally known to the author ~ 
are about the last people on earth to get l 
involved in an illegal conspiracy. 

fDtiEVER, there is a group WITiiiN the 
Council an Foreign Relations which 
belong to a secret society, sworn to 
SecTeey, and which more or less controls 
the CFR. CFR meetings are used for 
their own p1rpose, i.e. , to push out 
ideas, to weigh up people who might be 
useful, to use meetings as a forum for 
discussion. 

These members are in The Order. Their 
membership in The Order can be proven. 
Their meetings can be proven. Their 
objectives are plainly unconstitutional. 
And this ORDER has existed for·lsO years 
in the United States." 

- pages 3-4 

Page: Cover Jacket 

.. 
'' : ~ 

1 
: . 

"This is a renarkably good book. It is cool, thoughtful, insightful, 
balanced, and wise. It has anticipated what will tmdoubtedly be considerable 
p.tblic debate ••• the book is splended and should find a wide audience." 

Aaron Wildavsky 

Note: Members of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) fatmded an 
organization whose sole purpose is "to tum the fotmders upside 
down"--the fotmders of the U.S. Constitution. The name of this 
organization is The Committee on the Constitutional System (CCS). 
The CCS has already stated: "And if the pending call fpr a 
constitutional convention to propose a 'balance the budget' 
amendment is joined by the two additional states needed· to provide 
the triggering two- thirds - an rutcane we do not favor - our 
cotmrl. ttee may be ready with some better ideas • " Why then is 
Aaron Wildavsky, a CFR member working 1ri th Lewis K. Uhler, the 
President of The National Tax Limitation Conmittee (NrLC), whose 
organization wants a convention and should a CFR member be giving 
!?assurances" to State Legislators about a convention? ? ? 



Note : Aaron Wildavsky is a reviewer of Constitutional Refonn and 
Effective Government and the CFR member Who authored tJie tract 
The Pilriaway Convention or Provin a Pre osterous Ne ati ve in 
whlCh he says a convent1on m1g t ;an er urmg a _ ... , "Right 
in the midst of this choas comes a budget convention. ~-1ight not 
the general sense of crisis be transfered to this body, which 
might seem to come to be the only hope? It might." ... they could 
quickly get a mere t-wo-thirds of the states to call a Convention 
for radical revision." 

"Parliamentacy derocracy is not a model to be adopted in its entirety, 
supplanting the entire U.S. constitutional structure with something new 
and alien." - page 15 

''Many of the specific changes that have been under consideration by 
The Ccmni ttee on the Constitutional System (CCS) are adapted from parliamentary 
syst~····" -page 15 

''The pu11'ose of this book is to examine what some of the incremental ste?s 
might be .... " - page 15 

"Should the balanced budget movement succeed in compelling a convention, 
then, and that body decide to consider ·additional matters, critics of the 
gove!1"..mental structure would have an opportunity to advance any proposals .... " 

- page 245 · 

" ... Hazlitt would center p~-rer in a cabinet drawn only fran the House 
and responsible to it, headed--like ~cDonald's cabinet--by a prenier 
designated by the president. Since ~i.e president's role would be so 
largely ceremonial, Hazlitt would dispense with direct election and 
penni t the CongTess , with the two houses sitting jointly, to choose the 
chief of state. If the premier lost a vote of confidence, he would have 
the choice of resigning or dissolving the Congress. In the latter case, a 
new election \\Qlld fill all the .legislative seats and the new Congress 
would either support the outgoing_ premier or choose a new one. Hazlitt also 
argued for a simplified amendment process." 

- page 71 

'William MacDonald in 192l ... thoughtfully set forth the advantages of 
the British parliamentary system. To convert the United States government 
into a ,arliamentarf form, he proposed that the president select a 'premier' 
from among members of the Congress, that the premier head a cabinet made 
up of legislators, and that the cabin~t resign whenever it lost the confidence 
of both houses.,' - page 70 
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''The most powerful of the proposals, in· terms of potential subversal 
of the executive-legislative balance, would be the ·'item veto in any 
fonn that required a two-thirds majority of both houses to override 
the president." (This. is the "line item veto" being media praooted as 
something "good") - page 237 

'' ••• An ideal .··series of amendments to the klerican Constitution wuld 
include these .•• " · 

1. ''l'he team ticket" . 
2. "Four-year House. tenns and eight-year Senate tenns." 
3. ''A method for special elections to reconstitute a failed -government.'' 
4. ''Removal of the prohibition against dual office holding." 
5. "A limited item veto." 
6. "Restoration of the legislative veto." 
7. "A war powers amendment." 
8. "Approval of treaties by a majority of the membership of both houses." 
9. "A national referendum to break deadlocks • " 

- pages 240-241 

REMFJ.eER: 

''Nothing is likely to happen short of crisis--which is, of ccurse·, 
the case with all ftmdamental constitutional refonn, in every countTy 
of the l«lrld and throughout history." - page 251 

Note: 
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The carmittee on the Constitutional ·System (CCS) Director 
James &mdqui.st has revealed much on page 245, ''Should the 
balanced budget movement succeed in compelling a convention. o o • ", 

then the "refonn" plamers_l«rul.d be provided the world-wide 
econanic CRISIS ensuing . from this constitutional crisis for 
the implementation of their radical revision. The scenario is 
outlined by CCS Directors and plotted wi. th a specific course of 
action in the CCS' s outreach program of November 20, 1986. 



THE PEOPLE INVOLVED . • • 
The ~ATIONAL TAX LIMITATION COMMITTEE: 

L.:wis K .. Uhl~r. President .1nd Director• 
\ \"illi.lm H. Sh.1ker, Director• 
Ro~rt B. Carleson. Director• 
Jam~son G. Campaigne, Director• 
Wm. Craig Stubblebine, Director• 

G~rge Champion, Founder/Sponsor 
~1. Stanton Evans, FounderiSponsor 
Allan Grant, Founder/Sponsor 

•. Also Founder and Sponsor 

THE TAX LIMITATION RESEARCH FOUNDATION: 

Robert T. Thompson, Chairman 
Lewis K. Uhler, ?resident 
\Villiam H. Shaker, Ex. V.P. 

Boud of Governors • 

Donald M. I<J!ndail, Chairman 
PepsiCo Inc .• Purchase, NY 

Charls E. Walker. President 
Charls E. Walker Associates, 
Washington. D.C. 

Llngdon S. Aowers, Chairman 
Flowers Industries Inc. 
Thomasville, GA 

Russell H. PerTV. Chairman 
Republic Financial Services 
Dallas, TX 

Robert H. Krieble. Chairman 
Loctite Corp, Newington, cr. 

Jav Van .-\ndel, Chairman 
· Amway Corp., Ada, Ml 

• Partial list.. titles and affiliations 
for identification onl\' 

-

Allan Grant, Founder/Sponsor 
James M. Hall, Founder/Sponsor 
Oare Boothe Luce, Founder/Sponsor 
Henry Manne, Founder/Sponsor 
'km I. McCarthy, )r., Founder/Sponsor 

~\VUliam A. Niskanen, Founder/Sponsor 
Frank Shakespeare, Founder/Sponsor 
William E. Simon, Founder/Sponsor 
Jay Yan Andel, Founder/Sponsor . 
General A. C. \~emeyet Founder/Sponsor 

Robert Hudecek, President 
Baskin-Robbins lee Cream Co. 
Glendale, CA 

Robert Powers, Chairman (Retired} 
Nalco Chemical Company 
Hinsdale, IL 

Charles H. Brunie, Otairman 
Oppenheimer Capital Corp. 
New York, NY 

Henry B.R. Brown, President 
Reserve Man.a~ment Corp. 
New York,. NY 

James W. Dieterich, Ptesident 
Cearprint Paper Co., Oakland, CA 

Richard H. Headlee, President 
Alexander Hamilton Life Insurance 
of America, Farmington Hills, MI 

Wtllard W. Garvev, Chairman 
Garvey Industries, Wichita. KS 

Emory Williams, Chairman 
Chicago Milwaukee Corp., Chicago. IL 

Robert K. Grav, Chairman 
Gray and Company. \Vashingtt'n. D. C. 

A -··~':1l! the Outstanding Academicians who have participated actively in preparing the Federal and/or st~:e 
.~mc:-n .. rmt;:lnts are: 

~ .. )r-~r~ H. B<..'rk. L'.S. Cin."Uit judge, L'.S. Cuurt ot Appeals .. :md former Professor of uw. Yale Uni\·\!'rsity 
:.~~il.'S \I. nuch.m01n. University Pruicssor .1nd G~neral Director ut the Center for Publk Chc.lice. G~1~ l\1a~n Uni\'~rsity 
C Lun~il ! 1.1m~~- P:-utt.·~~\'f ,,r Econl,mics. Columbia University and advisor to theTa:\ Found.1tion; inc. 
; CI.wt'lurn l..l Force. Dt>.m \,; th~ Gr.1du:ate xhoul \,f \tanagement, Unh·ersity vi Calif,,mi.J. Los Angelt:s 
H .. :nrv G . .\1.Jnn~. Dire..:tur ,,, the l..n,· & Economics (~nt~r. Emory Universttv 
[1.Htl \h,·Cr<'Ckt..'n. Pwte:-.. 0r ('t ~I.:C'~l'!'t11(!=. L'niwr:-Jt\" dt \!i~hi~Jn, Ft'rm~r Ch.{irrr..m. r;-,.-~id~nt's Cvundl ,lf hnth'lllil .,J, : ..... > 
.\il.m \lt:ltL~r. l'rutes~1r ~..r b:~•num11.:'. (.unl"gi\.:-~ldlon Lnlvt:rsity 
;~·'bt.>rt A. Nis~t S..'<:il,!\,~lc:: . .-\mt>nc.m Enterpri~ lnstitut~ 

Q i.\ :ili<"~m A. Nisl.....1r.~n. Ch.1irm.1n. C.1tu !n~t1tutc. Washinstun. D.C.. former mt.>ml~r ,,f th~ Presid~nt's Council 1)t Ewnum: ... · 
t' ~ \'" .. ~J, i~~o,rs 
v '.\ m. CrJi~ Stui.~blt>btm•. rrotl~~·r 11i rvhti~.1l E~.:lmumy .1nd Oirectur 1.Jf th~ Ct.>ntt.>r iur th~ Study of l.lw Structurt::s. Cl.ut.>m~.·i'1t 
""-.... .. \k~nn., c~.,llc~t.> 
~ \.\run \Vild.wsio;.\·. fln.,rt.>ssc.Jr vi i\,iiu..:.ll :X:ten~~. Lniverstty 1>f C.ahiornia. Bt>rkl'lt.·y .IE( 

\ \.1lt~.·r E. \Villi.1ms. rrott.>ssur ,,t E(\'numi..:s. G~urgt> M.bun University 

-----------------------------------~----~-- ------------~~-------- ------~~---------------
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THESE ARB QUOTES FROM REFORMING AMERICAN GOVBRN.MENT 

liiiiiiiiilll•· ~"Thirty-two state legislatures have called for a constitutional 
convention to adopt a balanced-budget amendment." 
-Dick ThornburghJ page 164 

_ .. .,_..."Financial support has come from The Ford Foundation .. The Brookings 
InstitutionJ and The Rockefeller Foundation."~ oage XVI 

"SecondJ there was - there is - a way outJ oalnfulJ dlfficultJ and 
dangerous as it may be. It will reauire constitutional surgery at 

....... _..least as severe as that of 1787 .· The end result can be briefly 
stated as "presidential oower and accountability" orJ to out it 
another wayJ as prestdentiol leadershiP and oarty government." 
-Charles HardinJ page 4 

"The first reform then must strike at the relationships not only 
between president and Congress but also between both and the public. 
The president and Congress should be elected for simultaneous fouryear terms." 
-Charles HardinJ page 7 

"The Cofl1T11ttee CCCS> owes its 
existence to the courageous 
vision ~nd energetic leadershiP 
of its founding co-chatrsJ 
Lloyd Cutler and c. Douglas 
D 111 on . , . " 

-page xvi 
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liiiiiiiiillt~ "Fundamentally 1 this is to .. al ter the whole balance of the American 
Canst 1 tut ion .. " 
- Harold Laski~ page 142 

nThe House of Representatives (hereinafter~ the House) should be 
elected from single~member districts as now~ but should be supple
mented by approximately 150 members elected at large. Each party should 
nominate 100 candidates. The party winning the ~residency should 
elect the entire slate." 
- Charles Hardin~ page 149 

...... ._."The Senate should be deprived of its power to aoorove treaties, .. " 
"That oart of Article I~ sect 1 on 61 c 1 a use 2~ o.f the Canst i tut ion that 
orevents members of Congress from serving in other offices of the 
United States should be repealed ... " 
11All parts of the present Constitution in conflict with the foregoing 
proposals should be repealed or modified to conform to them. The 
twenty-second amendment should also be repealed." 
- Charles Hardin~ page 150 & 151 

"Let us face reality, The framers have simPlY been too shrewd for ul 
They have outwitted us. They designed separated institutions that 
cannot be unified by mechanical linkages~ frail bridges~ tinkering. 
If we are to nturn the founders uoside down" - to out together what 
they out asunder - we must directlY confront the constitutional 
structure they erected ... " 
- James M. Burns~ page 160 

• "Major changes in process and structure wi 11 not be brought about by 
spontaneous action on the part of the mass public." 

~"Changes wi 11 be brought about by leadersh io~ as in the drafting and 
~adoption of the Constitution of 1787." 

- James M. Burns) oage 162 
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"Replacement df the president by an adverse vote of confidence 
dissolving government and holding new elections." 
- Charles Hardin~ page 9 

I I I 

"You may ask-~ 'What is.the alternative? The answer could well be 
some form of parliamentary democracy," 

"Such a significant shift in our Constitution is unlikely to come about 
except as a result of a cris ~· s that is very grave indeed~ one that 
I hope we never have to face. ut we cannot be complacent~ and~ if 
such a crisis does come upon us~ we should be as prepared as possible." 
- c. Douglas Dillon~ page 29 

"Providing for four-year terms for House members~ running simultaneously 
with the presidential term." 
"Granting the president discretion to include sitting members of 
Congress in his cabinet without requiring them to give up their seats~ 
something the Constitution now forbids." 
" ... reduce the requirements for treaty ratification from two-thirds 
of the Senate to sixty percent or to a simPle maJoritY of both houses." 
II .. the president to make a 'line-item' veto .... " 

l!il!!!!!!!!!llt..-"These are all rather modest proposals." 
- Lloyd N. Cutler~ pages 104 & 105 
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On pages 175 through 1871 under the heading "Specific Proposals: 
Text and Analysis"~ we find the following amendments already prepared 
and ready to be introduced: · 
A. Coordinated Terms of Office 

~B. The Team Ticket 
~c. Bonus Seats for Party Winning Presidential Election 

D. Legislators 1n Executive Branch 
E. Cabinet Secretaries in Congress 
F. Reoeal of Two-Term Limit on the President 

Also~ pages 254 through 264~ under the heading "Specific Proposals: 
Text and Analysis"~ we find the following amendments alreadY. prepared· 
and ready to be introduced: 
A. Dissolution and Special Elections 
B. One-House Override c. Referendum 
D. Item Veto 
E. Legislative Veto 
F. Reduced MaJoritY for Treaty Rat1f1cat1on 
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HfJ:tR/J f Jl._IJI RECTrJR,\': ~~ 

... ,JAMES·Dt\1! DAVImON, ~ 
WILLIAM BONNER, 5ecra1ry 

MARl FRAZIER, Tre8ater 

CHARLES lOCH 
sam' BURNS 

·GIORGI!.~ 
E. A. MORRIS 

JV\NNETTE NICHOLS 
MIIJ.ER NIQIOLS 

U.S.SENATE ....... 
TifE HONORABLE ROBERT DOL£,~ 

MAJORITY LEADER 
TilE HONORABLE DALE· BUMPERS 

11iE HONORABLE DENNIS O!CONCINI 
THE HONORABLE ORRIN HATCH 

THEHONORABLEj.BENNETTJOHNsrDN 
l1fE HONORABLE WILLIAM PROXMJRE 

l1fE HONORABLE PETE WILSON 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
THE HONORABLE L£S ASPIN -t CPR 

mE HONORABLE BEVERLY BYRON + THE HONORABLE LARRY CRAIG 
TilE HONORABLE Bill EMERSON 
TilE HONORABLE BARNEY FRANK 
TilE HONORABLE SAM GIBBONS 

THE HONORABLE ANDY JACOBS, JR. 
THE HONORABLE KEN KRAMER 

TilE HONORABLE JIM LEACH 
THE HONORABLE BIU LOWERY 

THE HONORABLE BUDDY MAcKAY 
'THE HONORABLE LYNN MARTIN 
TilE HONORABLE TIIOMAS PETRI 

THE HONORABLE ClAUDINE SCHNEIDER 
TilE HONORABLE HOWARD WOLPE 

TilE HONORABLE ED ZSCHAU 

FORMER SENATOR HARRY F. BYRD, JR · 
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THESE ARE QUOTES FROM A NEW CONSTITUTION NOW 

by NTU advisor, Henry Hazlitt 

_ ... ._.. "If the state legislatures could be brought to act under the present Constitution, 
they could take a great forward step immediately." - Page 273 

"The present writer has. yet to meet anyone, no matter how conservative or how 
much opposed to the general notion of constitutional change, who does not; when 
questioned, approve some change in our Constitution. Sometimes this takes the 
disguised form of wishing to get everyone else to accept his own particular inter..
pretation of the Constitution. For those who wish to make their particular inter
pretation of a constitutional clause prevail over rival interpretations, there is a 
candid way to go about it. They can propose that their interpretation be submitted 
as an explicit amendment, so that the country can directly make it clear whether or 
not it wishes that interpretation to prevail." - Page 275 

... "In the same way, an "amendment" to th.e Constitution could be proposed that would 
"strike out everything after the paragraph "We the people ••• do ordain and 

establish this Consti_tution." This amendment could_ be. in itself an entirely new 
Constitution, and if it were ratified by popular referendum, "we the people" would 
indeed be ordaining and establishing a Constitution in a far more literal sense than 
did "the people" of 1789." - Page 271 

"The present chapter is written on the probability that, however urgent it may be 
for the United States to adopt a full parliamentary form of government, the American 
people m·ay be quickly brought to recognize the need for such a change, and that 
therefore those who favor it may have to decide what sound compromises they will 
meanwhile support if these seem to have a better chance of adoption. 11 - Page 229 

11 Conceivably Congress could frame a lengthy amendment providing for a parliamentary 
form of government and submit it t\J the state legislatures or to "conventions" in the 
present prescribed manner. But the advantages of approaching this goal by two or 
more steps, rather than by one, seem to me of determining importance, as I shall 
try later to show. " - Page 251 

"It will be noticed, also, that while Congress is to call a convention after two-thirds 
of the state legislatures ask for it, no time limit is set within which Congess must 
call this convention. No m~od is indicated, either, by which the members of this 
convention are to be chose~l t is not incor:-ceivable that Congress could legally+ 

+declare itself to be the convention. 11 
- Page 252 · 
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,. · "Our present system of government, in sum, is anachronistic, inflexible, and 
irresponsible." - Page 1 q 

"Article V, the amendatory article to the Constitution I makes one exception even to 
the extremely difficult general method of amendment that it permits. It provides 
in its final cfause that "no State, without its consent, shall be deprived of its 
equal suffrage in the Senate.' Thus there is embedded in the Constitution one 
clause that . . . protects a fantastic rotten -borough system, and so far as one 
can see it protects it forever." - Page 172' 

"What are the alterations in our Constitution that experience has suggested . . . 
Congress should have power at any time to vote a lack of confidence in the 
Executive I who would then have the choice of resigning or of dissolving Congress. 
There is no use trying to disguise the fact that a complete reform of this sort would 
involve a very extensive change in our whole method of government... - Page 9 

---~~--"The real need is to reduce the powers of the Senate." - Page 104 

"Under our Constitution, the power to ratify treaties not only belongs to the Senate 
a_lone, but requires a vote of two-thirds of the Senate. Obviously, to permit the 
ratification of treaties by a majority vote of both the House and Senate would be a 
much more satisfactory arrangement." - Page 222 

"The normal term of members of the House (I shall consider this question at more 
length later) might be profitably extended to. four years, but there should be no 
constitutional assurance of such a term. - Page 105 

"Members of the cabinet chosen from outside the legislature should, once accepted by 
the legislature, have the same right to vote as if they had been elected." - Page 128 

~ 
11Special prov1s1on I it seems to me, should be made where a party majority would 
otherwise be a very narrow one. It .could be provided, for example, that any party 
that had won more than 50 percent but less than 55 percent of the seats in the 
legislature should have the priviledge of appointing representatives at large to bring 
its majority up to 55 percent of the original legislature." - Page 153 
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"Another reform that has been urged by Mr. Roosevelt is one that would permit the 
President to veto individual items in appropriation bills. This refprm is desirable 
in itself if we are going to retain the presidential system . 11 

- Page 260 

11
• • • a constitutional convention that could submit its results directly to the paople 

for approval and not to Congress. 11 
- Page 273 

"The proposed amendments are then submitted to a direct vote of the people, and 
adopted if they are approved by a majority of the voters in a. majority of the States. 11 

- Page 261 

11 0bviously Congress itself should have the power to name the date of the vote on 
+the referendum. This would not only expedite the amendment process, but remove 

all the present possibilities of doubt· concerning when an amendment issued will be 
settled. 11 

- Page 263 

.. "The premier will probably, in fact, choose mainly members of the legislature IJ' itself; but like the legislature in choosing the premier I the premier in choosing 
the cabinet should be free to go outside the legislature for members. 11 

- Page 128 

11 When the premier - or I as we might more accurately call him up to this point, the 
man asked to . form a government - had chosen his cabinet I he would .present it to 
the legislature I which would then vote whether to accept or reject it as a body." 
- Page 129 

WILL YOU STOP IT NOW ? 

NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION (NTU) James Dale Davidson, Chairman 

At the Wisconsin hearing· on 10/7/87, the following question was 

proposed to Mr. Davidson: "Is it the position of your organization that the 

convention should be .limited or is it your position that it should be open 

to other matters?" 

Answer: "All right - several thoughts on that - I'll answer it as 

briefly as I can. First of all, I don't think it makes any difference ~ 
~whether it is limited or not. I do favor a limited convention but I don't 

think that 1 ·Rould be opposed to a convention even if it could be proven 

it couldn 1t be limited, because I know the Congress can't be limited and I'm 

not in favor of stopping c4~from meeting." ' ' ' 
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69th ANNuAL N·ATlONAL CONVENTION 
·' 

OF THE AMERICAN LEGION 

RESOLUTION NO·. 

SUBJECT: 

COMMITTEE: 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

AUGUST 25, 26, 27, 1987 
/ 
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UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION 

AMERICANISM 

Bhereas, The American Legion is dedicated to the defense of the Constitution, and this 
'· I 

defense must be conducted by any and all legal means,against all enemies, whatever may be 
their nature; and 

--~ereas, There are intensive attacks on the Constitution by persons challenging the con
tinued validity of the Constitution, which has adequate provision for orderly amendment, stating 
that is does not meet· the requirements of modern society and that the original precepts of the 
founders were flawed; and 

... qereas, . Efforts are underway to convene a Constitutional Convention ostensibly for 
the purpose of effecting a balanced budget amendment, yet this could result in radical change 
or destruction of our current form of government by extending consideration to the Constitu
tion's entire structure; and 

.. qereas, Special interests have already made proposals for a substitute Constitution, therefore 
it is apparent that a dire threat exists to that Constitution The American Legion is bound to sup
port; now, therefore, be it 

)Resulue~, ByThe American Legion in National Convention assembled in San Antonio, 
Texa.S~ August 25, 26, 27, 1987, That it states its opposition to efforts to convene a Constitu
tional Convention for any purpose and specifically opposes the rewriting of the United States 
Constitution. 

MAKE COPIES -AND DISTRIBUTE WIDELY 
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Dear Representative: 

MARSHALL PETERS 
21602 NORTH RUHL ROAD 

FREELAND, MD 21053 

TEL. (301) 343-1273 

I am writing in opposition to calling a constitutional convention. Let 
us examine the proponent and ask "Who is the Jim Davidson who advocates 
this convention?" 

If I had been educated in England, and I lived under the 
parliamentary system, and then came to your country and founded an 
organization dedicated to calling a constitutional convention, you may 
have been surprised. 

If I had declared myself chairman and named as my advisor, Mr. Henry 
Hazlitt, author of A New Constitution Now which outlines a new constitution 
for your country, replacing your Republic with a British parliamentary form 
of government, you may have been surprised. 

If I had held a press conference in Washington, DC at the National Press 
Club on December 3, 1987 to announce as my organization's co-chairman, Dick 
Thornburgh, who is one of the Directors of the Committee on the Constitutional 
System (the parliamentary gave rnment group), you may have been surprised. 

If I had told you of Mr. Thornburgh's testimony at Trenton that the balanced 
budget amendment is the "key" to obtaining the twelve structural changes outlined 
in his CCS organization's book Reforming American Government to implement 
Mr. Hazlitt's new constitution, you may have been surprised. 

If I had co-authored Blood In The Streets (with the former editor of The 
London Times) on an investing strategy based on "raw power" during a crisis 
or more than one crisis and that I am a co-director of an investment firm 
."Cross Market Mutual Fund" with former Rothschild bank president Gilbert 
de Botton and other international figures, you may have been surprised. 

If I had given you a copy of my 1988 "confidential" budget with $405,000 to 
"pressure state legislatures" to call a convention, and my plans to spend 
$50,000 to swing four Kentucky votes this March, plus $930,000 for a ''Referendum" 
and $350,000 for TV /radio advocacy of "Referendum 1

', you may have checked your 
Constitution in surprise. (The 1'Referendum Amendment" proposal is found on 
p. 258 of Mr. Thornburgh's CCS group 1 s book, Reforming American Government.) 

If I had neglected to supply you and all other state legislators with a copy of my 
advisor Hazlitt 1 s book A New Constitution Now and. my co-chairman Thornburgh! s 
CCS publication Reforming _<\.merican Government, both of which extol the merits o£ 
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MARSHALL PETERS 
21602 NORTH RUHL ROAD 

FREELAND, MD 21053 

TEL. (301) 343-1273 

the Old World System o£ parliamentary government discarded by your founding 
fathers; the oversight could be corrected as soon as my convention conveneso 

I£ I had pointed out that your National Budg~t should be balanced and my , 
group de sires to. call a "limited" convention, you may have trusted me, joined 
my group and supported my efforts as chairman of the National Taxpayers 
Union which many international businesses have done, and I would not have 

been surprised. 

Of course, I am not the "Jim Davidson" above and do not de sire to find 
out if his convention will be "limited". I ask that you table Mr. Davidson's 

convention. 

Marshall Peters 
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RAY OILTON 
Chaimwn 

THE NATIONAL VETERANS CO:MMITTEE 
ON THE CONSTITUTION 

1560 SHEFFIELD ROAD 

BALTIMORE. MD 21218 

(30 1) ~67 -9093 

Dear State Legislator, 

Please be aware of the tactic of some 
"time escape/expiration safety clause" 
being sold to you as a "safeguard." 

~ Congressional testimony indicates that a state's attempt at "LIMITING LANGUAGE", 

"SELF-RESCIND OR SELF-DESTRUCT CLAUSES", "NULL AND VOID WORDINGS 11
, 

"TIME LIMITS" 1 and "CONTINGENCIES UPON CONGRESS PASSING RULES AND 

PROCEDURES FOR 'LIMITED' CONVENTIONS" are considered as; 

"SURPLUSAGE" I "MERE OPINION" I "NOT A PART OF 

ITS CALL" I and "IT MUST BE DISREGARED" • 

....,. COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION ENCLOSED HEREIN 
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Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights 
Commitcee en =he Judiciary 
United States House of Representatives 
July 31, 1985 

EllREMEl 'I 
URGENl 

Prepared Statement 

Constitutional Conventions 

Professor Walter Dellinger 
Duke Oniversity Law School 

" ' " 

• The information in 
this single do cum en t is 
exceptionally informative 
and answers a multitude 
of questions. If you are 
unable to study all the 
other documentation, 
please read this one. 

The heart of the present controversy over a constitutional 

convention is this: a cajority of the state legislatures that 

sup?osedly count as having applied for a convention have 

expressly stated that Congress is~ to count their petition if 

the Convention cannot be licited to the "sole and express 

purpose" of proposing a particular "balanced budget amendcent." 

Virtually everyone - supporters as well as opponents of holding a 

convention - now concedes that it would be either impractical or 

unconstitutional to limit the Convention as the state legislative 

petitions specify. The state le;islatur~s themselves have 

clearly instructed Congress what to do in this event. Many 

require that (in the words of the Colorado petition): "this 

application and request be deemed null and void, rescinded, and 

of no effect in the ev~nt that the Convention not be limited to 

such specific and exclusive ?U!?OSe of pro?osing an amendment 

prohibiting deficit spending.~ Since it is clear that a 

Convention cannot and wiLl not be limited to the consideration of 

that particular amendment, Colorado and similar states reauir~ 
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that Congress~ count their petitions. The notion that there 

are 30 applications for an Article V Constitutional Convention 

pending cannot survive a reading of the actual petitions, which 

clearly express the legislatures' ccoosition to ~he kind of 

Convention con~emplated by convention movement organizers. 

Congress has no Constitutional authority whatsoever to call a 

convention based on such applications. 

The framers of the Constitution thoughtfully provided for a 

means of amending the Constitution that would be free of the 

control of existing governmental institutions. If the proposal 

of amendments were left solely to Congress, George Mason argued 

at the Philadelphia convention, Ramendments of the proper kind 

would never be obtained by the people" if Congress itself were to 

be oppressive. On the other hand, many delegates feared giving 

state legislatures the power to both propose and ratify 

amendments. The solution to this delimma was the "convention of 

the people." In addition to providing that amendments could be 

proposed by Congress, Article V provides that the state 

legislatures may petition Congress to call Ha Convention for 

proposing Amendments." 

The clear intention of the framers was that the "Convention 

for proposing Amendments" was to be free of the control of both 

Congr~ss and the state legislatures. That, indeed, was its Yery 

essence. It was to be, like Congress, a deliberative body 
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capable of assessing from a national perspective the need for 

constitutional ch~nge, and :esponsi~le Eor determini~g what kinds 

of amendments ought to be submitted to the states for 

ratification. At the same time, however, the Convention would 

not be Congress, and therefore would not pose the threat that 

institutional self-interest might block needed reform of Congress 

itself. The state legislatures and Congress may sum~on such a 

convention into being, but neither the state legislatu:es nor 

Congress may determine what approaches or amendments the 

Convention ought to consider. The critical task of setting the 

Convention's agenda was left by Article V to the Conve~tion 

itself. 

It is ironic that virtually all of the pending applications 

for such a convention would be invalid under the standards 

proposed by s. 40, the Constitutional Convention Procedures Act 

that has been reported from the Senate Judiciary Committee to the 

floor of the Senate. The pending applications would be valid 

under this legislation only if the clear intentions of the state 

legislatures were ignored. S. 40 requires legislatures to state 

in their applications the "subject matter" of the pro~osed 

convention, requires Congress to limit the convention to such 

"subject matter• and permits a convention to propose any 

amendments pertaining to that "subject matter." Senator Hatch 

recognizes that thoughtful constitution ·drafting cannot be 

conducted as a plebiscite among a series of resolution-passing 

state legislatures which S?ecify t~e very amendment to be 

"proposed" by the convention. He notes that 
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... to the ~xtent that a petition was required to be 
precise, either with respect co :he specific amendment 
sought, or the specific language sought, there would be 
little use for the convention itself. To limit the 
convention to the consideration of a single, meticulously 
worded amendment is to make the convention a farce. 

The thirty-two "balanced budget" amendments now pending before 

Congress conte~plate that the convention will be limited to the 

consideration of just such an impermissibly narrow amendment 

proposal. Arizona, for example, seeks a convention for "the 

specific and exclusive purpose" of "requiring in the absence of a 

national emergency that the total of all federal appropriations 

made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total 

of all estimated federal revenue for that fiscal year." None of 

the thirty-two applications comes close to providing that the 

convention can consider anything broad enough to be called_ a 

"subject matter." Virtually all designate a "specific 

amendment," a limitation that Senator Hatch said would "make the 

conv~ntion a farce." 

Some might. suggest, however, that the proper response to 

such applications would be for Congress itself to broaden the 

state applications by specifying a genera~ "subject matter" (such 

as "federal fiscal policy" or "inflation control") under which 

these applications could be subsumed, and then proceed, once the 

requisite number of applica~ions had been reached, to call a 

convention limited only by this ex?anded "subject." Such action 

by Congress, however, would be flatly inconsistent with the 

express wishes of many of the applying state legislatures. They 

have made it clear in their applications that they oooose a 
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convention with an ex?anded mandate. (The following states, for 

example, have stated in their a~plications that they seek a 

convention limited to the "specific and exclusive purpose" of 

considering an amendment that federal expenditures may not exceed 

federal revenues: Alabama, Colorado, Georgia, Maryland, 

Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,. Virginia, 

Wyoming, Nebraska1 Idaho, South Dakota, Arkansas, Utah, Tex~s, 

Arizona and Iowa.) Half a dozen states (Colorado, Delaware, 

Louisiana, Idaho, North Carolina and Utah) explicitly provide 

that their applications are~ to be counted towards the calling 

of a convention if the convention has the authority to propose an 

amendment which varies from the very narrowly defined amendment 

set forth in the applications. Congress should not, under the 

Hatch bill or otherwise~ act upon such applications, since they 

call for a convention shackled by narrow constraints that 

Congress has no power to impose, and since they expressly or by 

implication oppose the calling of a convention on any othe: 

basis. 

Those who support a "balanced budget constitutional 

convention" now concede that such a Convention can neither 

legally nor practically be limited to a yea or nea vote on the 

"balanced budget·amendment." Officials of the organizations 

promoting a convention have effectively conceded that such a 

"subject matter" might properly encompass an amendment 

prohibiting federal funding for abortions, or denying federal 

funds to any local school district that failed to comply ~ith 

federal religious guidelines. As every experienced legislator 
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knows, virtually any issue c3n be ~ubsumed under the general 

subject matter of "the budget." 

The legislatures that passed the pending petitions were 

assur~d by ~he lobbying groups supporting a convention that a 

"Convention for proposing Amendments" could constitutionally and 

practically be limited to voting up or down on a very specific 

amendment proposal. Many states were careful to put such 
. 

limiting language in their petitions. Now that the "magic 

number" of 34 appears within reach, the supporters of holding a 

convention are changing their story. Now they are "conceding" 

that it would be a "farce" {Senator Hatch) to limit a Convention 

to consideration of one particular amendment. What happened to 

the assurances that were given to the state legislatures back in 

1979 that a convention could consider only the amendment 

contained in the state legislative proposal? Those assurances 

have conveniently been forgotten. What about the express 

provisions adopted by the state legislatures that thei~ petitions 

were to be •null and void" if ~he Convention could not be limited 

to the particular amendment proposal? That language, we are now 

told by supporters, was mere "surplusage." 

Consider Delaware - the most egregious example of the 

convention supporters' willful disregard of the actual intent of 

the· applying state legislatur~s. Delaware adopted an application 

for a cortstitutional convention on June 11, 1975, after carefully 

providing that its application would be counted by Congress~ 

if the lobbying proponents were accurate in their assurances that 

the convention would be narrowly limited. Not willing to leave 
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this as5urance to chance, the Delaware legislature included in 

t~e act~al text of its resolution its unde~st~nding that: 

if two-thirds of the states make application for a 
convention to propose an identical amendment to the 
Constitution Eor ratific3tion with a limitation that such 
amendment be the only matter before i:, tha~ such 
convention would have power only to propose the specified 
amendment and would be limited to such proposal and would 
not have power to propose other amendments on the same or 
different propositions. 

How could anyone possibly "count" Delawa~e as applying for a 

convention that will have (even under the pending Senate 

legisLation) the power to propose~ amendment pertaining in 

some way to the budget or fiscal matters, and that would have the 

authority to propose. amendments on abortion funding and 

guidelines for federal fund recipients? An incredible answer was 

given- by a recent Cato Institutes publication. It says of the 

Delaware provision: 

This statement by the legislature is mere bpinion, ncit a 
part of its call, and it ..!!!Jdll pe disregarded since the 
nature of any Convention is such as to require 
deliberation and drafting. It is a statement which is 
surplusage, not a conditio~ invalidating the call by 
Delaware." (emphasis added) 

The similar but less explicit language of other states, the 

author goes on, "must be regardedft as "legislative opinion 

without binding force." Noonan, "The Balanced Budget-~ The 

States Call for a Convention" in Wagner, Tollison, Rabushka and 

Noonan, Balanced audcets, Fiscal Res~onsibilitv and the 

Constitution, 1982, page 103. In other words, Ccng~ess is to 

call, in the name of the States, a constitutional convention of a 

kind that the states clearly oppose. Those who speak so warmly 

of the states• role would have Congress flatly ignore the state 
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legislatures' express language in order to come up with an 

inflated count of ~alid applications. This constitutional ~bait~ 

and-switch" scheme should be treated by Congress as a shameless 

sham, not as a serious call for an Article V constitutional 

convention. 

The central point is this: Congress has no authority under 

the Constitution to call a constitutional conv~ntion merely 

because it feels that such convention is necessary or desired by 

a number of people. Congress may call a convention .2.!lh upon 

receipt of 34 valid applications for a "Convention for proposing 

Amendments." If 34 states seek only a so-called "limited 

convention," while ex~resslv oooosing the calling of an actual 

Article V convention invested wit~ the authority to propose 

amendments, then Congress has a constitutional duty to decline to 

call a convention. 
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House of Representatives 
83rd Legislature 

REGULAR SESSION OF 1985 

The House wu called to ~rder by the Speaker Pro Tempore. 

Lansinc. Thursday. November 7. 1985. 

2a1l0 o'clock p.m.. 

Hon. Nelson Saunders. Rep~nwive !rom the 7th District. oUered the followinr.in~ 

-on this day we seek. wisdom. COUr-AP and undenundinr in the pursuit of our responsibilities. 
May we eiCh meet those objectives-with numilit)' and be set"Yef'S ot &11 human kind .•. Amen!• 

The roll of the Houae wu called by the Clerk. who annaunetd that a quorum wu present. 

The lollowinr members were abient with leave: 
Reps.. Keith and O'NeilL . 

The !oUowinr member waa absent without leave 
Rep. Head. 

Rep. Stabenow moved tha& all absentees without leave be excused temporarily !rom t:xiay's seuioft. 
The motion prevailed. 

The Speaker laid before the House 
Hou.te Joint Reloludon c. endtled 
Ajoint resolution to petition the conrress of the United States to adopt an amendment to the constitution of 

the United States. !o~ submission to the states. to require. with certain exceptions. .that the total of all fed~o.-a.l 
appropriations may not. exceed the total of all estimated federal revenues in any r~ year. · 

<The joint resolution was ~ived from the Senate on November 6 with substitute (S·l) and title amendment 
made by the Senate .. consideration of which. under the rules. wu pos~ned until today. see p. 2250 of House 
Journal No. 107.) 

The question bein&" on eoncurrinr in the adoption of the substitute (S·l) made to the joint resolution by the 
Senate. 

Alter debate 
Rep. Dodak demanded the l)revious question. 
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STATE OF· MICHIGAN 

The demand wu supponed._ 
The estion beinc. M • 1 the main questiOn now be put!" 
The ·ious quest· u ordered. . 
The qu n concurrinr in the adoption o! the substitute (S.l) made t.o the joint resolution by the 

Serwe. 
The substitute (8-1) wu not. concurred in. a majority of the membersJUVinr no& vot.inc therelor. by yeu 

and nays. u followl: · 

Boll c&11 No. 1'78 

Bandaura· 
Banke~ 
Bannik 
Bender 
Bennett 
Brotherton 
Bryant. 
Bullard. W. 
Busch 
Carl 
Connors 
Del..anre 
Dillinch&m 

AlleD 
Alley 
BarM 
Besmue 
Bennu 
Brown. M. 
Bullard. P. 
Cherry 
Ciaramitaro 
Claek 
DeM&f'S 
Dodak 
Dutko 
Emerscm 

Dnnukia 
Eqier.C. 
Furton 
Gieee 
Gnodtke 
Griffin 
Gmae 
Hayea . 
Hilleaonda 
Haelcmu 
Hotfmaa 
Krauae 
Law 

Fi~ 
Garliardi 
Geerlmp 
Gilmer 
Gubow 
Hatrilon 
Hertel 
Hiclmer 
Hollister 
Honipw1 
Hunter 
JaeobeUi 
Johnloft 
JODdabl 
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London 
~ 
Middaqh 
Muxlow 
Nye 
O'Connor 
Ostliftc 
Ouwinp 
Oxender 
Palama.ra 
Perakil 
Porreca 
Power 

Klipmick 
XDiak& 
.KoiYilto 
KOitrla 
Leland. 
Mathieu 
Miller, J. 
MueJJer 
Murphy 
Nuh 
Owen. G. 
Owen. L. 
Saamden 
Scot& 

Pridnia 
RIDdall 
Iocca 
RuDC:o 
Sie&Mma 
Sparks 
Stacey 
Strand 
Trim 
V u Retrenmorter 
VuSinpl 
Walberr 

Sit& 
Smith. V. 
Spuiola 
Stabenow 
Stallworth 
S&.opc:zynaki 
Terrell 
Warmer 
Watkins 
Weeks 
Younc. J .. Jr. 
Youn~t. J .. Sr. 
Youq.L 
Mc:Neeq 

.. 

Rep. Guy Owen. havint previous})• reset"Yed the risht to explain his nay vote. made the followinr statement 
mMr. Souker anci members of the House: __ . . -
The o!!icia &neon e c or a eonstltuuona eonvenuon traaitionally been that the proponents did not ,. 

actually \\"ant a eonvention called. but simply v.·anted to wave the spectre oC 1 convention at Con~tTeSL The 
logic in this beinr that tnf <Angress would finally make a move to balanet the federal budget lest the)· lose , 
the!r ~Htic:al '!)Ower to a convention. I_t has_ become increasingly elear~ however. that there are thOle who J 
harbor a not-so-sec:n:t desin. to see such a convent1off convenec1. T - j 
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.The leader of one of the gT'OUps pushinr the convention language. has said. •A convention would be a 
fantastic national civics lession. more exciting than ·sndeshead Revisited'.' In like Cashion. the tenor C\ my 
corTespondence on the issue has evolved over the past two years. When we tint dealt with this langt two 
years ago. the Corm letters referred to a conv~ntion for the purpose of drafting a ·sal Budget 
Amendment.' The mos·t recent photocOpied lettet"'s have referred tD 'The Ta.x Limitation/Balanced Budget 
Amendment.' I'm :-:ot sur"! ·.vhen :his amendment became multipurpose. but it seems abundantly dear tr.:lt :t 
could have just as easily read. 'The Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget/ Abortion/School Prayer Amendment.' 

I. for one. am unprepared to unleash the largest special interest !ree-for·all in our nation's history. It would 
mock our democracy. it would threaten our national interest. a.nd. most importantly. it would do nothinr to 
a.ddress a fedet'7J debt that has doubled in just the lut five yeus..,. 

(Rep. Rieh&rd ... \.. Youni.!)havin~ I)reviowsly reserved the rirht to expwn his aay vote. made the follawinc 
statenent:: 

•Mr.S 
I vo no on ouse omt uuon . . L 
I am very conc:erned about the United States !ede~ government deficit but not. that con~ed that I c:are to 

challenge the entire Constitution of the United States. Congressman Jack L. Kemp and Senator Nang· L. 
Kasseb:~.um are certainly conservatives who have seen the li5rht and have reeommended a no vote. Ukewtse. 
tne Detrott News. a very conservative newspaper in our state. has recommended a no vote._ 
r beheve the Presadent ot the Untied States should have the r11tht to·veto expendiwres and. in fact.. has a 

duty to do so. so that the U nit.ed States government does not spend more money than it ~es in. 
President Nixon and President Ford oftentimes re!used to spend money durinr their tenure bec:au.se an 

appropriation is not a mandate to spend money. The. current President h&s not. to my knowtecip. ever 
p~nted a balanced budget to ·Con~"S& and !or him to say at this time that he is for a Constitutional 
CQnvention does not make mueh sense to me. At 1 understand it. the President will not. cut militar7 spendinc. 
will not c:ut soc:ial programs.. and he cannot eut. the int.erett expense. That leaves approximately 20 pereeat ol 
the budget that can be cut and that would not be sufficient to have a balanaed budget. 

I admit it. would be difficult to cut any program but in Mic:higan we·did it. It wu.a tourh situation when we 
had to ro ba.c:k ·home and face the voters. but. we did have a balanced bud~t and slowly and ~l"''iy we are 
makinr our way out o! the financial mess in which we found ourselves in 1982. It is toua'ft to be responsible but 
it falb squarely on the shoulders ot the penon who is the President to do- what is in the best interest. ol the 
~p~ . 

The Constitution has survived ror approximately 200 yeus and many nations· throurhout the world have 
copied it. Beeause it ha.s ruided this nation throuch times of gnat economic .crises. times of war. and times of 

· national emerrenc:ies. to e:~.ll a convention where the delentes would have the power to c:banp this document 
without a vote of the people would put. all of us in jeopardy. Most of us have looked at that document to lf,lide 
our lives. to make invesunents. and to pur. our. money into savings. and all of· this could . be undone .. · by the 
delea=ates to a eonstitutional convention. . 

Professors a.t the Wayne State University Law School. who speeialiu in CDnstitut.ionaJ law and administrative 
law, have advised· me that there would be no way thu we could put ties on the eonstitutional conventioa to 
instnlc:t the delegates to add a section that would ro~ a balanced budget. 

Many of my constituents have written to me implorinr me not to vote in favor of House Join' Resolution. C. 
and when I summari:e all of these various points I can only conclude that it is n~ iD the best int.er=est of-my 
district ~-·vote yes on this prvposal. • 

(2$ a: havin_ c_ previously reserved the riibt to explain her nay vote. made the followinc st:a&erne!iC 
•kr. S r and members of the House: 
I think it is important tor everyone to undentand what is really happeninr here today. All of .the substantive 

lscussions have been muning-less. · 
T 1S iS not a vote to a ance e !eaenJ budget. Indeed. it is abundantly clear that thO&e who vote 'no' h.ef"t 

today have lost u much sleep. if not. more. over the !edera.l deficit as these who voce 'ye~'. 
This is a two-part hidden agenda vote. 

I All of us icnow that there a.:-e many who would like nothing more than to change the Constitution o! this 
( gntrY and that is the :uimtsston ot the .:.enamr wno ~ nsal'@ the or:g~nil !"eSSIUUon. -- ; 

ut the most s1smtliCant reason 1or vounr tOday hiS nothsng t:0 do widi tile feaeril 6udpt or-mi
Constitution. The only purpose (or this vote is to allow th~ Michigan State Chamber of Commerce to pick th~ 
l~isiator=s they \V\ll Ufiet for defea' next year and t.hose whose e3mpajgns they will ba.nkroil. There tS 

nor.hini more.going on. 
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There is no ·concern here for deficits tDday. There is no eoneern about the Constitutiott ,We~&N forfeiting 
those and forpttinr those today for the sake of a few legislative seats. " · 

This is one of the most embarn.ssinr sessions this legislature has ever eonduc:ted." 

Reo. Allen having' previously reserved the right to explain his nay voce. made the !ollowingo swement: 
.. Mr. ~ · er and. members of the House: 
Sinee placinl' my own stamp of approval on this issue in the past. like many of you I have bad an opportunity 

to listen to dozens of soul led constitutional scholars address . the balanc:ed budget. proposal before the 
Appropriations Committee. In addition, I have read vol\,lmes of material eoneernin~ the isaue >Of the ..::Ul al the 
·=cnstitutional convention and now must make a decision which. collectively, may wetl have ~onal implica· 
tions.. After havinr done so,· I find that I c:annoc-no. I &m not willin1 to take the risk of a runaway coaveiltion 
that eoqld well subjeet. this nation's most valuable. enduring doeument to a.lten.tion by Sl)eC:W intenst ,roup... 
At the same time. I am deeply concerned over the size of the moUDtinr D&ticmal· debt which the Concnsa 
refuses to addresa. . · 

Politieally, · it would be prudent for me personal~ t4 vote in· favor of thia proposal: but my c:onacience simply 
will not ~low me to do ao.• 

Ret). Alley. havinc previously reserved th• ri&'ht to explain his nay vote. made the follO\flinc statemeftt: 
•t.tr. Speaker and members of the House: · · 
My 'no' voce explanation. is reflected in the !ollowinr lener Sent by myself on November 7~ 1985: 

Mr. James Barrett. President 
November7, 1985 

MICHIGAN STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
200 N. W uhingten Squan. Suite 400 
Lansinr. MI 48933 
Dear Mr. Banett: · 

lt. seems it wun't too lon« aco I wrote you Oil thia ve17 ume,iuue. tbe Federal BalMced Budpt ielolution 
cominc before the Houae of R.epre~entadves. . · . 

At that time I upreued my deep belief that the federal-elected officials need too begin b&lancinc the fedenl 
deficit. I cannot andef'Stand why the Pl-esident told 1.11 he wu pinl' to b&l&nee t.ht budret and then see it lTD" 
from one trillion .dollars to two trillion dollars. For certain. this type ol deficit is unconscionable. to most 
American eiti:en& 

Last April I voted !or a resolution requestinr the federal-elected officials tQ adopt a balanced bwipt 
amendment. and send it on to the states for ratification. This type of action has happened 26 different. times 
whic:h has given our U.S~ Constitution added mea.ninr and added eitizen protections. 

y stan pn was suonc y pon m ear o a runaway eonsu;utlQ ·eonventlon. HJR C baa 
been amended m·supposedly provide safeguards &pins& an open conventio11. We all know t.hat thole 10 called. J 
sd m v ellbem~~ . · 

respect your position on· &alSIW! a seve ve a iOOd undent&ndinr u to why this irbeinr pushed 
now and why your organization hu·taken the stand ir. now~· · 

Recandy I have liven this issue tremeadous thourbt. I have reviewed my past position and tried vef')' hard to 
see my Vt-ay to aene that the pos.sibiliey of an open eonvention would not take pla.:e. M)· aut !eelin;s eontinue to 
hoid me in eheek on this issue. just the way they did under my worker's compensation voces back in 1981. 

Just this week I had a trusted friend visit Philadelphia. He did not kno\v of ::~y coneem over this vote. He 
~ld me the feelings he had when he touched the Libe!"t)' Bell and when he stood in the same ream where the 
dn.tten of the tJ .S. CQnst.ia.ation worked . to Ji~ ua this. rreat · doc:wnent. · Hw feelinp helped ·.to solid.if)' f1J.1 
beliefs. 

You do kuow that our form of pernment baa lut.ed throurh difficult times. Our constituticm ia a ~ 
behind that rreat record. I can't see us messinr with it by openinr it up for any purpose. ·We ean and sbouJd.. at 
times. eonsider. amendments given to us by Congtess. . 
. I ruesa I don't believe we have the Hancock's.·Jeffenon's. HamiltDn'~ Franklin's and othef'S to reopen that 

sreat doeument. Maybe we should travel to Phi!adeiphia and r--and in that room to disc:uss this issue. 
I do believe you trust that the Constitution will not be adversely altered. I wish I ha.d your blind wth. It 

would have made my decision easier. 
My final decision Calls with my love for my son and the desire tD see him ro att.er his·~ -~erican 
d~" 11nde!" the ~e eJnstitution I have worked under. 

The massive debt can be ehanpd. it must be reduced. I will hate to see my son !aa • th&t stanerinrdefic:it. 
.However. I a.m more fearful ol seeinr my son having to fG th.rourh life in Amerio unde!" a. ehanred U.S. 
C4nstitution. · 

I will c:untinue-~to .. hoid you, and your ortrani:ation in hirh re~. I am so~ we have,not ~ m ~wity on 
the means to see ·• ·facie:-..! balanced budget. 
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·I will not vote to-allow, in any way, shape or form. the possibility of a U.S. Constitution~.! Convention. I will 
vote to ratify an amendment tD the c:onstitut.ion calling for a balanced budget. 

Sincerely. 
Tom Alley 

State Repl"'!!entative 
105ch Distric::" 

R.e • Dodak ·having previoU.Sly reerved the riiht to expia.in hia nay vote. made the followinr statement: 
a.ke nd members Jbc..Hsntw. . 

- I voted 'no' on :.ae en:u.e substitute tD HJR 'C' becau.se it ctlnta.ina &n ex~raaion !rom the Michip.n 
legislature to eall a cor,tstitutionaJ convention. The &f'I'Ument in favor ol the Senate version Uf'leS that the I 
possibility of actua. lly Calling a convention. ia. not .. raJ. bu .. t ia simply .. a .. tactic· with wh .. ic:h to threaten . & 
rec:alcit.~t President a."ld Conr.esa.. I have ehoaen Mt tc play suc:h & precarious political pme with. the 
United States Co115titution. · .----

Moreover. even if one aceepts the as.sura.nc:es of those who eounsel that the agenda of a convention could be) 
contained. the delay oc:a.sioned by the inevitable lepJ debate would be unaceeptable. Our national debt is fast 
·approaching $2 trillion. The time tD de&l wi-th the problem is now-not at an uncertain futUre date employinr 
uncertain methods. • 1 

Rep. Kosteva. havinr previously reserved the rirht to upl&in his nay vo~. made the !ollowing statement 
•Mr. Speaker and members of the House: 
In just the la.st. five yean the !ederal rovernment hu doubled the national debt. At. the .same time we in 

Michip.n have eliminated a $1.7 billion debt by !acinr economic realities. 
·The economic realities of the federal debt are beeominr more c:!eu daily. The debt causes foreirn I'QOds tc be 

less expensive at the cost of Amen can jobs. With W uhina=ton borrowinr so much money just to pay intuest on. 
the debt. interest rates will push higher and everyone will find it increuinrty difficult to obtain loan& 

Con ansa and the President will face these economic realities.· hopefully, be!oN too much d.amap is done. A 
eon.stitutional amendment and threat of convention 'is not n'Ce''lfY to penua.de Wuhinlf.On to do the thinp 
that the natural laws of economics will foree them to. · 

Founding fathers left !oreign polic:y and ec:onomie policy out o!. the Constitution for I'QOd reason..And. the 
Balanced Budget Amendment is nat. a macic: wand. 

Let. us direct our energy. not at. the Mic:hipn Legislature whoee only raJ power in this issue is to adopt or 
not adopt. a resolution. but rather. let us implore the Conrresa and the President to east aside wasteful defense 
spendinr and catering to special interests and briftl' spendin~ in line with reYenueL • 

Rep. Miller. havinr previ~ly raerved the rirht t.o Ul)Wft her nay vow. made the followinc swamu: 
•Mr. Speaker and members of the House: 
We are all deeply concerned about the •runaway,. deficit spendinr of the !edenJ rcvemmenL The solution 

eurTently beinc pu.shed is to threaten Congress with a. Coftltitutional C4nvention if it does DOt. pua & b&lucad 
budget amendment. 

l believe there an quicker. more effective means of pininc control ci the deficit. The baluead bu.dpt. 
amendment is a lonC"tenn operation. There could be a 10 t.o lS year del&J before & balanced badpe 
amendmeat c:ould be implemented. But. we need · a.edon NOW .. Cooansa itaelt eauld act fu&ar and more 
effectively-within 2 to 4 yean=-to brine about a b&laneed budcet. ~ haa all the power &ad t.oola needed to do 
it. In &ddition. we have no ·assurance that a .constitutional amendment. would result in & b&Janced bucl;vt. 
There an var.(inc definitions of what eonsdtutes a balanced budpt. While a balanced budre& can· control 
·deficit. spendinr~ it. does not eliminate.it altogether. Miehipn has a balanced budpt amendment i11 its State 
C4nstitution. which did not prevjtnt our state !rom havinr a financial crisis. Furthermore. an amendment 
wouldn't et)ntrol the important factors necessary for a balaneed budpt-spendinr. taxes a.nd interest r.ues. 
Con~ has the gnatest control over these factors. 

uc · has een sa1c a out t e wt om o ca 1nr or a ccnst.ltUtlon convention tO consider a balanced 
budget amendmenL Once Congre5s ha.s reeeived 34 petitions. it must call a convention. We have no ruan.ntee 
that the convention will conSJder only a balanced budget amendmenL There is no lepl'"mechanism to assure us 

1 that other issues would not be a part oi the debate. We simpiy don't .know what will happen. Furthermore. we 
\\ have the strong possibility of legal challenges which might hinder the process even more. We ue courtinr a 

constitutional crisis that simply does not deal with the substance of the issue. . · 
the execuuve':1na legtsia.t1ve oranches. at any 1eve1 ot ibvernment. una the tasx ol prnvidinr ~rviceJ t.o 

citizens w~thin the budiet mo~ difficult each year. F f"Qm my experience on the Birminl'ham City <Ammi.s&icn. 
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I know there are no marie solutions. It takes courare and-the will to make hard decisions in balancing 
revenues and expenditures. It is more important 'to lobby Conrress directly than to threaten with a..Constitu· 
tionaJ Convention." 

C ~ep SaundersJhavini' previously re!erved the right to expiain hia nay vote. made the !oUowinr st.a.tement: 
.. Mr. Speaker and members of_ the-House: 
I would like fo •xpress my lirm and unequivocal opposition.to any resolution that would petition Concress to 

call a constitutional eonYention. ·-
Because the Article v ptoV1s1ons for tnnerin~ a constitutional =nven:ion have never been exerei!ed. there ., 

are no pideHnes as to whether. tbe Conrres.s or anyone else · eould control the proc:edu.ral or 1e0pe of the ~ 
eortvenUoft. the only precedent we have ia that of the first and onl)' coftltimtional convention. That history 
indicates that an attempt to t.:all for s c:onatitutional convention is tantamount to playinr Rusaian.roulettt. with 
the very foundation of our nation and OW' moat sacred rights U iJidividii&l CltlaM oi. the 0 Jil~t&&.ea oi 
Amari ca. 

e present y pro convention. tne 1787 convention wu convened for a sinlie PUJ1.1DII==to amend 
the Artic:J.S of Confederation to settle a dispute between Maryland and Vimnia c:onceminc Bavi;uion rictus 
on the Potomac River. Its procedures were supposed to be rovemed by those Articles. whieb were then the 
equivalent of our Constitution. Under ·those Articles. all chanres had to be ratified by CDnlftll and by a.U 13 
sfate leaislatures. That Congress also made rules that limited the convention agenda ud procedures. u some 
suggest the current Consn-ess could limit·& eonve-"tion. 

When that ·convention ended. the Articles that were supposed to restrict it were abolished.. The convention 
made its own rules and created an entirely new doeumentc=o0ur present Constitution. Instead ol submittinc it 
to the state lel'is1atu1"'eS (or ratification. the convention recommended that it.be submitted to a convention of 
deleptes from each state for ratific:&tion. Instead ot requirinc unanimous approval u the previoua Articles 
had mandated. the new Constitution wu ratified even thourn two states refused to sip iL Needlesa to say. 
Con · onaJ attem ts to resa-iet the sco of the eonvtntion were ol no effect. 

ven liven thia on 'I pfieedenL tome are sta w1 lftC to our moat preesous c1v1 1 es &ftdividual 
rictns OD the abilitY of ConlftH to control a conventiOD. Othef"' sta&e that Concreu will ne¥er allow it to 
happen. Bllt in makinc any rational deciaior&. one must &lways. weil'h the mapitude of the harm along with 
tbe •odda'" of their oeeumnc:e. I believe that. the "Stillac freedoms arid Vilues em&id1ed an OW' COnsuwuon and 
Bill of R1 ts are sim iy too preeious to p.mble in a rame of •enieken' with Con 

aac responsa a Jty egtns w1 t e res1 eney. no er to ve a &laneed b pt. e nsident hu to · 
propose one. 1 find it mo.t ironic that a President. who says he wants a balanced buclpt amendmeat to the 
Constitution has consistently proposed larzer appropriations than· the Conlftll ultimately puaes. ~ince 
Reapn took office. the size of the federal debe hu.more thaa doubled. His support of a: b&laneld budpc 
amendment AFTER he leaves office is merely a smokescreen erected to divert &Uention from the fact that his 

·economic: policies are a failure. He bas mortppd our future, and that' of our children. 
I will nor. panieipate in efforts that c:oWd well lead to des&roying our civil liberties. aa welL"' 

Rep. Weeka..havinc previously reserved the rirht to •xplain his nay voce. made the followi.ncswament: 
•Mr. Speaker and members of the Houae: 
Aithough I totally support a balanced federal bud ret and will do everything in my power u. toree ·that to 

hapJ)en. I refuse to risk· the destruction of our Constitution in order t.o foree peopJe t.o do a job tbal ·commoa 
aeue indicates should automatic:ally be done. • 

Rep. TerrelL havinc previouly. reeefYed the rilftt to explain her nay vale. made the foUowiJar statement: 
•Mr. Speakar and members ot the House: • 
Ia compliance with my request for a NO vote explanation on HCR 'C', my reuon for a NO vote oa this 

r=eSalution il simply because I fear the possibility of a runaway constitutional convention. 
In a political climate in which we live today the possibility ol eonveninr a~nvencion that would cause us to 

lose some of theruaranteed rirhts is too muc:h to risk. I fully arree with those who propose the balancinr of the 
federal budret and. a.s important as that is. I believe we must seek other ways to brinc the issue ~the full 
attention of our Conrresa. · 

Basic human rirhts must continue to be ruaranteed and uprnded. The !ear ot losinr one sinrle section of 
these rights &lready pined causes me tD vote NO on House Coneurnnt Resolution 'C'. 

Thank you!• · 

The Speaker ?ro Tempo~ called the A.ssistant Associate Speaker Pt:O Tempore to tb4! Chair. 
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RATIFICATION SAFEGUARD 

TO BE 

BY-PASSED 

ACCORDING TO 

CCSlNTU CONNECTION 

LOBBYIST LEADER., THE·INCREDIBI£ JAif:S DALE DAVIDSON AND CHAIRMAN OF THE 

NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION (NJU) AS REPORTED IN THE NTU PUBLICATION 
"DOLLARS AND SENSE11 (Dec/JAN 1988)r ASKED COMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTIONAL 

SYSTEM DIRECTOR (CCS)J DICK THORNBURGH TO SERVE AS THE COMMITTEE co-cHAIRMAN 

oF THE NTU's "CITIZENS FoR A BALANCED BuDGET AMENDMENT•. 

THoRNBURGH 1 s ccs PuBLlcArioNJ REFORMING AMERICAN GovERNMENT oPENLY ADMITs 

ON PAGE 330: 
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"ONLY A HANDFUL OF BOOKS HAVE SET FORTH 
FULL-BLOWN PLANS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL 
REVISION • 

. • • • • • • HENRY HAZLITTJ A CONSERVATIVE 
JOURNALIST} ARGUED IN AD CONSTITUTION 
~ (WHITTLESEY HOUSEJ 1942) THAT THE 
EXIGENCIES OF WAR DEMANDED A PARLIAMENTARY 
FORM OF GOVERNMENT." 

THE NATIONAL VETERANS COI\tll\llTTEE 
ON THE CONSTITtTTION 

1560 SHEFFIELD ROAD 

BALTIMORE. MD 21218 



LOBBYIST. LEAJER, THE' INCREDIBLE JAI£S DALE DAVIDSON HAS THE AUTHOR OF'·THIS 
BOOK, A~ CONSTITUTION NOWI AS HIS ADVISOR. 

MR. DAVIDSON'S ADVISOR HAS PROPOSED A NATIONAL REFERENDUM AMENDMENT AS 
0

THE INTERMEDIATE STEP 0 IN HIS °FULL-BLOWN PLANS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION°1 
THE ExAcr oEscRrPTioN av THE ccs IN REFORMING AMERICAN GovERNMENT oF His 
BOOK1 A~ CONSTITUTION llilli_. 

ON PAGE 273~ MR. HAZLITT SAYS: 

nl HAVE RECOMMENDED THE INTERMEDIATE 
STEP OF AN AMENDMENT OF THE AMENDING 
PROCESS BEFORE UNDERTAKING A MORE 
EXTENSIVE DIRECT REVISION OF THE 
CONSTITUTION." 

MR. HAZLITI DESCRIBES HIS AMENDMENT TO THE AMENDING PROCESS: 

0 IF AN AMENDMENT IS SUBMITTED DIRECTLY 
TO THE QUALIFIED VOTERS OF THE STATES1 
IT SHALL BECOME PART OF THIS CONSTI
TUTION IF APPROVED BY A MAJORITY OF 
ALL THE VOTERS OF THE NATION IN A 
MAJORITY OF THE STATES." (PG. 267). 

IN THE 1988 NTU CONFIDENTIAL (FOR USE OF NTU ADVISORY GROUP - ONLY)) 
$930~000 IS BUDGETED FOR HfS 0 NATIONAL REFERENDUM AND OFFICIAL PETITION . 
CAMPAIGN". AND1 $350~000 IS BUDGETED FOR HIS "TELEVISION/RADIO CAMPAIGN 
FOR NATIONAL REFERENDUM". 

ALS01 THE NATIONAL TAX LIMITATION COMMITIEE CNTLC) IN THEIR "CONFIDENTIAL 
PLAN AND STRATEGY0 STATES: 
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"IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIPT OF THE FIRST 
10 MILLION PETITIONS~ NTLC1 ON BEHALF 
OF THESE CONCERNED AMERICANS1 WILL 
REQUEST THAT THE PRESIDENT DEMAND A 
JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS AT WHICH 
TIME THE PETITIONS WILL BE PRESENTED. 11 



IN ADDITIONJ AMONG THE DOZEN ALREADY PREPARED AMENDMENTS BY CCS DIRECTOR 

DICK THORNBURGH'S GROUP IN THEIR PAPERS PUBLISHED IN 1985 AS REFORMING 
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT., PAGES 258-259., IS THE NATIONAL REFERENDUM AMENDMENT 

WHICH PROVIDES THAT A PRESIDENT SHALL HAVE POWER TO PROCLAIM A NATIONAL 
REFERENDUM. 

ANOTHER ccs DIRECTORJ AUTHOR OF THE BOOK, CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM .8Nll 
EFFECTivE GOYERNMENTJ JAMEs L. SuNDQuisT sAYs oN PAGE 233: 

nlF THE BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT REACH AN 
IMPASSE ON A SINGLE CRUCIAL ISSUE AT A 
TIME WHEN THEIR RELATIONS ARE OTHERWISE 
REASONABLY EFFECTIVE., A MEANS OF 
OVERCOMING THE CHECKS AND BALANCES 
THAT PRODUCED THE DEADLOCK COULD BE 
MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH CONSTITUT10NAL 
AMENDMENT. THAT IS THE DEVICE OF THE 
REFERENDUM, BY WHlCH THE PEOPLE THEM
SELVES VOTE YES OR NO ON A LEGISLATIVE 
OR CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSITION.n 

BYPASSING THE SAFEGUARD 

THE lHB.E..E.. METHODS OF AMENDING THE 
U.S.~ITUTION MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED 
ALTHOUGH USUALLY THE DISCUSSIONS BY 
PROPONENTS OF A CONVENTION ALWAYS 
INCLUDE THE TWO METHODS UNDER ARTICLE V. 
THE THIRD METHOD (THAT USED IN 1787) IS 
NEVER MENTIONED. 

RECALL HOW THE CONVENTION OF 1787 IGNORED THE PROVISIONS OF THE ARTICLES 
OF CONFEDERATION STIPULATING THAT THE ARTICLES BE OBSERVED UNLESS ANY 
ALTERATION BE CONFIRMED nBY THE LEGISLATURES OF EVERY STATE.n 

NEITHER THAT CONVENTION NOR CONGRESS EVER SUBMITTED THE CONSTITUTION TO 

THE STATE LEGISLATURES. 
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INSTEAD' THE CONVENTION WROTE INTO THE NEW DOCUMENT THAT: 

nTHE RATIFICATION OF THE CONVENTIONS 
OF 9 STATES, SHALL BE SUFFICIENT ••• " 

THIS METHOD OF AMENDMENT WHICH BY PRECEDENT PROVIDES THE POSSIBILITY OF 

AMENDING THE AMENDING.DEVICE ONCE A CONVENTION IS CONVENED. HOWEVER, A 
CONGRESS MAY DECIDE TO PROCEED WITH A CONSTITUTIONAL REVOLUTION PACKAGE 

SUCH AS THE CCS PROPOSES AND INCLUDE IN THE PACKAGE AN AMENDMENT TO THE 

AMENDING DEVICE. (ART. V). THIS THIRD METHOD THEN, IS THE AMENDMENT OF 

THE AMENDING DEVICE TO FACILITATE CHANGES NOT FEASIBLE UNDER THE EXISTING 

CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN TIME. 

CCS DIRECTOR SuNDQUIST ON PAGES 243-244 oF CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM MiD. 
EFFECTivE GovERNMENT ACKNOWLEDGEs HQkLIQ. av-eAss cuRRENT sAFEGUARDs: 

"A SIMPLIFIED AMENDMENT PROCEDURE WOULD 
NEVER BE CONSIDERED IN THE ABSTRACT, 
SIMPLY AS A THEORETICAL PROPOSITION 
IN THE INTEREST OF GOOD GOVERNMENT. 
To WIN ANY SIGNIFICANT BACKING, IT 
WOULD HAVE TO BE SEEN AS MAKING THE 
COURSE EASIER FOR ONE OR MORE SPECIFIC, 
POPULAR AMENDMENTS WHOSE SUPPORTERS 
COULD THEN BE MOBILIZED BEHIND IT.n 

ALso., ON PAGE 287 oF REFORMING AMERICAN GOVERNMENT BY AusTIN RANNEY UNDER 

THE TITLE "WHAT CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES Do AMERICANS WANTn, THE CCS BOOK 

STATES: 

"THEY APPROVE PROPOSALS TO REQUIRE A 
BALANCED FEDERAL BUDGET AND TO GIVE 
THE PRESIDENT THE POWER TO VETO 
INDIVIDUAL ITEMS IN APP~OPRIATlONS 
BILLS, BOTH OF WHICH ARE INTENDED 
TO RESTRAIN FEDERAL SPENDING." 

THus, lH. suMMARY NTU ADVISOR HENRY HAZLI.TT IN HIS BOOK, A .NBi CONSTITUTION 

.t@L STATES WITH REGARD TO BY-PASSING CURRENT SAFEGUARDS: 

nONCE THIS IS DONE, WE SHALL BE IN A 
POSITION TO CONSIDER CONSTITUTIONAL 
REVISION REALISTICALLY, AND WITH CLEAR 
MINDS.n (PG. 276). 
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BALANCED BUDGET STRATEGY MEMORANDUM AND ACTION PLAN 

prepared for key NTU members and supporters 

... From: Jim Davidson 
The National Taxpayers Union 
Washington, D.C. 
November 29, 1987 

ANALYSIS 

Almost all Americans agree -- Republicans and Democrats -- liberals and 
conservatives: Perhaps the only way to avoid an economic disaster cf a 
depression is to force Congress to pass the Balanced Budget Constitutional 
Amendment. 

Yet our politicians continue to resist. The powerful Big Spenders and 
special interests do not want any limitation on the ability of Congress to tax 
and spend. And too many politicians are thinking of only how they can reward 
these special interests with huge new spending programs. 

1988 is the precise time in history that we can make the Balanced Budget 
Amendment the 27th Amendment to the Constitution. L~ading Presidential 
candidates in both the Republican and Democratic parties have strongly endorsed 
the Amendment. ··-All members· of·· the House of Representatives··· and- ·one-thi-rd· of ·the· 
Senate are up for re-election._ 

It is our. job to make these polit:1 cians feel the political heat. 

STRATEGY 

This integrated plan is designed to force the Congress to pass the Balanced ; 
-Budget Amendment in 1988 •. ----- ·· ··· --- ·· ---- ···········-------------.,_ ... ·-'--'-·-·----.. ·-----···M.:.. 

NATIONAL REFERENDUM & OFFICIAL PETITION CAMPAIGN [Budget: $930,000] 

NTU is using Article [1] of the Bill of Rights: The right of the people to 
petition che Government for redress of grievances {shall not be .abridged]. '!'he 
official petition is to the Congress of the United States. NTU has been 
authorized to officially transmit these certified petitions to the President of 
the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives, with notification of 
each petitioner's U.S. Representative and U.S. Senators. 
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Our goal is two million, petitions by July 1, 1988: approximately 5,000 
petitions pe~ Congres~ional District -- with presentation of the full list of 
petitioners at a Special event before Congress. Scope and size of presentation 
will be unprecedented in American Politics. 

B. TELEVISION/RADIO CAMPAIGN FOK. NATIONAL RUEK.E.NDOK [Budget: $350,000] 

NTU will go on television and radio -- alerting citizens to watch their 
mail boxes for their kit containing the official federal petition o.n the 
Balanced Budget Amendment. We will concentrate in the state.s and d'istricts of 
members of Congress who are likely to be swing votes on the Amendment. 

C. HANDS ON LOBBYING ON CAPITOL HILL- WASHINGTON [Budget: $65,000] 

NTU's grass roots campaign is already having a major impact. 
Representative Peter Rodino, Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee (and a 
strong opponent of the Balanced Budget Amendment). began hearings on October 15. 
Senator Paul Simon, Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution (and 
a strong supporter of the Amendment) indicated that he is also planning on 
holding hearings. 

We must have our lobbyists exert maximum taxpayer pressure on members of 
Congress and to councer che strong lobbying armies of the big spending special 
interests that hate che balanced budget amendment. 

+ D. STATE RESOLUTIONS CA!o{PAIGN [Budget: $405,000] + 
NTU organized the Balance the Budget Amendment Committee in 1975, with the 

purpose of getting the several states to petition Congress to call for a . 
constitutional convention for the sole purpose of writing a Balanced Budget 
Amendment to the United ·States Consti.tution. Since that time. NTU has rallied 
the support of hundreds of other groups behind this effort. So far we've 
persuaded 32 of the required 34 state legislatures to pass resolutions requiring 
Congress to call such a strictly limited convention, should it fail to pass the 
Balanced Budget Amendment on its own·. 

NTU's strategy is two-fold: l) Flood the hall of Congress with petitions 
and surveys demanding passage of the Amendment, and 2) Pressure the State+ 

+Legislatures to demand a balanced budget amendment. This is the method citizens 
used to pass the 17th Amendment (direct election of U.S. Senators); and it will 
work again to force Congress to pass the 27th Amendment: The Balanced Budget 
Amendment. 

TOTAL BUDGETS FOR. PASSAGE OF AHENDKEHT [ $ 1, 7 32, 000] 

BR:69 
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LEGISLATIVE 
ACTION PLAN 

This report is prepared by and registered 
at NTLC headquarters under the following 
name and number: 

CQ~jFIDENTIAL 

When you're finished 
reading this report. 
please return it 
immediately. 

STRATEGY 

NATIONAL TAX LIMITATION COMMITTEE 
201 Massachusetts Avenue. N.E. 

Washington. D.C. 20002 

With your support and that of other NTLC supporters, we're collecting millions of petitions from 
Americans all across the country to force Congress to adopt our Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget 
Constitutional Amendment. Postcards, Senate Grams, letters, and all kinds of pressure will force Congress 
into action. 

It is now absolutely clear that the only way we will ever force Congress to limit taxes and balance the 
budget is with a constitutional amendment. Congress has demonstrated that neither the Gramm-Rudman
Hollings Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act. nor the financial crisis we have been living 
through for the last few months, will bring about responsible spending from the Big Spenders in Congress. 

This is the. final. year of Ronald Reagan's presidency. It may be our last year with a president who fully 
supports our Amendment. And the Amendment has more support in Congress than ever before. 

We must force Congress to pass the Amendment this year. To fail will mean passing massive debt on to 
our children. grandchildren-and to generations yet unborn. 

But too many politicians are thinking only about their next election. These Big Spending politicians are 
hoping against hope that the American people will do little to force passage of this Tax Limitation/Balanced 
Budget Amendment-so they can go on spending and rewarding the special interests. 

But they didn't reckon on NTLC's Grassroots Americans for a Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget 
Amendment. HERE IS OUR CONFIDENTIAL PLAN AND STRATEGY. 

A. NTLC's Grassroots Americans for a Tax Limitation: Balanced Budget AmendmP.nt-Direct Mail 
The constitution guarantees us the right to vote. But we can't vote directly on federal spending and the 

federal deficit. The constitution also guarantees "we the people" another right ... thP. rights of the people 
to petition the government for redress of grievances [shall not be abridged].-ARTICLE I OF THE BILL OF 
RIGHTS. .. . . 

This is a constitutional right that cannot be ignored by the politicians. NTLC's Grassroots Americans for 
a Tax Limitationi8alanced Budget Constitutional Amendment will literally flood the halls of Congress with 10 
million petitions demanding passage of the Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment. 

~TLC has already launched this campaign. We know from independent surveys that at least 80% of the 
~mencan people support a Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment. Our challenge is to get these 
petitions into the hands of all Americans who want to sign them. The petitions are addressed to the Speaker 
of the House and the President of the United States Senate. Kits containing the official petition will be 
mailed out to millions and millions of Americans. 

Immediately upon receipt of the first 10 million petitions. 'NTLC. on behalf of these concerned 
Americans. will request that the President demand a joint session of Congress at which time the petitions 
will be presented. This strategy, along with additional supporting activities. will force Congress to pass the 
Tax Limitation· Balanced Budget Amendment. 

Direct Mail Budget: $1.210.000 

8. Grassroots Americans lor a Tax Limitation Balanced Budqet Amendment- .. 8;1dio 
The Amencan people rate deficits as Public Enemy Number One. WE THE PEOPLE are demanding 

that constitutional amendment mandating a balanced budget and a limit on spendinq be passed. OUR 
FELLOW CITIZENS OON.i HAVE TO BE CONVINCED OF THE ABSOLUTE NECESSITY OF PASSING 
THE AMENDMENT NTLC's nationwide drive t1me radio ads will give an 800 number ~c call to get the 
oHic1ai peiit1on. 

Radio Broadcast Budget $180.000 
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You've probably seen Ed McMahon on you·· television set puplicizing the PublistH~rs Clearing House 

Sweepstakes and opportunity to subscribe to your favorite magazine. That kind of puhlicity makes people 
aware that they will be getting their sweepstakes package in the mail. It works. Pass<lge of the Tax 
Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment is so much more critical than a subscription to any magazine. 

NTLC will therefore go on television--.making the American people aware that th~ir official petition. 
-their'" chance to exercise their con.stitutional right of petition--will be arriving in the nlc:til. so that they will 
be on the lookout for it. 

Televisio~ Budget $410,000 

D. Grassroots Survey Campaign~Direct Mail 
National surveys show that approximately 80% of the American people want passage of the Tax 

Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment. Along with the Petition Campaign, NTLC plans to conduct a 
survey mailing in targeted congressional districts..;_to show congressional representc:ttives and U.S. 
Senators how strongly the voters back home feel about this issue. These individual responses can then be 
provided to each Member of Congress. Our leaders on Capitol Hill believe that this deia1ied survey is an 
essential part of the total strategy to force the Congress to pass the Amendment. 

Individual Opinion Survey Budget $320,000 

E, Hands-on Lobbying 
NTLC has helped organize the formal coalition of national associations in support of the Tax 

Limitation/ Balanced Budget Amendment. We must hire additional staff members so ynur NTLC can 
maintain constant contact with Senators. Representatives and members of their str:~lfs. This is how we 
formally s.ign on co-sponsoring Senators and C.Jngressmen. 

It is this effort that identifies solid supporters. weak supporters. and the undecidPd Members of 
Congress. This intelligence is essential to the success of our targeted grassroots lobbying campaign. 

Hands-on Lobbying Budget $165.000 

F. Targeted Grassroots Lobbying Campaign 
The intelligence gathered from NTLC's "hands-on lobbying .. will show us which Members of Congress 

require the most special attention. First priority will be the "undecideds" and second priority will be those 
leaning against the Amendment but who might be persuaded to vote for the Amendrn~nl. 

NTLC's president. Lew Uhler, and others are prepared to go into the states and home districts of these 

'

Senators and Members of Congress. Using direct mail. newspapers. radio. television and telephone banks. 
we will demonstrate the broad base of public support for the Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment 
and the political risks incurred by those who may vote against the Amendment. 

Targeted Grassroots Budget $110.000 

G. State Resolution Campaign · 
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We are intensifying our work in the several states to put the critical additional P' !'~sure on Congress to 
pass the Amendment. So far we've helped persuade 32 of the required 34 State Lcgi~latures to pass 
resolutions requiring Congress to pass our Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendrw:ml. 

While the State Legislatures were in recess. your NTLC worked quietly behind the scenes. spending 
time and money to influence the shape of key state legislatures around the country. That work is about to 
pay off-that is. if we can put together the money and resources to complete this phase of our work. 

If Congress fails to act after two-thirds of the states (34 states) pass balanced budget resolutions. 
Article V of the Constitution requires the Congress to call a convention for the sole and exclusive purpose of 
drafting a Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment. 

This is part II of the NTLC strategy. On the one hand, COngress will be flooded with petitions from the 
people back· home demanding passage of the Amendment. On the other hand; Congress will be faced with 
unrelenting pressure from the legislatures of the several states-who under their st~te constitutions must 
live under the constraints of a balanced budget requirement. · 

Pressure from the states is the precise method used to force the Congress to p;1c:;s the 17th 
Amendment (direct election of U.S. Senators). Congress passed the 17th Amendment when the states were 
one state shy of the necessary two-thirds at that time. · 

From the 18 states that have not yet passed resolutions. we are concentrating m1 the following: 
California. Connecticut. Kentucky. Minnesota. Montana. New Jersey. Ohio. Washin9ton State and West 
Virginia. · ;.41 

State Resolution Budget $350.000 .,. 

H. Continue Operations of Other NTLC Programs 
Publication of the NTLC Spending Score Card for Congress. monitoring all !egistiltion regarding 

soending and taxing. fighting against tax increases and for cuts in wasteful federal ~pending. publication of 
TAXWATCH. 

Program Budget $130.000 

Total Campaign Budget ~'-.875.01')0 
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STATEMENT OF 
STEPHEN H • SACHS 

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF MARYLAND 

In Support of SJR 17 
March 9 , 19 8 3 

Thank you tor giving me this opportunity to. speak on SJR 17, 

a resolution to w_ithdraw Maryland's 1975 petition to Congress to 

call a constitutional convention for a balanced budget amend

ment. I strongly support the pas~age of this resolution. 

Maryland's 1975 petition was passed pursuant to Article V of 

the Onited States Constitution, which provides that Congress must 

call a constitutional convention upon the application of two

thirds of the states~ Under Article V, such a convention could 

propose constitutional amendments which would then have to be 

ratified by three-fourths of the states. This procedure is an 

alternative to the Congressionally-initiated mnendment process 

where mnendments are proposed by a two-thirds vote of both Houses 

of Congress for ratification by three-fourths ot the states. 

Befo?e addressing the merits of the resolution to withdraw 

Maryland's 1975 petition, I would like to restate my position 

that a withdrawal of a petition for a constitutional convention 

is constitutional. As you know, I concluded in a 1979 opinion 

that a state could~ rescind a prior ratification of a proposed 

constitutional amendment. But I believe that there is a 'crucial 

difference' between a ratification of an amendment and. a petition 

for a constitutional convention. While the former is a 'final 

act' of a sovereign body which cannot be undone, the latter is 

mer e 1 y a ' f o rma 1 r e que s t ' t o Con g :- e s s wh i c h ~an be w i t h d r awn . 



The overwhelming wetrht of legal authority on this issue supports 

my position. I have attached a eopy of my letter to Senator 

Donnan ·which fully sets forth~ position and the authority 

behind lt. 

1 urge you to reccmnend passage of SJR 17 because, regard

less of the merits of the balanced budget amendment itself, 

ealllnr a constitutional convention to adopt It would create a 

substantial risk of a "runaway" convention which undermines basic 

constitutional protections. And, because thirty-one of the 

necessary thirty-four states have already petitioned for a con

vention, a convention may well be called -- and soon -- unless 

action is taken to withdraw petitions. 

ODe of the most important features of our Constitution is 

the proteetlo~ it gives through the Bill of Rights and the 

Fourteenth Amendment to individuals and to groups from a 

tyrannical majority of the moment. As we have oecaslcnally 

learned through bitter experience, no nation, including this one, 

ls imnune !rem the curse of the many seeking to oppress the 

few. That is why we must do everything we can to preserve the 

rights and liberties guaranteed by the Constitution--and why we 

must avoid unnecessary risks to those rights and liberties. 

One of the most effective protections we have •gainst 

attempts to curtail our constitutional rights Is the fact that 

amending the Constitution is a relatively difficult process. 1 

believe, however, that this protection would be greatly eroded 

if, instead of utilizing the traditional Congressionally

initiated amendment proeess, we invoked, for the first time in 

-'2-
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our history, the provision in Article V of the Constitution for a.' 

national constitutional convention. Calling such~ convention is 

a radical and unprecedented step we should not take. 

Up until now, every amendment added to the Constitution was 

first approved by two-thirds of both the Senate and House of Re

presentatives and then ratified by three-fourths of the states. 

Re~resentatives of not only a majority, ~tit ot a substantial 

super-majority of the American people agreed to the amendments 

before they were adopted. It is, I believe, not coincidental 

that~ ot these mmendments per~nently curtailed constit

utional rights or liberties. The passing passions which may 

compel a temporary majority of Americans to limit basic rights or 

libertjes are unlikely to sway the super-majority necessary to 

~end the constitution by this traditional method. 

The untried constitutional convention method of mnendlng the 

constitution offers no similar guarantee against a temporarily 

wtyrannical" majority. In the first place, it Is possible under 

this method for an amendment to be adopted by the concurrence of 

persons representing a bare majority or less of the American 

people. Further, and even more important, there is a great risk 

that such a convention could ignore limits sought to be placed on 

it and propose amendments on any subject -- including individual 

rights. 

84 

If the states of Hawaii, Montana, and Vennont joined the 

thirty-one ~tates that have petitioned for a constitutional 

convention on the balanced budget, such a convention would be 

called on petition ot thirty-four states comprising just less 
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than half of the American people. Onee a convention is called, 

there is nothing to prevent it f.rom proposing constitutional 

amendments by a simple majority of its delegates. And, because 

there is no established procedure tor cho~sing these delegates, 

i t i s not even e 1 ear that a con v en t i on ma j o ri t y wo u 1 d a e t u a 11 y 

represent a majority of the American people. We in Maryland can 

have no guarantee that delegates in other states would be chosen 

in a fair and equitable manner. Finally, althouch Article V of 

the Constitution requires that amendments proposed by a conven ... 

tion must be ratified by three-fourths of the states, it is 

possible for an amendment to be ratified by the requisite thirty

eight states ccmprising only 4296 of the total U.S. population. 

Thus, Rowhere in the convention method of constitutional mnend

ment is there a requirement similar to the requirement in the 

Conrressional method that two ... thirds of the House of Represent

atives approve a proposed amencment which would Insure that 

before an amendment is adopted representatives of a s.ubstantial 

super-majority of the Amer.i can people approve it. 

This lack of a requirement of super-majority support would, 

of course, be especially troubling it a convention were to pro

pose amendments in areas such as individual rights. Many of 

those who favor the call tor a convention argue that we need not 

worry about this happening because the Maryland petition and 

petitions tram many other states explictly provide that the con

vention could only consider certain specific balanced budget 

amencments. The effectiveness of these purported limitations is, 

however, uncertain at best. 
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there are thre~ possible theories under which a convention 

could "run away" from limits sought to be placed upon it by 

legislatures or Congress. 

First, a constit-utional convention could become what is 

known. as- a "revolutionary" convention. Under this theory, a 

constitutional convention would, once it is called, become the 

most sovereign entity in the nation, free to do essentially as it 

pleases. The highest courts in at least two states hav~ viewed 

conventions in this manner. !!.!. Soroule v. Fredericks, 69 Miss. 

. 8 9 8 , 9 o 4 ( 18 9 2 ) ; McMu 11 en v • Hodge , 5 T ex • 3 4 , 7 3 ( 1 a 4 9 ) • 

There is an important precedent for this model in the 1787 

Convention which framed our present Constitution. That conven

tion was called "for the sole and express purpose of revising the 

Articles of Confederation." Purther, the Artleles of Confedera

tion required that any amendments proposed by the Convention had 

to be ratified by~ the states to be effective. The 1787 

Convention, of course, ignored both of these limitations: it 

scrapped the Articles entirely by proposing a whole new 

Constitution and it made adoption of the Constitution contingent 

on ratification by only three-fourths of the states. 

Thus, it is possible, though I believe unlikely, for a 

convention called under Article V of the Constitution to follow 

the "revolutionary" precedent set by the Founding Fathers In 

1787. It so, such a convention could totally rev~p the Consti

tution and, in order to make adoption of its product more likely, 

ehanga the ratification procedure to require assent by less than 

three-fourths oE the states. 
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A second, more probable, theory f4r an Article V Convention 

would be for it to consider itself. bound by Article V, including 

the three-fourths ratification requirement, but tor it .to also 

interpret Article Vas pennitting it to propose any ~endments it 

chose regardless of limitations sought to be imposed by Congress 

or the state legislatures. Under this scenario a convention 

called by two-thirds ot the states to propose a balanced budget 

amendment could also propose amendments affecting abortion 

rights, a nuclear freeze, religious freedom, sexual preference, 

fr•e speech, privacy Interests, the right to bear arms, or any 

imaginable set of similar issues. As we have seen, $Uch proposed 

amencments could then become part of the Constitution after 

approval bJ representatives of a bare majority or less of the 

Afner l ean peop 1 e. 

There ls substantial authority that a convention could run 

away in this manner. Pirst, some of the most renowned constitu

tional scholars in the country, including Professor Charles Black 

ot Yale, Walter Dellinger of Duke, Geral-d Gunther of Stanford and 

Laurence Tribe of Harvard have concluded that neither State 

legislatures nor Congress can limit a constitutional convention 

to proposing only certain specific amendments. Second, there Is 

a lonr history at the state level ot c~nventions going beyond 

limits sought to be imposed on them bJ a state legislature. As 

recently as 19?5, the Supreme Court ot Arkansas held in Prvor v. 

Lowe, 523 s.w. 2d 199, that because a constitutional convention -
exercises power "inherent in the people", its actions cannot be 

restricted by a legislature. Although it did not rule on this 
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specific point, the Maryland Court of Appeals made the similar 

finding that delegates to a convention are "d!reet agents of the 

people, rather than agents of the organized government" to sup

port its holding that such delegates are not ~officers" under the 

pre-existing"State Constitution. Board of Suoervisors of Anne 

Arund•l Countv_ v. Attorney General, 246 Md. 417 (1967). 

Under a third possible theor-y; the State legislatures which

petition for a convention could limit the subject matter which 

the convention can consider but could not constrain it to voting 

up or down specific amendments only. The Supreme Court of 

Tennessee adopted such a theory in Snow v. Memohis, 527 s.w. 2d 

55, where the Court held that a provl$ion in the Tennessee Con

stitution permitting "limitations" on constitutional conventions 

only authorized limits on the subject matter that a convention 

could address. Purther, one of the most forceful advocates of 

the position that a convention could be limited, fonner Senator 

Sam Ervin, has also maintained that the states can only limit the 

subject matter of a convention and could not limit the convention 

to specific amendments. 

In our case, thi~ thitd possibility would mean that the 

stat• legislatures coul4 require the convention to deliberate 

only on a balanced·budget amendment to the federal constitution, 

but could not limit the ~onvention to considering only the pre

cise amendment or amendments proposed in the state petitions. In 

t e rms of p r o t e e t i n r 1 n d i v i. d u a 1 1 i be r t i e s , I f i n d 1 i t t l e e omf o r t 

In such a partial limitation of a convention. There are an 

infinite number of ways by which a convention could eurtall 

-7-
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rights and liberties through the budget process. For example, 

the budget could be bal~need in part by denying federal aid to 

states that did, or did not, depending on which viewpoint com

mended itsel! to the delegates, require prayer in public schools, 

or permit busing, or pass gun control laws, or re~triet police 

searches. 

After reviewing these three theories and the authority 

behind them, the conclusion 1 reach is that there is no way to 

limit a convention once it is called and that, therefore, a 

runaway convention could very well occur. 

The most important legal authority I found taking the view 

that a convention could, in tact, be limited is a 1974 Special 

Reporr issued by the American Bar Association. This Report, I 

understand, was influential in convincing many Maryland legis

lators in 1975 that a runaway convention would not occur. 

Substantial doubt, however, has been east on the Special 

Report's conclusion by both a conmittee ot the ABA and one ot the 

authors of the Report itself. The ABA'S Section on Individual 

Rights and Responsibilities agreed without dissent to reject the 

Special Report because of "its infirmly supported position that 

the Legislatures applying for the call of a convention could 

limit convention jurisdiction to one or more specific sub

jects.~ In response to a question by Senator Birch Bayh at a 

1919 Senate hearing on constitutional conventions as to whether 

he had any doubts about the conelusion of the Speeial Report, eo

author and leading ABA spokesman John D. Feerick stated that "it 

is a possibility-- maybe more than a possibility under eertain 
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eire~stanees where there is strong emotion about a particular 

subject" that a convention could exceed the limits placed on it 

by state legislatures. 

Further, even if one could make a persuasive argument that 

the framers of the Constitution intended to give state leg

islatures the right to limit conventions under Article V (and no 

one has), there would still be a substantial question as to 

whether the courts would enforce this right. Although the courts 

have ruled on many Article V questions, there is a judicial 

tradition of trea.ting some particularly sensl tive Article V 

issues as non-justiciable "political questions." A dispute mnong 

a "runaway" convention, the State legislatures that called it and 

Congre·ss may be just the kind of issue on which the courts would 

decline to rule. 

Thus, I believe that there ls a substantial risk that a 

constitutional c~nvention called to propose a balance budget 

amendment would also propose other amendments to the eonsti-

tution. And, sinee under the convention method of amending the 

constitution, an amendment could be adopted by representatives of 

a bare majority or less of the American people, the risk is 

heightened that amendments which curtail basic constitutional 

rights or liberties may result. 

I urge those of you .who desire a balaneed budget amendment 

to work for its adoption through the tri•d and tested Congress-. 
ionally-iniated process, and not to let this issue open the 

RPandora's box" of a eonstitutional convention. 

-9-
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You have requested our opinion on whether it would be 
eonstitt:tional !or the General Assembly to withdraw a petition 
e. s k i ng Con g r e s s to e a 11 a eons t i t u t i on a 1 convent i on. I n 1 9 7 5 , 
the Generttl .~ssembly passed Joint Resolution '11, petitioning 
Congress to prepare and submit to the states 2.n amend:nent to the 
United States Constitution that would require ~ balanced federal 
budget or, e.ltern!.tivel~,., to call a constitutional eonvention to 
propose such z.n e.mendment. See La\\'S o! Maryland 1975, at 3921~ 
24. You have asked whether the General Assembly may noY.P

7 
by 

s~~s!quent Joint Resolution, withdraw that petition.l 

1 In ''Ot.7 letter o! inquiry, )'OU refer to a "rescission" by the Gene.'"2l .U.Sembly of its 
petition to Congress. .1-.lthouih "rescission" and "withdrawal'~ h~\'e ~~stantiany the same 
meaning, we use the word ~,,;thdrawal" when re!e.-ring to actions to nullify a petition for 
2. constitutional convention e.nd th! word "rescission" whe!l re!errL,g to actions to nulli!y 
( c:o:1 tinued) 

Cite ~s: O;>inion No. 83-006 (Janue.ry 31, 1983) (to be 
p u o 1 1 s he d a ·t 6 S Co i n i on s o r t·h e A t t o i n e \. Gene r e l _ ( 1 9 8 3 ) ) 
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2. 

For !!le :"!2Sons- stated belcw, it is·- ou: eonelusion that suc:h 
a w1thdrawal wculd be constit~tional.2 

I 

Article V 

The proeess o! emending the Con-stitution is governed by 
Article V o! the Uni,ed States Constitution, the pertinent pro
visions of which are es follows: 

"The Congress, \•.'henever two-thirds of both Houses shaD. 
deem it neeesst.f1·, she.n propose Amendments to this 
Constitution, or, O.'l the Ap;>lic:e.tion of the L~l!.tures cf two
t.."lirds o! the seve:-21 S ta.tes, she.ll call e. Con\'ention for 
p:opesing Amendments, whieh, in either Case, shall be valid to 
ell Intents e.nd Purposes, e.s part o! this Co~Jtution, when 
:-ati!ied by the L~islatures of three-fourths of the several 
States, or by Conventions in three=-!ourths thereot1 u the one 
o: the ot~r )~ode o! Re.ttliea.tion may be proposed bf the 
Co:'lgress(J" 

v!'lder A:ticle V, state legislr.tures participate in the &."tlendment 
p r o e e s s i n one of two d i s t i n c t "'. e l' s : . ( i ) by p e t i t I on 1 n r Cong res s 
to ea 11 a eons t i tut ion a 1 eonven t I on to propose · amencS:nen t s; and 
(ii) by ratifying e.rnendrnents proposed either by the Congress 
itself or by & convention called by Coniress. 

Ont f 1 now, every a.-nendment to the Constitution has been 
origfnally pToposed by Congress. There have, ho\•lever, been 
s e ,. e r a 1 at t e.T.~ t s over t he y e e. r s by s tat e 1 e i i s 1 a t u r e s to e om~ e 1 
Con g r e s s t o c: a 11 a cons t i t u t i on a 1 con v en t i on tor v a r i o us 
pur,oses. Since 1940, close to two-thirds o! the states have 
?&.ssed resolutions urg-ing conventions to propose aa-nendments that 
v.•ould 1 imi t the federal income ta:x, reverse in part the Supreme 
Cot::t's reepportior.ment decisions, and, spurring your present 
inqciry, require a balanced federal b~dret. See genertllv 
.-\.;;erican Bar A.ssoeiation Special Constitutional Convention Study 
Co ••• ~,ittee., A.cnend:nent of the Constitution bv the Convention Methcc! 

state ntifiee.tions of pro;>csed arn~,dments. l\'e believe that usitll' these words in this 
cist!net ~a:·u;er eompc:ts w·ith widely accepted prac:tiee e.nd would !ac:Uit2.te clarity in 
o~: cise~ssion o! the issue. 

2 \\·e ~:> net adc!:-ess the questio:t or whet~er a state_ may ,,·ithd:-ev: a petition even a!ter 
t!te :-e~u!site n~m!)er of r..ates have petitioned fer a con\'e:'l~icn. That particular pro~ler:1 
:S no-: new be! o: e us. 
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u n c! e r A r t i c 1 e \ • A i) ;>end i x B (.] 9 7 4 ) ( r e ! e r r e c! t o be 1 ow as "AB.-\ 
Re!)ort"). The AB.c\ ::teoort is repri.nted in !!ills to Provi'de 
?roeedures For Call in: Const.itutione.l Conventions For P:-oposinz 
.;. -n e n dm e n t != T 6 . -t h e Co n,: t i t u t i on o ? t :: e t! n i t e d s t :1 : e s • · on 
.l. :l :> 1 i c:!. t i on o ! t he L e £ i s l e t u r e s o t Two ... r h t :- c s o ! the s t a. t e s • 
?~rsu£nt To Article V of the Co~stitu~ on; He~rings on 53. 5520. 
and S 1 : 1 0 3 e f o ~ e 1'h e S t.: ~ e omn. o !': t h! :on s t i t u t i on -:J ! the S en a t e 
Co:rm. on t he · J u d i e i a r '' , 9 6 t h Con g • , l s t · S e s s • 6 9""' l & 5 ( 19 7 9 J 
lreferred to below as "1979 Hearin~s") · 

Tn reeent years, there he.s been much de_bate as to wn:ther a 
legislature can either rescind a p-revious ratification of an 
mnendment or, as in your

3 
inquiry, withdraw a petition for a 

constitutional conventiono 

II 

Reseinding A R&ti!ication 

ln 1979, we considered whether the General Assenmly could 
rescind its ratification of a constitutional amend:nent. We con
e: 1 u de~ t h a t 1 t e ou I d not do so • 6 4 Oo i n f on s of the At t or n e v 
Genera.l -84 (19'19) o 

Our conclusion rested primarily on our determination the.t, 
r:hen e. state legislature r·atifies a constitutional L~endment, it 
is not exercisinr its Inherent lerlsle.tive powers but is, 
instead, •exerclsinr power as. a ratifying assenWly which is 
conferred by Article V ot the United Ste.tes Const.itution". Id. 
at 9 2 • Th i s de t e rm i nat S on , f n turn , "'as bas eCl on our f I n d i ng 
that the framers of the Constitution intended the two proceC!ures 
pro,. i de d f or I n A r t 1 c 1 e V for s tat e r a t f t lea t ! on of eons t i t u
tiona! a.,enc!men~s - by a state convention or by the state legisc:o. 
lature - to be functional equivalents. 

Beeause the ratification of an &.-nend:Dent by a state 
eonven t ion -would be the f i na.l, irrevocable aet o! sueh a con
~ention, ratl!ieatfon by & st&te legislature similarly should be 
f j n a 1 and i r r e v o cab 1 e • I ~ • at 8 5- 81 • ~~ e r o u nd support ! or our 
conclusion in judicial andCon,ressional precedents. JS. at 81-
89, 90-92. 

3 7he:e is no c:uestion whatever that the Gener~lAssembll" may withdraw that portion of 
its 1 g75 petition which requested Congress to itsel! propose a balanced budget 
a::lendmr.st •• ~rticle V o! the u.S. Constitution does not a.aeress such a request at all.. 
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4. 

Ill 

Withdrawing A Petition 

l\'e ree.eh a different conclusion, however, with respect to 
petition '·:ithC:.rawals. In our vie"'·· th• General Assembly has the 
authority to withdraw a petition. 

The cruei&l difference between ratif'iee.tions and petitions 
is that e. state ratification - whether by the state legislature 
or b! a state ratifying conventio~- is that state's final aetion 
under .-\rtiele V. By contrast, Article Y relies entirely on the 
legislature in each state to initiate a constitutional convent.ion 
through 2 co=monple.ee legislatf\'e device - the petition • 
• ~lt}1our;h reti!iee.tions are the "final act by which sovereign 
b o c i e s c: on! 1 rm . a 1 e gal or p o 1 i t i cal a g r e erne n t a , pet i t i on s f or a 
consti tutione.l convention are "merely formal requests by state 
legislatures to Congress" to eall ~ convention. Bonfield, The 
Di:-ksen A:nendment and· the Article V Con\'ention Process, 66 Mi~ 
L. Rev. ·94~, ·966-67 (l96S). See also 1979 Bearings a.t 297 .... 98 
( p r epa r e d s t 2. t eme n t o t P: o ! e s so r W i ll i am \\'. V e.n A 1 s t 1n e , Duke 
O:tiversit:r Law School); Fensterwald, Constitutional Law: The 
States e.nd the A.-nendin2 Process.- A Reol,~, 46 A.B.A.J. 717, 719 
(lS60). 

The one report~d federal court case concerning a state 
legislature's petition for a constitutional ·convention stron111 
sb~~e~ts o~= eharaeterization of this proce~ure. In Petuskev v. 
Ra!n~ ton , 4 31 F • 2 d 3 '18 ( l 0 t h C 1 r • 1 9 'i 0 ) , c e r t • den i e d 4 0 1 U • S • 9 13 
( 19 i 1 ) , the 0. S • Co u r t of Ap p e a.l s r ever s e d a d i s t r i c t eo u r t 
decision that bad invalidated Utah's petition !or a constitu
t i 9 n a 1 convent i on • Des p i t e a f e de r a 1 s t 2. t u t e that then ba. r red 
s i n g 1 e ! e de r a 1 j u d g e s f rom o" e r turn i n 5 s tat e. s t e. t u t e s , the 
district court held that it was authorized to invalidate the 
petition.4 According to the judge, the action by a legislature 
i n p e : i t i on i n g f or e. cons t i t u t i on a 1 c on v en t i on was e. • n e. t i oDe. 1 " 
rather tha.n a ~state" function anc, therefore, the petition was 
not a s t e. t u t e • 4 3 1 F • 2 d at 3 8 3 • The e i r c u i t co u r t 4 i sag reed , 
holding that: 

"The &:i1Jment that [the action of petitioninr; Con~ wu 
national, rather than state, does not pe:s~:a~e us. The national 
actio.,, i! any, would be the calling of Ule. convention [by 
Congres:sl. Utah has announced 2.S a metter of state poUey it 
!2vo:s ~.Jeh a eall •. Its action wa' that o! a stete and does not 
partake or a national navor." .!.!!· ~ 

4 At t!'le ti:ne tie ?etuskev C!.Se ws..s deeid~, .only a three-jud'e pe.nel <:ould invalidate 
state statt:t~. ~31 F .2d at 383. 

5 Sut :~~ O;:,inion oft~~ Jt.!stices to the Senate! 36o'N.!.2d 12:!!5., 1227~18 (1\!a:z .. , 1S77) 
(die -:..a). 
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The Hono:a~le Arthur Dorman s. 

Because the G~nerel Assembly's with~rawal of a petition tor 
a co:-astitutional con\·ention is not restricted bl• Article v 
no:-rna1 rules o! leiislative proe~ch:re ap?!y. One of the most 
basic of these .rules is that one legislature may not bind its 
s \: c c e s s or s by . i t s 1 e i i s 1 at f v e a c t s • See : i s her v • S t a t e , 2 0 4 Me!. 
307, 315 (1954);. A!ont£Om!r~ Cour.tv \~i~elo\·:, 196 Md. <rl3, 423 
( 1 9 50 ) • Thus , · t h e Gene r a 1 As s em~ 1 y i s ! r e e t o w i t h draw a 
~ r e \' i o us ;> e t i t i on ! or a cons t i t u t I on a 1 con v en t i on. Our 
conclusion is coneurre.d in by vlr~ually every constitutfontl 
scholar who has addressed this point. 

The position that a state may withdraw a petition to 
Conrress is also supported by state and Congressional practice. 
Since 1940, e~rhteen state legislatures have withdrawn petitions 
concerning six different c:flls for a constitutional .convention. 
ABA rteoort at Appendix B. Further, the Senate o! the United 
States, by twice unanimously pe.ssing lerisla~ion that would pro
vide for petition ~·ithdrawals, h&s recognized the constitu
tionality o! permitting states to withdraw eonst!tutlonal con
vention petitions. SeeS. 1272, 93rd Cong., 1st Sesso 1 119 Cong. 
Ree. 22131-3-7 (l9'13r;=-s. 215, 92nd Cong-;, 1st Sess., 111. Cong. 
R e c • 3 6 8 0 4 - 0 6 ( 1 911 ) • See e 1 s o G r ah &m, The P..o 1 e of the S t e. t e s i n 
Prooosin~ Constitutionel .~endments, 49 A.B.AoJo 1175, 1177 
{1S63) -{claim that the requisite thirty-lour states Had 
petitioned Congress to call e constitutional convention to limit 
federal lneome t&xes was rejected by ~enate Judieiary Comu!ttee 
sta.f'f. in oart bec:a.use twe·lve o! those states bad withdrawn the! t' 
petitions): 

6 In a~!ti~ to the aut,'lorities cited above, see !lso 1979 Heulna at 308 (statement of 
GeralC: Gunther, Professcr. of Lalf, S~ifofronrVersitl'h A3A Re~ort at 32-33; Sam 
Er\'in, Jro, Prooosed Lo!rlsla.tio.., to Imclement th~ Con\'entlon ~1eth0d of Amendi the 
Co:ut!t~.-:ic:r.l, 66 Mit!h. L. e\'. 87 3,- SSS-90 1968 i A Bill To Provide ProcedUres or 
Calli~~t Constitl.:tional _ Coven!ions For Prooosin% Amendmen:s To The Constitution Of 
Thtt c~t:ee S'ates. On .-\ ~:>lication Of The Le•isle.tur'!S Of two-Thirds Of The States, 
P:.::s...:~n~ To A~i~le V Of !he Ccnstitutio:l; Hea:in:s on S. 230i 3efo:-e the S\Qecmm. on 
sce:-2::io.'1 of_ Pov:crs- of w Senate -Cornm. o:l the Judieie..-v, 90th Conr. 1st Sess. 64 
U i57) ltes-Jmony o! J\lexander M. Bickel, ?rolessor ol La\·:, Yale t1ni\•ersity); Stat! 0! 
Bouse Cornm. On. The Judiciary, Problems RelatinJ To State Applieations For A 
Co~"e:ltiOil To Pro!)esa Co!'.stitutional Limitations On Federal Te.xes 82nd Cong .. 7 2nd 
Sess.. lS-1' (Cornm. Print. 952. Bet !!!. Paei<arQ. • es~:nding ~-temoralization 
Reseh..~io~.s, 30 Chi.-K~t L. Rev. 339 (1952).. · 

1 Alth:)~gh rJUl'l&nd has never vdthdr!wn a petition, the State Senate has passed, in 
th:-:ee ciffe:~nt Se.ulOr'.S, resolutions for withdre.w&l O{ !\·ie..•yland's petition !or a 
ec::stitutior:al eon\•e..'ltion to pe.rti!lly overturn the St..1X"eme Court's re2.ppo~onment 
decisic::s. S.J.R. 2!, l9il Joumal of the Senate 621; S.J .. R. 14, 1968 Journal or t."le 
s~ncte 2Z9; S.J.R. 64, l96i Journ!l c? the Senate 16_.2. 
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6. 

IV 

npolitieal Questionn Doctrine 

Al:hough we a:~ con!ident of our le~al eonelusiQn that the 
Gene:-e.r· Asse:noly. is. emi)owered- to ·\":lthdraw i~s p·etition to 
Coci ~ es s - and. the t the c:ou:-··ts. ·woul di ·so ho 1 d were the . G~nera 1 
Asse~bly's ~ction ~hallenged- w•mu$! add ~ne note ot eaution. 

An argument ea~ be made .tha.t dete:-mi·ning the. val iditr.· of a 
petitiQn withdraw$1 is ulti.metel)•·a "pol'itieel question" on \vhich 
Ccng:-es-s,· end no~ the co~rts, would be ·the ffnal arbiter. In our 
1979 Opinion on ra.ti!i.c:ation rescissions, we eoneluded that a 
de t e:mi nation on thE! val i d·i ty o! such res e iss ions is probably 
sueh· e. politi.~a.l ~uestion. 64 Ooinions of the Attorney General 
at S9. Since th~t Opinion, however, a federal district court has 
rule~ that t}:2e ve.lidity o! ratification reseissions is a 
justieable' i_sst.ae on·· whieh the courts may rule anct not a 
politice.l Ql.(e~tion. Ide.ho-.v. Freeman, 529 F. Sapp. 1107, 1123-46 
(D.!Gaho 1981) 1 ''.e.cat.ed as moot, --==- O.S. [103 SoCt. 221 
(1982). . 

Regardless of . whether the \·el ic!it; o! rati fieation 
rescissions is ju.s.tlcie.ble, the fe.et that, since 1'198, ·federal 
courts have eonsistentlv. ~ruled on other Artiele V issues demon
strates that'· e.f least ~ome Artiele \' issues are justieable and 
not polrtical questions. _!.!.!,, e.£. Khnble v. Swackhamer, 439 
O.So 138~ (P~ehnquis-t·, J.,' Ci;z:euit Just·ic:e), a.o:>eal dismissed, 439 
U •. S ..• lO:,l.' .(lS':i);· Leser.~ v .. · O·ar·nett, 258 U.S. 130 (1922}; Hawke v. 
Smith, 253 U.S. 2.21~ (1S-2.0l·:::·Holl in sworth v. Vire:-inia •. 3 tloS. 378 
( 1 i 9 8 ) ; D\~ e r v • · B 1 a i r , \ 3 9 0 r . Sup p • . 1 2 s l. · · ~ ~- .. ~ I 11 • · 1 97 5 ) ; 
Tro!l'\.betta v. ·::lor i C!., 353 F .Supp. 5':'5 (M.D. _Fl.e. .. i·S-'1~.). ·· 

.. 
. , . . .. -

I nceed, the on 1 y eou r t that has been·· ' faced: . with · the 
political qt:estion doetr !ne in the e~ntext o!. ',_~egi_slatu.re' s 
oetition for e. eonstitutJonal eonvent1on held that a series of 
Supreme Court eases supported the justic:a.bility or the issues 
be r ore i t • Pet us k e v ,, . Ramo t on , 3 0 1 1 . Sup p • 2 3 5 , 2 5 0 (D. Utah 
1 9 6 9 ) , :- e v ' d o.n o t h e r g round s ~· 4 3 1 F • 2 d 3 'i 8 ( 1 0 t h . C i r • 19 7 0 ) , 
cert. ce:tiec!, "01 u.s. 913 (1971) •. T.h~s we ce..nnot assume that 

·the vali.city o! a wit~drawal of .e. l&e&isle.ture's petition is 
sDlely ~ matter for Congress to dee1de. 

8 :o: disc:~ssio:-:s o! the !?plicability of the politieel ~uestion do:trine to the "''~thd:"alval 
iss~~, s~e :tip?1e, Jud1ei!.l Review o! Ccnc:essio~!l Deterf!linations Pursuant to the 
Cor..ve:i:TO'n M<!~hoe of.!..;;t~nc:Hnz !he Constitut1o~, rc:~:-int~d in 1S79 Hearina at 431-35; 
1S7& !-!e!.!":r.-;:s at 503 (pre;')ered stetement of Lau:-enc~ !i. Tribe, Professa: o! Law,, 
Ea=t•c: Unive:-sity); AB~~ Re~o!"'t et 20-2S;.Note, P;ooo:ed Letisl.etion on t!'\e Con"ention 
~'te!ho-j o~ Ar:-:er:·:1n~ th;: wni"Lec St?.tes Cc:-!s~i~ui.ion, ~5 tie.:v.L.Rev. 16121 l63~-4l 
{l S71). 
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The Honorable Arthur Dorman 
'1. 

v 

Conclusion 

In S\Z:'fi'n&r)•, "-'• conclude that the General Assembly may 
withC:raw lts.1915 petition askinr c,~rress tc call a consti
tutiofta! eenve:ttion to propose a balanced budcet amendment. If 
tbe courts rule on thfs issue,· •• believe the7 will determine 
the. t such a wf thdrawal Is perml t ted !)y ArtIcle V ot the 'On it ed 
S t at as Cons t 1 t u t i on • 'On 1 I k t r a t I t I cat I on o t a . propos e d 
eons t i t 1.1 t 1 o r.al amen dmen t • t ht Ge h • r a 1 .-\ s 1 emb lJ ' 1 p t t l t I on ! or e. 
co~stltutlonal convention fs a ltlill&tl • act that may be 
withdrawn. 

. 'a\'e:;. enatark 
Chief Counsel 
Opinions and Advice. 
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US CONSTinJI'ION: 

SAMPLE WITHDRAW RESOLUTION 
FOR USE.IN,ANY-STATE 

Rescinds any and all previous applications made by this Legislature 
to the U.S. Congress pursuant to U.S. Canst. Art. V for the calling 
of a constitutional convention for any purpose, limited or general. 

1 A OONCURRENT RESOLUI'ION 

2 To rescind any and all previous applications by the Legislature of the 

3 state of to the Congress of the United States of America 

4 for the purpose of calling a convention for any purpose, limited or 

5 general to make ·specific amendment or general revision of the Constitution 

6 of the United States of America. 

7 WHEREAS, the Legislature of the state of , acting 

8 with the best intentions, has previously made application to the Congress 

9 of the United States of America for the calling of a constitutional 

10 convention for the limited purpose of proposing certain amendments to 

11 the Constitution of the l.Jni ted States of ltnerica; and 

12 WHEREAS, the best legal minds in the nation today are in general 

13 agreement that a convention, notwithstanding whatever limitation 

14 might be placed upon it by the call of said convention, would have 

15 within the scope of its authority the canplete redrafting of the 

16 Constitution of the United States of ftmerica, thereby creating a 

17 great danger to the well-established rights of· Olll" people and . to the· 

18 constitutional principles ~der which we are presently governed; and 

19 WHEREAS, the Constitution of the United States of Pmerica, while 

20 it has been amended many times in the history of the nation and may 

· 21 yet be amended many times, has been extensively interpreted and has 

22 proven to be a basically sound document which protects the freedom of 

23 all ftmericans ; and 
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1 \~, there is no need for a new constitution, the adoption 

2 of which would create legal chaos in America and only begL1 the 

3 process of another t\.vo centuries of litigation over its interpretation 

4 by t..~e courts ; and 

5 WHEREAS, such changes as may be needed in the present 

6 Constitution of the United States may be proposed and enacted by the 

7 well-established method of amendment contained therein. 

8 lliERER)RE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Legislature of 

9 does hereby rescind any and all previous applications to the Congress of 

10 the United States made by the Legislature of the state of 

11 pursuant to Article V of the Constin1tion of the TJnited States of 

12 America for the calling of a constitutional convention for any 

13 purpose, limited or general. 

14 BE IT FURTI1ER RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution be 

15 transmitted to the presiding officers of the Senate and the House of 

16 Representatives of the Congress of the United States of Pmerica, to 

17 the members of the delegation to the Congress of the 

18 United States and to the presiding officers of each house of the 

19 legislatures of the several states. 

·' . 
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I'M SPEAKING TO YOU TODAY AS A CONCERNED CITIZEN FROM ILLINOIS 
BECAUSE THE IMPLICATIONS OF SCR39 REACH BEYOND THE STATE OF NEW 
JERSEY AND AFFECT ALL AMERICANS. 

I AM ONE OF MANY CITIZENS AND PARENTS WHO ARE BECOMING 
INCREASINGLY ALARMED AT THE CALLOUS ATTITUDES OF OUR GOVERNMENT 
LEADERS, LEGISLATORS, THE MEDIA AND OTHERS WHO INCREASINGLY 
DISREGARD THE IMPORTANCE OF OUR CONSTITUTION ~~D THE PUBLIC'S RIGHT 
TO KNOW THE TRUTH. I AM A NATIONAL CO-DIRECTOR FOR COUNCIL ON 
DOMESTIC RELATIONS AND A DISTRICT COORDINATOR FOR UNITED WE STAND 
AMERICA - THE ROSS PEROT GROUP, WHICH ARE ONLY TWO OF MANY REFORM 
GROUPS HAVING MEMBERS WHO THINK MUCH AS I DO ON THE IMPORTANCE OF 
VALUES AS SET FORTH BY OUR FOREFATHERS AND OTHER INTELLIGENT AND 
HONEST PATRIOTS WITH INTENT TO PRESERVE OUR GOD GIVEN RIGHTS AND 
FREEDOMS. 

THE ELIMINATION OF THE MIDDLE CLASS IS AN OBVIOUS MOVE TOWARD A 
TWO CLASS SYSTEM INVOLVING SOCIALISTIC PROGRAMS. "SELLING OUT TO 
FOREIGN INTERESTS" HAS PRODUCED OUR DETERIORATING ECONOMY WITH LOSS 
OF JOBS, INCREASED TAXATION, A LOWER TAX BASE, A HIGHER CRIME RATE, 
INCREASED GOVERNMENT ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY AND MILITIA CONTROL; 
AND OUR CHANGING EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM HAS CONTRIBUTED TO OUR 
COUNTRY'S PROBLEMS BY PRODUCING UNCARING AND POORLY EDUCATED 
LEADERS WHO ARE UNABLE TO SEE THE RESULTS OF THEIR SELF-SERVING 
ACTIONS AND GOVERNMENT DICTATES. 

SIMILAR RESOLUTIONS AS SCR39 HAVE BEEN TABLED MANY TIMES. WHY 
BRING IT UP AGAIN? MANY CITIZENS WORKING FOR REFORM ALSO QUESTION 
ROSS PEROT AND HIS INVOLVEMENT AS NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF UWS,A. IS HE 
REALLY WORKING FOR THE PEOPLE AS MANY OF US WANT TO BELIEVE? MANY 
THINK NOT. 

PAPER (b) - "THE MAN .BEHIND ROSS PEROT' 
2 PAGES BY DOUG KELLEY 

PAPER (e) - "DICK THORNBURG'S STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT' 
2 PAGES REFORMING AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 

(THE BICENTENNIAL PAPERS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE · 
CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM) 

PAPER (D) - "1993 CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION FACT SHEET' 
2 PAGES BY DOUG KELLEY 

I ASK THAT YOU RECONSIDER YOUR PRIORITIES, WITHDRAW SCR39 AND 
CALL MANY OTHERS ASKING THEM TO DO WHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO HELP US 
DERAIL THE DESTRUCTION OF OUR COUNTRY. 

THANK YOU. 



THE MAN BEHIND ROSS PEROT (b) 

The key to understanding Ross Perot's agenda is his advisor Lloyd Cut
ler, Jinuny Carter's white house council and co-chairman of the committee 
on the constitutional system (CCS) which is made up of well known Wash
ington figures, including Na.""lcy Kassebaum., Nicholas Brady, William 
Fullbright and dozens of others. 

On July 16t 92 Ross Perot announced, on the big 3 TV networks, that he 
was withdrawing from the presidential race. He said that the economy was 
the problem in this country, and that it would take 12 years to flX it. But the 
trouble was that senators are elected for 6 years, presidents for 4 years, and 
representatives for 2 years. And that he· would have proposed that all three 
offices carry 6 year terms. Tne 1985 book 'Reforming .~merlcan 
Government'* a collection of papers by members of Lloyd Cutlers com
mittee on the constitutional system and edited by Donald L. Robinson calls 
for "single 6 year terms for presid~nts" on pg. 167. 

Perot then said that all 6 year terms should be served concurrently. 
Discussing a propo~ed constitutional amendment on pg. 176 of 
'Reforming American Government' "by establishing concurrent 4 year 
terms for representatives and the president the amendment would link ... ". 
The CCS appears to be as· confused between 4 year and 6 year terms~ as 
does Ross Perot on whether he is in or out of the presidential race. 

Next~ Perot observed ~luit this would not be enough to solve the problem, 
because if the president was republican and the congress democratjc, then 
they would not work together. 

This leads to his next proposal that the president and all the members 
of congress be of the same party. Discussing the offices of president~ 
senator, and. representative 'Reforming American Government' says on 
pg. 177, "No candidate for any such office may consent to run on more than 
one party slate. Each voter may cast a ballot for one such slate as an en
tirety, and votes cast separately for individual candidates shall not be 
counted''. 
· ·There go our voting rights, as we know them. 
•(ISBN Q-8133-7114-7. W'cstView ~~ BculderCO.) 
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He summed up his proposals by saying that such a system already· exists, 
"The British Parliamentary Sj'stem", which brings us to pg. 191 of 
'Reforming American Go~·ernment'. The first page of chapter 24, entitled 
"An American Parliament", is where they advocate scrapping our consti
tutional republic for the parliamentary system, that our founding fathers 
fought a war. to free us from. Tnus we see that Ross Perot is not the in de .. 
pendent outsider that the media has l~d us to believe he is. But is attempt
ing to implement the agenda of the very insiders, who created the problems. 
Problems such as the federal deficit, some of which went into the govern
ment contracts which built Ross Perot's fortune. You don't have to be an 
economic genius to accept government contracts, but you do have to support 
their agenda if you want to keep them .. Nicholas Brady, mentioned above as 
a member of the committee on the constitutional system is George Bush's 
Secretary of the Treasury. Ross Perot criticizes Bush's economic policy, 
but as a tool of the CCS can he be any different. 

BOTTOM LINE: 'Reforming American Government' states on page 
29 that they plan a" significant shift in our constitution" that would re
quire " a crisis that would be very grave indeed" such as a depr~ssion. 
The only way the CCS can get its package of amendments into the constitu
tion, is if the state legislatures can be panicked into calling for a U.S. consti
tutional convention which Alexander Hamilton warned us against in Feder
alist paper Number 85, as it puts our government at risk· of overthrow, 
and was only intended to be used to :avoid armed revolution; so If Ross 
Perot goes on TV and asks all Americans to call some state legislature 
and demand that they pass a constitutional convention resoluti~n to 
balance the federal budget, DON'T DO ITe It's only Lloyd Cutler's \vay 
of getting his nose into the tent. But it v.'ill not balance the budget, it will 
destroy our voting rights and t;nany other rights. 

SAY NO TO PEROT 
AND 

STOP THE OVERTHROW. 

Coov And Distribute Widelv 
~ ~ . 



'Dick Thornburg's Structural-Adjustment' (e) 
SC'f!-3<"1 

I have documentation on the constitutional changes that ·ACR 3e, The Balanced Budget Amendment is 
planned to bring about. In order to explain the danger of ACR-30, I ask you to look back briefly. 
On October 21, 1986 Richard L. Thornburgh then Governor of Pennsylvania gave the following 
testimony to the N.J. Assembly State Government Committee on ACR-54 (also the Balanced Budget 
Amendment). He testified ( pg. 15.) 

"The executive and legislative branches at the Federal level, are in truth caught up in a system 
badly in need of: structural adjustment. The balanced budget amendment is the key element in 
such an adjustment." 

If there is any doubt in your mind about what Richard Thornburgh meant by structural adjustment at 
the Federal level, it is clarified on the bottom of (pg. 14) 

"It is constitutional, not legislative change that is needed." 

Now you see that constitutional change is a hidden agenda. The words "structural change" and 
"structural adjustment" are buzz words for at least one group which is working for radical change in 
the U.S. constitution, far apart from budget considerations. 

We see the use of the phrase "structural change" in the paper entitled: 
'Words of Caution About Structural Change' by Don Price, which appears on pg. 39 of the book 

"Reforming American Government" subtitled "The Bicentennial Papers of the Committee on the 
Constitutional System" (CCS). (ISBN 0-8133-7114-7, Westview Press, Boulder CO.) 

What is the agenda of this Committee on the Constitutional System? 
. To answer this question tum to pg. 68 for a chapter entitled: 'A Statement of the Problem' 
On pg. 69 we see in the second paragraph that their agenda is; 

"The elimination of the separation & balance of power at the Federal level" 
Referring to the Presidency, Senate and the House of Representatives as centers, 
" ... each center is structured toprevent any 'faction' -such as a political party- from establishing 
control over the machinery as a whole. This scheme was deliberately designed in the aftermath of 
the revolt against George ill to protect the young republic against a new despotism." 

If we were to allow the CCS to realize their goal of elimination of separation of power, what would be 
left to defend us against such a new present day despotism. 

The danger of this is highlighted in the next paper (pg. 24) by: C. Douglas Dillon entitled The 

Challenge of Modem Governance' On the bottom of pg. 28 Dillon states: 
'~ ... a question Transcending all immediate issues, is whether we can continue to afford the 
luxury of the separation of power in Washington between the executive and the legislative 
branches of our government." 

Therefore, we see that since in Dillon's mind, eliminating the separation of powers, transcends all 
immediate issues, then it also transcends balancing the Federal budget. 

Reading from the tap of pg. 29 
"what is the alternative?" "The answer could well be some form of parliamentary democracy." · 

* Reference marerial attached. 
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Now the hidden agenda is revealed. The structural adjustment that Thornburgh referred to in his 
testimony we now see is to restore the parliamentary system that the founding fathers fought a war 
to free us from. 

The CCS is commonly referred to in the political community as the parliamentary government group. 

The CCS does not expect this transition to come about easily. Reading from the 2nd. parag. on pg. 29 
"Such a significant shift in our constitution is unlikely to come about except as a result of a crisis 
that is very grave indeed." 

Reading from the bottom of ~he page 
"It is hard to foresee the circumstances that would lead to such a drastic change in our 
Constitution." 

In the CCS 's own words, they are calling for: 
"a drastic change in the constitution." This would not be required if the agenda was a balanced 
budget amendment.·_. 

On pg. 27, Dillon offers a 1930's type depression or a 1920's type German hyper-inflation as 
possible crises that would bring about circumstances which would result in the drastic changes that he 
calls for. 

Now the Critical Question is "Who are the members of the CCS? 
Do they have the power to bring about the changes that they want? 
To answer this question, we turn to the page "About the Book and Editor" 
Reading from the bottom of the page 

"The committee, which is non partisan and non governmental, is chaired by: 
Senator Nancy Kassebaum, Republican of Kansas; 

C. Douglas Dillon, member of the Eisenhower & Kennedy cabinets; 
Lloyd Cutler, White House Counsel to President Carter. 

Page 164 is the link between Thornburgh and the CCS because he has a paper in the book entitled 
'Balance the Budget.' This documents his association with the group (CCS). 

Turning to pgs. 333 and 334 which is a list of directors of CCS we see, Richard Thornburgh listed as 
one of the directors of CCS; and therefore it is logical to conclude that the structural adjustment that he 
referred to in his NJ testimony of 1986 is the elimination of separation of powers in favor of a 
Parliamentary government. 

The power of this group is rev~aled by scanning the listing of Board of 41 Directors, including: 
Nicholas Brady, t~~r~sent Secretary of the Treasury 
and former employee of C. Douglas Dillon at Dillon Reed Investment Bank; 
Lloyd Cutler, White House Council to Jimmy Carter; 
J. '\'Villiam Fulbright, former Senator from Arkansas; 
Nancy Kassebaum, Senator from Kansas; 
Don~ld McHenry, former U.S. Ambassador to the U. N.; 
Robert McNamara, former Secretary of Defense. 

5c!f--3CJ 
AGR-:-30' is the key to the ~onstitutional convention. The CCS can exert terrific pressure in the selection 
of rhe delegates and has the power to pressure them once the convention is "empowered." The 

· constitutional convention would destroy our country, much sooner than the awesome budget problems. 



1993 COL'STITUTIONAL CONVENTION FACT SHEET D 

A-constitutional amendment to require -full fede:alfuncting of all FEDERAL ~t~~DA TES. handed down to 
the states is the new issue being used this year, by the American Legislative: Exchange Council (ALEC) 
and the ~ational Taxpayers union, to promote a constitutional convention on any pretext that will catch on. 

THREE STATES HAVE RESCI~'DED 
1. FLORIDA. ALABA1v!A AND LOUISIANA have rescinded their calls for a Constitutional 

Convention to balance the Federal budget. This leaves the U.S. 5 states away from the 
required 34. 

CO:SVE:"·fTIO N TRIED IN 197 6 
., A )lEW CONSTITUTION called a Constitution for the Newstates of America was financed 

by the Rockefeller Foundation and published in 197 4. ~elson Rockefeller, then president of 
. the U.S. Senate, engineered the introduction of HCR 28 calling for an unlimited convention 
in 197 6. Public opposition defeated this effort and convention backers \\·ent back to the 
states promising a limited convention whic~ we are facing now. 

THE .NEWSTA TES ASSAULT ON THE BILL OF RIGHTS 
3. Guns· Artide I· B Sec. 8 states ''bearing of arms shall be coruined to the police, members 

of the armed forces, and those licensed under law.'' 

4. RELIGION • Anicle I • A Sec. 8 states "The practice of religion shall be privileged.'' 
Religious freedom would no longer be a right 

5. Jt:RY Trial· Article Vill states that the judge decides if there is to be a jury. 

6. SPEECH· Article I ·A Sec. 1 states ''Freedom of expression shall no~ be abridged except in 
declared emergency." 

OTHER DANGERS 
7. FAR~1S • Rexford Tugwell, the lead author of the New states Constitution, said that private 

ownership of farms had not proven good for society. 

8. DEPRESSION· Sen. Nancy Kassebaum's Committee on the Constitutional System says 
they want to wait until the U.S. is in a 1929 type depression to call a convention- because 
only then \vould the public accept the radical changes iliey want, so by passing another 
convention call or by not rescinding and moving them another state a\vay from their goal we 
are encouraging them to force a depression on us. 

9. SCHOOLS - Anicle I- A Sec. 11 says that free education would only be for those who pass 
appropriate tests.. 

10. E~TIREL Y ~E\V CONSTITCTIO~ PR0:.-10TED - Henry Hazlitt. an advisor to Jim 
Dav1dson's National Taxpayer's C'nion, has called for an ··entireiy ne·.v constit1.!tion·· in his 
book A ~ew Constitution Now. 

11. Sen. Nancy Kassebaum's group, The Commit~ee on ~he Constitutional System, is on record as 
wanting to use a convention to change the U.S. to a PARLIAN1ENTARY GOVER~:\-lENT. 

- SEE.OT:~R.SIDE· 
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THE END OF THE STATE LEGISLATURES 
12. STATES TO BE ABOLISHED- Under a GSA plan the 50 states will be abolished as 

specified in Article 2 of the Newstates Constitution and absorbed into 10 new states. 

NO NEED FOR A BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT 
13. GRAMM-RUDMAN- When this push for a balanced budget amendment started in the 

1970's we did not have Gramm-Rudman. Lobby to reinstate the deficit reduction targets. 

14. GOVERl~MENT 'N ASTE · The Grace Commission Report identified enough government 
waste to more than eliminate the federal deficit. 

15. LOOPHOLES- All balanced budget amendments proposed by Congress have been 
designed to be bypassed in case of emergencies such as war. 

16. THE lOth AMENDMENT prohibits the federal government from being involved in 
anything not specified by the constitution and if even partially enforced would prove to be 
the desired balanced budget amendment. 

17. LAWS IGNORED - Some argue that a constitutional amendment is needed because a law 
can be ignored. They miss the fact that the existence of foreign aid requires that the 1Oth 
Amendment be ignored. 

18. LAWS REPEALED- Some argue that a constitutional amendment is needed because a 
law can be repealed. Prohibition was a constitutional amendment and it was repealed. 

CONGRESS HAS NO OPTION AFTER THE 34th CALL 
19. NO OPTION - Some argue that the states must pressure Congress into passing it's own 

amendment by making the 34th call. But Article V reads Congress "shall call" a conven
tion when two-thirds of the states petition. 

·LIMITED CONVENTION NOT LIKELY 
20. THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION Con Con study states "neither the language nor 

the history of Article V reveals an intention to prohibit another general convention." 

21. A FARCE- Senator Orin Hatch told Congress that a convention limited to one amendment 
would be "a farce." 

22. PACKAGE OF AMENDMENTS - The Committee on the ConstitUtional System stated in 
a press conference that it has a package of amendments ready if an unlimited convention 
should be held. 

23. CO.rvlPETITION- There are a number of issues for which states have called for a conven· 
tion. Their backers will all want to get in on the balanced budget convention if it is held. 

STATE LEGISLATURES CAN BE BYPASSED 
24. RATIFICATION. Article V gives Congress the power to bypass the state legislatures in 

favor of state ratifying conventions. 

- SEE OT.dER SIDE -
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INDEX OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS 
for heartng on H.C.R 82 

Baton Rouge, La .• 12 May, 1993 
prepared by John Armor, Esq. 

Adjunct Scholar for Constitutional Studies, 
American Legislative Exchange Council 

There have been 17 years of heartngs in almost all States that have acted either way on 
Article V conditional callS for a Balanced Budget Amendment to the US Constitution. All issues 
~ept one have dropped away. There is general agreement that a BBA is needed, to operate like 
sim:Uar provisions in 49 States. The one swviving issue is whether using Article V might produce 
a "run-away" convention, addressing all subjec~ rather. than the one specified by the States. 
Critical to this argument is the opponents' contention that the 1787 Convention was called "for 
the sole and express purpose of amend1ng the Articles of Confederation ... " 

This claim is false. It is not a matter of opinion; it is a matter of fact. AU of the basic 
documents which led to the 1787 Convention are attached. They show that the Convention was 
called "tQ devise such further provtsions as shall appear to ... the Commissioners ... [whom we now 
call delegates) necessary to render the constitution of the Foederal Government adequate to the 
exigencies of the Union .... " In short, it was called as a general convention, not a limited one. And, 
10 of the 12 States which selected •. paid, instructed and sent Commissioners specifically gave 
them general rather than liiiUted powers. (Rhode Islal1.d did not participate.) · 

The entire argument about a ''run-away'' convention in 1787, predicting a "run-away" 
convention now, rests on the slim fact that two Commissioners, Nathaniel Gorham and Rufus 
King of Massachusetts, disobeyed th~ instructions they had received from their State. 

Why, then. w1ll hearings in this State, like all others in recent years, be packed with people 
adamantly opposing an Article V call on the grounds of a "run-away'' convention? Most· of them 
have done no basic research. Tiley are simply repeating what they were told by indiViduals or 
organizations they trust to tell the truth. Their dedication to the Constitution is clear. Their 
concern 1s genuine. But, whether their fears are legitimate depends on the facts. You now hold 
in your hands all. documents necessazy to determine the truth for yourselves, rather than 
depending on "experts" who may or may not have the facts tight and may or may not be honest. 

Anyone who claims to be an O.."Pert zhould have done his or her homework. A true expert 
Will be familiar with. these documents. And any expert who knows these documents, but 
withholds major parts of them from your attention, 1s trying to deceive you into accepting a pre
conceived and biased conclusion, rather than putting the facts before you so you can reach your 
own conclusion. That is not a fair and honest approach in this or any other hearing. 

The·basicdocuments are indexed and discussed below,. with references to· specific pages 
in each one. 1\vo hundred years ago, laws and resolutions were written in language that laymen 
could read and understand. So, regardless of whether you are trained in the law or not, you will 
understand these documents. You will be able to decide for yourselves where the truth lies, in 
the debate about whether the 1787 Convention was a "run-away." 

After you undertake that review, the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC, 
repre~enting more than 2,500 State legislators} thinks you -will conclude that t.~e l787Convention 
obeyed the instructions of the States -- except for Nathaniel Gorham and Rufus King. ALEC 
thinks you will also be satisfied that delegates to a new convention now (if one is called). wtll. lL~e 
their predecessors, again obey the instructions of the States. If so, you will honor the Constitution 
by using t..l-J.e provision in }\.rtJ.cle V that the Fr?~rners gave you precisely to deal • .. viL."--1 a situatior:. 

. z.~X 
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where Congress 1s reluctant to act, but the State legislators as equal representatives of the people, 
force it to act. ALEC thinks that after you review these documents, you Will act to pass or 
maintain your State's Article V call for a Balanced Budget Amendment. 

There is a second misstatement you will ~o hear in this meeting. Opponents will say L~at 
a new convention might "change the method of raUftcatlo~" so the protectlor~ of ratlflcation by 38 . 
States m.tght not apply. This begms with the false conclusion that the 1787 Conve.Y}tlon was called 
to amend the Articles. But, it also Ignores the Civil War. Many Framers believed, e:=nd wrote, t.l}at 
States could leave the Union as freely as they joined it . Between 1787 and 1791 all 13 States 
abandoned the Articles,J oinJng the new Union under the Constitution. The central, constitutional 
question of the Civil War was whether States had a right to leave the Union. When L"le guns fell 
silent at Appomattox. that possibility was foreclosed. That aspect of w~-:at happened ':: 1787-91 
cannot be repeated. The sec-ond argument. l1ke the first, falls when the fact!:' are kno,-."!1. 

The attacheC.: documents are: 

I. The Articles of Confederation. This was the constitution of 'The United States in 
Congress Assembled," from 1781 untll1789. EncyclopediaBrt.tanntca. Great Books, Vol. 43, i952, 
pps. 5-9. As this shows, the amendment clause, Article xxm. ·contains no reference whatever to 
a Constitutional Convention. (p. I-9) The Congress. then meeting in New York City, had no 
authority to call such a Convention. Instead, it was called by the States themselves, fls were all 
other meetings of the States (and p}'C\'iously the Colonies) since 1754 in Albany, New York. 

• 
II. The Report of the ADDapoU. Convention of 1786. Only five States and 14 delegates 

attended. Being unable to act substantively, that Convention submitted this Report to the 
Congress and to the Governors (or PreSidents) of all States. Note that this calls fer the Co::t·lention 
in Philadelphia in May, 1787, to take whatever steps "as appear necessary ... to the exigencies of 
the Union." (p. II-2) The subject matter was not limited. The Fcun.d.ers' Cor"sti.tutic~ P:1ilip 
Kurland and Ralph Lerner, Editors, University of Chicago Press, Vol. I, pps. 185-187. 

m. Commissions of 12 States. and the Resolution of Congress. Like the Re1 ort of the 
Annapolis Convention, the acceptance of the Co~onwealth ofVirgiilia was sent to all States, and 
reinforced the invitation that all States send Commissioners to propose "all such Alterations· as 
may be necessary~ .. to the Exi:.r.:t~ncies of the Union. 11 (p. ,ill-3) All t.."Jese documents are ln The 
Record of the Federal Constttuti.c·1. of 1787, edited by Max Farrand, republished by Y?.!.~ University 
Press, 1966, Volume ill, Appendix B, pps. 555-587, and 1937 edition, pps. 586-590; 

The Commissions stated the extent of the powers of the 55 Framers. Each group of 
Commissioners presented these to the President ofthe Convention, George Washington, when they 
arrived in Philadelphia. Seven States were committed to go before Congress attempteC:. to llm1t the 
Convention (pps. III-3-5, 8-13, 15-16). Virginia was critical, then having l/6th of the whole 
population. Only two of the remai.ning five States, New York and Massachusetts, r~st.ricted their 
Commissioners to "revising the Articles of Confederation," which "tn. the opirtion of Can:;ress" they 
should have done (pps. III-12, 15, emphasis added). So, the tenifying argument th;sl· the 1787 
Convention was a "run-away" rests only on the votes of two Massachusetts' Cor.ur:r~~.s~oners, 
Messrs. Gorham and King. New York die ., .ot officially act, since a majority of its delegation. 
Robert Yates and John LansL.J.g. Jr., left t.li.e Convention in disgust 1n July, never to retum. 
Alexander Hamilton signed the Constitutlo~ not as the New York delegation, but as £:.n individual" 

Even Without this trip through ancient history, 29 States and about 4,500 State legislators 
have acted favorably c'n the:Article V calls. ''.Vith tl1is additio:1. ALEC t.l-J.inks you •Nil! joiil them. 
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ARTICLES 

OF CONFEDERATION 

ARTICLES oF CoNFEDERATION AND PERPETUAL UNION BETWEEN 

THE STATES OF NE\V HAMPSHIRE, 1\fASSACHUSETTS BAY, RHODE 

IsLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, CoNNECTICUT, NEw 

YoRK, NE'v JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, DELA\VARE, MARYLAND, 

VIRGINIA, NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAAOLINA, ~ND GEORGIA. 

Article One 
THE style of this Confederacy shall be 'The 
United States of America." 

Article Two 
EACH State retains its sovereignty, freedom, 
and independence, and every power, jurisdic· 
tion, and right, which is not by this Confeder· 
ation expressly delegated to the United States 
in Congress assembled. 

Article Three 
THE said States hereby severally enter into a 
finn league of friendship with each other, for 

10 their common defence, the security of . their 
liberties, and their mutual and general wel· 
fare, binding themselves to assist each other 
against all force offered to, or attacks made 
upon them, or any of them, on account of re· 

15 ligion, sovereignty, trade, ot any other pre
tence whatever. 

Article Four 
THE better to secure and perpetuate mutual 
friendship and intercourse among the pea. 
pie of the different States in this Union, the 

20 free inhabitants of each of these States, pau
pers, Yagabonds, and fugiti\'es frotn justice ex~ 
cepted, shall be entitled to all the privileges 
and immunities of free citizens in the several 
States, and the people of each State shall have 

25 free ingress and :.regress tO and from any other 

5 

State, and shall en joy therein all the privileges 
o£ trade and commerce, subject to the same 
duties, impositions, and restrictions as the in
habitants thereof respectiyely, provided that 
such restrictions shall not extend so far as to go 
prevent the removal of property imported 
into any State, to any other State of which 
the owner is an inhabitant: provided also, 
that no imposition, duties, or restriction shall 
be laid by any State, on the property of the g5 
United States, or either of them. 

If any person guilty of or charged with trea· 
son, felony, or· other high misdemeanor in 
any State, shall flee from justice, and be found 
in any of the United States, he shall, upon 40 
demand of the governor or executive power 
of the State· from which he fled, be delivered 
up and r.emoved to the State having jurisdic· 
tion of his offence. 

Full faith and credit shall be given in each 45 
of these States to the records, acts, and judicial 
proceedings of the courts and magistrates of 
every other State. 

Article Five 
FoR the more convenient management of the 
general interests of the United States, dele- 50 
gates shall be annually appointed in such 
manner as the legislature of each State shall 
direct, to meet in Congress on the first Mon-
day in November, in every year, with a power 
reserved to each State w recall its delegates, or 55 
any of them, at any time within the year, and 
to send others in their stead, for the remain-
der of the year. 
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No State shall be represented in Congress 

6o by less than two, nor by more than seven mem
bers; and no person shall be capable or-being 
a delegate for more than three years in any 
tenn of six years, nor shall any person, being 
a delegate, be capable of holding any office 

65 under the United States for which he or .an
other for his benefit receives any salary, fees, . 
.or emolument of any kind. 

Each State shall maintain its own dele~tes 
in a meeting of the States, and while they act 

70 as members of the committee of the States. 
In determining questions in the United 

States, in Congress assembled, each State shall 
have one vote. 

Freedom of speech and debate in Congress 
75 shall not be impeached or questioned in any 

court or place out of Congress, and the mem
bers of Congress shall be protected in their 
persons from arrests and imprisonments, dur
ing the time of their going to or from, and 

So attendance on, Congress, except for treason, 
felony, or breach of the peace. · 

Article Six 
No State, without the consent of the United 
States in Congress assembled, shall send any 
embassy to, or receive any embassy from, or 

85 enter into any ·conference, agreement, alli
ance, or treaty with, any king, prince, or state; 
nor shall any person holding any office of 
profit or trust under the United States, or any 
of them, accept of any present, emolument, 

go office, or title o£ any kind \vhatever from any 
king, prince, or foreign state; nor shall the 
United States in Congress assembled, or any 
of them, grant any title of nobility. 

No two or more States shall enter into any 
95 treaty, confederation, or alliance whatever be

tween them, without the consent of the United 
States in Congress assembled., specifying accu
rately the purposes for which the same is to be 
entered into, and how long it shall continue. 

100 No State shall lay any imposts or duties, 
which may interfere with any stipulations in 
treaties entered into by the United States in 
Congress assembled, with any king, prince, or 
state, in pursuance o£ any treaties ·already 

105 proposed by Congress, to the courts of France 
and Spain. 

No vessels of war shall be kept in time o£ 
peace by any State, except such number only 
as shall be deemed nec~ssarv by the United 

110 States in Congress assembled: fo~ the def~nce 
of such State or its trade; nor shall any body 

of forces be kept up by any State, in time of 
peace, except such number only as in the 
judgment of the United States in Congress 
assembled shall be deemed requisite to gar- 1 

rison t.'"l.e forts necessary for the defence of 
·. such State; but every State shall always keep 

up a well regulated and disciplined militia, 
sufficiently armed and accoutred, and shall 
provide and constantly haYe ready for use, 1 

in public stores, a due number of field-pieces 
and tents, and a proper quantity of arms, am• 
munition, and camp equipage. 

No State shall eng:1ge in arty war without 
the consent of the United States in Congress 1 

assembled, unless such State be actually in
\-aded by enemies, or shall have received cer
tain advice of a resolution being formed by 
some nation of Indians to invade such State, 
and the danger is so imminent as not to admit 1. 

of a delay till the United States in Congress as
sembled can be consulted; nor shall any State 
grant commissions to nny ships or vessels of 
war, nor letters of marque or reprisal, except 
it be after a declaration of war by the United 1: 
States in Congress assembled, and then only 
against the kingdom or state, and the subjects 
thereof, ag:~inst which war has been so de
clared, and 11nder such regulations as shall be 
established by the United States in Congress 11 

assembled, unless such ·state be infested by · 
pirates, in which case \•essels of war may be 
fitted out for that occasion, and kept so long 
as the danger shall continue, or until the 
United States in Congress assembled shall de- 1. 

tem1ine othen\"i~e. 

Article Seven 
\VH£N l;md forces are raised by any State 
for the common defense, all officers o£ ot under 
the rank of colonel shall be appointed by the 
legislature of.each State respectively, by whom 131 
such forces shall be raised, or in such manner 
as such State shall direct; and all vacancies 
shall be filled up by the State which first made 
the appointment. · 

Article Eight 
ALL charges of war and all other expenses li 
that shall be incurred for the common de
fence or general , .. ,clfare, and allo,··ed by the 
United States in Congress asseml-:.'· :1 shall be 
defrayed out of a common trcamry, which 
shall be supplied by the several Scates, in pro- If 
portion to the Yalue of ail land within each 



1
1 

... '... State, granted to or ~:e~~ ~!:~ ::n~ O b~ ~!~ ::!~~~ ~~ssioners or judges t~ 
and such land and the buildings and improve· constitute a court for hearing and detennin
ments thereon shall be estimated according to ing the matter in question; but if they cannot 

6S such mode as tlie United States in Congress agree, Congress shall name three persons out 
assembled shall from time to time direct and of each of the United States, and from the list 
appoint. . of such persons each party shall alternately 

The taxes {orpaying that proportion shall be strike out one, the petitioners beginning, un
laid and levied by the authority and direction til the number shall be reduced to thirteen; 
of the legislatures of the several States within and from that number not less than seven nor 
the time agreed upon by the United States in more than nine names, as CongreSs shall di
Congress assembled. rect, shall, in the presence of Congress, be 

1i5 

190 

Article Nine 
THE United States in Congress assembled 
shall have the sole and exclusive right and 
power of determining on peace and war, ex· 
cept in the .cases mentioned in the. sixth ar
ticle-of sending and receiving ambassadors
entering into treaties and alliances •. provided 
that no treaty of commerce shall be made 
whereby the legislative po,ver of the respec
tive States. shall be restrained from imposing 
such imposts and duties on foreigners as their 
own people ~e subjected to, or from prohib· 
iting the exportation or importation of any 
species of goods or commodities whatsoever
of establishing rules !or deciding, in all cases, 
what captures on, land or water shall be legal, 
and in what manner prizes taken by land or 
naval forces in the service of the United States 
shall be divided or·appropriated-of granting 
letters ofmarque and reprisal in times of peace 
-appointing courts for the trial of piracies 
and felonies committed on the high seas, and. 
establishing courts for receiving and deter· 
mining finally appeals in all cases of captures, 
provided that no member·of Congress shall be 
appointed a judge of any o£ the said courts. 

The United States in Congress assembled 
shall also be the last resort oil appeal in all 
disputes and differences now subsisting or 
that hereafter may arise between two or more 
States. concerning boundary, jurisdiction, or 
any other cause whatever; which authority 
shall always be exercised in the manner !ol
lowing:.,..,VheneYer the legislative or execu· 
tive authority or lawful agent of any State in 
controversy with :mother shall present a peti
tion to Congress stating the matter in ques
tion and praying for a hearing, notice thereof 
shall be given by order· of Congress to the 
legislative or executive authority of the other 
State in controversy, and a day assigned for 
the appearance o£ the parties by their lawful · 
agents, who shall then be directed to appoint, 

drawn out by lot, and the persons whose 
names shall be so drawn, or any five of them, 
shall be commissioners or judges, to hear and 
finally determine the controversy, so always 
as a major pait of the judges who shall hear 
the e1use shall agree in the determination: 
and if either party shall neglect to attend at 
the day appointed, without showing reasons, 
which Congress shall judge sufficient, or, be
ing present, shall refuse to strike, the Con
gress shall proceed to nominate three persons 
out of each State, and the Secretary of Con• 
gress shall strike in behalf of such party absent 
or refusing: and. the judgment and sentence 
of the coun to be appointed, in the manner 
before prescribed, shall be final and conclu
sh·e; and if any of ·the parties shall refuse to 
submit to the. authority of such court, or to 
appear or defend their claim or cause, the 
court shall nevertheless proceed to pronounce 
sentence or judgment, which shall in like man
ner be final and decisive, the judgment or sen
tence and other proceedings being irt either 
case transmitted to Congress; and lodged among 
the acts of Congress for the security of the 
parties concerned: provided that every com· 
missioner, before he sits in jt1dgment, shall 
take an oath, to be adii.linistered by one o£ the 
judges of the Supreme or Superior Court of 
the State where the cause shall be tried, "well 
and truly. to hear and determine the matter 
in question according to the best ofhis judg
ment, without favor, affection, or hope of re
ward," provided also that no State shall be 
deprived territory for the benefit of the United 
States. 

All controversies concerning the private 
right of soil, claimed under different grants of 
two or more States, whose jurisdictions as they 
may respect such lands and the States which 
passed such grants are adjusted, the said grants 
or either of them being at the same time 
daimed to have originated antecedent to such 
settlement of jurisdiction, shall, on the peti
tion of either party to the Congress o£ the 
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United States, be finally determined as near 
as may be in the same manner as is before 
prescribed {or deciding disputes respecting ter
ritorial jurisdiction between different States. 

The United St.v~s in Congress assembled 
shall also have the sole :.nd exclusive right 
and power of regulating the alloy and value 
of coin struck by their own authority, or by 
that of the respective States-fixing the stand
ard of weights and measures throughout the 
United States-regulating the trade and man-. 
aging all affairs with the Indians, not mem
bers of any of the States, provided that the 
legislative right of any State within its own 
limits be not infringed or violated-establish
ing ar.d regulating post-offices from one State 
to ~nother, throughout all the United States, 
and exacting such postage on the papers pass
ing through the same as may be requisite to 
defray the expenses of the said office-appoint
ing all officers of the land forces in the service 
of the United States, exc_epting regimental 
officers-appointing all the officers of the naval 
forces, and commissioning all· officers what
ever in the service of the United States
making rules for the government and regula
tion of the said land and naval forces, and 
directing their operations. 

The United States in Congress assembled 
shall have authority to appoint a committee, 
to sit in the recess of Congress, to be de· 
nominated "A Committee of. the States," and 
to consist of one delegate from each State; to 
appoint such other committees and civil of
ficers as may be necessary for managing the 
general affairs of the United States under 
their direction; and to appoint one of their 
number to preside, provided that no person 
be allowed to serve in the office of president 
more than one year in any tenn of three years 
-to ascertain the necessary sums of money to 
be raised for the service of the United States, 
and to appropriate and apply the same for de
fraying the public expenses-to borrowmoney, 
or emit bills on the credit of the United States, 
transmitting every half-year to the respective 
States an account of the sums of money so bor
rowed or emitted-to build and equip a navy 
-to agree upon the number of land forces, 
and to mak.e requisitions from each State for 
its quota, in proportion to the number of 
white inhabitants in such State; which requi
sition shall be binding, and thereupon the 
le;;i,;lature of each State shall appoint th.e reg
imental officers, raise the men, and clothe, 
arm, and equip them in a soldier-like man-

ner, at the expense of the United States, and 
the officers and men· so clothed, armed, and 
equipped shall march to the place appointed, 
and within the time agreed on by the United !l 
States in Congress assembied; but if the United . 
States in Congress assembled shall• on con
sideration of circumstances, judge proper that 
any State should not raise men, or should 
raise a smaller number than its quota. and !1 
that any other State should raise a greater 
number of men than the quota thereof, such 
extra number shall be raised, officered, clothed, 
armed, and equipped in the same manner as 
the quota of such State, unless the legislature ~ 
of such State shall judge that. such extra num
ber cannot be safely spared out of the same, 
in which case they shall raise, officer, clothe, 
arm, and equip as many of such extra num
ber as they judge can be safely spared: and !{ 
the officers and men, so clothed, armed, and 
equipped shall march to the place appointed, 
and within the time agreed on, by the United 
States in Congress assembled. 

The United States in Congress assembled 3j ~ 
shall never engage in a war, nor grant letters 
of marque and reprisal in time of peace, nor 
enter into any treaties or alliances, nor coin 
money, nor regulate the value thereof, nor 
ascertain the sums and expenses necessary for !i 
the defence and welfare of the United States, · 
or any of them, nor emit bills, nor borrow 
money on the credit of the United States, nor 
appropriate money, nor agree upon the num
ber of vessels of war to be built or purchased, . 36 
or the number o£ land or sea forces to be 
raised, nor appoint a commander-in-chief of 
the army or navy, unless nine States assent to 
the same; nor shall a question on any other 
point, except for adjourning from day to day, 36. 
be determined, unless by the votes of a rna jor-
ity of the United States in Congress assembled. 

The Congress of the United States shall 
have power to adjourn to any time within the 
year, and to any place within the United 3; 
States, so that no period of adjournment be 
for a longer duration than the space of . six 
months, and shall publish the journal of 
their proceedings monthly, except such parts 
thereof relating to treaties, alliances, or mili- 37. 
tary operations, as in their judgment require 
secrecy, and the yeas and nays of the delegates 
of each State on any question shall be entered 
on the journal, when it is d~sired by any dele
gate; and the d.e!egaces oi a State, or any of 3& 
them, at his or their requ~st, shall be fur
nished with a transcript of the said journal, 
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except such parts as are above excepted to lay 
before the legislatures of the several States. 

Article Ten 
!S~ THE Committee of the States, or any . nine 

of them, shall be authorized to execute. in the 
· recess of Congress, such of ~e powers of Con

gress as the United States in Congress assem
bled, by the consent of nine States, shall from 

ggo time to time think expedient to vest them 
with: provided that no power be delegated to 
the said Committee, for the exercise of which, 

·by the Articles of Confederation, the voice of 
nine States in the Congress of the United 

!95 States assembled is requisite. 

Article Eleven 
; 

I
~ CANADA, acceding to this Confederation, and 

joining in the measures of the United. States, 
· shall be admitted· into and entitled to all the 
. advantages ofthis Union; but no other colony 

::400 shall be admitted into the same, unless such 

I 
admission be agreed to by nine States. 

Article Twelve 
ALL bills of aedit emitted, moneys borrowed, 

f 
1 

and debts contracted by or under the author
ity of Congress, before the assembling of the 

I) 
·•405 United States in pursuance of the present 
l. Confederation, shall be deemed and . consid-
~. ered as a charge against the United States, 

1 for payment and satisfaction whereof the said 
t United St.ates and the public faith are hereby 
r 410 solemnly pledged. 

t 1: 

Article Tlzirteen 
EV!:RY State shall abide by the determina· 
tions of the United. States in Congress as
sembled, on all questions which by this Con· 
federation are submitted to them. And the 
Articles of this Confederation shall be. invio
lably observed by every State, and the Union 
shall be perpetual; nor shall any alteration 
at any time hereafter be made in any of them, 
unless sucil alteration be agreed to in a Con· 
gress of the United States, and be afterwards 
confinned by the legislatures of every State, 

AND WHEREAS it hath pleased the Great 
Governor of the world to incline the hearts 
of the legislatures we respectfully represent in 
Congress to approve of and to authorize us to 
ratify the said Anicles of Confederation and 
perpetual Union, Know Ye, That we, the un· 
dersigned delegates, by vinue of the power 
and authority to us given for that purpose, do 
by these presents, ir. the name and in behalf 
of our respective constituents, fully and en
tirely ratify and confirm each and every of the 
said Articles of Confederation and perpetual 
Union, and all and singular the matters and 
things therein contained: and we do funher 
solemnly plight and engage the faith of our 
respective constituents that they shall abide 
by the determinations of the United States in 
Congress assembled, on all questions which 
by the said Confederation are submitted to 
them. And that the Articles thereof shall be 
inviolably ·observed by the States we respec
tively represent, and the Union shall be per
petuaL 

GEOR.GE WASHINGTON 

420 

4S5 

440 
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United States, be finally determined as near 
as may be in the same manner as is before 
prescribed for deciding disputes respecting ter· 
ritorial jurisdiction between different States. 

Tne United States in Congress assembled · 
shall also have the sole and exc;lwive right 
and power of regulating the alloy and value 
of coin stnick by their own authority, or by 
that of the respective States-fixing the stand· 
ard of weights and measures throughout the 
United States-regulating the trade and man·. 
aging all affairs with the Indians, not mem· 
ben of any of the States, provided that the 
legislative right of any State within its own 
limits be not infringed or violated-establish· 
ing and regulating post~ffices from one State 
to ~nother, throughout all the United States, 
and exacting such postage on the papers pass
ing ·through the same as may be requisite to 
defray the expenses of the said office-appoint· 
ing all officers of the land forces in the service 
of· the United States, excepting regimental 
officen-appointing all the officers of the naval 
forces, and commissioning all officers what· 
ever in the service of the United States
making rules for the government and regula· 
tion of the said land and naval forces, and 
directing their operations. 

The United States in Congress assembled 
shall have authority to appoint a committee. 
to sit in the recess of Congress, to be de
nominated .. A Committee of the States," and 
to consist of one delegate from each State: to 
appoint such other committees and civil of· 
ficers as may be necesSary for managing the 
general affairs of the United States under 
their direction; and to appoint one of their 
number to preside, provided that no person 
be allowed to serve in the office of president 
more than one year in any term of three years 
-to ascertain the neces.sary sums of money to 
be raised for the service of the United States, 
and to appropriate and apply the same for d~ 
fraying the public expenses-to borrow money, 
or emit bills on the aedit of the United States, 
transmitting every half~year to the respective 
States an account of the sums of money so bor· 
rowed or emitted-to build and equip a navy 
-to agree upon the nUmber of land forces, 
and· to make requisitions from each State for 
its quota, in proportion to the number of 
white inhabitants insuch State; which requi
sition shall be binding, and thereupon the 
legislature of each State shall appoint the reg· 
imental officers, raise the men, and clothe, 
ann, and equip them in a soldier-like man-

ner, at the expense of the United States, and 
the officers and men so clothed, armed, and 
equipped shall march to the place appointed, 
and within the time agreed on by the United Sl 
States in Congress assembled; but if the United . 
States in Congress assembled ·shall. on con
sideration of circumstances, judge proper that 
any State mould not· raise men~ or should 
raise a smaller number than its quota. and 31 
that any other State mould raise a greater 
number of men than the quota. thereof, such 
extra number shall be raised, ofticered, clothed, 
armed, and equipped in the same manner as 
the quota of such State, unless the legislature 34 
of such State shall judge that. such extra num
ber cannot be safely spared out of the same, 
in which case they shall raise. officer, clothe, 
arm, and equip as many of such extra num· 
ber as they judge can be safely spared: and !{ 
the officers and men, so clothed, armed, and 
equipped shall march to the place appointed, 
and within the time agreed on, by the United 
States in Congress assembled. · 

The United States in Congress assembled 33 ~ 
shall never engage in a war, nor grant letters 
of marque and reprisal in time of peace, nor 
enter into any treaties or alliances, nor coin 
money. nor regulate the value thereof, nor 
~enain the .sums and expenses necessary for !i 
the defence and welfare of the United States, · 
or any of them, nor emit bills. nor borrow 
money on the credit of the United States, nor 
appropriate money, nor agree upon the num
ber of vessels of war to be built or purchased, ; 
or the number of land or sea forces to be 
raised, nor appoint· a commander-in-chief of 
the army or navy, unless nine States assent to 
the. same: nor shall. a question on any other 
point, except for adjourning from day to day, !'. 
be determined. unless by the votes of. a major-
ity of the United States in Congress assembled. 

The Congress of the United States shall 
have power to adjourn to any time within the 
year, and to any place within the United r, 
States, so that no period of adjournment be 
for a longer duration than the space of six 
months, and shall publish the journal of 
their proceedings monthly, except such paru 
thereof relating to treaties, alliances, or miH· r,: 
tary operations, as in their judgment require 
secrecy, and the yeas and nays of the delegates 
of each State on any question shall be entered 
on the journal, when it is desired by any dele
gate; and the delegates of a State. or any of !& 
them, at his or· their request, .shall be fur· 
nished with a transcript of the said journal, 
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:,· State, granted to or surveyed for any person, by joint consent, commissioners or judges to 

and such land and the buildings and improve- constitute a court for hearing and determin· 
ments thereon shall be estimated according to ing the matter in question; but if they cannot 

aos such mode as the United States in Congress agree, Congress shall name three persons out 
assembled shall from time to time direct and of each of the United States, and £rom the list 
appaint. . of such persons each party shall alternately · uo 

The taxes for paying that proportion shall be strike out one, the petitioners beginning, un· 
laid and levied by the authority and direction til the number shall be reduced· to thirteen: 

i7o of the legislatures of the several States within and from that number not less than seven nor 
~ the time agreed upon by the United States in mote than nine names, as CongreSs shall di-

Congress assembled. rect, shall, in the presence of Congress, be 
drawn out by lot. and the persons \vhose 
names shall be so drawn, or any five of them, 
shall be commissioners or judges, to hear and 
finally determine the controvCTSy, so ah\-ays 
as a major part of the judges who shall hear 
the cause shall· agree in the determination; 
and if either party shall neglect to attend at 

Article Nine 
THE United States in Congress assembled 
shall have the sole and exclusive right and 

1i5 power of detennining 011 peace and war, ex-
cept in the .cases mentio_ned in the. sixth ar· 

:i tide-of sending and receiving ambassadors-
~ entering into treaties and alliances,. provided 
( that no treaty of commerce shall be. made 
·1so whereby the legislative power of ·the respec· 

tive States shall be restrained from imposing 
such imposts and duties on foreigners as their 
own people are subjected to, or from prohib· 
iting the exportation or importation of any 

185 species of goods or commodities whatsoeVer
of establishing rules for deciding, in all cases, 
what captures on land or water shall be legal, 
and in what manner prizes taken by land or. 
naval forces in the sen·ice of the United States 

1go shall be divided or·appropriated-of granting 
letters of marque and reprisal in times of peace 
-appointing courts for the trial of piracies 
and felonies committed on the high seas, and 
establishing courts for receiving and deter· 

,195 mining finally appeals in all cases of captures, 
i-: provided that no member of Congress shall be 
L appointed a judge of any of the said courts. 
1 The United States in Congress assembled 
l shall. also be the last resort on appeal in all 
;!OO disputes and differences now subsisting or 

I. that hereafter may arise between two or more 
·• States. concerning boundary, jurisdiction, or 
l any other cause whatever: which authority 
i shall always be exercised in the manner fol
'2o3 lowing:--\Vhenever the legislative or execu· 
i tive authority or lawful agent of any State in 
~; controversy with another shall present a peti· 
~ t!on to Congress stating the matter in ques· r tion and praying for a hearing. notice thereof 
rJto shall be criven by order of Congress to the 
l: 1egislative

0

~r executive authority of the other t State in controversy, and a day assigned for 
r the appearance of the parties by their lawful t·. agents, who sh>ll then be directed to appoin~ 

~ 

the day appointed, without showing reasons, 
which Congress shall judge sufficient, or, be· 
ing present. shall refuse to strike, the Con· 
gress shall proceed to nominate three persons 
out of each State, and the Seaetary of Con· 
gress shall strike in behalf of such party absent 
or refusing: and the judgment and sentence 
of the coun to be appointed, in the manner 
before prescribed, shall be final and condu· 
sh·e: and if any of the parties shall refuse to 
submit to the authority of such coun, or to 
appear or defend their claim or cause, the 
court shall nevertheless proceed to pronounce 
sentence or judgment, ,,·hich shall in like man· 
ner be final and decisive, the judgment or sen· 
tence and other proceedings being in either 
case transmitted to COngress. and lodged among 
the acts of Congress for· the security of the 
parties concerned: provided that every com· 
missioner, before he sits in judgment, shall 
take an oath, to be administered by one of the 
judges of the Supreme or Superior COurt of 
&lle State where the cause shall be tried, "well 
and truly to hear. and detefTI'Iine the mattn 

230 

255 

in question according to the best of his judg· 
ment, witllout favor~ affection~ OT hope of f'e· 
ward," provided also that no State shall be 
deprived territory for the benefit of the United 26o 
States. 

All controversies concerning the· private 
right of soil, claimed under different grants of 
two or more States, whose jurisdictions as they 
may respect such lands and. the ·States which 
passed such grants are adjusted, the said grants 
or either of them being at the same time 
claimed to have originated antecedent to such 
settlement of jurisdiction, shall, on the peti· 
tion of eit..~er party to the Congress of the 

,..·soX 
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6 AMERICAN STATE PAPERS 
No State shall be represented in Congress 

by less than two, nor by m()re than seven mem-
bers; and no person shall be capable of being 
a delegate for more than three yean in any 
term of six years, nor shall any person. being 
a delegate, be capable of holding any office · 
under the United States for which he or an-
other .for his benefit receives any salary, fees. 
or emolument of any kind. 

Each State shall maintain its own delegates 
in a meeting of· the States, and while they act 
as members of the committee of the States. 

In determining questions in ·the United 
States, in Congress assembled, each State shall 
have one vote. 

Freedom of speech and debate in Congress 
shall not be impeached or questioned in any 
court or place oUt of Congress, and the mem-
bers o£ Congress shall be protected in their 
persons from arrests and imprisonments, dur-
ing the time of their going to or from, and 
attendance on, Congress, except for treason, 
felony, or breach of the peace. 

Article Six 
No State, without the consent of the United 
States in Congress assembled, shall send any 
embassy to, or receh·e any embassy from, or 
enter into any conference, agreement, alli· 
ance, or tteaty with, any king, prince, or state; 
nor shall any person holding any office of 
profit or trust under the United States, or any 
of them, accept of any present, emolument, 
office, or title of any kind whatever from any 
king, prince, or foreign state: nor shall the 
United States in Congress assembled, or any 
of them, grant any title of nobility. 

No two or more States shall enter into any 
treaty, confederation, or alliance whate\·er be· 
tween them, without the consent of the United 
States in Congress assembleQ,, specifying accu-
rately the purposes for which the same is to be. 
entered into, and how long it shall continue. 

No State shall.lay any imposts or duties, 
which may interfere With any stipulations in 
treaties entered into by the United States in 
Congress assembled, with any king, prince, or 
state, in pursuance of anr. treaties already 
proposed by Congress, to the courts of France 
and Spain. 

No vessels of war shall be kept in time o£ 
peace by any State. except such number only 
as shall be deemed necessary by the U nhed 
States in Congress assembled, for the defence 
of such State or its trade; nor shall any body 

of iorces be kept up by any State, in time o£ 
peace, except such number only as in the 
judgment of the United States in Congress 
assembled shall be deemed requisite to gar· 1 
rison the forts necessary for the defence of 
such State; but every State shall always keep 
up a well regulated and disciplined militia, 
sufficiently anned and accoutred, and shall 
provide and constantly have ready for use, 1 

in public stores, a due number of field-pieces 
and tents, and a proper quantity of arms, am· 
munition, and camp equipage. 

No State shall engage in any war without 
the consent of the United States in Congress 1 

assembled, unless such State be actually in· 
\-aded by enemies, or shall have received cer· 
tain advice of a resolution being formed by 
some nation of Indians to invade such State, 
and the danger is so imminent as not to admit 1. 

of a delay till the United States in Congress as· 
sembled can be consulted: nor shall any State 
grant commissions to any ships or. vessels of 
war, nor letters of m&J.rque or reprisal, except 
it be after a declaration of war by the United •: 
States in Congress assembled, and then only 
against the kingdom or state, and the subjects 
thereof, against which war has been so de
dared, and !:tnder such regulations as shall be 
established by the United States in Congress 1, 

assembled, unless such State be infested by · 
pirates, in which case vessels of war may be 
fitted out for that occasio~. and kept so long 
as the danger shall continue, or until the 
United States in Congress assembled shall de- 1. 

termine otllernise. 

Article Seven 
lVHEN land forces are raised by any State 
for the common defense, all officers of or under 
the rank of colonel shall be appointed by the 
legislature of.each State respectively, by whom 11 
such forces shall be nised, or in such manner 
as such State shall direct; and all vacancies 
shall be filled up by the State which first made 
the appointmenL 

Article Eight 
ALL charges of ·war and all other expenses li 
that s~ll be incurred for the common de
fence or genernl welfare, and allowed by the 
United States in Congress assembled, sh.allbe 
defrayed out of a common trea5ury, which 
shall be supplied by the several States, in pro- tf 
ponion to the ''alue of all land l\itbin each 
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ARTICLES 

OF CONFEDERATION 

ARTICX..ES oF CoNFEDERATION AND PERPETUAL UNION BET\VEEN 

L THE STATES OF NE\V HAMPSHIRE, ~{ASSACHUSETTS BAY, RHODE 

IsLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, CONNECTICUT, NEW 

YoRK, NE'v JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE, MARYLAND, 

VIRGINIA, NoRTH CARoUNA, SoUTH CAROLINA, AND GEORGIA. 

Article One 
THE style of this Confederacy shall be "'The 
United States of America." 

Article Two 
EAcH State retains its sovereignty, freedom, 
and independence, and every power, jurisdic· 
tion, and right, which is not by this Confeder· 
ation expressly delegated to the United States 
in Congress assembled. 

Article Three 
THE said States ·hereby severally enter into a 
firm league of friendship with each other, for 

10 their common defence, the security of their 
liberties, and their mutual and general wel· 
fare, binding themselves to assist each other 
against all force offered to, or attacks made 
upon them, or any of them, on account of re· 

15 ligion, sovereignty, trade, or any other pre
tence whatever. 

Article Four 
THE better to secure and perpetuate mutual 
friendship and intercourse among the peo
ple of the different States in this Union, the 

10 free inhabitants of each of these States, pau· 
pen, ''agabonds, and fugith·es from justice ex
·cepted, shall be entitled to all the privileges 
and immunities of free citizens in the several 
States, and the people of each State shall have 

25 free ingress and regress to and from any other 

5 

State, and shall enjoy therein all the privileges 
of trade and commerce, subjec~ to the same 
duties, impositions, and restrictions as the in· 
habitants thereof respectively, provided that 
such restrictions shall not extend so far as to go 
prevent the removal of property imported 
into any State, to any other State of which 
the owner is an inhabitant; provided also, 
that no imposition, duties, or restriction shall 
be laid by any State, on the property of the 35 
United States, or either of them. 

If any person guilty of or charged with trea
son, felony,. or other high misdemeanor in 
any State, shall flee from justice, and be found 
in any of the United· States. he shall, upon 40 
demand of the governor or executive power 
of the State from which he fled, be delivered 
up and removed to the State having jurisdic· 
tion of his offence. 

Full faith and credit. shall be given in each 45 
of these States to the records, acts, and judicial 
proceedings of the courts and magistrates of 
every other State. 

Art£cle Five 
FOR the more convenient management of the 
general interesu of the United States, dele· 50 
gates shall be annually ·appointed in such 
manner as the legislature of each State shall 
direct, to meet· in Congress on the first Mon· 
day in. November, in e\·ery year. with a power 
reserved to each State to recall its delegates, or 55 
any of them, at any time within the year, and 
to send others in their stead, for the remain· 
der of the year. 
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where Congress 1S reluctant to act. but the State legislators as equal representatives of the people. 
force it to act. ALEC thinks that after you review these documents, you will act to pass or 
matnta.tn your State's Article V call for a Balanced Budget Amendment. 

There fs a second mJsstatement you w1ll ~o hear In this meeting. Opponents w1ll say that 
a new convention might "change the method of ratlflcatlon." so the protection of ratlftcatlon by 38 
States might not apply. nus begins with the false conclusion that the 1787 Convention was called 
to amend the Articles. But. it also Jgnores the Civ11 War. Many Framers believed, and wrote, that 
States could leave the Union as freely as they joined tl Between 1787 and 1791 · all 13 .States 
abandoned the Artlcles,jo1ning the new UJlion under the Constitution. The central, constitutional 
question of the CiVil War was whether States had a nght to leave the Union.. When the guns fell 
silent at Appomattox. that possib111ty was foreclosed. That aspect of what happened fn 1787-91 
cannot be repeated. The second argument. like the tlrst. faJ1s when the facts are known. 

The attached documents are: 

I. The Articles of Collfecleratlou.. This was the constltutloil of 'lhe United~States 1n 
Congress Assembled." from 1781 untlll789. Encyclopedla.Brtta.nntca. Great Books, Vol. 43. i952. 
pps. ·5-9. As this shows, the amendment clause, Article XXIII. contains no reference whatever to 
a Constitutional ConventiOn. (p. I-9) The Congress, then meeting in New York City, had no 
authority to call such a Convention. Instead, tt was called by the States themselves. as were all 
other meetings of the States (and previously the Colonies) since 1754 in Albany, New York. 

~ 

n. The Report of the ADDapoU. Convention of 1786. Onlyflve States and 14 delegates 
attended. Being unable to act substantlvely, that Convention submitted th1s Report to the 
Congress and to the Governors (or Presidents) of all States. Note that this calls for the Convention 
1n Philadelphia 1n May, 1787, to take whatever steps "as appear necessary ... to the exigencies of 
the Union." (p. II-2) The subject matter was not limited. 'l11e Founders' Constuutton. Ph111p 
Kurland and Ralph Lerner, Editors, University of Chicago Press, Vol. I, pps. 185-187. 

m. Commissions of 12 Statea. and the Resolution of Congress. IJke the Report of the 
Annapolis Convention, the acceptance of the Commonwealth ofVtrginia was sent to all States. and 
reinforced the invitation that all States send Commissioners to propose "all such Alterations as 
may be necessary ... to the Exigenctes of the Union." (p. m-3) All these documents are in The 
Record of the Federal Constitution of 1787, edited by Max Farrand. republished by Yale University 
Press, 1966. Volume m. Appendix B, pps. 555-587, and 1937 edition, pps. 586-590. 

The Cornmtsstons stated the extent of the· powers of the 55 Framers. Each group of 
Commissioners presented these to the President ofthe Convention, George Washington, when they 
arrived 1n Philadelphia. Seven States were committed to go before Congress attempted to llmit the 
Convention (pps. m-3-5, 8-13, 15~16). VirglnJa was crtttcal. then having 1/6th of the whole 
population. Only two of the rematntng ft'Ve States. New York and Massachusetts, restncted their 
Commissioners to "reviSing the Articles of Confederation." which "In the optnton of Congress" they 
should have done (pps. m-12. 15, emphasis added). So, the ten1fying argument that the 1787 
Convention was a "run-away'' rests only on the votes of two Massachusetts' Commissioners, 
Messrs. Gorham and King. New York did not officially act. since a majortty of its delegation, 
Robert Yates and John Lansing, Jr., left the Convention 1n disgust 1n July, never to return. 
Alexander Hamilton signed the Constitution, not as the New York delegation, bu,t as an individual. 

Even Without this trip through ancient history, 29 States and about 4,500 State legiSlators 
have acted favorably on the Article V calls. With this· addition, ALEC thinks. you will join them. 



INDEX OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS 
for heartng on H.C.R 82 ·. 

Baton Rouge. La., 12. May. 1993 
prepared by John Armor, Esq. 

Adjunct Scholar for Constitutional Studies, 
American Legislative Exchange Counc11 

There have been 17 years of heartngs IIl· almost all States that have acted e!t..l-ter way on 
Article V conditional calls for a Balanced Budget Amendment to the US Constitution. All issues 
except one have dropped away. Thete Is general agreement that a BBA is needed, to operate like 
similCU" provisions in 49 States. The one· surviving Issue is whether using Article V might produce 
a "nm·away' convention, addresstng all subjects rather than the one specifled by the States. 
Critical to this argument Is the opponents' contention that the 1787 Convention was called "for 
the sole and express purpose of amendtng the Articles of Confederation ... " 

This claim 1s false. It is not a matter of opinion: it is a matter of fact. AU of the basic 
documents which led to the 1787 Convention are attached. They show that the Convention was 
called ''to devise such further provJsfons as shall appear to ... the Commissioners ... [whom we now 
call delegates) necessary to render the constitution of the Foederal Government adequate to the 
exigencies of the Union .... " In short, it was called as a general convention. not a lJmited one. And. 
10 of the 12 States which selected, paid, instructed and sent Commissioners specifically gave 
them general rather than lfmited powers. (Rhode Island did not participate.) 

The entire argument about a "run-away' convention in 1787. predicting a "run·away' 
convention now. rests on the slim fact that two Commissioners. Nathaniel Gorham and Rufus 
King of Massachusetts, disobeyed the instructions they had receiVed from their State. 

Why. then. will hearings in this State, like all others in recent years. be packed With people 
adamantly opposing an Article V call on the grounds of a "run·away". convention?· Most of them 
have done no basic research. They are simply repeating what they were told by fndivtduals or 
organizations they trust to tell the truth. Their dedication to the Constitution is clear. Their 
concern 1s genuine. But. whether their fears are legitimate depends on the facts. You now hold 
in your hands all documents necessary to determine the truth for yourselves, rather than 
depending on "experts" who may or may not have the facts right and may or may not be honest. 

Anyone who claJms to be an expert should have done his or her homework. A true expert 
will be fami11ar with these documents. And any expert who knows these documents. but 
Withholds major parts of them from your attention. 1s trying to deceive you into accepting a pre
conceived and biased conclusion. rather than putting the facts before you so you can reach your 
own conclusion. That 1s not a fair and honest approach in this or any other he~. 

The basic documents are indexed and dtscussed below. With references to specific pages 
in. each one. Two hundred years ago, laws and resolutions were Written 1n language that laymen 
could read and understand. So, regardless of wh.ether you are trained 1n the law ot not. you Will 
understand these ·documents. You w1ll be. able·to decide for yourselves where the truth Ues, in 
the debate about whether the.l787 Convention was a."run-away." 

After you undertake that review, the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC. 
representing more than 2.500 State legislators) thinks you will conclude that the 1787 Convention 
obeyed the instructions of the States •• except for Nathaniel Gorham and Rufus King. ALEC 
thinks you will also be satisfied that delegates to a new convention now (if one is called}. will, like 
their predecessors, again obey the instructions of the States. If so, you will honor the Constitution 
by using the provision in Article V that the Framers gave you precisely to deal with a situation 
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ANNAPOLIS CoNVENTION 

11-14 Sept. 1786 
Tansill39-43 

Proceedings of Commissioners to. Remedy Defects of the 
Federal Government 

) 

Annapolis in the State of Maryland 
September 11th. 1786 

At a meeting of Commissioners, from the States of New 
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and Virginia-

Present 

Alexander Hamilton 
Egbert Benson 

Abraham Clarke 
William C. Houston 
James Schuarman 

Tench Coxe 

George Read 
John Dickinson 
Richard Bassett 

New York 

New jersey 

Pennsylvania 

Delaware 

Edmund.Randolph l 
James Madison, Junior · Virginia 
Saint George Tucker 

Mr. Dickinson was t,manimously elected Chairman. 
The Commissioners produced their Credentials from 

their respective States; which were read. 
After a full communication of Sentiments, and deliber

ate consideration of what would .be proper ~o be done by 
the Commissioners now assembled, it was unanimously 
agreed: that a Committee be appointed to prepare a draft 
of a Report to be made to the States having Commission
ers attending at this meeting-Adjourned 'till Wednesday 
Morning. 

Wednesday September 13th. 1786 

Met agreeable to Adjournment. 
The Committee, appointed for ·that purpose, reported 

the draft of the report; which being read, the meeting 
proceeded to the consideration thereof, and after some 
time spent therein, Adjourned 'till tomorrow Morning. 

Thursday Septr. 14th. 1786 

Met agreeable to Adjournment. 
The meeting resumed the consideration of the draft of 

the Report. and .after some time spent therein, and 
amendments made, the same was -unanimously agreed to, 
and is as follows, to wit. 

To the HOJ'UJf"'.hle, the Legislatures of Virginia, Delaware, 
Pennsylvanill, Nn» jersey, and New York-
The Commissioners from the said States, respectively as

sembled at Annapolis, humbly beg leave to report. 
That, pursuant to their several appointments, they met, 

at Annapolis in the State of Maryland, on the eleventh day 
of September Instant, and having proceeded to a Com
munication of their powers; they found that the States of 
New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, had, in substance, · 
and nearly in the same terms, autho~ their respective 
Commissioners "to meet such Commissioners as were, or 
might be, appointed by the other States in the Union, at 
such time and place, as should be agreed upon by the said 
Commissioners to ·talc,e into consideration the trade, and 
Commerce of the United States, to consider how far an 
uniform system in their commercial intercourse and reg
ulations migi:lt be necessary to their common interest and 
perrllanent harmony, and to report to the several States 
such an Act, relative to this great object, as when unani
mously ratified by them would enable the United States in 
Congress assembled effectually to provide for the same." 

That the State of Delaware, had given similar powers to 
their Commissioners, with this difference only, that the 
Act to be framed in virtue of those powers, is required to 
be reported "to the United States in Congress assembled, 
to be agreed to by them, and confirmed by the Legisla
tures of every State." 

That the State of New Jersey had enlarged the object of 
their appointment, empowering their Commissioners, "to 
consider how far an unifor:m system .in· their commercial 
regulations and othrr important matters, might be necessary 
to the common interest and permanent harmony of the 
several States," and to report such an Act on the subject, 
as when ratified by them "would enable the United States 
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in Congress.assembled,effectually. to provide for the exi
gencies of the Union." 

That appoiiltmen~ of Commissionen -·have also been -
made by the States of New Hampshire, Massachusew, 
Rhode Island, and Nonh Carolina, .none of whom how
ever have attended; but that no information has been re
ceived by your Commissionen, of any appointment having 
been made by the States of Conneaicut, Maryland, South 
Carolina or Georgia. 

That the express terms of the powen to your Commis
sionen supposing a deputation from all the States, and 
having for object the Trade ~nd Commerce of the United 
States, ·Your Commissioners did· not conceive it advisable 
to proceed on the business of their mission, under the Cir• 
cumstance of so partial and defeaive a representation. 

Deeply impressed however with the magnitude and· im
portance of the objea confided to them on this occasion, 
your Commissionen cannot forbear to indulge an expres
sion of their earnest and unanimous wish, that speedy 
measures may be taken, to effect a general m~ting, of the 
States, in a future Convention, for the . same, and such 
other. purposes, as the situation of public affairs, may be 
found to require. 

If in expressing this wish, or in intimating any other 
sentiment, your Commissionen should seem to exceed the 
strict bounds of their apROintment, they entertain a full 
confidence, that a conduct, dictated by an anxiety for the 
welfare, of the United States, will not fail to receive an· 
indulgent construction. 

In this penuasion, your Commissionen submit an opin-· 
ion, that the Idea of extending the powen of their Depu
ties, to other objects, than those of Commerce, which has 
been adopted by the State of New Jersey, was an improve
ment on the original plan, and will deserve to be incorpo
rated. int() that of a future Convention; they are the more 
naturally led to this conclusion, as in the coune of their 
reflections on the subject, they have been induced to think, 
that the power of regulating trade· is of such comprehen
sive extent, and will enter so far into the general System 
of the foederal government, that to give it efficacy, and to 
obvia.te questions and -doubts concerning .its precise nature 
and limits, may require a correspondent adjustment of 
other parts of the Foederal System. 

That there are important defects in the system of the 
Foederal Government is acknowledged by the Acts of all 
those States, which have concurred in the present Meet
ing; That the defects, upon a closer examination, may be 
found greater and more ·numerous, than even these acts 
imply, is at least so far probable, from the embarrassments 
which characterise the present State of our national af
fain, foreign and domestic, as may reasonably be sup
posed to merit a deliberate and candid discussion, in some 
mode, which will unite the Sentiments and Councils of ail 
the States. In the choice of the mode, your Commissioners 
are of opinion, that a Convention of Deputies from the 
different States, for the special and sole purpose of enter
ing into this investigation, and digesting a plan for supply
ing such defects as may be discovered to exist, will be en
titled to a preference from considerations, which will 
occur, without being particularised. 

_!I- 2 
CHAPTER 6, Co 

Your. Commissioners decline an enumeration of ·those 
national cirCllmstances on which .their opinion respecting 
the propriety of a future CQnvention, with more enlarged · 
powers, is founded; as it would be an useless intrusion of 
facts and observations, mo$t of which have been frequently 
the subject of public discussion, and none of which can . 
have escaped the penetration of those to whom they would 
in this instance be addressed. They are however of a na
ture so serious, as, in the view of your Commissioners to 
render the situation of the United States delicate and crit
ical, calling for an exertion of the united virtue and wis
dom of all the memben of the Confederacy. 

Under this impression, Your Commissioners, with the 
most respectful deference, beg leave to suggest their unan
imous conviction, that it rna essentiall tend to advance 
die mterests o es by whom they have 
been respectively delegated, would themselves co~cur, a:nd 
use their endeavoun to procure the concurrence of the 
other States, in the appoinunent of Commissioners. to 
meet at Philadelphia on the second Monday in May next, 
to take . mto constderauon the situation of ·_the United 
States, to devise such further provisions as shall appear to 
them necessary to render the constitution of the Foederal 
GOvernment adequate to the exigencies of tbe Union; and 
to report such an Act for that purpose to the United States 
in Congress assembled, as when agreed to, by them,. and 
afterwards confirmed by the Legislatures of every State, 
will effectually provide for the same. 

Though your Commissionen could not with propriety 
address these observations and ·sentiments to any but the 
~tates they have the honor to Represent, they have never
theless concluded from · motives of respect, to ·transmit 
Copies of this Report to the United States in Congress as
ses:nbled, and to the executives of the other States. 

By order of the Commissioners. 
Dated at Annapolis } 
September 14th, 1786 

Resolved, that the Chairman sign the aforegoing Report 
in behalf of the Commissioners. 

Then adjourned without day-

Egbt. Benson . } New York 
Alexander Hamilton 

Abra: Clark I 
Wm Chll. Houston New jeney 

• js. Schureman 

Tench Coxe 

Geo: Read. 
John Dickinson 
Richard Bassett 

Edmund Randolph 
Js. Madison Jr. 
St. George Tucker 

Pennsylvania 

l Delaware 

I Virginia 
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APPENDIX B 

THE DELEGATES TO THE FEDERAL CONVENTION, 
THEIR CREDENTIALS, AND ATfENDANCE. 

I 
I 

DocuW/~Yr- TIT - 1.! 
~. ; 

UST OF DELEGATES.1 

NEW liAuPSHillZ 

MA.ssACHU8ETr8 

RHODE IsLAND 

CoNNECTICUT 

NEW YOIUC 

NEW }Ea.SEY 

PENNSYLVANIA 

John Langdon 
Uohn Pickering) 
Nicholas Gilman 
(Benjamin West)141 

(Francia Dana) 
Elbridge Gerry 
Nathaniel Gorham 
Rufus King 
Calc:b Strong ' 

No appointment 

William Samuel Johnson 
Roger Sherman 
Oliver Ellsworth 
[Erastus Wolcott was elected but 

declined to serve.) 

Robert Y a tea 
Alexander Hamilton 
John Lansing, Junior 

David Brearley 
William Churchill Houston 
William Paterson 
Uohn Neilson) 
William Livingston 
(Abraham Clark) 
Jonathan Dayton 

Thomas Mifflin 
Robert Morris 

I noae whoac: nameD are in parentheac:a did not attend. An alphabetical liat 
of the delegatee with the datco of attendance, etc:., will be: found at the cod of thia 
appendix. 

•• Philadclphio~ ncwapapcra of May 19, 1787, in their liata of delegates incluJcJ 
the namea of John Spuhawk and Pierce Long from New Hampahire. 
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558 RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION 

P£NNIYLVANIA 
Cto.ui,.euJ) 

DELAWAa.E 

MAa.YLAND 

VnlGINIA 

George Clymer 
· Jared Ingersoll 

Thomas Fiusimona 
J amea Wilson 
Gouverneur Morria 
Benjamin Franklin 

··r.• 

· George Read 
Gunning Bedford, Junior 
John Dickinson 
Richard Bassett 
Jacob Broom 

Jamca McHenry 
Daniel of St. Thomaa Jenifer 
Daniel Carroll 
John Francia Mercer 
Luther Martin 
(Charlea Carroll of Carrollton, Ga
briel Duvall, Robert Hanson Harri
son, Thomas Sim Lee, and Thomaa 
Stone were elected but declined to 
aerve.) 

George Washington 
Edmund Randolph 
John Blair 
James Madison, Junior 
George Maaon 
George Wythe 
James McClurg 

· (Patrick Henry,' Richard Henry Lee, 
and Thoma a Nelson were elected but 
declined to serve.) 

1 
••'J'bcrc waa a paaaaae at anno between the Rev. John Blair Smith, prcoldent of 

Hampden-Sydney Collcae in Prince Edward county, and Patrick Henry, who repre
oentcd that county in the Convention. Henry had inveighed with great oevcrity 
againat the Conatitution, and wao rcapondcd to by Dr. Smith, whu preaaed the question 
upon Henry, why he had not taken hie scat in the Convention and lent bia aid in making 
a good Conatitution, inltcad of etayina at home and abuaing the work of hia patriotic 
compc~rol Henry, with that magical power of acting in which he eaccllcd all hia 
contcmporarica, and which before a popular aascmbly wao irrcaiatiblc, replied; 'I 
olhclt a Rat.'" (H. B. Griseby, History of llu Yir1i•i4 FtJmJ ConHIIIion of IJ88,f,J2.) 

NORTII CAROLINA 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

GEOR.GIA 

APPENDIX B 

Alexander Martin 
William Richar~:»on Davie 
Richard Dobbs Spaight 
WiiJiam Blount 
Hugh Williamson 
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(Richard Caswell and Willie Jones 
were elected but declined to serve.) 

John Rutledge 
Charles Pill'Ckney 
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney 
Pierce Butler 
(Henry Laurena) 

William Few 
Abraham Baldwin 
William Pierce 
(George Walton) 
William Houstoun 
(Nathaniel Pendleton) 

CREDENTIALS 

(Arranged according to the date of legislative action,- VIRGINIA, 
NEw JEa&EY, PENN&YLVANJA, Noa.TII CAROLINA, NEw HAUPSIIIR.E, 
DELAWAilE, GEORGIA, NEw YoRK, SoUTH CAaOLINA, MAssAcuu
&ETra, CoNNECTICUT, MARYLAND.) 

Virginia VIRGINIA 

GENEilAL AasEMBLY begun and held at the Public Buildinga 
in the City of Richmond on Monday the sixteenth day of 
October in the Year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred 
and Eighty six 

AN Acr for appointing Deputies from thia Commonwealth to 
a Convention proposed to be held in the City of Philadelphia in 
May next for the purpose of revising the federal Constitution. 

WHEREAS the Commissioners who assembled at Annapolis on 
the fourteenth day of September last for the purpose of devising and 
reporting the means of enabling Congress to · provide effectually 
for the Commercial Interests of the United States have represented 
the neceasity of extending the revision of the foederal System to all 
it'a defects and have recommended that Deputies for that purpose 
be appointed by the several Legislatures to meet in Convention in 
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the City of Philadelphia on the second day of May next a provision 
which was preferable to a discussion of the subject in Congress where 
it might ·be too much interrupted by the ordinary. business before 
them and where it would besides be deprived of the valuable Coun
acla o( sundry Individuals who are diaqualified by the Conatitution 
or l.aws of particular States or reatrained by peculiar circumstances 
from a Scat in that Assembly: AND WHEllEAS the General Assembly 
of this Commonwealth taking into view the actual situation of the 
Confederacy aa well as reflecting on the alarming representations 
made from time to time by the United States in Congress partic
ularly in their Act of the fifteenth day of February last can no longer 
doubt that the Criaia ia arrived at which the good People of America 
arc to decide the eolemn queation whether they will by wise and mag
nanimous Efforts reap the just fruita of that Independence which 
they have so gloriously acquired and of that Union which they have 
cemented with ao much of their common Blood, or whether by 
giving way to unmanly Jealousies and Prejudices or to partial and 
tranaitory Interests they will renounce the auspicious blessings pre
pared for them by the Revolution, and furnish to ita Enemies an 
eventual Triumph over those by whose virtue and valor it haa been 
accomplished: AND WHEilEAS the same noble and extended policy 
and the same fraternal and afl'cctionatc Sentiments which originally 
determined the Citizens of this Commonwealth to unite with their 
Brethercn of the other States in establishing a Foederal Government 
cannot but be Felt with equal force now aa motives to lay aside every 
inferior consideration and to concur in such farther concessions and 
Provisions aa may be ncccaaary to secure the great Objects for which 
that Government was instituted and to render the United Statu 
as happy in peace aa they have been slorious in War BE IT THEilE• 
FOilE ENACT~D by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia that seven Commiaaiooers be appointed ·by joint Ballot 
of both Houses of Aascmbly who or any three of them arc hereby 
authorized as Deputies from this Commonwealth to meet such Dep
uties as may be appointed and authorized by other States to aaaemblc 
in Convention at Philadelphia aa above. recommended and to join 
whl1 them in devisin and discuaai all such Alterat" a and farther 
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Vacancies. AND the Governor is requested to transmit forthwith 
a Copy of this Act to the United States in Congress and to the 
Executives of each of the States in the Union.· 

joHN joNEs Speaker of tbe Senate 
Signed JosEPH PaENTis, Speaker of the House of 

Delegates. 
A true Copy from the Inrollment 

jouN BECI'LEY Clk Hou&c Dels. 

In the House of Delegates 

Monday the 4-th of December 1786. 
THE Hou~E according to the Order of the Day proceeded. by 

joint Ballot with the Senate to the appointment ol Seven Deputies 
from this Commonwealth to a Convention proposed to be held in 
the City ol Philadelphia in May next for the purpose of revising 
the Fa:deral Constitution, and the Members having prepared Tickets 
with the names of the Persona to be appointed, and deposited the 
same in the Ballot-boxes, Mr. Corbin, Mr. Matthews, Mr. David 
Stuart, Mr. George Nicholas, Mr. Richard Lee, Mr. Wills, Mt. 
Thomas Smith, Mr. Goodall and Mr. Turberville were nominated 
a Committee to meet a Committee from the Senate in the Confer
ence-Chamber and jointly with them to examine the Ballot-boxe• 
and report to the House on whom the Majority of Votes should 
fall. The Committee then withdrew and alter some time returned 
into the House arid reported that the Committee had, according to 
order, met a Committee from the Senate in the Conference-Chamber, 
and jointly with them examined the Ballot-boxes and found a major
ity of Votes in favor of George Washington, Patrick Henry, Edmund 
Randolph, John Blair, james Madison, George Mason and George 
Wythe Esquires. . 

Extract from the journal, 
joHN BECJCLEY CUc House DeJa. 

Attest joHN BECX.LEY 
Clk. H. Dcls. 

In the House of Senators 

Monday the 4-th of December 1786. 
TuE SEN.o\TE according to the Order of the Day proceeded by 

joint ballot with the House of Delegates to the Appointment o( Seven 
Deputies from this Commonwealth to a Convention propoacd to 
be held in the City of Philadelphia in May next for the purpose of 
revising the Fa:deral Constitution, and the: Members having prepared 
Tickets with tbe names of the Persons to be appointed, and deposited 
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the same in the Ballot-boxes, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Nelson and Mr 
Lee were nominated a Committee to meet a Committee from the 
House of Delegates in the Conference-Chamber .and joinly with 
them to examine the Ballot-boxes and report to the House on whom 
the Majority of Voteo sho.add fall. The Committee then withdrew 

· and after some time return~d into the House and reported that the 
Committee had, according to order, met a COmmittee from the House 
of Delegates in the COnference-Chamber, and jointly with them 
examined the Ballot-boxes and found a Majority of Votes in favor 
of George Waahington, Patrick Henry, ·Edmund Randolph, john 
Blair, Jamea Madison George Maaon and George Wythe Esquirea. 

Extract from the Journal 
JouH BECI'ItLEY Clk. H. De. 

Atteat, 
H. BaooE Clk S. 

VaaGIHIA TO WIT 

I do Certify and make known, to all whom it 
(Seal) may Concern, that John Beckley Eaquire; is Clerk 

of . the Houae of Delegatee for thia Commonwealth, and the proper 
Officer for atteating the proceedings of the General Assembly of the 
aaid Commonwealth, And that full Faith and Credit ought to be 
given to all things attested by the aaid John Beckley Eaquire, by 
Virtue of his Office aforesaid. . 

Given under my hand as Governor of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia and under the Seal thereof, at Richmond thia fourth 
day of May, one thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven. 

EDa.a: RANDOLPH. 

VIRGINIA TO WIT 

(Seal) I do hereby Certify, that Patrick Henry, Es-
quire, one of the seven Commissioners appointed by joint ballot of 
both Houses of Assembly of the COmmonwealth of Virginia,· author
ized aa a Deputy therefrom, to meet auch Deputies as might be 
appointed and authorized by other States to assemble in Philadel
phia and to join with them in devising and discussing all such Alter
ations and further provisions, as might be necessary to render the 
Fo:deral Constitution adequate to the exigencies of the Union; and 
in reporting such an Act for that purpose to the United States in 
Congress, aa when agreed to by them and duly confirmed by the 
ecvcral States, might effectually provide for the same, did decline 
his appointment aforesaid; and thereupon in purauance of an Act 
of the 'General Assembly of the said Commonwealth intituled u An 
Act for appointin• Deputiea from this COmmonwealth to a COnven· 
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tion proposed to be held in the City of Philadelphia in May next, 
for the purpose of revising the Fc:ederal Constitution" I do hereby 
with the advice of the Council of State, supply the said Vacancy by 
nominating James McClurg, Esqa;ire, a Deputy for the Purposes 
aforesaid. 

Given under my Hand as Governor of the aaid Commonwealth 
and under the Seal thereof this second day of May in the Year 
of our Lord One thousand seven hundred and eighty seven. 

· EDu: RAtwOLPII 

NEW JERSEY 
The STATE OF NEw }EilBEY. 

(Seal) To the Honorable David Brearly, ·William 
Churchill Houston, William Patterson and John Neilson Esquires. 
Greeting. 

The Council and Assembly reposing especial trust and confidence 
in your integrity, prudence and ability, have at a joint meeting 
appointed you the said David Brearley, William Churchill Hous
ton, William Patterson and john Neilson Esquires, or any three of 
you, Commissioners to meet such Commissioners, as have been or 
may be appointed by the other States in the Union, at the City of 
Philadelphia in the Commonwealth of Pensylvania, on the second 
Monday in May next for the purpose of taking into Consideration 
the state of the Union. as to trade and other important objects. and 
of devising such other Provisions aa shall app~ar to be necessary 
to render the Constitution of the Federal Government adequate 
to. the exigencies thereof. 

In testimony whereof the Great Seal of the State is hereunto 
affixed. Witness William Livingston Esquire, Governor, 
Captain General and Commander in Chief in and over the 
State of New Jersey and Territories thereunto belonging Chan
cellor and Ordinary in the same, at Trenton the Twenty third 
day of November in the Year of our Lord One thousanJ seven 
hundred and Eighty six and of our So\'ereignty and Inde-
pendence the Eleventh. W L 

JL: IVJNC:iTON. 
By His Excellency's Command 

BowEs REED Secy. 

Tile STATE OF NEw jEilSEY. 

(Seal) To His Excellency William Livingston and the 
Honorable Abraham Clark Esquires Greeting. 

The COuncil 'and Assembly reposing especial trust and Confi
dence in your integrity, prudence and ability have at a joint Meeting 
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01ppointed You the 11aid William Livingston and Abraham Clark 
Esquires, in conjunction with the Honorable David Brearley, Wil
liam Churchill Houaton & William Patterson Esquires, or any three 
of you, Commissioners to meet such Commiaaionera as have been 
iippointcd by the otberStatea in the Union at the City of Philadelphia 
in the Commonwealth of Pensylvania on the second Monday of 
tbia prc~&ent month for tbe purpose of uldng into conaideration the 
&tate of the Union aa to trade and other important Objects, and of 
deviaing auch other Proviaiona aa ahall appear to be necessary to 
render the Constitution of the federal Government adequate to tbe 
cxigencica thereof. 

In Testimony wbereof the Great Seal of the Sute is hereunto 
affixed. Witneaa William Livingston Esquire, Governor, 
Captain General and Commander in Chief in and over the 
State of New Jersey and Territorict thereunto belonging 
Chancellor and Ordinary in the aame at Burlington the Eigh
teenth day of May in the Y car of our Lord One thouaand 
acvcn hundred and Eighty acven and of our Sovereignty and 
I ndcpendcnce the Eleventh. 

By Hia Excellency'• Command 
BowEs REED Secy. · 

TuE STATE OF NEw jERSEY. 

WaL: LavaNG&TOM 

To the Honorable Jonathan Dayton Esquire 
The Council and Aaaembly rcpoaing capec:ial truat and confidence 

in your integrity, prudence and ability have at a joint Meeting 
appointed You the aaid Jonathan Dayton Esquire, in conjunction 
with Hia Excellency William Livingston, the Honorable David 
Brearley, William Churchill Houston, William Patterson and Abra
ham Clark Esquires, or any three of you, Commissioners to meet 
auch Commiaaionera as have been appointed by the other States in 
the Union at the City of Philadelphia in the Commonwealth of Pen
sylvania, for the purpoaea of taking into consideration the state of 
the Union aa to trade and other important objects, and of devising 
such other Provision aa shall appear to be. necessary to render the 
Conatitution of the federal Govetnment adequate to the exigcnciea 
thereof. 

In Testimony whereof the Great Seal of the State ia hereunto 
a ffi.xed :-Witnen Robert Lcttia Hooper Esquire, Vice-Presi
dent, Captain General and Commander in Chief in and over 
the State of New Jeraey and Territories thereunto belonging, 
Chancellor and Ordinary in the aamc at Burlington tbe fifth 
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day of June in the Year of our Lord One thousand seven hun
dred and Eighty seven and of our Sovereignty and Inde-
pendence the Eleventh. R L H 

OBT • OOPEil. 

By his Honor's Command 
BowEs REED Secy. 

Penaylvania PENNSYLVANIA 

An Act appointing Deputies to the Convention intended to be 
held in the City of Philadelphia for the purpose of revising the fa:deral 
Constitution. 

Section ut Whereas the General Assembly of this Common
wealth taking into their serious Consideration the Representation• 
heretofore made to the Legislatures of the several States in the 
Union by the United States in Congress Assembled, and also weigh· 
ing the difficulties under which the Confederated States now labour, 
arc fully convinced of the necessity of revising the. federal Constitu
tion for the purpose of making such Alterations and amendments as 
the exigencies of our Public Affairs require. And Whereas the Legr;
lature of the State of Virginia have already passed an Act of that 
Commonwealth empowering certain Commissioners to meet at the 
City of Philadelphia in May next, a Convention of Commissioners 
or Deputies from the different States; And the Legislature of this 
State are fully sensible of the important advantages which may be 
derived to the United States, and every of them from co-operating 
with the Commonwealth of Virginia, and the other States of the 
Confederation in the said Design. 

Section :znd Be it enacted, and it is hereby enacted by the Rep
resentatives ofthe Freemen of the Commonwealth of Pensylvia in 
General Assembly met, and by the Authority of the same, That 
Thomas Mifflin, Robert Morris, George Clymer, Jared Ingersoll, 
Thomas Fiusimmona,James Wilson and Governeur Morris Esquirea, 
are hereby appointed Deputies from this State to meet in the Con
vention of the Deputies of the respective States of North America 
to be held at the City of Philadelphia on the second day of the Month 
of May next; And the said Thomas Mifflin, Robert Morris, George 
Clymer, Jared Ingersoll, Thomas Fitzsimmons, James Wilson and 
Governeur Morris E~quires, or any four of them, are hereby consti
tuted and appointed Deputies from this State, with Powers to meet 
such Deputies as may be appointed and authorized by the other 
States, to assemble in the said Convention at the City aforesaid, aud 
to join with them in devising, deliberating on, and discussing, all 
such alterations and further Provisions, as may be necessary to 
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render lhe f~deral Constitution fully adequate to the cxigendea of 
the Union, and in reporting such Act or Acta for that purpose to 
the United Statea in Congreaa Aaa~mblcd, as wben agreed to by them 
and duly confirmed by the aevcral States, will effectually provide 
for the same. 

Section 3d And be it further enacted by the Authority afore
eaid, That in c.ue any of the ad Deputica hereby nominated, ahall 
happen to die, or to re,ign bia or their aaid Appointment or Appoint;. 
m.enta, the Supreme Executive Council shall be and hereby arc em
powered and required, to nominate and appoint other Person or 
Persona in lieu of him or them 10 deceased, or who has or have so 
resigned, which Person or Peraona, from and after auch Nomination 
and Appointment, shall be and hereby arc declared to be vcated 
with the aame Powers reapcctivcily, aa any of the Deputies Nomi
nated and Appointed by this Act, is veated with by the same: 
Provided Always, that the Council arc not hereby authorised, nor 
ahall they make any such Nomination or Appointment, except in 
Vacation and during the Rcce11 of the General Assembly of this 
State. 

Signed by Order of the House 

.{
Seal of the La we} 
of Penaylvania 

TuouAs MIFFLIN Speaker 

Enacted into a Law at Philadelphia on Saturday December 
the thirtieth in the Year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred 
and Eighty aix. 

PETER ZACHARY LLOYD 
Clerk of the General Assembly. 

I Mathew Irwin Esquire Master of the Rolla for the State of 
Pensylvania Do Certify the Preceding Writing to be a true Copy 
(or Eu:mplification) of a certain Act of Assembly lodged in my 
Office. 

(Seal) 
In Witness whereof I have hereunto act my Hand 
and Seal of Office the 15 May A. D. 1787. 

MATHW. IawJNE 
M.R. 

(Seal) A Supplement to the Act entitled ., An Act 
.appointing Deputies to the Convention intended to be held in the 
City of Philadelphia for the purpose of revising the Federal Con
lititution. 
Section rst Whereas by the Act to which this Act is a Supplement, 
&:ertain Persona were appointed aa Deputies from this State to ait 
in the aaid Convention: And Whereas it is the desire of the Gen-
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eral Assembly that His Excellency Benjamin Franklin Esquire, Presi
dent of thia State ahould also sit in the aaid Convention as a 
Deputy from this State- therefore 
Section ld Be it enacted and it is hereby enacted Ly the Represen
tatives of the Freemen of the Commonwealth of Pensylvania, in 
General Assembly met, and by the Authority of the same, that His 
Excellency Benjamin Franklin Esquire, be, and he is hereby, 
appointed and authorised to sit in the said Convention as a Deputy 
from this State in addition to the Persona heretofore appointed; And 
that he be, and he hereby is invested with like Powers and authori
ties as are invested in the said Deputies or any of them. 

Signed by Order of the House 
THOMAS MaFFLIN Speaker. 

Enacted into a Law at Philadelphia on Wednesday the twenty 
eighth day of March, in the Year of our Lord one thousand seven 
hundred &. eighty seven. 

PETER ZACIIARY LLOYD 
Clerk of the General Assembly. 

I Mathew lrwine Esquire, Master of the Rolla for the State of 
Penaylvania Do Certify the above to be a true Copy (or Exempli
fication) of a Supplement to a certain Act of Assembly which 
Supplement is lodged in my Office 

(Seal) In Witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand 
and Seal of Office the as May Ao D. 1787. 

NORTH CAROLINA 

The State of NoRTH CAROLINA 

MATIIW I&WINE 
M.R. 

To the Honorable Alexander Martin Esquire, Greeting. 
WHEREAS our General Assembly, in thci,r late session holden at 

Fayette-ville, by adjournment, in the Month of January last, did 
by joint ballot of the Senate and House of Common,., elect Richard 
Caswell, Alexander Martin, William Richardson Davie, Richard 
Dobbs Spaight, and Willie 'Jones, Esquires, Deputies to attend a 
Convention of Delegates from the several United States of America, 
proposed to be held at the City of Philadelphia in May next for the 
purpose of revising the Fa:deral Constitation. . . 

We do therefore by these Presents, nominate, Commissiono.te 
and appoint you the said ALEXANDER MARTIN, one of the Deputies 
for and in our behalf to meet with our other Deputies at Philadelphia 
on the first day of May next and with them or any two of them to 
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confer with auch Deputiea aa may have been or shall be appointed 
by the other States, for the purpose aforesaid: To laold, exercise and 
enjoy the appointment aforesaid, with all Powers, Authorities and 

· Emoluments to the same belonging or in any wise appertaining,' 
You conforming, in every inatancc, to the Act of our aaid Assembly 
under which you arc appo.i~ted. . . 
· WITNESS Richard Caswell Esquire, our Governor, Captain

General and Commander in Chief, under his Hand and our 
Great Seal at Kinston the 34th day of February in the XI 
Y car of our Independence 

Ao Di 1787. 
By Hia Excellency's 

Command. 
WINSTON CAsWELL P. Secy 

The State of NoaTu-CAM.OLINA 

RacD (Seal) CASWELL. 

To the Honorable WaLLIAY RICHAilDSON DAVIE Esquire Greeting. 
Whereas our General A11embly in their late aesaion holden at 

Fayette-ville, by adjournment, in the Month of January laat, did 
by joint-ballot of the Senate and House of Commons, elect Richard 
Cuwcll, Alexander Martin, William Richardaon Davie, Richard 
Dobba Spaight & Willie Jones Esquires, Deputies to attend a Con
vention of Delegates from the acveral United States of America 
proposed to be held in the City of Philadelphia in May next for the 
purpoae of revising the Fa:dcral Constitution. 

We do therefore, by these Prcscnta, nominate Commissionate 
and appoint you the said WaLLIAM RICHAJ.DSON DAVIE one of the 
Deputies for and in our behalf to meet with our other Deputies at 
Philadelphia on the first day of May next and with them or any two 
of thc;m to confer with such Deputies as may have been or shall be 
appointed by the other States for the Purposes aforesaid To laold, 
exercise and enjoy the said appointment with all Powers authorities 
and emolument& to the same belonging or in any wise appertaining, 
You conforming, in every instance, to the Act of our said Assembly 
under which you arc appointed. 

WaTNEss Richard Caswell Esquire, our Governor, Captain
General and Commander in Chief under his Hand and our 

• "The Aaacmbly have directed the aame allowance to be made the Deputies •• 
ia crantcd to the Dclcgatca to Concreaa to be paid by the Governor's Warrant on the 
Collccton of lmporu out of the monica now due for Gooda Imported." (Governor 
Caawcll to each Dc:lcaatc, January 7, 1787, Norll C.aroli11• Sl414' R.ttorJJ, XX, 6oo.) 
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Great Seal at Kinston the l.f.th day of February in the XI. 
Year of our Independence, Anno. Dom. 11787: 

By Hia Excellency's Command 
WINSTON CASWELL P. Secy. 

The State of NoaTH CAROLINA 

Ro (Seal.) CASWELL 

To the Honorable Richard Dohlu Spaiglat Esquire, Greeting. 
Wut:llEAS our General Assembly in their late aeasioal holden at 

Fayette-ville, by adjournment, in the month of January last, did 
elect you the said Richard Dobbs Spaight with Richard Caswell, 
Alexander Martin, William Richardson Davie, and Willie Jones 
Esquires, Deputies to attend a Convention of Delegates from the 
several United States of America proposed to be held in the City of 
Philadelphia in May next, for the purpose of revising the Fa:deral 
Constitution. 

We do therefore by these Presents nominate, Commissionate 
and appoint you the said RacHAitD DoBBS S.PAIGHT one of the Dep
uties for and in behalf of us to meet with our other Deputies at 
Philadelphia on the first day of May next and with them or any two 
of them to confer with such Deputies aa may have been or shall be 
appointed by the other States for the purpose aforesaid. To laold, 
exercise and enjoy the said Appointment with all Powers, Authorities 
and Emoluments to the aamc incident and belonging or in any wise 
appertaining. You conforming in every instance, to the Act of 
our said Assembly under which you arc appointed. 

WITNESS Richard Caswell Esquire, our Governor Captain
General and Commander in Chief under his Hand and our 
Great Seal at Kinston the 14th day of April in the Xlth Year 
of our Independence Anno. Dom. 1787. 

By His Excellency's Command 
WINSTON CASWELL P. Secy 

State of NoaTu-CAaOLINA 

RD. (Seal) CASWELL. 

His Excellency Richard Caswell Esquire Governor, Captain 
General and Commander in Chief in and over the State afore
said. 

To all to whom these Presents shall come 
Greeting. 

WHEREAS by an Act of the General Assembly of the said State 
paued the sixth day of January last, entitled "An Act for appoint
ing Deputies from this State, to a Convention proposed to be held 
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in the City of Philadelphia in May next, for the purpose of Revising 
the Fa:deral Constitution" among other thinga it is Enacted ' 4That 
five Commiasionera be appointed by joint-ballot of both Houses of 
Auembly who, or any three of them, are hereby authorized as Depu· 
tica from this State to meet at Philadelphia on the firit day of May 
next, then and there to meet and confer with such Deputies as may 
Lc appointed by the other States for aimilar purpoaes, and with them 
to discuss and decide u n the moat effectual means to remove the 
ae ecta o our a: era naon and to rocure the enlar ed Pur aes 
w uc at w.u intended to elect, and that they report such an Act 
to the General Assembly of this State aa when agreed to by them, 
will effectually provide for the 1ame." And it ia by the said Act, 
further Enacted, "That in caae of the death or reaignation of any of 
the Deputiea or of their declining their Appointments, His Excel
lency the Governor for tbe 1ime being, is hereby authorized to sup
ply auch Vacanciica." And Whereas, in consequence of the said 
Act, Richard Caawell, Alexander Martin, William Richardson Davie, 
Richard Dobbs Spaight and Willie Jones Esquires, were by joint
ballot of the two Houses of Assembly, elected Deputies for the pur
poaca aforesaid: And Whereas the aaid Richard Caawell hath resigned 
hia said Appointment aa one of the Dcputiea aforesaid. 

Now KNOW YE that I have appointed and by these Presents do 
appoint the Honorable WaLUAM BLOUNT Esquire, one of the Dep
uties to represent thie State in the Convention aforesaid, in the room 
and stead of the aforesaid Richard Caawell, hereby giving and grant
ing to the said WaLLIAI4 BLOUNT the aame Powers, Privilege• and 
Emoluments which the aaid Richard Caswell would have been 
veated with or entitled to, had he continued in the Appointment 
aforcaaid. 

Given under my Hand and the Great Seal of the State, at 
Kinston,· the 23d day of April Anno Dom 1787. And in the 
Eleventh Y car of American Independence. 

By Hia Excellency's Command 
WINSTON CASWELL P. Secy 

Ran. (Seal) CASWELL. 

State of Noa.TH-CAaOLINA . 
His Excellency Richard Caswell Esq~i~e, Governor, Captain
General and Commander in Chief, in and over the State 
aforesaid. 

To all to whom these Presents shall.comc 
Grceti~g. 

Whercaa by aD Act of the General Assembly of the said State, 
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passed the sixth day of January last, entitled "An Act for appoint
ing Deputies from this State, to a Convention proposed to be held 
in the City of Philadelphia in May next for the purpose of revising 
the Fa:deral Constitution" among other things it is enacted "That 
five Commiasionera be appointed by joint-ballot of both Houses of 
Assembly, who, or any three of whom, arc hereby authorized as 
Deputies from this State, to meet at Philadelphia on the first day 
of May next, then and there to meet and confer with such Deputies 
aa may be appointed by the other States for similar purposes and 
with them to discuss and decide upon the mo~t effectual meana to 
remove the defects of our F~dcral Union, and to procu.-e the en
larged purposes, which it waa intended to effect, and that they report 
auch an Act to the General Assembly of this State, as when agreed 
to by them, will effectually provide for the same." And it is by th~ 
said Act, further enacted .. That in case of the death or resignation 
of any of the Deputies, or t:heir declining their Appointments His 
Excellency the Governor for tbe Time being is hereby authorized 
to supply auch Vacancies." 

AND WmtllEAS in consequence of the said Act Richard Caswell, 
Alexander Martin, William Richardson Davie, Richard Dobbs 
Spaight and Willie Jonea Esquires, were by joint-ballot of ye two 
Houses of Assembly elected Deputies for the purpoaea aforesaid. 
And Whcreaa the aaid Willie Jones hath declined his Appointment aa 
one of the Deputies aforesaid . 

Now KNOW YE that I have appointed and by these Presents 
do appoint the Honorable Hucu WILLIAMSON Esquire, one of the 
Deputies to represent this State in the Convention aforesaid in the 
room and atcad of the aforeaaid Willie Jones, hereby giving and 
granting to the said· Huou WILLIAMSON the same Powers, Privileges 
and emolumenta which the said Willie Jones would have been vested 
with and entitled to had he acted under the Appointment aforesaid. 

Given under my Hand and the Great Seal of the State at , 
Kinston the third day of April Anno Dom. 1787. and in the· 
Eleventh Y car of American Independence 

B H• E 11 ' Co d RID (Seal) CASWELL y Is xce ency a mman 
DALLAU CASWELL Pro 

Secretary 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

State of New l In the House of Representatives 
Hampshire S Jany 17th 1787-

Resolved, that any two of the Delegates of this State to the 
Congress of the United Statea, be & hereby arc appointed and author-
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ized aa Deputies from this State, to meet such Deputies as may be 
appointed & authorized by other States in the Union, to a&aemble 
in Convention at Philadelphia on the second day of May next, and 

with them in devising & discussing all auch alterations & 
rovisions as to render the federal Constitution adeauate 

xigenC:ic:l of -the u-nion &: an rcportang~sucnan Act to the 
mtc:d States in Congress, aa when agreed to by them, &: duly con

firmed by the ae.vcral Statea, will effectually provide for the aame, 
But in case of the Death of any of said Deputies, or their declining 
their Appointments, the Executive is hereby authorized to iupply 
such vacanciea, and the President is requested to transmit forth
with a copy of thia Resolve to the United Statea in Congreaa and 
to the Executive of each of the Statea in the Union.-

Sent up for Concurrence 
joHN LANGDON Speaker 

In Senate the same day read&: concurred with this Amendment 
that the aaid Delegates shall proceed to join the Convention afore
said, in case Congreas shall signify to them, that they approve of 
the Convention, a a advantageous. to the Union and n~t an infringe· 
ment of the Powers granted to Congrcaa by the Confederation. 

jNo SuLLIVAN President 
In the Houac of Representatives the same day read & concurred 

joHN LANGDON Speaker 
A true Copy 

Attest JosEPH PEAllSON Sccy 

STATE ()F NEW HAMP&Hill£1 

In the Year of our Lord One thousand aeven hundred and Eighty 
&even. 

An Act for appointing Deputies from this State to the Conven
tion, proposed to be holden in the City of Philadelphia in May 1787 
for the purpose of rcviaing the federal Constitution 

Whereas in the formation of the federal Compact, which frames 
the bond· of Union ol the American Statea, it was not possible in 

' No aclion waa taken under lhe previoua reaolution, and a funher acl became 
neceuary. 

"The reprcaenUliona of this State, even al lhal late day, were secured only by 
urgent eltorta from abroad and utraordinary efforta al home. Tile financea of lhe 
Sutc were in a deplorable condilion and it ia impoaaible to realize al lhc present time 
whu lhc unc.lcrtoalint; wu to provulc cuh for any considtrable public cnlcrpriae. It 
wu currcnlly rc:porlcc.l in lhe neVO'apapcra of the day lhat the cxpen5ca of Mr. Gillman 
and hiinaclf \vc:rc Jclrared ou-t "' Mr. l.angdon'a privale purac." N~w 1/ampslairt 
Stutr PllpttJ, XX, B4.a, citinc .:a New llampahire Hiatorical Sociely ProcuJirats, :aB. 
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the infant state of our Republic to devise a system which in the course 
of time and experience, would not manifest imperfections that it 
would be necessary to reform. 

And \Vhereas the limited powers, which by the Articles of Con
federation, are vested in the Congress of the United States, have: Leen 
found far inade uatc, to the enlarged ur ses which the were 
mten ed to produce. · And_ hercaa Congress hath, by repeated 
and moat urgent representations, cndea.voured to awaken this, and 
other States of the Unior., to a sense of the truly critical arid alarming 
situation in which they may inevitably be involved, unless ti~· 
measures be taken to enlarge the powers of Congre:.s

1 
that they may 

be thereby enabled to avert the dangers which threaten our existence 
aa a free and independent People. And Whereas this State hath 
been ever desirous to .act upon the liberal system of the general good 
of the United States, without circumscribing its views, to the narrow 
and selfish objects of partial convenience; and haa been at all times 
ready to make every concession to the safety and happiness of. the 
whole, which justice and sound policy could vindicate. 

BE IT THEREFOllE ENACTED, by the Senate and House of Repre- · 
&entatives in General Court convened that JoaaN LANGDON, JouN · 
PacltERJNG, Nacuoua Gau.cAN &. BENJAMIN WEsT EsQUIREs be 
and hereby arc appointed Commissioners, they or any two of them, 
are hereby authorized, and empowered, as Deputies from this State 
to meet at Philadelphia said Convention or any other place, to which 
the Convention may be adjourned, for the purposes aforesaid, there 
to confer with such Deputies, as arc, or may be appointed by the 
other States ·for similar purposes; and with them to discuss and·· 
decide upon the moat effectual means to remedy the defects of our 
federal Union; and to procure, and secure, the enlarged purposes 
which it was intended to effect, and to report such an Act, to the 
United States in Congress, as when agreed to by them, and duly 
confirmed by· the several States, will effectually provide for the same. 
State of New } In the House of Representatives June 17th 
Hampshire 1787. 

The foregoing Bill having been read a third time, Voted that it 
pass to be enacted. 

Sent up for Concurrence 
JouN SPARIIAWK Speaker 

In Senate, the same day- This Bill having been read a third 
time,- Voted that the aame be enacted. 

)No SULLIVAN President. 
Copy Examined 

Pr JosEPU PuRSON Secy. (Seal appendt.) 
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DELAWARE 
Dt:LAWAllE 

Hia Excellency Thomaa Collins, Esquire, President, Captain 
General,· and Commander in Chief of the Delaware State; 
To all to whom these Presents shall .come, Greeting. Know 
Y c, that among th~ ,Lawa of the said State, paaacd by the 
General Assembly of"the aame, on the third day of February, 

(Seal) in the Y car of our Lord One thousand acven hundred and 
Eighty seven, it is thua inrollcd. 

In the Eleventh Year of the Independence of the Delaware 
State 

An Act appointi'ng Dcputiea from this State to the Convention 
proposed to be held in the City of Philadelphia for the Purpose of 
revising the Federal Constitution. 

Whereas the General Assembly of this State arc fully convinced 
of the Ncceuity of revisin the Federal Constitut\on and addin 
thereto sue urther Provisions, as may render the tame more ade
quate to the Exigencies of the Union; And Whereas the Legislature 
of Virginia have already paaaed an Act of that Commonwealth, 
appointing and authorizing certain Commiasionero to meet, at the 
City of Philadelphia, in May next, a Convention of. Commiaaionera 
or· Deputies from the different States: And this State being willing 
and desirous of co-operating with the Commonwealth of Virginia, 
and the other States in the Confederation, in ao useful a design. 

Be it therefore enacted by the General Assembly of Delaware, 
that George Read, Gunning Bedford, John Dickinson, Richard Bas· 
&ett and Jacob Broom, Eaquires, are hereby appointed Deputies 
from this State to meet in the Convention of the Deputies of other 
States, to be held at the City of Philadelphia ou the Second day of 
May next: And the laid George Read, Gunning Bedford, john Dick
inson, Richard Bassett and Jacob Broom, Eaquires, or any three of 
them, are hereby constituted and appointed Deputies from this 
State, with Pow.:ra to meet such Deputies as may be appointed and 
authorized by the other States to aaacmble in the said Convention at 
the City aforesaid, and to join with them in devising, deliberating 
on, and discussing, such Alterations and further Proyjsjopa as may 
be nece&aary to render the Fa:deral Constitution adequate to the 
~xigencies of the Union; and. in reporting such Act or Acti for that 
purpose to the United States in Congreaa Aaaemblcd, as when agreed 
to by them. and duly confirmed by the several States, may effectually 
provide for ·the aame: So always and Provided, that such Alterations 
or further Provisions, or any of them, do not extend to that part 
of the Fifth Article of the Confederation of the aai'd States, finally 

Tir- ID _____. 
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ratified on the first day of ~arch, in the Year One thousand seven 
hundred and eighty one, which declares that "In determining Qucs~ 
.,tiona in the United States in COngress Assembled each State shall 
.,have one Vote!' e · 

And. be it enacted, that in Case any of the said Deputies hereby 
nominated, shall happen to die, or to resign his or their Appoint
ment, the President or Commander in Chief with the Advice of the 
Privy Council, in the Recess of the General Assembly, is hereby 
authorized to supply such Vacancies 

Pasacd at Dover,. ) Signed by Order of the House of Assembly 
February Jd. 1787. . joHN Coo~e, Speaker 

Signed by Order of the Council 
GEo CllAGHEAD, Spea'ker. 

All and aingular which Premises by the Tenor of these Presents, 
I have caused to be Exemplified. In Testimony whereof I have 
hereunto aubscribed my Name, and caused the Great-Seal of the 
aaid State to be affixed to these Presents, at New Castle tlac Second 
day of April in the Y car of our Lord One thousand seven hundred 
and eighty aeven, and in the Eleventh Y car of the Independence of 
the United States of America . T C 

HOS OLLINS 

Attest 
J a Booth Sccy. 

1 Gaoaca READ TO JouN DacauNaoN.• 
New Castle, January 17th, 1787. 

D"" Sir, - Findins that Virginia hath aaain taken the lead in the proposed 
convention at Philadelphia in May, aa reCommended in our report when at Annapolis, 
a a by an act of their A11cmbly, paaaed. the :aad of November laat, and insened in Dun
lap' a paper of the 15th of laat month, it occurred to me~ aa a prudent meaaure on the 
put of our State, that itc Lcaialature ahould, in the act of appointment, ao f.u rcatrai~ 
the powcra of the commiosioncra, whom daey ah.all name on thia acrvice, u that they 
may not catcnd to any alteration in that p.art of the fifth article of the present Con
federation, which aivea each State otu ook in dctcnoinins queationa in Congrcaa, and 
the l.attet part of the thirteenth article, aa to future alterations,- that ia, that auch 
clauae ohall be preecrvcd or inacrted, for the like purpoac, in any reviaion that ahall 
be m.ade and asrccd to in the propoaed convention. I conceive our c~:ia.tcnce aa a 
State will depend upon our preserving auch righu, for I consider the acu of. Congress 
hitherto, aa to the ungranted Ianda in moat of the lar r State• aa aacrificin the 'ua 

a er an unded States to a ro rtional aharc therein for the pur-
poac of diacharging the national debt incurred during the war; and auch ia my jealousy 
of moat of the larger State~, that I would truat nothing to their candor, generoaity, 
or ideaa of public juatice in behalf of thil State, from what has hc.retoforc happened, 
and which, I presume, hath not cacapcd your notice: But u I am generally diatrun~ 
ful of my own judgment, and particularly in puLiic mattcra of consequence, I wiah your 

• W. T. Read, Lij1 tJttd Corrupottdn1<1 of G1or11 R11Jd, pp .. u8-4J9· 
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GEORGIA 
GEORGIA 

By the Honorable GEO&GE MATHEWS Esquire, Captain 
General, Governor and Commander in Chief, in and over 
the said State aforesaid. 

To all to whom these Present• •hall come Greeting. 
KNOW YE that joHN :~MILYON Eaquire, who hath Certified 

the annexed Copy of an Ordi-.ancc intitled •• An Ordinance for 
"the appointmeill of Deputiea from thia State for the purpose 
"of revising the Fa:dcral Conatitution"- is Secretary· of the 
aaid State in whose Office the Archives of the same arc depoaited. 
Therefore all due faith, Credit and Authority arc and ought to 
be had and given the same. 

IN TEsTOMONY whereof I have hereunto act my hand and 
caused the Great Seal of the aaid State to be put and affixed 
at AufUJia, thia Twenty fourth day of April in the Year of 
our Lord One thouaand aevcn hundred and eighty seven and 
of our Sovereignty and Independence the Eleventh. 

By his Honor'a Command 
J. MaLTON Secy 

GEo: (Seal) MATHEWS 

AN ORDINANCE for the appointment of Deputies from thia State 
for the purpose of revising the Fa:deral Constitution. 

BE IT ORDAINED by the Representatives of the Frcemt:n of the 
State of Georgia in General Assembly met and by the Authority 
of the same, that WILLIAM FEw, ABUHAW BALDWIN, WILLIAM 
PIERCE, GEoRGE WALTON WILLIAM HousTOUN AND NATHANIEL 
PENDLETON EsQUIREs, Be, and they arc hereby appointed Com-

the argument or orator of the emallcr 5tate commissioncra will avai · t In ouch 
carcumatanceo conceive It will relieve the commiaaioncn of the Sute from diaagrce
able argumentation, ae well •• prevent the downfall of 1he State, which would at once 
become a cypher in the union, and have no chance of an acceuion of diatrict, or even 
citizen•• for, aa we prcacndy acand, our quota ia incrcaacd upon ua, in tlae requiaition 
of thie year, more chan chirtccn-ciglatiethe aince 1775, without any other rcaaon that 
I can ouucal chan a promptneaa in the Lcsialature of thia State to comply with all the 
Conarcail requiaitiona from time to . time. Thia increase alone, without addition, 
would in the coune of a few yean . banioh many of ill citizen• and impoverieh the 
remainder; therefore, dear I am tbat every auard that can be: dcvioed for thia State'a 
protection againat future encroachment ehould be preaervcd or made. I wiah your 
opinion on the aubject ao aoon aa convenicnL 
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missioners, who, or any two or more of them arc hereby author
ized aa Deputies from this State to meet auch deputies as may be 
appointed and authorized by other States to assemble in Conu~nlion 
at Philad~lplaia and to join with them in devising and discussing 
all such Alterations and farther Provisions as may be neceuar to 
ren er t e t tra onsl11utaon a equate to t e exigencies of the 
Unaon, and an rcportang such an Act for that purpose to the United 
States in Congress Assembled as when agreed to by them, and duly 
confirmed by the several States, will effectually provide for the same. 
In case of the death of any of the aaid Deputies, or of their declining 
their appointments, the Executive arc hereby authorized to supply 
such Vacancies. 

By Order of the House 
(signed) Wa.c GIBBONs Speaker. 

Augusta the 10 February 1787. 
Georgia. 

Secretary's Office 
The above is a true Copy from the Original Ordinance deposited 

in my Office. · 

Augusta} . 
24 April 1787 J: MILTON Secy. 

The State of Georgia by thc.gracc of God, free, Sovereign and Inde
pendent. 

To the Honorable WILLIAM PaE&CE Esquire. 
WHEREAS you the said William Pierce, arc in and by an Ordi-: 

nance of the General Assembly of our said State Nominated and 
Appointed a Deputy to represent the same in a Convention of the 
United States to be assembled at Philadelphia, for the Purposes 
of devising. and discussing all such Alterations and farther Provi
sions as may be necessary to render the Fa:dcral Constitution ade
quate to the Exigencies of the Union. 

You arc therefore hereby Commissioned to proceed on the duties 
required of you in virtue of the aaid Ordinance 

WITNESS our trusty and well beloved Ctorfe Matluws Es
quire, our Captain General, Governor and Commander in 
Chief, under his hand and our Great Seal at Augusta this 
Seventeenth day of April in dae Year of our Lord one thou
sand seven hundred and eighty seven and of our Sovereignty 
and Independence the Eleventh. 

GEo: MATHEWS (Seal.) 
By His Honor's Command. 

J. MILTON. Secy. 

·------~--·--····- .. -···· . . .. . . . .. . 
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l'he State of Georgia by the grace of God free, Sovereign· and Inde
pendent. 

To the Honorable WILU4M F~w Esquire. 
WuEaEAS you the said William Few, arc in and by an Ordinance 

of the General Assembly of our.said State Nominated and appointed 
a Deputy to represent the aame in a Convention of the United States 
to be aaaemblcd at Philadelphia, for the Purpose• of devising and 
discussing all such Alteration• and farther Provisions as may be 
necessary to render the Faedcral Constitution adequate to the Exi
gencies of the Union. 

You are therefore hereby Commiaaioncd to proceed on the duties 
required of you in virtue of the said Ordinance. 

WaTNESS our truaty and well-beloved GEORGE MATHEW& 
Eaquirc our Captain-General, Governor and Commander in 
Chief, under his hand and our Great Seal at Augusta, thia 
seventeenth day of April.in theY car of our Lord One thousand 
seven hundred and eighty Seven, and of our Sovereignty 
and· Independence the Eleventh. 

By Hia Honor'• Command 
J. MILTON Sccy 

Gao: (Seal.) MATHEWS • 

The State of Georgia by the arace of God, free, Sovereign and Inde
pendent. 

To the Honorable WILLIAM HousTOUN Esquire 
WHEREAS you the said ll'illitun Houstoun, are in and by an 

Ordinance of the General Assembly of our said State nominated 
and appointed a Deputy to represent the aame in a Convention of 
the United States to be assembled at Philadelphia, for the purposes 
of deviaing and discussing all auch Alterations and farther Provisions 
aa may be necessary to render the Faedcral Constitution adequate 
to the Exigencies of the Union. 

You arc therefore hereby Commissioned to proceed on the Dutiea 
required of you in virtue of the aaid Ordinance. 

WaTNESS our truity and well-beloved Gaoac& MATHEWS 
Esquire, our Captain-General, Governor and Commander 
in Chief, under his hand and our Great Seal at Augusta, 
this seventeenth day of April in the Year of our Lord one 
thousand seven hundred and eighty seven, and of our Sov
ereignty and Independence the Eleventh. 

By his Honor's Command 
J. MILTON Secy 

GEo: (Stal.) MA.Tt&Ews 

New-York. 

' 11- 17-
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NEW YORK' 

By Hia Excellency George Clinton Esquire Gov
ernor of the State of New York Gener~l and Com-

(Seal) mandcr in Chief of all the Militia and Admiral of 
the Navy of the same. 

To all to whom these Present• shall come 
It ia by these Presents certified that john McKeason who 

haa aubacribcd the annexed Copies of Resolutions is Clerk of the 
Aaaembly of this State. 

In Testimony whereof I have caused the Privy Seal of the 
said State to be hereunto affixed this Ninth day of May iri 
the Eleventh Year of the Independence of the said State. 

Gao: CLINTON. 
State of New York 

In Assembly February z8th 1787. 
A Copy of a Resolution of the honorable the Senate, deli~ered 

by Mr Williams, was read, and is in the Worda following, vizt. 
Resolved, if the honorable the Auembly concur herein, that 

thr.ce Delegates be appointed on the part of thia State, to D1cct auch 
Delegatee aa may be appointed on the part of the: other States respec
tively, on the second Monday in may next, at Philadelphia, for the 
aole and express purpose of revising the Articles of Confed~ 
and reporting to COngreas, and to the several Legislatures, such 

'Before New Yc:.rlt took action, Congreaa formally authorized the convention in 
_Philadelphia. Ao eubaeguent credentaale were to · aome extent influenced by the 
Resolution of Conareaa, it ecema · bcot to inaert it here, althouah it ia given in 
Appendix A, I. 

By 
The United Statca in Conareao Aaaembled 

February aut 1787. 
Whereae there ia provioion in the Articlca of Confederation and perpetual Union, 

for maL.ing alterationo therein, by the auent of a Congre11 of the United St<ttea, and 
of the legialatureo of the aeveral Statee; and whereao eaperience hath evinced, that 
there arc defecta in the preaent confederation, aa a mean to remedy which, aeveral of 
the Statea, and particularly the State of New-York, by eaprcu inatructione to their 
Deleaateo in Congreee, have IU88eated a ConventiOn for the purpo.ee ellpreued in the 
followina Re1olution; and ouch Convention appearing to be the moat probable mcano 
of eatabliahing in theae Statea a firm national Government. 

Reaolved, That in the opinion of Con rc11, it ia ellpedient, that on the aecond 
Monday in May next. a onvention of Delegatee, who ohall have been appointed by 
the oeveral Statea, be held at Philadelphia, for the •ole and cxprc11 purpo~e of rcvi,ing 
the Artidea of Confederation, and reporting to Congreaa and the oeveral Legislature•, 
auch alterations and provi&iona therein, aa a hall, when agreed to in Congreu, and con
firmed by the Statca, render the fcdcr<~l Conatitution adequate to the caigcnciea of 
Government, and the prcaervation of the· Union . 

. ____________ ........ , ·--······ ...... -····--·-~·~·-.. · ........... ..._.-·-·-·-·. 
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alterations and Provisions therein, as shall, when agreed to in 
Congress, and confirmed by the several States, render the federal 
Constitution adequate to the Exigenciea of Government, and· the 
preservation of the Union; and that in case of auch concurrence, 
the two Houses of the Legislature, will, on Tuesday next, proceed to 
nominate and appoint the said.Dclegates, in like manner aa is directed 
by the Constitution of thia State, for nominating and appointing 
Del ega tea to Congress. 

Resolved, that this House do concur with the honorable the Sen
ate, in the said Resolution. 

In Asaernbly March 6th 1787. 
Resolved, that the Honorable Robert Yates Esquire, and Alex

ander Hamilton and John Lansing, Junior Esquires, be, and they 
arc hereby nominated by this House, Delegates on the part of this 
State, to meet such Delegates aa may be appointed on the part of 
the other States respectively, on the aecond Monday in May next, 
at Philadelphia, pursuant'to concurrent Reaolutions of both Houses 
of the Legislature, on the z8th Ultimo. _ 

Resolved, that this House will meet the Honorable the Sen.ate, 
immediately, at such place aa they shall appoint, to compare the 
Liata of Persona nominated by the Senate and Assembly reapectively, 
as Delegate& on the part of thia State, to meet such Delegates aa 
may be appointed on the part of the other Statea reapectively, on the 
second Monday in May next, at Philadelphia, pursuant to concurrent 
Rcaolutiona, of both Houaes of the Legialatur~, on the z8t Ultimo. 

Ordered That Mr. N. Smith deliver a Copy of the last preceding 
Resolution, to the Honorable the Senate. 

A Copy of a Resolution of the Honorable the Senatc1 was deliv
ered by Mr. Vanderbilt, that the Senate will immediately meet this 
House ·in the Aasembly Chamber, to compare the Liatl of Persona 
nominated by the Senate and Aaaembly reapcctively, as Delegates, 
pursuant to the Resolutions before mentioned. 

The Honorable the Senate accordingly attended in the Assem
bly Chamber, to compare the Liata of Persona nominated for Dele
gates, aa above mentioned. 

The list of Penona nominated by the Honorable the Senate, 
were the Honorable Robert Yates Esquire, and John Lansing Jun
ior, and Alexander Hamilton· Esquires; and on comparing the Lists 
of the Persons norpinated by the Senate and Assembly respectively, 
it appeared that the same Penona were nominated in both Lists. 
Thereupon, Resolved that the Honorable Robert Yates, John Lan
sing junior and Alexander Hamilton Esquirea, be, and they arc hereby 
declared duly nominated and appointed Delegates, on the part of 
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this State, to meet such Delegates as may be appointed on the part 
of the other States respectively, on the second Monday in May next, 
at Ph:ladclphia, for the sole and express purpose of revising the Ar
ticles of Confederation, and reporting to Congress, and to the sev
eral Legislatures, such alterations and provisions therein, as shall, 
when agreed to in Congress, and confirmed by the several States, 
render the federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of Govern
ment, and the preservation of the Union. 

True Extracts from the Journals of the Assembly 
JouN McKEssoN Clk. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

State of SouTH CAilOLINA. 
By His Excellency Thomas Pinckney Esquire, Governor and 
Commander in Chief in and over the State aforesaid. 

To the Honorable John Rutledge Esquire 
Greeting. 

By Virtue of the Power and Authority in me vested by the Legis
lature of this State in their Act passed the eighth day of Man:h laat 
I do hereby Commission You the said. John Rutledge as one of the 
Deputies appointed from this State to meet such Deputies or Com
missioners aa may be appointed and authorized by other of the United 
States to assemble in Convention at the City of Philadelphia in the 
Month of May next, or as soon thereafter as may be, and to join 
with such Deputies or Commissioners (they being duly authorized 
and empowered) in devising and discuuin all such Alterations 
Oausea, Articles and rovasions, as may be thought necessar ·to 
rcn cr t e re era onstatutton enure y a e uatc to the actual 
Situation and future good overnmr.nt of the confederated States, 
and that you together with. the said Deputies or Commissioners or 
a Majority of them who shall be present (provided the State be not 
represented by leas than two) do join in reporting such an Act, to 
the United States in Congress Assembled as when approved and 
agreed 'to by them, and duly ratified and confirmed by the several 
States will effectually provide for the Exigencies of the Union. 

Given under my hand and the Great Seal of the State in. the 
City of Charleston, this tenth day of April in the Year of our 
Lord, One thousand seven hundred and eighty seven and of 
the Sovereignty and Independence of the United States of 
America the Eleventh. T (S 1) p 

HOMAS ca. INCK.NEY. 
By his Excellency's Command 

PETEil FaENEAU Secretary 
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State of SoUTJI CAR.OLINA 
By His Excellency Thomas Pinckney Esquire, Governor 
and Commander in Chief in and over the State aforesaid. 

To the Honorable Charles Pinckney Esquire. 
Greeting. 

By Virtue of the Power. and Authority in me vested by the 
Legialotture of this State in their Act passed the eighth day of March 
laat,l do hereby Commi~sion you the said Charles Pinckney, aa one 
of the Deputies appointed from this State to meet such Deputies 
or Commissioners aa may be appointed and authorized by other of 
the United States to aaacmblc in Convention at the City of Phila
delphia in the Month of May next, or as soon thereafter as may be, 
and to join with such Deputies or Commiaaioncrs (they being duly 
authori2.cd and empowered) in devising and diacussing all such 
Alterations, Clauses, Articlca and Provisions, as may be thought 
ncceaeary to render the Focderal Constitution entirely adequate 
to the actual Situation and future good Government of the confed
erated States, and that you together with the said Deputies or Com
miaaioners or a Majority of them who shall be present (provided 
the State be not represented by leaa than two) do join in reporting 
such an Act, to the United States in Congress Aaacmbled aa when 
approved and agreed to by them and duly ratified and confirmed 
by the several States will eft'ectually provide for the Exigenciea of 
the Union. 

Given under my hand and the Great Seal of the State in the 
City of Charleston this Tenth day of April in the Y car of our 
Lord One thouaand aevcn hundred and Eighty Seven and of 
the Sovereignty and Independence of the United States of 
America the Eleventh. 

By Hia Excellency's Command 
PETER FaENEAU Secretary. 

State of South-Carolina. 

THoMAs (Seal.) PINCKNEY 

By His Excellency Thomas Pinckney Esquire, Governor 
and Commander in Chief in and over the State aforesaid. 

To the Honorable Charles Coteaworth Pinckney Esquire, 
· Greeting. 

By Virtue of the Power and ~uthority in me vested by the Legis
lature of this State in their Act paaaed the eighth day of March last, 
I do hereby Commission you the said Charles Coteaworth Pinckney 
.u one of the Deputiea appointed from this State to meet such Dep
uties or Commissioners aa may be appointed and authorized by other 
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of the United States to assemble in Convention at the City of Phil
adelphia in the Month of May next or as soon thereafter as may be, 
and to join with such Deputies or Commissioners (they being duly 
authorized and empowered) in devising and discussing all such Alter· 
ations, Clauses, Articles and Provisions as may be thought neces
sary to render the F~deral Constitution entirely adequate to the 
actual Situation and future good Government of the Confederated 
States, and that you together with the said Deputies or Commis
sioners, or a Majority of them, who shall be present (provided the 
State be not represented by leu than two) do join in reporting such 
an Act to the United States in Congress Assembled as when approved 
and agreed to by them and duly ratified and confirmed by the sev
eral States will effectually provide for the Exigencies of the Union. 

Given under .my hand and the Great Seal of the State in the 
City of Charleston this tenth day of April in the Year of our 
Lord one thousand seven hundred· and eighty seven and of 
the Sovereignty and Independence of the United States of 
America the Eleventh. 

By His Excellency's Command 
PETEa FaENEAU Secretary. 

State of South Carolina 

TuoYA& (Seal.) PINCKNEY. 

By His Excellency Thomas Pinckney Esquire, Governor and 
Commander in Chief in and over the State aforesaid. 

To the Honorable Pierce Butler Esquire 
'·Greeting. 

By Virtue of the Power and authority in me vested by the Legis
lature of this State in their Act passed the eighth day of March last, 
I do hereby Commission you the said Pierce Butler, as one of the 
Deputies appointed from this State to meet auch Deputiea or Com
missioners as may be appointed and authorized by other of the 
United States to assemble in Convention at tlae City of Philadelphia 
in the Month of May next, or as soon the~eafter as may be and to 
join with ~ith such Deputies or Commissioners (they being duly 
authorised and empowered) in devising and ·discussing, all . such 
Alterations, Clauses, Articles and Provisions as may be thought 
necessary to render the F~deral Constitution entirely adequate 
to the actual Situation and future good government of the confed
erated States, and that you together with the said Deputies or 
Commissioners or a Majority of them who shall be present (provided 
the State ·be not represented by leu than -two) do join in reporting 
such an Act, to the United States in Congress Assembled as when 
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approved and agreed to by them and duly ratified and confirmed 
by the several States will eJI'cctually provide for the Exigencies of 
the Union. 

Given under my hand and the Great Seal of the State in the 
City of Charleaton this Tenth day of April in the Year of our 
Lord one thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven, and of 
the Sovereigllty and Independence of the United States of 
America the Eleventh. 

By Hia Excellency'• Command 
PETEII. FaENuu Secretary. 

THOWA& (Seal.) PaNCIC.NEY. 

· MASSACHUSETI'S 

CouuoNWEALTH or MAaaAcuuaETT8. 
(Seal Appendt.) By Hia Excellency James Bowdoin Esquire 

Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
To the Honorable Francis Dana, Elbridge Gerry, Nath~nicl 

Gorham, Rufus King and Caleb Strong Esquires. Greeting. 
Whereas Congress did on the twenty first day of February Ao Di 

1787, Resolve "that in the opinion of Congrcaa it ii expedient that 
on the aecond Monday in May next a Convention of Delegates who 
ahall have been appointed by the several States to be held at Phila· 
delphia for the sole and ex reaa ur se of revising the Articles of 
Confederataon and reporting to Congress and t e scvera Legislatures, 
such alterations and provisions therein aa shall when agreed to in 
Congress, and confirmed by the States render the federal Constitu
tion adequate to the exigencies of government and the preservation 
~f the Union." And Whereas the General Court have constituted 
and appointed you their Delegates to attend and represent this 
Commonwealth in the said proposed Convention; and have by a 
Resolution of theirs of the tenth of March last, requested me to 
Commission you for that purpose. 

Now therefore Know Ye, that in pursuance of the resolutions 
aforesaid, I do by these preaenta, commission you tho aaid Francia 
Dana, Elbridge Gerry Nathaniel Gorham, Rufua King & Caleb 
Strong Esquir~s or any three of you to meet such Delegates as may 
be appointed by the other or any of the other States in the Union 
to meet in Convention at Philadelphia at the time and for the 
purposca aforesaid. · 

In Testimony whereof I have caused the Public Seal of the Com
monwealth aforesaid to be hereunto affixed. 

Given at the Council Chamber in Boston the Ninth day of 

JI[--Is-
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April Ao Dom. 1787 and in the Eleventh Y car of the Inde
pendence of the United States of America. 

. jAMES BowDOIN. By Has Excellency's Command 
JouN AVEilY Junr., Secretary 

CONNECTICUT 

STATE OF CoNNECTICUT. 
(Seal.) At a General Assembly of the State of Connecti-

cut in America, ,holden at Hanford on the second 
Thursday of May, Anno Domini 1787. 

An Act for appointing Delegates to meet in a Convention of 
the States to be held at the City of Philadelphia on the second Mon
day of May instant. 

Whereas the Congress of the United States by their Act of 
the twenty first of February 1787 have recommended that on the 
accond Monday of May instant, a Convention of Delegates, who 
shall have been appointed by the several States, be held at Phila
delphia for the sole and express purpose of reviaing the Articles ,of 
Confederation. 

Be it enacted by the Governor, Council and Representatives in 
General Court Aucmbled and by the Authority of the same. 

That the Honorable William Samuel Johnson, Roger Sherman, 
and Oliver Ellsworth Esquires, be and they hereby arc appointed 
Delegates to attend the aaid Convention, and are requested to pm
cccd to the City of Philadelphia for that purpose without delay; 
And the said Delegates, and in case of sickness or accident, such one 
or more of them as shall actually attend the said Convention, is and 
arc hereby authorized and empowered to Represent this State therein, 
and to confer with such Delegates appointed by the several States, 
for the purposes mentioned in .the said Act of Congress that may be 
present and duly empowered to act in said Convention, and to dis
cuss upon such Alterations and Provisions agreeable to the ~l 
principles of Republican Government as they shall think proper to 
render the federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of Govern
ment and, the preservation of the Union; And they arc further 
directed, pursuant to the said Act of Congress to report such altera
tions and provisions as may be agreed to by a majority of the United 
States represented in Convention to the Congress of the United 
States, and to the General Assembly of this State. 

A true Copy of Record 
Examd 

ByGEOilGE WYLLYS Secy. 
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MARYLAND 
Maryland. 

Azi Act for the Appointment of, and conferring Powers in Dep
uties from this State to. the fa:deral Convention. 

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland, That the 
Honorable James McHenry, Daniel of Saint Thomas Jenifer, Daniel 
Carroll, John Francia Mercer and Luther Martin Esquires, be ap
pointed and authorised on behalf of this State, to meet such Dep
uties as may be appointed and authorised by any other of the United 
States to assemble in Convention· at Philadelphia ·for the purpose 
of revising the Fczderal System, and to join with them in consider
ing such Alterations and further PrOVisions as may be necessary to, 

render the Fczderal Constitution adequate to the Exigencies of the 
Union and in reporting such an Act for that purpose to the United 
States in Congress Assembled as when agreed to by them, and duly 
confirmed by the several States will effectually provide for t:Jle same, 
and the said Deputies or such of them as shall attend the said Con
vention shall have full Power to represent this State for the Purposes 
aforesaid, and the said Deputies are hereby directed to report the 
Proceedings of the said Convention, and any Act agreed to thez:ein, 
to the next session of the General Assembly of this State. 
By the Senate May 26. 1787.1 By the House of Delegates 

Read and Assented to May 26d 1787. 
By Order J. Dorsey Qk. Read and Assented to 
True Copy from the Original By Order Wm Ha~ood Qk. 

]. DoR.SEY Clk. Senate. True Copy from the Original 
Ww HARwooD Ok Ho Del. 

w. SMALLWOOD. 

ATIENDANCE OF DELEGATES. 

The following list of delegates to the Federal Convention, with 
the available data of their attendance, has been compiled froni the 
R~cordJ.1 The sources of information are so readily found that 

1 The delegates bad been previously elected by the legislature, April 23-May u .. 
"The assembly bad voted to pay the delegates as delegates in congress were paid." 
(Steiner, Lift orul Corrtsprnulnart of )o~s McHmry, 98. note 1.) 

1 Although the number of delegates who were at any time present in Philadelpma 
amounts to fifty-five, the average attendance at the sessions was decidedly smaller. 
The editor estimates the average attendance at forty or less. In his Histor-y of 1M 
Yirtit~ia Ft4ntd COt&otfttioa of r788 (Vol. I, p. 34) H. B. Grigsby states that that 
body consisted of one bundtecl and seventy members. He adds: "It was more than 
four times gruter than the Convention which formed the Federal Constitution when 
that body was full, and it acceded it, as it ordinarily was, more than aa times." 

(') 1- i j ~ !'o 
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references have be~n omitted, but in a footnote· attached to .each 
name. have bee.n given references to those items in the Ret01'tls which 
may throw some light upon the character of the del.egate in .ques
tion, or upon the part taken by him in the Convention.' The names 
of those who signed the Constitution are ·prefixed with numbers. 

I. BALDWIN, .ABRAHAM,' of Georgia. Attended on June u, and 
probably regularly thereafter. 

2. BAssETr, RicHAllD;1 of Delaware. Attended as early as May 21. 

3· BEDFOllD, GUNNING,1 of Delaware. Firat attendance, May 28. 
+ BLAia, JoaN,1 of Virginia. Attended as early as May 15. 
S· BLOUNT, WILLIAJ1.,1 of North Carolina. Attended June 2o

July 2; August 7 and thereafter. He was present in Con
gress in New York, July 4-August j. 

6. BREARLEY, DAVID,4 of New Jersey. Attended as early as May 25. 
1· Baoo:w, jACOB, of Delaware. Attended as early as May 21. 

8. BUTLER, PIERCE,1 of South Carolina. Attended as early as 
May 25 • 

. 9· CAllllOLL, DANIEL,1 of Maryland. First attended on July 9· · 
10. CI.ntER, GEORGE, o{ Pennsylvania; Attended May 28, but 

probably before, although absent on· May 25. 
DAVIE, WILLLUl RICB.AlU)SON, of North Carolina. Attended 

on May 22 or May 23; left on August tj. · Approved the 
Constitution. 

II. DAYTON, ]ONATHAN,1 of New Jersey. Appointec;i, June s; first. 
attended on June 2 I. 

12. DicKINsoN, JoaN,1 of Delaware. Attended on May 29. His 
remarks on July 25 imply previous absence. Absent on 
September 15. · Read signed Dickinson's name to the Con
stitution. 

ELLSWORTH, OLIVER,• of Connecticut. First attendel on May 
28. Was present in Convention August 23. Was in New 
Haven August 27. Approved the Constitution. 

IJ. FEw, WILLI.AM,1 of Georgia. Attended as early as May 19. 
Present iii Congress in New York July 4-August j. Prob
ably returned to Convention_ after August 6. 

1 The following items deal with ·the delegates in general rather than with individ
uals: Appendi% A, III, XXXII, XXXIV, XXXVII, XL, XLVIII, XLIX, IJX, 
LXXVI, XCVIII, CXIX, CCXXXIII, CCXLIII, CCCCI.· . . 

1 Appendix A, CXlX, CLIX. 1 Appendix A, CXIX. 
• Appendix A, CXIX, CCCLXXVII. 
'Appendix A, CXIX, CLIX, CCCL..UVI. 
• Appendix A, CXIX, CLIX, CCCXCIX. 
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I.f.. FrrzstKoNs, TaoMA.s,1 of Pennsylvania. Attended on May 25, 
and probably earlier. 

rs. FJUNJtLIN, BENJA.WIN,1 of Pennsylvania. Attended on May 
28, and probably earlier, although _absent on May· 25. 

GE:u.Y, ELBIUDGE,1 of Massachusetts. .Fint ·attended on 
May 29. Absent on August 6. Refused- to sign Constitu· 
tion. 

16. GiLMAN, NicHOLAs,• of New Hampshire. Appointed June 27; 
first attended on July 23. 

17. GolULUI, NATBANIEL,1 of Massachusetts. Attended on May 28. 
IS. 1-LunLTON,, Al..Ex.ANDEtt,1 of New York. Attended on May IS; 

left Convention June 29; was in New York after July 2; 
appears to have been in Philadelphia on July 13; attended 
Convention August IJ; was in New York August 20-Sep-
tember 2. 

HousToN, WILLLU{ CauacBILL,' of New Jersey. Attended as 
early as May 25; was absent on June 6. 

HousTOUN, WILLLU{,1 of Georgia. Attended first on June I, 

an& probably thereafter until July 23. He probably left on 
July 26 or after Few's retum. 

19. INGERSOLL,· ]AllED,1 of Pennsylvania. Attended on May 28, 
and probably earlier, although absent on May 25. 

20. ]ENIFER., DANIEL OF ST. TBoMAs,1 of Maryland. Commis-
sioned on May 26; first attended on June 2. 

21. JoHNSON, WILLIAM SA.WUEL,7 of Connecticut. Attended on 
June 2, and thereafter. 

22. KING, Ruros,1 of Massachusetts. Attended as early as May 21. 

23. LANGDON, JoaN,4 of New Hampshire. Appointed June 27; first 
attended on July 23. 

LANSING, JoaN,' of New York. First attended on June 2, 

though he may have been present before May 25; left on July 
to. Opposed to the Constitution. 

24-. LIVINGSTON, WILLIA.J4,1 of New Jersey. First attended onJune 
s; absent on June 28, and July j-19. 

l Appendix A. CXIX. 
a &tordJ of September 17 (McHenry's note), and AppendiX A, XXXIV,CXIX, 

O.VIII (8), CLIX; CCCLXXX. . 
1 Appendix A, CXIX, CXXVIII, CLVII, CLVIII (z6), CLIX, CCCLXXXIX. 
c Appendix A, CXlXw CLIX. 
• Appendix A, CXIX, CLlXt CCCXIII, CCCXXV, CCCLXVII. 
• Appendix A. CCCLXXVI • 
., Appendix A, CCCCII. 
• Appendi: A, CXIX, CCCXXXIX, CCCXCII. 
• Appendix A, CXIX, CLIX, CCCLXXVI. 

ill-Jcf 
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McCLURG, JAMES,1 of Virginia. Attended as early as May 15; 
· was present July :o; and absent after August S· Favored 

the Constitution. 
25. McHENRY, ]AKES,1 of Maryland. Commissioned May 26; 

attended May 28-31; left on June 1; present August 6 and 
thereafter. 

26. MADisoN, JAMES, Jr., 1 of Virginia. Attended. on May 14 and 
thereafter. . 

MARnN, ALEX.ANDER,1 of· North. Carolina. Attended as early 
as May 25; left in the latter part of August. 

MARTIN, LUTBE1l,4 of Maryland. Commissioned May 26; first 
attended June 9i absent August 7-12; left Convention Sep
tember 4· Opposed to the Constitution. 

MAsoN, GEORGE,1 of Virginia. Attended on May 17 and there
after. Refused to sign the Constitution. 

MERCE1l, JOliN FuN cis, of Maryland. First attended Aug
ust 6; last recorded attendance August 17. Opposed to the 
Constitution. 

27. MIFFUN, TaoKA.s,• of Pennsylvania. Attended on May is, 
and probably before, although· absent on May 25. 

:8. Mollllis, GoUVER.NEUll,' of Pennsylvania. Attended on May 
25, and probably before; he left the Convention a few days 
after and was absent until July 2. 

29. MoRIUS, RoBERT,• of Pennsylvania. Attended May 25, and 
probably before. 

JO. PATEllSON, WILLJ.All.,1 of New Jersey. Attended as early as 
May 25, and thereafter until July 2J. There is no. evidence 
of his attendance after that date. August 21, Brearley wrote 
urging him to return. He probably returned to sign the 
Constitution. 

PIERCE, WtLLIAM,2 of Georgia. Attended May 31; absent after 
July L He favored the Constitution. 

31. PINCKNEY, CHARLEs,• of South Carolina. Attended May 17 
and thereafter. 

1 hcorth of July 17 (Madison's note) and Appenclli A, CXIX. 
t Appendix A, CXIX. 
• Appendix ~ CXIX, CLIX, CCCXXV. 
• Appenda ~ CX1X, CLIX, CLXXXIX, CCCLXXVII, CCCXCII. 
1 Append.lx A, CXIX, CXXXVII, CLI, CLVII, CLVIII (16), CXCIV, 

CCCXVII. 
• Appenda ~ CXIX, CLIX. 
1 Append.lx A, CXVII, CXIX, CLIX, CCCLXXVIII, CCCLXXIX, CCCXCV. 
• Appenda A, CXIX, CCCLXXVI. 
• Appenclli A, CXIX, CXXXV, CCCLXXXIII. 
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PINcKNEY, CHAALES CoTESWOllTH,2 of South Carolina. At· 
tended at least as early as May 25, and thereafter. 

RANDOLPH, EDwuN'o,1 of Virginia •. Attended May IS and·ther~ 
after. He refused to sign the Constitution. 

Run, GEORGE,2 of Delaware. AtteQded at least as early as . 
May 19. 

RUTLEDGE, JoaN,1 of South Carolina. Attended on May 17, 
and thereafter. · 

SHEWN, RoGEll,1 of Connecticut. Appointed May I7; 
attended May 30 and thereafter. 

SPAIGHT, RICHARD Dosss,2 of North Carolina. Attended as 
early as May 19, and thereafter. 

STRONG, CALEB;1 of Massachusetts. Attended on May zS; 
was present on August IS, but left before August 27. He 
favored the Constitution. 

WASHINGTON, GEOllGE,4 of Virginia. Attended on May 14 
and thereafter. 

WILLIAMsoN, Huca,1 of North Carolina. Attended as early as 
May zs, and thereafter. 

WILSON, }AMES,1 of Pennsylvania. Attended as early as May 
25 (probably before) and thereafter. 

WYTHE; GEOR.GE,1 of Virginia. Attended as early as May IS; 
left Convention June 4; resigned June I6. He approved 
the Constitution. 

YATES, RoBERT,• of New York. Attended May 18; left Con
vention July 10. Opposed to the Constitution. 

• Appendix A, CXIX, CLIX. 
t Appendix A, CXIX. 
1 Appendix A, XXXV, CXIX. 
4 Appendix A, XVII, CXIX, CL VIII (8), CCLXXXV, CCXCIII, CCCLIX. 
'Appendix A, CLIX. 
'Appendix A, CXIX, CCCXXXIX, CCCL VII, CCCLXV, CCCLXXVII; 

CCCLXXXVIli, CCCXCII. 



Massachusetts 
(617) 266-3841 

"WE THE PEOPLE •.• " 

Federal Constitutional Convention Legislation 
Position - OPPOSED 

Dear Members of the New Jersey State Senate: 

New Jersey 
(201) 804-4781 

A Constitutional Convention call would open up the entire U.S. Constitution. It would most 
likely be run by and for various powerful vested interests. Legally, it could not be liiniud to one 
amendment as fraudulently claimed by its proponents. The ratification process and the agenda 
would be put forth by Congress as it is not curr~y known as it cllanged. Both the ratification 

. processes and agendas could be changed by members of the convention itself. 

The only precedent to a ConStitutional Convention is- the 1787 Convention. Attached is 
information about how this Convention was called for one purpose - commerce and trade; how 
Congress extended its parameters to revise the Articles of Confederation; how the Convention went 
beyond a revision to fully replacing the Articles of Confederation with OW' current Constitution; 
and how the ratification process was changed during the Convention. The Convention broke the 
current law of ratification, approval by Congress and acceptance of 100% of the legislatures of 
each state, changing the requirement to 3/4ths of the "delegates" selected from each state. 

This is the legal precedent. It went from one issue to a brand new Constitution. Ratification 
went from 100% of the state's legislatures to 3/4ths of the state's selected "delegates." 

Recent history: 

· . 197 4 - With the help of approximately $25 million in funding, the-Constitution of the Newstates 
of America was published .. It limited the rights of speech, religion, jury trial and the bearing of 
arms as part of its many controversial aspects. 

1975-1976- HCR 28 was introduced and heavily defeated by Congress in 1976. This was a 
resolution calling for an unlimited Constitutional Convention. This followed the introduction of 
several single-item state calls for a Convention in 1975. 

1977 and beyond - Understanding tbat.an unlimited Convention call had no chance of passage in 
Congress., single-itetn Convention propOsals such as the call for a balanced bUdget amendlnent 
greatly increased. ·ThiS is now the current strategy of calling for a Constitutional Convention solely 
for the purpose of a balanced budget amendment and doing a "bait and switch" to get an unlimited 
Convention. It is one of this nation's largest threats. 

Sincerely, 
Kevin Hall 
''We the People ... " 
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Some years after our new Nation 
.had won its independence from 

Great Britain, the form of government 
then existing under the Articles of Con, 
federation came under increasing criti
cism. It was evident to many that the 
Articles of Confederalion was proVing 
to be inadequate to meet the require
ments of a groWing nation. Sugges
tions were made that the confederation 
form ofgovernment was altogether too 
loose to serve the proper aims of gov
erllQlent. f>erhaps the most perv.asive 
concern w.as the demonstrated inca
pacity of the Continental Congress to 
properly manage the commercial af
f.Urs of the thirteen states.• 

For some time, two of the States, 

~
aryland and Virginia, had been en

aged in a strenuous quarrel over navi
ation rights on the Potomac River. In 

t e early spring of 1785, their respec
tive legislatures sent commissioners 
to Alexandria, Virginia, .for. a discus
sion of the subject. After eight days of 
meetings, some agreements were . 
reached on the compUcated matters 
involved in the common use of the 
Potomac waters. J However, the most 
important outcome of what· has be
come known as the "Mount Vernon 
Conference" was the decision that the 
delegates from Virginia and Maryland 
should meet annually "for keeping up 
harmony in the commercial relations 
between the two states."' 

While ratifying the commissioners' 
report from the Mount Vernon Confer
ence, the Maryland Legislature voted 
to. also invite to the annual meetiJig 
represematives from Delaware and 
Pennsylvania. Virgina thereupon pro- · 
posed a conference of all the states "to 
consider how far a uniform system in 
their commercial regulations may be 

11/E FIRST CONSTffl/1'/0N.Al 
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necessary to their common interest 
and their permanent harmony." lllis 
call led to the Annapolis Convention 
in September, 1786.4 

Although all thirteen states l1ad been 
invited to the Annapolis Convemion, 
only five states attended - too tew to 
take any decisive action. The principal 
accomplislunent of this convention was 
that it recommended to the Continen
tal Congress that all thirteen states ap
point delegates to a convention to be 
held in Philadelphia "on the second of 
May next, to take into consideration 
the. tr.tde and commerce of the United 
States." s Thus by 1786 concern over 
the commercial relationships among 
the States under the Articles of Confed~ 
eration had resulted in specific calls 
by 'Several states for some modifica
tion of that document as it pertained 
ro matters of commerce and rmde. 

The Annapolis Convemion's recom
mendation was laid before Congress 
on September 20, 1786. and referred 
to committee for further studr Five 
months later the committee adopted a 
n.·port, by a majoriay of one vote, which 
stated that the Congress should call a 
Convealtion in l'hiladelphia in May for 
the purpose of devising "such further 
provisions" as shall render the federal 
govcrHmcnt "adequ:ate ro the cxigcn~ 
cies of the Union." 

lbe committee's report W.tS debared 
in Congress on February 21, 1787. One 
of the main contentions of the debate 
centered around the issue of limiting 
the auchorityofthe upcoming Conven
tion, Indeed, concern in Congress that 
the Philadelphia Convention might be
come <l rull3Way convention led to the 
01doption of specific limiting language 
in the Congressional resolution call
ing f<)r rhe Convention. That resolu- 7 
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House o.f Rcpccsentativcs; but t~e. Senate may propose or conaar 

\'With amendments as on oahct bills. 
F..vt:ry bill wbicb shall have passed llhc House of Reprcstntatives 

•mJ tlae ~nate, shall. ~ro..-e it become a Daw, be presentt'!d ao tlluc 
Pn~sidt'!nt of tbe United States; if he approve, he shaD 5ign it, !but i! 
not

111 
be shall ~tum. it. with his objections, to that House in which 

il shaDB havf originated, who shan& enter abe objections at large: ~n 
their joumM. and proa:cd to rc:~onsidcr it. If alter such rccon
sideurion, lVIo-tbirds of that House shall agree to pass the bill. it 
!ihaJn be seni. together with the objections, to the other House, by 
\l!bich at sb~ likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by 
two-thirds of ;·~hat House. it shall bcromc a law. But in aD such 
c..ses the vote\ of both . Uouscs . shaD be determined by yeas and 
l'iillYS. and the ~ames ol the persons voting COlt and against the bnU 
~&1•aBB be atterccll on the joumaJ of each House «1ipcctn¥C:Ry. If any 
hill ~hall not be returned by the PrcsideQt within ten days 
(Sund..i.ys excepted) after it shall have been presented to him., the 
same: shaD be a Daw., in like manner as if he bad.signcd it, unllcss 
the Coogrc• by their adjournment prevent itsli'Ctum, in w~th case: 

it shall not be a Baw. · 
Every order, rf':solution, or vote to which the: c::oncurrencc of the 

Scnatlt" and House of Representatives may bit nece~ary (except on 
iii question of adjournment) shaUU be presented ao the President of 
the United Statcsi and before due same shall take effect. s.hall be 
aftproved by him, or., being disapprove~ by him,. shall be ~passed 
hy twO-thirds . of the Senate and IHlouse of Representatives, 
according to the: rules and limitations prescribed in the case ol a 

bill. 

sav.riON 8. The Congress shalll have power to lay and collect 
taxes, dutin .. imposts and e:xci&es, to pay the: debts and provide for 
the common dc~c:nce and general wcD£arc of the: United States; but 
aU duties. irnposts and excises shall ;be uniform throughout the 

\Jnitcd States: 
To bonrow monty on the credit of the United States: 
To regulate commncc with foreign nations, and among the 

several Statf':s, and with the llndian tribes: 
To establish an uniform rule of naturalization, and uniform 

rul~s on ahe subject of banllnu.ptcics throughout the United 

States-: 
II 

~ 
..... 
~ 

To coin money. regulate the: value tbc:rcor. and- of foreign coi~ 
and fi:x. dhe standard of weights and nleasur~s:. · . 

To provide for the punishment of count~rfeiting the securities and 
current ooin of the United States: 

To establish post-offices and post-roads: 
To promote the progress of science and useful arts., by securmg for 

limited times to authors and inventors the: exclusive: right to their 
rtspcdivc writings aund discover-in: .. 

To constitute tribunals iDDfcricw to the supreoae court.: . 
To define: and punish piracies and felonies committrd on the high 

seas. and offences agaiuust the: Jlaw of nations: 
·r o declare war, grant Jcuers of muque and reprisal. and make 

ruks concerning captures on land and water: 
To raise and support annies, but no appropriation o( tnOJIIlCY to': 

that use shall be for a longer term than. two yean: 
To provide and maintain a navy: . 
To make rules for the govanmmmt and rqJUiation·o{ the land anti~~ 

· naval forfDC.I: . · : " . ~~ 
To provide: Cor a.Uing forth the militia to execut~ the law1 of th~ -~ 

wnraion. suppaus insurrections and repc:B a1111vasion.a: "·~:-· . .~ 
To provide ifor organizing. arming and disciplining the: miliaia, and-;;; 

for goveming sum part of them as~ may be employed i1111 thc:~service of~\ .. 
the- United States. trc&eJVing to t1lle States respectively, the appoin-t--'-~ 
ment of the officers., and the authority of trai?ing the militia ·;~ 
according to the disciplin~. pracribed by Congrc:s,: . ':;: . · · : ·· j 

To exercise exdusivc legisBation in aU casc.a wbat~ever, ewer such -~,~ 
district (not exceeding tc:n miles. square) as may.' by cession of.Y 
particular States, and the acceptance of Congress, become: t~ scat of 
the: Government of the United States, and! to aacisc Bike: authority 

~ over aU places purchased by the .consent of tlhl' legisDatwurc ~r the: 
<( State in which the same sbaBD be, !or the CRction of forts. magazines •. 
.... ar.scnals, dock-yards, and other needful buildings: And, 
l1) 

I ~ ~ ..... 

To mak~ aM llaws which sball·bc~c~sary and propq for carrying 
mto txcrution abc foregoing powers, and aU other powers vested by 
this· Constitution in the Govctn:unc:nt of the Unit~ States, or in any 
department or offie%r thereof. 

' . ~ SECTION 9. The migration or importation of such persons GS ~Jny 
of the Slates aaotu existing slulU 4hinlt proper to dllmit, shall not be 

ui prohibited by lhe Congress prior to the year 1808, but a tax or duty 
N 12 
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F 1ssue 
......__.. --===--~A na[J?sis 

January, 1992 

THE LIMITED 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION· 

. S'tTJIDWlY 

The hbJtoey of debate on Article V clearly 1hawa that the Fou.nt.Ung 
:Fathers mtended tor the states and the Conp-esa to bave equAl power 
1n prcposms amen.dments to the U.S. Cocatitution. 

\lhJle. the iemHiml Pathft-1 ~ C:Wp.n ~d ~,. C. 
responsive ill propoains an amendment, tha7 worried that ~nrrass 
would not p:rcpo•• an amendment to restrict Con,ressicna.l power if that 
ls what the peo})le desired. .Consequently, the ~nst1tut1on also &llows 
the 1tatas to propose amend.in~ the CouUtution throu1h the convention 
method. 

i.A.CT: A.Jaticle V J)ravides two equal methods lor proposins 
amendments to the U.S. Constitution: -

1) Conrress,. throush a t:wo-thJrds veta in each. House, ean 
prOI)ose e amendment: and 

2) On the applleatlon of two•th.J.rds (3") a£ the states, Congress 
shall call a ccnvent1ao to propoee an amendment. 

btmcati= by 38 · atatea 1.1 raq\Und befOf'a a p~ecl amendment 
bei ..... pan of the Ccm.sUtutJ&. 

· PAC': • Al:" 'e V. 1ftW" Ceu;:aauu "tb!a· wtbutttp 'W·T•.;xmd --ta :ii"tne 
appl!=lt=s thrwp ad.aptmg a CGDcwsxat NNiil'tW to convene a 
c=at1tut1cma1 csmvenU&m. TM am.curnilt resolution would: 1) call a 
eenvent1on !Dto bemr; 2) Um1t ·the eanvention to the tcp1c r•CI'l••ted 
by the iltatet; 3) provide fer the •election of delegates: 4) establlsh 
an oath of ol!lc:s; 5) provide time lhnltatJons lor the ~tin I: 6) sat 
a l)l&ce for the convention: and 7) establish all other det.a.llJI. 

214 ~ACHtJS'£it'S .J..\"E •• ~E • WASHl~GTOS, 0C • WOOl • lOl/5-&7~ 
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PAc:r: CoD (Nil owy count• the•• •tate appllcation• 011 a aimilar 
sub~t toward the two·th.Lrd• (34) coDve.tLJAr %'UJa. · 

io~ ex&n'l'Ple, the ~9 •tate appJJeatJoes e&ll.lul' for a bslaaCM! 
buc:icet amendment apeeilleally Umlt the 1'1Sbfeet of the convention 
to proposms thi• 1"9quirament. Under such specific &ppllcations, 
Ccmf"•• cannot expand en- tmlarp the call for & eeu~ 
cmcventiou beyond tn. •ubject of the at.ata appllcaUons. 

I 

FACf: Numerous t~c!al NJ)()rts, articles, &Dc! lepl scholar! have 
ccngludtd that a conv•ntlon can be Um!ted to the speciflc subject 
matter ot the stata appUcation•. Such deflnit1'Ve &c:Unrs have been 
repot"ted by th• Am•r1ean Bar A.1aoe!at1on (1974), U.S. Senate Judiciar-y 
Committee ( 1985) • aud the U.S. Department cf Ju11~ ( 1987) . 

PAcr: TheA &N at lea•t . four · legt1l nte~UU'ds to lJ:aUt the 
subJect of a con.atltutional coc."'en Uoa. They are: 

1) Cltmw Autltorlty. In ca.Wng the con"'anticn, Conlft•• 
would draft the l.Jm.ltat,b)n mto & COD.~nt N-olutior&. 

2) /lode of lttltlfl=tlon. Conrress, not the ccuventicn, ehoases 
the ~ ot rat.Wcation. CoD.pes1 ·could ldll. cy stray ame%Ulmct 
by T"'!Usinl to choon a method of ntlt1cattcm. 

3) U.S. $upN,. Court. The Constitution 11ves the Supreme 
Court or!rinal jws1ad1etJon m all cases •tn which a State shall 
be party." If the convention· pl"'po••• a stray amendment, any of 
the states t.hat ·hAtJ &pplled lor a conventJoc llmitecl to & balanced 
budret amaauJment would have the rilht to brmr !"Wt cl.1Nctcy to 
the Supreme Court. · · 

4) Ralffetttlon. Any p~poaed amendment must be r-stitled by 
38 states betcra Jt becomes part of the Constitut1on. 
ltati£1cat1en b~ 38 states ia a c:11U1cu.lt proc•••· Fcl" example. 
th• laat No proposed amendments. the Equal lU;hta Amendment 
and th• District o£ Columbia Vctmc ll11hta Amendmeat, "'era not 
ratifled. 

FACT: Juat •• !m~nt al the lepl a:teruards are the 
polltlct~l c.beck• buJlt mto this pi'Oeeas. 

1) 

2) 

A eaD'ft!Dtiin would hn'e no ~ pawer t!uaA the ~n to 
pzapow u •aJtdYNnt. A ~8'8d ~~:~~.ad:raant VCNtd atlll ba91! to 
be app""'ed b7 38 states. 

·The direct elect1cn of the members of Conrresa, the state 
lertsl&tures, aDd delei&tes to a constitutional convention 
pi"''vtdes a powerful poUUc:&l cheek on tha amendment proceas. 
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. . .. 

3) 

Q3) 

Faced with the mevitable, ~·· · ~- very llkaly to .. propose . a · 
balanced bud1at ameadaent ratba~ t.haJ:l e&W.nc • convenUon. 
TheH &N MV4r&l ~· for UU.: 

.A) Cern I'"•• '"Nld uudoubtedb' pHffi' to wrtte a ~sec! 
balanced buclrat amendm•nt ntb•r thaa allow a conveD'Uon to 
propa• a 1'b-tcter amendment. P~ exampltt, in 1912, when 
31 ol the thaD N~d 32 stat.• b.acl ealled fer a eocn~tkm 
em the d.treet emtka:l of u.s. ..... t!l• Cc:7DgHn 
propoaeci au amendmerat oD that aubject. 

B) Under 1erts1aUon &ppf'OY8d b7 the U.S. Senata JucUciaey 
~ttee m 1!85. caaventioft dele rates would be elected trorn 
each OODI"WiiOftal d.istzicrt tzl the CWUUoy. Cat~I"SII would 
r.allze that many ol these deteratee would latezt challenge 
t.be maumbeDts fot- r..;.tleta=. 

C) Oilca the ~vtntJoa method wac u.ed, C~•Jao..~J power 
woa.ld b4l lJmited b1 a 11 reb1rth" ct federallsm. Washmrton 
cealcl DO lonaer JpoN the •tate• &Dei, lD the ~s o£ 
SUJ)rtme C:cvt Justice ADtrmm Scalia, "C&ml'f"'•• and tha 
courts 'WCNld behave much bett•r. 1 

The 29 statas with reaalutiou cal11Dc oa Ccml"•• to aithar propoM a 
balanced budret amendmcmt or eo11v.me a Umtted eoen..Ututicn.al 
eonventJcft to propose 1t are: 

Alaaka 
Ala boD& 
~kansas 
~Iondo 
Delaware 
Georlia 
Idaho 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kani&J 
Mu')rlaDd 
M1n1n1ppi 
Mla•cnui 
Nebnika 
N~da 

New Hampsh!H 
New Mexico 
North C&rolma 
North Dakota 
Oklahoma 
ONpn 
Perm•ylvania 
South Dakota 
South Carolina 
Tezm••••• 
Taxu 
lJ'tah 
V!r11:Ua 
'tiyomms 

lssu• Analysis Is published by the. Americu Ler1alat1ve Exchange / 
Council tor mlormat1ona1 purpoaes only. ·This. edition was written by 
Duane Parde, Oirectol' of ALEC 11 National Education ProJ«t lor a 
B~l11nced Budget Amendt~Wnt. 
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ADDENDUM 

Excerpts of John Armor lobbying the state legislatures 



..... REVOLUTIONARY. .. " 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION-REPORT 1973.-PG;. 78.' 

81 .... 'ALTD 01t ABOL:tSB ... 1 • _.llr JOIDI ARMOR OH ART. V 
JOHN ARMOR: "THE BEST AND SIMPLEST S'l'ATEMIN'l' OF THE IMPORTANCE OF 
ARTICLE V IS THIS ONE BY THOMAS JBPFERSOH •• 'WHDIVER ANY FORM OF 
GOVERHHINT BECOMES DESTRUCTIVE TO THESE BHDS, IT IS THE RIGHT OP 
'l'HE PEOPLE TO ALTER OR ABOLISH IT, . AND TO INSTITUTE NEW 
GOVERNMENT, •• ' II PG. 3' ALEC VOL 17' NO 6, HAY 1991. 

JOHN QUO'l'ES THE RRIGH'l' OP 1"HB PEOPLE TO ALTER OR ABOLISH IT ... " 1 AS 
HIS BEST AND SIMPLEST STAT:BM:BltT OF THE IMPORTANCE OF ARTICLE V 
CHANGING OUR GOVERNMENT CONSTITUTION. '1'HE ABA REPORT SPEAKS 01' PEAR 
OF 11REVOLUTIONARY ·cHANGE." ALL LEGISLATURES FOR 206 YEARS HAVE BEEN 
NOTING THIS CONCIFI'. SOME LEGISLATORS ARE UICER'l'AIH OF JOHN 1 S CLAIM 
OF SAFEGUARDS , WHILE OTHERS AGREE Wi'l'H THE LEGISLATURES IN 'l'HE ABA 
REPORT, AND SEE THE •PO'l'Bif!DL POR BBVOIDl'IO&JtY CBAHGI• AS 'l'HE 
CONCEPT OF RISKING MORE THAN JOHH ARMOR HAS IMPLIED IN O'l'HER 
R.EMARXS. THE PREVAILING VIEW FOR 206. ·YEARS IS TJI.MI·REV!ALED IM THE 
ABA REPORT AS POTENTIAL FOR REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE. 

JOHN ARMOR FAILJ3D TO REVEAL THI ABA RlfCRT UASON THE STATES _HAVE 
REfUSED TO MAKE THE FINAL APpLXCATIONS FQR A FED!RAI. CONVgN~ION. 

TRANSCRIPT 9/21/92 TRD'roN, HJ. ,PG.ll: MR. ARMOR: - "YES. I 
SPECIALIZE, MR. CHAIRMAN 1 IN CONS~IT'OTIONAL LAW 1 ••• 

11 

\ 

ALEC VOL. 17, MO. 6, MAty 1991, PG. 2: HR. ARMOR: "MORE THAN IO,OOO 
• .,~a.r:I.:Y5!!&VI'£ II"W\e•ee.I.!L8 ••n OOITa.:D%CDUf!J:r'""' T 1VIntn1ntvnleir V~'ff'IP Ql''ii'\Y Man'fi' 
SINCE 1787, EITHER BY INDIVIDUAL STATES, OR BY INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
OF CONGRESS. 0 ·. --

ALEC. VOL. 17 1 NO.. 6, HAY I991 ,- PG. 10: MR. ARMOR: 11STA'l'E 
LEGISLATORS HAVI- FREQUENTLY ISSUED COHDI'riOHAL CALLS FOR A 
CONSTITUTIONAL-CONVENTION, ONMORE THAN 400 OCCASIONS." 

THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION REPORT OF 1973 ON PG 60 1 LISTS- 3S6 
OCCASIONS AS OF TWENTY YEARS AGO. 'rHE REASON GIVEN BY THE ABA 
REPORT FOR THE FAILURE OF ALL CONVEH'i'ION ATTEMPTS IS ON PG 76. 

'DiE ABA. REPQRT .STATES QH- PG. 76 ·THB REASOH WHY- OYER THE 206 YEAR 
PERIOD , - THE STATES HAVE QFIISJD TO TRIGGIR A CQHYENTION; 

" .... - -.J.LL - ..i.~;,_. •• ---•••- .. ,. an .llll"'ft 1'W&Mt nn 1 t'it'IIR'IIITmnmTniiiT 
CORVBITIOR Aim ITS PO!BR'!IAL FOR RBVOLUTZmrAKY CBARGI. II 

ABA REPORT: "POTENTIAL FOR REVOLUTIONARY cHANGE" OF THE CONSTITUTION 
IS THEREASON A CONVEN'l'IONHAS ALWAYS FAILED SINCE 1787. 
IN DESCRIBING HIMSELF IN MAY 1991, ALEC VOL 17, NO. 6 PG. 16, MR. 
ARMOR STATES THAT HE: "TESTIFIED AS AN EXPER'l' WITNESS BEFORE 
COMMITTEES OF 15 STA'l'E LEGISLATURES AND COMMITTEES OF BOTH THE 
HOUSE AND THE SENATE." 

IN 1992 AND 1993 MR. ARMOR HAS LOBBIED BEFORE AN ADDITIONAL NUMBER 
OF LEGISLATURES. NO RECORDS HAVE BEEN FOUND WHERE HE QUO~ES THE 
MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE ABA REPORT: THE REASON THE STATES 
REFUSED TO COMPLETE AN·-!J)PLICATION. 



r ..l :· ·.j·, 

"BUDGET .. CON GAME TARGETS YOU AND YOURS 
LIFE, LIBERTY, AND PROPERTY ARE THREATENED BY POLITICIANS 

Congress is voting more and more of your money for SOCIALIST 
SPENDING while some of these same Biq Spenders are demandinq TWO 
BLANK CHECKS from you: 

l • LOTS MORE OF YOUR MONEY 

Thirty to fifty percent MORE '!'AXES to "balance the budqet11 

and to raise your taxes from one trillion each year to one and one
half trillions to pay for UNCONSTITUTIONAL SPENDING for socialism. 

2. A NEW CONSTITUTION TO LEGALIZE SOCIALIST SPENDING 

·STATE LEGISLATORS ARE SPONSORING APPLICATIONS FOR THIS "new 11 

Constitution to make all the UNCONSTITOTIOHAL SOCIALIST SPENDING 
funded with this unconstitutional SOCIALIST BUOGE'I' 11 BALANCED". 
These state leqislators claim this is their only reason and sole 
purpose and their application oan not be used for any other purpose 
because they say so and therefore you will be safe! 

******* 
BAD GUYS BLAME CONSTITUTION WITH THEIR UNCONSTITUTIONAL SPENDING 

That is how you are being tricked into the above double 
checkmate: The theater stage is manaqed with MOST oonqressmen 
leaainq the Big Spendinq, while OTHERS ARE SELECTED to oppose them 
by clemand.inq THIS SOCIALIST Big Spendinq be paid.wit.h a "BALANCED 
Bt1DGE'l' CONVENTION" ON 'I'HE FEDERAL CONSTI'I'UTION! 

******** 
S'I'A'l'E AND FEDERAL LEGISLATORS WHO BLAME THE CONSTITUTION ARE LIARS 

To assure you do not elect anyone who will oppose their TAX 
ana CONVENTION checkluate I lobbyists ana powerful Congressmen already 
in the scam come to the state Leqislatures to CON the future 
Congress potentials to support these hiqher taxes funding SOCIALISM 
with a 11BODGE'I' CONVEN'l'ION", The SIMPLE BUT SHREWD SCHEME IS TO 
ASSURE THE SOCIALIST CAN ONLY BB REPLACED WITH A 11 SOCIALIST BUDGET 
CONVENTION" ADVOCATE! 

********* 
TELL THEM YOU KNOW 

WARN YOT.i'R L!GISLA'l'OR.S TO KILL THE SOCIALIST CONVENTION SCHEME. 

KILL CON-CON COh~E~~!ON APPLICATIONS IN YOu~ STATE HOUSE RECORDS 

STOP THE "BUDGET" CON GAME OR YOU LOSE BIG. 



....... "THE STATES EXPRESSED FEAR OF THE POWER OF A CONSTI
TUTIONAL CONVENTION AND ITS POTENTIAL FOR REVOLUTIONARY 
CHANGE." PG.78, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION REPORT. 1973 

"POTENTIAL FOR 
REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE" ..... I •• 

ARMOR AXES JAMES MADISON AS 
NEW JERSEY SENATE IS DEPENDING 
ON YOUR COMMENTS FOR VOTE 

MR. JOHN ARMOR MISQUOTES JAMES MADISON, FATHER OF THE 
CONSTITUTION, IN OFFICIAL TESTIMONY BEFORE THE LEGISLATORS 
IN BOTH HIS WRITTEN AND ORAL TESTIMONY.. 

ERRORS BY ARMOR ALSO INVOLVE THE ABA REPORT OF 19731N 
ADDITION TO THESE THREE MISQUOTES FROM THE FEDERALIST ON 
ARTICLEV. 

JOHN ARMOR •wALKS ON JAMES MADISON'S GRAVE. IN COhVENTION 
· AITEMPT AS LAWMAKERS AWAKEN TO CONVENTION POUTICAL NIGHTMARE. 



-- --~. -

JOHN ARMOR'S TESTIMONY EXPOSED 
AS· HE M·ISQUOTES JAMES MADISON 
THREE TIMES IN CON-CON ATTEMPT. 
•aUT ANYBODY WHO IS A SO-CALLED. EXPERT SHOULD HAVE READ THE· SAME 
DOCUMENTS THAT I'VE READ OVER THE LAST 17 YEARS, AND SHOULD GIVE 
YOU ·THE SAME FACTUAL INFORMAT10N THAT I'M ABOUT TO GIVE YOU. IF 
THEY DON'T, THEY'RE EITHER BEING INCOMPETENT BECAUSE THEY HAVEN'T 
DONE THEIR HOMEWORK, OR DISHONEST, BECAUSE THEY HAVE AND THEY 
ARE DELIBERATELY NOT TELLING YOU THE TRUTH. • .... JOHN ARMOR. TRENTON. 
NJ ON SEPT. 21, 1992,PG.12* JUST AFTER PASSING OUT HIS JWO WRITTEN 
MISQUOTES OF JAMES MADISON. ANQ JUST PRIOR TO HIS THIRD. AN ORAL 
MISQUOTE OF JAMES MADISON: . 

"AND AGAIN, I'M QUOTING FROM MADISON, THE FATHER OF THE CONSTITU ... 
TION, IN 'THE FEDERALIST PAPERS,' WHERE HE SAYS THAT ARTICLE V PER· 
MITS, •THE CORRECTION OF ERRORS AS THEY ARE PERCEIVED ON THE ONE 
SIDE OR THE OTHER. • *OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT,PG 13 PUBLIC HEARINGACR 30 
STATE OF NEW JERSEY TAKEN TO INFLUENCE THE VOTES OF ELECTED OFFI
CIALS. 

JOHN ARMOR STATES HE IS THE AUTHOR OF VOLUME 17, NUMBER 6 WHEREIN 
HE MISQUOTES MADISON ON BOTH PAGE FIVE AND PAGE THIRTE.EN, AND 
MAKES OTHER ERRORS.· THESE ERRORS HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED TO THE 
ELECTED OFFICIALS· IN STATES TO AITEMPTTO GET THE lEGISLATURES TO 
COMPLETE APPLICATIONS FOR A FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION. 
JOHN ARMOR HAS CIRCULATED HIS WRITTEN MISQUOTES FOR THE ALMOST 
TWO YEAR PERIOD FROM MAY 1991 TO MAY 1993 AS AN ALEC OFFICIAL PUBLI
CATION IN THE STATE FACTOR. THE TWO WRITTEN MISQUOTES ARE UNIQUE 
AND DISTINCT FROM THE THIRD MISQUOTE IN SPOKEN TESTIMONY TRAN .. 
SCRIPTS. AN ANALYSIS OF MR. ARMOR'S ORAL MISQUOTE FOLLOWS: 
COMPARED TO THE ORIGINAL SOURCE CITED, MR. ARMOR l;tAS TAKEN HIS 
OWN WORDS AND SUBSTITUTED FOR THOSE OF MR. JAMES MAQISON. WHILE 
ANOTHER WORD HAS SIMPLY BEEN ADDED AS ·MR ARMOR HAS CHOSEN. 
MR.ARMOR AXES NINE OF MR. JAMES MADISON'S ORIGINAL WORDS AND lWO 
COMMAS,WHILE ADDING FOUR WORDS OF HIS OWN CREATION. 

ERRORS BY ARMOR MAY DESTROY CONSTITUTION 
JOHN ARMOR'S THREE MISQUOTES OF MADISON 
MAY BE USED TO INFLUENCE THE VOTES IN N.J. 
~AND OTHER STATES! ARMOR'S TESTIMONY FALSE. 
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JOHN ARMOR IMPEACHES HIS OWN TESTIMONY 

THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION REPORT ACTUALLY SAYS ON PAGE 10: 
"ONE MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE, HOWEVER, DOES NOT BELIEVE THAT THE 
ONE-PERSON, ONE-VOTE RULE IS APPUCABLE TOA CONSTITUTIONAL CON
VENTION: (EMPHASIS ADDED) .. 

MR ARMOR IN HIS OWN VERSJON: •oNE MEMBER FELT THAT NEW DISTRICTS 
WOULD HAVE TO BE ESTABUSHED. SO THAT DELEGATES WOULD BE CHOSEN 
STRICTLY ON THE BASIS OF POPULATION." PG 12 ALECVOL.17,NO. 8 MAY 1991. 

"ANY WOULD-BE EXPERT WHO ISN'T FAMILIAR 
WITH THIS REPORT, SIMPLY HASN'T DONE 
HIS .. HOMEWORK., .. " .. JOHN ARMOR, MAY 1991. 

MR. ARMOR COUNTS THE VOTES OF THE NINE COMQ 
MITTEE MEMBERS AND REPORTS THAT ELEVEN OF 
THE NINE VOTE! HE REWRITES ABA RESULTS! 

A FIFTH GRADE STUDENT POINTS OUT THAT MR. ARMOR REFERS TO THE ABA 
COMMITTEE .ON PAGE 8 AS rrHE NINE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE• -. BUT 
ON PAGE lWELVE MR. ARMOR DETERMINES THAT THE COMMITTEE HAS IN ... 
CREASED-BY TWO,: irfEN MEMBERS OF THE.COMMI1TEE FELT THAT ELECTING 
DELEGATES FROM CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS WOULD BE SATISFACTORY. 
ONE MEMBER FELT ••• • 

STATEMENT OF WILL PETERS,· AGE 11 TO THE NATIONAL VETERAN'S COMMIT
TEE ON THE U. S. CONSTITUTION: 

ON MARCH 31, 19931 WAS PAID lWO.BITS TO GIVE MY OPINION OF THE TES
TIMONY PREPARED.BY,MR.·JOHN ARMOR FOR ALEC, ENTITLED "THE NAa 
TIONAL BIRTHRIGHT OF STATE LEGISLATORS• VOL 17, NUMBER 6. ON PAGE 
EIGHT MR. ARMOR SAYS "THE NINE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE" WHILE 
THIS SAME COMMilTEE IS REFERRED TO ON PAGE lWELVE AS HAVING 
ELEVEN MEMBERS! I HAVE CONCLUDED THAT MR. ARMOR DOES NOT KNOW 
WHAT HE IS TALK1NG ABOUT. HIS OPINION IS NOT WORTH ANYMORE THAN 
THE TWO-BITS I WAS PAID FOR MINE. 
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-THERE IS NO CONSnTUnONAL CONVENTION PROCEDURES ACT •.• 11 

•.•••• JOHN ARMOR 

JOHN ARMOR UNCERTAIN ABOUT QUESTIONS ON A CONVENTION 
11 AS NOTED,. THERE IS HO CORSTITU'l'IOHAL · C:OICVBH'l'IOM PROCJmORBS ACT Ill 
PLACB IN THE PIDJRAL LAW. • ••• PG.12 •• • •• JOIDJ ARMOR, MAY 1991. 

A BLACX HOLE IN SPACE IS ALL '!'HAT IS KNOWN ABOUT ANY ACT THE 
MAJORITY OF CONGRESS (DEMOCRATS) .MAY· PASS. 

MR. ARMOR ADDRESSES HIS REMARI<S TO MORE THAN A DOZEN QUESTIONS 
WHICH HE RAISES ABOUT THE POLITICS OF UNCERTAINTY. 

MR. ARMOR ADDRESSES QUESTIONS OF UNCER-I'AINTY WITH MORE POLITICAL 
UNCERTAINTY AS HE WRITES : 
I • ''TEN MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTE! FELT •• " (TWO OF THESE ARE PHANTOMS) 
2 11 0NE MEMBER FELT • • at II 

3. "CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS WOULD LIKELY •• , , 11 

4 • ''IN THE FEDERAL PROCEDURES BILLS TO SUGGEST ••• " (PROPOSED ONI. Y) 
5. "IT IS MOST LIKELY •• , ie 
6. "GOVERNMENT WILL PROBABLY •• ,n 
7. "CONVENTION WILL PROBABLY •••• " 
8. 11PRO.BABLY SIX MONTHS ••• " 
9.· 11 'I'HE CONVENTION WILL PROBABLY ACT ••• " 
lO.nTHOUGH PROBABLY USING •• ,n 
11. 11 YOt1 CAN PROBABLY ••• II 
12 • "A CONVENTION COULD BE •••• 11 

13. 11 IF THE SUBJECT IS ••• " 
14. "THERE MAY BB NO MORE THAN ••• 11 

15."DELEGATES SUGGESTS S'l'RONGLY ••• n 
l6."STATE CONVENTIONS SUGGESTS ••• " 

***** NOTES: THE noNLY ONE ·QUESTION" ·tS BOW CUI AHYOKB PROCDl) TO VOTB 
FOR A COIIVEHTIOif DOWIMG EVERYTHIHG IS . YBT TO DB DBTBRIII!flm? 
AS MR. ARMOR STATED ABOVE 11 ••• THERE IS NO •••• , • FEDERAL LAW. " 

(THERE IS NO LAW WHICH PROVIDES ANY CONDITION OR LIMITATION, ANY 
SUBJECT ASSIGNED FOR AMENDMENTS 1 ANY MANDATE THAT THE STRUCTURE NOT 
BE CHANGED IN THE FORM OF GOVERNMENT ITSELF.) . 

***** HOWEVER 1 MR, ARMOR CONTINUES IN THIS MANNER: 
17. 11 0NLY ONE QUESTION, THEREFORE 1 REMAINS TO BE ADDRESSED, WHA~ IF 
THE CONVENTION MEETS,. ADDRESSES ITS ASSIGNED SUBJECT 1 BUT THEN ALSO 
GOES INTO AREAS THAT ARE BEYONO THE MANDATE SET BY CONGRESS?" 

WE NOW GATHER IN JOHN ARMOR'S CRYSTAL BALL, WHERE EACH LEGISLA'l'OR 
OR CITIZEN MAY PERMIT HIM TO HAVE TRANSPORTED YOU TO JOIN WITH 
ALICE IN SOME WONDERLAND WHERE THE DEMOCRAT MAJORITY IN CONGRESS 
HAS NOT SEIZED THE OAYl IF YOU CAN BE LED BY THIS QUESTION TO A 
PLACE IN YOUR MIND WHERE THE FANTASY THAT A FEDERAL CONVENTION IS 
NOW MEETING UNDER ARTICLE V CONVENED BY A DEMOCRAT CONTROLLED 
CONGRESS 1 AND THIS DEMOCRAT MAJORITY HAS AN AGENDA ON AN ASSIGNED 
SUBJECT, AND THIS "MANDATEu OF THE DEMOCRAT MAJORITY HAS BEEN SET! 

JOHN ARMOR POINTS OUT THE DEMOCRAT MAJORITY OF CONGRESS UNDER 
ART!CLE FIVE CAJ.'t CHOOSE STATE R.\TI~Y.!~lG CON~tENT!ONS .. 
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ARMOR BOMBS CON-CON 
WRITING IN MAY OF !991 JOHN ARMOR REVERSES THE POSITION OF 

ALEC'S CONCLUSION GIVEN ON PAGE 9 OF VOLUME 17, N0.2 : "'rHE 
SAFEGUARDS ARE IN PLACE TO LIMIT THE TOPIC OF THE CONVENTION 
EXCLUSIVELY TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF 'l'HE STAT! APPLICATIONS. 11 (THIS 
JAN •. 1991 ISSUE WAS IDENTICAL IN THIS REGARD '1'0 VOL., 13, NO.l OF 
APRIL 1987). 

JOHN ARMOR WHO HAS A B.A. (YALE) 1964, AND A UNIV. OF MD. LAW 
DEGREE; HAS BEEN PAID TO BE AN 11 EXPERT WITNESS" AND IN REVERSING 
THIS.LONG HELD FALSE CONCLUSION Of THE ALEC PUBLICATIONS DOES SO 
WITH HIS OWN AUTHORSHIP OF THE VOLUME 17, NUMBER 6, OF MAY 1991, ON 
PAGE 10 WHERE HE AClCNOWLEDGES 11COIIVBRTIOJI PROCBDDRBS BZI.laS WRIC& 
SAVE BBD zmrRODUCID Ill COKGUSS R:IGULARLY FOR MORB TIWf A QOAR'l'D 
CBNTCRY." ••• •DID liOT PASS BI'l'HBR· BOUSB• •••• •I'! DID 110'1' PASS•. . 

CONVENTION .APPLICATIONS HAVE SINCE TAKEN CIRCULAR PATHS IN 
MICHIGAN 1 MONTANA, AND NOW NEW JERSEY. 'l'HE BISMARCK HAD IT 1 S 
RUDDER BLOWN OFF BY AN ORDIHARY TORPEDO, AFTER WHICH IT WENT IN 
CIRCLES UNTIL IT SANK. NOW JOHN ARMOR TELLS LEGISLATORS AT LAST 
THAT FOR "A QUARTER CEN'l'tJRY'' 'l.'HIS PRETENSE OF A RUDDER THAT WOULD · 
'!'AXE THE "FANTASY" SHIP INTO A SAFE PORT NEVER EXISTED. 

LIKE THE BOY WHO KNEW THE EMPEROR IS NAKED JOHN ARMOR BLURTS 
OUT THE OBVIOUS AND IN FUTURE ARTICLES JOHN MAY BE EXPECTED TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ORANGES CAN HOT BE COMPARED WITH APPLES; WHILE 
ALEC MATERIALS HOPEFULLY WILL STOP QUOTING CHARLES·· ··MERRIAM'S 
ADVOCACY OF PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT, THE WBI'r'J:EN .·CONSTITUTION ANP 
THE QNWRITTEH A'!'TITUJ)S ( 1931) AS THE JAMES CUTLER FOUNDATION 
LECTURES 1 WHICH IS SEEN IN THE ALEC PUBLICATIONS OF BOTH VOL. 1? 1 
NO.2 JAN. 1991 AND VOL. 13, N0.1 APRIL 1987. THE LLOYD CUTLER 
FA.."fl:LY SEEMS JUST A RECENT BRANCH ON THE OLD TREE .OF STRUC'I'tmAL 
CHANGES • 

. WHILE , 'l'HIS TIME JOHN 1 S TORPEDO S'I'RTJCX THE ALARM BELL IN 
LEGISLATOR 1 S BARS; AlUIOR 1 S LAUNCH CANNON REMAINS ON DECX WHERE NEX'l' 
TIME THESE ATTACK AND DESTROY MISSILES C0t1LD HI'I' THE U.. S. 
CONSTITO'l'ION OR PERHAPS THOSE ADVOCATES OF STRUCTURAL CHANGE WHO 
COMPOSE SOME OP THOSE WHO SEEK TO COMPLETE CHARLES HARDIN'S WORK 
BEGUN THA'.t' 1964 WHEN JOHN ARMOR GRADUATED YALE. THAT SAME YEAR AS 
N • Y • STATE CHAIR OF 'RIPON, RICHARD ZIMMER WORKED TO DD'EA'I' THE 
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR ·PRESIDENT. RICHARD ZIMMER MOVED 'l'O NJ AND 
BECAME STATE CHAIR OF COJOION CAUSE, LATER· WHEN ELECTED TO 
ASSEMBLYMAN, HE SPONSORED ACR 54. TO TRIGGER .A FEDERAL CONVENTION IN 
1986. WITHOUT ANY CHANGES, RICHARD KAMIN INTRODUCED OLD ACR 54 AND 
WAS KNOWN AS THE ORIGINAL ACR 30. MEANWHILE, LLOYD CUTLER 
REPRESENTS COMMON CAUSE AS ATTORNEY 1 WHILE RICHARD ZIMMER IS 
FEDERAL CONGRESSMAN RETURNING '1'0 TRENTON WITH JOHN ARMOR TO TESTIFY 
l"OR ACR 30 (ACS) LAST JULY 16TH 1992 BEFORE HIS OLD COMMITTEE. 
OHIO COMMON CAUSE FORMER CHAIRMAN ERIC FINGERHUT ALSO HAS BECOME A 
FEDERAL CONGRESSMAN AFTER BEING ONE OF THE CON-CON SPONSORS IN· HIS 
ST .. ~TE LEGISLATURE. WA.~tmN CHRISTOPHER WHO t4ROTE THE.\BA OP!N!CNS. 

; , TWENTY YEARS' :AGO 1 IS THE TRILATERAL Sti'R..~OGATE ·WITH CL:ZNTON IN 1993. 

1'1(K)K 



THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION REPORT (1973) CORRECTLY 
POINTED TO THE "FEAR OF THE POWER OF A CONSTITUTIONAL 
CON\'ENTION AND ITS POTENTIAL FOR REVOLUT10NARY CHANGE." 
CONSIDER.THIS SAMPLE OF ACCUMULATING EVIDENCE: 

THE FOLLOWING SHOWS THE CONTINUATION OF THE FOUNDATIONS FINANCED 
"NEW 11 CONSTITUTION SCHEME· FROM 1964 WITH 'I'HE EFFORTS OF REX TUGWELL 
AND COLLEAGUES SUCH AS CHARLES HARDIN. PUBLICATION OF THE PROPOSAL 
IN THE CENTER MAGAZINE IN 1970 IS FOLLOWED BY HARDIN'S PROPOSAL IN 
I974 I ENTITLED PRESIPEHTIAL POWQ & ACQUHTABILITY. TOWARD A. NEW 
CONSTITtJl'ION. CHARLES HARDIN IS ACKNOWLEDGED AS A 1982 FOUNDER OF 
CCS AND THE CURRENT EFFORT BY HIS ORGANIZATION TO BRING ABOUT 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS LISTED IN THE PUBLICATION MEQiMING AMEF,ICAH 
GOYER.NMENT. C 1985 l THIS ORGANIZATION MET MOST RECEN'I'LY ON FEB. 24, 
1993. EXHIBITS: 

A-1 POLITICAL SCIENTIST CHARLES JiARDDC DOCUMENTS HIS COLLEAGUES 
AT '1'BB ClOI'1'BR FOR TBB S1'UDY OF DBIIOC:RATIC IXSTI'l'OTIOHS. 

A-2 CHARLES HARJJnl IS IDENTIFIED AS A POtnmBR OF THE COJIIaTTD 
OJf TBB COMS'l'l'tDTIOJW'.. SYSTBII (CCS) IN HIS PUBLICATION. 

B PUBLICATION IDENTIFIES ALSO THE POOIDIKG co-eBAIRS LLOYD 
CtJ'fLlm AHD DOUGLAS DILLOH. 

C 'IWBLVE. PROPOSALS POR COHSTITOTIOJfAI. AHBifDJIBI'lS ( l9 8 5) ARE·.~ 
PUBLISHED BY IDRDDf' S CCS •PARLIA112H'l'AKY GOVBlUOIBii'l:' ·GROUP" o 

D HARDIN'S GROUP MEETS ON FEB. 24,1993 WITH SOME HIGHLIGHTS 
BY AN OBSERVER. NOTE SIGNIFICANTLY THA'l' 'rHE AUTHOR OF CCS 
WORKING PAPER #23, DICK 'l'HORNBtmGH IS·NOW S'rRICl<EN FROM THE 
BOARD OP DIRECTORS LIST OP THIS ORCMIZATIOB. 

E-l TBX'1' OF !tiW COHSTITM'IOH PROPOSED BY '1'HE "CENTER" IN A-1. 
E-2 COMMENTS AT THE TIME CONCERNING •WHAT IS BBBDID.TBB FRAlrl'IC 

DR1VB POR A JfBif COHSTXTtJTIOJIII • 
F-l SEVERAL UPRBSD'l'ATIOHS BY POLI'l'ICAL SCIB!I'l'IS'! JOIIlf ARMOR 

AS PRESENTED IN HIS OWN AND OTHER ALEC PUBLICATIONS AND 
STATE TRANSCRIPTS • ALEC IIATBRULS MRlftlllf BY KR. AR1I01t 
WHICH RBFt.BC'! BIS ASA RBPORT SBLBCnVJ·CXfJIISSIORS, KRo 
ARMOR'S B1m0RS, WI'l'B MR. ARIIDR' S IIISQUo.l'IS . OF JAKES 
JIA!)ISO!f, !'ATHER OF --THE 0. S. CONSTITUTION XJI BOTH 'US 
ALBC ··WRiftBV AHD ORAL TBSTDIORY AS RZCmWS PKOVB •• 

G COMPARISON GRAPHS OF THE CONVENTION APPLICATIONS IN 1911, 
1963, 1970, AND 1993. (NOTE THE CONTRAST BETWEEN THE TEN 
YEARS PRIOR TO 1912, WITH 31 STATE APPLICATIONS, AND THE 
TEN YEARS FROM JUNE, 1983 TO THE PRESENT WHEN STATES HAVE 

·MADE NONE. SEE IIR. ARJIOR'S S~IVB OJJKlSSIOII OP THZS ABA 
RlSPORT RBASO!f : "THE STATES EXPRESSED PEAR· OF THE POWER OF 
A ·coNSTITU'l'IONAL CONVENTION AND I'l'S POTENTIAL FOR 
REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE. " PG. 7 6 1 ABA REPORT. ) 

H IH 1986 PORMBR CCS DIUC!TOR DICK TBOJUIBORGB TBSTXPIBD 
BBPORB FORMER NJ COMMON CAUSE CHAIRMAN, RICHARD ZIMMER, 
WHEN RICHARD ZIMMER WAS CHAIRMAN OF TBB ASSBMBLY S'l'ATB 

GOVERliKEH'l COMKI'rl'D. 
1. THIS CCS DIRECTOR IDDTIFIBD BBA AS HI •ICBY• '1'0 

A CONVENTION TO OBTAIN 11STRUCTORAL• CBAHGES. . 
2 • H'l'U LOBBY COCHAimWf WAS THIS SAD DICK 'l'BOR.HBORGB. 

k '' (~) K NeW Jersey· State library 



Senators, 

TESTIMONY 
OF 

CHERYL DUNCAN LEMONS, 
CONCE~"ED RESIDENT OF NEW JERSEY 

PUBLIC HEARING 
ON 

SCS ON SCR-39,SCR-68,ACR-30 

THE NJ SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMIITEE 
THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1993 

10:00 A.Mo 

POSITION ... OPPOSED 

Over the course of the committee meetings and hearings on the subject of the 

Constitutional Convention, many, ~y reasons why you should oppose a call for 

a Constitutional Convention have been stated. Very briefly, just three main 

reasons why a Convention is completely unwanted are: 

1. most Constitutional experts, including retired Chief Justice Warren Burger, 

agree that such a Convention could not be limited to the issue of the budget but 

would be a general convention taking up many other issues. Given the wording 

of Article V of the Constitution it is clear that a Constitutional Convention 

would discuss several issues and, thus, put our basic rights as Americans· at 

risk. 

Jr·~. 
'~. "' .. 
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2. There is also the issue ofhow.a Constitutional Convention would be executed. 

The Constitution is so vague about this that Senator Orin Hatch proposed S-

214, entitled "Constitutional Convention Implementation Act of 1991." This 

measure died in committee on December 31, 1992. If a Convention had the 

very safeguards you have been promised by proponents, why would Senator 

Hatch have had to write a bill to specify how one would be implemented? And 

as s .. 214 died, we can be assured that no safeguards exist at all on a 

Constitutional Convention .. 

3. Congress can pass the amendment itself as our other amendments have been 

passed and none of us need wony about our Bill of Rights. Last year Congress 

was just short of passing a balanced budget amendment itself. Our budget 

certainly does need to be balanced, but we do·not need have a convention and 

open a whole can ofworms to get that result. 

Now very important in this are the people and what they want. First of all I · 

would like to acknowledge the people gathered here today to stand up about this 

issue. As· acclaimed author L. Ron Hubbard wrote, the. price of freedom is 

"constant alertness, ·constant willingness to fight back, there is no other price," 

and I think that those who are gathered here today to fight for what they believe in, 

those who have come again and again and again to Trenton, those who have 

written, who have visited their legislators, this group of people present should 

acknowledge themselves with a round of applause and, if one is not allowed, by 

big, silent smiles. 
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I say this because this turnout and these faces should say something. This 

turnout and that of earlier hearings should send a message. And that message is: 

that the people of the state ofNewJersey do not want a Constitutional 

Convention .. 

And I ask myself: "if the, people do not want a convention, why is a convention 

being pushed so hard in New Jersey?" Connecticut, Montana, Michigan, Hawaii, 

and lllinois have all killed calls for Constitutional Conventions in recent months 

but New Jersey continues. But there is the issue of partisan politics and its 

pressure. 

Last year Rich Bond, then the head of the Republican National Committee and 

Bob Grady, the· Executive Director of the Office of Management and Budget felt 

that this issue was so important that they flew in to rally Republican forces on the 

Assembly floor, turning the vote to their side. Had these special interests not come 

this issue would have been dead and you would have been discussing other matters 

today. 

Any pressures that you are receiving to vote in a certain way are. merely a hint 

ofthe pressures that would be on delegates to any convention. In fact, Dick Allen, 

legislator from Michigan testified in the assembly that lawmakers in his state 

received death threats· over this issue. In this political climate with ·so many vested 

interests, delegates to a convention would be getting even more pressure that you 

are today about SCR-39 and the other Constitutional Convention measures. 



Why put yourselves through any more of this? Why put another through it in a 

Convention? 

This legislation needs to die. You are the Senators most informed of the 

issues. Today, I not only ask that you vote "no," I'm asking you to speak out 

against this legislation. I'm asking you to get your fellow Senators to vote against 

it. I'm even asking you to personally lobby the sponsors to withdraw. 

It's very simple why: The people of the state ofNew Jersey do not want this 

legislation. They do not want anything that would jeopardize their rights. They, 

the people sitting in this room today, who you represent, say, "No." 

Now its time for you to listen. Now it's time for you to act. 

Thank you. 

Cheryl Duncan Lemons 
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The Threat of a Constitutional Convention 

- A Fact Sheet -

We call your attention to an increasing nationwide alarm over potential radical 
changes in the United States Constitution, a threat which has caused liberal and 
conservative organizations to band togeth.er to oppose the push to call for a U.S. 
constitutional convention. 

Thirty.;.two (32) states have passed resolutions calling for the U.S. Congress to 
call for a constitutional convention ("con con"). If thirty-four (34) states make such a 
plea, Congress must call a constitutional convention. The stated purpose of these 
resolutions is for the convention to propose a balanced-budget amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution. Constitutional experts however insist that any convention could not be 
limited to just one topic. · 

Due to the possibility that this could be a "runawat' convention; three states of 
these thirty-two- Florida, Louisiana and Alabama- subsequently passed legislation 
cancelling their call for a convention. 

And recently, Hawaii Michigan; Connecticut and Montana voted to defeat 
new resolutions calling for a convention, following loud public opposition to it. 

There is no federal law. which exists, or which could exist, which· could limit a 
constitutional convention to only one topic, as some state legislators have been told. 
Documentation· of. this is included in this packet. 

Writing in the Washington Post, national columnist George F. Will opposed a 
convention, stating, "The danger is of a 'runaway' convention, not content to stick to the 
specific proposal that brought- it into being, and convinced that it has supreme power to 
act on whatever it pleases. •• 

Groups opposing a convention include the American Legion, AFL~CIO, Eagle 
Forum, Veterans of Foreign Wars, People for the American Way, Common Cause, 
Concerned Women of America, the Church of Scientology, the 7th Day Adventists, and 
a number of other organizations. 

A balanced-budget amendment could be passed through normal channels. The 
current 26 amendments to the Constitution were passed this way, where each was 
individually proposed by Congress and then ratified by 3/ 4ths of the States. 

An entire convention is not needed, and in fact could be disastrous because it 
could open the door to having key portions of the Constitution altered. 



Please_,read the attached materials. We urge your supp9rt to oppose~the push Ior 
a Constitutional convention . 

. For more information, you can call Brian Anderson, Research Director for 
FREEDOM Magazine, (213) 663-2058. 

Attachments: 

1) Memo from Michigan State Senator Dick Allen showing there is NO federal 
legislation that would limit a con!titutional convention, as he says legislators were told 
by lobbyists for a constitutional convention. 

:.. 

2) U.S. ~enate Judiciary Committee confirming that there is no s~ch legislation. 

3) List of prominent legal experts who say a constitutional convention cannot be 
limited (also includes statement by Yale professor, Walter Dellinger.) 

4) Statement of Laurence Tribe, constitutional expert, on the problems of a 
constitutional convention. 

5) FREEDOM . magazine article on the ·constitutional convention. 

6) Reprint of Congressional Hearing testimony against the constitutional 
convention by expert, Professor Charles Black. 

7) "Risky business of conventions," editorial against the constitutional convention 
by former U.S. Supreme Court Justice, Arthur J. Goldberg. 

8) A list of constitutional questions whic~ DO NOT HAVE clearcut answers, 
posed by the authoritative Congressional Research Service, an investigative arm of 
Congress. Also a summary of which states have passed constitutional convention· 
resolutions, and·. which have later rescinded them. 

oOo 
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February 11, 1993 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

Prom: 

Alllntereated State IA&falators 

Representative Dick Allou 
Uth Houa DU.trlct 
Michiaan House of Representatives 

AP,~O,~IAf10"'1 

lutCO~'"'" 
AC,_l'C\I~f"'*' 
OOt.iMU OW•Ii<IHT 
IIMU~ ltfATII\.Oc.AI. 
""III~Wiff 

.. ,~~MI.li.1'M 

~~r"ANI 
rTAft.IOt.tOI 

Re: Baluced Budatt Amendment • c=sututional Coftvention 

On February 3, 1993, thi Midllgan Senatt State AllaJn Committee pused Senate 
Joiut Resolution (SJR) "0", pttitiowng Coi1ii'tu to calla constitutional convention for the 
limited purpoae of draftina a U.S. constitutional amendment mandatina a bala.D.~d federal 
bud&et. 

Mer receiving documtntation rrom tbe U.S. Senate J'udlciary Committee that 5-214. 
The ConsthutionalConvendon Implementation Act· ot 1991, diod ln that wmm!ttee in 
Decen1ber and had not be enactec1,.u Mi.cbiaan Stato Senaton had been told by lobbyfsta. x 
enough ~upport wu withdrawn. on tbc Senate floor, from SJil"G" that the aponsor withdrew -
it and is ~ec:ted to offlr a substitute resolution wJthout a collat1tutional a)nv&ntfon 
provltlon. · 

If you would care to vertry tl1at neither S:at4 nor any other bW prohibitilll an 
unlimited constitutional convention has been tnacted, Coll&l'essionll Leaisladve Sorvice~t 
at telephone number (202)-224-1772, will provide this information u wen as a copy of S.21~. 

DA=kls 



tlnftld ~tatrs ~matt 
COMMinll ON TMI JUOI~ 
W.W.lNGTOH, DC aol to-4171 

fel:aru3zoy t·, 199 3 

Ve&'a Roclho t 
MJ ,,.,. Ch&.i.~~IOn, !a.tle PO.C\UU 
.. 137 
lnGtlide, R" 07J2G 

Daaz Jet. l'oehea 

! •• w.ritin; to con~i~ that s. 2J,, the Conatitutignal 
cunv.n~ioft z-.lam.nta~ion ACt of·l991, WAS intro~uc.a on Jaaua~ 
l5, 1111. ~o tuhaequent act.J.on wa:a t.~~on du:i~q the ConCJI'ell. 

Hy »elt W1Sh¥CS· 



THESE PROMINENT LEGAL AUTHORITIES DO NOT BELIEVE 
A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION CAN BE LIMITED 

TO A SINGLE SUBJECT 

Rex P. Lee, President, Brigham Young University; Fonner U.S. Solicitor General & 
Founding Dean of BYU Law School 

T. Alexander Aleinkoff, University of Michigan Law School 

Florian aarto.sic, University of California at Davis, School of Law 

Charles L. Black, Sterling Professor, Yale Law School 

C. Christopher Brown, University of Maryland School of Law 

Neil Cogan, Southern Methodist University, School ofLaw 

Walter E. Dellinger, Duke University School of Law 

Thomas I. Emerson, Yale Law School 

Jefferson B. Fordham, University of Utah, College of Law 

Gerald Gunther, Stanford Law School 

Betsy Levin, Dean, University of Colorado, School of Law 

Arval A. Morris, University of Washington, School of Law 

Willard Overgaard, Professor of Public Law, Boise State University 

Charles E. Rice, Notre Dame Law School 

Terrance Sandal ow, Dean, University of Michigan Law School 

Robert L. Schwartz, University of New Mexico, School of Law 

Lawrence H. Tribe, Harvard University Law School 



l.A.Uil£NCE H. Ta.JB£ 

T]ltr Projt.JJor of CotUIIIIIIIOit41 LAw 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
LAW SCHOOL 

CIU!WO!..O HAU. )07 

CAMUJDC£, MA.SSACHUSrM"S 011)1 

(6q) 495·4611 

The primary threat posed by an Article V Convention is that of a confron
tation bet...,een Congress and such a Convention. Upon Congress devolves the 
duty of calling a Convention on application of the legislatures of t'-lo-thirds 
of the states, and approving and transmitting to the states for ratification 
the text of any amendment or amendments agreed upon by the convention. The 
discretion '-lith '-lhich Congress may discharge this duty is pregnant with danger 
even under the most salutary conditions. 

In the event of a dispute be t"-'een Congress and the Convention over the 
congressional role in permitting the Convention to proceed, the Supreme Court 
'-lould almost certainly be asked to serve as referee. Because the Court might 
feel obliged to protect the interests ·of the states in the amendment process, 
it cannot be assumed that the Court '-lould autanatically decline to becane 
involved on the ground that the dispute raised a nonjusticiable political 
question, even if Congress sought to delegate resolution of such a dispute to 
itself. Depending up on the political strength of the parties to the dispute, 
a decision to abstain '-lould amount to a judgment for one side or the other. 
Like an official judgment on the merits, such a practical resolution of the 
controversy would leave the Court an enemy either of Congress or of the 
Convention and the states that brought it into being. 

A decision upholding against challenge by one or more states an action 
taken by Congress under Article V would be poorly received by the states 
involved. Truly disastrous, hO\olever, '-lould be any result of a confrontation 
bet'-leen the Supreme Court and the states over the validity of an aznendment 
proposed by their Convention. Yet the convention process could, quite imagin
ably 1 give rise to judicial challenges that would cast the states into just 
such a conflict with the Supreme Court -- despite congressional attempts to 
exclude such disputes fran the Court's purview. 

At a minimum 1 therefore, the federal judiciary 1 including the Supreme 
Court, will have to resolve the inevitable disputes over which branch and 
level of government may be entrusted to decide each of the many questions left 
open by Article V. 

The only possible '-lay to circumvent the problematic prospect of such 
judicial resolution is to avoid use of the Convention device altogether .until 
its reach has been authoritatively clarified in the only manner that could 
yield definitive ans'-leL·s '-lithout embroiling the federal judiciary in the 
quest: thr~gh an amendment to Article V itself. 
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TESTIKOlfY OJ PROF. ClLULES L. BLACK, B., YALE LAW SCliOOL, 
OW lLl VElf, COllll'. 

Mr. BLAcx. Now, we all know what we are talking about, so I will 
not go through the preliminaries again, but I do want to talk to one 
point which 1 think is important; that is that, as far as I or anyone 
else has been able to discover, all of the few applications, pursuant to 
this provision we are talking about, that were submitted by State 
legislatures, for more than 100 years after the adoption of the Consti
tution, were drawn on the assumption that the provisions in article V 
authorized the legislatures to apply only fo:r a ~neral convention. At 
least that is all they applied· for. 

It was apparently not until 1893 that any legislature sent in an ap• 
plication based on the assumption that such applications were valid, · 
when they sou~ht to dictate the agenda, or perhaps I should say 
the agendum, 1n the singular, of the "convention for proposing 
amendments." 

l'Ir. Chairman, think what this Ineans. Through the controversies 
over the alien and seditio .. n laws in the latter part of the 18th cent!!Bu 
over the embargo, the War of 1812, the internal improvements b. 
over the Bank of the United States, over the appellate jurisdiction o 
the Supreme Court, over the early fugitive slave laws-not one single 
legislature acted as though it had the. ~wer to force Congress to call 
a convention limited to one of those top1cs. 

It did not even occur to Kentucky and Vir~ when they were 
bu~ themselves with .at~mpted interposition against what they 
collSldered to be unconstitutional acts .of Co~, to go after an 
article V convention. Even in the great nullifieation and Slavery con
troversies in the 1830's and 1860's; the States that submitted appli-
cations made them general. · 

Just twice, m the 1890's, long after any ori~ understanding, 
and then with growing ~uency, as we know, down to our own 
times, legislatures have submttted applications so drawn as to reflect 
the assumption that the article V langua~ authorizes the State legis
latures to force the calling of a convention limited to a subject, or 
even an amendment whose text is dictated by the State legislatures. 

I shall soon go into my reasons for belie~· that this assumption, 
though obviously convenient. for the State lesrislatures, is a wrong 
assumption, one that mistakes the meaning of the article V Ianr.age, 
"for proposing amendments.." But. I bring this historical pomt up 
front, beCause, as I have fought tenaciously now for nearly 17 years 
on this very battlefield, I have found that the very hardest thinr. to 
overcome is the tacit-and I am afraid often unconsidered-assump
tion that a . lications to a sub 'eet-li.mited or text-limited convention 
wou v · an co so orce n~ss to ca · su a convention. · I 

This assumption, I wanted to stress at~ very beginning, arises from 
and only from the actions of the State legislatures themselves, as good 
as entirely in our own century. 
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There is no recedent an. here outside of. tha no authoritative 
prece en~ e assumpt1on that this power lies in the State legisla
tures lS bised altogether on their own implied claims, which are olr 
viously in the nature of self-serving declarations, and which ~ 
to be put forward 105 years after tne going into eifect of the COn
stitution-on these and no~ else. 

My hope is that this will clear the way for our seeing this question 
for what it is, a new question, coming before us in 1979, without any 
presumption. · . 
. . ~nate bill. S .. 3, now befo~ you, is dra WD: ?D tJ;te theory that these · 
hm1ted applicat1ons are valid. My own pom.tioniS that they are not 
valid, beCause they are not, in my view, applications for the thing 
that a,rticle V authorizes the States legislatures to appl7. for, and so 
they do not place Congress under any legal or moral obligation to do 
anithina'. 

rhis View, if ri.J.ht, has two important and obviously connected con .. 
sequences. First, 1t compels the ]Udpent that S. 3 and similar bills· 
are not in pursuance of the Constitution because that bill, in ita crucial 
section 2 and throughout its 1~, rests upon and only upon the 
assumption that the article V language re£ers to a convention re
strictea as to the ''the nature o:f the amendment or amendments to be 

pro~d, · th if 11,· th · · ~econ , my new means at most, not a · l1 convention ap~li-
cations now pending before the Congress are nullities and that Con
gress, whatever their number, neither need nor constitutional!}' may 
act upon them. Thirty-four times zero is zero. That will be Just a8 
true in January, 1980, as it is now. The question whether S. 3 is in 
pursuance of the Constitution is therefore the very same question as 
the question whether the applications· now before the Congress are 
Yalid article V applications. The bill and the applications are drawn 
exactly on the same theory, and stand or fall togetlier. 

I have defe11ded this view in a number of published writings which 
I have placed on the record, but I will try orally, now, to hit the 
high spots. 

Now, the question, first and last, alpha to omega, is "what is meant 
in Article V by the words, 'a convention for proposing amendments 1' " 

I suggest to you, Mr.· Chairman, and Senators, that the best ap
proach to ascertaining the plain meaning of these words is to ask what 
they would mean without modification in the v~rocedural context 
in which they are inten~ed an~ anticil'ated to be • . 

Now, as you know, m theu- pleadings, lawyers somet1mes do what 
we call "track the statute," phrazing allegations or prayers in the euct 
statutory language, and no more. · 

Suppose a State legislature, tracking article V in this way, were to 
transmit to Congress a paper saying, "Application is hereby made, by 
the legislature of this State that Congress call· a convention for pro

. ~ amendments," period,. end of application, signature of . the 
officer, and stopping rigbt there. 

Now two and only two questions could be moved in that situation: 
First, would such an application be· valid t Second,. what would it 
maan1 



First, the application so word~: 'Would, of course, be valid. Thirty·· 
four such apphcations would oblige Congress to call a convention for 
vroposing amendments, providing Congress could agree on constitu· · 
ency and so forth, and I think every ~ember of Congress would be 
under a. duty to try so to agree. . 

That would be true exactly because article V is tracked. How could 
it be that an application in the very words of the article would not be. 
valid 1 . 

Second, the words used would mean a general, unlimited conven· 
tion, to propose such amendments as it thmks ought to be proposed. 1 

Since I see- no possible basis for doubting this, I can't think how to ' 
support the contention other than by saying just that. 

Observe, Mr. Chairman, how puttmg the matter this way trans
forms the plain meaning and textual issues. We are not talking any 
longer, if one buys my conclusion about this tracking application, 
we are not talking any longer about which of two plain me&nings, 
among two mutually exclusive alternatives, the article V language · 
has-unl~ one is prepared to contest these two conclusions regardi.rig 
the trJJ,cking apphcat1ons, and I don't see how anyone could._ Then 
one must start with and stick with the position that article V Ian· · 
~age has one 1lam meaning that is beyond all doubt. that the wordS 
a convention or proposing amendliients," whatever else they may 

mean, plafuly do mean a general, unlimited convention. 
. Let me put. in~ the record the o~se!V'ation ~hat there i~ ~ere an 
1mportant leglSlat1ve fact. The astonishing fact 11 that S. 3, m 1ts cru· 
cial section 2, and throughout, would actually ma.ke impermissibl~ and 
inetfecti ve the filing of the only kind- of application that is certainly 
valid under article V of the Constitution; namely, an application that 
trackS the article verbatim. · ~ 

I urge you to consider, Mr. Chairman, i.nd Senators, whether such 
a glaring and plan constitutional defect in a bill that has been around 
as long as this one has does :not suggest some respectful skepticism 
about the soundness of the constitutional counseling that went into 
its draft· I 
Estab~ent of this crucial point, about the trackinJ' application· . 

for a general convention, quite changes the focus of inquey. When we · 
inquire now whether a State application for a "limited convention asks . 
for what article V means, we are inquirinp: whether, in addition to its 
incontestably plain conferral, on . the legislatures, of what is beyond 
all doubt a most significant power, very nearly an ultimate power, 
the power to force the ~11 of a general constitutional convention, 
article Vis to be taken to give them, as well, a different power, not at , 
all obviously meant by article V-the power to force the call of a 
subject- or text-limited convention. In an inquiry concerning correct 
amendment procedure, where, more than anywhere else, very clear 
legitimacy is requisite, great clarity of justification should be _looked 
for before one adds, to a fixed plain meaning, another mes.nuur far 
from plain. There is, I submit, no justification at all for this addition 
of a. second and different meaning, except the very late but now long-

1 

continued self-servin~ assumptions of the l~sla.tures themselves. 
I think I mi~ht usefully refer here to the 1974 .American Bar Asso- . 

ciation committee report on this subject, for a samplina of some of ! 



the ·reasons tha.t~ have been pQt forward for addina- something else,to'· 
the pl$in and obvious ·m.eantng of the article V words. 

'l'he presttgeful report, for example, invokes the always appealing 
concept of equality. 'fhe convention method, it says, was intended to 
stand on an ·~equal footing'' with the con~ssional method. I don't 
know why they raise that issue, because so it sta.nds, if and only if 
article V oe taKen to refer only to a general con vent ton with full free
dom of proposal. Such a convention, as· one of the two proposing 
bodies in article V, would stand exactly on an "equal footing'' witll 
Congress! the other proposing bo~y under article V. Is not ~he equal~ty 
as to nattonal concerns, an equality between the two nat1onal bod1es . 
to which the proposing function is given 'i . 

This symmetrical equality is exactly what my own view leads to. 
The bar report puts forward a "greater includes the lesser'' argu

ment, seeing --no sound reason as to why they-. the ~tate legislatures
cannot invoke limitations on exercising * * *"their authority to pro
cure a convention call. This argument ignores the fact-which under
lies much of the bar report's other reasonings,. and which underlies, 
indeed, the most crucial provisions of S. 3 itself-that a general con
vention on the one hand, and, on the other, a subject- or text-limited 
convention, are di1ferent not in degree but in kind. They are as differ
ent in kind as : ( 1) The freedom to marry ; and ( 2) the freedom to 
marry 1 of 2 or 3 or even 100 people designated by somebody else. 
The power to force the call of a convention, and to dictate its agenda, 
is, if anythin~, a. greater power than the power to force the call of a 
convention Without dictating its agenda. That is exactly why the 
State legislatures are so eager to claim it. 

Now, I urge upon you that these general considerations do not reach 
at all to the length of justifying an addition to . the uncontestedly 
plain meaning of article V. 

I would tum to another aspect of the bar committee report which 
has come to be a sort of "law and the prophets" in this field. They 
go through the records of the Constitutional Convention of 1787, and 
bring in some material ·from the State constitutions in the late 18th 
century. Quite obviously these historical matters are not for oral 
argument, even to such a patient committee as this. I am a man of 
mercy. But I do want to draw this committee's attention to my full, 
but I think not terribly prolix argument in my letter of June 1 to 
Senator Kennedy, to which I have alreadv referred. This letter has 
been published in the Oklahomu Law Renew, and is one of the doc· 
uments which I have. with your permission. handed up for the record. 

These passages in that letter-and I, of course, invite you to read it-. 
do, !think, succeed in justifying to the hilt my statement, elsewhere in 
the same letter, that the 'bar committee report, which now exerts a 
powerful influence, is "deeply flawed, and entirely fails to make its 
case." I stand firmly by that statement, and if you doubt its rightness, . 
then I do invite your particular attention to those passages in my Ken
nedy letter in which I deal with their handling of the 1787 Conven· 
tion. a.nd particularly of the earlier StRte constitutions. 

I believe vou will be surnrised. I beliP.ve that, R.fter the first sur
prise is over, you never will feel quite the same about this bar com· 
mittee report ... :\nd I make that statement, of course, with the material 
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in your hands. I am not simply boaSting without having it there. I am 
simply omitting it through mercy given the time. 

Neither "pla1n meaning,'_~ t}l.~~' nor cont~xt nor history-as I have 
tried to develop it in the material which you have-will· permit our 
readin~into thes~ simple words, '~a convention for proposing ame~d
men_ts, a power 1n the State legtslature, a power unslLCJpected for a ' 
full century after the Constitution came to light, to propose amend
ments at which the nominally "proposing" body is merely to ratify. 

But I think one thing more needs to be said. It is the genius of 
American constitutional interpretation to read our Constitution in a 
sensible way,. as responsive to need. The following of this master 
maxim of interpretation is an expression of fidelity, the deepest pos
sible fidelitY., to the overriding and dominated· intent of the summer of 
1787 in Philadelphia, the intention that the document be so read as to 
work well •. 

It is not irrelevant, then, even as a matter of law, to point out how 
thoroughly all national needs for constitutional amen<iment are al
ready provided for without our straining words to give the State leg
islatures the power, in effect, to "propose amendment&" 
. The other House of Congress stands every 2 years for election, and 
represents the .American people in their proportion. The. Senate was 
so designed as to represent the States, one by one; each Senator rep
resents and must answer to the ·people of a whole State. 

These two bodies can set in motion and send out to the States any 
amendment their constituencies want. There is a strange mythical 
world-familiar to political cartoonists, for example-in which Con· 
gress so carefully built to represent the American pe<?ple by numbers 
and by States, is looked on as though it were some kind of alien power. 

In fact, the constituencies of Congress and the State legislatures.are 
exa.Ctly the same peoJ>le by Constitution&! command, and the dif
ference--ana it is & distinct though an intangible one-is in the con
ception of office. The same peOple are represented here as in the Sta.te 
legislatures, but it would ·be ·utterly impossible for a constitutional 
amendment to be ·whooped and hollered through these two Houses 
as they have been in a great many State legislatures. The State legis
lator ought not to be expected to form just that blend of constituency 
concern and national concern which ideally characterizes the Con
gressman and the Senator, and which is, in my observation and judg
ment, often approximated in congressional and senatorial realitv. But 
that difference between Congress and the legislatures suggests that by 
far the better place for the origination of pieeemeal amendments is 
Congress, where the overall interest, as well as the constituency in
terest, is always in view. In refusing to put the new gloss that S. 3 
would put on the words of article V, we would not be shutting off a 
road in any way demonstrated to be needed, or likely to be needed. 
The whole history of the country fails to show any serious trouble 
that resulted from difficulty about amending the Constitution. 

The route opened up by S. 3 is one which it is very hard to think of 
as either symmetries.! with the traditional route, and its broad con
sensus among the whole people-well, the way to talk in these high 
political auestions is in numb~rs. I.. .. et's talk for a moment in numbers. 
States containing considerably less than 40 percent of the whole 

~'IK 



population could force a convention limited to proposing a given 
amendment, if S. 3 is judged to be pursuant to the COnst1tution and 
p~. . 

Under the electoral college plan in the bill, delegates representing 
less than a. majority of the people could implement these proposals. 
These delegates could be people who, unlike all of you here, and all 
those across the Capitol, never have to face another election. 

Then States containing as few as 40 percent of the _people could 
ratify-a condition, by the way, which did not obtain m 1789, and 
which I find sometimes astounds people to whom you staU, it. Th~ 
quarters of the States can be put together th&t contain 40 percent of 

. the people. . . 
Of course these extremes would not probably ever be reached, but 

they mark the end of a continuous range of possibility, within which 
it could e&Sily hap~n that amendment after amendment could be 
passed without anytb.ing like that heavy preponderance of affirmative 
desire that the other. method, the always-used method, ~uires. . 
. Of course, that is euctly why this method of amendment is being 
pressed so hard. 

Now, these last considerations would not su11ice to overcome a 
clea.rly~ressed constitutional command. But there is no such 
command. . 

I .mention these to show the· utter fallaciousness of. an ar -
ment t st says t at a.ni un llDlt&t1on must 1D1po · in the words 
of article V, . beCause t e importation of suCh language is politically 
dwrable. · · · .· 

There is no historical warrant, no warra.nt in common sense, no 
warrant &tall for our seeing in the article V language, which so plainly 
refers to i. general convention, reference-to limited conventions as well. 

This conclusion, if you come to accept it, must lead not only to the 
rejection of S. 3, as not in. pursuance of the Constitution, but also to 
the judgment that·most of the pending a.pplications are invalid, for 
the simple and sut1icient reason that they do not ask what article V 
means. 

I have argBed here for.the conclusion that an article V convention 
must 68 entirely ~er&l, and that if a State application asks for. 
sometliliig other t~ ~it is void. I fully believe in this view, and 
I hive persevered in it. a· ong time, Mr. Chairman. I think if I am 
wrong about it, it is what· the theologians call "in vincible ignorance." 

I am prepared to argue from any stump. Tom O'Neill asked me if 
I would go on the road, a.nd I said· I sure woUld. 

But would be quite sufficient now to hold to the more modest, and 
I should. think reasonably self-evident proposition that, at the least, 
an application for the assemblin~ of a nat.io.nal constitutional co.n:ven
tion for the purpose of proposmg a textually set out or minutely 
described amendment is a mere travesty of grown-up constitutional
ism • .Assembling a national convention from Maine, Alaska, Florida, 
and Hawaii, and reserving the roo~ an~ getting. t~e requis~te th.ree 
chaplains, one from as.ch of the maJor fa1ths, dec1ding who lS go~g 
to get the gavel, or which pieces of 1t, after it is over, people comm.g 
in to perform such a ministerial or rigorous~y channeled .fun~tion, IS 
a. bit· of foolish pageantry that no one can think the Const1tut1on cal~s 
~--



It reminds me of Henry VIII's conges d'elire, which gave cathedral 
chapters leave to elect a bishop,~·na.mely, the bishop designated by 
Henry VIII. · . 

The d.Uferences her&--smce the tact~.~, ,~ ve changed somewhat-! 
the differences between a directly quoted' amendment to be proposed, 
and a minutely described amendment to be proposed, is utterly trivial.: 
l hope at least that the Congress will not be mtinudated b!_ these. They 
cannot possibly be what article V means, because article V was drawn 
by serious people, and they should be regarded as without force. I have · 
heard it sa1d that, while these narrowly-drawn applications, for pro:- , 
posing one amendment described in advance may be invalid, in that 
their atU!mpt at limitation fails, nevertheless,. that Congress ought to 
treat them hospitably &nd call a ·convention m.yhow. After all, what. 
is constitutional law among friends 1 I think such thoughts must pr~ ' 
~from people who have not read the applications that &re.coming 
m. 

As to the applications with the words, "sole and exclusive· purpose,'' 
and a sell-destruct clause in some of them, if that purpose is departed 
from at all, as to these, the suggested hospitaJ.ity, Mr. Chairman, is 
the hospitality which says· that we are strong for you and love you, 
and ,Please come right in, but leave your left .leg outside. It is the 
hosp1tality of the sp1der to the fly. v' 

Ill the main, it is entirely clear that the· appl7ing legislatures very 
much desire not to have any but the· severely limited convention ap
plied for. That would be nothing but irony in the concept of deference 
to the State legislatures, when···that .. deference consists m giving them 
what they have said they very much don't want. 

I have in my statement· a number of specific points which are of im
portance, ~ut not of this d!>minat~ . overall unportance, conce~ 
defects which I first noted m the bili that was one of Senator ErVUl'S 
bills, which was· antecedent to this, and which still exist in this bill, 
but I believe I will stop there for time p~oses. 

1 very gladly will answer, or deal with., 'any questions that anybody 
wants to aSk. 

Senator BAYK. Thank you very much, Professor Black, for your 
well thought out and enthusiastically given testimony. 

Are you under a time limitation, so that we should perhaps ask 
questions now f · 

Mr. Bucx. I am not under that kind of time line. I have to be in 
New York at 6 :30 for a testimonial dinner for Jack Greenberg of the 
NAACP defense funds. I willbethere in plenty of time. · , 

Senator BAYH. Is it all right to let Professor Dellinger go now, 
then! 

Mr. Bucx. Certainly. 
[Mr. Black's prepared statement and additional material follow:] 

Pu!PA.BED STATEYENT 01' PBon:seoa L. BUCK, JL 

Mr. Chairman and Senators, I thank you tor. the chance to appear betore you 
on this occasion. My remarks will be directed formally at S.· 3, but my scanning 
of the statf analysis ot the House bills tells me they dltfer very little among 
t~m,selves or trom· S. 3, and not at all on the principal point I shall try to make. , 

The Constitution's Article V provides tor a method ot amendment never yet 
· u'se&. "On_.Appllcaton ot the Leilslatures of two-thirds of the Statea • • • Con· 



. STAT&KDT OR' CoNSTITO'TION.U, CoBVZlf'i'IOl'f Anl.ICATIONI 

(Br· Charles L. Black, lr.) 

(E%eerpt from "The Constitution and the Budget", American Enterprise 
lnatitute ( 1980) ) 

Iln'BODUOTOBY 

The Cona!Jtutfon's Article V provides tor a method ot amendment never 
till now used. "On Application ot the Legislatures ot two-thirds ot the States •.• 
Congress shall call a Convention tor proposing Amendments ... " These propoa
als, to become effective, must be ratified by three-fourths ot the States. Just as 
is true ot proposala pustng th~ough Congreae, the method ot proposiDg a1w811 used. up to now. . . 
~ently, many State·. Legislatures have ~· resolutions. asking Congress 

to· call a Convention "tor the purpose ot propoaing" some specl.Oc amendment, 
spelled out in detail It now seems possible that one or more ot these propoaaJa 
will be the subject ot convention applications trom 34 States, the mqlc twO;> 
third& 

We must separate our Judgment on the merits ot an,- partlcu.l4r amendment 
trom our· judgment on the legitimacy .ot the procedure.· If we make a wrong 
precedent now, as to the meaning ot Article V, we ·will open wide a door pfOb=. · 
ablJ never to be cloaed. Betore we pack our bap tor tb1s Convention, let's stop 
and ask "Is th1a trip rea.l17 necessary?" 

I think that the applications now on tHe are nullities, imposing no oblllation 
on Congress. I think the Article V language meana a "general Convention," to 
propose sucll· amendJDenfi as seem gOOd to . that donvenBon. lid I th1Di that 
the etate appllcadons, to be elfecBve, have to ask lor that,- and not for someth.inc 
radically d.11rerent--a severely limited Convention.·.A.ppUeadDna asking tor some
thing other thaD what 1a meant by Article V are nuWt1ea, and thlrtJ-four t1me1 
zero is zero. 

At the ve~. least-and this is all that realll . must be decided DOW=i~ch 
~ndlDg app~atlon lor a convendon .,lor the p~ ot propostn(' some 
mnufe(y described amendment Is a travesty Of ani~he Framers of Article 
V coUld hive conceived. Absolu~ nothinc faintll supports: such an abagrd 
distortion ot a provision tor. a. delierative process. I hope Conpoesa w111 not be 
1ntimldatid by suCh 11appllcatlons"; they place Congresa under no obligation 
whatever. 

The state ot the controve1"87 on these matters has been heavtly dected b7 
a RepOrt by a Special Constitutional Convention Study Committee of the Ameri
can Bar Aseociatlon. "Amendlng of the Conat1tut1on b7 the Convention Method 
Under Article V" (1974) [hereinafter cited as Bar Report]. This Beport com· 
mits itself to the view that applications tor a subject-llmited convention are 
valld. · · 

I have reason to believe that this Report no~ exerts a powertal l.n1luence. 
It is uq view that it is deepq fiawed, and entirely faJls to make ita ·cue on 
thJB lasae. I shall cast this statement partly in ·the torm ot answers to some ot ita 
points.· All the most Important issues will thua be raised, and their current status 
indicated. 

'~ ~G'' ABO OOBTJD:ll 

The question, tlrst and ·last, is what is meant, ln Article . V, by the words, 
". . . a Convention tor proposing Amendments . . . " The best approach to 
ascertaining the plain meaning of these words is to ask what they would mean. 
without modification, in the procedural context til which they are intended to 
be used. Lawyers sometimes ''track the statute," phrasing allegations or prayers 
in the exact statutory language. Suppose a state legislature, "tracking" Article V, 
were to transmit to Congress a paper saying: "Appllcatfon Is hereby made that 
Congress call a convention tor proposing amendments"---the exact language ot 
Article V. Two and only two questions could arise: First, would such an ap-
plication be validf Secondly, what would lt meant 

I am tempted to say that these critical questions answer themselves. But 
there has been so much contusion on this that I will-though embarraesed by 
the obviousness ot what I shall have to say-'go a* llttJ.e further. 
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Constitutional Conventions: Political and Legal Questions 

SUMMARY 

A drive to convene the first Constitutional Convention since 1787 has been 
underway since the mid-1970s. Although 32 of the necessary 34 State legislatures h~ve 
passed resolutions applying to Congress to call a convention to propose a balanced 
budget amendment, Congress has not established formal procedures for evaluating the 
applications to see whether they meet constitutional standards. The issue is further 
complicated by an effort to. encourage States to withdraw previously pass~d 
applications. Three States have.enacted resolutions to rescind their applications·for a 

I 

balanced budget amendment, and recision resolutions have b~n introduced in several 
1990 State legislative sessions. 

This issue brief focuses on the balanced budget amendment convention drive. It 
also presents an historical overview of the convention process and some of the otner 
convention drives (including proposed right-to-life and anti-busing amendments). 
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State Appllcations for a Coutitutional Convention 
to Propose a Balanced Budget Amencbnent 

Most resent Next ;ost resent Oldest 

Enacted First in Enacted First in Enacted. First in 
States :bx St1t1 ~gn.Res;~ :bx ~t1t1 

*{~ESftCWAL 1fE.eOit)) 
~gn.RI~. ~X Stltl ~gn.Bts=. 

Alab81L& AI 9/18/76 2/09/79 8/14/75 9/10/75 . 
Alaska 2/03/82 2/24/82 
Ari~ona 3/09/79 . 4/10/79 5/19/77 6/14/77 
Arkansas 1/22/79 3/05/79 
Colorado 3/29/78 4/05/78 
Delaware 6/11/75 2/25/76 
Florida lV 6/10/76 2/08/79 5/13/76 2/27/79 
Georgia 1/19/76 2/06/76 
Idaho 2/21/79 2/28/79 
Indiana 3/28/79 5/01/79 3/07/57 5/08/57 
Iowa 2/22/79 6/18/79 
Kansas 4/26/78 5/17/78 
Louisiana rJ 7/09/79 7/18/79 6/29/78 7/14/78 7/12/75 7/23/75 
Maryland 4/03/75 1/28/77 
Mississippi 3/20/75 4/29/75 
Missouri 5/26/83 7/11/83 
Nebraska 2/23/76 2/08/79 
Nevada ~ 3/12/79 1/28/80 
New Hampshire 4/26/79 5/15/79 
New Mexico 2/16/76 2/26/79 
N.Caro1ina 1/26/79 2/26/79 
N.Dakota 3/12/75 5/03/79 
Oklahoma 4/15/76 5/01/78 
Oregon 7/11/77 3/15/79 
Pennsylvania 11/09/76 2/08/79 
S.Caro1ina 5/16/78 5/22/78 2/12/76 2/25/76 
S.Dakota 1/31/79 2/27/79 
Tennessee 3/30/77 4/25/78 
Texas 5/31/77 1/15/79 
Utah 2/01/79 3/07/79 
Virginia 3/10/76 3/25/76 2/20/75 2/27/75 2/23/73 3/12/73 
Wyoming 2/17/77 5/11/78 2/21/61 2/27/61 

AI A resolution to rescind Alabama's 1976 application call was enacted 
on Apr. 28, 1988; the 1975 application was rescinded on Sept. 22. 

hi Both Florida's 1976 applications were rescinded on May 5, 1988. 

~ A resolution to rescind Louisiana's application was enacted July 5, 
1990. 

gj A resolution to expunge the Nevada Assembly's passage of its 
application was passed on June 21, 1989. 

CR£.5 



Political and Legal Issues ·• Unanswered Questions 

The step.s required to convene an Article V convention and the rules which would 
govern it are not set out in the Constitution or statutory law. The questions raised by 
these unanswered issues are set out below. Further information on these questions is 
provided in CRS Report 81-135, Constitutional Conventions: Political and Legal Issue~. 
Copies of the report may be obtained through the CRS Inquiry Unit. 

1. What is 'the role of Congress in calling for a convention? 
2. What constitutes a valid application for a convention? 
3. What is the life-span of an application? 
4. May a legislature withdraw application for a convention? 
5. The Constitution refers to the receipt of applications for a convention 

from two-thirds of the States. If over 400 applications have been 
received since 1789, why have we not had a conveQtion? 

6. May applications be conditional? 
7. Must they be identical? 
8. What. kind of scenario would show the likely steps which will be taken 

if applications are received from 34 States? 
·9. Does Congress fulfill its constitutional duty under Article V, after receipt 

of valid applications from two-thirds of the States, by prqposing its own 
substitute amendment? 

10. Can a constitutional convention be limited to the consideration of a 
single issue? 

11. If a convention is limitable, who may do the limiting? Congress? 
The States? Or both? 

12. If Congress can limit the subject of a convention, how strict may that 
limitation be? 

13. If a convention should go beyond a limitation imposed by Congress 
or the States, are there remedies available? · 

14. Is the Supreme Court the ultimate arbiter of disputes over the proper 
implementation or Article V? 

15. Who would have standing in a court or law to litigate any of these 
issues? : 

16. What method or convention representation should be adopted? 
17. Can a ·Member or Congress be a delegate to a convention? 
18. Ca.t1 the Congress set the vote required by the convention to propose 

an amendment? 
19. Is a convention the creature of Congress, the States, or the "people"? 



New Jersey 
Citizens for. a 
Sound. Economy 
204 vvest State Street 
T~enton. NJ 08608 

f609J 392-6445 
;:.;x (609; ::,92-6425 

TESTIMONY 
of 

HEW JBRSBY CXTIZBNS FOR A SOUND ECONOMY 

before 
NEW JERSEY SENATE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 

May 27, 1993 

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I'm· 
Suzanne Savage, with New Jersey citizens for a sound Economy (New 
Jersey CSE). I am here today to present testimony for Michele 
Davis, Director of New Jersey CSE, restating New Jersey CSE's 
support for the call for a constitutional convention to add a 
balanced budget amendment to the U.S. Constitution. New Jersey 
CSE's 10,000 members throughout the state strongly believe that 
the balanced budget amendment is the only way to rein in federal 
taxes and spending, and we know that Congressmen will not limit 
their own spending power until the states pressure them into 
doing so. 

To many minds, the notion of having a constitutional 
convention conjures up a fear of the unknown. And because we 
have never held a constitutional convention, those fears can't 
simply be dismissed. But the odds are overwhelmingly against a 
constitutional convention's venturing into any exotic topics, 
even if that were allowed. Even if one takes the worst-case 
scenario, notwithstanding all the hurdles which would stand in 
the way of anything bizarre, the chances of real damage are 
minuscule because any amendment sponsored by a constitutional 
convention would still have to be ratified by 38 states. The 
Equal Rights Amendment, which had widespread support in the 
polls, never came close to succeeding, ·and the balanced budget 
amendment, even more popul~r, would likely have a difficult time. 
The chances for any radical amendment succeeding are entirely 
remote. 

We do not live in a risk-free society. The burden of nearly 
$20,000 in .debt carried by every American citizen more than 
justifies the remote risks involved in calling for a 
constitutional convention for a balanced budget amendment. The 
national debt, which gets higher with each deficit, leaves a 
terrible· burden for our children and grandchildren. Yet today, 
members of Congress make a show of supporting the balanced budget 
amendment and then fail to pass it, as happened last year, 
because they hav• little incentive to reform their spending 
habits. Only pressure from the states will change that dynamic -
- it will then be in the Congress's self-interest to pass its own 
balanced budget amendment rather than subject itself to rules 
established by state delegations over which it has no control. 



THE LEAGUE 
OF WOMEN VaTERS 
0 F N E W J E R S E Y 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE 
SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

By Dottie Dunfee 
League of Women Voters of New Jersey 

May 27, 1993 

Thank you for this opportunity to speak to you today in opposition to Senate Concurrent 
Resolution Nos. 39, 68 and Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 30 (ACS) which calls for a 
constitutional convention for the purpose of proposing an amendment to balance the federal 
budget. 

I am Dottie Dunfee, Program-Advocacy Vice President of the League of Women Voters of 
New Jersey. I represent the members of 66 local Leagues in municipalities and counties 
throughout the state. Our opposition to this resolution is based on national League positions 
developed through participation of local members throughout the country, including New 
Jersey. 

All of us are concerned that the federal deficit has grown out of all proportions. However, 'the 
League opposes a constitutionally mandated balanced budget for the federal government 
because we· recognize that deficit spending is sometimes economically appropriate and can be 
vital in a crisis situation. Robbing our President and Congress of the flexibility for crisis 
decision-making would be foolhardy. 

On a more fundamental level, we also oppose this resolution because of our belief that the 
U.S. Constitution, as it has heretofore been interpreted and implemented, has adm_irably stood 
the test.of time. All previous amendments .to our Constitution. were acted upon under the first 
alternative in Article V -:..the process of Congress proposing amendments which are then ratified 
by the states. The second alternative procedure for proposing amendments--a constitutional! 
convention called by Congress on application of two-thirds of the states--has never been used. 

There are serious uncertainties surrounding this untried alternative. The wording in the 
- Constitution is vague. Historical guidelines are virtually nonexistent. Implementational 

questions emerge which provoke differing answers by legal commentators and scholars. For 
instance, 

1. What constitutes a valid application to Congress by a state legislature for an amending 
convention? 

2. If the required two-thirds of the state legislatures do adopt a resolution calling for a 
constitutional convention, is Congress obliged to call one? 

- continued -



In all likelihood, then, no constitutional convention would 
even be convened. That is, Congress would pre-empt a 
constitutional convention by passing a balanced budget amendment 
once it appeared likely that a 34th state was about to call for a 
constitutional convention. Because New Jersey would be the 33rd 
state to make this call, New Jersey's legislature is in a 
position to pressure Congress to do the right thing. Passing the 
committee substitute for ACR-30 and S-68 may be the last straw 
that will force Congress's hand. 

In light of President Clinton's proposed tax package, the 
importance of a balanced budget amendinent cannot be overstated. 
This legislation gives New Jersey the opportunity to raise the 
threat of a constitutional convention and push congress to put 
its fiscal house in order. 

Thank you. 

J•' (o..) X 



3. Must all applications for a convention on a given issue be submitted to the same Congress? 

4. If an amending convention were called, could it be limited to a single issue? 

I 

5. How would delegates be selected and how would votes in convention be allocated? 
1 
I 

6. What would be Congress' role in this amending method? 

7. Would disputes over calling a convention and over its procedures be reviewable by federal 
courts? 

Our Constitution has functioned admirably for over 200 years, through prosperity and 
adversity (and other times in which the peoples' faith in their representatives has wavered). 
We urge you not to tamper with this most remarkable and successful document. 

( 



The:, Senate. Government· Collmi ttee 
!A3gislative Office Building CN-068. 
Trenton N. J. 08625-0068 

Gentlemen: 

Attention Joseph Capalbo 

We respectfully request that the following be accepted as written testimony in the 
consideration of SCR 39-68 at the May 27th hearing. 

"I Do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United States and Con-
stitution of the State of New Jersey, and that I will faithfUlly discharge my duties as a 
member of the General Assembly/N. J. State. Senate according to the best of my ability." 

As you know, this is the oath of off.ice taken by State Senators and Assembly representa
tives upon being elected or reelected to their offices.. It trent ions both constitutions, 
federal & state. The federal Constitution grants rights to the people, rights found in no 
other country! Rights that our men and women have fought and died to protect throughout 
history! 

The state Constitution says that ".!!!. political power is inherent in ~ people. It goes 
on to say that "Goverrment is instituted for the protection,· security, and benefit of the 
people." 

This is just a small sample of rights granted to the people of this nation written in the 
valuable legal docunEnts that have elevated this country to the best on this planet! A 
country that people run to and not fran. 

The very thought that some of those elected to represent the people have seen fit to frame 
legislation that could cause changes to be mde in the above is an aOOm:i.nation. A total 
abuse of political power granted to them by reason of their office. It does, indeed grant, 
we, the people rights Which the same individuals calling for a constitutional convention 
have time after time denied, circumvented haze rule and served only a "party politics as 
usual" fornat. Too often the New Jersey voters are treated with an unprescedented contempt 
when taking part in their own government! 

A recent letter from 2nd District CongresSliBn William J. Hughes explained that the 
Constitution affords the President and the Congress all the· authority necessary to pass a 
balanced budget and it is not necessary to tamper with the Constitution to achieve a bal
anced budget amendment. He further explained that the proposed balanced budget anendnent 
is devoid of a trechanism to either bring about a balanced budget or hold someone account
able for failing to balance it. We agree! 

It should be pointed out that New Jersey not only has a balanced budget requirement but 
also has the line item veto. 'Ibis has not stopped excessive spending. Probably the 
greatest concem is that the very people who have been responsible for the $4 Trillion 
l))llar plus deficit, failing education system, disastrous health care, business failures, 
bankruptcies, layoffs, taxation without representation - these would be the folks making 
changes in the mst precious dOCUliEl'lt on earth. We vigorously oppose SCR-39-68 or any 
legislation requiring a Q)nstitutional Convention. 

Thanking you for your consideration, I am 

Dated: May 19! 1993 

Very truly yours, 

~~~~~Taxpayers 
Oommdttee Inc & Uhion County Co-Coordinator HANJ Inc. 
56 Hutchinson St. Clark, N. J. (908--388-9541) 



THE AMERICAN LEGION 
DEPARTMENT OF NEW JERSEY 

War Memorial Building 

TRENTON; NEW JERSEY 08608 

Telephone .AREA CODE 609 695- 5418- 5419 

May 27, 1993 

OFFICIAL POSITION OF 
THE AMERICAN LEGION, DEPARTMENT OF NEW JERSEY 

SENATE CCMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SCR. NOS. 39, 68 AND ACR. 30 

Following is the position of The American Legion, Department of 
New Jersey on ACR-30 and SCR-68 which call upon the U.S. Congress to 
convene a Constitutional Convention ostensibly to ameno the 
Constitution to require a balanced federal budget. 

The Constitution has faithfully served the citizens of the United 
States for over two-hundred years and the fact that it has been amended 
but twenty-six times is testament to its durability. 

A Constitutional Convention would provide certain special interest 
groups with an opportunity to propose amendments to the Constitution 
based upon their own particular ideologies. Such amendments could 
literally change our form of government and seriously limit certain of 
the rights that we, the people, are presently guaranteed. 

As you will see from the enclosed copy of Resolution 535, adopted 
at our National Convention in Chicago, Illinois, August 25-27, 1992, 
The American Legion opposes any attempt to convene a Constitutional 
Convention and we hope you share this position. 

The American Legion respectfully suggests that the intent of 
ACR-30/SCR 68 can best be achieved by amending or substituting the 
resolution to memorialize the United States Congress to propose a 
Constitutional Amendment to the people, through their State 
Legislatures, restricting the issue to the question of a. balanced 
federal budget provision. 

In this way special interest groups will not be afforded the 
opportunity to seek, and perhaps achieve, amendments which could 
adversely change the Constitution which has served us so very well for 
more than two-hundred years. 

The American Legion urges that the call for a Constitutional 
Convention be rejected. 

Contact: Raymond L. Zawacki 
War Memorial Building 
Trenton, N,i 08608 
( 609) 695-5418 
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God given rights are unalienable. Our Bill of 
Rights is merely an acknowledgment and : an 
embodiment of these timeless truths. 

The Founders at first hesitated even to include 
these enumerated rights in the original draft because 
their gravity was so universally understood. , 

It is contradictory to even consider them subject to 
any human vote--ever! 

Allowing a room full of strangers to 
dispose of our present constitution, our 
liberty, the security of our families, and our 
life savings, is the actions of fools. That is 
what we have been for allowing this farce to 
persist. More than vote getting and political 
correctness are at stake here. It is time to 
stop pretending ·· that the legislature acts for 
the greater good when it considers any 
measure which may effectively lead to the 
dissolution of the U.S. CONSTITUTION. 
ARE WE MAD? 
Joseph Ponczek-Dorchester, NJ 









STATEMENT TO THE SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 
OF TH£ NEW J£RSEY STATE LEGISLATURE 

RE: PROPOSED RESOLUTION REFERENCING A CONS'riTUTIONAL CONVENTION 

PRESENTED BY: 

8 PAGES OF TESTIMONY PRESENTED 

~t7 ADDITIONAL PAGES FAXED 

BETH ANN PERADOTTI 
RESIDENT OF ILLINOIS 

'MAY 27, 1993 

JUNE 3, 1993 

1.'0 BE INCLUDED WITH MAY 27TH TESTINONY INFORMATION 

*1 NEW COV£R PAGE 
*3 PAGE LETTER r'ROM MICHIGAN SENATOR JACK WELBORN N 
kl PAGE LETTER FROM MICHIGAN REPRESENTATIVE DICK ALLE 
*1 ?AGE LETTER FROM DICK KAMIN I ., 

* 1 P:AGB LE'i''f~R FROH CM I EF JUSTICE BURGER .0-'t- ~e..A ...x___e,. . ...--V~ ... ·r. . ....---r- At~.>~-
.<-").1 {_.~u.-i~ ;) • 
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THE SENATE 
JACK WEL.SORN LANSING. :~IGAN 

CI'I.·>·II~MMi 

T~I~TEF.JjTH O!lO:HIICT

P.O. BC.X JOOll 

LANSikG. Ml 48909-7538 
t6t71l73 ONJ 

-~~~ 
--~~i~ 

FAt.II&.Y. L.&W, C:I'IIMd•Al I.. .. W. 

_.NCI C0~>4EC'fo(d•$ .:o).l.tMirT~i 

To: Editors 
From: Senator Jack Welborn 
Date: February ll, 1993 

·. ,:_ .. ~ ·. CI4AIIIMA~: 

$(~_. Tf SfL.ECT COMMITTEE 
ON £)(t0AT ...._.•0 TA..\Oi 

Re: RIGHT TO 'l'HE POINT . uswitch and Be Right" ' 
***************************************************************** 

In the time it took me to write the first 15 words of this 

sentence, the United States sunk $400,000 further into debt. The 

national debt is now over $4 trillion, growing at the ·rate of 

$20,000 a ·second. A baby born today instantly inherits a $16,000 

share of the federal debt. Sixty-two cents out of every personal 

income tax dollar paid goes just to pay the interest on the debt. 

The stewardship our leaders in Washington have shown over the 

years in spending other people's money gives a ring of truth to the 

observation made .by Mark Twain many years aqo ---

"There is no distinctly native American criminal class- except 

congress ... 

Awareness of the deficit problem reached new heights during 

last year's Presidential campaign, but the question still remains: 

What· are we going to do about it? Although this problem was 

brought about by reckless, I would say criminal, federal spending, 

a proposed solution to it has been a hot topic in the MiChigan 

Legislature. The proposed solution itself -- a balanced. budget 

amendment to the U.S. Constitution forbidding Congress to spend 

money it does noe have -~ is not controversial. Polls indicate 

that 70 percent of the ?~merican people, all of whom would be in 

prison if they spent as recklessly as Congress, support a:. balanced 

budget. The controversy lies in the proposed means of imposing the 

people 1 s will on their elected representatives in Washington. 

A proposal recently under consideration in the State 

:JI7X 
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Legislature would have added Michigan to the growing number of 

~tates Which are d~manding· a Constitutional Convent·ion for the 

purpose of adding a balanced budget amend~ent. Article v of.the 

Constitution gives states the authority, but only through a 

convention, to amend the u.s. Constitution. According to the 

Constitution, Congress must call a Constitutional convention for 

the purpose of proposing amendments i.f two-thirds,. 34, of the State 

Legislatures demand it. So far ?9 State Legislatures have demanded 

a convQntion to act on the balanced budget amendment proposal. 

This issue has surfaced and resurfaced many times during my 

tenure in the Michigan Legislature. In the past I have always 

supported a constitutional convention because I felt something had 

·to be done to force Congress to live within a budget. This has 

always been a controversial issue because of the concern that there 

is no w~y to limit the convention to the balanced budget amendment. 

on one side of the debate is the fear of a runaway convention 

driven b~ radicals who have no more respect !or our freedom than 

the British did in 1776. I have argued on the ~ther side, which 

believes that a Constitutional convention can be limited to one 

topic and that, if so~ething is not done, our country will be 

driven into ban}:ruptcy by a .Congress that is in itself the 

equivalent of a runaway convention. 

Throughout the debate, I remained on the side of the 

Constitutional convention because of what I thou9ht was a safeguard 

-- a requirement that anything produced by the convention would be 

subj·ect to approval by three fourths of the State Legisl~tures. 

If the convention lived up to the worst fears of its critics and 

pa$sed an amendment rescinding the Bill of Rights, for example, I 

was confident that it would never get the 38 State Legislatures 

necessary to ratify such a radical move. However, on Sunday night 

two days before a scheduled Senate vote on the issue, I got a phone 

call from former state senator Harmon Cropsey. He, like myself, 

llad always been a champion of the amendment, but he told me that 
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in his. retirement he haddone.some, more.resea.rch o.ndfelt that the 

safeguai:d was not as safe as he and I had always believed:. 

Senator Cropsey 1 s call alat-nled me, and s~nt me bac}:: to the 

Constitution for a thorough review. While Article v of the u.s. 
Constitution does state that any amendments produced · by the 

Constitutional convention would have to be ratified ~y three 

fourths of the states, I found a clause that allows congress to 

bypass State Legislatures and put the ratification process into the 

hands of state conventions. Congress chooses· the. ratification 

method -- State Legislatures or .state conventions -- and thera is 

nothing to stop Congress fro~ choosing the convention option and 

then writing a law allowing Congress to determine \w'ho the 

convention delegates would be. 

For example, Congress could say that conventions will consist 

of the Mayors of all cities with populations of 200,000 or more or 

congressmen could even empower themselvas to be the convention 

delegates in their respective states -- my concern is that Congress 

could manipulate the convention to promote its own agenda. !,he 

bottom line is that I have absolutely no con£idence that Congress 

would do the right thing. In giving us the budget deficit, 

Congress has given itself a trust deficit just as big. 

I announced my withdrawal of support for the Constitutional 

convention resolution on Tuesday morning to the Senate Re~ublican 

caucus. Shortly afterwards, before a vote could tie taken, the 

proposal was sent from the senate floor back to committee. 

During my tenure in the Legislature, it has been extremely, 

~xtremely rare that I have switched my position, but in_this case 
· the 

it was clearly documented tl1raugh research that I had been en , 

wrong side of a vitally importan t 1. sstle. There was an old 

'-.. • u I • d rather 
i 1 ~'hi·-h featured smo~ers say~ng1 cigarette commerc a w ~~ 

fight than switch." In this case, I would rather switc1 and be 

right than risk harm to the united States Constitution. 
1 
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OICK ALLE~ 
STrl.a C.A~TIJl 

U..'iS:~•C. \!i•;~JCAS ~o71l 

(C I]) l7l ~1t 

February 11, 1993 

~1 E ~{ 0 R A. N D U }vi 

To: 

·From: 

All Interested State Legislators 

Representative Dick Allen ·. 
84th House District 
~1icl'1Jgan House of Representatives' . 

1 2 

Re: Balan~ed Budget Amendment - Constitutional Convention 

ACP.ICVIJ'I.i~~ · 
COl.t,v':'i;.t 0.._,.,;~,;:' 
"~6!\,.aV$:'.A~~QC..,l.!.. 

COvt:.'l,:..lf'l~ 

~,~ i:O."rJL !oi!.-'<.1"'1'( 
~T\.n,-"L :::o•..,;::11 ......,·;;. 

(~~tlAij_,_l,f(.'l r 
8TAT& ~\.•¢; 

On February 3J 1993, the 1-Hchigan Sena!e State Affairs Corn .. 1!'.1ttee passed Senate 
Joint Resolution (SJR) •·o~·, petitioning Congres.~ to call a constitutional convention for the 
limited purpose of drafting a U.S. con.stitutional amendment mandatitlg a balanced federal 
budget. · 

After re~e.tving do:uoentation from the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee that 5·214) 
1ne. Constitutional Convention Implementation Act of 1991, died in that corn.mittee in 
. December and had not be enacted, as ~chigan State Senators .had been told by lobbyists, 
enough support was wit..'ldra'>''Tl, on the Senate floor, from SJR "G" that the sponsor withdrew 
it and is expected to offer a substitute resolution without a con.stirulional cOnvention 

provision. · 

If yo!.!. would care to verify that neither S·214 nor any other"bill prohibiting an 
unlimited constitutional convention has been enacted, Congre;sional Legislative Ser.-ices, 
at telephone number (202) 224-1772, will provide this information as well as a copy o£ S-214. 

DA:k.ls 
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t·',y deepest gratitude to you and NTLC. 

~ ~ouc NTLC supporters need to know that 
:• w.ha.t l·:e are doing here in New Jersey will 
; help everyone, everywhere in the Nation in 

our mutual pursuit of a Tax Limitation/Balanced 
.. Bud~et i\.JUendment to the United States Constitution. 
·~· ... 

Lew, could you write to some of your 
''very b~~t, most loyal suppo.rtecs. and ask them. 

t·:J belp now? We need letters, and I know you 
. rtl}ed the fTnancial resource.s that will enable 
~N-rLC to play a decisive role in our campaign. 
·~ 

~ No·~ that we • ve won in the State Assembly x- V.'lth l'OUr help -- the State Senate is the 
) battleground for all Americans who want to 
'= stop runaway fedec al def ic 1ts. 

But, fr ankl~·, I • m wor c ied about the · 
~ Senate. We face every liberal group from 

a£"ound the Nation. '!'hey will use fear, 
distoction, innuendo. The AFL-CIO, ACLU, 
public employee unions -- every one of our 
trad~.tional enem}es --will try to stop us. 

Please 1 ask you~ sup?orters to stg~ 
l~tters to Sertate President Donald T. 
DiFrancesco, urging ·him to bring our balanced 
budget state resolution to the Senate floor 
and to lead the fight for it. 

In addition to le'tters, we' 11 need your 
all-au~ effort-with the media, activating 
gcass ~oats support and lobbying in Trenton. 
I know this requires a heavy·;financial 
commitment. But I'm sure·youL supportecs 
will respond because they know how crucial it 
is that .we ace victorious in the Senate. 

I'm counting on you and your NTLC 
supporters. Time is short. Please ask y~ur 
members to act ~pw. 

Sin¢erely, 

~~ 
NJ State Assembly 
D i. s t.c i c t 2 4 

DK:bc 

* PLEi~.SE NOTE i\ Fl'\ILURE TO GIVE INFOH.Ml\'l'ION 

ON A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION. 



3: June .. 1993, 

Senate State Government Committee 
Legislative Office Building 
CN 068 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625~0068 

HAND DELIVERED 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Senate: 

On 27 May 1993 I presented my opposition to SCR 39 at the 
Senate Committee Public Hearing in Trenton. Upon completion 
of my presentation, I left a copy of my prepared statement 
(additional copy enclosed) with the Committee. Also enclosed 
herewith are copies of a pamphlet which cites references 
giving validity to my prepared statement. 

The pamphlets also provide further background exposing the 
Federal Reserve scam and a solution to the problem. These 
pamphlets contain petitions to Congress to, among other 
things, repeal the Federal Reserve Act and abolish the 
Internal Revenue Service <the r·.R.S. serves only as a 
collection branch.for the Fed). 

As you Should know, On 21 January 1982, the Arizona state 
legislature, both House and Senate, memorialized the 
President and Congress to enact legislation to repeal the 
Federal Reserve Act. Since that time, several other states 
have followed suit. Will any of you find the strength and 
leadership to sponsor such a: memorial? I promise support 
from your constituents here in New Jersey who already 
understand the necessity for such an action. 

The Fed is the root of all economic problems in America 
today. Any and all efforts to correct our economic problems 
that exclude the eli.mination of the Fed must necessarily be 
born of either ignorance or fraud. The majority of American 
people certainly have been ignorant of the trut~ regarding 
the Fed, but that is changing rapidly. By my presentation of 
these facts about the Fed, you, our elected officials and 
protectors of the Constitution of the United States, can no 
longer use ignorance as your excuse for allowing the economic 
demise of America. 

I have recently been appointed Primary State Director of the 
CGuncil on Domestic Relations (CDR) for New Jersey. We are a 
national organization of American patriots who understand the 
foreign forces that are drastically undermining American 
fr-eedom and rights. We support "Project '93" \.enclosed 



pamphlets). We are educating: the American pe,ople, at an 
encouraging rate. We understand the Constitution. We 
believe in the Constitution. We are pushing for the returri 
of a constitutional American govert!ment. I 

I 

I once again sincerely invite you to contact me for more 
information. 

Manners Road 
Ringoes, New Jersey 
Non-domestic 
ph. (609) 466-3888 





We know whyl 
(and Irs not What you've been told) 

Did you know that the "Federal" 
Reserve Bank is a private 
Corporation? That's right! 

• Where does your income tax payment go? 

• 

How come the 
national debt just 

keeps going up, and 
up, and up ... ? 

• Can anyone prove that the U.S. Treasury ever gets 
paid. when the IRS deposits your income tax 
checks in the Fed's private banks? 

• Where does the money actually wind up? 

• How come your check to the IRS gets cancelled with a stamp that says, "Pay 
any Federal Reserve Bank, for debts incurred by the US Gov't."? 

• Why is the Federal Reserve Corporation exempt from government audit? 

• Why in ifs so year history has the Fed and it's stockholders never paid a dime 
in income tax, even though they've raked in countless $Trillions? 

• Are Federal Reserve Notes really money? 

• Are coins made out of copper and nickel really money? 



''Give me control over a nation's 
currency and I care not who makes 
its laws.'' Baron M.A. Rothschild (1744-1812) 

"Whoever controls the volume ol 
money in any country is master ol 
.all its legislation and commerce." 

. President James Garfield (1831-1881) 

Desktop publishing courtesy of: 
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WHY IS AMERICA BANKRUPT? 

Preface 

THE TRUTH, THE SOLUTION 

Dear Concerned American: · 

You know something is wrong in this country. You.wonder why the· 
"national debe keeps going up instead of down, despite the · 
bushel barrel trillions of dollars spent on this "debt." You wonder· 
why more and more taxation keeps producing more and more 
unemployment and deficit instead of the other way around. Why? 

In reading this booklet, you will discover that the Federal Reserve 
Bank (Fed) is privately owned and receives no funding from the 
U.S. Congress [Lewis vs. U.S. 680 Federal Reporter, 2nd Series, 
pg. 1240]. What exactly does this mean? Chapter One of this book
let describes it in plain language. 

By reading this booklet, you will discover that there is no law either 
by the U.S. Congress or the U.S. Constitution that authorizes a per
sonal income tax~ Yet, tens of thousands of Americans have lost 
their homes, businesses and been thrown in jail for a "law" that 
doesn•t even exist. Do we even need a personal income tax? No. 
Chapter One of this booklet describes it in plain language. 

Chapter Two of this bookletdefines three of the mechanisms cur
rently in place, that are directly tied to the Fed and the personal 
income tax. Every American in this country deserves to know thei 
truth that has been kept from them, and that a solution exists. 
Chapter Three of this booklet provides an instrument (petition) by, 
which We the People can once and for all bring a sensible solution 
to·our economic woes in America and begin putting our people 
back to work. We can clean up the corruption in Washington, D.C. 
(District of Criminals). 

This is an American Patriot movement not meant to promote any 
political party or agenda, only to bring the truth out in the open. You 
don't have to join cmy ctub, organization, or send in money for an 
annual membership. This isn't just more talk; this bookJet brings 
action and with it some real change. There is no hidden agenda in 
Project ·s3. Please read through the book!et. There are references 
following Chapter Two and the final pages that are our only legal ! 

weapon to correct this travesty against We the People- a petition 
to the U.S. Congress: This is no ordinary petition as you will see. 

3)-JX 
WHY IS AMERICA BANKRUm 
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CHAPTER 1 The "Fed"- Biggest Fraud in America's History 

2 

Exposing The''·Fraud _ 

Let's begin by exposing this mysterious entity known as the "Federal Reserve Banking System." 
This entity is not part of our government. The "Fed" is privately owned by a select group of pow
erful individuals and private banking cartels. Its express purpose is to fleece the American people 
by stealing our money under the pretext of a "central banking system" that calls itself "Federal." 
Yet it is not more a part of, or controlled by, the Federal Government than is Federal Express! 

The U.S. Constitution, Art. 1 § 8 states: 
.. Congress shall ... have the power to coin money. regulate the value thereof." 

This authority is granted and vested only in the U.S. Congress. On April19, 1982, the U.S. Court of 
Appeals, Ninth Circuit Court ruled the "Federal Reserve Banks are privately owned, locally con
trolled corporations" [Lewis vs. U.S.]. 

Chainnan Louis T. McFadden of the House Banking and Currency Committee. addressed the House on 
6/10/32: 

.asome people think the Federal Reserve Banks are U.S. government institu• 
tions. They are not government institutions. They are private credit monopolies 
which prey upon the people of the U.S. for the benefit of themselves and their 
foreign and domestic swindlers. and rich and predatory money lenders." i75 
Congressional Record 12595-12603] 

In a speech delivered before the Washington Chamber of Commerce in 1921, William P.G. Hard,ing, Gover
nor of the Federal Reserve Board stated: 

6&From a legal standpoint these banks are private corporations. organized under 
a special act of Congress. namely, the Federal Reserve Act. They are not in the 
·strict sense of the word Government banks." 

This "special act" by Congress in 1913 is in direct violation of the 16th Corpus Juris Secundum, 
Section 141 , which states that Congress cannot delegate or sign over its authority to any individ
ual, corporation or foreign nation. Yet that•s exactly what occurred in December of 1913 by a 
select group of individuals in the U.S. Congress. That "special act" has become the biggest fraud 
in the history of this country. 

It is mathematically impossible to pay off the "national debt." In examining the origin of money 
under this central banking system. 

According to William H. Fer1der (Manager of Public Affairs, Department of Treasury, Bureau of Engraving & 
Printing, Washington DC): 

.. As we have-advised, the Federal Reserve is currently paying the Bureau 
approximately $23 for each 1.000 notes printed. This does include the cost of 
printing, paper, ink, labor, etc. Therefore, 10,000 notes of any denomination, 
including the $100 note would cost the Federal Reserve $230. In addition, the 
Federal Reserve must secure a pledge of collateral equal to the face value of the 
notes." 

In ordering these notes into existence, by sending a purchase order to the Bureau of Engraving for 
10,000 notes, at a total cost of $230 to the Federal Reserve, this private banking cartel, not the 
government of We the People, thereby obtains a pledge of collateral equal to their face value of $1 
million! This upledge" is made to the Reserve cartel by Congress and the collateral to which Con
gress pledges is the land, labor and assets or the American people. What a racket! 
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This private entity known as "the Fed," was incorporated in 1914 and has been creating a com
pletely unnecessary "national debt" ever since; Simply stated: The Fed creates money as debt. 
The Fed creates money out of thin air. This iS accomplished at th-e stroke of a pen with nothing 
more than a book entry, when the members of the Federal Reserve System make loans to the 
government, to tile banks, to businesses and to individuals. This debt money is the money supply. 

I 

The Federal Reserve Systems' banks charge usury on the created .debt money. We American Citi
zens are obligated to repay this debt money, plus the usury (interest). However, the money to 'pay 
the usury on the debt is never created within the system. Loan repayments to banks reduce the 
money supply, because the money is removed from circulation when the debt is repaid! To keep 
the money supply from shrinking, more borrowing is necessary. It is mathematically impossibl,e to 
pay off the aggregate debt principle plus the aggregate usury. ~, 

In a futile attempt to avoid the day of reckoning, borrowers are forced to take on increasing 
amounts of-debt to pay not only the principal of the debt, but the onerous usury as well. Debt'. 
escalates at an exponential rate until bor~owers are forced into bankruptcy. This phenomena is not 
unique to government borrowing, but applies as well to individuals and business. The ultimate 
consequences are: involuntary unemployment, inflation, burdensome usury rates, and the calcu
lated loss of our inherited rights and freedoms, and the confiscation of our property. 

We should heed the wise words of Daniel Webster: 
.. A disordered currency is one of the greatest political evils. It undermines the 
virtues necessary for the support of the social system, and encourages propen
sities destructive to its happiness. It wars against industry, frugality and econ
omy, and it fosters evil spirits of extravagance and speculation. Of all the 
contrivances for cheating the laboring classes of mankind, none ·has been more 
effectual than that which deludes them with paper money." 

[Congressional Record, March 4, 1946] 

This is what we now have and if We the People don'tforce Congress to rectify the matter, the 
whole house of paper money is going to fall down around our heads in a few short .years. The ulti
mate mathematical equation is complete and total bankruptcy for all but the elite few. Tens of : 
thousands of Americans have been begging Congress after Congress to stop this fraud for over :30 
years. AJI we have received is more and more taxation to feed this monster and the debt it creates. 

Lewis T. McFadden, Chainnan of the House Banking Commission, U.S. Congressman, speaking about the 
international financial conspirators, during the very time they were taking over the roonetary control of • 
America: 

.. We have in this country one of the most corrupt institutions the world has · 
ever known~ I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
Banks, hereinafter called the Fed. They are not government institutions. They 
are private monopolies which prey upon the People of the United States for the 
benefit of themselves and their foreign and domestic swindlers: rich and preda
tory moneylenders." McFadden died mysteriously in 1936 after three attempts 
on his life. : 

George W. Malone, U.S. Senator from.Nevada speaking before Congress in 1957 alluded to the families: 
that secretly own the Federal Reserve Bank and control the finances of the U.S.: 

"I believe that if the people of this nation fully understood what Congress has 
done to them over the past <9 years, they would move on Washington, they 
would not wait for an election .. .It adds up to a preconceived plan to destroy the 
economic and social independence of the. United States." 

By the year 1995, 100% of every federal income tax dollar you are coerced to pay will go just to 
service the interest on the national debt. 

WHY IS AMERICA BANKRUPT? 
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•The actual deficits are almost twice as large as those admitted by the govern
ment. So why hasn't our economy collapsed" Because the American people 
still have confidence in 'the system.' The heart or the system depends on bor
rowing to fund the budget deficits each year. ·The interest on a S3 trillion debt 
amounts to $240 billion annually, or about 40 percent of all personal income 
taxes paid. When this debt swells to $20 trillion in nine years or so, the annual 
interest will be $1.6 trillion, or about 200 percent of all personal income taxes 
projected for that year (at a 33 percent rate)." 

Larry Burkett. The Coming Economic Earthquake, pg. 90 

We have yet to pay a dime toward the principal of this alleged debt, and because of the modem 
banking miracie of compounding interest, the debt continues to rise unabated. Whose debt is it 
anyway? Is this what you work your fingers to the bone for- to pay usury to a private group of 
bankers who make up the Fed? Some of those stockholders are identified as: Rothschilds of Lon
don and .Ber1in, Lazard Bros-Paris, lsraeiMossesschieff-ltaly, Kuhn and Loeb-Germany, Warburg
Hamburg, Lehman Bros- NY, Goldman and Sachs-NY and Rockcfellers-NY. Not you or I, not Amer
ica, not rtle U.S. government, but a consortium of private interr.3tional banking families and their 
stocknc ·~ers. 

The Federal Reserve System takes in about a trillion dollars ;';;~rty. Yet a manipulated and cow
ardly Congress gives them special exemption from paying an: taxes on their illegally obtained 
income. They pay only real estate taxes while we pay to make them rich beyond your wildest 
imagination, and Americans slide further and further into personal bankruptcy and despair. 

The Fed violates your 13th Amendment Constitutional rights by placing We the People into invol
ur.tary servitude. By forcing us to use an illegal medium of worthless currency, indebted with 
interest that can never be paid back, we are placed into involuntary servitude to these private 
individuals who own the Fed and its branch banks. 

"'This Act establishes the most gigantic trust on earth. When the President 
signs this Act the invisible government by the money power, proven to exist by 
the Money 'Intst Investigation, will be lega~ ~'!ed. The new law \1rill create infia· 
tion whenever the trust's want inflation. From now on depressions will be sci
entifically created." 

Charles A. Lindberg, .Sr. at the time of the passage of the Federal Reserve Act In 1913 

The Federal Reserve System was planned in secrecy. 

"Despite my views about the value to society of greater publicity for the affairs 
of corporatLlns, there was an occasion, near the close of 1910, when I was as 
secretive, indeed. as furtive, as any conspirator ... our secret expedition to Jekyl 
Island as the occasion of the actual conception of what eventually became the 
Federal Reserve System." 

Frank Vanderlip. Saturday Evening Post. February 9, 1935. Pa· 25 

Colonel Edward Mandell House, Foreign Affairs Advisor to President Woodrow Wilson, chief archi
tect of the Council on Foreig!l Relations, and author of the book Phillip Dru, Administrator. A Story 
Of Tomorrow, advocating "socialism as dreamed by Karl Marx." is also characterized as "the · 
unseen guardiar: angel of the Federal Reserve Act," according to House's biographer, Charles Sey.
mour in The Intimate Papers of Colonel House. 

As a matter of fact, On November 23, 1933, FDR in a letter to House stated: 
"The real truth of the matter is.· and you and I know. that a financial element in 
the large centers has owned the government of the U.S. since the days of 
Andrew Jackson (which history depicts as the last truly honorable and incor
ruptible American President]. 

WHY IS AMERICA BANKRUPT? 



The Federal Reserve Is Independent In tts Operations . 

.. Neither Presidents, Congressmen. nor Secretaries of the Treasury direct the 
Federal Reserve.In the matters of.tnoney, the Federal. Reserve directs them." 

Gary Allen. None Dare Call It Conspiracy 

"In the United States we have. in effect. two governments ... We have the duly 
constituted Government ... Then we have an independent, uncontrolled and 
uncoordinated government in the Federal Reserve System. operating the money 
powers which are reserved to Congress by the Constitution." 

Congressman Wright Patrilan 

The Federal. Reserve Is A Government Granted Private Monopoly. 

"By law, the seven members of the Federal Reserve Board are appointed bythe 
President for a term of fourteen years ~.ach. In spite of the incredible length of 
these appointments, nevertheless. they are supposed to create the illusion that 
the people, acting through. their elected leaders, ~ave some voice in the 
nation's monetary policies. In practice. however. every President since the 
beginning of the Federal Reserve System has appointed only those men who 
were congenial to the financial interests of the international banking dynasties. 
There have been no exceptions." · 

G. Edward Griffin, The Capitalist Conspiracy, Pg 17 

Henry Ford, founder of the Ford Motor Company, commenting on the privately owned "Federal" Reserve 
scam: 

.. It is well enough that people of the nation do not understand our banking and 
monetary system. for if they did. I believe there would be a revolution before 
tomorrow morning." 

The Federal Reserve Has Never Been Audited 

"In its 60-year history, the Federal Reserve System has never been subjected to 
a complete. independent audit. and it is the only important agency that refuses 
to consent to an audit by the Congress' agency, the General Accounting 
Office ... GAO audits of the Federal Reserve will. moreover, fill. the glaring gap 
that·now exists in our information about the Fed's activities and programs. As 
things now stand. the. only information that we get on programs of the Fed is 
what the Fed itself wants us to have." 

Congressman Wright Patman. CongressionalRecord May 5. 1975 
', 

Ask yourself: How can an alleged agency of the federal government of the United States operate 
for 80 years without ever being audited? Simple.Since the Fed is privately owned, our Congre$8 
does not have the power to enforce an audit. 1

: 

I 

What The Fed Says About Itself 1 

I 

Some of the most informative materials available on the topics of money, inflation, interest, banks 
and banking, are issued by the twelve Federal Reserve District Banks. Most materiels are avail
able free of charge. Many larger metropolitan cities have a local Fed Branch Bc:1k. You are er.:our
aged to walk in and ask to speak to the Public Relations Manager. His job is to answer your 
questions and furnish you with any materials you may d3sire, relevant to banks and banking, 
interest (usury), inflation, money and currency. If you take the time to research, you will be utter1y 
amazed at what yv.:. discover! ~ 

WHY IS AMERICA BANKRUPT? ;5 
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Pre-Federal Reserve History 

Prior to the "Federal" Reserve Act of 1913, the United States govemmentcoined, and issued our 
currency·. debt free.The ·only lawful and Constitutional form of money were gold and silver. The 
Free Coinage Act of 1792· established a standard weight, purity, ·and denomination for the nation's 
money. 

The authority for Congress was set forth in Article 1 , § 8, and § 1 0 which state: 
.. The Congress shall have Power To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and 
of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures." 
.. No State shall. .. coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and 
silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts." 

Precious metals such as gold and silver have been the most highly prized means of monetary 
exchange for many centuries. They are "honest money." By mining the earth, one exchanges their 
God-given talents and resources for wealth. That wealth can then in tum be exchanged for the 
goods and services honestly produced by another individual's talents and resources. The Free · 
Coinage Act of 1792dramatically simplified the process of issuing a standard coin into circulation. 
At no cost, the individual could take his silver or gold dust, shavings, or bullion, to the mint, and 
have it melted down and pressed into coin. Now it was guaranteed to be a standard weight and 
purity. 

What Is Money 

Ever wonder just what money is? Let's look at some common definitions: 

USC Title 12 § 152: 
.. Lawful money or the United States shall be construed to mean gold and silver 
coin ... " · 

Black's Law Dictionary: 
.. Coins and paper currency used as circulating medium of exchange. and does 

not embrace notes. bonds. evidence of debt ... " 

What we readily see from these definitions is that paper cannot be money~ What we carry in our 
pockets- Federal Reser.,re Notes are disc;:.~alified as money, because they are notes. A note is an 
IOU-· an evidence of debt. It is not money! Why then do we call it money? Have we been tricked? 

The Free Coinage Act specified money to be gold or silver coin, and the denomination to be based 
upon a weight-· a dollar, and all coins were to be at least 90°/o pure. The dollar is specified as: 

Gold- 25.8 grains 

Silver- 412.5 grains 

Between revenues generated from loaning to private banks at a set interest rate and revenues 
generated from excise taxes, military sales, etc., the government of our nation does did not need 
to charge one penny in personal federal income tax. The personal income tax is Socialistic in 
design and goes against everything the founding fathers of this nation believed ;nand created the 
Constitution for- to allow us taxation with representation and to never allow p.:vate or foreign 
interests to control our money systems. 

Recall the words of Thomas Jefferson: 
.. Single acts of tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental opinion of a day. But a 
series of oppressions, begun at a distinguished period~ and pursued unalter
ably through every change of ministers (administrations), too plainly proves a 
deliberate systematic plan of reducing us to slavery ... 

WHY IS AMERICA BANKRUPT? 
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Is this not e_xactiy the plan implemented with the so .. called "Federal Reserve Act of 1913," and the 
creation of the income tax? 

Abraham Lincolnstated, 
.. The privilege of creating and issuing money is not only the supreme preroga
tive of Government. butis the Government's greatest creative opportunityi By 
the adoption of these principles, the taxpayers will be saved immense sums of 
interest." 

Why was a personal, progressive income tax placed upon We the People in 1913; the same year 
as the Fed came into being? How else could the kingpins of the Fed finance all this usury charged 
against bogus currency? Simple. Start taxing the people and .calling this illegal scam a "national 
debt." 

Contrary to IRS opinion and the propaganda espoused by the Insiders, the 16th Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution was never ratified~ Bill Benson and Red Beckman, tWo dedicated patriots, went 
to 48 states' legislatures and found out something very shocking-. only 4 states voted for the 
16th Amendment! Their exhaustively researched document, The Law That Never Was, Vols. 1 & 2, 
demonstrates beyond a shadow of a doubt that the 16th Amendment was never propeny ratified 
as a Constitutional Amendment It was siniply declared to be "in effect" by President Taft's Secre
tary of State! 

It is unconstitutional for the U.S. government to directly tax wages and earnings. Even if it was 
valid, the 16th Amendment does not change the constitution for it is an excise tax on. income 
derived from revenue taxable activities, interest, gains and profits . 

.. Title 26 of U.S. Code is referred to as the Internal Revenue Code. Even though 
Americans believe they are law in tbe 50 states of the Union, they are not. 
.. Deceptive statements by IRS spokesmen and other propagandists have created 
great confusion as to whether these limitations on direct taxes are in still in 
effect. Some incorrectly claim that the 16th lunend.inent (the income tax 
amendment) changed the constitutional limitations on direct taxes and autho
rized an income tax as a direct tax without apportionment. The U.S. Supreme 
Court rejected these claims in the case of Brushaber v. Union Pacific R.R. Co., 
240 US 1. when they ruled that the 16th Amendment created no new power of 
taXation and that it did not change the constitutional limitations which forbid 
any direct taxation of individuals." 

NCBA Bulletin, May 1988 

The Federal Tax Lien Act of 1966, P.O. 89-719 legislative histo'ry, Pg. 3722 states, "The entire .tax
ing and monetary systems are hereby placed under the Uniform Commercial Code." 

On page 3 of your 1992 Forms and 1040 Instructions book issued by the Internal Revenue Service, the 
CommiSSioner of the IRS states, paragraph 2, sentence 1, · 

.. You are among the millions ofAmericans who comply with the tax law vol~n-
tarily... : 

I 

The American Heritage Dictionary defines voluntarily as: 
"1) Arising from one's own free will; 2) Acting on one's own initiative; 3) Ac4ng 
or serving in a specified capacity Willingly and without constraint ... 

If the IRS's own Commissioner states that We the People comply with their law voluntarily, why is 
it that those who donl comply voluntarily are prosecuted, bankrupted and thrown in prison? Why 
are Americans forced to surrender their rights under the supreme law of the land, the U.S. Consti
tution by an agency that has no authority under the U.S. Constitution or by any powers granted by 
the U.S. Congress? 

WHY IS M\ERICA BANKRUPT? 7 
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Being coerced and forced to submit a signed tax return violates your Fifth Amendment rights 
under the U.S. Constitution. M3 soon as you sign and submit a tax return, you give the IRS license 
to use this information against you in a court of law. Unconstitutionai.The Fifth Amendment states· 
you cannot be forced to give incriminating evidence against yourself. Why are 11 o million ·"tax
payers" putting up with this from 535 people in the Congress? This is OUR country, We the People. 

Do we really need a personal income tax to fund the essential functions of our government? Let's 
take a look at the numbers provided by the Department of Treasury and the Office of Management 
& Budget. as a result of a Freedom of Information Act request made in February, 1993: 

ui · · tax···~ u tect·'i.M992·"·~ ~;~~ ''$47·e:soo·ooorooo" COlD~:~. . :CO .ec . .· ~~- . . .~ ~-.;.~;~:.~.:.;,..,:_-:_;,:::,;:-O..:,.• ·.~· ; .·~•.., .. ' ... _, ... 2 ... . ', 

Let's look at the. revenues and expenditures without calculating 
an income tax into the eq®tion: 
Receipts without the personal income tax 615,227,000 

-. 

Outlays (including the phony national debt), 1,381,895.000 
current spending without cuts, including 
social security 

Deficit 477,032,000 

Eliminate phony "national debt" 350,000,000 

Eliminate Medicare/Medicaid; implement 292,000,000 
national health care program funded by excise 
tax 

Eliminate· NEA. Foreign Aid. Immigration. 250,000.000 
privatize the FAA, Post Office & others 

I Surplus II 122.96s.ooo 1 

Without significant cost cutting measures, the Income Tax picture is looking bleaker all the time. 
At present, taking all forms of taxation, licenses, permits, fees, duties, excises, etc., the average 
American can expect to pay their government some 64o/o of their earnings! The new euphemism 
for additional taxation that we hear coming from Washington is "contribution." How much more 
can they realistically expect us to "contribute." Current OMS projections place 1997 income tax 
revenues at $687.9 Billion. That's a 45% increase over present figures! 

While this appears to be a simplistic approach, one can see that with just a few changes, things 
can be turned around. Naturally, a transition period for converting of our monetary system and tax 
reform will be required, but nothing can happen until the U.S. Congress introduces the specific 
legislation to begin the process. Let us pursue the consequences of eliminating the personal 
income tax: 

1. Infusion of somel/2 trillion dollars into the economy in disposable 
wages- every year. 

2. Americans start spending. 
3. Employers hire. . 

4. A thrivirAg and dynamic job market that would clean out the unemploy• 
ment lines within a few short months. 

Why has America suffered such massive layoffs (besides the insane immigration and free-for-all 
trade policies)? As We the People ~re taxed and taxed and taxed, our disposable earnings for any
thing other than necessities has continued to shrink. What's the result of this? Employers have 
less and less demand for their goods and services, so they lay off. 

As Americans try to meet these unjust and immoral tax levels, they need more and more earnings 
to offset. What's the result of this? Higher and higher wages which drive the cost to the consumer 
farther ana farther out of reach. 
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What happens if We the People allow this immoral, unconstitutional, progressive personal income 
tax to continue? More and more unemployment as Americans will continue to see their disposable 
.earnings go towards more· and-more taxation to fund more and more-government. Mr; Clinton 
1wants to tax us to generate $30 billion to "create" more government jobs. The government should 
not create jobs. This continues to perpetuate government bureaucracy, and provides no tangible 
return to the "taxpayer." In a socialistic state, the "state" provides jobs, owns the farms, etc. This 
is what America is heading for unless we put a stop to it. 

If $30 billion will create 550,000 jobs, just think what dumping a 1/2 Trillion into the economy will 
do! Look at what tax and spend has done to America over the past 40 years. Are you willing to 
continue down ·this path? 

Numerous studies have shown that from 25 to 55% of women currently in the work force,. would 
rather be homemakers. They want to stay home and raise tomorrow·s society. Eliminating the per
sonal income tax would allow moms to stay home and open up that portion of the job market in 
new jobs for other Americans, and would also help eliminate thP. horrific· child care problems we 
often hear of in this country. 

We the People have been screaming at Congress and past administrations for years to stop pro
grams like foreign aid, immigration, and so one. Our pleas have fallen on deaf ears. Despite all the 
propaganda about foreign aid, no where in the U.S. Constitution is this justified, nor was it even 
desired by our founding fathers . 

.. The great rule of conduct for us; in regard to foreign nations is, in extending 
our commercial relations to have with them as little political connections as 
possible. It is our true policy to steer clear. of permanent alliances, with any 
portion of the foreign world." 

George Washington 

It is unconscionable and morally derelict to force Am~rican citizens into having to decide between 
turning on the heater in the winter, or foregoing groceries for the week, while we dole out $58 mil
lion in foreign aid to King Hussein. or $4 billion in aid to Yeltsin. Jordan has one of the highest per 
capita rates of earnings in the wor1d! Russia has tremendous deposits of gold and silver that they 
aren't even mining, and huge oil reserves that they don't bother to drill for! These foreign nations 
take care of their people first while the U.S. Congress and the Executive Branch allow Americans 
to go without so we can give our assets away on a silver platter, to nations that are periectly capa
ble of taking care of themselves~ Enough is enough! we·ve heard all the political justifications. 
Now we want our government to govern with our consent. 

The Question is- Why do 11 0 million Americans put up with this? Want to force Congress to do 
something they have been unwilling to do because of their own special interests for the past :40 
years? Balance the budget, reduce the deficit? No problem. Take away the income tax and there 
will be no more pork money, no more foreign aid, immigration, National Endowment for the AftS, 
and the billions and billions and billions of other wasteful spending. , 

Congress has been saying for 40 years they will "reduce the budget'' by reducing the size of gov
ernment. Has it happened? Do you really believe it's going to happen unless we force the issue? 
We the People are the masters. The U.S. Congress are our servants- that's why they're called 
"public serva:lts." ltls time we stopped being "sheeple" and put a stop to the destruction of our 
great nation. It's time that We The People rise up and assume our role as leaders-· · "If the people 
will lead, the leaders will follow." We have the truth and the U.S. Constitution as our legal weapon. 
If America returned to Constitutional government and currency, we would once again be a free 
nation instead of slaves to a private group of bankers. 

Recall these words from a very 'Nise man named Thomas Jefferson: 

JJ' X 
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"I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than 
standing annies. Already they have .raised up a monied aristocracy that has set 
thegovemmentatdefiance~ The issuing power should betaken from the,·banks 
and restored to the•people to whom it properly belongs." 

The personal income tax is the second plank of the Communist Manifesto: 
"A heavy progressive or graduated income tax." 

Income tax is designed to break the will and the spirit of the people, making it easy for an oppres
sive government to subjugate the masses.ln this nation, one is no longer rewarded for hard work 
and entrepreneurial drive. Work harder, work smarter, ear:-: more money, and you'll get whacked 
with a punitive high tax bracket Ever wonder why it's so hard to get good service anymore? Does 
it seem like no one cares; like no one's really interested in taking pride in their work anymore? In 
undermining our motivation, our enthusiasm, our pride, it is the hope of the banking insiders that 
the income tax will so erode our wir that we the American People will simply shuffle into the New 
Wor1d Order without a whimper. This statement leads us into Chapter Two of this booklet, so that 
all Americans have an understanding at :ne whole picture. 

JJ7K 
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CHAPTER 2 The Fed & The NWO 

In order for Americans to fully understand the treachery in the plans laid for the death of our 
Republic, we decided to make this booklet one that truly informs Americans of what is plan~ed. 
Some of you may or may not have heard of the entities listed on the next few pages. The American 
Patriot movement has been monitoring and studying these issues for years and we provide the 

I 

following, factual explanation about said organizations and their principals. In the brief space 
allowed in this booklet. we examine the United Natons, the Council on Foreign Affairs [CFR] :and 
the Tri-Lateral Commission. 

Justice Fe!ix Frankfurter, a U.S. Supreme Cour. Justice, had this to say: 
.. The real rulers in Washington are :nvisible and exercise power from behind 
the scenes." 

John F. Hylan, Mayor of New York (1918-1925]: 
"The real menace of our Republic is tile invisible government which, like a 
giant octopus sprawls its slimy legs over our cities, states and nation." 

What were these men talking about? They were talking about the formation of the "New Wor1d 
Order." Many of you have heard this term, especially from the lips of George Bush. 

On February 1 . 1992, Bush stated: 
"My vision of a New World Order foresees a UN with a revitalized peacekeeping 
function. It is the sacred principles enshrined in the UN charter to which we 
henceforth pledge our allegiance." 

The New World Order means global government- one government ruled by the UN. It means one 
international banking system and one international currency. It means one religion- the New Age 
Religion, and the banning of Christianity. It means the end of the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of 
Rights,·and their replacement with the One Wor1d Constitution. It means Socialism. 

John E. Rankin, U.S. Congressman stated: 
"The UN is the greatest fraud in history. Its purpose is to destroy the United 
States." 

According to the UN World Constitution: 
"The age of nations must end. The government of the nations have decided to 
order their separate sovereignties into one government to which they will sur
render their arms." 

In the U.S. Program for General and Complete Disarmament in Peaceful World, the program's "Goals & 
Objectives" are outlined very clearly. Here are a few of them that should shake the very foundation ofevery 
good American; 

"The overali goal of the UN is a free. secure. and peaceful world of independent 
states adhering to common standards of justice and .international conduct and 
subjecting the use of force to the rule of law: a world which has achieved gen
eral complete disarmament under effective international control: and a world in 
which adjustment to change takes place in accordance with the principles of 
the UN." 

To make possible the achievement of that goal. the program sets forth the following specific objectives 
toward which nations should direct their eHorts: 

• The disbanding of all national armed forces and the prohibition of 
their reestablishment in any form whatsoever other than those 
required to preserve internal order and for contributions to a UN 
Peace Force: 

J 11)( 
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• The armed forces of the U.S. and Soviet Union would be limited to 
2.1 million men each ... levels of armamentS would be correspOnd
ingly reduced and their production would be limited; 

• Measures would be taken to develop and strengthen UN arrange
ments for arbitration. for the development of international law and 
the establishment of a permanent UN peace force: 

• The dismantling or the conversion to peaceful uses of certain mili
tary bases and facilities wherever located (look at the many military 
bases that have recently been recommended for closure); 

• States would retain only those forces. non-nuclear armaments. and 
establishments required for the purpose of maintaining internal 
order: they would also support and provide agreed manpower for a 
UN peace force; 

• As states relinquish their arms. the UN must be progressively 
strengthened in order to improve its capacity'to assure international 
security." 

Zbigniew Brzeninski (National Security Advisor to Garter and 4 otherpresidents. Exec. Oir. of the Tri-Lateral 
Commission) an avowed Marxist speaks of the New World Order (NWO): 

"The technetronic era involves the gradual appearance of a more cor . .rolled 
society. Such a society would be dominated by an elite, unrestrained by tradi
tional values." 

Peter Hoagland, Nebraska State Senator on radio in 1983: 
'"Fundamental. Bible-believing people do not have the right to indoctrinate their 
children in their religious beliefs because we~ the state. are preparing them for 
the year 2000. when America will be part of a one-world order global society 
and their children will not fit in ... 

The late Carroll Quigley [Bill Clinton's manto~. Professor of History at Georgetown University, member of 
the ~FR [Council on Foreign Relations), stated in his book, Hope & Tragedy: 

"The CFR is the American Branch of a society which originated in England and 
believes national boundaries should be obliterated and one-world rule estab
lished." 

In other words,· the CFR's activities are treasonous to our U.S. Constitution. They mean to put an 
end to the United States of America and make our nation part of their global government scheme. 
One only has to read their own publication, Foreign Affairs Magazine, to get a first hand lesson in 
their treachery. 

Rowan Gaither, President of the Ford Foundation in 1954: 
.. We operate here under directives which emulate from the White House ... The 
substance of the directives under which we operate is that we shall use our 
grant making power to alter life in the U.S. so that we can comfortably be 
merged with the Soviet Union ... 

James Paul Warburg. Foreign agent of the Rothschild Dynasty, major player in the "Federaln Reserve Act 
scam stated on February 17. 1950 before the U.S. Senate boasted confidently: 

'"We shall have World government. whether or not we like it. The only question 
is whether World government Will be achieved by conquest or consent ... 

In order to implement these plans financed by revenues stolen from the American people by the 
IRS and the Fed, there are other organizations besides the CFR that represent a clear and urgent 
danger to carrying out this one world government, banking and monetary system, and a uniform 
code of religion. 

One would think by listening to all the propaganda about the UN that they are some sort of benev
olent, peaceful organization. Never in the history of the UN has it stood for anyU1ing but killing and 
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violence. They have never kept "peace" anywhere on this globe. Their sole function is to replace 
the U.S. military-· dissolve -all four branches of our armed forces. Their allegiance is only:to t11e 
UN Charter which does· not recognize the U.S. Constitution~This body is made up almost exclu
sively of Communists and leaders of the bloodiest regimes on this globe. 

Their history and operating agenda is apparent to anyone who takes the time to sincerely and with 
an open mind, research the facts of this organization, separating truth from myth. Bilderberger 
participants (another group committed to one-world domination) in 1992 called for "conditioning 
the public to accept the idea of a UN army that could, by force, impose its will on the internal 
affairs of any nation." 1 

Henry Kissinger said at this Bilderberger meeting: 
.. Today, Americans would be outraged if UN forces entered Los Angeles to. 
restore order. Tomorrow, they will be grateful." 

On January 25, 1 993, Warren Christopher, the new Secretary of State under Bill Clinton stated on CNN . 
.. We must get the New World Order on track and ~ring the UN into its correct 
role in regards to the United States." 

Mikhail Gorbachev stated to the Politburo in November of 1987: 
.. Gentlemen, Comrades, do not be concerned about all you hear about glasnost 
and perestroika and democracy in the coming years. These are primarily for 
outward consumption. There will be no significant internal change within the 
Soviet Union. other than for cosmetic purposes. Our purpose is to disarm the 
Americans and let them fall asleep." 

Norman Thomas,· for many years· the U.S. Socialist Presidential candidate, proclaimed: 
.. The American people will never knowingly adopt socialism. But. under the 
name of 'liberalism.· they will adopt every fragment of the socialist program, 
until one day America will be a socialist nation. without knowing how it hap-
pened." · 

In 1958, Cleon Skoussen, former FBI agent. revealed in his book, "The Naked Communist," the long-term 
goals of the Communist agenda. This information is also contained not only in the Congressional Record 
[8.63], but also in the Communist Manifesto itself. For the sake of brevity, only a few of those goals are 
listed here: 

1. U.S. acceptance or coexistence as the only alternative to atomic war. 
2. Develop the illusion that total disarmament by the U.S. would be a demon

stration or moral strength. 
3. Permit free trade between all.nations regardless of communist affiliation 

and regardless or whether or not items could be used for war. 
4. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Communist domination. 
s. Set up East and West Germany as separate states in spite of Khruschev' s 

promise in 1955 to settle the German questions by free elections under 
supervision or the UN. 

6. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation· in the United Nations. 
7. Promote the United Nations as the "only hope for mankind." If its charter 

is rewritten. demand that it be set as a one-world government with its own 
independent anned forces. 

a. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist Party. 
9. Do away with all loyalty oaths. 

10. Capture one or both of the political parties of the U.S. 
11. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American institu-

tions by claiming their activities violate civil rights. 1 
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12. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism 
and cuft"ent.communist propaga11da. Get control ofthe.teacher5' associa
tions. 

13. Gain control or all student newspapers~ 
14. Infiltrate the press. Get control of book review assignments, editorial writ

ing, policy-making positions. 

15. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV & motion pictures. 
16. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them censorship and a 

violation of free speech and free press. 
17. Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pomographyand 

obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures and TV. 

18. Present homosexuality. degeneracy and promiscuity as nonnal, natural 
and healthy. 

19. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with "social" religion. 
Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need for intellectual maturity 
which does not need a religious "crutch." 

20. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on 
the ground that it violates the principles of .. sepatation of church and 
state". 

21. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fash
ioned, out of step with modem needs, a hindrance to cooperation between 
nations on a worldwide basis. 

22. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of 
American history on the ground that it was only a minor pax:t in the .. big 
picture". 

23. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the operation of the 
Communist apparatus. 

24. Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities. 
25. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy 

divorce. 
26. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative influence of 

parents. 
27. Create the impression that violence and insurrection are legitimate 

aspects of the American tradition: that students and special-interest 
groups should rise up and use united force to solve economic, political 
and social problems. 

Each American can evaluate for themselves just how far these goals have been achieved since 
this information was revealed in 1958. /Js a matter of fact, another mechanism currently being 
pushed by the NWO peopfe is to convene a Constitutional Convention. At this "Con-Con," the U.S. 
Constitution is to be nullified, the Republic of the United States abolished and We the People will 
then go under the authority of the UN Charter and the One Wor1d Order. Currently, hundreds of 
dedicated Americans are making enormous sacrifices to stop this move. 

Dr. Kurk E. Koch. professor, lecturer at 100 universities in 65 countries on 5 continents, whose subject of 
expertise is the New World Order, Occultism, Extreme Movements. his assessment of the NWO is: 

.. The New World Order under the UN is that it will reduce everything to one 
common denominator, .. The system will be made up of a single currency. single 
centrally financed government. single tax system, single language, single polit
ical systexn. single world court of justice. single state religion ... Each person 
will have a registered number, without which he will not be allowed to buy or 
sell: and there will be one universal world church. Anyone who refuses to take 
part in thi.: universal system will have no right to exist." Walt Rostow, CFR 
member and UN spokesman stated ... It is in the American interest to put an end-
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to Nationhood ... That is the goal in global government. America must get out of 
the United Nations or our sovereign Republic will not survive. 

The next entity that represents a clear threat and danger to our freedom is the Council on Foreign 
Relations. We previously commented on this earlier in this booklet. The CFR has almost total con
trol over the Board of Governors of the "Federal" Reserve Banking System. 

Barry Goldwater, in his oook With No Apologies states on page 231: 
"Does it not seem strange to you that these men just happened to be CFR and 
just happened to be on the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve. that 
absolutely controls the money and interest rates of this great country without 
benefit of Congress? A privately owned organization. the Federal Reserve which 
has absolutely nothing to do with the United States of America!" 

Most Americans have no real understanding of the operation of the international moneylenders. 
The bankers want it that way. We recognize in a hazy sort of way that the Rothschilds and the 
Warburgs of Europe and the House of J.P. Morgan, Kuhn, Loeb and Company, Schiff, Lehman, and 
Rockefeller possess and control vast wealth. How they acquired their vast financial power and 
employ it is a mystery to most of us. International bankers make money by extending credit to 
governmer.ts. The gr,~ater the debt of the political state, the larger the interest returned to the 
lenders. The.national banks of Europe are owned and controlled by these private interests, just as 
the Fed is owned and controlled by powerful private interests. 

The CFR is one of the stepping stones to global government. This organization is the "American" 
branch of a society that originated in England and believes national boundaries should be obliter
ated and one-ruie established. 

Rear Admiral Chester Ward, a former member for 16 years warned the American people of the organiza
tion's intentions, 

"The most powerful clique in these elitist groups have ·one objective in corn
moL- they want to bring about the surrender of the sovereignty of the national 
independence of the United States. A second clique of international members 
in the CFR comprises the Wall Street international bankers and their key 
agents. Primarily, they want the world banking monopoly from whatever power 
ends up in the control of global government." 

Dan Smoot, a former member of the FBI Headquarters staff in Washington, DC, summarized the organiza
tion's purpose as follows: 

"The ultimate aim of the CFR is to create a one-world socialist system and 
make the U.S. an official part of it ... 

Congressman John R.Rarick warns: 
"'The CFR dedicated to one-world government. financed by a number of the larg
est tax-exempt foundations. and wielding such power and influence over our 
lives in the areas of finance, business. labor. military, education and mass com
munication-media should be familiar to every American concerned with good 
government and with preserving and defending the U.S. Constitution and our 
fr~e-enterprisesystem. Yet, the nation's right-to•know machinery, the news 
media, usually so aggressive in exposures to inform our people. remain con• 
spicuously silent when it comes to the CFR. its members and their activities. 
The CFR is the establishment. Not only does it have influence and power in key 
decision-making positions at the highest levels of government to apply pres.;. 
sure from above, but it also finances and uses individuals and groups to bring 
pressu,re from below. to justify the high level decisions for converting the US 
from a sovereign Constitutional Republic into a servile member of a one-wotld 
dictatorship." 
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The House Blueprint 

The CFR was incorporated in 1921. It is a private group comprised of 2400 members. The CFR's 
founder, Edward Mandell House, had been the chief adviser of President Woodrow Wilson. House 
was not only Wilson's most prominent aide, he actually dominated the President. Wilson referred 
to House as "my alter ego," and it is totally accurate to say that House, not Wilson, was the most 
powerful individual in our nation during the Wilson administration from .1913 until 1921. Unfortu
nately for America, it is also true that Edward Mandell House was a Marxist whose goal was to 
socialize the United States in 1912. House wrote the book, Philip Dru: Administrator. In it he said· 
he was working for "socialism as dreamed of by Karl Marx." The original edition of the book did 
not name House as its author, but he made it clear in numerous ways that he indeed was the cre
ator. 

In Philip Dru: Administrator, House laid out a fictionalized plan for the conquest of America. He told 
of a "conspiracy" (the word is his) which would gain control of both the Democratic and Republi• 
can Parties, and use them as instruments in the creation of a socialistic world government. The 
book called for passage of a graduated income tax and for the establishment of a state-controlled 
central bank as steps toward the ultimate goal. Both of these proposals are planks in the Commu
nist Manifesto, and both became law in 1913 during the very first year of the House-dominated 
Wilson Administration. 

The House plan called fo: the United States to give up its sovereignty to the League of Nations at 
the close of WWI. But when the U.S. Senate refused to ratify America ·s entry into the League, 
House's drive toward world government slowe~ down. Disappointed but not beaten, House and 
his friends then formed the CFR, whose purpose right from its inception was to destroy the free
dom and independence of the U.S. and lead our naticn into a world government If not accom
plished through the League of Nations, then it would be through another world organization that 
would be started after another world war. The control of that wond government, of course, was to 
be in the hands of House and like-minded individuals. 

From its beginning in 1921, the CFR began to attract men of pQwer and influence. In the late 
1920's, important financing for t'le CFR came from the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundation. In 
1940, at the invitation of President Roosevelt, members of the CFR gained domination over the 
State Department, and they have maintained that domination ever since. 

The Making Of Presidents 
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By 1944, House was deceased, but his plan for taking control of our nation's major political par
ties began to be realized.ln 1944 and in 1948, the Republican candidate for President Thomas 
Dewey, was a CFR member. In later years, the CFR could boast that Republicans Eisenhower and 
Nixon were members, as were Democrats Stevenson, Kennedy, Humphrey & McGovern. The 
American people were told they had a choice when they voted for president It can readily be 
observed however~ thatwith precious few exceptions, presidential candidates for decades have 
been CFR members. 

The CFR's influence by 1948 had also spread (and continues to do so today) to other vital areas of 
American life.lts members have run, or ate running, NBC, CBS, ABC, The NY Times, Washington 
Post, Newsweek, Time and virtual!: every other mainstream media, electronic or print in the 
United States. The organization's members dominate the academic world, top corporations, the 
huge tax-exempt foundations, labor unions, the military and just about every segment of Ameri
can life. 
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Carter & CFR Clout 

Few-Americans recognized that something was. wrong when Jimmy Carter packed hiS administra• 
tibn with the. same crowd that has been running things for decades- more than 284 senators, 
house members and other government officials. When he won the Democratic Party's nomination, 
Carter chose CFR member WalterMondale to be his running mate. After the election, Carter chose 
CFR members Cyrus Vance, Harold Brown and W. Michael Blumenthal to be the Secretaries ot 
State, Defense and Treasury- the top three cabinet positions. 

To put it mildly; the CFR over the years has gained more and more clout within our so-called gov
ernment. Not every member of the CFR is fully committed to carrying out House Is conspiratorial 
plan. Many don't really. understand Constitutional government or they would never belong to such 
an organization. Others have been flattered to join a "study" group, which is what the CFR calls 
itself. 

Others go along because of personal benefits such as a prestigious job and a new sense of impor
tance that goes with it. Over the years, only a few members have had the courage and awareness 
to speak out about the CFR These few are now ex-members who are now persona non-grata with 
the press. 

For a complete chart of current CFR & Tri-Lateral Memberships (Clinton & his Administra; on), 
which lists the influence of the CFR seated members on the nations' largest banks, write to: FREE, 
(Fund to Restore an Educated Electorate), P.O. Box 33339, Kerrville, Texas 78029. 

Toward World Government 

The CPR publishes a very informative quarterly journal called Foreign Affairs. More often than not, 
important new shifts in U.S. policy, or highly indicative attitudes of political figures have been tele
graphed in its pages. For instance, when he was preparing to run for the Presidency in 1967, 
Nixon made himself acceptable to the insiders of the establishment with an article in the October 
1967 issue of Foreign Affairs. In it, he called for a new policy of openness toward Red China, a pol
icy he himself ini:lated iater in 1 972. 

The April197 4 issue of Foreign Affairs, carried a very explicit recommendation for carrying out the 
world-government scheme of CFR founder Edward Mandell House. Authored by State Department 
veteran and Columbia University Professor Richard N. Gardner (himself a member), "The Hard · 
Road to World Order" admits that a single leap into world government is an organization like the 
United Nations is unrealistic. Instead Gardner urged the continued piecemeal delivery of our : 
nation's sovereignty to a variety of international organizations. He called for "an end run around 
national sovereignty, eroding it· piece by piece." That means an end to our nation's sovereignty. He 
named as organizations to accomplish his goal the International Monetary Fun·d, the World Bank, 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the Law of the Sea Conference, the World Food Con
ference, the World Population Conference, disarmament programs, and a United Nations military 
force. This approach, Gardner said, "can produce some remarkable concessions of sovereignty 
that could not be achieved on an across-the-board basis." 

Richard Gardner's preference for destroying the freedom and independence of the United States 
in favor of the CFR's goal of world government thoroughly dominates top circles in our nation 
today. The men who would scrap our nation's Constitution are praised as "progressives" and "far
sighted thinKers.~ The oniy question that remains among these powerful insiders is which method 
to use to carry out their treasonous plan. 
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The Tri ... Lateral Angle 

Unfortunately, the Council on Foreign Relations is not the only group proposing an end to the, sov
ereignty of the United States. In 1973, another organization first saw the light of day. This one is 
called the Tri-Lateral Commission. The Trilateral Commission's roots stem from the book Between 
Two Ages, written by Zbigniew Brzezinski in 1970. The following Quotations from that book show 
how closely Brzezinski's thinking parallels that of C~R founder Edward Mandell House. 

On page 72, Brzezinski writes: 
.. Marxism is simultaneously a victory or the external. active man over the inner, 
passive man and a victory of reason over belief." On page 83, he states: .. Marx
ism, disseminated on the popular level in the fotm or Communism, represented 
a major adVance in man's ability to·conceptualize his relationship to his 
world." On page 123, we find: "Marxism supplied the best available insight into 
contemporary reality." 

Nowhere does Mr. Brzezinski tell his readers that Marxism "in the form of Communism," which he 
praises, has been responsible for the murder of approximately 125 million human beings in the 
Twentieth Century, has brought about the enslavement of over a billion more, and has caused 
want, deprivation and despair for au but the few criminals who run the Communist-dominated 
nations. On page 198, after discussing America's shortcomings, Brzezinski writes: "America is 
undergoing a new revolution which unmasks its obsolescence." We disagree; America is not 
obsolete. On page 260, he proposes "deliberate management of the American future," with the 
"planner as the key social legislator and manipulator." The central planning that he wants for our 
country is a cardinal underpinning of Communism and the very opposite of the way things are 
done in a free country. 

On page 296, Brzezinski suggests piecemeal movement toward a "community of nations ... 
through a·variety of indirect ties and already developing limitations on national sovereignty." Here 
we have the same proposal that has been offered by Richard Gardner in the CFR publication For
eign Affairs. 

Brzezinski then calls for the forging of community links among the United States, Western Europe, 
and Japan; and the extension of these links to more advanced Communist countries. Rnafly, on 
page 308 of his 309 page book, he lets us know that what he really wants is "the goal of wor1d 
government." 

A Meeting of Minds 

18 

Zbigniew Brzezinski's Between Two Ages, was published in 1970 while he was a professor in NY 
City. David Rockefeller read the book and in 1973, and Mr. Rockefeller launched the new Trilateral 
Commission, whose purposes include North America, Western Europe and Japan "in their eco
nomic relations, their political and defense relations, their relations with developing countries, and 
their relations with Communist countries." 

The original literature of the Trilateral Commission also states, exactly as Brzezinski's book had 
proposed. that the more advanced Communist states could become partners in the alliance lead
ing to worid government. In short, David Rockefeller implemented Brzezinski's proposal. The only 
change was the addition of Canada, so that the Trilateral Commission presently includes members 

·from North America, Western Europe, and Japan, not just the U.S., Western Europe and Japan. 

Then David Rockefeller hired Zbigniew Brzezinski away from Columbia University and appointed 
him to be the Director of the Trilateral Commission.Later in 1973, the little known Governor of 
Georgia, Jimmy Carter. was invited to become a founding member of the Trilateral Commission. 
\Nho are these people trying to promote worid government by encouraging economic interdepen-
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dence among the superpowers? The following represents just a fraction of the list but it should 
drive home the point made in this·effort to bring the truth out before it's too late: 

TRI denotes abbreviation of Tri-Lateral Commission, CFRdenotes Council on Foreign Relations 

George Bush, former member of CFR, TRI; Bill Clinton both the CFR & TRI; Sandra Day O'Connor, 
U.S. Supreme Court Justice and three other federal judges, CFR; Dick Cheney, former Secretary of 
Defense, CFR; Les Aspin, current Secretary of Defense under Clinton, CFR; Colin Powell, Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, CFR; Robert Gates, CFR; Brent Scowcroft, CFRITRI; Jessie Jackson, 
CFR & TRI, Nicholas Brady, CFR; Mario Cuomo, under consideration for the U.S. Supreme Court, 
CFR. 

Why no coverage in the establishment media? Look at the CFR influence: CBS has Risch (their 
CEO) on CFR; Dan Rather, CFR and five others. NBC, their CEO on CFR; Tom Brokaw, David Brin
kley, John Chancellor, Marvin Kalb, Irving R. Levin and others, all CFR. ABC, their CEO is CFR, 
Diane Sawyer and most recently, Barbara Walters, CFR. 

PBS, Cable News Network, Associated Press, Reuters, Baltimore Sun, Washington Times, Child
ren's TV Workshop (Sesame Street), NY Times, War, Inc., Newsweek, Washington Post, the Denver 
Post. Dow Jones, National Review with Wm. F. Buckley, Jr., Reade(s Digest. Dozens of senators 
and house memb~rs, dozens of college universities and presidents, more than a dozen members 
of the State Department, cabinet members, the White House staff and every major bank in this 
country. 

Past shapers of our nation: Adlai Stevenson (CFR), Cyrus Vance (CFR), Zbigniew Brzezinski (CFR), 
Paul Volker (CFR), Henry Kissinger (CFR), George Schultz (CFR), Alan Greenspan (CFR), Jeanne J. 
Kirkpatrick (CFR). 

Our national defense has been dominated by these insiders as well. Every U.S. defense secretary 
of the past 35 years, with the exception of Clark Clifford, has belonged either to the CFR or the Tri
Lateral Commission. The. same groups has supplemented its efforts in the Defense Department 
with the control of other strategic military posts. For example, every Supreme Allied Commander 
in Europe (not Norman Schwarzkopft) has been a member of the CFR or Tri .. Laterai.The CIA, 
which is so critical to our national defense, has also been dominated by establishment insiders, 
with nine of its thirteen directors having been CFR members. 

The four executive positions that have most frequently been filled by CFR/Tri-Lateral merr.bers are 
probably the most influential positions in the U.S. government, apart from the presidency itself: 
Secretaries of Treasury, State, National Security Advisor and Defense. i 

I 

Barry Goldwater said, "The Tri-Lateral Commission is international and is intended to be the vehi
cle for multinational consolidation of the commercial and banking interests by seizing control of 
the political government of the United States. The Tri-Lateral Commission represents a skillful, 
coordinated effort to seize control and consolidate the four centers of power- political, monetary, 
intellectual and ecclesiastical." 

Adam Wisehophf, founder of the Order of Illuminati [the beginning of the quest for world control 
and fostered down through the centuries by organizations previously listed and including The Cob
den Club, the Club of Rome, the Bilderbergers] on May 1, 1776: "Oh mortal man, is there anything 
you cannot be made to believe?" 

The lie is so big, it's difficult to believe it's not a lie because it's so big. Because you didnlt hear it 
on TV or in your newspaper, it must be a lie, right? , 
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David Rockefeller, Internationalist billionaire, CFR Kingpin, founder of the Tri-Lateral Commission, 
Wor1d Order Godfather, voiced his praise of the controlled U.S. media for keeping their oath not to .. 
divulge the Globalist plans to the public. 

Speaking to his fellow conspirators at a meeting, June 1991 in Baden Baden, Gennany, of yet one more 
infaroous Wortd Order group, the Bilderbergers, Mr. Rockefeller said: 

.. We are grateful to the Washington Post. the NY Times. Time Magazine and 
other great publications whose directors have attended our meetings and 
respected their promise of discretion for almost forty years ... It would have 
been impossible to us to develop our plan for the world if we had been subject 
to the bright lights ofpublicity during those years. But. the world is now more 
sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The super
national sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely prefera
ble to the national auto-determination practiced in past centuries." 

Richard M. Cohen, Senior Producer of CBS political news: 
... We are going to impose our agenda on the coverage by dealing with issues and 
subjects that we choose to deal with ... 

Richard Salant, former President of CBS News: 
.. Our job is to give people not what they wan~ but what we decide they ought to 
have." 

John Swinton. the former Chief of Staff of the New York Times, called by his peers, 
... The Dean of his profession, .. was asked in 1953 to give a toast before the NY 
Press Club. He responded with the folloWing statement= "There is no such 
thing. at this date, of the world's history. in America, as an independent press. 
You know it and I know it. There is not one of you who dares to write your hon
est opinions, and if you did, you know beforehand that it would never appear in 
print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinions out of the paper I am 
connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things, and 
any of you who would be so foolish as to Write honest opinions would be out on 
the streets looking for another job. HI allowed my honest opinions to appear in 
one issue of my paper, before twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone. 
Tne business of Journalist is to destroy truth; to lie outright; to pervert; to vil
ify: to fawn at the feet of mammon. and to sell his country and his race for his 
daily bread. You know it and I know it and what folly is this toasting an inde
pendent press? We arethe tools and vassals for. rich men behind the scenes. 
We are the jumping jacks. they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents. our 
possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual 
prostitutes." 

What It All Means 

Let's summarize the situation we have been describing: 

1 . Starting with Jimmy Carter. all past presidents including the current President. Clinton, have promptly 
filled their administrations with members of the Council on Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission. 

2.The Council on Foreign relations was conceived by a Marxist, Edward Mandell House, for the purpose of 
creating a one-world government by destroying the freedom and independence of all nations, especially 
including our own. Its Chairman of the Board is David Rockefeller, and its members have immense control 
over our government and much of American life. 

3. The Trilateral Commission was conceived by Zbigniew Brzezinski, who praises Marxism, who thinks the 
United States is obsolete, and who also wants to create a one-world government. Its founder and driving 
force is also David Rockefeller. It too, exercises extraordinary control over the government of the United 
States. The effect of the C i.-R & the Trilateral Commission on the affairs of our nation is easy to see. Our own 
government no longer acts in its own interest but is J ;t 7nfn buy. We constantty tie ourselves to 
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international agreement. pacts and conventions. These two organizations are designed to bring an end to 
our free republic. Our leaders have developed blatant preferences for Communist Russia ·(AKA the Soviet 
Union, AKA the Commonwealth) and Communist China. while they. continue to work for wor1d government,. 
which has always been the goal of Communism. 

4. In order to fund these grandiose glObal plans, the personal federal income tax, collected by the IRS was 
created in conjunction with the Federal Reserve Act of 1 913 to provide the architects of the NWO with bil
lions and billions of dollars earned by the sweat of Americans' brows. 

5. When you hear the Insiders say, "We did this to ourselves, now we have to make all these sacrifices to 
correct it. .. " you know this statement is a lie. We the People did not do this to ourselves. We were never 
told the truth about the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, how it came into being, or the 16th Amendment that 
was·never lawfully ratified. We did not do this to ourselves but We the People have the power to stop it The 
domestic policies of administrations over the past fifty years could hardly be worse. But the domestic PJii
cies of our government also fit into the scheme to weaken the United States and destroy the freedom of our 
people. Government caused inflation continues to weaken the "note" and destroy the economy of our 
nation. Federal controls continue to hamstring America's productive might. 

The real goal of our own governments' leaders is to make the United States into a carbon copy of 
a Communist state, and then to merge all nations into a one-world system run by a powerful few, 
and funded by the privately owned Federal Reserve Banks. When We the People are fully 
informed, the pieces fall together and things begin to make sense. How would a one-world global 
government affect you as an individual in this country? Do you think ttl at such a development will 
be beneficial to the wortd or agreeable to yourself? Let us list four certain consequences of world 
government: 

One: Rather than improve the standard of living for other nations, world government will mean a forced 
redistr:oution of all wealth and a sharp reduction in the standard of living for Americans. You think it's bad 
now? 

Two: Strict regimentation will become commonplace, and there will be no longer be any freedom of move
ment. freedom of worship, private property rights, free speech, or the right to publish. 

Three: World government will mean that this once glorious land of opportunity will become another social
istic nightmare where no armunt of effort will produce just reward. 

Four: World order will be enforced by agents of the world government in the same way that agents of the 
Kremlin used to enforce their rule throughout the "former" Soviet Union. 

That is not the kind of a world that anyone should have to tolerate, and it is surely not the kind of 
an existence that a parent should leave for a child. Yet, that is what is on our near horizon right 
now, unless enough Americans decide to stop it. 

It is expected that the information you have read in ttl is booklet will be very disturbing; so disturb
ing in fact that some of you will refuse to believe it. We would like to offer up some words from Mr . 

. AJ St. Clair, President of Informed Consent: · 

I&How is it t;hen. that most of us are seeing this shocking truth for the first time 
in 1992? The truth is that those we trusted with positions of leadership, both 
state and federal. have betrayed our trust. Blinded by ambition and the fear of 
loss. they have denied the real consequences oftheir actions even to them
selves and at the expense of their own families. It is difficult to acknowledge 
that all these men and women could indiVidually and collectively be guilty of 
treason against the Constitution and the people they claim to represent. But 
the facts tell an irrefutable story. Now, We the American people. must face and 
deal with this problem before we become 'Feudal Slaves' in their newly con
structed New World Order ... 
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One of the most difficult things any human being can ever be confronted with is handling the fact · 
that someone whom we have placed our trust in has lied to us or betrayed our confidence .. Con-·. 
fronted with the stark reality of the facts that the individual, on whom we. have placed our trust, 
values our contribUtion as less than sacred, we often react in total disbelief. We consciously, with
out knowing why; reject those thoughts we find too painful to bear. The scientists refer to this 
reaction as cognizant dissidence. 

By whatever name it may be known, this kind of traumatic experience marks us indelibly and 
alters our ability to enter into trusting relationships in all areas of our lives. When this kind of 
betrayal is conducted by those we have chosen to be our leaders (elected to public office) and 
have trusted with our lives and those of our children, the magnitude of the trauma is multiplied 
exponentially. 

This is the condition American citizens find themselves in today. Our government has been permit;. 
ted to lie to us so often and for so long, that many in government believe their own lies. Some are 
so brazen as to believe that they were elected to rule rather than serve. Others live in fear of those 
who hold the reigns of power and just go along to get along. The net result has been the disen
franchising of the Americans from any effective partiCipation in the political processes. 

This nationwide effort by American Patriots (Americans whose love and allegiance are to America, 
our flag and the U.S. Constitt:~ion) can bring about the cure and kill the cancer of our economic 
woes-. the Fed and the personal income tax. But only by an overwhelming voice of We the People 
can we force the U.S. Congress to return to Constitutional government and currency. Those of us 
involved in this national effort do not work for money. but we desperately need donations you can 
comfortably make to pay for printing and postage costs. 

If you love this country and want to eliminate the cancer of our economic woes, join in this nation• 
wide effort to collect a minimum of 30 million petition signatures by mid-September. These book
lets are availabie at cost plus shipping to anyone who wants them. Every American who wants to 
save our Republic can distribute them to groups, clubs, organizations or in their neighborhoods, 
along with joining the picketing of the "Federal" Reserve Banks nationwide. Help us get the truth 
to all Americans. 

'"The income tax is unconstitutional and was not part of the orig;nal intent of 
those who crafted our Constitution or government, I am supporting a resol u
tion to repeal the 16th Amendment." 

Steve Symms, fonner member of the U.S. Congress . 

.. Strictly speaking, it probably is not neces$ary for the federal government to 
tax anyone directly: it could simply print the money it needs. However, that 
would be too· bold a stroke. for it would then be obvious to all what kind of 
counterfeiting operation the government is running. The present system com
bining taxation and inflation is akin to watering the milk: too much water and 
the people catch on." 

Ron Paul, former member of the U.S. Congress. 

The Fed was de~igned to encroach on our real wealth by the economically stifling repetition of the 
lending and interest collecting cycles (compounding debt and fueling inflation}, untH the public, 
the Government and the nation's economy are totally bankrupt. By calculated debt and inflation, 
the bankers and financiers have become the owners of the nation's property, businesses, indus
tries and resources. 

The prophetic quote attributed to Thomas Jefferson has been fulfilled: 
.. If the American people allow private banks to control the issuance of their cur
rency. first by inflation and then by deflation. the banks and corporations that 
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will grow up around them will deprive the people of all their property until their 
children will wake up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered." 

HEtP SPREAD THE WORD. If you-belong to MRP, NARFE~ The SeniorCoalition, UAW, AFL
CIO, United Steel Workers of America or any other groups, send them a copy of this booklet and 
petition. Urge them to support this effort. They have every reason not to give their support. 

Let's make 1993 the last year of the unconstitutional personal federal income. tax and the last year 
of the illegal, unconstitutional "Federal" Reserve Bank. Eighty years of fraud is enough! 

Let's make 1993 the year in which caring Americans finally come together and accomplish the 
first big step towards getting out of this economic demise. The alternative is one you don't want to 
think about. 

We don't expect you to take our word for the information contained in this booklet. It is accurate, it 
is factual and we prcvide the following sources of information to confinn it: 

Open your phone book and look under the section for Government Agencies. You will not find the Federal 
Reserve Bank. Rip to the white pages for private business and you will find Federal Reserve Bank, in the 
same section with other private corporations that have taken the name "Federal," along with the FDIC (Fed
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation). 

Numercus books are available on these subjects. We recommend these books but in no way receive any 
form of compensation for suggesting them. These individual authors have thoroughly researched their 
topic, and this material provides accurate and thought pro·.,.oking information for anyone who takes the 
time: 

• The Secrets ci the Federal Reserve, to order call 800-729-4131. 

• The New World Order, to order call 800-729-4131. 

• The Coming Economic.Earthquake, to order call303·467-2677. 

• Bankruptcy 1995, to order call 303-467-2677 
• The Miracle On Main"Street.to order call 303-654-1111 

• The U.S. Constitution and Bill ofRights, to order call 303-654-1111 

• En Route to Global Occupation. to order call 800-749-4009. 

• Behold a Pale Horse, to order call 801-262-4131. 
• Mind Control in America. to order call 800-729,.;4131 [cassette] 

• Global Tyranny~ .. stepby Step. The United Nations and the Emerg,ng 
New World Order by William F. Jasper. to order call414-749-3784i 

• The Socialist/Capitalist Alliance by Harold Pease, Ph.D .. to order Call 
303· 719-634-3466. 

• The Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx. to order call 503-824-2050. 
• The Shadows of Power: The CFR & the American Decline, to order 

ca11503-824-2050 
• The Federal Reserve Hoax. to order call 503-824-2050 

• Lighting over ~e Treasury Building, to order call 503-824-2050 

-~ • The Solution to the Federal Reserve Fraud. to order call 503·824-
2050 

• Usury: Destroyer of Nations, to order call 503-824-2050 

• The Law That Never Was, Vols. 1 & :!, the 16th Amendment. to order 
call 503-824-2050 

• The Federal Reserve System: A Fatal Parasite on the American Body 
Politic by Dr. Edwin Viera. Jr., to order call 703-791-6780 

• The Federal Zone, write to Account for Better Citizenship, P.O. Box 
6189, San Rafael. Calif. 94903-0189 i 

~~X 
--~----~--------------------------~ 
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• Bankers Rese~h Institute. P.O. Box 1105, Staunton, VA 24401, 
details on the P'ed 

• Consl:itutional Research Assoc. P.O. Box 550, SOuth Holland, Dl 
60473; details on the 16th Amendment. 

Donations, questions, return of petitions, volunteers: 

Dewy Kidd- Project '93, 14253 West Baltic Avenue, Lakewood, Colorado 80228. 

Please give this effort your full support before we lose everything. 
Become a patriot for the love of America! 

Let us remember words of wisdom from some individuals who have shaped our past: 
'"Against the insidious wiles of foreign influence, the jealousy of a free people 
ought to be constantly awake; since history and experience prove that foreign 
influence is one of the most baneful woes of Republican government." 

George Washington 

"I believe. there are more instances of the abridgment of freedom of the people 
by gradual and silent encroachments of those in power than by violent and sud
den usurpations." 

James Madison 

'"Among us today is a concentration of private power without equal in history 
and is growing. This concentration is seriously impairing the economic effec
tiveness of private enterprise as a way of providing employment for labor and 
capital as a way of assuring a more equitable distribution of income and earn
ings among the people of the nation as a whole. Private enterprise is ceasing to 
be free enterprise." 

FOR 

Believe These Words 

3ftx 
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Remove the petition pages, sign and mail. 

PETITION TO CONGRESS 

FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES 

We the People hereby declare that all beings are created equal, that We the People are pro
tected by our rights under the Supreme Law o( the Land, the U.S. Constitution, do hereby 
exercise our Ninth Amendment Rights: and 

We, the People of the States united, hereby petition U.S. Congress assembled, pursuant to the 
First Amendment of the Constitution for the United States, for redress of the following griev
ances: 

WHEREAS the United States of America is currently suffering the evil effects of a fraudulently 
imposed. hea'''Y and progressive federal income tax. and an irredeemable fiat money unlaw
fully issued by an unconstitutional central bank; and, 

WHEREAS the Congress of the United States and the legislatures of the several States are 
either unable or unwilling to forthrightly address these concerns within the liiilits of the 
United States Constitution and the Constitutions of the several States; and 

WHEREAS We the People of the United States have the duty to our Creator to reform, change 
or resist the acts of our government when it becomes destructive of the ends for which it was 
organized; and 

WHEREAS We the People require the knowledge needed to effectively deal with the problems 
at hand and to change or reform our government accordingly. in order to avoid chaos and 
anarchy: and 

NOW THEREFORE: 

Be it resolved that the demands of We the People are as .follows: 

1. The repeal of the income tax in its entirety: The abolition of the agency known as- the 
Internal Revenue Service. The IRS forces Americans to surrender their Fifth Al:nendment 
rights and is therefore unconstitutional: 

2. The replacement of the federal income tax with a system of taxation within the classes of 
imposts, excises and duties, while promoting the restoration of State sovereignty; 

3. The repeal of the "Federal" Reserve Act and all subsequent legislation authorizing or 
empowering a central bank. We-the People want the "Federal" Reserve Bank audited. 
Since they conducted theft by operating an entity that is illegal under the U.S. Constitu
tion, we need an accurate accounting of their assets. We the People have a legal claim 
against the assets of the Federal Reserve and all it's branch operations. We want the 
stockholders, the Board of Governors and Alan Greenspan. ofU.tis illegal entity prose
cuted. 

We the People demand that House legislation be introduced and passed~ then continued. over 
to the Senate for conf"umation and eventual approval by the sitting President of the United 
States: 

TO· NdEND the Federal Reserve Act in order to secure for the American people their right to 
Life, Liberty and Property. and .to provide for them a Constitutionally accurate. sound, sate 
and honest medi1,1m of exchange, that their endeavors in agriculture. industry and commerce 
may prosper. 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT &: REMEDY 

Under the present monetary system, our medium of exchange {Federal Reserve Note "Dollars"] 
is created and loaned into circulation in ~change for a claim on real wealth. These loan$ 
require repayment of the face value (principle) plus interest. However. the .. Federal" Reserve 

· Note .. Dollars" needed to pay the interest are never created. This means that it is mathemati
cally impossible to re;Jay the total indebtedness, resulting in foreclosure on personal prop'" 
erty, violating the 13th Amendment rights of all Americans. This is the direct cause of the 
above listed grievances. 



NHEREFORE. we the undersigned who are We the People of America. demand for relief, that 
rou. the Congress assembled, restructure the National monetary system or concepts thereof; 
ts proposecLbyThe Tax & Money Reform .committee and the Coalition for Tax and·-Mon'ey 
~eform. Monetary Reform Committee; said bill having already been hand delivered to the des~ 
>f each Congressman and Senator and abolishing the IRS and eliminating the personal federal 
ncome tax and return .to generating Constitutional revenue. 

~ THE PEOPLE DO NOT consider these petitions a reques~ butindeed, a demand from We 
.he People to you OUR SERVANTS, sworn to uphold the Constitution or the United States. The 
i"ed and the personal income tax are in direct Violation of the U.S. Constitution and We The 
)eople will no longer tolerate this violation of our rights. 

r the House of Representatives does not, within 30 days after Redress or Congress and pre· 
;r.ntation of these petitions. announce these demands will be implemented, we will be forced 
o resort to any and all the resources open to us starting with filing a Complaint in Federal 
:ourt against the U.S. Congress, stockholders and. Board of Governors of the Fed under the 
ights retained To the People by the 1st. 5th, lOth and 13th Amendments to the U.S. Constitu· 
ion & 42 USC 1792, 1983, 1985 and 1986. In addition, we will immediately take available legal 
emedies against each member of the Congress under certain provisions as provided for in 
:ammon Law procedures. 

'le the People expect this conversion process of the monetary system to begin within the ear
. est possible time frame. The same shall occur regarding announcement that the IRS shall 
ease to exist and the personal income will stop. Audit of the '"FED" and legal action against 
1e Board of Governors and Alan Greenspan shall begin as soon as the Attorney General of the 
'nited States can prepare the paperwork. No gridlock will be acceptable. 

·ame & Address, American citizen (phone number optional) 

arne=----~-----------------------------Signatur~~=~~----------~------------

ddress: ------------------- City:-------- State:_. __ Zip: ----..:...-........_ 

hone:~-~-------------~------------



Remove the petition pages. sign and mail. 

PETITION TO CONGRESS 

FOR ·RE,DRESS OF; GRIEVANCES 

We the People hereby declare that all beings are created equal. that We the People are pro
tected by our rights under the Supreme Law of the Land. the U.S. Constitution, do hereby 
exercise our Ninth Amendment Rights: and 

We, the People of the States united, hereby petition U.S. Congress assembled, pursuant to the 
First Amendment of the Constitution for the United States, for redress of the following griev
ances: 

WHEREAS the United States of America is currently suffering the evil effects or aJraudul~ntly 
imposed, heavy and progressive federal income tax. and an irredeemable fiat money unlaw
fully issued by an unconstitutional central bank; and, 

WHEREAS the Congress of the United States and the legislatures of the several States are 
either unable or unwilling to forthrightly address these concerns within the limits of the 
United States Constitution and the Constitutions of the several States; and 

WHEREAS We the People of the United States have the duty to our Creator to reform. change 
or resist the acts of our government when it becomes destructive of the ends for which it was 
organized: and 

WHEREAS We the People require the knowledge needed to effectively deal with the problems 
at hand and to change or reform our government accordingly, in order to avoid chaos and 
anarchy: and 

NOW THEREFORE: 

Be it resolved that the demands of We the People are as follows: 

1. The repeal of the income tax in its entirety: The abolition of the agency known as the 
Internal Revenue Service. The IRS forces Americans to surrender their Fifth Amendment 
rights and is therefore unconstitutional; 

2. The replacement of the federal income tax with a system of taxation within the classes or 
imposts, excises and duties, while promoting the restoration of State sovereignty; 

3. The repeal of the .. Federal" Reserve Act and all subsequent legislation authorizing or 
empowering a central bank. We the People want the "Federal" Resenre Bank audited. 
Since they conducted theft by operating an entity that is illegal under the U.S. Constitu
tion, we need an accurate accounting of their assets. We the People have a legal claim 
against the assets of the Federal Reserve and all it's branch operations~ We want the 
stockholders, the Board of Governors and Alan Greenspan, of this illegal entity prose• 
cuted. 

We the People demand that House legislation be introduced and passed, then continued over 
to the Senate for confinnation and eventual approval by the sitting President of the United 
States: 

TO AMEND the Federal Reserve Act in order.to secure for the American people their right to 
Life. Liberty and Property, and to provide for them a Constitutionally accurate, sound. safe 
and honest medium of exchange, that their endeavors in agriculture. industry and commerce 
may prosper. 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT & REMEDY 

Under the present monetary system. our medium of exchange [Federal Reserve Note .. Dollars"]. 
is created and loaned into circulation in exchange for a claim on real wealth. These loans 
require repayment of the face value [principle] plus interest. However, the "Federal" Resenre 
Note "Dollars" needed to pay the interest are never created. This means that it is mathemati
cally impossible to repay the total indebtedness. resulting. in foreclosure on personal prop
erty·. violating t:."le, 13th Amendment rights of all Americans. This is the direct cause ·of the 
above listed grievances. 



VHEREFORE, we the undersigned who are We the People of America. demand for relief. that 
·ou. the Congress assembled. restructure the National monetary system or concepts t.hereof • 
. s proposed by The ·Tu. & Money Reform Committee and the Coalition for Tax and Money 
teform. Monetary Reform Committee; said bill having already been hand delivered to the desk 
~r each Congressman and Senator and abolishing the IRS and eliminating the personal federal 
ncome tax and return to generating Constitutional revenue. 

VE THE PEOPLE DO NOT consider these petitions a request. but indeed. a demand from We 
he People to you OUR SERVANTS. sworn to uphold the Constitution or the United States. The 
'ed and the personal income tax are in direct violation or the U.S. Constitution and We The 
•eople will no longer tolerate this violation of our rights. 

: the House or Representatives dOes not. within 30 days after Redress or Congress and pre
entation of these petitions. announce these demands will be implemented. we will be forced 
:> resort to any and all the resources open to us starting with filing a Complaint in Federal 
:ourt against the U.S. Congress. stockholders and Board of Governors of the Fed under the 
ights retained To the People by the 1st. 5th. lOth and 13th Amendments to the U.S. Constitu
:on & 42. USC 1792. 1983. 1985 and 1986. In addition. we will immediately take available legal 
~medies against each member of the Congress under certain provisions as provided for in 
ommon Law procedures. 

re the People expect this conversion process of the monetary system to begin within the ear
est possible time frame. The same shall occur regarding announcement ~at the IRS shall 
:::ase to exist and the personal income will stop. Audit of the "'FED" and legal action against 
1e Board of Governors and Alan Greenspan shall begin as soon as the Attorney General of the 
nited States can prepare the paperwor!~. No gridlock will be acceptable. 

ame & Address. American dti.zen (phone number optional} 

arne:-----..,.----------------- Signature..._·---------------

ddress: ---------------- City:-------- State: __ Zip: --------



JOIN PROJECT '93 
THE GRASSROOTS-MOVEMENT THAT'S 

SWEEPING THE·CO-UNTRY! 
Nationwide Picketing of Federal ReserYe Banks Has Already 

--~-
We The People are ~FED~ up I 

The "Federal" Reserve Banking System is privately owned. Your tax dollars go to it's 
stockholders. We do not need an income tax to run the essentials of government. 
Stopping the un-constitutional, immoral, Marxist personal income tax will force 
Congress to get rid of foreign aid, immigration, the NEA, and all the other pork 
spending, because there won't be enough to pay for everyone's pork projects. 
Enough is enough! 

A monetary reform bill has already been hand delivered to the desk of every member 
of the us Congress. We want the UFed" abolished. We want their assets audited, 
because We The People have a claim against them. We want the personal income 
tax abolished. We ~ return to generating revenues according to the Constitution. 
America cannot survive if the "Fed" and the IRS continue robbing the wealth of the 
people, and the wealth of the nation. Find out the truth- the real truth! 

We want 30 million signatures from Americans who are "Fed" up with our country's 
future being given away on a silver platter to a private cartel of bankers and to other 
nations via "foreign aid." We will get no help from the establishment media; they · 
have their own reasons for keeping the truth from you. 

I want to order a starter packet, including the "Petition to CongresS for Redress 
of Grievances," so that people in my area have the opportunity to get involved. 

1 Name: __________ ......._ __ ___,;, ______________ _ 

I 
I Address: 
I ------~~----~----~----------------------------~ 

I City: State: Zip: _______ _ 

I 

I Your generous donations are appreciated to help us get videos made, put out ads, etc. 
I 

J Send $5.00 to help with printing and postage costs to: . . . . 1 

! Devvy Kidd, Project '93, 14253 W. Baltic Ave, Lakewood, CO 80228· 1 

j Approved and supported by the COuncil-onDomestic Relations, organized in 47 Stares. j 

~.!I~ X 



WHERE DOES YOUR TAX MONEY GO? 

''To sin by silence when they should 
protest ·'makes cowards of men. 'A'b h L' , · ra am mean 

''II is not the function of. our Government 
to keep the citizen from falling into error; 
it is the function of the citizen to keep 
the government from falling into error.'' 

[U.S. Supreme Court in American Communications Association v. Douds, 339 U.S. 382, 442] 

- .-. ....... 






